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The chart shows the dramatic events ofthe past decade and a half in the global economy.

Following the Asian crisis in 1998, the emerging market and developing economies grew

strongly and became large enough to drive global growth in the 20005. The financial crisis

in the advanced economies plunged the world economy into recession. The Eurozone

crisis has depressed global growth from 2010.
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Preface

This is two books in one. It is first a textbook and second the result of our on-going research

into building small scale but realistic and comprehensible models of the macro-economy.

On both counts it is a response to the challenges facing students, teachers and many pro-

fessional economists since the calm of the Great Moderation (the period of low inflation

and unemployment from the early 19905 to the start of the crisis in 2007) was rocked by

the credit crunch of 2007 and the full-blown financial crisis of 2008—9. Further challenges

have followed: the emergence of sovereign debt problems in the Eurozone, the persistence

of global imbalances in the aftermath of the crisis and longer term problems regarding

sustainable growth in emerging and advanced economies.

Stephen Nickell wrote about our previous book published in 2006 that it ’is based on the

mainstream monetary macro model which is now widely used by both academics and policy

makers. In a straightfon/vard manner, it shows how this model can be used to address an

enormous variety of practical questions without heavy use of mathematical technique. This

is modern macroeconomics for undergraduates, post-graduates and business economists

alike’. Today there is less of a consensus around a satisfactory 'mainstream model’. During

the Great Moderation period of relatively stable growth and low inflation, shocks never

pushed economies too far from an equilibrium defined as a zero output gap with inflation at

the central bank's target. As a result, what later became serious problems did not arise in the

Great Moderation: for instance, sharp rises in the share of debt-constrained households in

the economy, 'abnormal’ cuts in lending by commercial banks, the freezing up of the inter-

bank market or the inability of central banks to set their desired interest rates. As long as the

financial system provided continuity of core banking services, there had been an unspoken

agreement that there was no need for it to be part of the macro model, and it was not.

Our goal here is to integrate the financial system with the macroeconomic model. In doing

this we take account of the gaps in the mainstream model exposed by the financial crisis

and the Eurozone crisis. We hope to supply readers with a simple but realistic model which

they can use both to analyse the state of the economy and to think systematically about

responding to its problems. We integrate the modelling with the presentation of descriptive

data, evidence about the empirical testing of the important relationships among variables,

and institutional arrangements.

What this book offers to undergraduates studying economics

it is likely you were attracted to study economics because you wanted to know more about

why the world was plunged into a financial crisis and how the policies adopted by central

banks and finance ministries in response might work. We aim to equip you with a framework

for understanding macroeconomics and the financial system that you will feel comfortable

using to explain to your friends what is going on in the global economy.

Just as when studying labour economics, you expect to be able to participate in debates

about the minimum wage and the effects of migration, and in industrial economics, about the
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effects of competition policy and ofincentives to boost R&D, so too in macroeconomics you

should be able to discuss important real world problems. Some of the questions for which

we will provide the tools to address are the following: the role of the global banking system

in the upswing to the financial crisis; how a period of economic stability and confidence

in macroeconomic management could sow the seeds of a crisis of a scale not seen since

the Great Depression; the merits and failings of austerity policies in the Eurozone and the

prospects for recovery; why the oil price hike in the mid 20005 did not result in stagflation

or high unemployment as had the oil shocks of the 19705; the consequences for the real

exchange rate of the discovery of new natural gas deposits; whether fiscal policy should be

delegated to a 'fiscal policy council'; the options for macroeconomic policy in an independent

Scotland or Catalonia; how housing bubbles can be explained and why they occur in some

economies and not others.

This book gives you a systematic way ofthinking through problems like these. You will learn

ways of connecting the behaviour of households, firms, governments and central banks to

aggregate economic outcomes. We look at how households try to even out fluctuations in

their income so that their consumption is fairly stable, but also why they may fail to do this,

especially following financial crises when they are debt-constrained. Whereas household

behaviour tends to smooth out fluctuations in the economy, the investment decisions of

firms are lumpy. We look at how firms set wages and prices, how banks set the lending rate

and how the need to maintain the continuity of banking services affects bank risk-taking.

Institutions matterto macroeconomic performance and we shall see, for example, that union

behaviour or whether households can re—mortgage their house when house prices rise help

explain differences across countries in economic outcomes.

In manyjobs you may get, whether working in finance or in think tanks, or in management

or consultancies, or for governments or central banks, you need to be able to interpret

national and international economic trends and policy debates. The confidence to do so

comes from learning about how the different actors in the economy behave and how they

interact. What are they trying to achieve and what limits their ability to put their intentions

into practice? The macroeconomic environment is always changing and we need to be

prepared for surprises. Knowing about previous periods of growth, stability and crisis is very

helpful in preparing for shocks that might come. It has frequently been said that Federal

Reserve President Ben Bernanke’s bold response to the crisis in 2008 owed as much to his

research on the Great Depression as to his knowledge of economic models. As you work

through the chapters, you will build up a picture of how the world economy has evolved

since the Great Depression and how economics has affected and been affected by those

developments. Chapter 8 provides a longer-run perspective and shows you how to link the

analysis of macroeconomic behaviour in the short~ and medium-run to long-run growth.

What this book offers graduate students, professional economists and other

interested readers

Our approach is to reduce the complex, mathematically dense models used in frontier

research and in central bank and fiscal forecasting exercises to a relatively simple intuitive and

unified model—one that can be understood using diagrams and a small number ofequations.

The model incorporates realistic institutional settings in labour and product markets as well
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as the financial system, and analyses closed, open and global economies. It is a unified model

in that the same tools are used to analyse both stability and crisis.

Long before the crisis, the economist Hyman Minsky had argued that over periods of

prolonged prosperity and optimism when both data about macroeconomic volatility and

the behaviour ofthe rating agencies signal declining risk, financial institutions invest in riskier

assets. This makes the economic system more vulnerable to a crisis. Minsky's insight suggests

that the very tranquillity of the economy in the Great Moderation created the seeds of the

crisis by causing banks to take excessive risks. As vividly depicted in the film The Insidejob,

many macro-economists participated in the general sense of unproblematic well—being.

Nevertheless the mainstream modern monetary framework, captured in the 3—equation

model of the real economy (explained below), remains an important foundation of the

unified model in this book. But now the link between the financial system and that main-

stream real economy model is central to our approach. We also believe that the crisis has

shown more clearly how consumer behaviour is affected—and therefore modelled—when

the economy is operating with high unemployment and where households have high levels

of debt. In addition, we pay more attention to real and financial interactions among global

economies than was customary in pre-crisis models, reflecting the importance of global

and Eurozone imbalances. It is probably fair to say that in none of these developments is

there clear consensus of the kind that had previously characterized the modern monetary

framework.

The modern monetary framework: the 3-equation model

The workhorse model for macroeconomic modelling ofeconomies with an inflation targeting

central bank is the 3—equation model. it is often referred to as New Keynesian, the ’Keynesian’

drawing attention to the fact that it allows for 'prolonged departures of economic activity

from its optimal level as a consequence of instability in aggregate spending’ (Woodford,

1999).

The three equations are the IS, which models aggregate demand, the PC, which reflects

wage and price-setting behaviour in the economy, and the MR, which represents the best-

response behaviour of the inflation-targeting central bank.1 In the 3—equation model busi-

ness cycles are driven by shifts in aggregate demand and supply (in contrast to the Real

Business Cycle model set out in Chapter 16 where supply side shocks are the drivers of

cycles). Output and employment are affected by fluctuations in aggregate demand because

of structural features of the economy, often referred to as nominal rigidities, which prevent

wages and prices from adjusting rapidly. The central bank is modelled as adjusting interest

rates in response to shocks to the economy so as to achieve its inflation target. Aggregate

demand fluctuations shift the economy away from the equilibrium rate of unemployment at

which inflation is constant. The equilibrium rate of unemployment is the outcome of wage-

and price—setting behaviour. Even in the absence of imperfect competition in the labour

market, there is involuntary unemployment at equilibrium because employment contracts

are incomplete. At the wage chosen by the firm, there are workers who would be willing to

1 For readers who would like to see the 3-equation model presented in contrast to the old workhorse models

of IS/LM and Mundell-Fleming, we refer you to our book published in 2006.

xi
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take ajob but who are unemployed. Demand shocks shift output and employment away

from the equilibrium, and inflation rises when the labour market tightens and fails when it

slackens. Supply shocks shift the equilibrium rate of unemployment while institutional and

policy differences across countries imply different national rates of unemployment.

The zero lower bound, as well as a deflation trap, can be modelled within the common

framework. The best-response function of the policy maker establishes the output gap that

will get the economy onto a path back to its constant inflation equilibrium. When interest rate

based monetary policy is inoperative, because of the zero lower bound, the best response

function is reinterpreted in terms ofthe stance ofdiscretionary fiscal policy and the extent to

which unconventional monetary policy such as quantitative easing can have a direct effect

on the lending rate, inflation expectations and asset prices.

Macroeconomics and the financial system

The widespread adoption of the mainstream monetary macro model of inflation-targeting

reflected the tendency in economics teaching and research to separate macroeconomics

from finance. The first step to redress this is by integrating a model of the banking system

with the 3-equation model, showing how the margin of the lending rate over the policy

rate is set in the commercial banking sector, how money is created in a modern banking

system and how the central bank can take account of the working of the banking system

in order to achieve its desired policy outcome. The basic set-up is one in which money is

credit; the money supply is endogenous and the real lending rate is controlled by the central

bank through its interest rate policy. Shocks to the banking system can cause macroeco—

nomic shocks unless the central bank makes the appropriate adjustments to the policy

rate.

The second step is to highlight characteristics ofthe financial system that can create vulner-

ability to afinancial crisis, with implications forfiscal balance. This is ignored in the 3-equation

macro model. The economy depends on the continuity of core banking services and gov-

ernments cannot afford to let them fail. This means that systemically important banks do not

bear the full cost of their lending decisions. They will have an incentive to take on excessive

risk. Schemes of deposit insurance guard against panic-based bank runs but reduce the in—

centive for small depositors to monitor the risk-taking strategies of banks, even though these

strategies can threaten their solvency. In principle banking regulation can impose higher

private capital cushions on banks to create a better alignment of private and social costs but

the crisis revealed the weakness of pre-existing arrangements.

In the third step, we set out a simple model of the behaviour of highly-leveraged financial

institutions as the basis for the development of a leverage or financial cycle in the econ-

omy. There is no widely agreed model of this. We use recent research by Shin (2009) and

Geanakoplos (2010) as the basis of a model suitable for undergraduate level and for other

non-specialist readers. The model explains how risky loans made by retail banks can be

transformed into marketable securities by investment banks. By connecting this to Minsky’s

insight that a period of prolonged macro-economic calm can incubate a crisis, we have the

tools to analyse how a leverage cycle can take hold in the economy. The modelling of a

financial crisis and the consequences for policy makers ofa subsequent balance sheet reces-

sion is also set out within the same framework (reflecting the approach of Eggertsson and

Krugman, 2012).
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Open economy

The extended 3—equation model

In this new book, we extend the 3-equation model to deal with policy making in the open

economy. We show how arbitrage in the forward-looking foreign exchange market interacts

with the way that the central bank forecasts the effects of shocks. The interaction between

these two fon/vard-looking agents in the economy also determines the mix of exchange rate

and interest rate adjustment to shocks.2

Global imbalances

Although global imbalances were steadily building up during the 20005, they were not seen

as a cause for concern. Inflation targeting was the focus of policy makers’ attention and

its success in the presence of growing international imbalances in current accounts and

real exchange rates prompted the development of models accounting for imbalances as

equilibrium phenomena. But once the crisis started it became very apparent that we needed

a clearer analysis of the interrelation of open economies in which growing imbalances could

signal unsustainable combinations of growth strategies across the world’s major economies.

We set out a simple 2-bloc version of the 3-equation model to show how the pursuit of

different growth strategies in each bloc is nevertheless consistent with the achievement of

the inflation targets of the central banks in each bloc.

Eurozone

Imbalances among Eurozone economies had also been largely ignored as a source of con-

cern for policy makers. This reflected the presumption in open economy New Keynesian

macroeconomic models that real exchange rates would respond in a stabilizing way to the

creation of a common currency area. Little attention had been paid either to the current

account and associated real exchange rate imbalances in the Eurozone or to the fragile gov—

ernance structure of the Eurozone itself. All of this came into sharp focus in the Eurozone

crisis of 2010.

The case of a common currency area is handled within the core model. Monetary policy

making by the ECB at the level of the Eurozone can be understood using the open economy

3—equation model to explain how the Eurozone economy was able to keep close to its

inflation target in the first decade of operation. The core model is extended to explore the

behaviour of member countries of the Eurozone. It is used to highlight how an attitude of

benign neglect by national policy makers towards stabilization policy in their own country

contributed to the origins of the sovereign debt crisis of 201 0.

Growth and innovation

The analysis oflong run growth is placed in historical perspective by presenting data from the

year 1 000 for GDP per capita in several European countries as well asjapan, China and India.

This draws attention to the relatively recent experience of steadily rising living standards.

We highlight the interconnection of great changes in technology with the emergence of

2 For an initial presentation of this, see Carlin and Soskice, 2010.

xiii
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capitalism as the dominant economic system in Europe in the 19th century, which marks the

beginning of the transformation of the way of life of humans across the globe.

The modelling focuses on capital accumulation and innovation as the proximate sources of

growth. The Solow model provides a workhorse to explain the concept of a balanced growth

path and to analyse the role of capital accumulation in long run growth. To understand the

central role of technological progress in economic performance over the last 250 years, we

focus on the dynamism of the capitalist economy and the role of Schumpeterian (or innova-

tion) rents. The Aghion and Howitt model of Schumpeterian growth is used to explain the role

of competition in growth and to look at the relationship between fluctuations and growth.

Understanding microeconomics

Consumption behaviour: credit—constrained households and balance sheet effects

In a stable world, the permanent income hypothesis and associated Euler equation appear

to be reasonable ways of modelling consumption. Faced with the major disruption of the

crisis and recession that followed, however, the importance of credit constraints and of

balance sheet effects on the behaviour of indebted households came to the fore. The need

for a richer model of consumption following the crisis also made clear the neglect by many

economists of financial accelerator effects, which had operated in the household sector in

the years ofupswing ofthefinancial cycle. In economies where it is possible for households to

withdraw equityfrom their house, house price booms led to a relaxation ofcredit constraints,

prompting households to spend more on housing and on the purchase of other goods and

serVIces.

Imperfect competition and output determination

In the book we assume that firms operate in imperfectly competitive product markets. This

explains why their incentive to change prices immediately in response to demand shocks

is limited. The combination of sluggish price adjustment with a sizeable responsiveness

of consumption to changes in current income produces demand-driven fluctuations. The

multiplier is therefore a useful tool in understanding business cycles.

Inertial inflation expectations

In the modelling of inflation in the New Keynesian DSGE (Dynamic Stochastic General Equi-

librium) models, which are routinely used in macroeconomic research, wage and price setters

use rational expectations to calculate, in a forward-looking way, the expected inflation rate.

In the presence of price stickiness, the result is that inflation, like the exchange rate is ajump

variable that responds to forecasts of future output gaps. Estimated NK DSGE models used in

policy making then include a variety of ad hoc elements to produce sufficient persistence in

inflation and output to match the persistence found in the data of actual economies. In the

core modelling of this book, we include the persistence of inflation explicitly in the Phillips

curve by including lagged inflation. We draw the attention of students to the institutional

sources of the differences in the way wages, prices and exchange rates (along with the prices

offinancial assets) behave. We assume, realistically, that wage setting takes place periodically.

In the baseline model, wage setters update their inflation expectations based on past infla-

tion and firms update their prices following the wage round. We show how expectations that
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are more firmly anchored to the central bank’s inflation target reduce the costs of adjusting

to shocks.

We explain the importance of the Lucas critique, which highlights problems raised by

using a backward-looking Phillips curve when the economic or policy environment changes.

These problems are less acute in an environment in which the motivation of policy makers

is modelled explicitly as is the case in this book.

Non-clearing labour markets: incomplete contracts, bargaining and institutions

When an employer advertises vacancies at a particular wage or salary and hires a worker,

she cannot be sure of what she will get in terms of work produced. The wage contract is by

its nature incomplete and can be contrasted with a contract to buy a mobile phone, where

the purchasers know exactly what they are getting. Because contracts in the labour market

are incomplete, there is involuntary unemployment: in order to get the worker to work hard,

the firm deliberately sets the wage above the worker’s reservation wage, which means there

is a cost ofjob loss. Involuntary unemployment is characteristic of the economy even when

wages are flexible and there is no imperfect competition.

In many countries unions play an important role in wage—setting. Even when they don't,

there is often bargaining between employer and prospective employee over the wage. This

will result in wages being set above the level that the employer would choose. An exception

is when unions behave in a coordinated way. This means they take into account the effect of

the wage bargain on economy—wide inflation and hence on the response ofthe policy maker.

The precise institutional arrangements for wage setting are important in understanding their

implications for equilibrium unemployment.

Asymmetric information in credit markets

In credit markets, asymmetric information between lenders and borrowers means that banks

will ration credit. Although households are forward-looking, some face constraints in bor-

rowing to smooth their consumption. Other households are impatient and don't save when

they could. As a result of credit constraints and impatience, demand shocks are amplified by

a multiplier process.

The information asymmetry between banks and the government in turn helps explain why

ban ks take on too much risk—they can lend ’too much'. The problem is exacerbated because

of the obligation of governments to maintain the functioning of core banking services in

the economy. In the event that excessive risk taking by banks results in bank failures, the

government normally bails them out. Banking crises become fiscal crises. The interaction

between the institutions in the housing and financial markets creates the basis for a financial

accelerator that can drive the upswing of a financial cycle and create vulnerability to a

financial crisis.

Using the book in a variety of courses

The book is designed to be used in core macroeconomics courses at intermediate and

advanced undergraduate level. To increase theflexibility ofthe book and to make it accessible

to a wider audience, non—technical overviews are provided for the main modelling chapters.

The overviews encourage students to see the structure ofthe argument as whole before they
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get drawn into the details. There are appendices to many chapters in which more technical

material is set out; web appendices are used where the technical presentation is lengthier.

There is a macroeconomic simulator on the book’s website developed by Javier Lozano,

which allows readers to conduct a range of exercises using the closed and open economy

versions of the model.

Below are illustrations of the use of different combinations of chapters (chapter numbers

are in parenthesis) for a variety of courses.

Intermediate macroeconomics

Demand side (1)

Supply side (2)

The 3—equation model and macroeconomic policy (3)

Expectations (4)

Money, banking and the macro economy (5)

The financial sector and crises (selected sections of 6)

The 3—equation model in the open economy (9)

The open economy: demand and supply sides (10)

Growth, fluctuations and innovation (8)

Selected applications from the chapters on Monetary policy (13)

Fiscal policy (14)

The global financial crisis: applying the models (7)

Advanced macroeconomics

Microfoundations of the demand and supply sides (1, 2,4, 15; web appendices)

Money and the financial sector in the macro model (5, 6, 7; web appendices)

Open economy macro (9—12)

Macroeconomic policy (13-15)

Real business cycle and New Keynesian models (16)

Macroeconomic policy

Overview sections of Chapters 1—3, 9—11

Expectations (4)

Monetary policy (13)

Fiscal policy (14)

Supply-side policy, institutions and unemployment (15)

The Eurozone economy (12)

Macroeconomics of money and banking

The 3—equation model and the macro economy (3; the Overview sections of Chapters 1 and

2 as preparatory reading)

Expectations (4)

Monetary policy (13)

Money, banking and the macro-economy (5)

The financial sector and crises (6)
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The global financial crisis: applying the models (7)

Banking and macro-prudential regulation (13, Section 13.6)

Labour economics: macro

Overview section of Chapter 1

The supply side (2)

The 3-equation model and the macro economy (3)

Supply-side policy, institutions and unemployment (l 5)

International monetary economics

Overview sections of Chapters 1 and 2

The 3—equation model and the macro economy (3)

The 3-equation model in the open economy (9)

The open economy: demand and supply sides (10)

Extending the open economy model: oil shocks & imbalances (11)

The Eurozone (12)

xvii
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The demand side

 

1.1 Overview

In the late 20005, households and firms across the world cut back their spending and the

global economy went into recession. There is little disagreement among economists that the

dramatic fall in global GDP in 2008—09, which is now known as the global financial crisis, was

a negative shock to aggregate demand.

This chapter begins the task of building a macroeconomic model with the demand side of

the economy, which concerns the spending decisions of households, firms and government.

As we shall see in Chapter 2, the supply side refers to the production activities in the economy.

Dramatic changes in aggregate demand—that is, spending in the economy as a whole—

as occurred in 2008—09 are unusual. In more normal times, shifts in aggregate spending

decisions as well as shifts on the supply side of the economy are sources of the irregular

fluctuations from recession to boom that form the business cycle.

lfa period ofdepressed spending is forecast, there is much discussion in the financial press

about whether the central bank will intervene and offset the likely recession by cutting the

interest rate. The central bank would cut the interest rate because it expects this to encourage

spending and help return the economy to stability. Similarly, if a boom in spending were

forecast, the central bank would try to dampen it down by raising the interest rate. As well

as the central bank, the government also needs to know how spending patterns are likely

to evolve and affect output. A recession will depress tax revenue and increase spending on

unemployment benefits. Forecasting patterns ofspending is therefore a priority, not only for

businesses, but also for the monetary and fiscal policy makers.

Aggregate demand and spending decisions

In this chapter, we focus on what lies behind the spending decisions in the economy and

how they influence the level of economic activity. By the level of activity, we mean output

or income. When output changes, employment also changes. For example, when output

rises, more workers or longer hours are needed to produce the higher level of output.

With more hours worked, the wage bill is larger and with higher sales, total profits are

higher. This is why changes in economic activity are thought of as both changes in output

and in income (i.e. wages and profits). When we think of a real-world economy, output is

normally growing and recessions and booms produce fluctuations around a trend growth

rate. However, we will often simplify by working with levels of output rather than its rate of

growth.
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Spending decisions are complex. For consumers they involve both a static component

(what shall I buy today given my current income and the prices of the goods and services

that are available?) and an intertemporal one (how do i allocate my spending over time given

my expectations about how my income will evolve in the future?). Decision making for firms

and the government also involves an intertemporal aspect. Firms make decisions to purchase

machinery, equipment and premises based on a business plan that includes forecasts about

how input costs and demand for their products will evolve over time. The government must

also forecast demographic trends when making plans for building schools and hospitals.

Decisions by the entities that make up the economy—firms, families and government

bodies—lie behind the demand side of the economy. However, macroeconomics is con-

cerned with the aggregate sum ofspending decisions ofthese groups, and the consequences

of those decisions for economy—wide outcomes such as the rate of unemployment or infla-

tion. Household spending decisions add up to aggregate consumption, C; firms' investment

decisions add up to aggregate investment, I (note that I refers to spending on machinery,

equipment and new houses and other buildings); and government spending on different

goods and services adds up to a single number, G.

Including the purchase of new housing as part of investment highlights the difference

between on the one hand, aggregate demand, which refers to spending on goods and

services and on the other hand, the purchase of assets such as company shares or second-

hand property. The purchase of a second—hand house does not contribute to aggregate

demand. it is the transfer of the ownership of an asset from one household to another. In

contrast, the building and selling ofa new house uses resources and produces income, hence

it influences aggregate demand.

Although the first chapters in the book relate to the closed economy (a single nation

without links with others) as noted above, in the fuller model (set out in Chapters 9 and 10)

the demand side includes foreign spending on home goods and services, exports (X), and

domestic spending on foreign goods and services, imports (M). Aggregate demand is real

expenditure on goods and services produced in the home economy. This can be summarized

by an equation relating real expenditure, which is called yD, to its individual components:

yD = c + I + G + (X — M) , (aggregate demand)

where we add to the trio of C, land G, the expenditure of foreigners on home output, X and

subtract the spending of home agents on output produced abroad, M.

Aggregate demand and government policy

Two of the major tools of macroeconomic policy, monetary and fiscal policy, work by in-

fluencing different elements on the demand side. Policy makers worry about fluctuations in

aggregate demand because they affect unemployment and inflation.

Monetary policy seeks to stabilize aggregate demand by changing interest rates, which

affect the investment decisions offirms and the purchase of durable goods like new cars and

houses by households. A rise in the interest rate increases the cost of financing investment

projects, and projects that would have gone ahead with lower interest rates are postponed or

cancelled. Monetary policy also has indirect effects because the interest rate affects incentives

to save and therefore shifts spending decisions over time. For example, by making new
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borrowing more expensive and increasing the return on saving, a higher interest rate will

encourage households to postpone consumption.

Through changes in government spending on goods and services (G), fiscal policy affects

aggregate demand directly. Fiscal policy can also be used to affect demand indirectlyth rough

its influence on household incomes and through that channel, on household spending. This

is how changes in taxation and in the transfers made by the government to households in

the form of pensions, disability and unemployment benefits feed through to affect aggregate

demand. We will denote taxes minus transfers by T.

An important reason to study the demand side is to construct a model ofthe transmission

mechanism by which monetary and fiscal policy, via the spending decisions of households,

firms and the government, affect the economy. Before explaining the first building block of

the model, which is the IS curve, we provide some facts about the demand side.

1.1.1 Facts about the demand side and business cycles

Shares of GDP

Table 1.1 sets out the average composition of gross domestic product (GDP) in five major

economies between 2000 and 2005. GDP is the national accounts measure ofnational output.

We discuss the calculation ofGDP next subsection. Table 1.1 shows that consumption makes

up the largest proportion of GDP in all the five economies. However, the importance of

consumption in GDP ranges from 43% in China to nearly 70% in the US. A large part of this

cross-country variation can be explained by differences in the contribution ofinvestment. For

example, an exceptionally high proportion ofChinese GDP arises from investment spending,

which crowds out consumption spending. The table also highlights the variation across

countries in the contribution to GDP from net exports. On average, between 2000 and 2005,

the UK and the US ran current account deficits with exports in excess of imports, whereas the

other three countries were in surplus (see Chapter 10 for further discussion and definitions).

The upper panel of Fig. 1.1 shows how the shares of consumption, investment and gov-

ernment spending in GDP changed over time for the UK from 1948 to 2010. The share of

consumption follows a shallow U shape over the period; investment is mildly hump shaped

and the share of government spending drifts upward throughout the period. Government

spending is dominated by spending on services (e.g. health and education) where

Table 1.1 Shares ofGDP (in %), current prices, average 2000—2005.

 

 

Consumption Investment Government Net

spending exports

China 43.0 37.5 15.1 29

Germany 58.6 18.7 19.0 35

Japan 57.1 23.7 17.7 1.4

United Kingdom 65.3 16.7 20.0 —2.5

United States 69.9 19.0 15.3 —4.5

 

Note: GDP in current prices is a measure of nominal GDP; shares might not add up to 100% due to stockbuilding and

statistical discrepancies.

Source: OECD National Accounts (data accessed November 2011).
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Figure 1.1 Components ofGDP in the UK: as a percentage ofGDP between 1948 and 2010 (upper panel) and

volatility of growth rates between 1958 Q3 and 2008 Q4 (lower panel).

Source: UK Office for National Statistics (data accessed October 2011).

Note: Volatility has been calculated as the standard deviation of the GDP growth rate over a rolling 21»quarter period, The

upper graph uses data from the series ‘Gross Domestic Product by category of expenditure, current prices' and the lower

graph uses data from the series ’Gross Domestic Product by category of expenditure, chained volume measures'.

productivity growth is slower than in industry. In sectors with comparatively slow produc-

tivity growth, prices rise relative to the rest of the economy. This is an important structural

reason for the tendency for government expenditure, when measured in current prices, to

rise as a proportion ofGDP.

National accounts

The national accounts are used to measure the output of an economy. The most commonly

used measure for calculating national output is gross domestic product, or GDP. GDP can

be measured in three different ways. All three equations for calculating GDP are identities.

which means that because of the way the variables are defined, the left hand side must

always equal the right hand side. This special feature of an identity is signalled by the use of

the equals sign with three bars.

Firstly, the expenditure method, which is one we use in the model of the demand side.

This method measures GDP as the total expenditure on the economy’s output of goods and

servrces:

y E C + I + G + (X — M) , (GDP identity, expenditure method)

where y E output (or GDP), C E consumption, l E investment (including changes in stocks

of raw material and finished goods), G E government spending and (X — M) E net exports.

This is an identity, as it simply breaks down GDP into its constituent components. A fall in one
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of the components on the right hand side, for example consumption, will therefore always

result in an equivalent reduction in measured GDP on the left hand side.

When a new house is bought, just like a new piece of machinery, this is an investment

decision—the house provides a flow of services to the household over many years—and is

included in the national accounts under I. The house and the piece of machinery form part

of the economy’s capital stock. National accountants have to make many tricky classifica—

tion decisions: although households buy a variety of durable goods that provide services

over many years, by convention it is only housing that is considered as investment in the

national accounts. Cars and furniture, for example, are treated in the national accounts as

consumption.

It is important to note that only government spending on goods and services is part of

aggregate demand. G does not include government expenditure on transfers (e.g. pensions or

social security payments). When the recipients oftransfers spend their income from benefits

or pensions, this is then recorded as consumption.

The expenditure method only includes final goods. For example, during the production

process, firms buy raw materials and intermediate goods to make their final goods. The

only purchases that are counted in GDP are when the firm sells the finished goods to the

consumer. This avoids any double counting. In this way, GDP captures only the value added

created in the economy. This leads onto the second approach for calculating GDP; the

value added method. This method measures GDP as the value added created in all sectors

of the economy, such that:

y E value of output sold — costs of raw materials and intermediate goods.

(GDP identity, value added method)

The third and final approach for calculating GDP is the income method. This method

measures GDP as the total income of all agents in the economy, such that:

y E salaries of workers + profits of the owners of capital.

(GDP identity, income method)

Thethree methods ofcalculatingGDP are all identities and each holds at each point in time.

It makes intuitive sense that the total income in the economy is equal to the total expenditure,

because for every transaction there is both a buyer and a seller. What is expenditure for

the buyer is income to the seller. In practice, however, GDP calculated using the three

methods may differ. This is a matter of measurement error, which can arise for several reasons.

Measurement error may be more serious for one rather than another ofthe three methods.

For example, tax evasion or the existence ofa substantial black market are likely to produce

a greater problem of underestimation ofGDP when measured by incomes than for the other

methods. Ifthe underlying components could be measured completely accurately, then each

of the three approaches would yield exactly the same estimate of GDP.

Relative volatility

The lower panel of Fig. 1.1 shows the relative volatility of growth rates for the three com-

ponents of aggregate demand: a higher standard deviation means higher volatility. We can

see that investment is much more volatile than consumption and government spending:
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Figure 1.2 Business cycles in the United States between 1948 and ZOlO—Log of real GDP (upper panel) and

real GDP growth (lower panel).

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis (data accessed October 2011).

Note: The shaded grey areas represent recessions as defined by NBER. Both graphs use data from the series ‘Real GDP, chained

dollars, billions of chained (2005) dollars’.

the line showing the standard deviation for investment lies above that for consumption and

government spending. Investment depends on expected post-tax profits and is very de-

pendent on how optimistic firms are, so it tends to flourish in boom periods and collapse in

recessions, making it more volatile than the other components of GDP, or GDP itself. In addi-

tion to this, investment can also be postponed in recessions, whereas government spending

and consumption cannot be as easily delayed. For example, a household still has to spend

money on food and drink in a recession, whereas a firm may choose to wait until the econ-

omy has recovered before it undertakes investment. We shall also see—in Section 1.2.6—that

fixed investment decisions are often bunched, further accounting for the greater volatility of

investment.

Growth and cycles

The idea that economies fluctuate between phases of boom and recession is confirmed by

looking at the data for the USA. Figure 1.2 illustrates the long—run growth and business cycles

in the US economy. In the top panel, the log ofGDP in constant prices is plotted and shows

the rather steady growth rate of GDP over the long run. Using the log scale, a straight line

would represent a constant growth rate from 1948 to 2010.1 In fact, annual growth rates in

each decade from 1948 were: 3.3%, 4.8%, 3.2%, 3.0%, 3.1% and 2.5%.

1 See Section 3 of Chapter 8 for a detailed discussion of growth concepts and the use and interpretation of

natural logs.
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Figure 1.3 Volatility of real GDP growth in the United States: 1950 03-2009 Q1.

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis (data accessed October 2011).

Note: Volatility has been calculated as the standard deviation of the GDP growth rate over a rolling 21 -quarter period. Graph

uses data from the series 'Real GDP, chained dollars, billions of chained (2005) dollars‘.

By plotting the annual growth rate of GDP in the lower panel, the fluctuations of the

economy around the long—run trend are highlighted. The dotted line represents the average

growth rate between 1948 and 2010 of 3.3%. Peaks and troughs of growth occur about twice

a decade. In the US, an independent body called the National Bureau of Economic Research

(N BER) establishes the dates of US business cycles and states there have been eleven separate

contractions (i.e. recessions) over this period, which are represented by the shaded grey areas

on the graphs. Recessions start at the peak of a business cycle and end at the trough: during

recessions, economic activity is contracting. In the period we are analysing, the recessions

range from 6 to 18 months in duration. This is why the annual GDP growth rate shown

in Fig. 1.2 is not negative in all of the recessions (e.g. the 2001 recession). The longest of

these recessions was the 2007—09 global financial crisis (GFC), which spanned a year and a

half.

Before the global financial crisis, many macroeconomists claimed that better policy making

had produced greater macroeconomic stability. This led to the use of the term ’the Great

Moderation’ to describe the calmer macroeconomic conditions from the mid-19805 (fewer

and shorter recessions as illustrated in Fig. 1.2).

A more precise way to document the Great Moderation is to look at the volatility of GDP

growth. Figure 1.3 shows the volatility of US GDP growth since the late 19505. By plotting the

standard deviation of the growth rate over a 21—quarter rolling period, changes in volatility

can be seen easily. There is a noticeable fall in the volatility of GDP growth from the mid

19805. However, the spike in volatility experienced during the recent recession brought the

era of the Great Moderation to an end.

1.1.2 Introducing the IS curve

In this chapter, we begin to build up a way of capturing essential elements of the complex

real-world macro-economy in a model. The model is called the 3-equation model because

there are three core elements, representing the demand side, the supply side and the policy

maker. The I5 is the curve that represents the demand side. It is called the IS curve because
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it refers to planned investment and savings decisions; hence the I and the S. It was originally

formulated as a simple shorthand version of John Maynard Keynes's description of the

demand side in his General Theory?

Models are important for providing a framework in which to think about complex prob-

lems more easily and more carefully. By modelling the goods market we can answer inter-

esting questions about the demand side that we might otherwise struggle with, such as:

1. lfyou give an individual a $100 bonus, how much of it will they spend?

2. How much will output increase following a rise in government spending or a boost in the

confidence of households and firms about their future prospects?

3. To what extent will a rise in the interest rate curtail investment in new housing, machinery

and equipment?

The IS curve is a way of summarizing the way that aggregate output in the economy is

affected by changes in the spending decisions of families, firms and government bodies.

For example, when firms increase their spending on new equipment, this triggers increased

production in the capital goods producing sector ofthe economy. More people are employed

to produce the extra capital goods and as they spend their wages, demand for consumer

goods goes up and employment and output expand in those sectors as well. As a result

of this process, the economy will move to a higher level of output and employment. We

shall see that in response to the initial expansion of spending, output will expand until the

extra Saving households want to make just balances the extra spending on Investment. At

that point, the process by which the impact of the initial increase in aggregate demand is

multiplied through the economy in subsequent rounds of higher employment, spending by

newly employed workers, higher demand for consumer goods, etc. comes to an end.

Aggregate demand in the private sector

Focusing attention on decisions by the private sector, the level of aggregate demand will be

affected by current income and by the following factors.

1. Expectations about the future: the plans of firms to invest in new equipment and

premises depend on their expectations offuture post-tax profits. If firms anticipate high levels

of capacity utilization and strong order books, they will increase investment in new capacity.

Households prefer to have smooth rather than fluctuating consumption, which means they

need to save and borrow in order to spread their consumption more evenly over time. To

make their saving and borrowing decisions, they must form a view about the future growth

of their income. The life-cycle motive for saving refers to the planning of saving taking into

account the projected pattern of income during a person’s working life and retirement.

Households will revise upward their estimate of how much they can spend each period if

they have new information that leads them to expect their income to grow more strongly.

2 See Keynes (1936). The IS curve also underlies the famous IS/LM model, which was introduced byJohn

Hicks in 1937 (Hicks, 1937). For a concise and interesting discussion of its origins and impact, see Durlaufand

Hester’s article entitled lS-LM in the New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics: 2nd edition (2008).
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Firms and households form their expectations in the face of uncertainty. For example, an

increase in the unemployment rate in the economy could be a signal to households that

uncertainty about their future income has risen, which would trigger an increase in saving

for precautionary reasons.

2. The extent of credit constraints: these arise because of problems faced by banks in

assessing the creditworthiness of households and firms. It is impossible for banks to have full

information about borrowers' projects and actions. Borrowing by households and by small

and medium-sized firms is therefore often restricted by banks. Households and business

that cannot borrow as much money as they would like are said to be credit constrained. The

information problems inherent in bank lending mean that access to credit is often highly

dependent on the amount of collateral the borrower has with which to secure the loan. The

most common form of collateral for households is the value of their house. This means that

changes in the value of collateral, which occur for example when house prices change, affect

consumption and investment because they either tighten or relax credit constraints.

3. The interest rate: there are a number of channels through which the interest rate will

affect aggregate demand. When interest rates go up, households find it more expensive

to get a mortgage. This reduces the demand for new houses and reduces the demand

for furnishings and other consumer durables that go along with moving house. A higher

interest rate will lead firms to rein in their spending plans on new capital equipment and

buildings. Households will tend to postpone consumption spending because ofthe improved

returns from saving. However, creditor and debtor households would be expected to react

differently. For example, a creditor household will find their income has gone up when

the interest rate rises and this will boost spending through the income effect. For debtor

households, the effect will be the opposite. The first and third effects are normally stronger

than the second one and a higher interest rate is associated with lower aggregate demand.

The IS curve

The IS curve is a way of summarizing in a diagram the demand side in the macroeconomic

model. Itshows the combinations ofthe interest rate and output atwhich aggregate spending

in the economy is equal to output.

Figure 1.4 shows the IS curve. This is a downward-sloping relationship. To see this, think

of the combination of a high interest rate and low output. When the interest rate is high,

spending on housing, consumer durables, machinery and equipment will be low. This means

aggregate demand is low and a low level of output will satisfy the low demand. Hence,

we have the first point on the IS curve. Now, take a combination of a low interest rate

and high output. Here the situation is the opposite: buoyant spending on new houses,

consumer durables and investment goods generates a high level ofoutput and high incomes

for households. This is the second point on the downward-sloping IS curve.

To show how changes in profit or income growth expectations, uncertainty and the value

of collateral can be captured in the diagram, we hold the interest rate constant and look

at shifts in the IS curve. As an example, in a situation of depressed profit expectations, we

would expect firms to postpone new investment. The result is lower investment spending at

any interest rate. The IS curve shifts to the left (shown by the curve labelled IS (pessimistic

expectations».
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Figure 1.4 The IS curve—the effects of changes in optimism and economic policy.

Using the IS diagram, we can show how the central bank or the government can affect the

demand side. Following up the situation where the business environment becomes more

pessimistic, the central bank could lower the interest rate to stimulate investment. This would

be shown as a move along the IS curve from point A to point B. As an example, there was

much discussion about the decision by the US central bank, the Federal Reserve, to reduce

the policy interest rate and keep it low as a way of stimulating investment in the aftermath of

the collapse of the Dotcom bubble in 2001. The long period of low interest rates stimulated

investment in new house construction, and we shall see in Chapter 7 the role that this played

in the background to the global financial crisis of 2008.

Another response to a leftward shift of the IS curve due to pessimistic profit expectations

could be action by the government rather than central bank. if the government decides to

launch a major expenditure programme, such as to improve healthcare provision or to install

an information super—highway, this will shift the IS curve to the right: at a given interest rate,

the government purchases a larger amount of goods and services. Under our assumption

that suppliers will respond to the higher demand, the economy moves to a higher level

of output and employment. ln the diagram, this would shift the IS curve to the right back

towards its initial position.

A much debated issue in macroeconomics is by how much a government expenditure

programme would increase output in the economy. Would extra government spending

increase output one-for-one, by more or by less? This debate is frequently couched in terms

of the size of the ’multiplier’: i.e. by how much would expenditure of an extra dollar raise

GDP? As we shall see in Section 1.2, in the IS diagram, the larger the multiplier,

1. the larger is the rightward shift of the IS curve associated with any given amount of

additional government spending and

2. the flatter is the IS curve, since with a larger multiplier, a given cut in the interest rate has

a larger effect on output.

The demand side is only part of the macroeconomic model. To understand how the

spending decisions of households, firms and the government fit into the bigger picture, we

need to include the supply side and the motivations and behaviour of the policy makers.
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Chapter 2 addresses the supply side and Chapter 3 brings in the policy maker. Before moving

on, we set out the modelling of the demand side in more detail.

1.2 Modelling

The Modelling sections of the chapters in the book provide more details of the models and

their components introduced in the Overview sections. Detailed derivations of some of the

results are available for download from the book's website.

In order to better understand the demand side of the macro-economy, we build a simple

model, which is captured by the IS curve. This section focuses on the closed economy IS

curve and we will come back to the open economy IS curve in Chapters 9 and 10. The

closed economy IS curve splits demand into three components; consumption, investment

and government spending.

As a first step in this chapter, we introduce the concept of goods market equilibrium and

the definition and mechanics of the multiplier process. Throughout this section, we assume

that firms are willing to meet the higher demand for their goods and services, and workers

are willing to take the extrajobs or work the extra hours that are offered. In simple terms, we

assume that the supply ofoutput adjusts to meet the demand for goods, services and labour.

The next step is to bring in additional determinants ofaggregate spending listed under points

(I) to (3) in the previous section and to modify the IS equation to take these into account.

Along the way, we refer to empirical evidence to support the richer model.

1.2.1 Goods market equilibrium

We begin our discussion and modelling of the goods market by considering each of the

components of aggregate demand in the closed economy. The aggregate—or economy-

wide—demand for goods and services consists of:

Consumption demand: expenditure by individuals on goods and services. Spending is on

both durable products such as a car, laptop or sofa and on non-durable products such as a

theatre show or groceries.

Investment demand: expenditure on capital goods (machinery, equipment, and buildings).

Spending is by households on new houses, by firms on new capital goods, including struc-

tures, and building up inventories of materials or finished goods, and by government (on

public infrastructure projects, such as building a new high speed rail line).

Demand stemming from government purchases: government expenditure on salaries,

goods and services. Spending includes public sector wages (e.g. civil servants, doctors), pur-

chases of goods (e.g. educational supplies, ammunition for the army) and purchases of

services (e.g. waste disposal and contract cleaning).

The model of goods market equilibrium

We now set out a model of the goods market. In the closed economy, aggregate demand,

yD, is given by

11
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yD=C+l+G, (1.1)

and we ignore imports and exports. All variables are in real terms, which is also referred toas

constant price terms. Equilibrium in the goods market requires that planned real expenditure

on goods and services (i.e. aggregate demand) is equal to real output

YD = y, (goods market equilibrium)

where y is output. y is also income: spending on the output of the economy in turn becomes

the income of those producing it (wages and profits). This circular flow of income to ex-

penditure and output, and back to the incomes of producers means we can use the terms

output, income and expenditure interchangeably. We shall come back to the goods market

equilibrium condition after providing some more detail about consumption and investment

behaviour.

To start, we assume that aggregate consumption is a simple linear function of after-tax or

disposable aggregate income

C = C0 + C1 (y — T), (1.2)

where T is total taxes net of transfers.

To get to the consumption function we use as the core of the model of the demand side,

we make the additional assumption that taxes are a fixed proportion of income-Le. T = ty.

where 0 < t < 1. The consumption function then becomes

C = co + 61(1 — t)y. (Keynesian consumption function)

This is referred to as a Keynesian consumption function. It consists of a constant term,

co, which is often referred to as autonomous consumption, and CM — t)y. which shows

households spending a fixed proportion of their disposable income. 61 is referred to as the

marginal propensity to consume and lies between zero and one (0 < c1 < 1).

Note that the marginal propensity to consume (MPC) shows the change in consumption

as the result ofa change in post-tax or disposable income:

AC

y

61, (marginal propensity to consume)

where ydiSp = (1 — t) y.

In this model of consumption, saving is S = y — C and adds to one’s assets. Income is the

amount that can be consumed without reducing one's assets. The corresponding marginal

propensity to save is 51 and c1 + $1 = 1 (Le. disposable income can be either saved or spent).

lfdisposable income is zero, the consumption function predicts consumption equal to co.

For this to be the case, households must have some savings and or they must be able to

borrow. A more satisfactory model of consumption must therefore include forward-looking

behaviour in order to account for savings, and we build this in to the model of consumption

later in the chapter.
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Figure 1.5 Keynesian cross—Increase in government spending.

1.2.2 The multiplier

We begin with the Keynesian consumption function in order to introduce in the simplest way

the concept of how equilibrium in the goods market is determined and how the multiplier

process works. If we substitute the consumption function into the equation for aggregate

demand, then we get a relation between aggregate demand,

yD = co + c1 (1 — t)y + I + G, (aggregate demand)

and output, y, which we can draw on a diagram with aggregate demand on the y-axis and

output on the x-axis (Fig. 1.5). The intercept of the curve will be (I + G + co) and the slope

c1 (1 — t) which, given the assumptions that both c1 and tare between 0 and 1, will itself be

between zero and one. We can also draw the goods market equilibrium condition on the

same graph, which will be a 45° line, because in equilibrium

y=y9

The point at which the two curves intersect shows the level of output where planned real

expenditure on goods (and services) by firms, households and government is exactly equal

to the level of goods being supplied in the economy. To the left of the 45° line, the demand

for goods is greater than the supply.

To understand how the model works, we disturb the initial equilibrium at point A. Sup-

pose there is an increase in government spending. From the aggregate demand equation,

we can see that this shifts the aggregate demand curve upwards by the change in govern-

ment spending, AG. Aggregate demand now exceeds output (Point B). As the government

increases its purchases of goods (e.g. of office equipment) the stocks of these goods in ware-

houses decline. The inventory management software records the fall in stocks and triggers an

increase in production: output rises. This is the move from B to C, where once again y = yD.

The higher output in turn raises incomes (in the form of wages of the additional workers

employed and the profits of the owners of the firms making higher sales) and according to

the consumption function, some proportion of the higher incomes are spent on goods and

services in the economy, raising aggregate demand further. The process continues until the

13
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new goods market equilibrium is reached at point Z. where output and aggregate demand

are equal.

Adjustment to shifts in aggregate demand via inventory accumulation and decumulation

shows how a purely quantity-based adjustment to a new goods market equilibrium can

take place. For the goods market to be in equilibrium it must be the case that y = yD. If

we substitute y into the aggregate demand equation we can rearrange to define equilibrium

output in terms ofthe exogenous variables. Exogenous variables are those that are determined

outside the model. in the model of goods market equilibrium, the exogenous variables are

autonomous consumption (co), investment (I) and government spending (6), the marginal

propensity to consume (c1) and the tax rate (t). If we know the value of these five variables,

we can work out the level of equilibrium output,

y=co+c1(1—t)y+I+G (1.3)

y—c1(1—t)y=co+l+G

.I

—r—’autonomous demand

multiplier

Because c1 and t are between 0 and 1, this simplified model implies that the multiplier is

greater than 1.This means that a 1% increase in autonomous demand would be predicted to

lead to an increase in output of more than 1%. This is referred to as the short-run multiplier

as we hold the interest rate and all other policy responses constant—i.e. output is the only

variable allowed to change. Note that if consumption was not a function of current income,

i.e. if the marginal propensity to consume, c1, is equal to zero, then the aggregate demand

line is horizontal and there is no multiplier process amplifying the impact on the economy

of the rise in government spending.

In the consumption function, co is an exogenous variable, meaning that it is not influenced

by any other variables in the equation (i.e. it is determined outside the model). However,

the second part of the equation, c1 (1 — t)y, is endogenous. In order to calculate the level of

aggregate consumption in equilibrium, we therefore need to first work out the equilibrium

value ofy and then compute the level of consumption.

We now combine algebra and geometry to deepen our understanding of the multiplier

process. We return to the previous example shown in Fig. 1 .5, where the government uses fis-

cal policy to increase activity in the economy. Since the aggregate demand curve is flatter than

the market-clearing condition, equilibrium output will increase by more than the increase

in government expenditure, i.e. the multiplier is greater than one. The initial boost in gov-

ernment spending increases aggregate demand by AG. This increases output, and income,

and so aggregate consumption increases by c1 (1 — t) AG. Aggregate demand increases by

the same amount, and, given that the goods market clears, output and income increase too.

Aggregate consumption increases again by [c1 (1 — t)]2 AG , and so on to infinity. The total

increase in output is given by the sum of these changes:

Ay = AG+[c1 (1 — t)]AG+[c1 (1 — t)]2AG.... (1.5)

= (1 + [c1 (1 — t)] + [c1 (1 — 1)]2 + ..) AG. (1,6)
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This is a geometric progression and its sum to infinity is given by3

1

1—C1(1—t)AG k G, ( )

—,—z

Ay

multiplier

where k is the multiplier.

Application: the paradox of thrift

Imagine the economy is in a recession and the following question is put to an economist:

should a policy be introduced to encourage or to discourage saving in order to help the

economy recover? On the one hand, the idea of encouraging more saving sounds helpful—if

more is saved and invested in new capital stock, that would seem a good recipe for recovery.

On the other hand, if more saving means less consumption and there is no increase in

investment, won’t aggregate demand fall and the recession get worse?

To answer this question requires spelling out how agents are assumed to behave. In an

economic model, assumptions about how agents make their decisions are summarized by

behavioural equations. In macroeconomics, it is aggregate behaviour that is captured by

these equations. In the very simple model we have set out, the behavioural equation for

consumption is the Keynesian consumption function. Investment and government spending

are assumed to remain constant: in the model so far, they are not affected by other variables

(i.e. they are exogenous). The behavioural equations are as follows:

C = co + c1 (1 — t)y ,' G = 5 ; and I :1, (behavioural equations)

where we put a bar over the G and the I to emphasize that these are both exogenous. From

the behavioural equations, we can write planned real expenditure (aggregate demand) as

yD=C0+C1(1—t)y+i+a. (1.8)

As usual, the goods market equilibrium condition is yD = y, and ifwe substitute Equation 1.8

into this, then in equilibrium, planned savings are equal to planned investment plus govern—

ment spending:

ll — Clll — my _ C0 = Q'E
(equilibrium condition)

~—\f——J

Planned saving Planned land 6

3 This is the sum of a geometric series. We want to find an expression for the seriesi +[c1(1 _ t)]+

[CH1 " t)]2 + [51(1 - ”P + ‘ ‘ ',which we callx. Ifwe put

x=1+[c1(1—t)]+[c1(1—t)]2
+[C1(1_t)]3 +.__‘

and multiply both sides by the common factor, [c1 (1 _ Q], then

[61(1-tl]~X=[61(1-t)l+[Ci(1—t)]2+[c1(1—t)]3
+...

and if we subtract the bottom equation from the one above, we have

X(1-161(1-t)])=1

=>X= l

1-l61II—t)l'

15
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We model the proposal to encourage savings by a fall in autonomous consumption from

co to c6. Aggregate demand falls initially by (c0— c6) and the multiplier process works in the

downwards direction. Using the same logic as illustrated in Fig. 1.5 in reverse, this process

continues until we get to the new equilibrium at lower output. At the new lower output level,

y’, planned savings on the left hand side of Equation 1.9 is equal to planned investment plus

government spending on the right hand side, which have not changed:

u—qh—my—%=i+5. am

An important insight emerges from this example. The initial equilibrium was disturbed by

a fall in autonomous consumption as households sought to increase their savings. However,

the intention to save more did not lead to higher aggregate savings because income fell (Ay =

k(co — c6». This must be the case for Equation 1.9 to hold.4 This is called the paradox of thrift,

because if greater thriftiness is not matched by higher investment in fixed capital, income

will fall and there will be no overall increase in savings in the economy.

To summarize, the answer to the question of whether saving should be encouraged in

a recession depends on the model of the economy the economist is using—and of course,

on how well that model matches the real economy under study. Using the model we have

developed so far in this chapter, the answer is clear: encouragement to save more will not

help the economy to exit recession. The reason is that there is no mechanism in this model

through which higher saving is translated into higher investment. Investment remains atl

throughout. Hence the result of a higher propensity to save is that aggregate demand falls,

output falls and the recession is deepened.

By contrast, if the model includes a central bank, then the recession could be averted by

the central bank cutting the interest rate and boosting investment to offset the fall in savings.

In the next section, we remove the simplifying assumption of exogenous investment to show

the impact on the demand side of investment being responsive to changes in the interest

rate.

1.2.3 The IS curve

Deriving the IS equation

Throughout this book, we use the IS curve to represent the demand side of the economy.

In this subsection, we derive the IS curve and use it as a starting point to think about how

monetary and fiscal policy work. As we discussed in Section 1.1.2, the IS curve shows the

combinations ofoutput and the real interest rate at which the goods market is in equilibrium.

We first set out the relationship between the real interest rate, r, and the nominal interest

rate, i. This relationship is shown by the Fisher equation:

r = i — Jr . (Fisher equation)

4 We can confirm that the change in aggregate saving is equal to zero. Using Equation 1.7:

'I
Ay = mACO,

AS =[(1-— C1(1_t))T—C+('l-—0ACO]— ACO = 0.
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This equation says that the real interest rate is simply the nominal interest adjusted for

expected inflation. It is the real interest rate that is most important for investment and saving

decisions, as it represents the true cost of borrowing (and the true return on saving). This

interest rate is therefore the one used in the investment equation and in the IS curve. When

the central bank sets the nominal interest rate, it does this with the intention of achieving a

particular real interest rate since it aims to affect interest-sensitive spending. In the Appendix,

we show how the Fisher equation is derived.

At this stage, we assume there isjust one interest rate in the economy that applies to all

borrowing and saving. We make the assumption to keep the maths as simple as possible. In

reality, there is a spectrum of interest rates. For example, the interest rate on bank lending

will typically be higher than the interest rate set by the central bank. We discuss the banking

mark-up in Chapter 5 and the difference between short—term and long-term interest rates

in Chapter 7.

Although we shall amend this later in the chapter, in the model to this point, consumption

is independent of interest rates. This means that the transmission of monetary policy will

work through its effect on investment spending, including on new houses. Up to this point

in the chapter, we have assumed that investment is determined by expected future profits,

which we have assumed to be exogenous. We now incorporate the interest rate into the

investment function as follows:

I = a0 — a1r, (investment function)

where r is the real interest rate, a0 and a1 are constants and a1 > O. The main determinant

of investment is expected future post-tax profits, which is captured by the term, a0.

We derive the IS curve as follows. Substituting the investment function into Equation 1.4

gives us a relationship between the real interest rate and output, which is the IS curve. We

can then use k to denote the multiplier and simplify to achieve a simple equation for the IS

curve:

1

y:_l_—C1(_l_—t)[co+(ao—a1f)+G] (1.10)

—,—/

multiplier

=k[Co+(ao—a1r)+G] (1.11)

=k(co+ao+G)——ka1r (1.12)

= A — ar, (15 curve)

whereA E k(co + a0 + G) and a E km.

The derivation of the equation for the IS curve highlights the fact that given r, equilibrium

output, y, is found by multiplying autonomous consumption and investment, and govern-

ment spending by the multiplier k = #(i-t)’ This fixes an r—y combination on the IS curve.

It is clear from Equation 1.12 that a higher multiplier, k, or higher interest—sensitivity of

investment to the interest rate, (1,, increases the effect of a change in the interest rate on

output, making the IS curve flatter.

The 6 curve is derived graphically in Fig. 1.6 using the IS curve equation shown above.

Three curves are shown on the figure: the investment function, the investment function plus

autonomous consumption and government spending and the IS curve. Two real interest

17
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Investment function

Investment plus autonomous consumption

/and government spending

1
z—(l,+co+G)

1—c1(‘|—l)

 
 

 

Note that: I0 = 00— a1rH and I, = a0— a1r,_

Figure 1.6 Deriving the IS curve.

rates are shown in the figure: a high real interest rate, rH, and a low real interest rate, r,.

At rH, investment is more costly, so the level of planned investment is low, whereas the

opposite is true at rL. This leads to a downward-sloping investment function. Autonomous

consumption and government spending are unaffected by the interest rate, so when added

on, the curve shifts out parallel. The last step to derive the IS curve is to multiply Io + co + G

by the multiplier. This gives output equal to planned expenditure, y, on the IS curve. The IS

curve shows all the combinations ofoutput and real interest rate where the goods market is in

equilibrium. It is flatter than the other two curves because the multiplier effect of investment

is higher when interest rates are low.

Using the IS curve equation and the diagram, we can summarize its properties.

1. The IS curve is downward sloping because a low interest rate generates high investment,

which will be associated with high output. By contrast, when the interest rate is high,

investment and consequently equilibrium output is low.

2. The slope of the IS:

(a) Any change in the size of the multiplier will change the slope of the IS curve. For

example, a rise in the marginal propensity to consume, c1, or a fall in the tax rate, t,

will increase the multiplier, making the IS flatter: it rotates counter clockwise from the

intercept on the vertical axis.

(b) Any change in the interest sensitivity ofinvestment (a1) will lead to a consequential

change in the slope ofthe IS curve: a more interest—sensitive investment function (i.e.

T a1) will be reflected in a flatter IS curve.

3. Shifts in the IS curve: any change in autonomous consumption, autonomous investment

or government expenditure (co, a0, G) will cause the IS curve to shift by the change in

autonomous spending times the multiplier.
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1.2.4 Forward-looking behaviour

The spending decisions of agents in the present are influenced by their expectations of

the future. This means there is an intertemporal component to both consumption and

investment.

1. Households adjust their current spending based on their expected income in the future.

For example, a final year economics undergraduate who secures a lucrative job contract

(which is set to commence after university), has low current income, but high expected

future income. Having got the job, this individual may borrow in the present, consume

more and pay back the money when they start theirjob. This behaviour is referred to as

consumption smoothing.

2. Firms make decisions (e.g. purchasing machinery, equipment and premises) based on a

business plan that includes forecasts about future demand for their products and input costs.

For example, a firm selling cars to China might choose to build a new factory (i.e. undertake

investment) based on forecasts that Chinese incomes (and therefore their demand for cars)

will continue to rise rapidly over the next 20 years. Investment is intrinsically fon/vard looking,

as it incurs a cost today, but the stream of benefits occurs in the future.

Present value calculation

We can calculate the present value of a flow of income or profits received in future periods

in the following way. We take the example of a firm making an investment decision.

We assume that firms aim to maximize profits, so they undertake investment projects if

these offer a return that is higher than costs. The outlay on investment typically precedes the

returns, which may be lumpy and spread over a number ofyears. The way to deal with this is

to calculate the ’Present Value’ (V) ofthe expected flow of profits TI, where 11,, Tim, is the

flow of profits in period t, t + 1 etc. Suppose the interest rate is 10%. Then ifl save € 1 00 today

I will have €110 in a year’s time (100 (1 + 10%)). Expressed the other way around, we could

say that €1 10 in a year’s time has the same value as €100 today—its present value is €100.

More generally, if interest rates are constant at r, the value ofX in n years’ time is the same

as that of X/(1 + r)" today. We can calculate the present value of our stream of expected

profits, FIE, from an investment project with profits over T years by:

  
r151 r15 2 T 1

VEZHE+ t+ + t+ +...= __1-[EI_

t t (l + r) (1 + r)2 ’20: (1 + r)’ H'

(expected present value calculation)

We use the superscript E to denote the expected value ofa variable.

If the cost of the machine is greater than the present value of the flow of profits from

the machine, then it would be more profitable not to buy the machine but instead put the

money in the bank or in bonds (which earn interest of r). Similarly, if the money to purchase

the machine is being borrowed, then if the cost of the machine is greater than the present

value, buying the machine will be unprofitable. On the other hand, if the present value is

greater than the cost, then this investment is profitable, and a profit-maximizing firm will go

ahead with it.
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We can also apply the same logic to modelling consumption deci5ions We can acc0unt

for the fact that the future will affect consumption decmons by calculating the present value

of the stream of expected income over a person's lifetime. If we assume that individuals

live forever, we can use the formula for calculating present value to calculate the expected

present value of lifetime wealth (WE, pronounced ‘sigh’), which is defined at time t asfollows.

°° 1

w5=1+rA_+ ——-E,.t ( ) t1 ;(1+r),)’t+

(expected present value of lifetime wealth)

where 2:0 (ll—rl’y’il is the present value of expected post-tax lifetime labour income and

(1 + r)At_1 are the resources available in period t from the assets the individual held at the

end of the previous period.5

1.2.5 Consumption

People’s income fluctuates over their life cycle; it also fluctuates when they lose theirjob,

move to a different job or get a promotion. Given that people prefer to smooth out the

fluctuations in their income in their spending behaviour, they must take account of the

future and they must be able to save and borrow. The modelling of consumption should

include how households form expectations about the future and how they borrow and save.

The desire to smooth consumption in the face of fluctuations in income is captured by the

assumption ofdiminishing marginal utility ofconsumption. A simple way of visualizing this is

to consider the choice ofconsumption in a world ofjust two periods. lfwe know income will

be higher next period, how does that affect consumption now? Consider the choice between

either low consumption equal to income in the first period and high consumption equal to

income in the second period, or having the average of the two consumption levels in each

period. If there is diminishing marginal utility of consumption, more consumption always

increases utility, but successive increases in consumption deliver smaller and smaller benefits.

Therefore, households will make the second choice, because consuming the average in both

periods offers higher utility than the first choice.

The permanent income hypothesis (Pl H)

The permanent income hypothesis (PlH) states that individuals optimally choose how much

to consume by allocating their resources across their lifetimes.6 Their resources include their

5 The assumption that individuals 'live forever' can be thought of as assuming that households have children

or heirs and that they incorporate the utility oftheir children or heirs into their consumption function. In other

words, households behave 'as if’ they last forever. The assumption is clearly unrealistic, but it greatly simplifies

the mathematical derivation of the permanent income hypothesis (PlH). From this point onward, however,

we will refer to lifetime income and earnings in the text, as it is more intuitive to think about forward-looking

behaviour in terms ofa household maximising utility over their lifetime.

6 This view of the consumption function was first developed by Modigliani and Brumberg (1954). See also

Friedman (1957). For a review of Friedman's theory, its influence on modern economics and the relevant

empirical literature, see Meghir (2004).
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Figure 1.7 The permanent income hypothesis over the life cycle.

assets and their current and future income. This is afonNard looking decision and will depend

on interest rates, asset values, expectations of future income and expectations of future taxes.

The PIH predicts that optimal consumption is smooth as compared to income. For example,

when individuals start work, their income is low and they will borrow to consume more;

when income increases, they keep consumption constant and use the excess income to

pay off debts and save for retirement; then at retirement, their income falls and they draw

down their savings. Figure 1.7 shows how consumption and income change over the life

cycle in this simplified example. The important point is that the PIH predicts that households

will borrow and save in order to smooth consumption over their lifetimes. Likewise, over

the business cycle, if an individual becomes unemployed, the model predicts that they will

borrow in order to sustain consumption during the spell of unemployment. As we shall

see in Chapter 14 on fiscal policy, the government plays an important role in smoothing

consumption through the provision of unemployment benefits.

The PIH model of consumption provides a stark contrast with the Keynesian consumption

function where there is no explicit consideration of the future. Aggregate consumption of

households is modelled there as the consumption ofafixed amount, co and afixed prOportion

of the current period's disposable income.

The PIH model is derived in more detail in Section 1.4.2 of the Appendix, but it is use—

ful to set out the intuition and predictions of the model here, as it provides a frame—

work for thinking about fon/vard-looking consumption decisions. Given that income will

fluctuate over a person’s lifetime, the starting point of the PIH is their desire to smooth

out fluctuations in consumption and their ability to save and borrow in order to achieve

this.

The next question that arises is whether an individual prefers their smooth consumption

path to be one of constant consumption in each period or of rising or falling consumption.

This will depend on the relationship between the interest rate on saving and borrowing and

the rate at which the individual trades off consumption in the future for consumption in
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the present. The latter is the subjective discount rate p, called rho which IS a measure ofan

individual’s impatience.

The household chooses a path of consumption to maximize its lifetime utility subject to

its lifetime budget constraint, which is

=(1 + r))—At 1 + Z“—r),yf+,-. (lifetime budget constraini)

Note that when considering the PlH, income, y is defined as postvtax income. The key to

solving this problem can be thought about overjust two periods, since the same consider-

ations will apply to every subsequent pair of periods.7 The answer is a simple relationship

between consumption this period and next period, which is called an Euler equation (the

derivation is in Section 1.4.2 of the Appendix):

1 +

1—43: 5+1. (Euler equation)Ct =

The intuition is clearest if we take the case where the interest rate, r, and the subjective

discount rate, p, are the same. This means the household gets the same (objective) return

from saving, r, as their (subjective) willingness to trade off consumption in the present for

consumption in the future, p. In this case, the agent prefers a constant level of consumption

each period, Ct=Cf+1.

We can see that ifthe discount rate is above the interest rate, Cr > Cf, then consumption

is falling over time, reflecting the’impatience’ of the household. The opposite is the case if

the discount rate is below the interest rate; a patient household will have a path in which

consumption rises over time, ie. C, < Cf“. The crucial point to note is that whichever of

these consumption patterns is chosen, it is independent of the period by period changes in

Income.

From now on we focus on the PlH where the subjective discount rate is equal to the

real rate of interest, ie. (p = r). To implement a life-time consumption plan like this, given

each period's income the household must do whatever saving and borrowing is called for in

order to deliver the constant level of consumption each period. If current income is above

permanent income, individuals save and if it is below, they borrow.

The next step is to use the Euler equation to find out how much individuals consume each

period (the derivation is in Section 1.4.2 of the Appendix). When p = r, consumption is

Ct = 2"in (PIH consumption function)

The intuition is easy to understand: an individual with this consumption function will borrow

and save to deliver a perfectly smooth consumption path (in expectation). The amount they

consume each period is equal to the annuity value of expected lifetime wealth and is called

’permanent income’. The individual consumes their permanent income and the formula

ensures that in expectation, they will be able to do this forever. Note that consumption

remains constant unless \Ilf changes.

7 See Hall (1978) for a full derivation of the PIH and an empirical test of the main implications of the theory.
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Predictions and empirical evidence on the PIH

The predictions of the PIH can be tested. How does consumption react when a change in

income occurs? The answer depends on the nature of the change in income.

1. Anticipated or foreseen changes in income should have no effect on consumption when

they occur. The reason is that anticipated changes will already have been incorporated

into consumption through the recalculation of permanent income. Hence, when the

change in current income is recorded, the marginal propensity to consume is predicted

to be zero (the multiplier is equal to one). A finding of ’excess sensitivity’ to anticipated

income changes would contradict the full smoothing behaviour predicted by the PlH.

2. News or unanticipated changes in income should affect consumption because they re-

quire the recalculation of future lifetime wealth, \IJf.

(a) News ofa temporary increase in income. If current income yt increases unexpectedly

by one unit, consumption increases by the extent to which this raises permanent

income. Since the increase in one unit will be spread over the entire future, the PIH

consumption function tells us that permanent income and hence consumption rise

very little,just by 1’? times the increase in lifetime wealth. The marginal propensity

to consume out of temporary income is if. (For example, if the real interest rate is

4%, the MPC is 3.8%, which implies a multiplier barely above one.)

(b) News of a permanent increase in income. If there is news that income yt is higher

from now and for every future period by one unit, then permanent income and

hence consumption rise by the full one unit. This means the marginal propensity to

consume out of post-tax permanent income is one. A finding of ’excess smoothness’

of consumption in response to news of permanent income changes would contradict

the simple PlH.

Excess sensitivity to anticipated changes in income

The first testable hypothesis suggests that there should be no change in consumption at

the time income changes, if the change in income was known in advance. This is because

consumption should already have adjusted as soon as the news arrived of the change in

future income. An influential study by Campbell and Mankiw (1989) tested this hypothesis

econometrically using aggregate data on consumption and income from the G7 countries.

The study rejected a model in which all consumers were following the PlH but could not

reject a model in which half of all consumers were simply following the 'rule of thumb' of

spending their current income. In other words, they found that current consumption was

overly sensitive to expected changes in income across the G7.

A recent study used the 2001 federal income tax rebates in the US as a testing ground:

according to the PlH, the one—off (temporary) tax rebate should have very little effect on

spending and if there is any effect, it should occur when the announcement was made

and not when the cheques arrived. johnson, Parker and Souleles (2006) were able to

identify the causal effect of the tax rebate by using household data and the fact that

the timing of the sending of cheques was based on the taxpayer’s social security num-

ber, which is random. They found that the average household spent 20—40% of the (pre-

dictable) tax rebate in the three month period when the cheque was received rather
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than when the programme was announced. They also found that it was households

with low income and wealth that responded most, underlining the likely role of lim-

its on the ability of households to borrow, i.e. credit constraints. This is referred to as

the excess sensitivity of consumption and is evidence against the strong predictions of the

PIH.8

ls consumption excessively sensitive to the predictable fall in income at retirement? What

is observed is that when income falls in a predictable way on retirement, consumption falls

Although this is a violation of the simple PIH, explanations consistent With consumption

smoothing in a more detailed model have been proposed. These include the pos5ibility that

consumption falls because spending was related to being at work (i.e. complementary to

working, such as the purchase of business suits) and that in the light of the increased leisure

of the household, home production substitutes for consumption spending (e.g. cooking

replaces the purchase of more expensive ready-made meals). Jappelli and Pistaferri (2010)

conclude that evidence on the so—called consumption-retirement puzzle is not clearly in

contradiction with the spirit of the PIH. Putting this together with the above discussion.

the fact that there is excess sensitivity to anticipated rises in income but not so much to

falls in income underlines the important role of credit constraints, which are ignored in the

PIH.

Excess sensitivity to news about temporary income and excess smoothness to news about

permanent income

Turning to the hypotheses that relate to news about income, studies have found that con-

sumption over-responds to temporary income shocks. In the case of positive income shocks,

this strongly violates the PIH. An early example of this was the large consumption response

of US veterans after the Second World War to an unexpected windfall payout of the Na-

tional Service Life Insurance. This kind of evidence questions the assumption in the PIH that

households make optimizing decisions over a time horizon stretching a long way into the

future and use a low discount rate (equal to the interest rate) to compare consumption at

near and far horizons. The fact that people respond to a windfall by raising spending suggests

that discount rates are higher than assumed in the simple PIH: people appear to be more

impatient than the hypothesis assumes.

It is also likely that uncertainty about whether observed income changes are temporary or

permanent prevents households from acting exactly as PIH would predict. For example, if a

household mistakenly thought a temporary change in their current income was permanent,

then they would consume more of the income change than would be consistent with PIH

behaviour.

Jappelli and Pistaferri (2010) review the recent evidence and suggest that it shows that

consistent with the PIH, consumption responds more to permanent than transitory income

shocks, but that households do not revise their consumption fully into line with permanent

shocks.

8 For a detailed summary of the early literature on excess sensitivity see Deaton (1992). A recent excellent

overview of the empirical testing of the excess sensitivity and excess smoothness hypotheses is Jappelli and

Pistaferri (2010).
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Credit constraints, impatience and uncertainty

The evidence suggests there are three reasons for the failure of the simple PIH to provide an

adequate model of aggregate consumption:

1. The presence of credit constraints, which prevent borrowing by households who lack

wealth or collateral.

2. Impatience, which prevents some households from saving as would be indicated by a

permanent income view.

3. Uncertainty about future income, which explains precautionary saving over and above

the level predicted by the PlH.

Credit constraints

If people prefer to smooth their consumption, but are prevented from doing so because

they cannot borrow to bring forward consumption when their current income is below their

expected permanent income, they are said to face credit constraints. The prevalence ofcredit

constraints is an important factorthat stops the world from operating as the simple PIH theory

would imply. Because of information problems facing banks in assessing creditworthiness,

banks are not always willing to lend to households without the wealth or collateral to secure

a loan in order that they can smooth their consumption (see Chapter 5). Figure 1.8 shows

the consumption response for PIH and credit-constrained households to an anticipated rise

in income. The PIH households borrow to raise consumption as soon as the news of the

future income increase is received, whereas the credit-constrained households do not have
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Figure 1.8 The consumption response of PIH and credit-constrained households to an anticipated rise in

income.
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Figure 1.9 The consumption response of PIH and impatient households to an anticipated fall in income

this option, so consumption can only rises when income does. Estimates from studies using

household data have found that around 20% of the population in the United States is credit

constrained.9 A much higher estimate of closer to two-thirds comes from a study of the

way people respond to automatic increases in the limits on their credit cards: if spending

responds to such automatic increases, it suggests the card-owner was credit constrained.‘0

Impatience

The observation that consumption of a substantial fraction of households changes one-

for-one with their current income (i.e. no borrowing or saving) reflects two features of the

real world. The most important is the presence of credit constraints, which can prevent

households from borrowing to smooth their consumption. This seems to especially affect

young and low income households. Faced with a spell of unemployment, for example.

constraints on borrowing will prevent a household from maintaining its level ofconsumption.

Whereas credit constraints can explain the inability of households to borrow to smooth

consumption, it cannot explain the failure of some households to save, which would allow

for some consumption smoothing without relying on bank loans. It seems that there are

households who are not only credit constrained, but also impatient. Figure 1.9 shows the

consumption response for PlH and impatient households to an anticipated fall in income.

The PlH households start saving as soon as the news of the fall in future income is received,

which alllows them to smooth consumption over the two periods. In contrast, the impa-

9 Seejapelli (1990), Mariger (1986) and Hall and Mishkin (1982).

10 See Gross and Souleles (2002).
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tient households fail to reduce current consumption upon receipt of the news, meaning

consumption falls dramatically when income actually falls.

Experimental evidence on impatience

The impatience ofhouseholds is represented in a model ofconsumption by a higher discount

rate for the short run than the longer run. A simple illustration ofwhat this means is to consider

the following experiment: ifyou were choosing today for eating next week, would you choose

fruit or chocolate? About three—quarters of experimental subjects choose fruit. When asked

whether they would choose fruit or chocolate to eat today, 70% choose chocolate. From this,

we can see that preferences are not consistent over time, because if we run time forward to

next week, the three quarters who said they would prefer fruit would have shrunk to 30%.

When next week comes, they would in fact, choose chocolate.11

Impatience is also documented in experiments related to consumption and saving be—

haviour. For example, subjects have a budget and can choose between two accounts paying

the same interest rate: a ’freedom account’ with no constraints on withdrawal or a ’com-

mitment account’ where there are restrictions on withdrawal before a date chosen by the

participant. From a purely economic point of view, the freedom account is preferable be-

cause it imposes no constraints on withdrawal. In spite of this, more than half of investment

was put in the commitment account (no withdrawal before the goal date), which reveals the

desire of the experimental subjects to commit themselves to saving.12

Implications of impatience for consumption and saving

Very large differences between a high short-run and a low long-run discount rate help explain

why people simultaneously save in illiquid assets such as housing (where the interest rate is

low) and borrow on credit cards, paying a very high interest rate. Households with behaviour

of this kind will have a marginal propensity to consume of one. Although a person can agree

that their expected well—being is higher if they save more now, they are unable to resist

consuming and blowing a hole in their saving plan when they get an unexpected increase in

their income. One way of committing to saving is to take out a mortgage. Another is for the

government to automatically enrol people in schemes for saving for retirement (from which

they can opt out) such as pensions.

Uncertainty and precautionary saving

If there is uncertainty about future job opportunities or about health, then the household

may save as insurance for future contingencies. For example, having a ’buffer stock of savings’

could be important to sustain consumption in the event ofjob loss for a credit—constrained

household.13

In the face of uncertainty, households would tend to save more early in life than the

PIH predicts. Instead of the average propensity to consume falling as income rises over the

working life as in the simple PIH, the desire for precautionary savings leads to saving early

on with result that consumption rises with income (not by more than income) early in the

H See Read and van Leeuwen (1998). 12 See Ashraf et al. (2006).

13 See Carroll (1997) for an exposition of the buffer—stock savings model.
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life cycle and the average propensity to consume rises later on. If saving for a rainy day is

important, then the utility provided by having assets to tide the household over if need be

outweighs the utility that would have come from higher consumption in the early years.

An empirical consumption function

To conclude the discussion of consumption, we consider a consumption function estimated

on macroeconomic data for the UK, US andJapan.14 Although the empirical model does not

impose the straitjacket of the simple PIH, it nevertheless allows for permanent income con-

siderations to affect consumption; households will have a notion of sustainable consumption

constrained by their budget, which includes their income forecasts. They will therefore know

that they cannot spend their existing assets now without impairing future consumption and

that future income affects their sustainable consumption.

In addition to permanent income considerations based on forecasts, the consumption

function that is estimated includes the following factors.

1. Consumption is predicted to respond more strongly to current income than the PIH

predicts due to the presence of credit constraints.

2. The effects of income uncertainty on the desire of households to have precautionary

savings. Income uncertainty is measured by the change in the unemployment rate and an

increase is predicted to reduce consumption.

3. The housing collateral effect through higher house prices is expected to interact with

increased credit availability to increase consumption (in the presence of credit constraints).

The presence of this effect will depend on the institutional arrangements for mortgage

borrowing in the country in question. For example, the availability or otherwise of home

equity loans is a crucial distinction. A home equity loan is a loan secured against the equity

in an individual's home. Home equity is the difference between the current market value of

the house and the remaining mortgage, hence it increases as house prices rise. The collateral

channel works through credit constraints being relaxed, but if it is not possible to get a home

equity loan, as in France, Germany,Japan and China, this channel does not operate. In fact, if

home equity loans are unavailable and high down-payments are required to get a mortgage

(as in Japan), then higher house prices can actually dampen consumer spending, as young

people have to save more to accumulate the required down-payment.

4. The current real interest rate. There are many interest rate channels, some ofwhich point

to a negative and some to a positive effect ofa higher real interest rate on consumption.

5. increases in households’ wealth to income ratio are expected to increase consumption.

The consumption function includes the housing and financial variables that are at the

centre of the discussion in Chapters 5—7, where the banking system, financial cycles and

financial crises are brought into the macro model.

14 See Aron et al. (2012).
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For the UK and US, the consumption functions estimated using macroeconomic data

suggest that roughly 50% of household consumption is accounted for by permanent income

considerations. Current income has an important positive effect on consumption and the

real interest rate has a negative effect. The wealth to income ratio has a positive effect but

different types ofwealth have different effects. For example, cash in a bank or savings account

is more spendable than pension wealth. Also, the evidence is that for a given degree ofaccess

to new credit, higher debt of $100 reduces consumer spending more than higher pension

or stock market wealth of $100 increases spending.

For these two economies, where home equity loans are important, increased credit avail-

ability and house prices interact to raise consumption through the collateral effect. A house

price boom in conditions where access to credit is easier boosts consumption. We return to

look at the implications ofthe richer analysis ofconsumption for the IS curve in Section 1.2.7.

1.2.6 Investment

The decision a firm makes over whether to invest or not will depend on their expectations

about future after—tax profits. The role of expectations helps explain the excess volatility

of investment over the other components of GDP visible in Fig. 1.1. In developing the IS

equation, we used a simple linear relation to model investment in Section 1.2, where the

amount of investment depended positively on expected future profits (captured by the

constant term, a0) and negatively on the real interest rate (a measure of firms’ borrowing

costs). In this subsection we introduce a more sophisticated fon/vard-looking modelling

approach—the q theory of investment.

Tobin’s q theory of investment

This theory was developed by Nobel Prize winnerJames Tobin.15 Like the PlH, Tobin's q

theory ofinvestment isfonNard looking. Firms choose the amount ofinvestment to undertake

with a view to maximising the expected discounted profits over the lifetime of the project.

The q theory amounts to comparingthe benefits from investment in an increase in the capital

stock with the costs ofdoing so: ifthe expected benefits exceed the costs, investment should

take place.

Marginal and average q models

The theory is derived explicitly in the Web Appendix to this chapter, but it is useful to set

out the equation for marginal q here, as it provides a framework for thinking about fonNard—

looking investment decisions:

MB of investment PfK

q = MC ofinvestment = 6 + r'

The model is intrinsically fonNard looking since the firm is considering the future benefits

from investment spending now. Before looking at the expression on the right, we note that

the optimal amount of investment occurs when q = 1. This is where the expected marginal

 (marginal q model of investment)

15 See Tobin (1969) and Tobin and Brainard (1977).
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benefits of investment are equal to the expected marginal cost. Thus, if q > 1, the marginal

benefit of investment exceeds the marginal cost, so firms should invest to increase the capital

stock until q = 1. lfq < 1 the firms should reduce their capital stock.

It is important to note that the q theory of investment is a model in which firms are

assumed to make their investment decisions (a flow) by pinning down the optimal capital

stock (a stock). Small changes in the desired capital stock can therefore translate into large

changes in the flow of investment. This is one reason for the excess sensitivity of investment

over GDP (see Fig. 1.1).

The marginal benefits from investment are higher when the price of output is higher and

when the investment is more productive. The equation shows that firms should undertake

more investment ifthere is

1. an increase in the price of output, P,

2. an increase in the marginal productivity of capital, fK, which indicates the increase in

output the new capital equipment will produce,

3. a reduction in the rate of interest, r, or

4. a reduction in the rate of depreciation, 8. For example, a rise in the expected rate of

depreciation (e.g. as a result ofuncertainty about future legislation banning fuel-inefficient

cars) would lead to a reduction in the level of current investment because it would reduce

the expected benefits to the firm from additional investment in the auto industry.

Is q-theory a good way to represent real—world investment behaviour? Marginal q implies

firms adjust their level of investment in each period to equate the marginal benefits and

marginal costs ofinvestment. This does not fit with the real—world data on investment. When

economists looked at very detailed microeconomic data for very large numbers of plants,

they found that, contrary to the idea of a smooth investment flow, investment was in fact

very bunched.16 For example, a growing manufacturing firm might build a new factory once

every 10 years.

The share price as indicator of expected profits

Testing q theory directly is difficult because q itself is difficult to measure. This is because it

depends on the marginal product of capital and a measure of technology, which cannot be

observed. In the real world, firms do not know their production functions and do not think

explicitly in terms of marginal products. To operationalize the theory, the market value of

the firm as reflected in its stock market valuation is compared with the replacement cost of

the capital stock. If the market value is higher then this signals that the firm should increase

investment. On the other hand, if the market value is below the replacement cost, then

the firm would not want to build a new factory because it could buy an existing one more

cheaply.

We can define average Q as follows:

Market value of firm

_ Replacement cost of capital '
Q (average Q model of investment)

16 See the survey chapter on ’Investment’ by Caballero (1999).
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This is often called average Q to distinguish it from marginal q. Whereas q is the ratio of the

marginal benefit of a unit of investment to its marginal cost, Q depends on the total expected

return from the firm’s capital divided by the total cost. For publicly listed companies, the stock

market provides a forward-looking measure of the market value of the firm, which can be

used in the numerator of the Q equation: when the firm’s market value rises relative to

the replacement cost of the firm, as reflected in a rise in the price of its shares, the model

suggests that investment should go up. A higher interest rate and depreciation rate will raise

the replacement cost of capital.

The idea is that the market value incorporates information about how well the firm is

expected to be able to implement the investment, whether new competitors will enter the

market, whether there are new technological innovations likely to affect the firm’s value, the

state of the macro-economy and the labour market and the future path of the interest rate.

Since investing in a firm is a wager on this uncertain future, investors continuously evaluate

these factors and, under certain conditions, the share price and hence the market value of

the firm will reflect all the information available.

The stock market is notoriously volatile. For example, in 2008, the UK’s leading share

index—the FTSE 100-—fe|| 31% and GDP contracted by just 1.1%. The following year, the

FTSE 100 rose 22%, whilst GDP continued to contract, but this time by 4.4%.17 In times of

extreme uncertainty, the share price may not reflect the fundamental value of a firm. Large

movements in share prices heavily affect market capitalization, which is the measure used

to proxy for the market value of the firm in the calculation of average Q. As the stock market

is volatile and subject to bubbles, fads and herd behaviour, it may not be a good indicator

of the firm's prospects.

However, a study using US micro data (over 1,000 firms from 1982 to 1999) shows that a Q

model of investment can be successfully estimated when analysts' forecasts of a firm’s profits

are used instead of the stock market price to measure the numerator in the Q equation.18

Empirical evidence on investment

The empirical evidence on the q theory is that Q helps to explain investment but it is not the

only influence. in particular, just as was the case for consumption, credit constraints play an

important role in explaining investment spending.

Credit constraints—the role of cash flow

A testable prediction of q theory is that current cash flow should have no impact on

investment. The reason is that fon/vard-looking firms should take into account any credit

constraints that they face: these should already be incorporated into the stock market val-

uation, Q. However, the role of cash flow in empirical studies of investment suggests that

capital market imperfections are important. The importance of cash flow variables in esti-

mated investment equations is reminiscent ofthe importance ofcurrent income in estimated

17 GDP data from IMF World Economic Outlook database, April 2012. Stock market data from Bloomberg

News articles.

18 See Bond and Cummins (2001).
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consumption functions. As we have seen, the presence of credit-constrained households

causes excess sensitivity of consumption to predictable changes in income. Similarly, the

presence of cash flow terms in estimated investment functions strongly suggests that firms

are credit constrained. Although some firms are able to borrow as much or sell as much eq-

uity as they would like in order to finance their investment plans, for others, their investment

will be limited by their internal funds.

This is sometimes referred to as the excess sensitivity of investment to internal funds. For

firms like this, cash flow would be expected to be an important determinant of investment.19

The reason why firms may be rationed in their access to bank loans is explored in Chapter 5.

A study using UK company data for the period 1975—86 found that company investment

was significantly influenced by Q and by credit constraints. However, the impact of Q was

found to be very small: a 10% rise in the stock market value of a company was associated

with an immediate rise in the investment rate of only 2.5%. Cash flow, on the other hand, was

very important. The sample period was divided into two, and it was found that the impact of

Q was lower and the impact of cash flow higher in the first part of the sample, during which

the UK economy was in a deep recession. This is consistent with the idea of credit constraints

biting especially hard in a recession.

Uncertainty—the option value of waiting

The decision of firms about whether to invest or not is also influenced by uncertainty about

the future. Under certain circumstances, there can be a value in waiting to undertake an

investment project, since with the passing of time more information arrives, the costs of

delay (lost profits from the project) may be outweighed by more secure information on

the balance between the costs (including those sunk in the project) and the benefits of

undertaking it. The upshot of such considerations is that an expected rate of return con-

siderably higher than the cost of capital will be required to trigger investment. Dixit (1992)

gives examples to show that including the so—called ’option value of waiting' can double

the hurdle rate (i.e. the return required to trigger investment) for an investment project to

proceed.

1.2.7 Consumption, investment and the IS curve

In the previous subsection, we introduced models of consumption and investment that took

account of fon/vard-looking behaviour. Expectations of future income and of future profits

play a key role in the spending decisions of households and firms. We also reported empirical

evidence on aggregate consumption and investment, which highlighted the role of credit

constraints for households and firms. What are the implications for the IS curve?

The basic form of the IS curve was presented in Section 1.2.3 and we shall see that we can

bringtogetherthe additional insights about consumption and investment by focusing on the

factors that affect the slope of the IS curve and which shift it.

19 See, for example, Chirinko (1993). 20 See Blundell et al. (1992).
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The IS equation is:

y=k(co+ao+G)—ka1r (1.13)

= A — ar, (IS curve)

where A E k(c0 + a0 + G) and a 2 km; k is the multiplier. A larger multiplier makes the IS

curve flatter, which increases the impact on output of a change in the interest rate; it also

increases the impact on output of a shift in co, a0 or G for a given interest rate. This makes it

clear that the size of the multiplier is important for understanding the effectiveness of both

fiscal and monetary policy.

As we shall see in Chapter 14 on Fiscal Policy, there has been a great deal ofdebate about

the empirical size of the multiplier in the context of the use of fiscal stimulus to respond to

the Great Recession following the global financial crisis. We shall see that that there is no

simple answerto the question: what is the size ofthe multiplier? It depends on characteristics

of the economy and on the context in which, for example, a fiscal stimulus is being applied.

We can summarize the implications of the analyses of consumption and investment from

Sections 1.2.5 and 1.2.6 by thinking about how they affect the multiplier and the IS curve.

Factors affecting the multiplier

The PIH predicts that the size of the multiplier is dependent on the permanency of the

income shock. The hypothesis suggests the marginal propensity to consume from temporary

unanticipated changes in income is close to the size of the interest rate, i.e. only (1%,) . The

multiplier is therefore predicted to be very close to one fortemporary income shocks. On the

other hand, permanent income shocks will result in a multiplier largerthan one as households

update their consumption to reflect their new, higher permanent income.

The presence of credit-constrained and impatient households also impacts the size of

the multiplier. For these households, the multiplier effect will be larger than one even for

temporary income shocks, as their marginal propensity to consume out of changes in income

is equal to one. The larger is the proportion of these ’hand to mouth' or ‘rule of thumb’

households in the economy, the larger will be the multiplier.

Uncertainty over the permanency of income shocks is another factor that will influence

the multiplier. If a substantial proportion of observed income fluctuations are perceived as

permanent, then this will result in a multiplier larger than one. In this case, households could

be following the PIH, but uncertainty leads their behaviour to be consistent with a Keynesian

consumption function.

A change in the multiplier will shift the IS curve and change its slope (a higher multiplier

makes the IS flatter).

Other factors affecting the slope of the IS curve

In addition to the effect of the size of the multiplier, the slope of the IS curve is affected by

the interest sensitivity of investment and of consumption. The theoretical prediction of the

impact ofthe interest rate on consumption is ambiguous; a reduction in interest rates boosts

consumption through some channels and dampens it through others. The empirical evidence

on the consumption function suggests that national institutional structures, particularly in

relation to the financial system, are important for determining the strength and direction of
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the relationship. Aron et al. (2012) find a negative relationship between consumption and

the real interest rate in the financially liberalized UK and US economies, but they find a pos-

itive relationship inJapan, where households’ huge liquid deposits far outweigh household

debt.

Other factors shifting the IS curve

In addition to the effect ofthe size ofthe multiplier, the IS curve is shifted by a number ofother

factors. Looking first at consumption, the PlH predicts that anything that changes expected

lifetime wealth, \Ilf, such as changes in asset prices or news about a future promotion, shifts

the IS. The empirical findings about consumption highlight three other factors that can shift

the IS curve:

1. The role of uncertainty: a rise in the rate of unemployment will raise savings for precau-

tionary purposes, shifting the IS to the left.

2. A house price boom will boost consumption in a country with home equity loans by

loosening credit constraints, shifting the IS to the right. However, a house price boom

could also shift the IS to the left in countries where home equity loans are unobtainable

and large down—payments are needed to get a mortgage.

3. A shift in credit market architecture that increases household access to credit, such as

financial innovation or deregulation, will shift the IS to the right (at least until the accu-

mulation of debt eventualy cancels out some of the shift).

Turning our attention to investment, Tobin’s marginal q predicts that the following factors

will shift the IS curve to the right:

1. an increase in the price of output, P,

2. an increase in the marginal productivity of capital, fK; and

3. a reduction in the rate of depreciation, 6.

Lastly, the average Q equation highlights the role of expectations of future profits as a shift

factor for the IS curve: a rise in the stock market tends to boost fixed investment as it signals

a rise in the value of companies relative to their replacement cost.

1.3 Conclusions

This chapter has provided the first building block in the model of the macro-economy. We

have set out the IS curve, which is used to model the demand side ofthe economy and is one

of the three equations that underpin the 3-equation model that will form the core model of

this textbook.

The IS curve allows us to think systematically about how changes in the spending behaviour

offirms, households and governments can influence output and drive business cycles. The IS

curve shows the combinations of the real interest rate and output where the goods market

is in equilibrium. It slopes downwards to account for the fact that households’ consumption
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and new housing decisions respond negatively to the interest rate; firms will also undertake

fewer investment projects as the cost of borrowing increases.

We return to the questions at the start of the modelling section (1.2) and see how the

model we have deveIOped helps us work towards an answer. This acts as an exercise to

summarize what we have learnt in this chapter.

1. Ifyou give an individual a $100 bonus, how much of it will they spend? This depends on

the model of household spending we are using. If consumer behaviour is well modelled by

a Keynesian consumption function (i.e. Ct 2 co + c1 (1 — t)y,) then households will spend

a fixed proportion of any extra income they receive. In the case of a $100 bonus, they

will spend everything left over once they have paid tax and put some money into savings.

However, if consumer behaviour is better modelled by the permanent income hypothesis

(PIH), then individuals' current consumption is a function of their expected lifetime wealth

(i.e. C, = (fi) \llf). As the bonus is a one-off, itwill only increase expected lifetime wealth by

a small amount, resulting in a small increase in consumption in this and all future periods. This

leads the individual to save the majority of the bonus in the current period. In Section 1.27,

we showed how the proportions of rule of thumb and fon/vard-looking households in the

economy affect the multiplier and the IS curve. We also discussed how the extent to which

observed changes in income are perceived as permanent can help to reconcile the Keynesian

and PIH consumption functions.

2. How much will output increase followinga rise in autonomous demand, such as higher

government spending or a boost in the confidence of households and firms? The multiplier

will determine the extent to which an €x increase in autonomous demand will increase

output. In the simple model presented in Section 1.2.1, the multiplier is always greater

than one, as both c1 and t are between zero and one. This means that in the short run,

an injection of autonomous demand will always boost output by more than one for one.

The extent of the boost of output will depend on the size of the multiplier. The multiplier

will be larger if the tax rate (t) is low and households have a high marginal prOpensity to

consume (c1). In Section 1.2.7, we saw that if all households are described by the PIH, the

permanency of the income change is important for determining the size of the multiplier.

When income changes are permanent, the multiplier is greater than one as households

update their consumption to reflect the increase in their permanent income. When the

income change is temporary, the marginal propensity to consume out of current income

is essentially zero as it has a negligible effect on permanent income, and the multiplier is

therefore equal to one. Temporary and unanticipated income shocks can, however, result

in a multiplier greater than one if some proportion of households are credit constrained or

consume according to a rule of thumb. We discuss the multiplier further, with a particular

focus on government spending, in Chapters 4, 7 and 14.

3. To what extent will a rise in the interest rate curtail investment? In the simple model in

Section 1.2.3, where I = a0 — a1 r, a rise in the interest rate of Ar will reduce investment by

a1Ar. In the marginal q theory of investment (with q = %), an increase in the interest rate

will increase the marginal cost of investment. If we assume that q is initially equal to one,

(i.e. the marginal cost and marginal benefit of carrying out the investment project are equal)

then an increase in r will lead firms to reduce investment. The extent to which investment
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will fall depends on how quickly the marginal productivity of capital (A) rises as investment

falls to bring q back toward a value of 1.

This chapter has provided a model of the demand side which can shed light on macro~

economic questions. We have discussed how the models of consumption and investment

relate to characteristics of the real world. For example, the greater volatility of investment as

compared with consumption observed in the data can be partly explained by the factors that

influence investment spending decisions and by consumers borrowing and saving to smooth

their consumption over the economic cycle. Households vary—some are impatient and find

it difficult to save, whereas others are prudent and save for precautionary reasons. The

government contributes to consumption smoothing through provision of unemployment

benefits. Credit constraints facing both households and firms help better align the models of

consumption and investment with the empirical data.

Although the demand side is a major influence on economic activity, it is only part of

the story of how the macro—economy works. To develop our understanding of economic

fluctuations and longer-run trends, we need to introduce the supply side. This will provide

a framework for thinking about how wages and prices are set and what determines the

unemployment rate. The supply side is the subject of the next chapter.

1.4 Appendix

1.4.1 Real and nominal interest rates and the Fisher equation

To clarify why it is the real rather than the nominal interest rate that affects real expenditure

decisions in the economy, think about a firm considering an investment project. A higher

money or nominal rate of interest will not impose a greater real burden on the firm if

it is balanced by correspondingly higher inflation, because the expected profits from the

investment project will be higher in money terms and the balance between the real cost and

the real return on the project will not have changed.

The real interest rate is defined in terms of goods and the nominal interest rate, in terms

of money. Thinking of a consumer good, the real rate of interest, r, is how much extra in

terms of units of this good — namely (1 +r) units — would have to be paid in the future in order

to borrow one unit of the goods today. The nominal rate of interest is how much extra in

euros would have to be paid in the future in order to borrow one euro today. lfgoods prices

remain constant then it is clear that the real and nominal interest rates are the same: if you

lent one euro today, you would be able to buy (1 + r) goods in the future. In general,

. P
1+r=(1+l)- E,

t+1

 

where it is the expected price level in the future (Pf+1) that comes into play since at time t,

we do not know what the price level will be at t + 1. If we use the following definition of

expected inflation:
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HE : Pf+1 _P’

P

then

P 1

p? : 1+7-
r+1

By rearranging the above expression, it follows that

(1 + i)

(1 + nE)’

and therefore that

E

(1+r)=

_ i — 71

r _ H—yfi'

When expected inflation is low, the denominator of this expression is close to one and we

have the standard approximation for the relationship between the real and the nominal rate

of interest:

i z r + ”E. (Fisher equation)

Inflation expectations will drive the divergence between the real and nominal interest

rates. It should be noted that only one of these three terms is observable: the nominal

interest rate, i. The real interest rate can be estimated from historical data on the nominal

interest rate and the rate of inflation: this gives a measure of the so—called ex post real rate

of interest. Alternatively, an ex ante measure can be derived from a model that is able to

predict inflation. Finally, if bonds have been issued in the economy that are protected against

inflation because the face value is indexed by the rate of inflation, then the yield on such

a bond is a real rate of interest and can provide a third measure. But there are only a few

countries that have issued index-linked or inflation-proof bonds (UK in 1981, the USA in

1997, France in 1998).

1.4.2 Deriving the Euler equation and the PIH consumption function

Deriving the Euler equation

The first step in deriving the Euler equation is to set out an expression for the present value

of a consumer’s utility:

E E

mg“) +M+ (expected present value of consumption)

1 + p (1 + p)2

The present value equation uses the expectations operator (i.e. Cf+i for all i > 0) to show that

future consumption is uncertain in the present period. ln addition, the utility of consump-

tion is discounted to the present period by the consumer's rate of time preference. Future

consumption will be worth less in the current period to more impatient consumers.

To derive the Euler equation, we need to assume a specific functional form for the utility

function. We choose U(Ct) = log C, because it exhibits diminishing marginal returns and is

easy to work with. We can take the first derivative of the utility function to find the marginal

utility of consumption, which is U’(Ct) = %.

 
th = U(Cr) +
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The Euler equation shows the optimal C, in relation to C51. If wejust think about these

two periods, then it is easy to derive the Euler equation. In period t the consumer must weigh

up the gain from consuming more in this period, against the discounted loss of consuming

less in the next period. The gain from consuming one unit more in this period is simply the

1
mar inal utility of consum tion —. The sub'ective resent value loss of utility in the nextg P c, J P

1
m0 + r). This is because the consumer’s income will have fallen by

(1 +r) next period, multiplied by the marginal utility of consumption next period multiplied

by the impatience factor.

The consumer cannot gain any more utility when the gain from consuming one more unit

in the current period is exactly the same as the subjective present value loss of consuming

one unit less in the next period. This gives us the Euler equation:

period is equal to c71—
t+1

1 1 1

— = —_ 1 + r

Ct CE” 1 + p( )

1 + p
-Ct = 1—+_r f+1- (Euler equation)

Deriving the permanent income hypothesis consumption function

The simplest case ofthe Euler equation is when the rate of interest is equal to the consumer's

subjective discount rate r = p. This is the case we have focused on throughout this chapter.

We can see from the Euler equation that this implies C; = Cf“. In other words, it implies

that consumption is constant in expectation in all future periods.

In order to derive the permanent income hypothesis, we make the additional assumption

that future consumption is known with certainty, so that C, = CH1 = = Cm = C. To

calculate C, we need to set out the expression for the present value of consumption, a:

  

 

— Ct+1 Ct+i ( 1 1
C=C+ +... .+...=C1 —+... —

t t 1+r +(‘l+r)' +1+r +(1+r)'+)

1 1+r
= C (—1) = C < r ) . (present value of consumption)

_ W

The permanent income hypothesis implies that the present value of consumption has to

be equal to the present value of income, \Ilf, so that:

 
_ 1
ct=c( tr)=wf

 
r

Ct = C = (1 + r) 1.115, (PlH consumption function)

where Ct is the amount the consumer consumes in each period. It is their permanent income

and is equal to the annuity value of their expected lifetime wealth.
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1.5 Questions

1.5.1 Checklist questions

1.

2.

What is the IS curve? Why does it slope downwards?

Use the equation for the IS curve shown in Section 1.2.3 to answer the following questions:

(a) Ifwe assume that 0 < c], t < 1, then what can we say about the size of multiplier?

(b) If there is a decrease in government spending of AG, by how much does this decrease

output?

(c) Describe the feedback process that means a decrease in government spending can de-

crease output by more than 1 : 1.

. Use the Keynesian cross to show the effect of a decrease in autonomous investment on the

economy. Discuss the path ofthe economy as it adjusts to the new medium-run equilibrium.

Why does the economy not continue to contract?

. Use the Keynesian cross to illustrate the paradox of thrift. Model the change in savings

behaviour as an increase in the marginal propensity to save, $1 (remember that c1 + $1 = 1).

Show how a rise in investment can counteract the reduction in output associated with the

rise in savings.

. Use the equation for the IS curve shown in Section 1.2.3 and Fig. 1.6 to discuss what happens

to the IS curve in response to the following shocks. In each case provide a real world example

of what might cause the shock.

(a) An increase in autonomous consumption (i.e. T c0).

(b) A reduction in the interest sensitivity of investment (i.e. 1 a1).

(c) An increase in the marginal rate of taxation (i.e. T t).

. According to the permanent income hypothesis, how will the paths of borrowing and con-

sumption change in response to:

(a) A temporary decrease in income when it occurs.

(b) A permanent decrease in income when it occurs.

(c) Are the answers different if the changes in income are unanticipated, i.e. if they are

'news’? Comment on the size of the marginal propensity to consume and the size of the

multiplier.

. Assuming the real interest rate is 4%, calculate how, according to the PIH, consumption and

borrowing would change in each of the following cases

(a) A stock market crash permanently reduces the value of an individual’s assets by 1,000.

(b) Households are told that in a yeafs time, they will receive a one-off bonus of 1 ,000. Then

in one year’s time, it is not paid.

(c) Comment briefly on your results.

Explain the concepts of excess sensitivity and excess smoothness that arise from the

empirical literature on the permanent income hypothesis. What could explain these

findings?

. What does Tobin’s q tell us firms’ investment decisions depend upon? According to Tobin’s

q, when should a firm invest?
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10.

11.

(b

(d

(e

What is the key problem with measuring marginal q? Is there an alternative measwement

that can be used instead? Is this alternative measurement likely to be an acCurate proxy for

marginal q?

Use Section 1.2.7 to discuss what is expected to happen to the IS curve in response to the

following shocks:

(a) A crash in the stock market.

An increase in the retirement age.

V

A decrease in the rate of depreciation.(c

v

An increase in the cost of oil.

V
V

An increase in the rate of technological progress.

1.5.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. This question involves collecting data from national statistics agencies (eg. the UK Office for

National Statistics) and/or international organizations (e.g. the OECD or the IMF). First, select

an emerging and a developed economy.

(a) Collect annual data on real GDP as far back as it is available for both countries. Convert

the data to the log scale and plot on a graph. Comment on your findings. Calculate the

growth rates of GDP for the two countries over the period and plot them on a graph.

How do the business cycles of the two countries compare? To what extent do they appear

synchronized?

(b) Collect current price data on GDP and its components for the two countries. Calculate the

percentage ofGDP according to each ofthe four main types of expenditure-Le. household

consumption, government consumption, gross fixed capital formation and net exports (i.e.

exports minus imports) and plot the series. How does the composition ofGDP and changes

over time in the two countries compare? Discuss possible reasons for the differences.

2. We start this question with a simple version ofthe aggregate demand function, where, to keep

the maths simple, we omit taxation and government spending:

yD=co+c1y+l. (1.14)

Now, assume that co = 200 and l = 200. In addition, assume that c1 = 0.8, such that:

yD = 200 + 0.8y + 200. (1.15)

What is the level of output in goods market equilibrium?

Assume there is a fall in the marginal propensity to consume, c1, to 0.6—i.e. there is a rise

in the savings rate, as $1 + c1 = 1. If we assume that the rise in planned savings leads to the

accumulation of unplanned inventories of goods and does not increase planned investment

(7), then what is the level of output that satisfies the new goods market equilibrium?

Compare the level of savings in the new and old goods market equilibria. Note that in goods

market equilibrium; 5 = 51y — Co and I = 7.

Comment on your findings in (c) in response to the question ofwhether it is advisable for the

policy maker to encourage households to increase their savings to help escape a recession.

Describe in words a mechanism, which is not included in this model, that could provide a

connection from a policy encouraging households to save more and exit from a recession.
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3. Use Section 1.2.4 and appropriate readings from beyond this book to decide whether the

following statements (Si and 52) are both true or whether one of them is false.Justify your

answer.

Si: According to Tobin’s q theory, the path of investment is independent of current cash flow

(and profits).

$2: The empirical evidence shows that current cash flow is an important determinant of

investment.

4. Aggregate consumption varies less than GDP and aggregate investment varies more. Can

you reconcile these observations with the assumption that consumption and investment

decisions are taken by rational, fon/vard-looking agents?
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The supply side

 

2.1 Overview

2.1.1 Unemployment

Unemployment is a characteristic feature of a market economy. There are unemployed

people looking for work who would be prepared to take ajob at the going wage but cannot

get ajob offer. This is involuntary unemployment and it reflects the fact that the labour

market does not clear.

Figure 2.1 illustrates how unemployment varies over time and across countries. We can

see that there is a large amount of heterogeneity in unemployment across the developed

economies in the figure; followingthe global financial crisis, average unemployment between

2009 and 2012 ranged from 4.5% in the Netherlands to 21.2% in Spain. In addition, the figure

highlights that an individual country can experience large changes in unemployment over

time; Irish unemployment fell from 16% in the late 19805 tojust above 4% in the early 20005.

before rising again to 14% in the wake of the economic crises of 2009-12.

Unemployment is costly to the economy since it represents a waste of resources, and it is

associated with unhappiness and psychological distress to those affected. It is a major source

of concern for policy makers.

In this chapter, we develop the supply side ofthe macroeconomic framework to providea

model of unemployment. Whereas the demand side refers to spending decisions, the supply

side refers to production activities in the economy. Although both capital and labour are

inputs to the production process, we concentrate on the input of labour. The supply side

refers to both the supply of labour by workers and the demand for labour by firms. We

return to discuss capital accumulation when we look at long-run growth in Chapter 8. On

the supply side, we ask how firms decide how much output to produce, how many workers

to employ and what prices to set. We want to know about decisions to work and how wages

are set.

2.1.2 Why the labour market does not clear

When a market clears, the price is such that there is neither excess supply of, nor demand

for, the good. If the market is for 'labour’, then the wage would rise in response to excess

demand and fall in response to excess supply, with the result that there would be no ’unsold‘

labour. As we shall see, this is not a good way of thinking about the labour market. The data

in Fig. 2.1 covers many countries over more than five decades. It reveals unemployment as
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Figure 2.1 Trends and heterogeneity in unemployment for selected OECD economies, 1960-2012.

Source: Howell et al. (2007), Fig. 1.1, p 10. Updated to 2012 using OECD harmonized unemployment rates.

characteristic of capitalist economies. The general case is one in which there are workers who

are willing to work at the going wage but cannot find ajob. Consistentwith the phenomenon

of involuntary unemployment is the large amount of evidence that workers are unhappy

when they are unemployed. For example, in an early study, Clark and Oswald (1994) use

data for a sample ofsix thousand British workers in 1991 and find that the unemployed have

twice the level of mental distress of the employed.1

To understand why the labour market does not clear, we ask the obvious question of

why an employer would not offer ajob to a worker who is willing to work at a lower wage.

One answer is that to be useful to an employer, a worker has to exert effort on the job

and when the employer hires the worker at an hourly wage or a monthly or annual salary,

she cannot pin down the supply of labour effort. Moreover, she cannot easily observe the

effort the worker is making. The way the employer creates an incentive for the worker to

work conscientiously is to create a cost to the worker of losing hisjob. When the employer

Chooses to set the wage above the level at which a worker would be prepared to take a

job, the employee knows that if he loses his job he runs the risk of being unemployed. This

makes him work effectively enough to keep hisjob. The term efficiency wage setting is used

to describe this aspect of the supply side of the economy.

Thinking of the labour market in this way highlights two key factors that will influence the

wage the employer sets.

1 For a review of the literature on unemployment and happiness, see Oswald (1997).
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1. First, is the income available to the worker if he is unemployed. If the alternative to

working is claiming unemployment benefit and assuming there is a disutility associated

with working, the utility the worker gets from working and receiving the wage must be

higher than the utility from the alternative of not working and receiving unemployment

benefit

2. Second, the employer will have to offer a higher wage when the probability of the worker

getting anotherjob is higher: the wage she sets will rise as the economy-wide unemP'OY'

ment rate falls.

Figure 2.2 is a diagram with employment on the horizontal axis and the real wage on the

vertical axis. The wage-setting curve is upward sloping. To get the worker to work hard, the

wage is set above what the worker gets if he is not working (the unemployment benefit)

plus the disutility of turning up to work, and it rises as unemployment falls. At point A,

unemployment is high and a low wage is set: the cost ofjob loss is relatively high. At point B,

unemployment is low. Given the relatively low cost ofjob loss, a higher wage is set.

A rise in the unemployment benefit will shift the wage-setting curve upwards and vice

versa.

The labour supply curve is inverse—L shaped. The wage has to be above the unemployment

benefit plus the disutility of work for workers to be willing to work effectively. The vertical

portion of the labour supply curve is a simplification. Two factors lie behind a steep or

'inelastic' labour supply curve at the level of the economy as a whole. For workers who

are already working, a rise in the wage has both an income and a substitution effect. The

substitution effect suggests that labour supply rises with the wage because working becomes

more worthwhile. The income effect suggests the opposite: since it is assumed that there is

a disutility of working, if the same income can be earned from fewer hours of work, labour

supply will fall. It is even possible for the labour supply curve to be backward bending ifthe

income effect outweighs the substitution effect. The second factor concerns the decision to

participate in the labour market. As the wage increases, participation goes up. There will be

a steep labour supply curve if the tendency of workers to enter the labour force when the

wage goes up is offset by a fall in hours of work by those who are working.
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A point on the wage-setting curve is an answer to the question: what wage has to be paid

to secure adequate worker effort (effective labour input) at a given level of unemployment

(and associated level of employment)?

A point on the labour supply curve is an answer to the question: if a given wage were to

be offered, how much labour would workers be willing to supply?

The horizontal gap between the wage curve and the labour supply curve is therefore

involuntary unemployment, because it shows the extra supply of labour that would be

offered at that wage but is not employed when wages are set on the wage-setting curve. The

vertical gap between the wage—setting curve and the horizontal part of the labour supply

curve is inversely related to the cost ofjob loss at the relevant level of employment: a higher

efficiency wage has to be paid when the labour market is tight and it is relatively easy to get

anotherjob.

The efficiency wage explanation of why the labour market does not clear is based on the

nature of the relationship between employer and worker.2 Using the language of micro-

economics, the special features of labour make it impossible to write a complete contract

for the supply of labour in the same way that a contract can be written for the supply of

energy or other inputs to the production process. The employer cannot specify in a contract

every aspect of the work she requires of the worker and she is unable to perfectly monitor

his output. Since worker effort is essential to the employer, it is the wage-setting curve and

not the labour supply curve that is relevant for how wages in the economy are set, and, as

we shall see, for pinning down the unemployment rate consistent with constant inflation.

The outcome is that involuntary unemployment is characteristic of the economy.

It might be suggested that the employer use piece rates rather than an hourly wage to pay

workers. By paying for the worker’s output rather than the workefs time, the problem of not

being able to observe effort is solved. But taking a look at any economy quickly reveals that

very little economic activity is organized around piece rates for labour. This is particularly

true of modern service-based economies, where output is less easily quantifiable. In addition,

much of the production activity in the economy is based on team production, where the

contribution of an individual worker is hard to determine.

2.1.3 Supply side effects on unemployment

The supply side effects on unemployment relate to both the labour supply and labour

demand parts of the economy. The wage-setting curve relates to the supply of labour and

shows that the real wage that has to be paid to workers rises as employment rises and lies

above the labour supply curve. This curve shows the wage-setting real wage. This is positively

sloped for the efficiency wage reasons explained in the previous subsection. In the modelling

section, we discuss a number of other explanations for the wage-setting curve. One of these

relates to the case where workers have market power. Ifthe wage is set by a union, then the

union can set wages above the efficiency wage. In this case, the wage-setting curve would

be above the one that applies in the absence of unions.

2 The efficiency wage model was first formalized in Shapiro and Stiglitz' landmark 1984 paper

Equilibrium Unemployment as a Worker Discipline Device.
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Figure 2.3 The price—setting curve, PS.

The other side ofthe labour market reflects the demand for labour by imperfectly compet-

itive firms. This defines a second real wage: this is the real wage that makes production (and

hence, the employment of workers) profitable for the price-setting firm. This curve shows

the price-setting real wage.

As our baseline case, we use a simple model of labour demand where there is a constant

real wage at which price-setting firms find it profitable to employ workers. In the modelling

section, we derive the price—setting real wage from the firm's pricing decision. Here we focus

on the outcome. We assume that the firm’s production function is very simple: labour is the

only input, and productivity, which is output per worker, is constant. In order to produce, the

firm requires a fixed profit margin and this implies the real wage at which it finds it profitable

to employ workers. Given these assumptions, the price setting real wage curve is flat (see

Fig. 2.3). As shown in the diagram, output per worker is divided into two chunks: profit per

worker and the real wage.

Figure 2.4 shows the wage—setting and price-setting curves. The intersection of the price-

setting (PS) curve and the upward—slopingwage—setting (WS) curve determines the real wage,

employment and unemployment when the supply side is in equilibrium. The intersection of
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Figure 2.4 Supply-side equilibrium: the intersection of the wage-setting and price—setting curves.
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the wage- and price—setting curves fixes the equilibrium real wage and employment level. At

the equilibrium, the real wage is consistent with what is needed to secure sufficient labour

(on the W5 curve) and for production to be profitable (on the P5 curve).

We can use Fig. 2.4 to show how the unemployment rate is defined. The labour force is

shown by a vertical line. This is the total number of people reported by the statistical agency

who are working or looking for work. The unemployment rate is defined as unemployment

divided by the sum of employment and unemployment, that is, the numbers unemployed

divided by the labour force:

unemployed _ unemployed

employed + unemployed _ labourforce'

 Unemployment rate E

Equilibrium unemployment is the difference between employment at the W5 — P5 inter—

section and the labourforce. From Fig. 2.5, it is clear that equilibrium unemployment will rise

if the wage-setting curve shifts up or if the price—setting curve shifts down. Taking the case

of a higher unemployment benefit first, we have already seen that a higher unemployment

benefit will shift the W5 curve up. In Fig. 2.5a, this shifts the W5 curve up to WS’. The new

W5 — P5 intersection is at a lower level of employment. The economics behind this can be

explained as follows. For equilibrium, the real wage has to be on the P5 curve; othen/vise

firms will not be prepared to produce output. An increase in unemployment benefits re-

duces the cost ofjob loss, which shifts the W5 curve upwards. in order that the real wage

on the wage-setting curve is brought down into line with the P5 curve, it is necessary for

unemployment to be higher. Given the higher out-of—work benefits, a higher risk ofjob loss

(which is associated with higher unemployment) is necessary to make an unchanged real

wage consistent with wage setters’ behaviour.

Equilibrium unemployment will also be higher if the P5 curve shifts down (from P5 to P5’

in Fig. 2.5b). lfthere is a reduction in the extent of competition in the goods market, which

allows the mark-up of price over unit labour costs to rise, the price-setting real wage will be

reduced: under the new conditions, firms will only produce ifthe real wage is lower. In terms

of Fig. 2.3, a higher mark—up increases the share of output per worker that goes to profits

3. Higher unemployment benefit shifts b. Higher mark—up (less competition)

WS curve up shifts the PS curve down

Labour Labour

Real force Real force

wage WS’ ' wage '

 

   

W5

  

 

Employment Employment

 

Figure 2.5 The impact on equilibrium unemployment ofshifts in the W5 and P5 curves.

Note: the double-headed arrows show equilibrium unemployment for each case.
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and reduces the share to wages, and hence, the real wage. The new equilibrium is at a lower

real wage and higher unemployment. For the wage-setting real wage to be reduced to the

new equilibrium level, there must be higher unemployment in the economy. With a higher

cost ofjob loss, the efficiency real wage is lower.

The concept of equilibrium unemployment is a medium to long-run concept. It tells usthe

unemployment rate at which both wage and price setters are content with the prevailing real

wage. The kinds of policies that can be implemented to affect equilibrium unemployment

are those that shift the WS or the PS curve. These are supply-side policies.

In the modelling section and in Chapter 15 on supply-side policies, we enrich the model

of the supply side by introducing additional institutions and policies that shift the wage-

and price-setting curves. A more detailed examination of both institutions and policies is

presented in Chapter 15. These include the role of unions, taxes, workplace policies that

affect the disutility ofexerting effort, labour and product market regulations, and competition

policy. These factors help explain both the cross-country variation and the changes overtime

in the 5—year average unemployment rates shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.1.4 Nominal rigidities and demand-side policy

When discussing equilibrium unemployment, the focus is on the medium run when the

economy is at a WS — PS intersection, and hence on the effect of supply-side policies and

institutions on unemployment. In this subsection, we introduce nominal rigidities and the

role of demand-side policies. The term nominal rigidity refers to the fact that nominal wages

(in dollars or euros) and prices do not adjust immediately to fluctuations in aggregate demand

to keep the economy at equilibrium unemployment.

In Chapter 1, we assumed an extreme form of this rigidity, namely that prices and wages

don't change at all in response to shifts in demand. This meant that when aggregate de-

mand shifted, as a result, for example of an investment boom, output and employment in

the economy responded fully to bring supply into line with the higher demand. We used

the multiplier process to model the response of output and employment based on the as-

sumption that wages and prices remained unchanged. An alternative extreme assumption is

that the economy is always at the medium-run equilibrium, i.e. at a WS/PS intersection, and

therefore that fluctuations in aggregate demand do not affect output and employment. The

terms ’fixed price’ and ’flex price’ are sometimes used to label these two extreme cases.

In building a model suitable for analysing real-world economies, we need a model that

is neither ’fixed price’ nor ’flex price'. The model we set out includes nominal rigidities but

wages and prices are not completely fixed. Wages are changed at intervals, for example, at

an annual wage review. Nominal rigidities characterize both wage and price setting. More

detailed arguments and evidence are provided in the modelling section. Here we summarize

the main points. Before doing so, it is important to distinguish between real and nominal

wages.

Nominal wages, real wages and inflation

To this point, all of the discussion about the supply side has been in terms of the real wage.

This is because it is the real wage that workers care about (i.e. how much their dollar or euro

wage buys in goods and services) and therefore, that the employer has to be concerned with
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when setting the wage to secure the worker’s effort. From the labour demand side, it is the

cost of labour in terms of the price they get for their output that firms care about. However,

workers are paid a wage in money terms: this is the nominal wage and firms set prices.

We can see how real and nominal wages are related in the model as follows. Given the

unemployment rate, employers (or unions ifthey are setting wages) set the nominal wage so

as to achieve their desired real wage on the wage setting curve. This means they must make an

assumption about the consumer price level when they set the nominal wage. Similarly, firms

set their product price making an assumption about the nominal wage to achieve the price-

setting real wage on the PS curve. The consumer price level is the outcome of price-setting

by firms across the economy.

Note that when wages are set by the employer, it would be the firm's human resources divi-

sion that sets the nominal wage taking account ofthe consumer price level to ensure workers

supply adequate effort for the firm's operations. Given the nominal wage, the marketing and

strategy divisions set the price for the firm’s product.

Modern economies are typically characterized by a positive rate of inflation. Central banks

often target an inflation rate of 2%. If nominal wages rise by 2% per annum and prices rise

by 2% per annum, the real wage is unchanged. At a WS — PS intersection, the real wage is

constant, which means nominal wages and prices are rising at the same rate. This is a constant

inflation equilibrium.

Rigidities in wage setting

Nominal wages are set periodically, usually at an annual wage round or review. They are not

continuously adjusted by the wage setter. Barattieri et al. (2010) analyse US survey data and

find that wages are indeed very 'sticky'; they are most likely to be adjusted just once every

year. The authors also find that there is little variation in the frequency of wage changes

across different industries and occupations.

An important reason for the stickiness of wages relates to the interactions between em—

ployers and workers, where considerations of fairness and morale play an important role.

Campbell and Kamlani (1997) surveyed 184 firms and find strong support for two explana-

tions of wage rigidity (in this case, why wages are not cut as much as possible in a recession).

First, firms were concerned that wage cuts would lead their most productive workers to quit,

whereas layoffs could target the least productive workers. Second, respondents linked wage

cuts to reduced worker effort, particularly when wage cuts were viewed as being ’unfair’.

Bewley (2007) reviews the empirical literature on fairness and wage rigidity and finds that

fairness is one ofthe primary determinants of company morale. He also finds that wage cuts

are only viewed as being fair when they are seen as saving a large number ofjobs.

Rigidities in price setting

The frequency of price changes varies a great deal across industries. However, for large

parts of the economy, firms are cautious about frequent price adjustments in response to

fluctuations in demand because of their concern about their competitors' and customers’

reactions.

A detailed survey of how firms set prices using a structured questionnaire of a random

sample of 330 US firms found that almost half of all prices were changed no more than
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Figure 2.6 The response of wages and prices to a cyclical upswing.

annually. The survey identified the following major reasons for price stickiness: firms are

deterred from raising prices because of concerns their competitors will not follow suit; cost

increases are generally industry-wide and can serve as convenient signals that other firms

are probably under pressure to raise prices; implicit contracts with customers deter price

hikes when demand rises but permit them when costs rise; and firms hold prices steady until

the next regularly scheduled price review.3

Aggregate demand shocks and the role of nominal rigidities

In the macroeconomic model, we make simplifying assumptions about how wage and price

rigidities operate. The simplifying assumptions reflect the arguments presented about why

wages and prices are adjusted infrequently. We assume that wage contracts are reviewed

annually at the ’wage round’. This means that if an aggregate demand shock occurs in the

interval between wage rounds, the wage is not adjusted. We assume that prices are not

adjusted in response to shifts in aggregate demand; however, prices are adjusted immediately

following the wage round. Since the adjustment in wages will reflect changes in aggregate

demand, prices respond to changes in aggregate demand with a lag.

The timeline for wage and price setting, shocks and changes in output and employment

can be summarized as follows:

Aggregate demand shock —> output and employment change

Next wage round —> nominal wages change

Immediately after the wage round —> prices change

Before looking at an aggregate demand shock, we look at what happens when the economy

is at supply-side equilibrium in an environment ofconstant inflation. The equilibrium is where

the WS and PS curves intersect in Fig. 2.6. Inflation in the previous year was 2%.

At the next annual wage round, wage setters observe that prices have risen 2% over the

previous year and they will set a 2% nominal wage increase to keep the real wage constant.

3 See Blinder et al. (1998).
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After the wage round, firms will observe that the 2% increase in wages has increased their

costs by 2%. If they raise their prices by 2%, this will keep their profit margin constant (the

real wage will remain on the PS curve). As long as the economy remains at the equilibrium

level ofemployment, wage and price inflation will remain unchanged at 2% per year and the

real wage will remain constant.

We now look at what happens when there is an aggregate demand shock of the kind

discussed in Chapter 1 : for example, an investment boom raises output. Since the investment

boom does not affect the WS or the PS curve, it has no effect on equilibrium unemployment.

The investment boom raises output and employment in the short run: we assume output per

worker is constant. As Fig. 2.6 shows, the economy is no longer in medium-run equilibrium.

What happens the next time there is an opportunity for wages to be adjusted? At the

next wage round, employment is higher and wage setters will respond by setting a nominal

wage increase to take the real wage up to the point on the WS curve at the higher level of

employment. They will need a 2% nominal wage increase as usual, plus an additional increase.

In the example shown in Fig. 2.6, this is an extra 1%. Nominal wages go up by 3%. How do

price setters respond to the higher wages? Their costs have risen by 3% (rather than the usual

2%), so they mark up this cost increase in their prices and price inflation goes up from 2% to

3%. Firms are likely to feel comfortable about raising their prices at this point, because they

can observe that wages have gone up during the annual wage round for their competitors

as well. We have the result that an expansion of aggregate demand that pushes output and

employment above the equilibrium level is followed by a rise in wage and price inflation.

To summarize, when the economy is at equilibrium unemployment, inflation is constant.

A demand shock will shift the economy away from equilibrium because wages and prices do

not adjust instantly to keep the economy at equilibrium. Instead, output and employment

respond to the change in aggregate demand. In the example of an investment boom, this

leads to a fall in unemployment and a rise in inflation. More generally, a positive demand

shock leads to a movement away from equilibrium with higher employment and a rise in

inflation; a negative demand shock leads to lower employment and lower inflation.

This behaviour of the economy, which is called an upswing or downswing of the

business cycle, creates a role for a policy maker who aims to improve welfare by keeping

the economy close to the medium-run equilibrium unemployment rate. The involuntary

unemployment characteristic of the economy when it is at the constant inflation equilibrium

(i.e. WS — PS intersection) is raised in a business cycle downswing and lowered in an upswing.

A policy maker who focuses on stabilization and uses demand side policy is introduced in

Chapter 3.

2.1.5 Facts about the supply side

Efficiency wage setting

There is a large body of empirical evidence documenting the existence of a ’wage curve’,

which is represented in the model by the WS curve.4 Microeconomic data on local labour

4 For an introduction to the empirical literature on using microeconomic evidence to estimate wage curves,

see Blanchflower and Oswald (1995).
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Figure 2.7 The importance of unions in wage setting: selected OECD countries.

Source: Jelle Visser, Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies AIAS, lCTWSS Database Version 4 (April 2013MB
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markets is used to uncover the relationship between a change in the unemployment rate

at the local level and the wage that is paid. A comprehensive meta-study of more than 200

estimates from a large number of countries points toward the existence of a wage curvewith

an elasticity of —0.07. This means that a 10% rise in the unemployment rate (for example.

an increase in the rate of unemployment from 10% to 11%) would, holding everythingelse

constant, lead to a fall in the real wage of 0.7%.5

A vivid example of efficiency wage setting from the early years of mass manufacturing in

the US is documented by Raff and Summers (1987): this is Henry Ford's introduction ofaSS

day for his production workers in 1914. This represented a 240% pay increase for workersat

his plant. Worker turnover fell from 370% in 1913 to only 16% in 1915 and absenteeismwas

reduced from 10% to 2.5% in just one year." The authors conclude that in this case, wage

increases resulted in significant productivity benefits and higher profits.

It is important to understand that the increase in pay was not a response to labourshortage.

On the contrary, there were queues of workers wanting to work in the factory and yet

instead of allowing the wage to fall to ’clear the market’, Ford did the opposite, raising wages

substantially.7 This is taken as a famous illustration of the payment of efficiency wagesAs

will be discussed further in Chapter 15, efficiency wages appear to be intrinsic to the labour

market, even in emerging economies that rely on cheap labour, such as China.

Union wage setting

In many economies, unions play a central role in wage setting, as shown by Fig. 2.7. In some

European countries, wages set by unions cover virtually the entire workforce (eg. 99%in

Austria). In the US, by contrast, only 13% of workers are covered. In general, we can thinkof

5 See Nijkamp and Poot (2005).

6 Turnover is measured as the total amount of workers hired in a year divided by the average workforce

for that year, For example, Ford had to hire 50,448 workers in 1913 to maintain an average workforce ofjusl

13,623. This equates to annual turnover of 370%. All figures from Raff and Summers (1987).

7 See Raff and Summers (1987).
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the labour market comprising two parts: a unionized sector and a non—unonized sector. In

the latter, wages are not covered by union agreements and employers set efficiency wages;

in the unionized sector, wages are set by unions. When unions set wages, they can use their

bargaining power to set the wage above the efficiency wage. In the model, this implies a

higher WS curve.

The variation in the presence and organization of unions across countries is interesting

because it gives a hint at one of the reasons unemployment rates may differ across countries

for lengthy periods of time. In some countries, labour markets are highly unionized, in

others they are not. Types of union bargaining vary widely. In some countries with very high

coverage of the workforce by union wage bargains, unemployment is lower than the OECD

average (e.g. in Austria and the Nordic countries) whereas in others, such as France or Italy,

unemployment rates are relatively high.

This suggests that the answerto the question ofthe role ofunions in unemployment is more

complex than we might think at first. It turns out that in institutional situations where unions

are powerful and recognize their influence on the whole economy, they tend to exercise

bargaining restraint, which is compatible with low unemployment (a downward shift in the

WS curve in the model). In other settings, powerful unions take a narrower perspective and

do not exercise restraint. Their bargaining power allows them to set higher wages and the

economy ends up with higher unemployment.

The importance of unions and collective bargaining in wage setting in OECD countries is

demonstrated in Fig. 2.7.8 The scatterplot shows union density, which is the proportion of

wage and salary earners in employment who are union members, and bargaining (or union)

coverage, which is the proportion of wage and salary earners who are covered by wage

bargaining agreements. The latter measure accounts for the fact that wage bargaining agree—

ments might implicitly stretch wider than those workers who are in unions. For example, the

latest available data for France shows union density ofjust 8% but bargaining coverage of92%.

The constant inflation rate of unemployment

Actual unemployment will deviate from the equilibrium rate of unemployment over the

economic cycle as a result of fluctuations in aggregate demand, for example due to shifts in

the IS curve as discussed in Chapter 1. In Fig. 2.8, we show actual unemployment rates and

estimates made by the OECD of constant inflation unemployment rates in four advanced

economies.

The constant inflation or equilibrium rate of unemployment is sometimes called the

NAIRU—the Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment. This is an estimate of the

unemployment rate at which inflation would be constant. The figures show, as expected,

that the NAIRU is much less volatile than actual unemployment in all four countries. Actual

unemployment is measured in a comparable way across countries using labour market sur-

veys (the so-called harmonized rate of unemployment published by the OECD).

8 The variables used from database were UD and UDs for union density and Adeov for bargaining coverage.

See AIAS website for detailed definitions. Union density data is for 2011 for all countries except France and

Spain, where it is for 2010. Bargaining coverage is for the latest available year, which ranges between 2007

and 2011.
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Figure 2.8 Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate ofUnemployment (NAIRU) and harmonized unemployment rates

in France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States: 1983—2010.

Source: OECD Economic Outlook (accessed December 201 1).

Patterns ofunemployment differed between the continental European economies (France

and Italy) and the UK and US over this period. Unemployment rates in France and Italy were

consistently above equilibrium, whereas there were periods when unemployment was both

above and below equilibrium in the UK and the US.

Figure 2.8 also shows that actual and equilibrium unemployment were on average higher

in these continental European economies than in the Anglo-Saxon ones over the period,

with all countries excluding France experiencing a sustained drop in the equilibrium rate

of unemployment from the mid nineties to the onset of the global financial crisis in 2008.

In all four countries, actual unemployment rose dramatically during the global economic

downturn and was slow to fall thereafter.

In Fig. 2.8, we saw that unemployment differs from equilibrium unemployment over the

economic cycle. In the WS — PS model, when output is above equilibrium (i.e. when unem-

ployment is below equilibrium), this creates upward inflationary pressure and vice versa.

Figure 2.9 displays the inflation rates in selected OECD countries from the 19605 to the

present: whilst inflation in the past decade has been low at 2% to 3% in many of the OECD

countries, it was much higher, and often at rates between 10% and 20% in the 19705. By

comparing Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9, we can see that the decline in inflation in France and Italy

from high rates at the end of the 19705 to very low rates in the mid 20005 is consistent with

the persistence of unemployment above the estimated constant inflation rate during this

period.
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Figure 2.9 Consumer price inflation rates in France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States: 1960~

2010

Source: OECD Monthly Economic Indicators (accessed January 2012).

In Chapter 3, we look at the costs of getting inflation down from its high levels in the

19705 in terms of prolonged high unemployment. The years of so-called ’stagflation'——a

combination ofhigh unemployment and high inflation—imposed heavy costs on economies.

As a consequence, policy makers sought to find better ways of managing the economy. One

outcome was a move to inflation targeting and central bank independence.

2.2 Modelling

Following the distinction between the role played by real and nominal rigidities introduced

in Section 2.1, we break down the modelling of the supply side in this section into two parts,

each of which is focused on an important question.

1. Supply-side effects on unemployment. In Section 2.2.1 , we shall look in more detail at the

structural features of the economy that determine the medium-run equilibrium level of

output and unemployment around which the economy fluctuates over the course of the

business cycle.

2. Nominal rigidities, inflation and the business cycle. What happens when the economy

is away from equilibrium—eg. as a consequence of fluctuations in aggregate demand?

In particular, what is the response of inflation? Answering this question in Section 2.2.2

involves extending the discussion of inflation from Section 2.1 and introducing Phillips

curves.

In the applications section (2.3) at the end of the chapter, we show how we can combine

the demand and supply sides to model the business cycle. Shocks to aggregate demand and

to the supply side move the economy away from equilibrium. This leads us into Chapter 3,

where we introduce the policy maker and show how policy intervention can stabilize the

economy following a shock.
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2.2.1 Supply side effects on unemployment

In Section 2.1 , we begin with the fact that the employer cannot write and enforce a complete

contract specifying work effort. Faced with this problem, the employer will choose to pay

a wage that is higher than the wage at which the worker would be prepared to work. The

implication is that there is involuntary unemployment in equilibrium. In the Appendix, we set

out the textbook model of a perfectly competitive labour market where the labour market

clears in equilibrium (we call this the hiring hall case). Some readers may find it is a useful

reference point because it shows how the textbook model differs from the model of the

supply side that we use in this book.

Incomplete employment contracts and price-setting firms

Since involuntary unemployment is a ubiquitous characteristic of market economies, this is

a defining feature of the supply—side equilibrium in the macro model we are building. As

we discuss in Section 2.1, wages will be set above the level at which a worker would supply

labour. This defines the wage-setting curve. Facing downward—sloping demand curves for

their products, firms set prices as a mark-up over their costs. This defines the price-setting

curve. The real wage and equilibrium employment are the outcome of these wage- and

price—setting decisions across the economy.

The labour supply side and wage setting

Efficiency wage setting means there must be a cost ofjob loss. At the prevailing real wage,

say, we, additional workers would be prepared to work. However, they cannot bid down the

wage because the employer knows that given the state of the labour market, unless we is

paid, the cost ofjob loss will not be high enough for workers to stay and work diligently.

The economics and management literatures stress a broad range of incentive problems

faced by employers because of information problems in the labour market. In addition to

the role of motivation that we have discussed, employers face problems of retention and

recruitment.

Worker turnover is costly to employers. Workers move from job tojob, from employment

to unemployment (and vice versa) and also leave and enter the labour force. In the simple

explanation of efficiency wages set out above, the worker either worked hard enough to be

valuable to the employer or not. A richer model would include the employer’s need to pay

a wage that takes account of the costs she incurs due to turnover. The employer's optimal

response to this is to raise the wage—it pays the employer to pay a higher wage in order to

reduce turnover. Moreover, when unemployment is lower, it is easier for a worker to find

another job and turnover will go up. This provides another explanation for the positively

sloped wage-setting curve that is above the labour supply curve.

Similar arguments apply to recruitment. Recruitment in the real world is normally a difficult

process, in which the firm has to compete against other firms to get the new hires it wants,

and having unfilled vacancies is costly to the firm. In this case, it pays the employer to pay

a higher wage in order to reduce the incidence of unfilled vacancies. A realistic assumption

is that the proportion of its vacancies that it can fill depends positively on the wage it offers

relative to its competitors and negatively on the tightness of the labour market.
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Taking account of all of these considerations, the unemployment rate is therefore a key

determinant of the ’wage-setting real wage’, which lies above the labour supply curve.

In terms of nominal wages, and writing the wage setting equation in terms ofemployment,

it is

w = PE - B(N, zw),

where PE is the expected price level and B is a positive function of the level of employment,

N, and a set of wage—push variables, zw. Whether wages are set by unions, employers, or

through bargaining, it is the nominal (i.e. money) wage that is fixed. However, workers will

evaluate wage offers in terms of the real wage it is expected to deliver—Le. it is the nominal

wage relative to the expected consumer price level that affects workers' standard of living

and hence their utility.

The wage equation can be written in terms of real wages to define the upward—sloping

wage—setting curve:

ws W
w = E = B(N, Zw)- (wage-setting real wage equation, WS)

We set out a simple formal model of efficiency wage setting in Chapter 15. The basic

diagram is shown in Fig. 2.10. The opportunity cost of taking ajob consists of two elements:

the unemployment benefit and the disutility of exerting effort when working. The wage

on the wage—setting curve is above the opportunity cost of working and increases as the

unemployment rate falls. As we shall see in Chapter 15, the equation for the wage—setting

curve is non—linear: this is because as involuntary unemployment approaches zero, the cost

of job loss goes toward zero and the wage that has to be paid to elicit effort goes toward

infinity. Similarly, as the wage approaches the opportunity cost of working, it will not be pos—

sible to recruit labour. The figure highlights the presence of both voluntary and involuntary

unemployment when the economy is at a medium-run equilibrium on the WS curve.

Labour Labour

% W5 supply, N5 folrce

Excess of efficiency

wage over the

opportunity cost

of working increases

WHigh

WLow

 

Unemployment benefit

plus disutility of work  
Opportunity cost of working: {

 

 

UHigh

¢——_>

ULow

‘———>

UVoluntary

Figure 2.10 Efficiency wage setting.

as unemployment falls
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To simplify the diagrams, we normally draw the WS curve as linear: it will be shifted by

the unemployment benefit (Fig. 2.5a) and by the other wage push factors, zw, including the

effects of unions.

When workers have market power in the labour market, then the gap between the wage

on the WS curve and the opportunity cost of working consists of:

1. the mark-up per worker (in real terms) that has to be paid in order to get the worker to

exert effort and

2. any additional mark-up associated with worker bargaining power.

Workers can have bargaining power in the labour market because they have particularskills

or because they are organized into unions. in unionized workplaces, wages are set through

negotiations between the employer and the union. A simplified model of union wage-setting

takes the case ofthe so—called monopoly union, where the union can unilaterally setthe wage.

The union sets the wage in the interests of its members, who are concerned with both the

real wage and employment. It aims to strike a balance between (i) too high a wage, which will

push up the price ofthe firm’s product and decrease demand for the firm’s output and hence

reduce employment; and (ii) too low a wage, which will fail to use the union's monopoly

power to secure better living standards over and above the efficiency wage. A model of

union wage-setting is developed in Chapter 15.

Shifts in the WS curve

The wage—push factors in the wage-setting curve (the zw’s) include institutional, policy, struc-

tural and shock variables.

The WS curve shifts down, which reduces equilibrium unemployment, when:

1. There is a fall in the level of unemployment benefits or their duration. This raises the cost

ofjob loss.

2. There is a fall in the disutility of effort. Improvements in working conditions shift the WS

curve downwards because they increase the cost ofjob loss, reducing the wage that has

to be paid to get workers to work effectively.

3. Unions are given less legal protection. This reduces the union mark-up.

4. Unions are weaker, for example as measured by a lower proportion of trade union mem-

bers amongst employees (lower trade union density) or when a lower proportion of

employees are covered by collective bargaining agreements (lower collective bargain-

ing coverage). (We discuss the evolution of trade union density and coverage for OECD

countries over the last 50 years in Chapter 15.)

5. Unions agree to exercise bargaining restraint in the context, for example, ofa wage accord,

because this lowers the real wage that is acceptable to unions at a given unemployment

rate.

The labour demand side and price setting

In a textbook, perfectly competitive goods market, firms are price and wage-takers: they

maximize profits by taking the market price, P, and setting it equal to their marginal cost:
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P=MC

_ w

_MPL

:W—MPLP— .

The marginal product of labour (or labour demand) curve therefore shows the employment

level a competitive firm will choose at a given real wage.

By contrast, firms facing downward-sloping demand curves set a price to maximize profits.

The mark-up on marginal cost will depend on the elasticity of demand, which is the respon-

siveness of output demanded to a change in price. As the elasticity of demand rises, the

mark-up falls until we get to the special case of perfect competition, where the elasticity of

demand is infinite and the price is the one that clears the market.

When a firm faces a downward—sloping demand curve (and assuming for simplicity it does

not behave strategically towards other firms), it maximizes profits when marginal revenue

is equal to marginal cost. If the (absolute value of the) elasticity of demand (77, called eta)

is constant, then there is a constant mark-up of ("171 = u) and we have the price-setting

formula (derived in the Appendix):

1 W W

P = (1 + 77:) (W) E (1 + H) (M—PL) . (price-setting(mark-up) equation)

For example, if the elasticity of demand is 8, p. 2 0.14, and the price is set at 14% above

marginal cost. The Greek letter u, mu, is pronounced ’mew’.

The next step is to derive the price-setting real wage from the price—setting equation:

W 1

— = —MPL 2.1
P (1 + u) l l

= (1 — u)MPL, (price-setting real wage)

where to simplify the equations, we use the approximationm w (1 — M), which holds for

low values of the mark—up, #9

Figure 2.11 illustrates the PS curve: the price-setting real wage is a fraction of the marginal

product of labour. For the example of the elasticity of demand of 8, the price-setting real

wage is 86% of the level of the marginal product of labour.

The excess ofthe real wage on the labour demand curve above that on the PS curve at any

level of employment is the supernormal profits per worker (in real terms) associated with

imperfect competition in the product market.

For simplicity in working with the macro model, we normally use a horizontal rather

than a downward-sloping PS curve. As we have seen, switching from perfect to imperfect

competition does not in itself lead to a horizontal PS curve. Additional assumptions are

required.

9 For the (absolute value of the) elasticity of demand above 5, the approximation is close. For other values

ofthe elasticity, it is necessary to use the exact definition of the mark-up.
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Figure 2.11 Relationship between the MPL, the price elasticity of demand (1)), and the PS curve.

Two alternatives are:

1. lfthe marginal product of labour is constant (which implies that it is equal to the average

product) and the mark-up is constant, the price-setting real wage is equal to a constant

fraction of labour productivity.

2. lffirms set their prices using a rule of thumb, basing their price on their average costs over

the business cycle (i.e. as the economy moves from recession to boom and vice versa)

the PS curve would also flatten. Such a 'normal cost pricing' rule might result from firms

wishing to limit the extent to which they modify their prices in response to changes in

costs associated with changes in demand.

When looking explicitly at different patterns of how the real wage moves over the course of

the business cycle or at the implications ofsupply—side policies for real wages, we should con-

sider the more general downward-sloping PS curve. In other cases, it is more straightforward

to use a flat PS curve.

Taking the simplest case, to derive a flat PS curve, we assume constant productivity and

a constant mark-up. Given these assumptions, if firms set prices to deliver a specific profit

margin, then the fixed amount of output per worker is split into two parts: profits per worker

and real wages per worker. The real wage implied by pricing behaviour is therefore constant

and the PS curve is flat. Price setting can then be summarized as the marking up of unit

labour costs by a fixed percentage, M,

P = (1 +u) (3:1) , (22)

where unit labour costs are the cost of labour per unit of output; i.e. W x N divided by y.

We define fi (output per worker) as A (lambda, labour productivity) and using the same

approximation as above, we have:

W 1
 A (2.3)

= (1 — 11))». (2.4)
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Figure 2.12 The price-setting real wage curve: PS.

We write the price setting real wage equation:

PS W - - ~
w = $ = M1 — u), (PS, price-setting real wage equation)

In other words, given the mark-up, the level of labour productivity, and the nominal wage,

the price level set by firms implies a specific value of the real wage.

A simple rearrangement ofthe PS equation shows how output per worker is decomposed

into real profits per worker and the real wage as a result of the firm's price-setting decision

and this is illustrated in Fig. 2.12:

W

output per worker 2 real profits per worker + real wages per worker.

Shifts in the PS curve

The tax wedge: how are W and P measured?

Before providing examples of the price-shift variables, one clarification is needed. Once

income taxes, labour taxes such as social security contributions and indirect taxes such as

VAT are introduced, we have to be clear about what W and P measure and which measure

we show on the axis in the labour market diagram. This is a matter of choosing a convention,

and we find it convenient to show the real consumption wage in the labour market diagram.

This entails measuring W as the post—tax money wage paid to the employee and to measure

P; as the consumer price index, i.e. inclusive of indirect taxes, tv.

PC=P(1+tV).

This means that when we show w = W/Pc on the axis of the labour market diagram, this is

the real consumption wage—the concept relevant from the perspective of the utility of the

worker.

By contrast, the real wage that is of relevance to the employer is the real product wage,

which is the full cost of labour to firms—inclusive of income tax and non-wage labour costs
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such as social security contributions paid by employers and employees—divided by the price

the firm gets for its product (i.e. excluding indirect taxes). This is called the producer price.

The difference between the real consumption wage and the real product wage is called

the tax wedge. Given the way we have defined the labour market diagram in terms of W

and PC, the wedge shows up as a price—push factor. Any increase in either direct or indirect

taxation reduces the price-setting real wage and therefore shifts the PS curve downwards.

The derivation of the PS curve including the tax wedge is shown in the Appendix.

Price-push factors

We incorporate the tax wedge as one of the price-push factors and write the PS curve

compactly as:

WPS = ARM, zp), (PS curve including price-push factors)

where zp is a set of price push variables including the tax wedge.

The PS curve shifts up, reducing equilibrium unemployment, when there is

'l. a fall in the tax wedge, which is included in zp.

2. a fall in the mark-up, u, due, for example, to a change in competitive conditions such as

tougher competition policy rules or enforcement, or

3. a rise in productivity, A.

It is important to note that what matters for shifting the PS curve and therefore for affecting

equilibrium unemployment is the tax wedge as a whole: a rise in income tax or in indirect

tax will push equilibrium unemployment up. There is nothing special about the effect of

the so-called payroll taxes, i.e. the employer and employee social security contributions. In

Chapter 1 5, we look at the evidence about how much the equilibrium rate of unemployment

is expected to increase if the tax wedge increases by ten percentage points.

Otherfactors included in 2,, may be regulations that increase the cost ofemployment, such

as business registration and some employment regulations. However, such regulations do not

necessarily have the effect of increasing price push and therefore raising the equilibrium rate

of unemployment. For example, although regulations enforcing health and safety standards

impose costs on firms, they may have a compensating positive effect on productivity.

Equilibrium in the labour market

The labour market is characterized by an upward-sloping W$ curve and a flat or downward—

sloping PS curve. The labour market is in equilibrium where the curves cross (see Fig. 2.13):

st = WPS

B(N, zw) = AFm, zp), (labour market equilibrium)

and this defines the unique equilibrium level ofemployment Ne. The associated equilibrium

rate of unemployment is Ue/L, where L is the labour force.
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Figure 2.13 Equilibrium employment and unemployment: Ne and Ue.

Unemployment in equilibrium

The equilibrium rate of unemployment is the outcome of the structural or supply-side fea-

tures ofthe economy that lie behind the wage—setting and price-setting curves. It can there-

fore in principle be changed by supply-side policies or structural changes that affect either

the wage-push or price-push factors.

An increase in the degree of product market competition—as a result, say, of changes

in the application of competition policy or because the internet makes it easier to com-

pare prices—would produce a lower profit margin (u) and a higher real wage at each level

of employment (the PS curve would shift up). Similarly, any government policy change

that affects wage- and price-setting outcomes will shift equilibrium unemployment. Poli-

cies related to the cost ofjob loss such as unemployment benefits, changes in taxation,

labour, and product market regulation and incomes accords are all relevant. It is thus

easy to imagine that international differences in policy and in institutional structures pro-

duce differences in equilibrium unemployment. We return to analyse supply-side shifts

and the evidence regarding their role in explaining cross-country unemployment trends in

Chapter 15.

2.2.2 Nominal rigidities, inflation and the business cycle

Demand-driven cycles

In Section 2.1 we explained that the economy will be shifted away from the medium—run

equilibrium (where the WS and PS curves intersect) by fluctuations in aggregate demand.

Wages and prices do not adjust spontaneously to keep the economy at equilibrium un-

employment. We reported the survey evidence that wages are set periodically and that

employers do not cut nominal wages when unemployment goes up.

What about prices? Fluctuations in aggregate demand lead to business cycle upswings

and downswings if firms respond to changes in demand by altering output and employ-

ment. If prices and wages change but output does not change, then we would not observe

demand-driven business cycles. One explanation for demand-driven cycles is that imper—

fectly competitive firms find it profitable to respond to shifts in demand by changing their
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output.1O Price stickiness refers to the reluctance of firms to change prices in the face of

changes in aggregate demand.

The demand curve faced by an imperfectly competitive firm is shifted by shocks to ag-

gregate demand in the economy of the kind introduced in Chapter I. It is clear from the

mark-up equation (price—setting (mark-up) equation) that when profits are maximized, the

price will be above marginal cost: the firm will make supernormal profits.

In general, a shift in the firm’s demand curve will change the profit maximizing price

and quantity. However, since its price exceeds its marginal cost, the firm can afford not to

change its price, and its decision comes down to a trade-off between the costs and benefits

of doing so. It seems there are costs associated with changing prices. One type of cost

is the so-called menu cost. The term comes from the idea that there are costs involved

in changing the prices on menus in restaurants. This is a relevant consideration for those

firms that operate with posted prices like restaurants, or firms with printed price catalogues.

However, these costs seem much less relevant for firms where prices can be changed at the

touch of a button. However, even when the technology is available to adjust prices at low

cost, a firm may worry that it will lose customers if it changes its price when other firms

producing similar products do not. Given that the benefits of changing price are likely to

be modest under imperfect competition, the costs do not have to be large to outweigh the

benefits.

In the model of pricing we use in defining the price—setting curve, the price is set as a mark

up on unit labour costs:

P=(1+u)(fl). (2.6)
A

This means that the price responds only to changes in labour costs and since productivity, A.

is constant, the price responds only to changes in nominal wages. In this model, firms do not

change their prices at all in response to changes in aggregate demand. We can summarize

by saying that in the model, prices are sticky in response to shifts in demand and flexible in

response to changes in costs, that is, to changes in wages.

A large study has used firm level (i.e. micro) data sources and surveys to investigate price

stickiness in the euro area.11 The authors find that firms in the euro area change their prices

infrequently, on average once a year. They also found that the main sources of price stickiness

are strategic interactions between competing firms and implicit or explicit contracts with

their customers, with menu costs being judged less important. The older survey evidence

reported in the overview section noted that firms coordinate their price increases around

industry-wide wage rounds.

Business cycles and inflation: the Phillips curve

As we saw in the previous subsection, there is a unique unemployment rate at which the

labour market is in equilibrium. At this equilibrium, the WS and PS curves intersect, which

means both wage and price setters are content with the prevailing real wage and have no

incentive to alter their behaviour. In this section, we focus on nominal rigidities and how

10 See Solow (1998) for further discussion of this point. H See Alvarez et al. (2005).
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fluctuations in aggregate demand produce business cycle upswings and downswings around

the equilibrium rate of unemployment.

To simplify the modelling, we have assumed that labour productivity is constant. This

impliesthatchanges in output are reflected by one-for—one in changes in employment. When

drawing diagrams, it means that the horizontal shift in output is the same as in employment.

In the real world, there is not a one-for-one relationship between changes in output and

employment. Okun's law refers to the empirical relationship between a change in aggregate

demand, output and the unemployment rate.

Box 2.1 Okun’s Law

When output rises, workers who have been kept on the pay-roll but have not been fully employed

(e.g. those working shorter than normal hours) may be fully utilized, with the result that higher output

does not—at least initially—entail a rise in employment. This is called labour hoarding. Also even if

employment rises, unemployment does not necessarily fall if the newjobs are taken by those who

were not previously in the labour force. People of working age who are neither employed nor

unemployed are called economically inactive and the decision of whether or not to participate in

the labour market is dependent on economic conditions.

The combination of labour hoarding and changes in the labour force mean that a 1% change in

output growth above or below its trend tends to be associated with respectively a fall or rise in the

unemployment rate of less than 0.5 percentage points. This empirical relationship between changes in

the growth rate relative to its trend and changes in the unemployment rate is called Okun’s Law (an

Okun coefficient of —0.5). The responsiveness of unemployment to changes in growth is lower in

countries with tighter regulations on hiring and firing (as observed in many continental European

countries) and with stronger traditions of lifetime employment (as observed inJapan).

Ball, Leigh and Loungani (2012) find that Okun's Law has been a 'strong and stable relationship' in

the major advanced economies since the Second World War. They argue that this relationship did not

change substantially in the financial crisis of 2008-09, but that there is a large variation across

countries in the coefficient in the relationship (i.e. the degree of responsiveness of the unemployment

rate to output), They find an Okun’s coefficient of —O.45 for the US, —0.'l 5 forjapan and a much

higher coefficient of -O.85 for Spain, where temporary employment contracts are prevalent.

A positive aggregate demand shock increases employment above the equilibrium level, and

inflation rises. The timing of events is summarized as before:

Aggregate demand shock —> output and employment change

Next wage round —> nominal wages change

Immediately after the wage round ——> prices change

This behaviour is modelled by the Phillips curve. We now need to formalize that relationship

to develop the model of inflation and unemployment.

The W5 curve says thatthe real wage increases with employment. It simplifies the modelling

to express this in terms ofthe output gap, (y, — ye), and to write the WS curve in linear form:

stlyd = (W/P)Ws = B + 010% — Ye) + Zw, (W5 curve; linear form)
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where B is a constant reflecting the unemployment benefit and the disutility of work, and zw

is the set ofwage—push factors. As a result ofprice setting always restoring the real wage to the

equilibrium real wage which is equal to we = B + zw, wage setters will attempt to increasethe

expected real wage by wW5(yt) — w_1 = wW5(y,) — we = (B + a(y, — ye) + 2..) — (B + 2w) =

oz(yt — ye). If wage-setters expect prices to increase by (AP/P)H , we use the approximation

(AW/W)t — (AP/P)t_1 % wws(y,) — w_1. Thus we have (AW/W)r —(AP/P),_1 = a(y,—ye)

or

(AW/WM ” (AP/P)t_1 + 010’: — Ye)- (wage inflation)

This says that wage setters set the percentage increase in the nominal wage to cover the

previous period’s price increase and to reflect any positive or negative output gap at the

time of the wage round.

Turning to price setters, we use the price-setting rule, and noting from the timeline that

firms set prices immediately after wages have been set, we have:12

W

P = (1 + “)7, and

(AP/Pit = (AW/W): — (AA/A), - (price inflation)

Substituting the expression for wage inflation into the equation for price inflation gives the

following equation for inflation in the simple case where productivity is constant. This is

called the Phillips curve:

(AP/P),=(AP/P)t_1 +004 — Ye) (2-7)

yr, = 7h_1 + a(yt — ye). (Phillips curve, PC)

current inflation lagged inflation output gap

where m is the rate of inflation. If P, is today’s price level and PE] is last period’s price level,

then the rate of inflation over the past year is m:

p
Pt — t—1

E —— = AP P.

7T: Pt—i /

12 The conversion of the price-setting equation into the price inflation equation is carried out as follows. If

you are unfamiliar with logs and their properties, see Section 8.3 in Chapter 8. We assume that it remains

constant over time. In continuous time, we find an expression for the growth rate of P = (1 + p)W/A by first

taking logs, then differentiating with respect to time and using the fact that $51 = ;

log P =log(1+ u) + log W — logA

d_|ogP_ dlo (1+u) dlogW dlo A

d—t rHt + a: T at '

By assumption, d log(1 + u)/dt = 0.

Multiply each term by %’1 and use d logx/dx = l/x

dlogP dP= dloW dloA A d1

3W t

dPdt_ dW/dt d). dt

+ —T —+
n _ dwidt _ det

_ W A ‘

Writing this in discrete time, gives the expression in the text.
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Figure 2.14 The derivation of the Phillips curve.

Graphical derivation of the Phillips curve

In Fig. 2.14, an investment boom because of more optimistic business expectations shifts

the is curve to the right. Output and employment rise. The fall in unemployment shifts the

balance of power in the labour market towards workers as reflected in the positively sloped

WS curve. At the next wage round, wage setters respond to the positive output gap: they will

need a 2% nominal wage increase to cover last period’s inflation plus an additional increase

equal to (1 times the output gap (see the wage inflation equation). In the example shown in

Fig. 2.6, this is an extra 2%. Nominal wages go up by 4%.

How do price setters respond to the higher wages? Their labour costs have risen by 4%, so

they mark up this cost increase in their prices, and price inflation goes up from 2% to 4% (see

the price inflation equation). We have the result that an expansion of aggregate demand that

pushes output and employment above the equilibrium level is followed by a rise in wage

and price inflation. Byjoining together points A and B, we have an upward sloping line in

the inflation—output diagram. This is a Phillips curve.

Will inflation stay at 4%? Let us assume that employment remains at its high level until the

next wage round. How do wage setters respond? The first thing to notice is that employees

will be disappointed with their real wage over the past year: they had expected a high real

wage in line with the tighter labour market. This did not eventuate because firms passed

on the labour cost increase immediately in higher prices. With this behaviour generalized

across the economy, the consumer price index will have risen by 4%. Wage setters will now

negotiate awage increase to make good the erosion of their expected real wage over the past

year (an increase of 4%) and they will secure another 2% to take the expected real wage to its

high level on the WS curve. Firms will follow by putting prices up by 6%. A new Phillips curve
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Table 2.1 Constant, rising, and falling inflation.

 

Inflation (% per year) and employment

 

Period Output Lagged inflation 'Gap’ Wage inflation Price inflation

—1 ye 2 O 2 2

Case 1: constant inflation

O Ye 2 O 2 2

1 ye 2 0 2 2

2 ye 2 o 2 2

Case 2: rising inflation

O yH 2 Z 4 4

l yH 4 2 6 6

2 yH 6 2 8 8

Case 3: falling inflation

O yL 2 —2 O O

l yL O —2 —2 —2

2 yL —2 —2 —4 _4

 

is defined byjoining up point A’ and C. Each Phillips curve is labelled by lagged inflation.

Case 2 in Table 2.1 shows the output and inflation outcomes following a positive demand

shock in period 0.

If we take the converse case of an equal size negative demand shock that moves unem-

ployment above the equilibrium rate and reduces output to yL < ye, the same reasoning

gives the result that inflation is falling. The process will be the exact reverse of that set out

above for the positive demand shock. The summary of the output and inflation outcomes

for this example is shown as Case 3 in Table 2.1. This example shows that unemployment

above the equilibrium is accompanied by falling inflation.

Summary of the Phillips curve (PC)

We have shown that the Phillips curve (PC) is derived from the wage-setting and price-setting

curves. In the formulation of the PC that underlies the core 3-equation model, each Phillips

curve shows a feasible set of output and inflation pairs for a given rate of lagged inflation.

The Phillips curves are pinned down by lagged inflation because of the presence of lagged

inflation in the wage inflation equation. Wage setters are interested in the real wage. When

setting the nominal wage increase, they take a view about the way the consumer price index

is likely to evolve over the course of the wage contract. A simple rule for doing this uses

consumer price inflation over the previous period.

In modelling inflation and Phillips curves, it is usual to express the role of lagged inflation

in terms of inflation expectations. We use this language and return in Chapter 4 to a detailed

investigation of how expectations are formed. Thus, we can write:

Hf = 7rt_1, (adaptive inflation expectations)

where Hf is expected inflation in period t and m4 is actual inflation in period t — 1. When

we model wage setters’ behaviour in wage negotiations in this manner, then we say that
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they have adaptive expectations. This is because they update their expectations every period

based on the out-turn for inflation in the last period. As shown in Fig. 2.14, we pin down

the vertical height of the Phillips curve by expected inflation. Throughout this book, we will

denote the Phillips curve by PC(J-rf = x%). In the adaptive expectations case, x is simply last

period’s inflation rate.

The Phillips curves are upward sloping, reflecting the effect of the output gap, (y, — ye),

on wages and prices through the wage- and price-setting curves, and hence on inflation.

As we saw in the previous subsection, if output is above equilibrium, then inflation will be

higher than last period’s inflation and vice versa. In the model, workers get a base wage

increase equal to lagged inflation, and they also get an additional wage change to reflect the

position ofthe economy relative to equilibrium. A positive output gap will result in a positive

additional wage change and a negative output gap the opposite. This reflects the positively

sloped wage-setting curve.

We can see from Fig. 2.14 that each adaptive expectations Phillips curve is defined by two

characteristics:

(1) the lagged inflation rate (m_1), which fixes the height of the Phillips curve on a vertical

line above the level of output associated with the equilibrium rate of unemployment;

and

(2) the slope ofthe WS curve, which fixes its slope.13 The Phillips curves will be steeper ifthe

WS curve is steeper and vice versa.

in equation form, the Phillips curve is:

7T: = nf + a(yt — ye)

7r, m_1 + 01(yt — ye). (adaptive expectations Phillips curve)

current inflation lagged inflation output gap

We can see from this expression that the Phillips curve shifts up or down whenever lagged

inflation changes and that its slope depends on a, which in turn reflects the slope of the WS

curve.

Evidence on inflation dynamics in many countries over the past few decades suggests

that changes in output (and employment) are followed by changes in inflation, which is

summarized by saying that output leads inflation; and that inflation is persistent.14 Consistent

with this evidence, the Phillips curve states that inflation depends on past inflation, 7r,_1

and the output gap, which reflects the difference between current unemployment and the

equilibrium rate of unemployment.

The assumption that prices are adjusted immediately to cost increases means that the real

wage remains on the PS curve and is constant over the business cycle. Empirically, at the

13 Note that if the PS curve was downward sloping, the slope of the Phillips curve would be steeper, reflecting

the slope of both the W5 and the PS curves. At output above equilibrium, for example, there would not only

be the 'gap’ due to the slope of the WS curve but there would be a second 'gap’ between the existing real

wage and that on the PS curve. Firms would push up prices further to reduce the real wage down to the lower

real wage on the PS curve.

14 For evidence, see Christiano et al. (2005); also Estrella and Fuhrer (2002) and Muellbauer and Nunziata

(2004).
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aggregate level, real wages are mildly pro-cyclical. In the model, if lags in price setting are

introduced (in addition to the lag in wage-setting due to the annual wage round), then the

real wage would lie in between the WS and PS curves. Real wages would then be pro-cyclical

reflecting the upward-sloping wage-setting curve. Real wages would rise in business cycle

upswings and fall in downswings.

2.3 Applications

Shocks in the absence of a stabilizing policy maker

We shall see in Chapter 3 that an inflation—targeting central bank will diagnose the nature of

a shock and then respond by adjusting the interest rate. To motivate the introduction ofa

policy maker who seeks to stabilize the economy, we show what happens to the economy

when it is disturbed by a demand or supply shock in the absence of such a policy maker. We

look in turn at demand shocks, represented in the model by a shift of the IS curve or a shift

along it due to a change in the interest rate, and at supply shocks, represented by shifts in

the W5 and or the PS curves.

An aggregate demand shock

By drawing the IS diagram above the labour market diagram we show the positive ag-

gregate demand shock explicitly in Fig. 2.15a (i.e. the left hand panel of Fig. 2.15). Our

assumption that there is no stabilizing policy maker is reflected in the fact that the IS curve

remains at IS’ following the shock and the real interest rate is kept constant at its initial

level, re.

We assume the economy begins at equilibrium output ye with lagged inflation of 2%. A

positive aggregate demand shock shifts the IS curve to IS’. An example ofsuch a shock would

be the US economic boom associated with higher government spending (on military and

non—military goods and services) that coincided with the start of the Vietnam war in 1965.

US GDP growth was 6.4% in 1965 and 6.5% in 1966, compared to an average ofjust 3.9% for

the other years in that decade.”

As shown in Fig. 2.15a, the shock is accompanied by ever—increasing inflation: with output

above equilibrium at yH, there is a gap between the W5 and the PS every period, wages and

prices are adjusted first as wage setters try to achieve the real wage w, and second as firms

push up prices to restore their profit margin (which implies the real wage is kept at we). The

process is exactly the same as in the example used to derive the Phillips curve in the last

section (see Fig. 2.14 and Case 2 in Table 2.1 ).

With the real interest rate kept constant at re, a positive demand shock is associated

with higher employment and rising inflation. In Chapter 3, we address the question of

why the policy maker will not be happy with a situation of ever—increasing inflation and

what they could do to stabilize the demand shock and get inflation back to the initial level

of 2%.

15 Figures calculated using data on real GDP from the US Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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a. Aggregate demand shock b. Aggregate supply shock
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Figure 2.15 World without a stabilizing policy maker: inflationary implications of aggregate demand and

supply shocks.

Note: PC, is used as short form for PC(Jrf = x%), where x is the level of lagged inflation and t is the time period.

An aggregate supply shock

We now turn to the implications of an aggregate supply shock. We can model an aggregate

supply shock as a shift in

1. the production function, Le. a technology or productivity shock (change in A)

2. the W5 curve, e.g. a shift in bargaining power from workers to employers or in any of the

other wage—push factors (i.e. zw)

3. the PS curve, e.g. more intense competition in the product market (i.e. l p.) or a shift in

any of the price—push factors, (i.e. zp).

To illustrate the implications for output, employment and inflation, we take the example of

adownward shift in the WS curve. An example ofsuch a shock would be the Dutch supply-side

reforms of the 19805. The Netherlands was seen as one of Europe’s ’employment miracles’.

In 1983, unemployment stood at 8.3%, whereas the average for the 1990—2008 period was

just 4.6%. The Dutch reforms included reduced unemployment benefit generosity, increased
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expenditure on active labour market policies to make workers more employable and closer

coordination in the wage bargaining process.16

To illustrate the key differences in the response of the labour market to supplyand demand

shocks, we analyse the adjustment of the economy to the supply shock using Fig. 2.15b. We

assume the economy begins at equilibrium output y? with lagged inflation of 2%. A positive

supply shock shifts the W5 curve downward to WS'. This raises the equilibrium level of

employment from Ne to N; and the equilibrium level of output from ye to yé. Again, we

assume there is no stabilizing policy maker, so the real interest rate is kept constant at its

initial level of re following the shock.

At the original output level, ye. there is now a negative gap between the WS and PS curves.

Wage setters respond to the gap by reducing their real wage claim to w. They do thisbecause

there is now increased competition forjobs (as a result of the active labour market policies)

and a higher cost ofjob loss (as a result of lower benefit generosity). Wages therefore rise

by 0% and in order to keep their profit margins constant firms do not change their prices.

Inflation falls from 2% to 0% and the Phillips curve shifts down.

In the following periods, the adjustment of the economy is similar to that ofa negative

demand shock (see Case 3 in Table 2.1). Inflation falls in each period. This process will cany

on indefinitely, as long as output is kept below the new equilibrium—Le. unemployment

cannot be kept at a level above equilibrium without falling inflation.

A positive supply shock is defined as one that raises equilibrium output and em-

ployment. We have shown that a positive supply shock is associated with falling

inflation at the initial output level y = ye. If the supply shock is permanent, then the econ-

omy is capable of operating with lower unemployment and constant inflation. As we shall

see in Chapter 3, the policy maker is likely to respond to the shock by reducing the interest

rate to allow the economy to operate at the new equilibrium output level 0ny with constant

inflation.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter has provided the second building block for the model of the macro-economy.

We have set out the WS — PS model, which is used to determine the equilibrium level of

output in the economy. From the WS — PS model, we derived the Phillips curve, or PC. which

is used to model wage and price inflation and is one of three equations that underpins the

3-equation model of the macro—economy that will be set out in the next chapter.

The WS — PS model shows that wages at equilibrium unemployment are higher than

workers would be willing to accept; this means there is involuntary unemployment. With

monopolistic (or equivalently imperfect) competition in goods markets, firms chargeamark-

up on their goods and make supernormal profits. At the supply-side equilibrium, the rate of

unemployment is such that both wage and price setters are content with the prevailing real

wage. The real wage is constant, which implies that wages and prices are rising at the same

rate: inflation is constant. Inflation could be constant at a rate of zero, in which case nominal

16 See Nickell and Van Ours (2000a).
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wages and prices would remain unchanged. Modern economies are typically characterized

by positive inflation.

By combiningthe analysis ofaggregate demand summarized in the IS curve with the supply

side (WS and PS curves), we can analyse current and historical episodes of unemployment.

For example, we can model both the rapid growth of unemployment following the global

financial crisis and the gradual increases in equilibrium unemployment that characterized

many European economies from the 19705. In the first case, there was a large negative

aggregate demand shock, which pushed economies away from their constant inflation equi-

librium unemployment rates and increased involuntary unemployment. In the second case,

negative supply shocks pushed up equilibrium unemployment, leaving it higher, even when

stable inflation was restored.

Given the economy’s supply side characteristics, the Phillips curve shows the feasible

set of inflation and output pairs for a given rate of lagged inflation. We can interpret the

lagged inflation term either as agents forming expectations about how prices will evolve in a

backward-looking manner or as agents negotiating wage increases to compensate them for

the erosion of their real wages associated with last period's inflation. We shall show in the

next chapter that the Phillips curve acts as a constraint on the policy maker, limiting their

choice of viable inflation—output combinations in each period.

The modelling undertaken in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 has provided a framework with which

we can shed light on important questions concerning the supply side of the economy. As a

summary of the chapter, we return to each of the key questions posed in these sections:

1. Supply side effects on equilibrium unemployment. What determines the medium-

run equilibrium level of output and unemployment around which the economy fluctuates?

The equilibrium rate ofunemployment is pinned down by the intersection ofthe W5 and PS

curves. Structural features of the economy, such as unionization, along with policy choices,

such as the generosity of unemployment benefits and the stringency of competition pol-

icy, will affect equilibrium unemployment. Swings in demand will move the economy away

from equilibrium, resulting in actual unemployment deviating from equilibrium (see Fig. 2.8).

Unemployment below equilibrium is associated with output above equilibrium, i.e. a posi-

tive output gap (y > ye). In Chapter 15, we shall consider possible feedback from actual to

equilibrium unemployment, which is referred to as ’hysteresis’.

2. Nominal rigidities, inflation and the business cycle. What happens to inflation when

the economy is away from equilibrium? When output is above equilibrium, the increased

tightness ofthe labour market is reflected in a higher wage-setting wage. There is a lower cost

ofjob loss and workers will need to expect higher real wages in orderto exert effort. These are

expected real wages because the real wage outturn depends on what happens to inflation

in the economy as a whole over the period of the wage contract. In this case WS > PS,

and workers will get a wage increase that more than compensates them for the erosion

in real wage due to last period's inflation. However, firms protect their profit margins and

will immediately raise prices following the wage round. This means that workers’ real wage

expectations are constantly frustrated when output is above equilibrium. The only way in

which output can remain above equilibrium is with rising inflation, as shown in Fig. 2.14. The

opposite is true for output below equilibrium. The relationship between output and inflation

can be summed up by the Phillips curve: m = ”H + 01(y, — ye). This equation shows that
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the current period’s inflation (7n) depends positively on both last period's inflation (7r.-i)and

the output gap (yt — ye).

3. Demand shocks, supply shocks and the Phillips curve. How does the economy re-

spond to demand or supply shocks in a world without a policy maker who aimsto stabilizethe

economy? The economy reacts differently to supply and demand shocks. We can highlight

these differences by seeing how they are captured by different parts of the model. Demand

shocks affect the IS curve and supply shocks affect the WS or PS curves and consequently

the Phillips curve, PC. A positive demand shock leads to ever-increasing inflation as Iongas

demand is kept at a level where there is a positive output gap. In contrast, a positive supply

shock increases equilibrium output and is associated with falling inflation as long asoutput

is kept at the initial equilibrium rate of output. Falling inflation signals that the economy is

capable of operating at a higher equilibrium level of output.

Having a framework of the kind set out in Chapters 1 and 2 is essential in understanding

how policy makers assess the state of the economy and whether intervention is required.

This sets the stage for the introduction of the policy maker with stabilization objectives in the

next chapter. In Chapter 3, we show why governments introduced inflation-targeting central

banks in a bid to improve economic performance.

2.5 Appendix

2.5.1 The textbook model: competitive markets and complete contracts

To help bring out the way the labour market works and to clarify the notion of involuntary

unemployment, it is useful to provide a comparison with a simple textbook model. In the

textbook model, the intrinsic feature of the labour market of variable effort is neglected. ltis

assumed that the wage buys a specific amount of work.

What would a market for labour mean when employment contracts are complete? The

image to have in mind is not of the labour market in a real economy but ofa hiring hall

where employers and workers gather. In the hall, employers shout outjob offers and workers

respond. Since the textbook model assumes that what the employer gets in exchange for

a particular hourly wage offered is unambiguous, he will be happy to hire labour on this

basis. In the hiring hall, a wage is posted and workers respond by accepting or declining

to work.

As discussed in Section 2.1, we assume the labour supply curve to be quite inelastic. This

reflects the offsetting income and substitution effects of a wage change, as well as the effects

of changes in labour force participation. Imagine the wage offers are being broadcast outside

the hiring hall and people are drawn in to participate in the labour market by higher wage

offers.

Turning to the labour demand side, in the textbook model, there is a downward-sloping

labour demand curve, which shows the labour demanded at a given real wage. Assuming

for simplicity that the capital stock (K) is fixed, output is a positive function of the level of

employment (N), i.e.

y =f(N;K),
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Figure 2.16 Market clearing equilibrium in a textbook labour market with complete employment contracts.

wheref is the production function. It is assumed that the production function is characterized

by diminishing returns, which means that as more workers are employed—holding capital

constant—the extra output produced by each additional worker declines. Another way of

putting this is that the marginal product of labour, which can be written as % or MPL,

declines as employment rises. The labour demand curve (ND) is often referred to as the MPL

curve since under perfect competition, firms take the real wage as given and employ labour

up to the point at which the marginal product of labour is equal to the exogenously given

real wage (the wage shouted out in the hiring hall).

The market clears at the real wage where the labour demand curve intersects the labour

supply curve. Bringing together the labour demand and labour supply schedules as in

Fig. 2.16, the labour market clears with the real wage we and employment, Ncscc (for

Competitive Equilibrium Complete Contracts).

Any temporary displacement of the economy from equilibrium is assumed to be elimi—

nated by a movement in real wages. For example, if the real wage rises above the market—

clearing level (due say, to an unexpected fall in the price level), then labour supply exceeds

labour demand at that real wage (w). The excess supply of labour will result in falling nomi-

nal wages until the unique competitive equilibrium is re-established with the real wage at we

and employment at Ncscc. In this model, the only people who will be unemployed will be

those voluntarily unemployed in the sense that at the going real wage, they prefer searching

for ajob or leisure over the goods and services obtainable through working.

In Fig. 2.1 6, the rate of unemployment in the market-clearing equilibrium is UCEcc/L, where

L is the labour force, i.e. the sum of the employed and the unemployed. It is important to

remember that in the textbook model, the economy is at a welfare optimum in the market-

Clearing equilibrium, so the voluntary unemployment that exists does not signify a problem.

Rather, it reflects the choice by workers about whether and how much to work at the existing

real wage. It is difficult to motivate the study of supply-side institutions and policies and of

demand-side (that is, stabilization) policy in this model.

2.5.2 The mark-up and the elasticity of demand

A firm maximises profits when marginal revenue (MR) = marginal cost (MC). With labour as

the single factor of production this means that
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'IO.

equilibrium? What timing assumptions would deliver the result that the economy IS always

on the WS curve but only on the PS curve in a medium-run equnlibnum?

. Explain in words the inflationary consequences of an upswing in aggregate demand. Assume

the economy is initially at equilibrium and make sure you adequately explain the transmission

mechanisms as well as the final result.

. Evaluate the following statement:

'When the economy is in equilibrium in the WS « PS model, there is only voluntary unem-

ployment, because no agent has an incentive to change their behaviour.’

. Equation 2.2 in Section 2.2.1 shows that firms set prices as a mark up over unit labourcosts.

Use this equation to show the relationship between wage growth and price growth in the

economy. What assumptions do we have to make for wage changes to translate one-for-one

into price changes? In this case, how will a rise in wages impact on a firm's profit margin?

. Assess the following statements Si and 52. Are they both true, both false or is only one true?

Justify your answer.

Si. When output is above equilibrium, wage setters will secure wage increases that reflect

the tightness of the labour market.

52. If output is consistently above equilibrium, then wage-setters’ real wage expectations are

constantly frustrated.

. Use the WS — PS model to graphically derive a set of Phillips curves. Explain the intuition

behind the diagram. Provide an explanation of how a situation of deflation could occur

(deflation is a situation in which inflation is negative so that prices are falling). What are you

assuming about the real interest rate?

Giving in each case an example of what could have caused it, explain how unemployment

can be above equilibrium due to the following. Use diagrams, such as those in Fig. 2.15, to

show the inflationary implications ofeach shock (assume there is no stabilizing policy maker).

(a) Aggregate demand being too low

(b) A wage—setting shock

2.6.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Collect an inflation report from the central bank website of an OECD economy (e.g. the Bank

of England, the ECB, the Federal Reserve etc.) and answer the following questions:

(a) What factors do they view as important drivers of inflation (or the outlook for inflation)?

(b) Divide these factors into supply—side and demand-side factors.

(c) For each factor, provide a plausible explanation for which curve of the model they affect

(e.g. IS, WS or PS).

(d) For each factor, in which direction would you expect the affected curve to shift?

. Read the following statement and then answer the questions below: 'Just by looking at real-

world labour markets, it is obvious they are far too complex to be accurately modelled by

either the efficiency wage model or the textbook model with complete contracts'. [Hintz the

textbook model is set out in the Appendix]

(a) Does the statement provide a goodjustification for not using a model when thinking about

the supply side of the economy?



QUESTIONS

(b) What are the key predictions of the efficiency wage model and the textbook model with

complete contracts?

(c) The predictions of which model more closely match what we observe by analysing real-

world data? Provide examples tojustify your answer.

. Consider two key events in recent economic history; the credit crunch that plunged the world

into recession in 2008 and the Fukushima nuclear disaster that struckJapan in 2011. Find data

on the path of the monthly harmonized unemployment rate from the start of 2007 onwards

for both the US and Japan using OECD.Stat. Answer the following questions:

(a) Describe (i) how US unemployment reacted to the credit crunch; and (ii) howJapanese

unemployment reacted to the Fukushima nuclear disaster.

(b) Using the material in this chapter and the previous chapter, make an assessment of which

curves were likely to have been affected by these economic shocks—Le. was it the IS, WS

or PS curve that were affected (or some combination ofthem)? Make sure youjustify your

answer.

(c) Given your answer to part (b), do you predict that the equilibrium level of unemployment

shifted in response to these shocks?Justify your answers.

. Collect data for GDP and the unemployment rate for OECD economies between 2007 and

2010 from OECD.Stat. Produce a scatterplot of percentage point changes in GDP and the

unemployment rate (from peak to trough) over the course of the Great Recession. Answer the

following questions:

(a) Describe briefly what the graph shows.

(b) Does the data support Okun's Law (i.e. an Okun coefficient of —0.5)?

(c) If not, then suggest some factors that might account for the differences in Okun coefficients

observed across the OECD economies.
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The 3-equation model

and macroeconomic

policy

 

3.1 Overview

In Chapter 1, we focused on the way shocks to aggregate demand produce fluctuations

in output and employment. In Chapter 2, we looked at how supply-side features of the

economy determine the constant inflation equilibrium. Then, at the end of Chapter 2,we put

these supply- and demand—side elements together. This produced a picture of an economy

affected by both demand and supply-side shocks, which are amplified by the multiplier

process and dampened by households’ and firms’ ability to tide themselves over through

borrowing when their current income falls. In contrast to the generally slow-moving shifts in

equilibrium unemployment, actual unemployment rises and falls in accordance with business

cycles largely driven by fluctuations in aggregate demand.

In the model as laid out in Chapter 2, there was no policy intervention to prevent the

gap between the real wage workers expect to secure (on the WS curve) and the real wage

firms are prepared to pay (on the PS curve) from producing ever-increasing inflation when

unemployment is lower than the equilibrium rate. This incompatibility between the claims of

workers and firms—and hence the inflationary pressure in the economy—could in principle

be resolved in two ways:

1. First, by supply-side institutional change or policies to raise equilibrium output by either

shifting the W5 curve downwards or shifting the PS curve upwards. Examples of this

include policies to weaken the bargaining power of workers by worsening the living

conditions they would face ifthey lost theirjobs (brought about, for instance, by lowering

unemployment benefits). Another example is an institutional change which increases

bargaining restraint by unions. One policy which might shift the PS curve upwards would

be the promotion of more competition, thus reducing the mark-up on product prices.

2. Second, by the use of demand management policy to reduce employment and output

to the level consistent with a WS — PS equilibrium, where inflation will be constant. This

policy lever takes supply-side institutions and policies as given.

In this chapter, the focus is on the second set of policies mentioned above. This means

that we do not deal here with supply—side policies that aim to influence equilibrium
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unemployment (that is postponed to Chapter 15, which can be read immediately after

this chapter). Here, we begin with unemployment at its equilibrium rate (the WS — PS inter-

section), where the output gap is zero and inflation is constant. If, at this point, the economy

suffers a shock, how would the policy maker respond so as to stabilize it at its constant-

inflation level?

Shortly, we will look in more detail at how demand management policy is implemented

to stabilize the economy (for example by raising aggregate demand in the face of a negative

demand shock or dampening it in the face ofa positive demand shock). But, before that, we

need a little more background information about the policy regime and its recent history.

During the 19905, many countries around the world adopted a new macroeconomic policy

regime known as inflation targeting. It means that the government gives responsibility to the

central bank to stabilize the economy by adopting a specific target for the annual rate of

inflation, the most commonly adopted rate being 2%. To help clarify the reasons why these

changes in regime and policy have taken place it would be useful to answer three related

background questions:

1. Why do governments often define the central bank’s responsibility as the control of

inflation?

2. Why, in any case do governments regard inflation as a problem which needs to be con-

trolled?

3. Why do governments hand over the problem of keeping inflation low and stable to the

makers of monetary policy (the central banks) rather than controlling inflation them-

selves?

Regardingthe first ofthese questions, we have already seen that the rate ofunemployment

at which inflation is constant depends on structural features of the labour market and the

goods market. It is these structural features which determine the positions of the WS and PS

curves in the supply-side model. But, since the central bank does not have policy instruments

with which it can change these supply-side economic features, it is clearly not the right policy

maker to be charged with reducing equilibrium unemployment. The government will have

to do this, in ways which are discussed in Chapter 15.

We shall see, however, that there is one important way in which the central bank’s be-

haviour does affect unemployment. A central bank that is given re5ponsibilityfor maintaining

high employment as well as keeping inflation close to its target level would be less inclined

to support policies of rapidly cutting inflation through pushing unemployment up sharply. In

Chapter 13, we return to the question of how variation in the behaviour ofdifferent central

banks around the world can be represented in the model.

The second preliminary question is why policy makers are concerned about inflation at

all. One reason why governments might pursue low inflation is that the level of inflation is

a key priority for voters. Governments might have to pay a large electoral price if they fail

to control inflation. The importance the US general public gives to inflation is highlighted

in a 1997 paper by Shiller, who surveys both economists and members of the public in

the US about their views on inflation. Table 3.1 shows that the general public (more than

economists) see controlling inflation as a national priority. We shall look in more detail at

the factors that lie behind voters’ concerns with inflation in the next subsection.
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Table 3.1 Public attitudes on the importance of preventing high inflation.

Do you agree that preventing high inflation is an important nallonal pflOflly as rmporldm as preventing drug ass:

or deterioration in the quality of our schools?

 

 

Fully agree Undecided Completely disagree

US all 52% 32% 4% 8% 4% n=ii7

Economists 18% 28% 11% 26% 18% n = 80

 

Source: Survey data from Shiller (1997).

This leaves the third preliminary question: why, in the inflation-targeting regime, is sta-

bilization policy placed in the hands of the central bank rather than the government? This

question is best broken down into two separate parts.

The first part is: why is monetary policy chosen over fiscal policy as the primary tool for

stabilization policy? There are both practical and political economy reasons why monetary

policy is the preferred stabilizer even when both monetary and fiscal policy are available.

Firstly, changing public expenditure or taxation normally involve lengthy parliamentary pro-

cesses, and there is no equivalent to the gradual adjustment possible through quarter-point

changes in the interest rate at monthly intervals. Secondly, fiscal policy is inherently political

since it involves the use of tax revenue, a fact which is captured by the classic refrain of strug-

gles for democracy: ’No taxation without representation’. Monetary policy is viewed as more

neutral and does not so obviously create winners and losers, making it a less contentious

policy instrument for use in short-run demand management.

The second part is: why does the government cede control of monetary policy to an

independent central bank? The government can potentially gain an electoral advantage by

controlling monetary policy. For example, they could raise output above the equilibrium or

change politically sensitive mortgage interest rates in the run—up to an election. In lightofthis,

why have governments around the world chosen to delegate control of monetary policytoa

committee of independent experts? It is because governments lack low inflation credibility.

which translates into higher inflation. The political pressures to manipulate interest rates for

electoral gain are the source of this credibility deficit. Independent central banks are free

from these pressures so are more likely to deliver low and stable inflation. To the extent

that voters care about inflation and sound macroeconomic management, this provides the

incentive for the government to relinquish control of this policy lever. These arguments have

been persuasive among both left- and right-wing policy makers, as illustrated by the fact that

one of the very first acts of the British Labour Party when it came to power in 1997 was to

make the Bank of England independent.

The discussion in Chapter 1 brought out the extent to which households are able to limit

the costs to them of fluctuations in income that arise from shocks to the economy through

smoothing their consumption. Nevertheless volatility remains and the policy maker aims to

provide additional stabilization. We shall see in the course of this chapter how the central

bank responds to a range of shocks: its interest rate decisions affect aggregate demand and

the output gap, guiding the economy back to the medium-run equilibrium with low steady

inflation as its objective.
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3.1.1 The role of the central bank in stabilization

Since the early 19905 a growing number of central banks have been assigned the task of

stabilizing the macro-economy around a low target rate of inflation. This is known as an

inflation-targeting monetary policy regime. In response to a surge in inflation, we would

expect to see the central bank raise the interest rate; this would lower interest-sensitive

spending, such as spending on housing, machinery and equipment, due to the increase in

the interest rate (in other words, in the cost of borrowing). The cut back in investment would

lead in turn to lower aggregate demand and a fall in output. Unemployment would go up

and inflationary pressure would diminish.

In 1997, the year in which the Bank of England was made independent, the Bank’s Chief

Economist, Mervyn King, who later became Governor, explained:1

[M]onetary policy can be described in terms oftwo policy variables—a medium-term inflation

target and a response of interest rates to shocks that create fluctuations in inflation and

output. The overriding objective of monetary policy is to ensure that on average inflation is

equal to the target. But such a target is not sufficient to define policy. There is a subordinate

decision on how to respond to shocks as they occur.

Figure 3.1 provides a schematic overview ofthe macro model, including the policy maker.

On the left hand side, the role of the demand and supply sides are summarized. The

Central bank raises the

interest rate, which dampens

aggregate demand. The

—— economy gradually returns to

medium-run eqilibrium

employment with target

inflation.

 

 

SUPPIY

side

  

   

   

   

  

  

    
  

  

is greater than , rising inflation Central

Medium—run bank
Demand Actual . . . . . . Central

- is equal to eqwlibrium constant inflation targets low —
Side employment bank

. employment _ , , and stable

is less than falling inflation inflation

 

Central bank reduces the

interest rate, which raises

aggregate demand. The

—economy gradually returns

to medium-run equilibrium

employment with target

inflation.

  
 

Figure 3.1 Schematic overview of the macro model.

1 Excerpt taken from: Mervyn King, 29th October 1997, The Inflation Target 5 Years On, speech delivered at

the LSE. He became the Governor of the Bank of England in 2003.
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components of aggregate demand determine the level of output and employment in the

goods market equilibrium. The structural features of the economy on the supply side deter-

mine the equilibrium rate of unemployment at which inflation is constant. The third panel

shows the implications for inflation: if unemployment is at the equilibrium rate, then inflation

will remain constant and the central bank will do nothing. If unemployment is below the

equilibrium rate, inflation is rising and vice versa for unemployment above it. An increase in

inflation above the central bank’s target will trigger intervention by the central bank: it will

raise the interest rate. Equivalently, a fall in inflation below target will trigger an easing of

monetary policy with a lower interest rate.

The outside arrows depict the feedback from the central bank’s monetary policy rule to

aggregate demand. This illustrates how a central bank uses a monetary policy rule to hold

inflation close to a low target value.

Figure 3.2 shows the course of inflation in a selection of developed economies since 1980.

The chart shows that a period of high and volatile inflation was followed by one where

inflation was lower and more stable. The introduction of inflation targeting regimes was part

of the evolution of the policy framework, where from the end of the 19705, governments

used macroeconomic policy to squeeze inflation out ofthe economy by depressing aggregate

demand.

The shift from high to low inflation shown in the chart began before the large fall in the

oil price in 1986 and the gradual emergence of low—cost (especially Chinese) manufacturers

into world markets, which subsequently also had a significant effect on inflation. Although

formal inflation targeting was not adopted by the US Federal Reserve until very recently.
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Dates inflation targeting was first adopted:

1. Reserve Bank of New Zealand—April 1988

2. Sveriges Riksbank (the Swedish central bank)—January 1993

3. Reserve Bank of Australia—March 1993

Note: The US had no formal inflation target over this period, but did adopt a target of 2% in

January 2012.

Figure 3.2 Inflation rates—before and after the adoption of inflation targeting: 1980-2010.

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, September 2011.
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its inflation behaviour was similar to the other countries shown in Figure 3.2, where its

date of introduction in New Zealand, Australia and Sweden is shown. The move towards

formal or informal inflation targeting is frequently identified with the beginning ofthe ’Great

Moderation' (the period of unprecedented macroeconomic stability shown in Figure 1.3 in

Chapter 1).

There are, however, two very important situations in which the central bank cannot be

relied on to stabilize shocks by changing the interest rate as described above. The first of

these situations is when the economy experiences such a large negative demand shock

that even when the central bank cuts the nominal interest rate all the way to zero this

is not low enough to stimulate a revival of aggregate demand. With a nominal interest

rate of zero, the real interest rate, which is the one relevant to the investment decisions

of firms, is not low enough to stimulate interest—sensitive spending. This problem of the

zero lower bound is closely related to the possibility that the economy can become caught

in a deflation trap, where it enters a vicious cycle of falling output and inflation. Once the

usual channel of monetary stabilization is shut down, the central bank can try to stimulate

the economy using other policies, such as quantitative easing, or it can share responsibility

for stabilization with fiscal policy. The cases of the zero lower bound and the role of fiscal

policy as stabilizer are addressed later in this chapter. We leave a discussion of quantitative

easing until Chapter 7.

The second case in which monetary policy cannot be used to achieve stabilization is when

the economy has a fixed exchange rate. This is easy to see in the setting of a common

currency area such as the Eurozone: member countries of the Eurozone all use the euro

as their currency and they share a single central bank, the European Central Bank (ECB).

As a result, these countries do not have their own monetary policy maker which could

stabilize shocks that are specific to their country. Because all Eurozone countries have the

same monetary policy, any stabilization of shocks to a particular country would have to be

achieved by the use of fiscal policy (a case explained in Chapter 12).

3.1.2 Inflation and deflation

Rising inflation and distributional conflict

Rising inflation reflects distributional conflict as different social groups (wage set-

ters/employees and price setters/employers) seek to protect their interests. In an economy

in which groups such as unions can influence nominal wages and where firms have price-

setting power, a situation of rising inflation reflects inconsistent claims by these groups on

the output per head produced in the economy. In other words, when unemployment is

below the equilibrium rate, the gap between the real wage on the WS curve and on the

PS curve reflects distributional conflict and causes inflation to rise. As shown in Chapter 2,

as unemployment falls, workers become more powerful in the labour market and are able

to secure a higher expected real wage: this is the reason the WS curve is upward—sloping.

But firms will seek to secure their profit margin by setting prices accordingly—leaving a gap

between the higher real wage workers expect on the WS curve and the unchanged real wage

on the PS curve.

A similar logic applies with efficiency wage-setting: the conflict of interest between the

two sides of the labour market means that the wage employers need to pay to get workers
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Figure 3.3 UK inflation and unemploymentz1971—2010.

Source: UK Office for National Statistics (data accessed February 2012).

to work sufficiently hard (given the state ofthe labour market) may differ from the wage that

is consistent with the profit margin firms seek. Lower unemployment reduces the cost ofjob

loss and raises the efficiency wage. This pushes inflation up.

Rising inflation produces social tension as frustration mounts. As we shall see, inflationary

episodes ofthis kind have frequently been followed by painful periods ofdisinflation, where

a period of output below equilibrium (accompanied by high unemployment) is required to

bring inflation down.2

The empirical evidence suggests that periods of disinflation to bring down inflation from

moderate rates (up to double digit rates per annum) have involved significant costs in OECD

economies where this has occurred. Figure 3.3 shows the path of inflation and unemployment

in the UK between the early 19705 and 2010. The high level of inflation in the 19705 was

tackled by tight monetary policy from 1979. The process of getting inflation down from a

higher level to the targeted one is known as disinflation. It is likely to be a costly process,

involving a period of high unemployment to squeeze inflation out ofthe system. The costs of

high unemployment include the direct waste of resources, the erosion of skills and increased

vulnerability to mental illness that comes with long spells of unemployment, and the damage

to the functioning of families and communities. Figure 3.3 shows that reducing inflation

from rates above 20 to below 5% was associated in the British economy with a rise in

unemp|0yment from 4 to 12% during the disinflationary episode.

The benefits of low and stable inflation

The survey on public attitudes to inflation summarized in Table 3.2 shows that the main

reason the US public dislike inflation is due to the erosion of living standards that are believed

2 An early formal model of equilibrium unemployment and of the inflation process as one of conflicting

distributional claims is in Rowthorn (1977).
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to accompany high inflation. We can relate this to an aspect of the dynamics of the WS—PS

model. The US public’s biggest complaint about inflation accords with the outcome of the

WS—PS model in an inflationary environment, in the sense that rising inflation leads to the

persistent frustration of workers’ real wage expectations.

In the model in Chapter 2, we used the simplest case regarding the timing of wage and

price setting. If firms are able to adjust prices immediately after wages have been set, rising

inflation reflects a situation in which the real wage wage setters require is systematically

frustrated (in other words, the expected real wage of workers as indicated by the W5 curve

is above the real wage on the PS curve). In this simple case, the real wage outcome is on the

PS curve, not on the WS curve. lfthere are lags in price setting as well as in wage setting, then

the real wage lies between the PS and WS curves and neither wage nor price setters are fully

satisfied. This case is more realistic because the empirical evidence suggests that real wages

are mildly pro—cyclical, which means that when there is a positive output gap the real wage

ends up between the WS curve and the PS curve (that is, higher than at the constant inflation

equilibrium) and vice versa for a negative output gap.

Table 3.2 reveals a divergence between what the public and the economists view as the

most significant costs of inflation. Whereas the public appear to worry about their real

incomes being eroded by inflation, economists do not see this as much of a concern and

place more stress on the interference that high inflation creates for the ability of prices to

convey information. Periods of high inflation are also often ones with volatile inflation. To

see why this matters, consider an economy with technical progress in which innovation takes

place unevenly across sectors. In sectors with rapid innovation, prices will be falling relative

to prices in other sectors where technology is more stagnant (think of the falling prices of

computing power). These are economically significant changes in relative prices and should

lead to a reallocation of resources in the economy. Volatile inflation can therefore distort

resource allocation to the extent that it masks these relative price changes. In short, volatile

inflation has adverse real effects on the economy that are hard to avoid.

When inflation is high, people also want to hold less money. This is because inflation

acts as a tax on holding money balances, eroding their real value over time. The so-called

inflation tax imposes inefficiencies because it distorts behaviour: people spend more time

managing their financial assets incurring what are referred to as 'shoe-Ieather costs’. Other

Table 3.2 What is peoples’ biggest gripe with inflation?

Which of the following comes closest to your biggest gripe about inflation:

I. Inflation causes a lot of inconveniences: | find it harder to comparison shop,

| feel I have to avoid holding too much cash, etc,

2. Inflation hurts my real buying power, it makes me poorer.

 

 

3. Other,

1 2 3

US all 7% 77% 15% n=llO

Economists 49% 12% 40% n=78

 

Source: Survey data from Shiller (1997).
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firms incur costs as a consequence of the need for frequent price changes costs (’menu

costs’).

The optimal rate of inflation

Given the costs associated with high inflation can we infer that the optimal rate ofinflation is

zero or even negative? In thinking about the optimal inflation rate, think about the following

the return on holding notes and coins is zero so with any positive inflation rate, the return in

real terms, i.e. after controlling for inflation, is negative. The negative real return leads people

to waste effort economizing on their money holdings (shoe leather costs again) and this is

inefficient given that it is virtually costless to produce money.

If we follow the logic of this argument, then with a positive real rate of interest, for the

nominal interest rate to be zero, inflation would have to be negative (i.e. prices failing, which

is called deflation). This was Milton Friedman's view of the optimal rate of inflation: the rate

of deflation should equal the real rate of interest, leaving the nominal interest rate equal to

zero.3 Friedman’s rule ensures that people avoid shoe leather costs, but is this sufficientto

say that deflation is optimal?

The danger of deflation

An important reason why central banks target a low but positive inflation rate-most com-

monly 2%—is that they wish to prevent the economy from falling into a deflation trap, a

problem which can emerge when weak aggregate demand leads inflation to fall and even-

tually become negative. When aggregate demand is very weak, the central bank will want to

reduce interest rates in order to stimulate interest-sensitive spending like investment. This

can push the nominal interest rate close to its lower bound of zero. But when a nominal

interest rate close to zero is combined with falling prices (deflation), this implies a posi—

tive real interest rate which may be too high to stimulate private sector demand and get

the economy back to equilibrium. Continued weak demand will make inflation more neg-

ative, thereby pushing the real interest rate up. This is exactly the opposite of what the

central bank wants, which is to reduce the interest rate sufficiently to escape the deflation

trap.

In addition, deflation increases real debt burdens. Debts are typically denominated in

nominal terms, with borrowers having to pay back a fixed amount each period. If wages

(and prices) are falling every period then the burden of the debt increases as a proportion of

income. This will lower households’ disposable income and squeeze firm's profits, exerting

a drag on economic growth and slowing down recovery.

Deflation poses athird problem related to the apparent difficulty in cutting nominal wages.

If workers are particularly resistant to nominal wage cuts, then a positive rate of inflation

creates the flexibility needed to achieve changes in relative wages. For example, if, due to a

fall in demand for one kind of labour, a real wage cut is required it can be achieved with an

inflation rate of, say, 2% pa. with the nominal wage left unchanged in the sector where the

real wage cut is necessary. This argument is referred to as inflation’s role in ’oiling the wheels

of the labour market’.

3 See Friedman (1969).
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Central bank independence and inflation targeting coincided with the achievement of a

low and stable inflation environment as reflected in Fig. 3.2. This helped to reinforce the

virtues of a 2% inflation target and central banks have not seriously considered changing

to a higher target. In fact, the US Federal Reserve, which has historically avoided having an

official inflation target, announced at the start of 2012 that it was joining other developed

economies in targeting 2% inflation.4

3.1.3 Introduction to the 3-equation model

Figure 3.1 puts together the demand and supply sides ofthe economy and shows the role an

inflation—targeting central bank can play in responding to a shock that takes the economy

away from equilibrium. What the inflation—targeting central bank does is to raise the interest

rate in response to inflation which is above the target rate in order to dampen aggregate

demand and to lower the interest rate when inflation falls below the target rate.

A crucial characteristic of a modern monetary policy regime is that the central bank is

forward looking. The central bank forecasts inflation by analysing what is going on in the

economy and it must take into account the lags between changes in the interest rate it

uses for policy purposes and the impact of that rate on economic activity. The importance

of forecasting and lags for the work of central banks is highlighted in the monetary policy

strategy document of the Sveriges Riksbank (the Swedish central bank):5

It takes time before monetary policy has a full impact on inflation and the real economy.

Monetary policy is therefore guided by forecasts for economic developments.

When three things are known—what the central bank is trying to achieve, how it thinks

about the constraints it faces arising from the behaviour of the private sector, and how it

implements its policy—this information will provide a skeletal model enabling an analysis of

how the bank will respond to a variety of shocks to the economy. These responses to shocks

can then be summarized in the form of a simple monetary policy rule. This rule sits at the

heart ofthe 3—equation model, which is produced by adding the Monetary Rule (MR), curve

to the IS curve from the demand side and the Phillips curve (PC) from the supply side.

We now turn to each ofthe three questions in turn to pin down how monetary policy is

conducted within the 3—equation framework:

1. What is the central bank trying to achieve? it is assumed that its aim is to use monetary

policy to stabilize the economy, which means keeping the economy close to equilibrium

output and keeping inflation close to its targeted rate. The central bank may be penalized

if it fails to meet its inflation target. In the UK, for example, if the inflation rate diverges

more than one percentage point above or below the 2% target then the Governor of the

Bank of England is obliged to write an open letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer

explaining the reasons for the bank’s failure and a plan for returning inflation to target.

This is, at the least, embarrassing forthe Governor and costly in terms ofthe central bank’s

4 Federal Reserve FOMC statement of longer-run goals and policy strategy,January 25th 2012.

5 Excerpt taken from: Sveriges Riksbank, 2010, Monetary policy in Sweden.
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reputation. The closer is the economy to having output at equilibrium and inflation on its

target, the lower is the reputational cost to the bank.

2. What forces prevent the central bank from achieving its target? This is essential infor«

mation in order to assess the prospects of economic stabilization. As seen in Chapters

1 and 2, the economy is affected by shocks to demand and supply, which affect output

and inflation. An unforeseen boom, for example, which takes output above equilibrium,

will increase inflation above the target as the position of workers in the labour market

strengthens. This aspect of wage behaviour is captured in the Phillips curve (PC). The

central bank has to take into account behaviour, including the persistence of inflation,

when it designs its response to the initial shock to the economy.

3. How does the central bank translate its objectives into monetary policy? It uses a monetary

policy rule. This can be represented in the same diagram as the Phillips curves, that is, in

a diagram with output on the horizontal axis and inflation on the vertical axis. This will

demonstrate how the central bank will choose its preferred policy response given the

constraint it faces from the behaviour of wage and price setters, which is captured by a

particular Phillips curve.

To implement its preferred policy response in practice, the central bank diagnoses the

shock and its forecast effect on inflation and output. It uses this, together with its preferences

for stabilization, to estimate the output gap it is trying to achieve. The MR curve illustrates the

central bank’s best response to the shock. It then uses the relationship between the interest

rate and output in the IS curve to implement that choice.

An example—a consumption boom

The example ofa consumption boom is used to show how the model works. Figure 3.4 shows

how the central bank analyses a shock of this kind.

The shock has its initial positive impact on output and employment (shown by the right-

ward shift of the IS curve and the movement from A to B in the IS diagram). By following

the diagrams in Fig. 3.4 from top to bottom, we can see that the labour market impact of

the consumption boom is reflected in a disturbance of the initial constant-inflation equi-

librium. At the first wage—setting round following the fall in unemployment, wage and price

inflation will rise from the target inflation rate of 2%. As illustrated in the wage-setting and

price—setting diagram, the shock has opened up a gap of 1% between the prevailing (low)

real wage and the (high) real wage consistent with the tighter labour market following the

consumption boom. This means that workers will get a 2% wage rise to compensate them for

the erosion of their real wages due to last period's inflation and an additional 1% increase to

bring their real wage up to the level indicated by the wage-setting curve. In this case, wages

rise by 3% and firms automatically raise their prices by 3% to protect their profit margins; in

other words, inflation rises to 3%.

The increase in inflation from 2% to 3% is shown by the movement along the Phillips curve

from A to B. Here, we need to take into account the fact that the higher inflation of 3% will

become embedded in the expectations ofwage setters. For the next wage-setting round—the

one the central bank must anticipate in taking its stabilization decision—expected inflation

of 3% will mean that the relevant Phillips curve facing the central bank is the one labelled

’PC (expected inflation = 3%)’. Given this forecast of inflationary behaviour, the central bank
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Figure 3.4 The 3~equation model: the adjustment of the economy to a permanent demand shock.

chooses its best response to the situation—the place on the new PC where it would like

to locate. Its preference is likely to be for a balanced response—making progress in getting

inflation back toward target but not imposing a harsh recession—such as at point C. This

is a point on the MR, which shows the central bank’s optimal output—inflation pair for any

Phillips curve it faces.

In the top panel of the diagram is the IS curve. If the central bank takes the view that in

the absence of any response on its part the consumption boom would persist, it will need to

choose the interest rate shown by point C in order to dampen aggregate demand sufficiently

to move the economy onto the path which leads to the inflation target. Once the economy

is on the MR curve at point C, inflation will come down as forecast. Lower inflation will then

shift expected inflation down. We can see this in the shift of the Phillips curve downwards to

'PC(expected inflation = 2.5%)’. The central bank will choose point D as its best response to the

new inflation environment it faces and will adjust the interest rate down from its peak. In the

subsequent periods, the central bank will continue to guide the economy along the MR curve

by reducing the interest rate as inflation returns to the target rate. The adjustment process

finishes when the economy is back at equilibrium output and target inflation (point 2.).
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There will, however, be a higher interest rate at the new equilibrium, as shown in the is

diagram (the top panel of Fig. 3.4). A reduced level of investment is needed to offset the

persistent consumption boom.

A summary of modern inflation-targeting central banking

Central bank thinking on monetary policy in the era of inflation targeting was succinctly

summarized by Glenn Stevens, the Assistant Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia in a

speech in 1999, in which he lists the six key things that have been learnt about monetary

policy after 200 years of thought by economists and others:6

1. monetary policy affects principally, or only, prices [and not economic activity] in the

medium term;

. it affects activity in the short term;

. because of lags, policy has to look fon/vard;

. but the future is uncertain, as is the impact of policy changes on the economy;

U
'
I
-
h
U
U
N

. expectations matter, so giving people some idea of what you are trying to do, and acting

consistently, is useful;

6. and an adequate degree of operational independence for the central bank [from the

government] in the conduct of monetary policy is important.

3.2 Modelling

In the previous two chapters, we have built simple models of the demand and supply sides

of the economy. The primary aim of this chapter is to add the policy maker to the model of

the macro—economy. This gives the three curves in the graphical model based on the three

equations that give the model its name:

1. IS curve.

2. PC curve.

3. MR curve.

This section extends the introduction to the 3-equation model by setting out in more

detail how the central bank goes about achieving its objective of keeping inflation at target.

This gives the monetary rule, or MR curve, which determines the output gap the central bank

should set in order to stabilize the economy following an economic shock. We go on to use

the 3-equation model to analyse a range of shocks in Section 3.3.

3.2.1 The 3-equation model

The first task of this section is to derive the MR curve, which shows the chosen output gap

of the central bank in response to any economic shock. The MR curve shows the path along

6 Source: Mr G.R. Stevens, Assistant Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia, 20 April 1999,

Six Years of Inflation Targeting, speech to the Economic Society of Australia, Sydney. Square brackets indi-

cate additions to the text made by the authors.
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which the central bank seeks to guide the economy back to target inflation (and equilibrium

output). The mathematical derivation of the model is shown in the Appendix.

The basic method for deriving a monetary policy rule involves the following steps:

1. Define the central bank’s preferences in terms ofa utility (or loss) function to capture the

costs it incurs of being away from the inflation target and from equilibrium output. This

produces the policy maker's indifference curves in output-inflation space and shows what

the policy maker would like to do—i.e. to be close to the inflation target at equilibrium

output.

2. Define the constraints faced by the policy maker from the supply side of the economy:

these are the Phillips curves, which are also shown in output—inflation space. These show

the 'objective’ trade-off between inflation and unemployment in the short run and pin

down what it is feasible for the central bank to achieve.

3. Derive the best response monetary rule in output—inflation space: this is the MR curve. For

a given Phillips curve that it faces, the MR shows the central bank's desired output-inflation

combination.

4. Once the central bank knows where it wants to be by using the MR curve, it uses the IS

curve to implement that choice, since the IS curve shows the interest rate that will deliver

the central bank's chosen level of output. The interest rate is the central bank's policy

lever for influencing aggregate demand.

The central bank’s preferences

Where do the central bank’s preferences come from? A pragmatic way of thinking about how

to model this is to infer their preferences from their behaviour. From the empirical analysis of

the behaviour ofthe US central bank, the Federal Reserve, the economistJohn Taylor inferred

a monetary policy rule. The famous Taylor Rule can be derived from a model in which the

central bank minimizes fluctuations from the inflation target and the size of the output gap.

Since our aim is to throw light on the way central banks behave, we use this loss function.

In this subsection, we use the central bank's loss function (i.e their utility function) to

derive indifference curves representing the trade-off in its preferences between inflation

being away from its target and output being away from equilibrium. Looking first at inflation,

we assume that it wants to minimize fluctuations around the inflation target JTTZ

(”t ‘ ”TV-

A loss function isjust like a utility function except that the higher the loss, the worse it

is for the central bank. This loss function has two implications. First, the central bank is as

concerned to avoid inflation below its target as it is inflation above its target. If 7:7 = 2%

the loss from Jr, 2 4% is the same as the loss from m = 0%. in both cases (It, — HT)2 = 4.

Second, it attaches increased importance to bringing inflation back to its target the further it

is away from ”T; the loss from m = 6% is 16, compared to the loss of4 from 7r, = 4%.

We turn now to the central bank’s second concern of keeping output close to equilibrium.

We assume the central bank seeks to minimize the gap between y, and ye—remembering

that it has no way of controlling ye itself—in order to aid it in achieving its inflation target.
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Figure 3.5 Central bank loss functions: utility declines with distance from the 'bliss point'.

The central bank’s loss as a result of output being different from its target of ye is

(Yr _ ye)2-

Note that this loss function also assumes a symmetrical attitude to positive and negative

deviations—in this case, from the equilibrium level ofoutput. The most straightforward wayof

thinking about this is that the central bank understands the model and realizes that inflation

is only constant at y, = ye. If yt < ye then this represents unnecessary unemployment that

should be eliminated. If yr > ye, this is unsustainable and will require costly increases in

unemployment to bring the associated inflation back down. Whenever the economy is

disturbed, the central bank sees its task as steering the economy back to this constant-

inflation output level.

Adding the two loss functions together, the central bank's loss function is:

L = (Yr " Ye)2 + .307: — JTT)2, (central bank loss function)

where ,8 is the relative weight attached to the loss from inflation. This is a critical parameter:

a fl > 1 will characterize a central bank that places less weight on deviations in employment

from its target than on deviations in inflation, and vice versa. A more inflation—averse central

bank is characterized by a higher [3.7

With )8 = 1, the central bank is equally concerned about inflation and output deviations

from its targets. The loss function is simple to draw: each indifference curve is a circle with

(ye, J'rT) at its centre (see Fig. 3.5a). The loss declines as the circle gets smaller. When 7n = n7

and yt = ye, the circle shrinks to a single point (called the 'bliss point') and the loss is at a

minimum, which is zero. With )3 = 1, the central bank is indifferent between inflation 1%

above (or below) TIT and output 1% below (or above) ye. They are on the same loss circle.

lffl > 1, the central bank is called inflation-averse: it is indifferent between (say) inflation

1% above (or below) HT and output 2% above (or below) ye. They are on the same loss curve.

This makes the indifference curves ellipsoid as in Fig. 3.5b. They are flat because the central

bank is willing to trade off a small fall in inflation for a large rise in unemployment above

equilibrium. A central bank with less aversion to inflation ()3 < 1) will have ellipsoid indiffer-

7 The central bank’s preferences can be presented in this simple way if we assume that the central bank's

discount rate is infinite. This means that it only considers one period at a time when making its decision.
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ence curves with a vertical rather than a horizontal orientation (Fig. 3.5c). In that case, the

indifference curves are steep, reflectingthat the central bank is only willing to trade offa given

fall in inflation for a smaller fall in output than in the other two cases. Ifthe central bank cares

only about inflation then the loss ellipses become one dimensional along the line at Ir, = ”T.

The value of [3 does not reflect whether the central bank focuses on achieving an inflation

target or an output target. Rather, a central bank with lower ,8 is willing to trade offa longer

period during which inflation is away from target to reduce the impact on unemployment

ofthe adjustment path back to equilibrium than would a more inflation—averse central bank

with a higher )3. Central bank preferences are discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.

The Phillips curve constraint

As discussed in Chapter 2, output affects inflation via the (adaptive expectations) Phillips

curve:

m = 215 + 010/: — Ye) (3-1)

= ”:4 + 01(yt — ye). (Phillips curve, PC)

where 71f = 71,-1.

The Phillips curve is a constraint for the central bank because it shows all the output and

inflation combinations from which the central bank can choose for a given level of expected

inflation. In other words, in any period, the central bank can only choose to locate the

economy at a point on the Phillips curve it faces. In the Phillips curve used in this chapter,

expected inflation is simply lagged inflation—other methods offorming inflation expectations

will be discussed in Chapter 4.

This is shown in Fig. 3.6, where the upward sloping lines are the Phillips curves we worked

with in Chapter 2. In the diagram, it is assumed that 01 = 'I, so that each Phillips curve

has a slope of 450. Each Phillips curve is labelled by a given level of expected inflation,

which in the adaptive expectations Phillips curve is equal to lagged inflation. Assume that

71,5 = 1,4 = HT 2 2 (remember that this PC must go through point A at which y = ye and

II = 2). The central bank is in the happy position of being able to choose bliss point A or

(TIT. ye) at which its loss is zero.

What happens if there has been a shock to inflation and it is not equal to the inflation

target? Suppose, for example, that lagged inflation was 4%. The central bank is faced with

the constraint of the Phillips curve shown by PC(7rf = 4) and can only choose among points

along it. The bliss point is no longer obtainable. The central bank faces a trade-off: if it wants

a level of output 0ny next period, then it has to accept an inflation rate above its target, i.e.

7r, 2 4 7E 717 (Le. point B). On the other hand, ifitwishes to hit the inflation target next period,

it must accept a much lower level of output next period (point C). Point B corresponds to a

fully accommodating monetary policy in which the objective is purely to hit the output target

()3 = 0), and point C corresponds to a completely non-accommodating policy, in which the

objective is purely to hit the inflation target.

It is clear from Fig. 3.6 that given its preferences, if the central bank is faced by PC(7rf = 4),

then it can do better (achieve a loss circle closer to A) than either point B or point C. It

minimizes its loss function by choosing point D, where the PC(7rf = 4) line is tangential to
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Figure 3.6 Loss circles and Phillips curves.

the indifference curve ofthe loss function closest to the bliss point. Thus if is it on PC(rrf = 4)

it will choose an output level y1 which will in turn imply an inflation rate of 3% and a Phillips

curve the following period of PC(7rf = 3).

Deriving the monetary rule (MR) curve graphically

The MR curve shows the central bank's preferred output-inflation combination for any

Phillips curve it faces. It can be derived graphically by finding the points of tangency be-

tween the Phillips curves and the loss circles. As shown in Fig. 3.7a, points A. B and C all

minimize the loss function of the central bank for their given Phillips curve. For example,

take point B, which is on PC(7rf = 3). lfthe central bank were to choose any other point on

that Phillips curve, then the economy would be on a loss circle further from the bliss point

and hence at a lower level of utility.

If wejoin up the points of tangency as shown in Fig. 3.7b, this gives us the MR curve. This

shows the output and inflation combination that the central bank will choose to minimize

its loss function for any given Phillips curve it is faced with.

In the Appendix, we derive the monetary rule using the equations for the central bank’s

loss function and the Phillips curve. The equation for the MR curve shown in Fig. 3.7 is:

(Yr—Ye) = —0ll3(7Tt — ”Tl (Monetary rule, MR)

The MR tells the central bank what output gap it should choose when it observes that inflation

is away from its target. The monetary policy rules used by central banks are often described as

Taylor Rules. The difference between the MR and a Taylor Rule is that the latter is expressed

in terms of the interest rate the central bank should choose to implement its chosen output

gap. Taylor Rules used by central banks are discussed in Chapter 13. To find out the interest

rate the central bank should choose once it has decided on its preferred output gap usingthe

MR, for example, to achieve point C at an output level of y1 in Fig. 3.7, we need to introduce

the IS curve. In addition to the Phillips curve (PC) and the monetary rule (MR), the IS is the

third equation in the 3-equation model.
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Figure 3.7 Deriving the MR curve.

Implementing central bank policy—the IS curve

In the previous subsection, we set out the process by which the central bank pins down its

preferred output gap in response to an economic shock. The instrument the central bank

uses to implement its policy is the real interest rate, r. The fact that the central bank must

adjust the nominal interest rate that it sets in order to achieve a particular real interest rate

on the IS curve is called the Taylor Principle.

The real interest rate is chosen to secure the appropriate level of aggregate demand and

hence output. The central bank chooses the best point along the Phillips curve that it faces

and in order to deliver the right level of aggregate demand, it must set the interest rate at

the level shown by the IS curve. The IS curve shows the effect of changes in the interest rate

on aggregate demand and was introduced in the following form in Chapter 1:

y = k(co + a0 + G) — ka1r (3.2)

= A — ar, (IS curve)

whereA E k(co + a0 + G), a E km and k is the multiplier. The term A includes the multiplier

and the demand shift variables such as government spending and both the autonomous and

forward-looking components of consumption and investment.

In the 3-equation model, we will use a ’dynamic’ IS curve to represent the demand side,

which captures the fact that aggregate demand responds negatively to the real interest rate

(r) with a one period lag. This is in line with the Bank of England’s estimates that the impact

of interest rates on output takes up to (a maximum of) one year.8

The dynamic IS curve is defined as follows,

yt = A, — arH. (dynamic IS curve)

8 Compare the How Monetary Policy Works section of the Bank of England’s website.
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3.2.2 Using the 3-equation model

This section shows how the 3-equation model can be used to explain the response of the

central bank to a shock. The economy is initially at the central bank’s ’bliss point—output isat

equilibrium and inflation is at target. This is the medium-run equilibrium, y,, where the WS

and PS curves intersect and there is therefore no pressure on inflation to change. The interest

rate that is associated with equilibrium is known as the stabilizing rate of interest, or r5.

Inflation shock

An inflation shock is the simplest to analyse and serves to highlight the dynamic behaviour

of the model. The term inflation shock is used to refer to an exogenous shift in the Phillips

curve. This could be caused, for example, by a natural disaster such as a drought that reduces

agricultural output and raises food prices, or by a temporary burst of union militancy, which

pushes up wages.

In the 3-equation model framework, the central bank follows two main steps to stabilize

the economy after an inflation shock:

l. The inflation shock shifts the Phillips curve upwards. The central bank must choose the

position on the new Phillips curve that minimizes their loss function. This will be where the

MR curve intersects the new Phillips curve. As inflation is above target, the central bank will

have to reduce output below equilibrium to squeeze inflation out of the system.

2. The central bank uses the IS curve to find the increase in the real interest rate required

to get the economy back onto the MR curve. The higher interest rate dampens output and

inflation starts to fall. The central bank then gradually reduces the interest rate until output

rises back to equilibrium and inflation falls back at target.

Figure 3.8 provides a summary of the dynamic adjustment of the economy to an inflation

shock (start at the top and follow round). Figure 3.9a shows the typical fashion in which

shocks can be modelled graphically in the 3-equation model, with the IS diagram at the

top and the PC — MR diagram directly below it. This allows the position of the economy to

be shown simultaneously on both diagrams. As shown in Fig. 3.9a, the adjustment of the

economy to the inflation shock is as follows:

Period 0 The economy starts at A, where the central bank’s utility is highest. The economy

is then hit by an inflation shock which shifts the PC to PC(inflation shock) in the lower panel

and the economy moves from A to B. Point B is not on the central bank's MR curve. The

central bank forecasts the PC in the next period. In this case, the PC will stay in its post shock

position, as output has not deviated from equilibrium as a result of the shock. We denote

next period’s PC as PC0115 = no). Faced with this PC, the central bank would like to locate at

point C, back on the MR curve. They therefore set the interest rate at r0. The interest rate can

only affect economic output with a one period lag, however, so the economy ends period 0

with inflation at 710, output at ye and the interest rate at r0.

Period 1 The new interest rate has had time to reduce aggregate demand by dampening

investment. The economy moves to point C, with output below equilibrium atyi and inflation

at m. The central bank forecasts the PC in the next period. The Phillips curve shifts when
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Figure 3.8 Dynamic adjustment to an inflation shock.

 

inflation expectations are updated: hence the PC will change in the next period, moving

to PC(7r§ = 7n). Faced with this PC, the central bank would like to locate at point D, back

on their MR curve. They therefore reduce the interest rate to r1. The interest rate can only

affect economic output with a one period lag, however, so the economy ends period 1 with

inflation at 71’], output at y1 and the interest rate at r1.

Period 2 onwards In period 2, the economy moves to point D, as the lower interest rate

stimulates demand. This increases output to yz and inflation falls to m. The same process

now repeats itself until the economy is back at equilibrium at Z. This involves the central

bank forecasting next period’s PC and setting the interest rate in the current period to ensure

they stay on the MR curve in the following period. The adjustment from D to Z will take a

number of periods. The economy will move gradually down the MR curve, as the central

bank slowly adjusts the interest rate down from r1 to r5. This causes output to rise slowly from

yz to ye and inflation to fall slowly from 712 to 7rT. The economic adjustment to the inflation

shock ends when the economy is back at point Z, with output at ye, inflation at ”r and the

interest rate at r5.

Figure 3.9b shows the path of the key macroeconomic variables over time following the

inflation shock. These types of graphs are called impulse response functions and are useful for

visualizing the adjustment path of the economy following an economic shock. In this case,

we can see that inflation has risen after the shock and is then slowly brought back to target.

The interest rate follows a similar path, rising as soon as the shock takes place and then slowly

being reduced to target. The path of output is slightly different, in that it does not change

until one period after the shock. This is because the higher interest rate takes one period to

affect output, as shown by the IS relation underlying the model, y, = A — ar,_1.
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Figure 3.9 Inflation shock and the monetary rule.

The 3-equation model can be used to analyse a wide range of situations faced by the

central bank. In Section 3.3, it is used to analyse demand and supply shocks and to examine

the special case of a deflation trap.

3.3 Applications

In this section, we show more examples of the 3-equation model at work, focusing on

demand— and supply-side shocks. We highlight the integral role played by central bank

forecasting in identifying the best response interest rate to ensure medium-run economic

stability. We go on to analyse the special case of a deflation trap, where a sizeable negative

demand shock pushes the economy into a vicious cycle of falling inflation and output. We

provide some escape routes from adeflation trap, whilst notingtheir potential pitfalls.Weend

this section by looking at a supply shock, which is a shift in either the wage- or price—setting

curve. In this case, the central bank acts to stabilize the economy at the new equilibrium

level of output fixed by the new intersecton of the WS and PS curves.

3.3.1 A temporary demand shock

We assume that the economy starts off in equilibrium with output at the equilibrium and

inflation at the target rate of 217 (see Fig. 3.10). The economy is then disturbed byatemporary

positive aggregate demand shock. By a temporary aggregate demand shock, we mean that

the shock shifts the IS curve to [SC but it only remains at [5’ for one period. The economy is
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Figure 3.10 Adjustment of the economy to a temporary positive aggregate demand shock.

shifted from A to B in Fig. 3.10 as a result of the aggregate demand shock. This rise in output

builds a rise in inflation above target into the system. Because ofinflation inertia, this can only

be eliminated by pushing output below and (unemployment above) the equilibrium. The

central bank therefore raises the interest rate in response to the aggregate demand shock

because it can work out the consequences for inflation. It must raise the interest rate in order

to depress interest-sensitive demand and reduce output. The central bank is fon/vard looking

and takes all available information into account.

The adjustment to the shock is shown in Fig. 3.10.

Period 0 The economy starts at A—the central bank’s bliss point. Following the demand

shock, the economy moves from A to B. The shock has increased both output (yo > ye) and

inflation (no > nT). Point B is not on the central bank's MR curve. The central bank forecasts

the PC in the next period. The Phillips curve shifts when inflation expectations are updated:

hence the PC will change in the next period, moving to PC(zrlE = no). Faced with this PC, the

central bank would like to locate at point C, back on their MR curve. They therefore set the

interest rate at ro.The central bank expects the demand shock to be temporary, so that the

is curve will shift back in the next period. This is the reason they use the original IS curve to

set the interest rate. The interest rate can only affect economic output with a one period lag,

however, so the economy ends period 0 with inflation at No. output at yo and the interest

rate at r0.

Period 1 The new interest rate has had time to affect aggregate demand. The higher rate

of interest dampens investment. This reduces output and the economy moves to point C,
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with output below equilibrium at y1 and inflation at m. The central bank forecasts the PC

in the next period: the PC will move to PC(71§ = 711). Faced with this PC. the central bank

would like to locate at point D, on their MR curve. They therefore reduce the interest rate

to r1. The interest rate can only affect economic output with a one period lag, however, so

the economy ends period 1 with inflation at :11, output at yi and the interest rate at n.

Period 2 onwards In period 2, the economy moves to point D. as the lower interest rate

stimulates demand. This increases output to yz and inflation falls to ”2. The same process

now repeats itself until the economy is back at equilibrium at Z. The economic adjustment

to the temporary demand shock ends when the economy is back at point 2. with output at

ye, inflation at TIT and the interest rate at r5.

We can use a Reserve Bank of Australia press release from March 2005 to provide an

example of a case where an inflation—targeting central bank increased interest rates by 25

basis points to 5.5% in response to rising demand pressures:9

In Australia, there are high levels of confidence in both the business and household sectors,

credit growth is providing ample support for spending, employment is growing strongly and

national income and spending will continue to be boosted this year by the rising terms of

trade.

3.3.2 Forecasting and lags

The example of the central bank's reaction to a demand shock can be used to highlight the

role played by forecasting and lags in the effect of monetary policy on aggregate demand

and output. In the previous subsection, we discussed the adjustment of the economy toa

temporary positive demand shock (Fig. 3.10). We now use Fig. 3.11 to compare this to the

case of a permanent demand shock. It is left as an exercise for the reader to set out the

detailed period by period adjustment for the permanent case.

The examples highlight two important points about the central bank's reaction to an

aggregate demand shock:

1. The central bank has to forecast both the PC and IS curves. The forecasting of the IS curve

means predicting the length of the shock—is it temporary or permanent?

2. The reason that the central bank must forecast the I5 is that the persistence of the shock

affects the central bank’s preferred reaction. In Fig. 3.11, where the shock is permanent,

the IS curve remains at IS’. The initial increase in the interest rate (i.e. from r; to r0) is

much greater in the case of a permanent shock. In addition, a permanent shock leads to

a higher stabilizing rate of interest in the new equilibrium-rg. This is because the higher

autonomous aggregate demand (for example, due to improved consumer confidence)

needs to be offset by lower interest-sensitive aggregate demand (i.e. investment) if output

is to return to its equilibrium level ye.

What happens if the central bank is uncertain about whether the shock is temporary or

permanent? In this case, the central bank would be likely to set an interest rate somewhere in

9 Excerpt taken from: Mr Ian Macfarlane, 2nd March 2005, Statement by the Governor. Mr Ian Macfarlane:

Monetary Policy.
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Figure 3.11 Adjustment of the economy to a permanent positive aggregate demand shock.

between the interest rates it would set in the cases presented in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. In reality,

central banks are unlikely to be able to tell (in the period of the shock) whether shocks will

be temporary or permanent, so use their bestjudgement to respond to shocks and often

have to adjust interest rates as new information arrives.

In the benchmark 3-equation model, the interest rate affects output with a one period lag:

y, = A—arH. However, it is interesting to see what happens if the central bank could affect

output immediately, i.e. if yt = A—ar,. In this case, as soon as the IS shock is diagnosed, the

central bank would raise the interest rate to rg. The economy then goes directly from A to Z

in the IS diagram (in Fig. 3.11) and it remains at A in the PC—MR diagram, i.e. points A and

Z coincide. Since the aggregate demand shock is fully and immediately offset by the change

in the interest rate, there is no chance for inflation to rise.

This underlines the crucial role of lags and hence of forecasting for the central bank: the

more timely and accurate are forecasts of shifts in aggregate demand (and of other kinds of

shock), the greater is the chance that the central bank can offset them and limit their impact

on inflation. Once inflation has been affected, the presence of inflation inertia means that

the central bank must change the interest rate and get the economy onto the MR curve in

order to steer it back to the inflation target.

The Bank of England's first strategic priority for 2012/13 was to ’keep inflation on track to

meet the Government’s 2% target’. One of the key actions the Bank committed to take to

achieve this objective was to 'exploit the new suite of models in forecasting and analysis’.10

10 These excerpts are taken from The Bank’s Strategy section of the Bank of England's website.
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This shows the focus and resources modern central banks apply to forecasting and modelling

to make better informed monetary policy decisions.

3.3.3 The deflation trap

Problems arise for using monetary policy along the lines of the 3-equation model when the

real rate of interest needed to stabilize demand cannot be achieved because the nominal

interest rate cannot be reduced further.

The zero lower bound on nominal interest rates

In Chapter 1, we set out the Fisher equation, which shows the relationship between the real

and nominal interest rates and the expected rate of inflation:

i = r + TEE. (Fisher equation)

When responding to an economic shock, the central bank adjusts the nominal interest rate

(i), in order to affect the real interest rate (r) which in turn affects aggregate demand through

the IS relation. To do this, it must take into account expected inflation as shown by the Fisher

equation. In this regard, we can model the central bank as setting the real interest rate.

We saw in Fig. 3.1, that the central bank will respond to falling inflation by reducing the

interest rate to stimulate aggregate demand. There is, however, a limit to the extent to which

the central bank can reduce the nominal interest rate. The lowest nominal interest rate the

central bank can set is zero (see the box below). From the Fisher equation, we can see that if

the real interest rate that is needed to achieve the central bank's chosen output gap on the

MR curve is, for example, 0.75%, and expected inflation is —1%, then a nominal interest rate

of —O.25% would be required. With a zero lower bound (or ZLB) on the nominal interest rate,

the minimum real interest rate that can be achieved is set by:

min r 2 —7rE. (3.3)

This means that in our example, the minimum real interest rate achievable is 1%, which is

not low enough get the economy on to the MR and on the path back to equilibrium. This

condition is shown in Fig. 3.12 where the stabilizing real interest rate is below the minimum

feasible rate of 1 %. Given the depressed state of aggregate demand depicted by the position

of the IS curve, if inflation has fallen to —1%, then it will be impossible to achieve the

equilibrium level of output using conventional monetary policy. The economy is stuck at

pointA on the IS curve.
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Figure 3.12 The zero lower bound on the nominal interest rate.
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Box 3.1 Why can’t nominal interest rates fall below zero?

There is no technical reason why nominal interest rates cannot be negative. The central bank could,

for example, set the interest rate at -5%. In this environment, an individual who put $100 in the bank

at the start of the year could withdraw $95 at the end of the year. This is not beneficial for savers,

but this could be the interest rate required to get the economy onto the MR curve and back to

equilibrium. It would certainly be expected to stimulate borrowing, by making the cost of obtaining

credit cheaper.

There is, however, a major practical implication to negative interest rates; the presence of currency.

When nominal interest rates are negative, there is nothing to stop people simply holding their savings

in cash, which has a nominal interest rate of zero.

The existence ofhigh denomination notes, such as the $100 bill and the €500 note, reduces the

cost associated with carrying large sums of money in cash. If only very small denomination notes

were left in circulation then this cost of carrying cash might become so large that accepting negative

interest rates would be preferable. However, monetary authorities have shown no intention of

moving towards this system so currency still acts as the limiting factor on setting nominal interest

ratesfl

a For a more thorough discussion on negative interest rates see Willem Buiter's Maverecon blog column for the

Financial Times entitled 'Negative interest rates: when are they coming to a central bank near you?’ (May, 2009).

The deflation trap and the 3-equation model

We can use the 3-equation model to provide a period by period explanation of how a

negative aggregate demand shock can lead to the economy becoming stuck in a deflation

trap, where output and inflation are falling without limit. We assume that the economy starts

offwith output at equilibrium and inflation at the target rate of HT as shown in Fig. 3.13. The

economic adjustment to the shock is as follows:

Period 0 The economy starts at A—the central bank’s bliss point. The economy is hit by a

large permanent negative aggregate demand shock which shifts the IS curve to L? and the

economy moves from A to B. The shock has reduced both output (yo < ye) and inflation

(no < 717). In fact, inflation has become negative—Le. there is deflation. Point B is not on the

central bank’s MR curve. The central bank forecasts the PC in the next period. Inflation is

currently below equilibrium at no, which means the PC will shift in the next period, moving

to PC(7rf = no). Faced with this PC, the central bank would like to locate at point C’, back on

their MR curve. This would require setting an interest rate of r6. However, this is below the

minimum real interest rate the central bank can achieve (by setting nominal interest rates

to zero). The lowest interest rate they can achieve is r0 = —no. The central bank expects the

demand shock to be permanent, so that the IS curve will stay at [5’ in the next period. This

is the reason they use the new IS curve to set the interest rate. The interest rate can only
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Figure 3.13 How a large negative permanent aggregate demand shock can lead to the economy enteringa

deflation trap.

affect economic output with a one period lag, however, so the economy ends period Owith

inflation at no, output at yo and the interest rate at r0.

Period 1 The new interest rate has had time to affect aggregate demand. The lower rate of

interest boosts investment. This increases output and the economy moves to point C. with

output still below equilibrium at y1 . This level ofoutput is far below the the central bank’s best

response level of y3, which causes inflation to fall further to 711. The central bank forecasts

the PC in the next period. The PC will move to PC(71§ = 771). Faced with this PC. the central

bank would like to locate at point D’. back on their MR curve. This would require setting an

interest rate of r1’. However, this is below the minimum real interest rate the central bankcan

achieve (by setting nominal interest rates to zero). The lowest interest rate they can achieveis

r1 = —n1 . The interest rate can only affect economic output with a one period lag, however,

so the economy ends period 1 with inflation at :11, output at y1 and the interest rate at n.

Period 2 onwards In period 2, the economy moves to point D. as the higher interest rate

dampens demand. This reduces output to y; and inflation falls furtherto 712. The economy has

entered a deflation trap—both output and inflation are falling every period and conventional

monetary policy is powerless to stop them. In each future period, inflation becomes more

negative, which increases the minimum real interest rate the central bank can achieve. The

higher interest rate dampens demand, which further reduces inflation. In other words, the

economy is caught in a vicious cycle. The arrows on Fig. 3.13 show that the economy will

not revert to medium-run equilibrium in this case, but rather it will diverge, with ever-falling

inflation and output.
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The downward spiral of the economy in a deflation trap explains why policy makers are so

keen to avoid this situation. We have shown in Fig. 3.13 that conventional monetary policy

(eg. adjusting interest rates) is insufficient to escape a deflation trap. There are, however,

two policies which could be initiated to pull the economy out of this downward spiral:

1. The IS curve could be shifted to the right (to go through point G) in the period after

the initial demand shock. This would allow the central bank to achieve their desired output

level 0ny by setting the minimum achievable interest rate of re. This positive demand shock

could take place via a spontaneous recovery of autonomous investment or a recovery of

autonomous consumption. Alternatively, the government can step in and implement the

desired output gap shown by the MR curve by using fiscal policy. In this case, the MR

becomes a more general policy rule and would be labelled PR, for policy rule.

2. The creation of more positive inflation expectations. lf expected inflation becomes less

negative, the minr line shifts down and the PC curve shifts up. This may allow the central

bank to use the interest rate based monetary rule in the usual way to move the economy to

the south—east along the IS curve.

However, the idea of escaping from the deflation trap by creating positive inflation expec-

tations may not work in practice. The way to create expectations of inflation in the future

is to create expectations of future higher aggregate demand: if the authorities do not take

measures to create the demand, there is no reason to think that people will expect higher

inflation.

Another potential option for central banks stuck at the zero lower bound is to introduce

unconventional monetary policies, such as quantitative easing. We leave a discussion of this

policy option until Chapter 7, however, as it is easier to explain once we have introduced the

banking system into the model.

3.3.4 A supply shock

At the end of Chapter 2, we looked at the implications for inflation of a positive aggregate

supply shock. This was modelled as a downward shift ofthe WS curve, which could be the re-

sultofa number offactors, such as a decrease in union bargaining power ora reduction in un-

employment benefits. The initial effect of this supply shock is a downward shift ofthe Phillips

curve. We will now go on to explain how the central bank stabilizes the economy in the event

ofa supply shock and the characteristics of the new medium-run equilibrium (see Fig. 3.14).

The stabilizing interest rate is lower (at rg) in the new medium-run equilibrium. Since

equilibrium output is higher as a consequence of the supply—side shift, a lower real interest

rate is required to provide the appropriate level ofaggregate demand. This example highlights

that supply shocks differ from inflation and demand shocks in two key ways:

1. Firstly, a supply shock changes the equilibrium level of output (i.e. y; in Fig. 3.14).

2. Secondly, a supply shock shifts the MR schedule so that it goes through the point where

inflation is at target and output at the new equilibrium (i.e. MR’ in Fig. 3.14)

The period by period adjustment ofthe economy to a positive supply shock and the central

bank’s intervention is illustrated in Fig. 3.14 and described below.
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Figure 3.14 The adjustment of the economy to a positive permanent aggregate supply shock,

Period 0 The economy starts at A—the central bank’s bliss point. The economy is hit by

a permanent positive aggregate supply shock. This fundamentally changes the equilibrium

level of output in the economy, increasing it from ye to yé. At A. the economy is now below

equilibrium output and there is pressure on inflation to fall (as W5 < PS. see Chapter 2). The

Phillips curve shifts down from PC(7r§ = JTT, ye) to PC(7rg = ”T. yé). reflecting the change in

the equilibrium level of output. The economy moves from A to B. where output is still at its

original level, but inflation has fallen to no.

The central bank predicts that the shock is a permanent supply shock, so they shift the MR

curve outwards to ensure their bliss point is now where output is equal to y; and inflation

is equal to 717. Point B is not on the central bank's new MR curve, MR’. The central bank

forecasts the PC in the next period. Output is currently below the new equilibrium level of

yé, which means the PC will shift in the next period, moving to PC0115 = no. yé). Faced with

this PC, the central bank would like to locate at point C. on their new MR curve, MR'. They

therefore set the interest rate at re. The interest rate can only affect economic output with a

one period lag, however, so the economy ends period 0 at with inflation at 710. output at ya

and interest rates at r0.

Period 1 The new interest rate has had time to affect aggregate demand. The lower rate of

interest boosts investment. This increases output and the economy moves to point C. with

output above the new equilibrium at y1 and inflation at 711 . The central bank forecasts the PC

in the following period. Output is still away from the new equilibrium, so the PC will change

again in the next period, moving to PC(71§E = m,y;). Faced with this PC, the central bank

would like to locate at point D, on the MR' curve. They therefore increase the interest
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rate to r1. The interest rate can only affect economic output with a one period lag,

however, so the economy ends period 1 with inflation at 711. output at y1 and interest rates

at l'].

Period 2 onwards In period 2, the economy moves to point D, as the higher interest rate

dampens demand. This reduces output to yz and inflation rises to 712. The same process now

repeats itself in the usual way until the economy is back at equilibrium at Z. Adjustment to

the supply shock ends when the economy is back at point Z, with output at yé, inflation at

JTT and the interest rate at rg.“

A positive supply shock can be the result of a shift in the WS or PS curves. We have

shown the example of a downward shift in the WS curve above, but equally a positive sup-

ply shock could reflect an upward shift of the PS curve, due to increased product market

competition or productivity gains. This latter case applies to the United States in the late

19905, where the ICT revolution spurred productivity increases. The Federal Reserve cor—

rectly identified this as a positive supply shock and took into account its role in moderating

inflation:12

Responding to the availability of new technologies at increasingly attractive prices, firms have

been investing heavily in new capital equipment; this investment has boosted productivity

and living standards while holding down the rise in costs and prices.

3.4 Conclusions

This chapter has provided the final building block for the 3—equation model of the macro-

economy by setting out the monetary rule, or MR curve, which shows the central bank’s

chosen combination of output gap and inflation rate relative to target for any given Phillips

curve they face. The equations of the 3-equation model are:

1. l5 curve: yt = A — arm.

2. PC curve: 7n = 7r,_1 + a(yt — ye).

3. MR curve: (yr—ye) = —ozi$i(7rt — HT).

The policy maker is modelled as an inflation-targeting central bank not because this

is necessarily the best policy-making arrangement, but because it most closely resembles

how modern stabilization policy is undertaken. We noted the economic and political rea-

sons that have been used to explain why, in the more than two decades running up to

the global financial crisis, stabilization policy was put in the hands of the monetary policy

maker.

In Chapter 1, we introduced the IS curve to model the demand side of the economy. in

Chapter 2, we introduced the Phillips curve (PC) to model the supply side of the economy.

ll Note that, the Phillips curve in the new equilibrium is denoted by PC(7rE = ”T, yé). This does not include a

time subscript because the Phillips curve is in this position in two periods—in period 0 straight after the supply

shock and then in the period when the economy completes its adjustment to the new equilibrium at point Z.

12 Excerpt taken from: The Federal Reserve Board, July 22nd, 1999, Monetary Policy Report submitted to the

Congress.
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In this chapter, we have introduced the MR curve to model the policy maker. These are

the three components of the 3-equation model. The modelling section of this chapter set

out the 3-equation model in full; the Appendix shows the mathematical derivation. Putting

them together provides a framework in which to answer a variety of questions about the

macro—economy and stabilization policy in particular:

1. Why target low and stable inflation? Central banks target low and stable inflation to

minimize the negative effects of inflation on the economy—such as price distortions, shoe

leather costs, menu costs—and to avoid high and rising (or volatile) inflation. Does that mean

it is optimal to target 0% inflation? No, because central banks also want to guard against the

threat of deflation (i.e. falling prices). Deflation is particularly problematic for the economy

due to the possibility of entering a deflation trap. In light of this, the majority of developed

economy modern central banks have chosen to target 2% inflation.

2. How do modern central banks go about achieving their inflation target? How do they

react to economic shocks? The central bank’s best response position—their ‘bliss point-is

to be in medium-run equilibrium, with inflation equal to target (.77) and output equal to

equilibrium ( e). The monetary rule (or MR) curve of a central bank shows the output and

inflation combinations that minimize their loss function (i.e. maximize their utility) for any

given Phillips curve they face. In response to an economic shock, the central bank finds the

relevant Phillips curve and uses the MR curve to find their preferred output gap. The real

interest rate (r) is the policy lever they use to achieve their desired output gap. It affects

aggregate demand via the IS relation. The central bank then continues to adjust the interest

rate to guide the economy to the new medium-run equilibrium. The use of the interest rate

to implement monetary policy is sometimes called a Taylor rule based monetary policy.

Demand shocks will cause the economy to diverge from its initial equilibrium level ofoutput

for a number of periods, whereas permanent supply shocks will cause the economy to move

to a new equilibrium level of output.

3. What role do lags and forecasting play in monetary policy? The model reflects the real-

world phenomenon that it takes time for the real interest rate to affect aggregate demand.

This means that forecasting plays a large role in the central bank’s setting of interest rates. For

a shock in period zero, the central bank has to forecast where the Phillips curve will be next

period and then set the appropriate interest rate (using the MR curve) to minimize theirloss

function. The Phillips curve also contains a backward-looking component, which means that

if inflation is above target, a period of output below equilibrium (i.e. high unemployment) is

required to reduce inflation back to target (and vice versa).

An important component of the core 3-equation model is the equilibrium rate of unem-

ployment: it is possible to go straight from here to the analysis of the supply side institutions

and policies that determine unemployment in Chapter 15. In this part of the book, we

go on to consider a number of extensions to the model. In Chapter 4, we look in more

depth at the way in which expectations about the future are formed. The role played by

the banking system and how this can lead to instability and financial crises is integrated in

the model in Chapters 5 and 6. The 3—equation model is extended to the open economyin

Chapter 9.



APPENDIX

3.5 Appendix

3.5.1 The 3-equation model in more detail

In the chapter, graphical analysis was used to provide a simple and intuitive explanation ofthe

3-equation model. In this section, we set out more carefully how the model works, focusing

on the mathematical derivation of the MR curve. We start by deriving a more general form

of the central bank’s monetary rule. In setting out the equations that form the basis of the

3-equation model, we need to make explicit the timing structure. By choosing the interest

rate in period zero, the central bank affects output and inflation in period 1. We assume it

is only concerned with what happens in period 1. This is the reason that its loss function is

defined in terms of y1 and 7n. If we let )8 and or take any positive values, the central bank

chooses y to minimize

L = (yi - ye)2 + 13011 — TIT)2, (central bank loss function)

subject to

in = 710 + a(y1 — ye). (Phillips curve)

By substituting the equation for the Phillips curve into the central bank loss function we

can rewrite the loss function as:

’- = (Y1 ‘ Ye)2 + [3((7To + (10/1 — Ye» — 7rT)2.

If we now differentiate this with respect to y1 (since this is the variable the central bank can

control via its choice of the interest rate), we have:

8L

a = (Y1 * ye) + 0113(7T0 + 010’1 - ye) - HT) = 0. (3.4)

Rearranging the Phillips curve to find no and substituting this back into equation 3.4 gives:

(Y1 — Ye) = —Ol/3(7Ti — ”Tl (monetary rule, MR)

The monetary rule shows the central bank's best response to a shock; it is the relationship

between the inflation rate chosen indirectly and the level of output chosen directly by the

central bank to maximize its utility (minimize its loss) given its preferences and the constraints

itfaces. The monetary rule is an inverse relation between at and y with a negative slope, which

shows that the central bank must reduce aggregate demand and output, y, below ye so as to

reduce 7r below TIT.

In the general form ofthe MR curve shown above, it can be seen directly that the larger is a

(i.e. the more responsive are wages to employment) or the larger is ,8 (i.e. the more inflation

averse is the central bank), the flatter will be the slope of the monetary rule.

In the first case this is because any reduction in aggregate demand achieves a bigger cut in

inflation, i.e. whatever its preferences, the central bank gets a ’bigger bang (i.e. fall in inflation)

for its buck (i.e. fall in aggregate demand)’.

In the second case, this is because, whatever the labour market it faces, a more inflation—

averse central bank will wish to reduce inflation by more than a less ’hard-nosed' one.
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Box 3.2 Summary of the 3-equation model

In formally deriving the MR curve, we now have all the components to set out the central banks

decision—making process:

1. The central bank minimizes its loss function, which expresses its objective of keeping inflation

close to target, er

’- = (Yr — ye)2 + 13(7It — flT)2. central bank loss function

2. subject to the constraint from the supply side, which is the Phillips curve (PC).

”t = nt_1 + a(yt — ye). Phillips curve. PC

3. This produces the monetary rule function (MR), which fixes the best response output gap (y; — ye).

(yt—ye) = —afl(7rt — NT). monetary rule. MR

4. which is implemented through the central bank's choice of r using the dynamic IS

equation, incorporating the lag from the interest rate to output

yt = A — art_1 . dynamic IS curve

Figure 3.15 shows the 3—equation model when the economy is in medium»run

equilibrium—Le. output is at equilibrium and inflation is constant at target. In the PC — MR

diagram, the economy is at the central bank’s ’bliss point’—the levels of output and inflation

that minimize the loss function (i.e. ye and 7rT). In the IS diagram, we can use the IS curve to

read off the interest rate the central bank must set to keep inflation constant and output at

ye. This is the stabilizing rate of interest, r5.

In the case when output is at equilibrium (i.e. ye) and the interest rate is at its stabilizing

level (i.e. r5), we can rewrite the dynamic l5 curve as:

ya = A ~ ars. (IS curve, in medium-run equilibrium)

We can use the two versions of the IS equation to find a relationship between deviations

of output from equilibrium and the interest rate from its stabilizing level. We do this by

subtracting one from the other, such that:

y: — ye = —a(ri_i — rs). (IS equation, in deviations)

In period zero, this becomes,

Y1 — Ye = —a(l'o — rs), (IS equation, in deviations, in period zero)

which takes into account the fact that interest rate changes in period zero do not affect

output until period one (i.e. the lag structure of the model). It can be useful to think of the

IS equation in deviations form in the 3-equation model and particularly for deriving interest

rate rules, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 13.

Figure 3.15 can also give us an insight into how varying the underlying targets or pa-

rameters will affect the 3—equation model. There are six key parameters that affect the
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Figure 3.15 The 3-equation model in medium-run equilibrium.

underlying curves in the 3-equation model and the central bank’s best response to economic

shocks:13

1.

2.

the central bank’s inflation target, JTTI this affects the position of the MR line;

the central bank’s preferences, ,3: this determines the shape of the loss ellipses and affects

the slope of the MR line;

. the slope of the Phillips curve, a: this also affects the slope of the MR line;

. the interest sensitivity of aggregate demand, a: this determines the slope of the IS curve;

. the equilibrium level of output, ye: this determines the level of output at which there is

no pressure on inflation to change and affects the position of the MR line;

. the stabilizing interest rate, r5: the central bank adjusts the interest rate relative to rs so it

must always analyse whether this has shifted, e.g. as a result of a shift in the IS or due to a

change in the equilibrium level of output, ye.

3.6 Questions

3.6.1 Checklist questions

1. Why is monetary policy chosen overfiscal policy as the preferred tool for stabilization policy?

What does the government gain from controlling monetary policy? Why would they choose

to delegate responsibility for monetary policy to an independent central bank?

13 The Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website can be used to test the

effects of varying key parameters on the adjustment path of the economy following an economic shock. See

Questions 3 and 4 in Section 3.6.2.
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2.

10.

’If the economy has high but stable inflation, the government has much to lose and little to

gain by reducing inflation to a low rate.‘ Explain and assess this statement.

. What are the advantages and disadvantages Of a target inflation rate of 4% as compared with

one of 0% per annum?

. Explain what is meant by the central bank’s loss function. How are the central bank's prefer-

ences reflected in the loss function? Draw the loss 'circles’ for the cases where

(a)fi=1;

(b)/3<1;

(C) ,B>'l.

In which of the three cases will the central bank reduce inflation back to target quickest after

an inflation shock? Is there any downside to adopting this policy stance?

. Assume that a = ,3 = 1, derive the MR curve graphically using the tangencies between the

loss circles and the Phillips curves. With reference to the diagrams, explain the effect of the

following (in each case, assume all other parameters are held constant):

(a) An increase in the slope of the Phillips curve, a

(b) An increase in central bank's inflation aversion, fl.

. Following an inflation shock, explain why unemployment goes up before the economy returns

to medium—run equilibrium.

. Draw the 3-equation model and give a detailed period by period description ofthe adjustment

process for the case where the economy is hit by a permanent negative aggregate demand

shock.

. With reference to the scenario in Question 7, explain the behaviour of the central bank and

the economy in a situation where there is no lag in the IS curve.

. Draw the impulse response functions for output, inflation and the real interest rate afteraper-

manent positive aggregate demand shock and a permanent positive supply shock. [Hintt the

3-equation model diagrams for these two cases are shown in Figs. 3.11 and 3.14 respectively]

Use the 3-equation model diagrams to show how the economy can fall into a deflation trap.

Explain, with reference to the diagram, how the central bank/government can intervene to

escape the trap. Show the relevant IS curve and re-label the MR as the PR to indicate that

fiscal policy is being used, Are there any reasons why these policies might not work?

3.6.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Pick one developed economy and one emerging or developing economy. Use the latest version

of the IMF World Economic Outlook Database to download inflation data for each of the

countries from 1980 to the latest available data. Plot the data in a graph. Answer the following

(a) Describe the evolution of inflation in each country.

(b) Do the countries have independent central banks?

(c) If the country does have an independent central bank, did inflation fall when the central

bank gained independence? Propose some reasons why.

(d) lfthe country does not have an independent central bank, have they managed to find other

mechanisms to establish a low inflation monetary policy regime? Propose some reasons

why.
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2. Select two out of the following central banks: Bank of England, Reserve Bank of New Zealand,

Bank of Canada, and the Swedish Riksbank. Each of these central banks has adopted explicit

’inflation targeting’. For each of your chosen banks, answer the following questions:

(a) What is their target level of inflation and how do theyjustify choosing that level?

(b) What actions did it take following the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 and

how did it explain these actions?

(c) Did they hit the zero lower bound on nominal interest rates during the global financial

crisis? If so, how could they adjust their inflation target to reduce the likelihood of this

happening again in the future? Check for evidence of a public debate about this issue.

3. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/u k/orc/carlinsoskice to model a negative temporary aggregate demand

shock. Start by opening the simulator and choosing the closed economy version. Then reset

all shocks by clicking the appropriate button on the left hand side of the main page. Use the

simulator and the content of this chapter to work through the following:

(3) Apply a temporary 5% negative demand shock. Save your data.

(b) Use the impulse response functions from the simulator to help explain the path of the

economy following the shock.

(c) Draw the IS — PC — MR diagrams for this scenario.

(d) Adjust the central bank preferences (i.e. )3) to 0.5 and save your data. Now, adjust the

central bank preferences to 1.5 and save your data again.

(e) How has varying )3 affected the impulse response functions? Relate this to the effect that

changing fl has on the MR curve.

4. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice

website http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlinsoskice to show how the economy can get stuck

in a deflation trap and what it can do to escape it. Start by opening the simulator and choosing

the closed economy version. Then reset all shocks by clicking the appropriate button on the

left hand side of the main page. Use the simulator and the content of this chapter to work

through the following:

(a) Apply a temporary 8% negative demand shock. Save your data.

(b) Use the impulse response functions to help explain the path ofthe economy following the

shock.

(c) Apply a temporary increase in public expenditure of 7% alongside the original demand

shock. Save your data.

(d) Comment on the changes to the impulse response functions. [Hint: it might be necessary

to view the second case in isolation to accurately view the movements in the impulse

response functions]

(e) Has fiscal policy been effective at stabilizing the economy? If so, explain why using the

3-equation model framework.
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4.1 Introduction

in this chapter, we focus on how households, firms and policy makers form expectations

about the future and how this is modelled by economists. In Chapters 1-3, we touched

on the importance of uncertainty and expectations in the macro-economy. We introduced

fon/vard-looking theories of consumption and investment in Chapter 1, where expectations

about the future influence decision making in the current period. In Chapter 2, we saw that

wage setters need to form expectations about inflation when setting nominal wage increases.

In the last chapter, we introduced the dynamic macroeconomic model, which showed

how a fonNard—looking central bank seeks to keep the economy close to its inflation target.

The 3—equation model of the macro—economy emphasizes the importance of forecasting

in order to stabilize the economy the central bank must diagnose the shocks affecting the

economy and forecast their effects on the output gap and inflation. In the light of these

forecasts, the central bankjudges how best to set the interest rate. It continuously updates

its forecasts and adjusts its policy as new information is received.

We begin this chapter by highlighting the role of expectations in the core elements ofthe

macro model we have developed by considering in turn the three elements: the IS curve,

the Phillips curve, and the monetary rule.

The IS curve

In the models of consumption and investment in Chapter 1, expectations about the future

influence the spending decisions of households and firms. Tobin’s Q theory is a very clear

example of a model of investment in which there is an institutional mechanism—the stock

market—that aggregates information about the views of those outside the firm about the

firm’s expected future profits. When Tobin‘s Q is greater than one, the model predicts positive

investment. The stock market is signalling ’build’ not ’buy’ because the expected value of the

firm based on expected future profits from expanding the capital stock is greater than its

replacement cost.

For the household, the permanent income hypothesis encapsulates the idea that con-

sumption decisions today reflect all the available information about expected future income:

the household prefers a smooth path of consumption so it is in its interest to aggregate the

available information and—if it can—consume close to its permanent income.

The economist Nick Bloom suggests that periods of very high stock market volatility occur

when economic agents are very unclear about the future. There is evidence that the effects

of this type of uncertainty on fixed investment decisions can be so severe that they can
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actually cause the economy to go into recession (as occurred for example, after the 9/11

terrorist attacks). Another example was the extreme policy uncertainty in late 2012, when

the USA was described as coming to the edge of a fiscal cliff. It was unclear whether the

Republican-dominated Congress and the re-elected Democrat president would be able to

agree on fiscal measures that would prevent tax rises and spending cuts from automatically

coming into force. As a result, private agents faced serious policy uncertainty.

Bloom (2011) finds that when agents are very unclear about the future they wait and do

nothing. For example, firms uncertain about future demand do not invest or hire. Similarly,

consumers do not make large purchases of consumer durables if they are uncertain about

their next paycheck. In times ofacute uncertainty the economy therefore comes to a standstill

as agents ’wait and see’. As we shall see in the next section, where we look at the concepts of

risk and uncertainty,John Maynard Keynes suggested that overcoming the paralysis caused

by uncertainty can come down to ’whim, sentiment, or chance’.

The Phillips curve

In the modelling ofwage— and price-setting behaviourto this point, we have used backward-

rather than forward—looking expectations. Wage setters use past inflation as a guide to

how they expect prices to evolve over the year ahead. As in the case of those who make

spending decisions, it is highly likely that wage setters think about the future. After all they

are interested in setting a particular real wage, which means that the future movement of

the prices ofgoods in the consumption basket is of concern. To this point, however, we have

assumed that the best that wage setters can do in their wage negotiations is to get nominal

wage increases that compensate them for any erosion of the real wage that occurred due to

unanticipated inflation over the previous period. They use a rule of thumb that says the best

forecast for the change in the consumer price index in the year ahead is last year's inflation.‘

We can model the behaviour ofwage setters as that of rational fonNard-looking agents who

are prevented from implementing their forecast of inflation in their wage bargain because

of institutional arrangements such as wage indexation or because the costs of coming to an

agreement over how inflation will evolve over the coming year are too high. Alternatively,

we can model the behaviour as rule of thumb where last period’s inflation outturn is the

’expected inflation’ agreed on by the wage setters and built into the wage bargain. Note that

the Bank of England’s fan chart in Fig. 4.1 suggests that, even for one year ahead, the Bank’s

Monetary Policy Committee sees a very wide range of possible outcomes for inflation.

Inflation forecasts by central banks and private sectorforecasters have become a common

feature ofdeveloped economies and can provide insight into how individuals form inflation

expectations. The macroeconomic implications of inflation forecasts are limited, however,

unless we know whether agents incorporate inflation forecasts into their expectations for-

mation and the extent to which agents act on their expectations.

Armantier et al. (2011) attempt to answer this question in a particular context by carrying

out a financially incentivized investment experiment to see if agents’ forecasts of inflation

feed into their behaviour. The experimental subjects stand to win money if they use forecast

1 Du Caju et al. (2008) provide detailed evidence on how price increases (past, past unforeseen and expected)

are incorporated through formal indexation and informal practices in the wage bargains of 23 European

countries, the US andJapan.
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inflation when choosing between two kinds of financial investment. The authors find that

most individuals tend to act on their expectations, but that the less financially and numerically

literate respondents had most trouble doing so.

The MR curve

The policy maker in the 3-equation model (the inflation—targeting central bank from

Chapter 3) is a forward—looking agent. As we have seen, the central bank makes a fore-

cast about inflation in the next period and, based on this, decides the interest rate to set. This

is an example of rational expectations behaviour: we have assumed that the central bank

knows the model of the macro—economy and that having diagnosed the nature ofanyshock,

it chooses its best response interest rate.

However, as we have seen, forecasting inflation is by no means easy for the central bank,

due to the inherent uncertainty surrounding macroeconomic developments (and their ef-

fects on inflation). This point was echoed by Charles Bean of the UK Monetary Policy Com-

mittee (MPC) in a speech in 2005:2

Uncertainty is an ever-present feature of the economic landscape that monetary policy

makers cannot escape. Broadly speaking, there are three types of uncertainty that confront

us on the MPC: uncertainty about the data; uncertainty about the nature and persistence

of shocks; and uncertainty about the structure of the economy [in other words, uncertainty

about what is the correct model].

In the next section, we look more closely at the concept of uncertainty and contrast it

with the concept of risk. We provide examples of how expectations are formed in real-

world situations under conditions of risk and uncertainty and introduce the rational ex-

pectations hypothesis. Section 4.3 focuses on how different hypotheses about inflation

expectations are reflected in the Phillips curve. Section 4.4 contrasts adaptive and rational

expectations in the 3—equation model and discusses the influence of central bank commu~

nication on the formation of inflation expectations. In Section 4.5, we explain the Lucas

critique and why poor economic outcomes can result if policy makers fail to anticipate how

the private sector will respond to changes in policy. This discussion is extended in Section 4.6

where the concept of inflation bias is introduced.

4.2 Risk, uncertainty and expectations

4.2.1 Risk and uncertainty

Forming expectations about the future is a vital part of economic life. People form expecta-

tions about what they think will happen in the future when they decide how much to spend

or to save, whether or not to stay a further year in higher education, whether to rent or buy an

apartment, whether this is the right time to have a child, to retire and so on. A business pays

a lot of attention to how it believes the market for its products will develop and how its com-

petitors will respond when it decides on the price to set. When deciding whether to accepta

2 This is an excerpt from Charles Bean's speech to Oxonia on 22nd of February 2005 entitled

Monetary Policy in an Uncertain World.
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job offer, we take a view about how we think wages and conditions, including prospects for

getting promotion, will evolve in thisjob compared with those in an accessible alternative.

Our ability to think about the future, combined with the fact we do not know exactly what will

happen in the future, makes the study of expectations of central importance to economics.

While we can never know exactly what will happen in the future, in some cases we can

make a much more informed prediction than in others. This matters when thinking about

how households, firms and policy makers form expectations. It is therefore necessary to

define some precise terminology before we can properly discuss expectations. The essential

distinction we need to make is that between risk and uncertainty.

Risk exists when individuals make decisions about the future based on known probabilities.

In such conditions agents can work out an expected outcome. For example, a group of ten

people all put $10 into a pot and a winner is randomly selected to receive the total contents

of$100. Before the random selection is made, the expected payoff to each participant is 0.1

(their probability of winning) multiplied by $100 (the prize for winning), which is equal to

$10. In this example there is risk, given that each individual will receive either $0 or $100

after the random selection is made. But they know beforehand the probability with which

each possible outcome (winning or not winning) will occur.

Uncertainty differs from risk in two important ways: first, uncertainty exists where it is

impossible to assign probabilities to known outcomes and, second, where there are some

outcomes which may be unknown.

John Maynard Keynes, one of the most influential economists of the twentieth century,

believed some things were inherently uncertain and that we could not attach any meaningful

probabilities to them.3 He summed up uncertainty in this widely cited excerpt from ajournal

article that he wrote in 1937:4

the prospect ofa European war is uncertain, or the price of copper and the rate of interest

twenty years hence, or the obsolescence ofa new invention, orthe position of private wealth

owners in the social system of 1 970. About these matters there is no scientific basis on which

to form any calculable probabilities whatever. We simply do not know.

Whether we are considering risk or uncertainty matters greatly for the way we analyse

how expectations are formed. Households facing risk can accurately attach probabilities to

different future states of the world, which makes it much easier for them to evaluate in the

present, decisions which affect the future. But in the case of uncertainty, this is not possible,

because totally unforeseen events, such as the Arab Spring of 2010—11 or a major natural

disaster, may occur.5

Risk

Even in the case of risk, decision models are far from perfect and might attach inaccurate

probabilities to the occurrence of a given event. A recent example is the risk management

3 This view was first emphasized by Frank Knight (1 921) and John M. Keynes (1921).

4 Excerpt from page 214 of Keynes (1937).

5 See Peter P. Wakker’s article on Uncertainty in The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics: 2nd Edition

(2008) for a summary of the evolution of economic thinking on risk and uncertainty. It contains a discussion

ofa number ofdecision models that can be used under unknown probabilities.
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models used by investment banksjust prior to the global financial crisis. The models grossly

underestimated the probability of a nationwide fall in house prices in the US. When house

prices did fall, this triggered the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression (see

Chapter 7).

Up to a point risk can be understood and compensated for. The academic discipline

of economics has become more sophisticated and mathematical over time. Econometrics,

particularly regression analysis, can shed light on relationships between economic variables,

The results of regression analyses are frequently represented in regression tables showing

the standard errors associated with the estimates of the constant term and the coefficients.

Soyer and Hogarth (2012) report the results of a survey of 257 academic economists. The

survey was conducted to find out how well economists can make probabilistic inferences

given different presentations of data from a linear regression analysis. The authors find

that when results are presented in a regression table, economists view outcomes as more

predictable than can bejustified by the model due to a failure to take adequately into account

the error term. Respondents place 'too much' weight on the precision of the estimated

coefficients. The bias is only removed when scatter plots ofthe data are shown to respondents

without regression tables. The example shows that when faced with known probabilities (i.e.

risk), individuals are not going to be capable of making fully informed decisions unless they

are able to accurately interpret probability distributions. Ifeven professional economists are

guilty of misinterpreting probability distributions, then it is likely that such misinterpretion is

a regular occurrence in the macro-economy in general.

Uncertainty

There are few aspects of the macroeconomic future that can truly be reduced to known

probabilities. In some scenarios, however, meaningful reduction to probabilities seems more

possible than in others; we are not operating in a world of total uncertainty. Economic fore-

casters and policy makers frequently have to straddle the divide between risk and uncertainty.

They cannot accurately attach probabilities to future outcomes, but can attach subjective

probabilities (that is, their own opinions) to different scenarios.

This approach is exemplified by the Bank of England's behaviour in relation to its target,

which is to achieve an annual rate of inflation of 2% two years in the future. Figure 4.1 is afan

chart for the annual change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the Bank’s chosen measure of

inflation. It is taken from the Bank of England inflation Report, which is published fourtimes

a year. The fan chart shows the (subjective) probability of various outcomes for inflation in

the future. The dotted vertical line on the chart marks two years from the date of publication,

which is the inflation rate the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) is mandated to target.

The shaded bands refer to the likelihood of observing inflation of that level if the economic

conditions at the time of publication were to prevail on 100 different occasions. The Bank of

England MPC’s best collective prediction is that inflation will fall within the darkest central

band of the fan on 10 out of 100 occasions.

The probability mass of each identically shaded pair of bands on either side ofthe central

band sum to 10%. In any given quarter, inflation over the forecast period is expected to lie

within the fan on 90 out of 100 occasions and anywhere outside the fan on 10 out of 100

occasions. The 10% probability that inflation will fall outside the fan reflects uncertainty. In
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Figure 4.1 Bank of England's CPI inflation projection based on market interest rate expectations and £325

billion asset purchases.

Source: Bank of England Inflation Report, May 2012.

other words, there is a 10% chance that something unexpected will happen—eg. a dramatic

spike in world oil prices due to a war in the Middle East—that will move inflation outside the

forecast fan. The problem of grappling with risk and uncertainty is highlighted in the way

the Bank of England handled the Eurozone crisis when creating its fan charts. It stated in its

August 2012 Inflation Report (p.39):

the MPC’s fan charts exclude the most extreme outcomes associated with developments in

the euro area, but the possibility of such outcomes crystallizing is expected to continue to

weigh on asset markets and confidence, and these influences are included in the fan charts.

The global financial crisis was not foreseen by the majority of economists, central bankers

or investment bankers. In this respect, it was an uncertain event; before the crisis, virtually no

probability was being attached to a future state of the world which included a near collapse

ofthe global financial system and a global recession.

The unexpected behaviour of the British economy is reflected in the poor quality of

macroeconomic forecasts during this period. For example, in the 12 quarterly inflation re-

ports between August 2007 and May 2010, the Bank of England’s average forecast for inflation

ayear ahead was 1.9%, and outturn inflation was 3.2% per annum. This represents an average

error of +1 .3 percentage points. This compares with an average error ofjust +0.1 percentage

points between August 2001 and May 2004 (which can be considered ’normal times’).6

A second example of increasing uncertainty in the wake ofthe financial crisis is the activity

of the the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR), a fiscal policy council set up by the UK

government. The OBR is responsible for providing independent macroeconomic and fiscal

forecasts to underpin the government’s annual budget. The OBR forecasts are also used to

6 See Bourne (2011).
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determine whether the government is on target to meet its fiscal objectives; they rely on the

OBR's estimate of potential output (that is, in our notation, y,). Potential output cannotbe

observed, even for historical periods, so is inherently uncertain and subjective. Nevertheless,

an estimate of potential output is crucial to whether the government will meet its fiscal

objectives. An incorrect estimate of the output gap could contribute to the pursuit of an

entirely different path of government spending over the following five years. The estimate

clearly has large consequences for the real macro-economy. The example highlights that

important policy decisions, with significant economic consequences, are based on forecasts

that are deeply uncertain in turbulent times.

Examples of the pervasiveness of uncertainty in the macro-economy do not mean that

households and firms fail to benefit from forming expectations about the future. Decisions

have to be made in the present and it is integral to such decision making that people

invest time and effort in forming expectations. They do this as well as they can, taking into

account that unanticipated events are bound to occur. The complicated nature of forming

expectations in the face of uncertainty is well articulated by Keynes:7

We are merely reminding ourselves that human decisions affecting the future, whether

personal or political or economic, cannot depend on strict mathematical expectation, since

the basis for making such calculations does not exist; and that it is our innate urge to activity

which makes the wheels go round, our rational selves choosing between the alternativesas

best we are able, calculating where we can, but often falling back for our motive on whim

or sentiment or chance.

4.2.2 Expectations formation in real-world situations

This section looks at some examples of how agents form expectations in real-world situations.

The examples highlight that expectations are a key input into economic decision making in

a wide range of contexts, and that in the real world, even the same agents may not form

expectations in the same way when making decisions in different situations.

For instance, students use textbooks. Some will buy them new, some will buy them second-

hand and some will not buy them at all, preferring to use a copy from the library. We might

not always think ofexpectations playinga major role in the decision to purchase somethingas

commonplace as a textbook, but the evidence suggests that they do. Chevalier and Goolsbee

(2009) investigated the textbook market in the US for the ten semesters between 1997 and

2001. They find that students are less willing to pay for (or buy at all) books which have a

short projected life. The reason for this is that when a new edition is released, older editions

cannot be resold to the campus bookstore or online. The study suggests that publishers

cannot consistently raise revenue by shortening revision cycles and that the market for

textbooks in the US is characterized by fon/vard-looking, rational behaviour.

Chevalier and Goolsbee’s research illustrates one situation in which students' behaviour

was shown to be consistent with what is called rational expectations behaviour: they were

using all the information available about the costs and benefits of different courses of action

to make a reasoned decision about whether to purchase a textbook, including a model of

7 See Chapter 12: The State of Long-Term Expectation in Keynes (1936).
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publishers’ behaviour. But in other contexts students have been shown to form expectations

in a biased manner. Foster and Frijters (2012) analyse how students form expectations con—

cerning their own final course grade. The authors examined a large cross section of students

at two Australian universities, collecting data on students' expectations at mid-semester of

their final grade and their actual final grade. The results show that students typically over-

estimate their final grade, even though it should be fairly predictable based on the informa-

tion available to them, such as past performance, ability and effort levels. The authors find

statistical evidence that this bias arises from the direct utility students gain from holding high

expectations. The high self—esteem is associated with higher expectations.

In financial markets, profits and ultimately livelihoods can depend on having accurate

expectations. The trader who accurately picks the stock which outperforms the general index

is likely to reap a financial reward from that decision. But how do money managers form

expectations? Psychoanalyst David Tuckett does not believe that the behaviour of money

managers can be described as rational since they operate in a world of ’radical uncertainty’

and ambiguous information. He conducted a detailed survey of money managers and found

that they are able to commit to making decisions under conditions of radical uncertainty by

creating narratives, or trading stories, about the fundamental facts thought likely to influence

the price of financial assets.8 in this world, it is not that agents do not expend effort and take

into account all available information when forming expectations. Rather, because future

asset prices are extremely unpredictable in the buying and selling of stocks, they do not

behave completely rationally.

4.2.3 The rational expectations hypothesis (REH)

The previous section showed that in some circumstances, agents make decisions in a rational

forward-looking manner (e.g. the US textbook market). In order to formalize this approach

to forming expectations, we set out the rational expectations hypothesis (REH):

The rational expectations hypothesis refers to a choice by the economist about how to

model behaviour. A rational expectations model is one where the agents in the model use

the model and all available information to forecast and therefore do not make systematic

errors. The term model-consistent expectations can be used instead of rational expectations.

How does this compare to the approach taken in the 3-equation model in Chapter 3? Up

to this point, we have assumed that wage setters form inflation expectations in a backward-

|ooking manner (i.e. adaptively). In a period of rising inflation, agents using adaptive expec-

tations make systematic errors, because inflation turns out every period to be higher than

had been expected.

This is illustrated graphically in a situation of ever-increasing inflation when output is

above equilibrium (see Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.15a in Chapter 2). As inflation increased from 2%

to 4% to 6%, wage setters were repeatedly wrong in their anticipation of a higher real wage

(on the WS curve) when the output gap was positive. By maintaining the assumption that

expectations were formed adaptively, we did not allow agents to learn from their mistakes

8 See Tuckett (2012).
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and change the rule they used. Theirexpectations formation behaviour is therefore not model

consistent.

No one can know the correct model of the real world so no one can be fully rational in the

way that agents in a model can be. We use models to help us understand the world. In the

world, forming expectations rationally as agents can do in a model is not possible. Apart from

the presence of uncertainty, and the fact that unlike agents in a model, those in the world

do not know the model, forecasting involves time and cognitive effort. These considerations

mean that the usefulness of a rational expectations-based model for understanding particular

situations depends on the setting.

In our example of students and the textbook market, the evidence suggests that students

were able to figure out the model that was being used for the frequency with which new

editions were being introduced, and they responded by only buying in the cases where

a longer edition cycle was in place. In this case, the behaviour of the students fitted the

prediction of a model with agents forming rational expectations. In the case of students

forecasting their grades, however, their ability to make rational judgements was impaired

because of the utility they (irrationally) derived from forming over-optimistic expectations.

In the world, we can observe that some agents devote considerable resources to forecast-

ing. For example, central banks build, test and refine their models of the economy. Their

models and forecasts are subject to extensive external scrutiny and it is unlikely that the

central bank would make systematic mistakes without being forced to reconsider its meth-

ods. But making systematic mistakes is quite different from being repeatedly wrong in its

forecasts.

The earlier quote from Charles Bean of the Bank of England highlights the difficulties that

the central bank faces in spite of all of the resources it has available to understand the nature

of the shocks and the structure of the economy. Households face larger obstacles. Economics

students spend years trying the understand the ’predictions ofthe relevant economictheory’.

Rules ofthumb (such as adaptive expectations) may provide a better description than rational

expectations of the behaviour of a range of private sector agents.

As we shall see, models with rational expectations provide powerful insights about the

dangers of neglecting how individuals and households respond to changes in the economic

or policy environment. No rule of thumb is of much use if the environment changes in such

a way as to render it obsolete from the point of view of the agent.

4.3 Phillips curves, expectations and inflation

This section investigates in more detail how economists have modelled the way agents in the

macro-economy form inflation expectations. In the 3-equation model ofChapter 3, we used

a specific assumption about inflation expectations, which produced the Phillips curve that

we used in that model. As we shall see, the Phillips curve will take different forms depending

on the way inflation expectations are modelled.

Notation and timing

We start by setting out the notation that will be used throughout the remainder of this

chapter. We are primarily concerned with how agents at the beginning of period tform
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expectations ofthe current period’s inflation. The current period is denoted by a t subscript.

These expectations will be formed on the basis ofthe information available at the beginning

ofperiod t—we say expected inflation in period t, conditional on the information set (denoted

by S2) dated t — 1, is therefore:

EI(JT1| Qt_1) E HIE.

We use 71,5 to denote expected inflation in period t (conditional on the information set

in period t— 1) throughout the rest of the chapter as it makes the notation simpler. The

information set in period t includes the outturn of all the macroeconomic variables up to

and including period t— 1. This means that, in period t, agents know the actual rate of

inflation for every period up to and including period t — 1 (Le. the last period). As we shall

see, when agents have rational expectations, then apart from a random shock that occurs in

period t itself, they also know inflation in period t because they can work out the implications

for inflation ofthe shocks that have occurred up to and including period t — l. The only thing

that could make inflation in period t different from what they calculate is an unpredictable

shock to inflation within period t itself.

Phillips curves

The term Phillips curve is used for the relationship between inflation and output arising from

the supply side of the economy. There is no single form for the Phillips curve, but rather,

it depends on the way we model inflation expectations. To allow us to discuss different

hypotheses about expectations, we write the Phillips curve like this:

71, = Hf + or(yt — ye). (standard Phillips curve)

We shall call this a standard Phillips curve.

In this section, we set out two ways in which inflation expectations are modelled.

1. Adaptive expectations—agents expect inflation to be what it was in the previous period.

This is a simple form of what is called error correction behaviour. Agents set aside their

forecast ofinflation last period and take last period’s outturn as their best guess ofinflation

this period. This is the model we use most of the time in this book.

2. Rational expectations—agents in the model use the model to form their forecasts. This

implies expectations are forward looking, all available information is used and systematic

errors are avoided.

The rest of the section is divided into two parts. First, we look at inflation in the UK since

the end of the Second World War and relate this to the modelling framework. Second, we

set out the adaptive and rational expectations Phillips curves and discuss their implications

for the trade-off between output and inflation.9

9 We do not discuss the New Keynesian Phillips curve in this chapter. It is based on the assumption that firms

are fully fonNard-looking with rational expectations but are constrained from flexibly adjusting their prices.

This case is examined in Chapter 16.
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Figure4.2 UK inflation: 1 801 —201 1.

Source: UK Office for National Statistics (accessed June 2012).

Note: Variable shown is the annual percentage change of the long term indicator of prices of consumer goods and serwces

Inflation in the post-war period

We can see from Fig. 4.2, that inflation in the UK fluctuated around zero between 1801 and

the end of World War II (WWIl). In the 19505 and 19605, however, inflation was positive in

almost every year but there was no trend. This was followed by a period of high inflation

from the end of the 19605 through to the early 19805. Disinflation followed.

One interpretation of the period of stable but positive inflation in the 19505 and 19605 is

that governments were pursuing activist demand management policies and were happy to

achieve low rates of unemployment even if there was some positive inflation. This can be

understood against the background of the Great Depression in the 19305 and the awareness

of policy makers ofthe dangers ofdeflation. At the time, policy makers feared unemployment

and deflation more than inflation. Their policies reflected this, yielding consistently positive,

although fairly stable, inflation.

However, toward the end of the 19605, inflation began to rise year after year. One part of

the explanation is that important developments on the supply side of the economy in the

late 19605 and the 19705 led to a rise in equilibrium unemployment, which meant that con—

ventional measures of’high employment’ implied more inflationary pressure. In this period

there was a shift in bargaining power toward workers reflected in a wave of strikes across

Europe referred to as the ’hot autumn’ of 1968 (an upward shift in the W5 curve) and afall

in the rate of productivity growth (which implies a downward shift in the PS curve, assum-

ing wage-setting behaviour does not adjust quickly to the slower productivity growth).‘°As

well as this, there was a series of commodity price shocks (which imply downward shifts

10 Productivity growth slowed for two reasons. First because the gains from the widespread adoption of

so—called Fordist mass production methods in the catching up countries of Western Europe and Japan were

becoming exhausted. And second, the limits to further productivity gains based on Fordism were being

reached even in the technology leader, the USA.
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Figure 4.3 The government attempts to maintain low unemployment after a negative supply—side shock.

in PS curve) preceding the first oil shock of 1973. The oil shocks are discussed in detail in

Chapter 11.

We can interpret the new inflationary behaviour using the model of Chapter 2. As an

example, we take an economy initially at point A in Fig. 4.3 with inflation stable at 2%

and output at equilibrium, ye. The supply—side shocks reduce equilibrium output to yé.

if the government continues to pursue an unchanged level of output, inflation will rise

continuously.

Inflation expectations are updated to correct for the erosion of the expected real wage.11

Under this hypothesis, wage setters update their expectations based on the outturn of in-

flation. Workers do this to safeguard their real wages, which are otherwise eroded in every

period where inflation is above its expected level. The PC therefore shifts upwards as a result

of agents updating their expectations (Fig. 4.3).

As long as the government keeps y > yé, inflation expectations will adjust upwards as wage

setters see the expected real wage eroded. With y = ye, the shifted PC results in inflation

of 4%. The only outcome of the government continuing to pursue an output target above

equilibrium will be ever—increasing inflation, as shown by the movement from B to C (and

onwards) in Fig. 4.3. A government policy of this kind is referred to as an accommodating

policy, effectively, there is a vertical MR curve through points A, B and C. It contrasts sharply

with the behaviour ofan inflation—targeting central bank as set out in the 3—equation model.

Expectations and the output—inflation trade-off

In the adaptive expectations framework, workers respond to their forecasting errors—Le.

they update their expectations based on the outturn for inflation last period. We modify the

standard Phillips curve to get the adaptive expectations Phillips curve as follows:

m = Hf + a(yt — ye)

= 1,4 + a(y, — ye). (adaptive expectations Phillips curve)

where 71,5 = 7ft_1.

H The pioneering work on adaptive expectations was carried out by Nobel Prize winners Edmund Phelps and

Milton Friedman in the late 19605 and early 19705. See, for example, Phelps (1967) and Friedman (1968).
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The equation can be rearranged to show how inflation changes over time:

713- 77t_‘| = Aflt = (1(Yr— Ye) (Ml

Equation 4.1 shows that inflation will continue to increase as long as output remains above

equilibrium, which matches the outcome shown in Fig. 4.3.

The model predicts there is no long-run trade-off between inflation and unemployment.

The presence of a trade-off would mean that policy makers could choose to operate the

economy at a level of output above equilibrium if they were willing to accept a higher level

of inflation. In other words, they could choose their preferred point on a single Phillips curve.

In the model, this is not possible, because there is always pressure on inflation to rise (and

the PC to shift upwards) if output is above equilibrium.

Using this model, we could say that the low and stable inflation of the 1950s and 19605

shown in Fig. 4.2 only held as long as the government did not systematically try to run the

economy at a level ofactivity higher than the equilibrium. The supply shocks ofthe late 19605

and the 19705 led to governments running the economy with levels of aggregate demand

that produced levels of output above equilibrium.

Nobel prize winner Milton Friedman described the prevailing postwar policy stance in his

famous 1968 Presidential Address:12

Today, primacy is assigned to the promotion of full employment, with the prevention of

inflation a continuing but definitely secondary objective.

He then neatly sums up the inflationary consequences of pursuing this policy and

acknowledges that there is no long-run trade-off between unemployment and inflation:13

In order to keep unemployment at its target level ofthree per cent [which in this hypothetical

example is below the ’natural’ rate], the monetary authority would have to raise monetary

growth still more.... the 'market’ rate [of unemployment] can be kept below the 'natural' rate

only by inflation...

To state this conclusion differently, there is always a temporary trade-off between inflation

and unemployment; there is no permanent trade-off.

Figure 4.4a uses US data to illustrate the reasonably stable relationship between inflation

and output in the 19505 and 19605. The relationship completelyfell apart duringthefollowing

15 years (see Fig. 4.4b).

In many developed economies, the 19705 were characterized by 'stagflation'—a combina-

tion of high unemployment and high inflation—which destroyed any notion ofa long-run

trade—off between inflation and output. The experiences of this decade marked the end of

a period where macroeconomic policy had been guided by the principles of Keynesian de-

mand management which accorded priority to avoiding deflation. ln macroeconomics, it

ushered in the era where models were built based on agents using rational expectations to

form their forecasts and guide their actions.

12 These excerpts are from Friedman (1968).

13 Friedman uses slightly different terminology than we have so far in this chapter. The ‘natural rate' of

unemployment is equivalent to the equilibrium rate of unemployment. The ’market‘ rate is equivalent to the

actual unemployment rate.
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Figure 4.4 US empirical Phillips curves:

a. 1950—1970

b. 1950—1970 and 1971 -1984.

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics (accessed June 2012).

Note: The black curves on the graphs are quadratic regression lines.

The adaptive expectations hypothesis states that wage setters respond to their fore-

casting errors but they do this in a purely mechanical way. This involves them making

systematic errors because as long as y > ye, the real wage outcome is below what had

been expected since the inflation outturn is higher than expected (see Fig. 4.3). This sug-

gests we investigate the implications of wage setters notjust updating their expectations but

changing their forecasting rule. This is the basis of the next expectations hypothesis, rational

expectations.

In the rational expectations framework, it is only unanticipated shocks to inflation and the

output gap that result in inflation being different from its expected value. If we apply the

rational expectations hypothesis (REH) to the standard Phillips curve it becomes:

7T: =7Tf+01()’t _Ye)+6tv (42)

where

”E = ”I

—> y, = ye — :5 (rational expectations Phillips curve)

(I

and e, is a random shock term. In this model of behaviour, expectations are correct apart

from the random shock term. It is crucial that the error process is ofa particular kind, namely

’mean zero white noise‘ in order to rule out systematic errors. A mean zero white noise shock

is sometimes positive and sometimes negative, but on average it is zero. We can see that

applying rational expectations to the standard Phillips curve produces the result that there

is no longer a trade-off at all between inflation and the output gap.
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4.4 Expectations and the 3-equation model

In this section, we look at how inflation expectations influence the 3-equation model. We

contrast the 3—equation model with backward-looking inflation expectations introduced in

the last chapter with the 3—equation model with rational inflation expectations. This allows us

to show how the key predictions of the 3-equation model are altered by the use of rational

inflation expectations. We end the section with a discussion of how modern central banksuse

their communication strategies to try to anchor inflation expectations close to the inflation

target.

4.4.1 A graphical example

To see the implications of rational expectations in the 3-equation model, we take a simple

example in which the central bank adopts a new lower inflation target, 717. In Fig. 4.5a (i.e.the

left-hand panel of Fig. 4.5), the economy is initially at point A. with output at equilibrium, but

inflation above the new target. To minimize their loss function the central bank would like

to reduce inflation to :17, moving the economy from A to Z. This implies a new MR curve,

labelled MR’. We assume they announce this policy change at the start of period t+l.

Under rational expectations, and assuming the announcement is credible, the economy will

jump immediately (i.e. within period t + 1) from A to Z. We can see this using the rational

expectations PC in Equation 4.2. The disinflation is costless, in the sense that it has not involved

any rise in unemployment.

As we have seen in Chapter 3, if expectations are formed adaptively, then the disinflation

would not be costless. In this case, the policy announcement would be coupled with action

by the central bank to tighten monetary policy by raising the interest rate so as to move the

economy to point B in Fig. 4.5b. It would then take a furtherx — 1 periods ofactive adjustment

of the interest rate before the economy reached point 2 and the Phillips curve had shifted

to the new equilibrium at PC(7-rf+x = TIT). This process would result in unemployment being

above equilibrium for some time—Le. it would be costly.

4.4.2 Comparison of adaptive and rational inflation expectations

To help make the difference between the adaptive and rational expectations assumptions

clear, it is useful to apply rational expectations to the 3—equation model and compare the

results with the familiar behaviour ofthe model with adaptive expectations. In the 3-equation

model set out in Chapter 3, we assumed wage setters set the nominal wage increase according

to the W5 curve and price setters followed immediately by marking up their prices. To

summarize:

(AW/WM = Hf + 010': — ye),

where

715 = 71t_1, (4.3)

It, = (AW/W), , (4.4)

= m_1 + a(yt — ye). (PC in adaptive expectations 3-equation model)
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Figure 4.5 The effect on output and inflation of the central bank reducing the inflation target from no

to HT.

3. Rational expectations.

b. Adaptive expectations.

If instead of the adaptive expectations assumption, (21,5 = 21H), wage and price setters use

rational expectations, then for expectations of inflation to be fulfilled, i.e.

”t = If,

output must be at equilibrium, i.e. (y, = ye). The implication when y: 7E ye is that there is no

value of inflation that satisfies the equation forfulfilled expectations, 7r, = Hf; hence inflation

will be infinite.

m = 715+ 01(yt — ye) + at

=> Hf < oo ifand only ify, = y2 and 71,5 = 00 ifand only ifyt :fi ye.

To see why inflation must be infinite when yt 9E ye, we take the case where output is

slightly above equilibrium output, so that the term oz(yt — ye) = s, a small positive number.

Under the rational expectations hypothesis, both sides of the Phillips curve have to be equal

in expectation, hence 7r, = 71f + e. The only value of inflation that satisfies this equation and

where inflation expectations are fulfilled (i.e. m = Hf) is when m = 71f = 00.

By assuming rational expectations behaviour of wage and price setters in the 3-equation

model, it is clear that the central bank must set the real interest rate at the start of period t

to deliver y, = ye in expectation. Otherwise inflation is expected to be infinite. This in turn

implies that the IS curve must take the form:

yt = A — art. (IS curve in the REH 3-equation model; no lag)

where there is no lag between interest rate setting and output. Households and firms are

assumed to know the model and to behave as such: this eliminates the lags in the IS equation

because they know that output must be at equilibrium for inflation to be other than infinite.

The next step is to pin down the level of inflation expected by wage and price setters.

The core idea is that rational expectations behaviour on the part of wage and price setters

means that they understand how the model works. Hence, they know that the central bank
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chooses y, where the MR curve intersects the Phillips curve, PC (71f). They choose their

inflation expectations, NE at the start of period t so those expectations are consistent with

the outcome for inflation, 71,. They do not make systematic mistakes. Random shocks will

occur and mean that the outturn for inflation can differ from what was expected, but the key

is that these deviations of outturns from expectations are unsystematic. To save notation, we

do not show the error term 6, in the Phillips curve equation.

Wage and price setters know that Jr, is generated by the following two equations, PC (If)

and MR:

”I = ”f + “(Yr — Ye) (PC in REH 3-equation model)

yt — Ye = —0U3(7Tt — TIT), (MR in REH 3-equation model)

where HT is the inflation target of the central bank. In a diagram, this implies that the Phillips

curve goes through the MR at 71' = 717. In terms of equations, the wage and price setters know

that

m = Hf — 012,891, — TIT)

and that for their inflation expectations to be fulfilled, i.e. m = nf, they have to choose

71,5 = JTT.

The rational agents in the economy know that the central bank is targeting inflation of

717, so this is the level of inflation that they expect. The central bank knows that this is how

inflation expectations are formed and hence that the relevant Phillips curve it faces is

m = JTT + a(yt — ye).

Putting this together with the MR, the central bank knows that the output gap it wishes to

set is

yt = ye-

Graphically, as noted above, this is the intersection of the PC(7rf = ”7) and the MR.

Given all of this information and the fact that if there is a random shock in period t that

none of the actors can know about when they make their decisions at the beginning of

period t, the central bank simply uses the IS curve (with no lags) to set (or maintain) the

interest rate, rt, as follows:

yt=A—art=ye.

The central bank sets the interest rate at its stabilizing rate.

The assumption of rational expectations on the part of all of the actors in the model (and

the associated assumption of no lags in the IS curve) produces important changes in the

3-equation model:

1. The economy is—apart from random shocks—at equilibrium output with inflation attarget.

The dynamic behaviour ofthe economy in response to different kinds of shocks analysed

in Chapter 3 disappears. Inflation does not get ’built into the system' and, therefore,
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there is no costly process of disinflation to return the economy to target inflation and

equilibrium output.

2. Thejob of the central bank is much simpler. It does not have to take account of the lags

in the response of aggregate demand to its interest rate decisions (in the IS equation) to

work out its interest rate response. In contrast to the 3-equation model with adaptive

expectations, there is no role for a stabilizing central bank that guides the economy along

the MR curve to equilibrium.

3. Since wage and price setters are forward looking, the central bank can influence expec-

tations directly. By contrast, with adaptive expectations, actual inflation has to fall before

it influences expected inflation.

4.4.3 Central bank communication and anchoring inflation expectations

The modern, inflation-targeting central bank spends a large amount of time and effort on

communication. It is hard to explain this if the world is well-explained by the rational ex-

pectations model of the previous section. Central banks do not limit their communication

to informing the public and the financial markets of their interest rate decisions. They will

typically also provide: macroeconomic commentary and forecasts, a monthly or quarterly

inflation/monetary policy report, which sets out the detailed reasoning behind interest rate

decisions, minutes from committee meetings, transcripts ofspeeches by prominent members

of the central bank, a statistics hub containing data on historic interest rates and exchange

rates and the financial sector, in-house economic research on monetary economics and

financial markets; and games (e.g. ECB) and competitions (e.g. Bank of England) involving

monetary policy.

The aim is to keep inflation expectations anchored at the inflation target. If the central

bank’s commitment to the inflation target is perfectly credible and inflation expectations are

firmly anchored, then an inflation shock would just be a one-period shock to inflation—Le.

there would be no need for a painful increase in unemployment to bring inflation back to

target. In this case, in the period following the shock, the Phillips curve would revert to the

one indexed by HT and as a result, the central bank has to do nothing.

We can capture this idea in a simple way by modifying the adaptive expectations Phillips

curve to model expected inflation as a weighted average of the inflation target and lagged

inflation, where the weight on the inflation target is called X (chi, for credibility):

m = [wa + (l - X)m_i] + 010/: — ye) (4.5)

where

HIE : xrrT + (l — x)rrtc1. (partially anchored expectations)

Forafully credible central bank, x = 1 and the Phillips curve is anchored to ”T. For x = O,

inflation expectations are entirely backward looking. In Fig. 3.9 in Chapter 3, we set out the

case when x = 0, as inflation inertia is a key assumption of the standard 3-equation model.

We can use the same kind of diagram to set out two other cases (see Fig. 4.6), firstly where

expectations are firmly anchored to the inflation target (Le. x = l) and secondly where

expectations are only partially backward looking (i.e. X = 0.5).
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Figure 4.6 Varying the level of central bank credibility, using the example of an inflation shock:

a. Firmly anchored: x = 1

b. Partially anchored: X = 0.5.

Figure 3.9 in Chapter 3 and Fig. 4.6 show the three benchmark cases following an infla-

tion shock and allow us to compare the adjustment of the economy back to medium-run

equilibrium:

x = 0 : fully backward—looking

After the inflation shock, the central bank must raise interest rates to squeeze inflation out

of the system. It requires a number of periods where output is below equilibrium (and

unemployment is above equilibrium) to get the economy back to the initial equilibrium (Le.

the central bank‘s bliss point). This case is shown in Fig. 3.9 in Chapter 3.

x = 1 : firmly anchored at 7TT

After the inflation shock, there is just one period of high inflation. in the second period,

the Phillips curve reverts to its original position (i.e. PC(7r5 = HT), as inflation expectations

are firmly anchored to the target. This means that the central bank does not have to change

interest rates and hence output does notdeviate from equilibrium—the disinflation is costless.

X = 0.5 : partially anchored at er

After the inflation shock, the central bank has to raise interest rates, but to a lesser extentthan

when expectations are fully backward looking. The fall in output is lower, and adjustment

back to the initial equilibrium is quicker than when x = 0. If x = 0.5. then in the period
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following the shock, the Phillips curve moves down to intersect the ye line at a level of

inflation which is an average of inflation last period (i.e. 770) and target inflation (Le. :17). In

Fig. 4.6b this is shown as the inflation level 11/. and on this new Phillips curve the central bank

chooses a level of inflation 7T1 at point C. In contrast, point C/ in the lower panel of Fig. 4.6b

marks the inflation—output combination associated with X = 0.

This modification of the 3-equation model highlights the role played by ability of the

central bank to affect inflation expectations, which is referred to as its credibility in inflation

targeting. More firmly anchored inflation expectations will reduce the negative impact of

stabilization policy on the economy by restoring output and inflation to target more rapidly.

The more credibility a central bank has, the lower the costs associated with disinflationary

policies, thus central banks place a lot of emphasis on transparency and communication.

Two interrelated elements of credibility are important:

I. Will the central bank stick to its policy objective?

2. Can the central bank help shape expectations of inflation?

The communications strategies of central banks appear to address both. In relation to the

first, they emphasize the independence of monetary policy decisions from political pressure

and seek to explain that the bank's work will not be affected, for example, by the pressures

on the government from an upcoming election. In terms of the second element, the central

bank knows that if by helping the public to believe in the inflation target, it can keep the

Phillips curves close to the inflation target, it will incur lower losses.

Independence is not the only driver of central bank credibility, transparency also plays a

role. A transparent central bank is one that lets the public and financial markets into their

decision-making process. The more the central bank communicates what they are doing and

why, and their view of the future path ofthe economy and interest rates, the more easily the

general public and the private sector can form inflation expectations. These concerns are

illustrated by the Monetary Policy Framework of the Bank of Canada:

The inflation-control target has helped to make the Bank's monetary policy actions more

readily understandable to financial markets and the public. The target also provides a clear

measure of the effectiveness of monetary policy. One of the most important benefits of a

clear inflation target is its role in anchoring expectations offuture inflation. This, in turn, leads

to the kind of economic decision making—by individuals, businesses, and governments—that

brings about non—inflationary growth in the economy.

The understanding of how monetary policy should be operated evolved rapidly in the

wake of the failure of attempts to use money supply targets to bring inflation down in the

late 19705 and early 19805. By the end ofthe I 9905, central banks across the developed world

had realized the importance of independence, transparency and credibility for successfully

maintaining low and stable inflation. Figure 4.7 shows the relative levels of transparency and

independence of global central banks in the 20005.

Evidence

The academic literature on central bank communication has two distinct strands. The first

strand uses constructed indices of transparency to test the empirical relationships between

transparency and macroeconomic variables, such as inflation and output. The second strand
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Figure 4.7 Central bank independence (in 2003) and transparency (in 2006).

Source: Crowe and Meade (2008).

focuses more explicitly on communication, trying to assess whether communication Ieadsto

better predictions ofcentral bank behaviour and therefore has a desirable effect on economic

stability.

Demertzis and Hughes Hallett (2007) and Dincer and Eichengreen (2009) are two pa-

pers from the first strand. They both find that central bank transparency reduces inflation

variability, but has no statistically significant effect on the level of inflation.

Sturm and De Haan (2011) is a paper in the second strand, which identifies five indicators

of European Central Bank communication that are based on the ECB President’s introductory

statement at the press conference following the ECB policy meetings. The authors find that

although the indicators are often quite different from one another, they add information that

helps predict the next policy decision of the ECB. This finding is backed up by Blinder et al.

(2008), which provides a review of the available literature on central bank communication.

The paper comes to the conclusion that more and better central bank communication

improves the predictability of monetary policy decisions.

4.5 The Lucas critique

Macroeconomic policy throughout the post—war period has been heavily influenced by

innovations in academic macroeconomics. Equally, macroeconomic theory and modelling

has evolved partly in response to developments in the real economy. For example, the

Keynesian doctrine was strongly shaped by the policy mistakes of the Great Depression and

came to dominate policy making in the three decades after WWII.

In a similar fashion, the stagflation of the 19705 coincided with the development of

New Classical Macroeconomics. This school of economics has not only been very influen-

tial in policy-making circles since the 19805, but has also fundamentally changed the course

of macroeconomic modelling. The underlying principle of New Classical Economics is that

macroeconomic models should be based on rigorous microeconomic foundations, and in

particular, on fon/vard-looking optimizing agents with model-consistent expectations. The

real business cycle model was developed in this tradition. It is set out in Chapter 16.
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Such models were thought necessary to address the so-called Lucas critique, which high-

lighted the dangers of forecasting by using models that rely on the relationships found in

historical data. Such forecasting methods will be unreliable if those relationships are condi-

tional on the policy regime that was in place during the historical period being analysed. Ifthe

policy regime is different in the future, then the relationships found in historical data could

well break down. Why? Because economic agents will change their behaviour in response

to the new policy regime.14

The Lucas critique was directed at the use of the large econometric models that had been

developed forforecasting. Such models dominated governments and central banks from the

19505 to the mid~1970s. A well—known example was the MPS model designed by Modigliani

and his collaborators in the late 19605. This model was used for quantitative forecasting

and macroeconomic analysis by the Federal Reserve Board.15 Lucas was very sceptical that

these models, which were based on relationships from historical data, could provide any

meaningful forecasts. He made a powerful critique of the policy mistakes that can be arise if

wage and price setters use rational expectations, and policy makers interpret data as though

they are not using rational expectations.

To explain this, we use the 3—equation model with rational expectations. To begin, we take

an example where the government uses fiscal policy (tax or spending giveaways) to get a

pre-election boost in its popularity. It may be tempted to allow a small increase in inflation

before the election in order to let output and employment increase.

Suppose the government sneaks in such a spending increase after the central bank has set

the interest rate for the period. Hence from the central bank’s point of view there has been

an unexpected permanent increase in aggregate demand, engineered by fiscal policy so that

yt > ye. However, the central bank cannot do anything about it until next period.

What now happens to inflation during the current period? Assume that wage and price

setters set prices with the same information as the central ban k, that is before the government

had increased expenditure. Since wage and price setters have rational expectations, they

continue to assume that 71f = ”r and they believe that yt = ye, so inflation remains at

target. The next period the central bank reacts to the higher level of government spending

and sets r so ym = A — arm = ye. Inflation is therefore at HT in the next period and output

falls back to equilibrium.

Hence if wage and price setters have rational expectations, the best that the government

can do is to get a one-period gain in output. Nevertheless in the data, one would observe a

one period rise in output without a rise in inflation above target.

The next step is to introduce a government that is suspicious ofindependent central banks.

It believes, for example, that central banks are ’conservative’ and are simply concerned to

keep output and employment low. The central bank defends its behaviour and, using the

Phillips curve with rational expectations, explains that increased government expenditure

raises inflation if output is above equilibrium; and if wage and price setters have rational

expectations and output is maintained above equilibrium, there will be great increases in

inflation.

M See Lucas (1976). For a definition of the Lucas critique see Lars Ljungqvist’s definition in The New Palgrave

Dictionary of Economics: 2nd Edition (2008).

15 See Brayton et al. (1997).
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In spite of the advice of the central bank, the evidence the new government uses is that

the old government increased government expenditure and output increased, without any

change in inflation. Hence the new government thinks the central bank is simplyconservative.

It therefore takes away the independence of the central bank and says that the central bank

must not raise interest rates when it increases government expenditure. The new government

then increases government expenditure. Since the central bank is forbidden from reacting

by raising interest rates, inflation will jump upward in the period after the shock and will

remain elevated thereafter if the government continues to pursue the policy. Ifwage setters

have rational expectations, they can only be 'fooled' by the government for one period,

after which they will build the higher level output into their wage requests. Hence, if the

higher output is not offset by the central bank in the period after the surprise shock, thenthe

boost in government spending will result in higher inflation. As we saw above, with rational

expectations, inflation would be expected to be infinite.

This example illustrates how the use of historical data showing the association ofafiscal

expansion, higher output and no increase in inflation to forecast the outcome ofafiscal

policy intervention can produce a poor economic outcome. In this example, the correct

model of behaviour is one with rational expectations of wage and price setters: this can

account both for the data observed from the pre-election episode and for the failure of

the new government’s policy of abolishing central bank independence and pursuing fiscal

expansion.

Note also however, that a poor economic outcome can also result ifa policy makerassumes

that wage setters have rational expectations when they do not. Assuming the REH, a policy

maker would expect that the announcement of a lower inflation target would producea

costless shift to lower inflation at equilibrium output. As Fig. 4.5 illustrated, if behaviour is

better captured by adaptive expectations, then the anticipated costless disinflation would

not take place. An inflation-targeting central bank would have to raise the interest rate and

depress output below equilibrium in order to bring inflation down to the new target.

4.6 Expectations hypotheses, inflation bias and time

inconsistency

In this section, we return to the 3—equation model where the policy maker engages in infla-

tion targeting. The focus is on the problems that can arise when the government is able to

exert control over monetary policy. What happens if the government has an inflation target

but also an output target, which is a lower unemployment rate than is consistent with a zero

output gap? The result of this policy stance is that the economy ends up at equilibrium out-

put but with a higher rate of inflation. This outcome is called ’inflation bias'. Since inflation is

above target and output is at equilibrium, the outcome is unambiguously worse than the case

where the monetary authority targets a zero output gap. Inflation bias highlights the danger

of government control of monetary policy and provides ajustification for tying the govern-

ment’s hands through the delegation of monetary policy to an independent central bank.

The speed with which inflation reaches its higher equilibrium level after the new output

target is announced depends on whether inflation expectations are adaptive or rational. We
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use the 3-equation model and begin with adaptive expectations where the economy adjusts

over time to the new equilibrium.

We shall see in this section why inflation ’goes to infinity' under rational expectations in

the case discussed under the Lucas critique and why there is afinite inflation bias in the case

discussed here. Inflation only goes to infinity if the government or the central bank continue

to pursue a level of output above equilibrium regardless of the consequences for inflation.

The reason this does not happen in the inflation bias case analysed in this section is that

although the government has an output target above ye, it also has an inflation target. Hence

there is a downward-sloping MR curve. We shall see that at the medium-run equilibrium

with inflation bias, the economy is on the MR curve: the policy maker does not raise output

because it would move them off their MR curve, which shows their optimal position given

the Phillips curve they face.

4.6.1 Adaptive expections and inflation bias

A myopic government or one with an upcoming election may prefer to use monetary policy

to target a level of output above equilibrium—Le. yH > ye. We illustrate this case in Fig. 4.8,

where the central bank's MR curve has shifted out as a result of their more expansionary

policy stance. Now, the MR goes through the new output target, yH, where the new loss

circles are centred. The central bank’s bliss point is now at A’, where output is at yH and

inflation is at target.

The adjustment of the economy after the change in policy stance is as follows:

i. The central bank forecasts that the Phillips curve will not move next period, because

actual inflation has not changed as a result of the change in output target and agents form

expectations in a backward—looking manner (e.g. m = arm). The central bank therefore

minimizes their loss function by lowering the interest rate, which stimulates aggregate

demand and moves the economy to point 8. Given the new MR curve, point B is the

central bank’s optimal point on the original Phillips curve. At point B, the government is

closer to their new bliss point than they were at point A; they are willing to accept the rise

in inflation, because output is closer to their new output target.

2. At point B, however, output is above equilibrium, so there is pressure on inflation to

change. Inflation rises, the Phillips curve shifts upward and the central bank reoptimizes

by raising the interest rate and moving the economy to point C.

3. At point C, output is still above equilibrium, so there is still pressure on inflation to change.

Again, inflation rises, the Phillips curve shifts upward and the central bank reoptimizes

by raising the interest rate. This adjustment process continues over a number of periods

until the economy reaches the new medium—run equilibrium at point Z.

Figure 4.8 shows the inflation bias result. When the government tries to target a level of

output above equilibrium the only result ofthe policy is that inflation is higher than its target.

Output in the medium-run always has to be at the equilibrium level of output, as this is the

only output level at which there is no pressure on inflation to change. On the new MR curve

in Fig. 4.8, the medium run equilibrium has to be at point Z. At point Z, the government

is further from its bliss point than if it had stuck with the original output target of ye and
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Figure 4.8 The inflation bias.

remained at point A. The example highlights the futility of governments targeting a level of

output above equilibrium.

We can quantify the inflation bias by taking the difference between the equilibrium rate

of inflation and target inflation: the inflation bias is equal to 4% — 2% = 2%.

The next step is to derive the same result mathematically and pin down the determinants

of the size of the inflation bias. The loss function the central bank now wants to minimize is

L = (y: — YH)2 + Mm — HT)? (4.6)

where y” > ye. This is subject as before to the Phillips curve,

”t = ”t—l + “(Vt — Ye)- (4-7)

Minimizing the central bank's loss function—Equation 4.6—subject to the Phillips curve-

Equation 4.7—implies the first order condition:

Yr — W + (film—1 + a(yt — ye) — NT) = 0

yr — yH + 01,8(71, — TIT) = 0.

So the new monetary rule is:

y: — yH = —al3(m — HT)-

This equation indeed goes through (JTT. yH). Since equilibrium requires that there is no

pressure on inflation to change, it must be the case that y, = ye and that m = 71H. lfwe

substitute this back into the monetary rule we have:

Ye = YH — dam—1 — TIT)

=> 77: = m4 = ”T + (yH—jsy‘?) (inflation bias)

(I

inflation bias
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In equilibrium, inflation will exceed the target by l%y‘l. This is called the inflation bias and

it will be positive whenever yH > ye.16 The steeper is the central bank’s monetary rule (i.e.

the less inflation averse it is, lower [3), the greater will be the inflation bias. A lower (1 also

raises the inflation bias. A lower (1 implies that inflation is less responsive to changes in

output. Therefore, any given reduction in inflation is more expensive in lost output; so, in

cost-benefit terms for the central bank, it pays to allow a little more inflation and a little less

output loss.

4.6.2 Rational expectations, inflation bias and time inconsistency

When wage and price setters have rational expectations, inflation bias also arises. Unlike

adaptive expectations, however, the adjustment process is instantaneous. We can use Fig.

4.8 to illustrate the adjustment process under rational expectations. When the policy is

announced, the economyjumps straight from pointA to pointZ. This is because the forward-

looking, rational agents in the economy can see that given the new MR curve, the new

medium-run equilibrium will be at point Z.

We can also derive the mathematical equation for the size of the inflation bias under

rational expectations. Suppose that the goal of the government is to minimize the loss

function:

L = (y: — xii)2 + film — NT)?

where yH > ye. All the actors can work out that ifthe central bank minimizes this loss function

subject to the rational expectations Phillips curve, IT: = Hf + a(yt — ye), this leads to the new

MR curve:

Yr - YH = -afl(m - HT).

When the central bank chooses its optimal yt, it has got to be on both the new MR and

the PC. But if the wage and price setters use rational expectations so that 7T: = 71f, then the

central bank has to set yt 2 ye because, as we have seen above, if it did not, inflation would

soar (to infinity) and even a pro-employment policy maker would want inflation to be finite.

Hence it has no alternative but to set yt = ye.

In that case the left hand side of the MR equation can be written

yr — YH = Yr — Ye + Ye — YH = Ye — W = —(yH — ye) so that the MR equation is now:

YH — Ye = «film — NT)

(yH — ye)
=>m=7rf=7rT+——.

(X

Inflation bias

The determinants of inflation bias are the same as before.

The situation described is an odd one for a rational central bank or government to find

themselves in. Behaving rationally, but with an output target of yH, they end up with

16 For an early model of inflation bias with backward—looking inflation expectations, see Phelps (1967).
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m = ”r + (W —ye)

01,3

Yt = Ye

whilst if they targeted ye, they would have ended up with

7T1: : 7T1-

yt=ye-

Paradoxically, they would have been better off aiming for the lower output level y, asthe

output target—a target they did not want.

Given the inflation bias result, can government that chooses the monetary policy stance

commit to an output target of ye? No, because of the problem of time inconsistencyA

government that prefers yH > ye always has an incentive to use monetary policy to boost

output after rational wage and price setters have set prices. Using this approach, the gov-

ernment can achieve a one period boost in output without a rise in inflation (exactlyasin

the Lucas critique example), which moves them closer to their bliss point. In this scenario.

rational wage and price setters can foresee that the government will adjust its policy stance

after they have set prices, so will preempt the government and set prices consistent with the

government pursuing an output target of yH. The economyjumps to point Z in Fig. 4.8.

In other words, a government with a preference for output above equilibrium cannot

credibly commit to targeting output of ye. The government therefore ends up with inflation

bias built into the system; output remains at equilibrium but inflation is persistently above

target.

4.6.3 Approaches to mitigate inflation bias

Delegation

The problem of inflation bias can be solved by the monetary policy maker giving up their

over—ambitious output target. This logic lies behind the idea of delegating monetary policy

to an independent central bank, which has no incentive to target output above equilibrium.

Put another way, the independent central bank can credibly commit to targeting output of

ye. Delegation is socially beneficial; welfare is higher ifa body with different preferences from

the government (and the private sector who elect them) has control over monetary policy.

In the standard central bank loss function, the policy maker cares only about minimizing

the loss in the current period, i.e. there is extreme myopia. Whereas governments are likely

to be characterized by myopia as a consequence of the electoral cycle, an independent

monetary policy committee will take account of the consequences of inflation this period

for next period’s inflation (and their chances of meeting the inflation target). In order to

encourage independent central bankers to take a medium-term view of policy, chairmen

and committee members typically have long tenures that extend over multiple electoral

cycles. The simplest way of representing this in the one-period loss function is to place a

greater weight on the inflation deviation, i.e. to use a higher value of ,3. In other words, the

longer term view of independent central bankers makes them more inflation averse than the

government.
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The empirical evidence supports the argument that delegation reduces inflation bias.

Klomp and Haan (2010) use 59 previous studies that examine the relationship between

inflation and central bank independence to carry out a meta-regression analysis. The authors

find thatthe overall body ofempirical evidence shows that central bank independence exerts

astatistically significant negative effect on inflation (i.e. reduces it). They find a significant’true

effect’ of central bank independence on inflation, even once they control for a significant

publication bias, which makes it harder to publish results that do not show a statistically

significant effect. The literature also suggests that adopting an inflation—targeting regime

with an explicit inflation target improves macroeconomic performance in terms of both

inflation and output stability by anchoring the public’s inflation expectations to the central

bank’s objectives.17

In many OECD economies, inflation bias is no longer a significant problem, because control

of monetary policy has been delegated to an independent central bank that is run by officials

who are motivated by concern about their professional reputations. This point is summarized

neatly by the economist Peter Howitt, who highlights the role of foreign exchange market

operators in containing any tendency ofdomestic policy makers to try to boost output above

equilibrium. We return to the role of the foreign exchange market in Chapter 9:18

The 'temptation’ to raise the level of economic activity with some surprise inflation might

exist if society were indeed locked into expectations. In reality, however, the temptation

just doesn’t arise, as practitioners of central banking have long maintained. Central bankers

are keenly aware that although there are long and variable lags between monetary stimulus

and any resulting rise in the level of economic activity, there are no lags at all between such

stimulus and the currency depreciation and capital flight that will occur if the stimulus is

taken by investors as a signal of future weakness in the currency. Because of this, there is

no reason for believing that discretionary central banks have the inflationary bias that the

game-theoretic [time-inconsistency] view attributes to them. . . .

Responsible people entrusted with such important and delicatejobs as the management of

a country‘s central bank are typically motivated by the desire to be seen as having done a

goodjob, to have acquitted themselves well. They pursue this objective by doing everything

possible to avoid major inflations, financial panics and runs on the currency, while carrying

out the day—to—dayjob of making available the base money needed for the financial system

to function.

Reputation building

Another solution to the problem of inflation bias lies with the government or central bank

building a reputation for being tough on inflation. Suppose that the government has del-

egated monetary policy to the central bank but wage setters remain unsure ofjust how

independent the central bank is. They only know that there is a probability p that the central

bank is independent and a probability (1 — p) that it is a puppet ofthe government. The only

I7 For example, Orphanides and Williams (2005).

18 Howitt (2001). Howitt refers to the useful paper by Mervyn King, then Deputy Governor of the Bank of

England; from 2003, Governor of the Bank of England: King (1997). Another useful source is the short book

of three lectures by Alan Blinder reflecting on how he used academic research when he was Vice-Chairman

ofthe Federal Reserve Board: Blinder (1999).
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way that they can find out is by observing the decisions taken by the central bank. Ifthis is

the case, how should the central bank behave? This problem can be analysed in detail using

game theory.19 Here we convey the flavour of the solution.

The situation is one in which the central bank interacts with wage setters more than once

Will a ’weak’ central bank with an output target above the equilibrium find it rational to

behave as if it were tough—Le. with an output target closer to the equilibrium? lfso, then

we can say that it is possible to build a reputation for toughness as a method of solvingthe

inflation bias problem.

Let us begin with the case in which the interaction between the central bank and wage

setters occurs twice: in period one, wage setters choose nf with no knowledge of whether

the central bank is weak or tough (but they know there is a probability ofp that it is tough);

the central bank then chooses output in period one, y] knowing :rf. In period two, the wage

setters choose 7r; knowing y1; the central bank then chooses y; knowing NE.

The result is that a weak central bank will choose to act like a tough one in the first period,

which will establish a low expected inflation rate in the second period, thereby providing

bigger gains from boosting output in the second period. The central bank gains because in

the first period, the outcome is inflation at its target (no inflation bias) and output at the

equilibrium (instead of the time inconsistency outcome of inflation above the target and

output at equilibrium) whilst in the second period, it can gain by setting output above the

equilibrium (i.e. by exploiting the short-run trade-off between inflation and unemployment

by a surprise increase in inflation).

When the game is extended from two to many periods, the benefits to the central bank

from behaving as if it were tough increase. This is because the situation in period one (where

inflation bias is avoided) is repeated again and again until the last period. This type ofmodel

provides an explanation for the process by which a reputation for toughness can be built in

the face of public scepticism.

4.7 Conclusions

This chapter has taken a closer look at the role of risk, uncertainty and expectations in the

macro—economy. We have shown that risk (known probabilities) and uncertainty (unknown

probabilities and unknown events) are pervasive in the economy, which means that eco-

nomic agents (e.g. households, firms, the government, etc.) must form expectations about

the future if they are to make the best decisions possible.

For example, workers form expectations about inflation, which they use as part of

the wage setting process to ensure their real wage expectations are met. We set out

the two ways in which inflation expectations are commonly modelled: adaptive expecta-

tions, where expected inflation is equal to last period’s inflation; and rational expectations,

where agents form their forecasts using the model and taking into account all available

information.

19 See Vickers (1986). For a simplified version of the central bank signalling game presented in Vickers’ paper

see Carlin and Soskice (2006), Chapter 16.
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We also looked at the impact on the 3-equation model and its predictions when infla—

tion expectations are modelled in different ways. This allows us to answer some interesting

questions about the part played by expectations in the macro—economy:

1. When inflation expectations are formed rationally, how does this change the role ofthe

central bank in the economy? The central bank’s job is easier under rational expectations.

They can directly influence the public’s inflation expectations, so do not need to incur the

employment cost of pushing down inflation before inflation expectations can be lowered.

Disinflation is therefore costless. The introduction of rational expectations removes the lag

between interest rate changes and output changes, meaning the central bank no longer

has to gradually adjust the interest rate to guide the economy along the MR curve. After a

rate change, the economy immediately jumps to the new equilibrium. Central banking is

simpler if inflation expectations are formed rationally and consequently the economy is at

equilibrium apart from random (i.e. unanticipated) shocks.

2. Why do modern central banks communicate to the public and financial markets about

monetary policy? Central bank communication is directly related to transparency and cred-

ibility. In the absence of rational expectations, it is more likely that inflation expectations will

stay close to target if the public are better informed about monetary policy. This was one of

the key reasons for central banks introducing explicit inflation targets in the first place.

3. What is the Lucas critique? What dangers does it highlight for economic policy making?

The Lucas critique concerns the problems of basing policy decisions on forecasting models

that rely on relationships found in historical data. If the relationships in the models are

conditional on the historical policy regime, then the models are rendered obsolete when the

policy regime changes. There is a danger that constructing policy using these models will fail

to produce the intended policy response due to the fact that economic agents change their

behaviour when the new policy regime is introduced.

4. What happens when the monetary policy maker with an inflation target, targets out-

put above equilibrium? How do expectations affect this process? When a monetary policy

maker targets output above equilibrium, an inflation bias is built into the system; output

is at equilibrium but inflation is persistently above target. The economy ends up at equi-

librium output because there is always pressure on inflation to rise when output is above

equilibrium. Whether expectations are adaptive or rational does not influence the eventual

equilibrium, only the pace of adjustment. Under adaptive expectations the process of ad-

justment takes time, under rational expectations the economy jumps straight to the new

medium-run equilibrium. inflation bias is most likely to occur when the government exerts

control over monetary policy. A government with an over-ambitious output target would

actually be better off targeting ye, but cannot credibly commit to that output target. The

problem can be alleviated by delegating control of monetary policy to an independent

central bank.

The modelling in this chapter has built on the core 3-equation model introduced in the

last chapter. We have shown the impact on the macro-model of assuming the private sector

as well as the central bank has rational expectations. It is very useful to understand the

rational expectations hypothesis and its implication for the 3-equation model, because of
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the large impact the hypothesis has had on the development of academic macroeconomics

and economic policy making.

Until the last chapter ofthe book, which introduces the real business cycle model andthe

New Keynesian DSGE model, we use as the base case a hybrid model where the central bank

is forward-looking and has model-consistent expectations. The behaviour of wage setters

is modelled by a Phillips curve with lagged inflation (where fully anchored expectations

is a special case) and there is a lag in the IS curve. These choices reflect features of real-

world economies (disinflations are costly in terms of unemployment and there are lags in

monetary transmission) and provide a reasonable match to the way central banks describe

their decision-making. Nevertheless, the Lucas critique needs to be kept in mind when

designing and evaluating economic policy.

4.8 Questions

4.8.1 Checklist questions

1. What role do expectations play in the IS curve that underpins the 3-equation model? Pro-

vide an example of a situation where a change in expectations of the future can influence

households’ behaviour in the current period and shift the IS curve.

2. Describe the difference between risk and uncertainty. Provide an example of each

case.

3. This question focuses on the discussion of Chevalier and Goolsbee (2009) in Section 4.2.2.

Make sure you re-read this discussion before answering the following questions. Chevalier

and Goolsbee (2009) suggests that the market for textbooks in the United States is rational

and students are forward looking. lf expectations were not rational and forward looking,

how would you expect the example to differ? Would publishers be able to raise revenue by

speeding up revision cycles?

4. Assess the following statements Si and 52. Are they both true, both false or is only one true?

Justify your answer.

51. Rational expectations means agents do not to make systematic errors.

52. Rational, forward-looking central banks’ forecasts are often wrong.

5. When we add rational expectations to the 3-equation model, how does that change the

predictions of the model?

6. Explain what is meant by the following statement: ’disinflation can be costless if the central

bank is perfectly credible’. Draw the impulse response functions for output, inflation and the

real interest rate following an inflation shock and interpret your results, when:

(a) inflation expectations are fully backward looking

(b) inflation expectations are firmly anchored to the inflation target.

7. Assess the following statements 51 and 52. Are they both true, both false or is only one true?

Justify your answer.

Si. Better communication by central banks can influence the path the economy takes after

an economic shock.
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$2. Better communication by central banks does not affect how economic agents react to

interest rate changes (which is the main tool used by monetary policy makers to achieve

their inflation target).

. Provide a definition ofthe Lucas critique. What is the relevance ofthe critique to the stagflation

of the 19705?

. Imagine the government is able to exert control over monetary policy. What happens under

adaptive expectations when the government targets a level of output above equilibrium? Is

there a short-run trade-off between inflation and unemployment? How about under rational

expectations?

Can a government with an overly ambitious output target credibly commit to targeting equi-

librium output? If not, then how can they solve the inflation bias problem?

4.8.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1.

2.

Use this chapter and your own knowledge and further research to answer the following

questions:

(a) Is Keynes' treatment of expectations consistent with the rational expectations hypothesis?

(b) What is meant by agents making 'systematic errors' under adaptive expectations?

Collectdata on inflation and unemployment for the UK and the US duringthe 19705 and 19805

using OECD.Stat. The 19805 was a period ofsignificant disinflation for the two economies. Use

the data gathered and the content of this chapter to answer the following questions:

(a) Was the disinflation costly (in terms of rising unemployment)?

(b) Does the data provide evidence that inflation expectations were being formed rationally

during this period?

(c) How can the concept of anchored expectations be used to suggest what the UK and US

governments could have done to reduce the costs associated with disinflation.

. Assume that inflation expectations are formed rationally. Use the 3-equation model to show

the adjustment of the economy to a permanent demand and a permanent supply shock.

Provide a period by period explanation of the adjustment process (as done in Chapter 3). How

does the central bank reaction differ from the cases where we assumed adaptive inflation

expectations (as shown in the last chapter)?

. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlin_soskice to show how central bank credibility affects the

adjustment of the economy following an inflation shock. Start by opening the simulator and

choosing the closed economy version. Then reset all shocks by clicking the appropriate button

on the left hand side of the main page. Use the simulator and the content of this chapter to

work through the following:

(a) Apply a 2% positive inflation shock. Save your data.

(b) Adjust the degree of inflation inertia/credibility of the central bank to zero (i.e. full credi-

bility, which is equivalent to setting x = 1 in Equation 4.5). Save your data.

(c) Use the impulse response function and Section 4.4.3 to compare the adjustment path of

the economy following the shock in each case. Use the 3-equation model to explain any

differences in the adjustment paths.
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(d) Set the degree ofinflation inertia/credibility ofthe central bank to 0.5 (i.e. partial credibility).

Save your data.

(e) What do our answers to parts a. to d. tell us about the benefit to a central bank of increasing

their credibility?

(f) How might a central bank go about increasing their credibility?



Money, banking and the

macro-economy

 

5.1 Introduction

Ifthe banking system is working well its presence is hardly noticed. It is treated as part of the

background infrastructure of the economy much like the electricity grid. When the financial

crisis erupted in 2008, economists and the public were suddenly aware ofthe financial system

and realized it was poorly understood and poorly regulated.

This chapter is the first of three that focus on the interaction of the financial system and

the macro-economy. The financial crisis highlighted the lack of attention this branch of

macroeconomics has received in recent decades. To make the chapters easier to navigate,

we start by briefly setting out the content we will cover in each chapter:

Chapter 5 We set out the role that the banking system plays in the 3-equation model

of the macro-economy. We look more closely at the functioning of the banking sector,

focusing on the provision of loans to the private sector and showing how central bank

interest rate decisions affect banks' lending rates. The chapter opens by highlighting the

difference between the policy rate and the lending rate, taking the example of how a shock

to the banking system can have macroeconomic effects. It ends by taking a macroeconomic

shock—the example of an investment boom—to highlight how the banking system fits into

the central bank’s policy-making process.

Chapter 6 Chapter 5 focuses on the banking system under an inflation—targeting regime in

'normal times’. In Chapter 6, we reevaluate the usual assumption in macroeconomics that the

financial system runs smoothly by looking at potentially destabilizing features, such as the

financial accelerator and asset price bubbles. We also look at how financial regulation affects

bank risk-taking behaviour. These features can both amplify and propagate shocks through

the economy, which can lead to financial cycles and banking crises. We show how finan-

cial upswings can occur alongside successful inflation targeting, leaving modern economies

vulnerable to financial crises.

Chapter 7 We apply the framework developed in the previous two chapters to the global

financial crisis of 2008—09 and its aftermath. This allows the financial crisis and the macroe-

conomic policy and banking regulation responses it provoked to be explained and analysed

within a coherent macroeconomic framework.
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As stated above, the aim of this chapter is to clarify the role played by money and banking

in the macro-economy. We do this by incorporating banks into the core 3-equation model

introduced in Chapter 3. This extension to the core model highlights the vital importance

of banks in facilitating borrowing and lending in the economy and in the transmission of

monetary policy. The continuity of the flow of core banking services lies behind the is curve.

Wheneverwe use the IS curve, we assume households and firms can implementtheirplanned

spending decisions by using money, credit and the payments system.

In the 3-equation model up to this point, we have assumed that the central bank is able

to achieve the output gap it desires in order to stabilize the economy by setting the policy

interest rate. Once we introduce the banking system, we need to distinguish between the

policy rate set by the central bank and the lending rate, which is the rate relevant for the

spending decisions of households and firms represented by the IS curve. For the central bank

to implement its policy decisions, there needs to be a predictable relationship between the

policy and lending rates.

We shall see that the lending rate is a mark-up on the policy rate, which reflects the

optimizing behaviour of banks. The costs of providing bank account facilities and ofassessing

credit-worthiness, and the banks’ profits, are met from the margin between their lending rate

and the cost of their borrowing.

We can represent this in the 3-equation model by explicitly labelling the vertical axis in

the IS diagram ’Lending interest rate, r’, since this is the one relevant for IS decisions. Figure

5.1a (the left hand panel) shows the decision—making of the central bank in the usual wayin

the lower panel. Once it has decided on its optimal output gap (here, a zero output gap}, ll

figures out from the IS curve the associated lending rate, labelled 'Desired lending interest

a. The 3—equation model and the b. An increase in the

banking mark-up banking mark-up

Lending Lending

interest rate, r interest rate, r  
’0

rs

Desired lending

interest rate, r5

Policy rate, rD
rP

 

      

‘
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—
-
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-
-
-
-
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Figure 5.1 The 3-equation model and the banking mark-up.
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rate, rg’. Given its knowledge of the banking system, which means the size of the mark—up

of the lending rate above the policy rate, the central bank sets the policy rate to deliver its

desired lending rate, which in this case is the stabilizing interest rate, r5. The policy rate that

delivers r; is labelled 'Policy rate, rP’. The banking mark-up (also referred to using the terms

margin, spread or wedge) is indicated as the gap between the two.

By extending the 3-equation model in this way, we can look at the implications for the

economy of a shock to the banking system. Let us use as an example a situation where

banks suddenly take the view that the loans they have made are riskier. As we shall see,

this leads them to increase the margin of the lending rate above the policy rate. In the

example, the increase in the lending rate is a shock unanticipated by the central bank

so the policy rate is unchanged. Figure 5.1b shows the macroeconomic consequences:

the unexpected rise in the lending rate for an unchanged policy rate leads to a contrac-

tion of aggregate demand to the north—west along the IS. The economy is plunged into

recession.

From our analysis in Chapter 3, an inflation-targeting central bank would react to the fall

in output as a consequence of the negative shock to aggregate demand (the move along the

IS curve to point B) by forecasting a reduction in inflation below target. It would then find its

desired position on the MR curve, work out the lending rate that would deliver this positive

output gap and lower the policy rate accordingly to get the economy on the path back to

medium-run equilibrium.

We can summarize the causal chain of central bank decision-making as follows:

bad shock to banks

—> rise in interest rate margin

fall in output

fall in forecast inflation

_,

_,

—> CB finds desired output gap on MR

—> CB calculates lending rate on IS

_,
CB sets new lower policy rate to get economy on MR.

The important point to take away from this example is that shocks to the banking system that

change the interest rate margin influence aggregate demand—Le. they have real economic

effects.

In this chapter we shall set out a simple way of representing a modern financial system

that captures its essential role in the macro—economy.

The new elements we introduce are:

l. A distinction between the policy interest rate, which is set by the central bank, and the

lending rate, which is the cost of borrowing to the private sector, and is set by

2. Banks, which make loans to the private sector, take deposits from them, borrow and

lend in the money market, and keep reserve accounts at the central bank. In ad-

dition to setting the lending rate, we shall see why banks impose credit rationing

with the result that some households (and small and medium-sized firms) face credit

constraints.
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3. The money market, which is where borrowing and lending among commercial banks

takes place and also where saver households can buy and sell government bonds.

4. The governance structure of the financial system, which describes the relationships be-

tween government (and taxpayers), central bank and banks. The governance structure

establishes responsibility for maintaining confidence in the financial system and for re-

sponding to liquidity and solvency (bankruptcy) problems of banks.

The structure of the chapter is as follows: we begin with money and the role it plays in

the macro-economy. We then set out the elements of a modern banking system in Section

5.3, explaining how the mark-up of the lending rate over the policy rate is determined and

exploring the reasons why banks impose credit rationing and give rise to the presence of

credit-constrained households.

In Chapter I we saw how the presence of credit-constrained households affects the IS

curve through its effect on the size ofthe multiplier: a higher proportion ofcredit—constrained

households means a higher multiplier. In this chapter, we look at why households are credit-

constrained and in Chapter 6, we shall see that credit-constrained households play an im-

portant role in explaining financial fluctuations and crises.

As well as introducing the useful role banks play in the economy, Section 5.3 introducesthe

problems of liquidity and solvency of banks. This leads on to a description ofthe governance

of the financial system in terms of relationships between government, central bank and

banks. Section 5.4 explains how balance sheets work and how they help to illuminate the

relationships among savers, borrowers, banks (and the central bank) in the economy.

In the last section of this chapter, we bring all the elements together to extend the 3-

equation model to include banks. We use an example to illustrate how the model works: an

investment boom, which shifts the IS curve.

5.2 Money and the macro-economy

5.2.1 Money

In a decentralized economy with many different kinds of goods, money allows transactions

to occur without requiring the 'double coincidence of wants’. The double coincidence of

wants is where two parties each have a good or service that the other party wants. This

requirement ofa 'barter’ or ’moneyless' economy is very restrictive and drastically cuts down

the amount of viable trades each person can make. Money allows us to compare the value

of all goods and services in terms ofa common standard—the unit of account.

This enables specialization and promotes efficiency. Money cuts down enormously on

the time spent obtaining information about the relative costs and profitability of different

ventures, and on finding people with whom one can trade. Managing money so as to maintain

confidence that it will serve these functions effectively is potentially of great value in terms

of real output.1

1 For an interesting discussion of barter, money and trust, see the two short chapters (6 and 7) in Seabright

(2010).
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5.2.2 Money supply and money demand

There are many different ways to measure the money supply, which vary depending on the

liquidity ofthe form the money is held in. The central role ofmoney in facilitatingtransactions

can explain why people are willing to hold money in its narrowest form such as notes and

coins or in a current account, even though in terms of return they are dominated by other

safe assets that pay interest, such as a term account.

The difference between narrow money and the term account is liquidity, which measures

the ease with which money can be used for transactions. Whilst current accounts sometimes

pay interest, it is at a very low rate. Other safe assets pay higher interest rates but they

offer less liquidity. Periods of notice are required to withdraw money from higher interest

accounts and it is often necessary to keep a minimum balance in such an account, reducing

the flexibility with which it can be used for transactions.

ln our treatment of money in the macro model, it is not necessary to get into the techni-

calities of how central banks define the different measures of the money supply. The precise

definitions can be found on the central banks’ websites.2

In the discussion that follows, we concentrate on:

1. Narrow money, also called central bank money or high—powered money, which is notes

and coins and the reserve balances of banks held at the central bank. These are the most

liquid forms of money. This is referred to as M0.

2. Broad money, which is central bank money plus commercial bank money. The measure

used by the Bank of England that is closest to the broad money measure used in this chap-

ter is M2, which is also called retail M4. This only includes holdings of sterling notes and

coins and sterling denominated ’retail’ deposits with UK monetary financial institutions.

Money is created directly by both ban ks and the central bank and can be used to buy goods

and services, buy assets or repay debts. By contrast, government bonds, for example, are not

money because they cannot be used to pay for goods or services, or to service or pay down

debts. in normal times, money created by the central bank and by commercial banks are

perfect substitutes for fulfilling the functions of money described above. In a financial crisis,

however, this equivalence breaks down because doubts arise about the liquidity of commer-

cial bank money. The money issued by the central bank in the form ofnotes and coins is legal

tender, which means it cannot legally be refused in settlement of debt. The money created

by commercial banks in the form of deposits is not legal tender. We explore this further in

Chapter 7 in the context of the credit crunch associated with the global financial crisis.

Households decide on the amount of cash they wish to hold. Desired cash holdings will

respond to changes in means of payment such as the introduction of payment via mobile

phones and contactless payment.

The amount of reserves reflects the decisions by banks about their prudent ratio of reserves

to deposits. Reserves provide banks with the liquidity they need in order to settle balances

with other banks and to pay customers who want to withdraw deposits. They will not hold

more reserves than prudent because they get a lower return on reserves than on making

loans

2 Information taken from the Bank of England’s website: http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/Pages/home.aspx.
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Given the choice by banks of their liquidity ratios (the ratio of reserves to deposits), the

amount of central bank money is pinned down by the size of bank deposits and cash the

public wish to hold. Subject to the constraints of their liquidity, commercial banks will create

money by extending loans when it is profitable for them to do so. This will depend on the

demand for loans, given by the IS curve, and on the funding costs they face, which will be

determined by the policy rate set by the central bank.

In a modern economy, cash is less than 3% of the money supply. Commercial bankscreate

money by granting credit, which shows up in the bank accounts of households and firms.The

type of bank account chosen for depositing the money (e.g. current account, term account

etc.) will affect which of the broad measures of the money supply reported by central banks

such newly created money is counted in.

To simplify the modelling in our discussion of money and banking in the macro model,

we shall assume that current accounts are non-interest bearing. We assume households can

choose to hold their financial assets as money (either in cash or in a current account) oras

government bonds. Later we introduce a further choice, of holding bank equity, or shares

in banks. In the real—world economy, households also hold bonds issued by companies and

shares in non—financial companies as well as in banks but we do not introduce these into the

model.

Box 5.1 What is a bond?

A bond is a financial instrument sold by an institution wishing to borrow, such as a government are

company, to an investor wishing to lend. The key difference between a bond and a bank loan is that

the bond can be bought by any willing investor in the bond market, and the initial buyer can sell

the bond to another investor through the same market at the prevailing price. Bank loans cannot

be sold along in the same way.

In the simple case ofa perpetual bond, the nominal interest rate, i, on a bond, often known asthe

'yield', is given by

coupon

i = . , bond yield
price

 

where 'coupon’ is a fixed payment made to the bondholder every period forever, unless the bond

issuer defaults. The word coupon is used to refer to the fixed payment on the bond because this used

to be a physical paper coupon which bondholders would detach and present to claim their periodic

payment. The ’price' is the price at which the bond currently trades on the bond market. This price

generally differs from the price at which the bond was initially sold, but gives an indication of the

price at which new bonds would sell. Consider the following numerical example. If the price ofthe

bond is $100, and the coupon is $5, then the interest rate is 5%. lfthe price of the bond rises to $200,

the interest rate falls to 2.5%, since the coupon remains $5. Since the coupon is fixed, it is the price of

the bond which determines the interest rate paid on such bonds, and the price of the bond and the

interest rate are inversely related.

Given the assumptions we have made, the stock of commercial bank money in the

economy is measured by the size of current accounts. Ultimately this depends on the

decisions of households and firms about the deposits they wish to hold, i.e. on the demand
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for money. Households' and firms' choice of how much money to hold will depend on their

level of income and the interest rate:

1. As their income increases, households will want to carry out more transactions, so will

hold more money (deposits).

2. A higher interest rate will make buying bonds more attractive and will reduce the

proportion of income households and firms wish to hold in deposits.

This is called the demand for money function and is written:

%” = fly, 12¢)

where y is output and i is the nominal interest rate. The nominal interest rate, i, affects the

demand for money. When deciding whether to hold money balances as money or bonds,

the opportunity cost of holding money is the interest rate on bonds, i. Using the Fisher

equation, i = r + 715, we can think of the nominal interest rate having two components, the

real interest rate and expected inflation. If inflation goes up, this adds to the opportunity cost

of holding money and the demand for money will fall.

The demand for money depends positively on output and negatively on the nominal

interest rate and is shifted by structural changes in the financial sector, which are captured

by the variable, (I) (phi). It is these private sector decisions, which, when combined with the

central bank's choice of the policy rate, fix the amount of money in the economy.

There is a range of structural factors that can shift the money demand function and which

we refer to by CD. An important one is confidence. All over the world, the demand for money

went up in 2008—09 in the face of the fear associated with the global financial crisis and

credit crunch. The fear that the financial system might malfunction led households and firms

to want to hold more money. And looking across the spectrum of money from cash to the

broadest definition, people wanted to hold more of the narrower forms of money like cash.

Another factor that shifts the demand for money is innovation in payments technology.

This includes the diffusion of mobile phones with the capability of making payments and

transferring money between types of accounts. Over the past decade banks introduced

’sweep’ options, which would automatically transfer balances from the current account to a

higher interest earning account when the balance was above a certain level—or vice versa.

This led to a fall in the demand for more narrowly defined money.

The demand for money is also affected when new financial instruments are introduced or

when they become accessible to a wider range of households and firms. During the 20005 it

was observed that the demand for money became less predictable as a consequence of the

growth in mortgage refinancing activity. On the firm side, there have been changes in cash

management policies as well, which shifted the demand for money.

Figure 5.2 illustrates how equilibrium in the money market comes about. If we hold con-

stant the structural shift and confidence factors summarized in CD, then at a given level of

output, the demand for money is determined as shown in the diagram. When the central

bank sets the policy rate, it allows the supply of money to adjust to whatever is the level of

demand. Ifthe demand for money function were to shift to the right—as a consequence, for

example, of a loss of confidence in the financial system—then at the central bank’s policy
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Figure 5.2 The central bank policy rate and the demand for money.

rate, and holding the level of output constant, the supply of money will increase to meetthe

additional demand. An example of this case is shown in the next section (see Fig. 5.5).

5.2.3 Money, banks and the 3-equation model

In the real world, there are many different interest rates ranging from the policy rate set bythe

central bank, to the two-week lending rate in the interbank market, to the yield on shortterm

and longer term government bonds, to the lending rate on mortgages and the interest rate

on credit card debt and pay-day loans. There are also many different financial markets. To

understand the role of the financial system in the macro-economy, it is necessary to simplify

drastically. We will work with two interest rates and one financial market, the ‘money market’.

In the model, we refer to households buying government bonds from the money market.

In reality, they buy these bonds from the capital markets, which are markets that house

financial securities with longer maturities than the money markets. Money markets are

typically restricted to securities with maturities of under one year. The left hand side of

Fig. 5.3 shows the assumptions made about interest rates in the model. The key assumption

is that all short- and medium—term interbank loans and government bonds are assumed

to have an interest rate of rP , the policy rate. We collectively term these interest rates ’the

money market rate’. We make this assumption to keep the modelling as simple as possible.

Note also that we shall refer to real interest rates in the modelling, although it is nominal

interest rates that are observed in the world. The reason is that the central bank's aim is

to affect output and employment in the economy (output and employment) by affecting

spending that is sensitive to the real interest rate.

The right hand side of Fig. 5.3 provides some data on UK interest rates in 2006. We can

see that there is a spectrum of interest rates in the money and capital markets. Money

market rates are closer to the Official Bank Rate, which is the policy rate at which banks can

borrow from the central ban k, than to the five-year mortgage rate, which is the rate at which

banks lend to households. This is the important distinction in this chapter. In Chapter 7,

we introduce another important characteristic of interest rates: the term structure and the

associated yield curve.

Figure 5.4 shows that the spread between Bank of England policy rate and the mort-

gage rate being charged by UK banks. The chart suggests a stable relationship in 'normal

times’, which was disrupted by the financial crisis. This highlights that the key transmission
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The model The UK in 2006 (annual average rates)

The lending rate r Rate on 5 year fixed 5.25
rate mortgages
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Figure 5.3 The assumptions made in the model about real interest rates and the associated nominal interest

rates from the UK in 2006.

Source: Bank of England (data accessed October 2013).
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Figure 5.4 UK Official Bank Rates and 5-yr fixed mortgages rates (75% LTV):Jan 2000-Aug2013.

Source: Bank of England (data accessed October 2013).

mechanism ofmonetary policy (i.e. that changes in rp by the central bank alter the long-term

borrowing costs for households and firms) broke down in the post-crisis world.

We can summarize the important causal relationships by bringing together Figs. 5.1 and

5.2. The modern monetary framework set out in Chapter 3 works in the following way. The

starting point is the central bank’s forward looking diagnosis of the state of the economy and

forecast inflation. This fixes its desired output gap in the usual way in the lower panel of Fig.

5.5. We take the example where the central bank wishes to keep the economy at equilibrium

output, i.e. at y = ye. Given the mark-up of the lending rate over the policy rate, the central

bank sets the policy rate at rP such that r = r5, the stabilizing interest rate.

We can now trace through the implications for the banks: a policy rate of rP as shown

in Fig. 5.5 is chosen by the central bank so that the banking system provides credit to the

private sector to implement their spending plans shown by the IS curve at r = rs and y = ye.

The outcome for the demand and supply of money is shown in the right—hand panel. With

output at equilibrium, private sector demand for money given the policy rate set by the
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Figure 5.5 The 3-equation model and the demand for money with inflation set to zero.

central bank is shown by %D(ye; (D). For the interest rate to remain unchanged at the central

bank’s desired rate, there must be equilibrium between the demand and supply of money.3

Hence the supply of money is given by the intersection of the dashed line indicating the

chosen interest rate and the money demand curve. In this framework, the amount ofmoney

in the economy is the outcome of the responses of banks and the private sectorto the central

bank's interest rate decision. To emphasize this, we show three demand for money functions

with different values of CD and the associated levels of the money supply.

One of the very important features ofa modern monetary economy is that there is, in fact.

no well-defined and stable downward sloping money demand function. As the different

definitions of the money supply suggest, people and firms are likely to shift their choice

of bank account type and the amount of bonds they want to hold in response to financial

innovation. This is one reason monetary policy in the modern monetary framework isdefined

as interest rate policy.

For a central bank using interest rate policy, innovations in the payments system, orother

structural changes in the economy that shift the private sector’s demand for money, do not

alter the central bank's ability to achieve its desired output gap. By keeping the policy rate

unchanged, any shift in the money demand function affects the money supply but does not

feed back to influence real economic activity (see Fig. 5.5). This means we do not need to

keep track ofthe money supply or be concerned about shifts in the demand for money when

we work with the simple macro model.

3 Remember that it is the real interest rate that affects behaviour in the IS curve and the nominal interest rate

that affects money demand. Figure 5.5 has been drawn with an inflation target of zero and expected inflation

of zero to allow the simplest diagram. We know from the Fisher equation that when TIE = 0, then r = i.
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In this model, the commercial banks create money whenever they make a loan and this

is sometimes referred to as ’endogenous’ money. However, this does not give the banks

the ability to control the amount of economic activity in the economy: this depends on the

interest rate. The interest rate is controlled by the central bank as long as it is able accurately

to predict the mark-up applied by the commercial banks. The new element introduced by

including the banking system in the model is that in addition to the factors we have discussed

in Chapter 3, the central bank’s ability to steer the economy depends on there being a reliable

relationship between the policy interest rate and the lending rate. Assumingthe central bank

can predict the mark-up of the lending rate over the policy rate, it is able to achieve its

stabilization goals. We illustrated how a shock to the mark-up because of a sudden increase

in banks’ perception of the riskiness of their loans can cause a recession in Fig. 5.1 b.

5.3 A modern financial system

In this section, we provide a stylized account of the elements of a modern banking system.

We begin with the way the central bank sets the policy interest rate in an inflation—targeting

regime. We then look at bank behaviour and how the lending rate is set. The next step is

to explain why information problems inherent in the economy mean that banks impose

credit rationing. This ties up a loose end by providing an explanation for the presence in the

economy of credit-constrained households. We next note both the useful things banks do

and the trouble they can cause through liquidity and solvency problems. This leads on to

a discussion of the governance relationships in the economy between the banking system,

government and the central bank.

5.3.1 The central bank sets the policy interest rate

In this subsection, we set out and answer some key questions about how modern, inflation-

targeting central banks operate monetary policy through interest rate setting. The discussion

onuantitative Easing, which dominated monetary policy making during the Great Recession,

is postponed to Chapter 13 on Monetary Policy.

1. How does the central bank set the policy rate? An independent, inflation—targeting cen-

tral bank has direct control over the policy rate of interest. It is typically chosen by committee

in monthly meetings, such as the Monetary Policy Committee at the Bank of England.

2. How does the central bank go about ensuring that other short-term interest rates are

kept close to the policy rate? We concentrate here on the economic principles rather than

the technicalities.4 Although institutional structures vary slightly across countries, the policy

rate is commonly the rate at which the central bank both lends to financial institutions and

pays on reserves. The opportunity for arbitrage between short-term interbank lending rates

(money market rates) and the rate paid on reserves means that money market rates stay close

4 For a detailed description of how a modern inflation-targeting central bank sets interest rates

see Part 1 of TheSterIing Monetary Framework available on the Bank of England website: http://

www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/Pages/ster|ingoperations/redbook.aspx.
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to the policy rate. For example, if money market rates were above the policy rate then banks

will be willing to supply more loans to other banks, but less willing to borrow from other

banks. As a result ofthese shifts in supply and demand, the price of loans in the marketwould

therefore adjust downwards toward the policy rate. The short-term interbank lending rates

will never fall below the policy rate, however, as no bank has an incentive to lend money

to another bank at a rate lower than the one they would receive by putting the money on

reserve at the central bank.

3. How is the money supply affected by monetary policy? The money supply is notdirectly

targeted. It is determined by the demand for money at the policy interest rate set by the cen-

tral bank. Paul Tucker, Deputy Governor of the Bank of England, describes how this process

works in the UK: ’We are able to implement monetary policy because the economy hasade-

mand for central bank money and, as monopoly suppliers, we can set the terms on whichwe

provide it [i.e. the policy interest rate]. The demand for our money is manifested in twoways-

holdings of notes, and bankers’ balances with us’.5 This is consistent with the process shown

in Fig. 5.5; given the banking system’s demand for central bank money, central bankers 'set

the price of this money and then supply the quantity demanded consistent with that price’.é

4. How does the policy rate affect the lending rate in the economy? The central bank

knows that there is a mark-up between the policy rate and the rate at which banks lend to

households and firms. They use their knowledge ofthe mark-up to set the policy rate so asto

achieve their desired lending rate (from the MR curve). It is the lending rate that influences

the level of aggregate demand in the economy. We turn next to the factors that influence

the size of the banking mark-up.

5.3.2 The mark-up of the lending rate over the policy rate

We begin by asking how an individual bank behaves. Banks face a demand for new loansfrom

the private sector. They also face a cost of funding when their new deposits are insufficient to

fund their desired lending. They will therefore borrow from the money market at the policy

rate to fill the gap between deposits and desired lending.

In this subsection, we look at what determines the lending rate in the economy. Most

banks in the OECD economies are privately owned and it is reasonable to model them

as maximizing profits like other private sector firms. To model the mark-up of the lending

rate over the policy rate, we simplify on a number of counts. in particular, we ignore the

administration costs to banks of providing loans, such as bank salaries and expertise for

assessing loans and certain external costs such as advertizing and renting and maintaininga

network of branches.

A simple formal model is set out in the Appendix to this chapter. In the model, the profits

of banks depend on:

5 This excerpt is taken from the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin: Autumn 2004 and is available online

from: http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pub|ications.

6 Excerpt taken from: Paul Fisher (M PC member), 19th November 2009, The Bank of England’s Balance Sheet:

Monetary Policy and Liquidity Provision during the Financial Crisis, speech at the Professional Pensions Show.

Excel Centre, London.
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1. the expected return on the loans they make;

2. the rate they pay for borrowing in the money market;

3. and what they lose (i.e. the opportunity cost) of holding bank capital, or equity.

What is meant by the expected return on bank loans? It is the return that banks can expect

on the loans they provide to customers, taking into account that not all customers will

repay their loans. What factors determine the expected return on bank loans? Bank lending

is necessarily risky. There is no guarantee that interest payments on a loan will be repaid

or that the principal will be paid back in full when repayment is due. in maximizing their

expected rate of return, banks must take this risk, which is called credit risk, into account.

It is important to realize that even bank lending that is backed by collateral, called secured

lending, carries credit risk. For example, when you sign a mortgage agreement with a bank,

the bank has a charge over your house. This is called a collateralized loan. Should you fail to

keep up your payments, the bank can repossess the house.

However, as has become very clear in the aftermath ofthe global financial crisis, foreclosure

is very costly in terms of transactions and legal costs, and the house falls into disrepair when

foreclosure is anticipated. Recovery is normally a fraction of the value of well-maintained

properties. Losses on loans can therefore occur even if the house price has not fallen. Col-

lateral reduces but it does not eliminate credit risk because its value depends on the state of

the market when the asset has to be sold.

Given that lending is risky, even in a competitive banking market, banks will charge a

mark-up or margin above the rate at which they can borrow money. Banks borrow money

in the money market at the policy rate, rP. The more risky are the loans it makes, the higher

will be the margin of r above H”. In addition to the riskiness of the loans, it is also possible

that the willingness of banks to take on risk varies. We will call this the bank’s risk tolerance.

A bank with a lower risk tolerance will require a higher margin of r above rP to compensate

it for a given riskiness of loans.

Finally, the ability of the bank to bear risk depends on how much capital or equity it has.

The bank’s equity or capital cushion is the difference between the value of its assets and its

liabilities. A smaller capital cushion means it is less able to bear risk because a smaller fall in

the value of its assets (holding liabilities constant) would wipe out its equity and it would be

insolvent. A bank with a lower capital cushion (less equity) is less able to bear credit risk and

it will therefore choose a higher interest rate margin and choose to make fewer loans. For an

explanation of the way assets, liabilities and equity (net worth) are recorded in bank balance

sheets, see Section 5.4.

These three elements: risk, risk tolerance and bank equity, explain the gap between the

interest rate set by banks, r, and the policy rate, rP. An increase in the riskiness of projects

or a fall in risk tolerance or in the equity cushion will increase the lending rate for a given

policy rate. In fact, the profit-maximizing bank chooses to respond to these changes by both

raising the price they charge for loans (i.e. the interest rate) and by making fewer loans.

We add one more equation to the 3—equation model:

r = (l + HEMP, (interest rate margin; banking mark-up equation)

where “B is the banking mark-up that depends positively on risk, and negatively on risk

tolerance and the capital cushion.
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Figure 5.6 The relationship between the policy interest rate, the short term money market rate and the

lending interest rate.

Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between the key interest rates in the model. Asdiscussed

in Section 5.3.1, under normal conditions, the policy interest rate and the short-term money

market rate are equal. The lending rate is higher than the policy and money market rate. The

size ofthe gap between the lending and other rates (i.e. the margin or mark-up) is determined

by the factors in the double-headed arrow.

lf the banking sector is not competitive, a further factor will affect the mark-up of the

lending rate over the policy rate. In a parallel fashion to the goods market in Chapter 2, in

which the mark-up ofthe price above unit labour costs rises with the extent of market power,

a bank with market power will set a higher margin of the lending rate above the policy rate.

5.3.3 Banks, credit constraints and collateral

In this subsection, we explain why when modelling bank behaviour, we need not only to

understand the determinants of the margin of the lending rate over the policy rate but also

to understand why banks ration credit. This involves the concepts of credit risk, along with

two kinds of information problem: moral hazard and adverse selection.

Managing credit risk is a major part of a bank’s business and we showed in the previous

section that the mark-up of the lending rate over the policy rate varies positively with credit

risk. We now explain why banks will not only adjust their mark-up to reflect the average

credit risk of their loan portfolio but will also impose credit rationing.

Credit rationing and the associated credit constraints faced by households play an impor

tant role in the macroeconomic model. In analysing household behaviour in Chapter l,the

size of the multiplier and the slope of the IS curve were shown to depend on the weight

of credit-constrained households and firms in the economy. In Chapter 6, we shall extend

the model further to show how changes in asset prices relax the borrowing constraint for

credit—constrained households and the role this plays in financial booms and busts.
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Credit risk, information problems and credit constraints

Credit risk is ever-present: will the investment project be the success it is forecast to be in the

firm’s business plan? Will household members remain in employment and will their salaries

grow in the way that was expected when they took out a mortgage to allow them to buy

their house?

Even more important than the fact that the future is unknown, however, is the way in-

formation problems can affect behaviour. If I want to borrow money from you to launch a

new venture and it turns out that I am unable to repay, you don’t know if that is because I

was unlucky or because, given that you lent me the money, I exerted less effort than I would

have done if all the funding had been my own. It may be difficult for you to find this out and

to find out the returns generated by the project.

The problem of possible default by the borrower for reasons other than bad luck is an

example of moral hazard and it affects the willingness of banks to lend and why that is af—

fected by the wealth of the borrower. As the example above suggests, the more of your

own wealth you are able (and prepared) to invest in your project, the easier it is to bor-

row. When your own funds are at stake, your incentives are better aligned with those

of the lender. Borrowers with insufficient wealth to invest in their project may be denied

credit.

In addition to the problem of moral hazard, there is another pervasive information

problem. In the permanent income hypothesis of Chapter 1, it is assumed that house—

holds are able to borrow to carry out their consumption plans in line with their ex-

pected permanent income. However, to make you a loan so that you can consume

your permanent income implies the lender can observe your expected future earning

capacity.

Given it does not have this information, it might seem obvious for the bank to simply

charge a higher interest rate to cover the risk that your self—reported future earning plans fail

to materialize. However, because you have better information about your expected future

earnings than the bank, this is a situation of asymmetric information. It means that if the

bank were to charge a higher interest rate, individuals with stronger prospects (known to

themselves but difficult to signal credibly to the bank) would self-select away from bank

credit; the cost of borrowing is viewed as too high by individuals with a high probability of

success. The self-selection leaves the weaker applicants dominating the pool seeking bank

credit. Since banks will not want to be left with the lower quality applicants as a consequence

oftheir choice of a higher lending rate, they will respond by refusing or rationing credit. This

is a problem of adverse selection and provides a second explanation for credit rationing by

banks.

The pervasiveness of information problems and the response of banks to them explains

whythe macroeconomic model includes credit-constrained households. Figure 5.7 provides

avisual representation ofthe causal chain in the bank’s decision making process in regard to

making loans. It highlights the importance of borrower wealth in both aligning the incentives

ofbanks and borrowers and in signalling to the bank the quality ofthe project. An unfortunate

effect of the problems of moral hazard and adverse selection is that borrowers who do not

possess the wealth to provide an equity stake in their project will be denied credit, even if

they have a high quality project.
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Figure 5.7 Credit constraints: the role of borrower wealth in the lending decisions of banks.

Collateral

Collateral plays a key role in the banking system. It refers to the use ofan asset as a guarantee

for a loan: if the loan is not repaid then the creditor has a claim on the collateral. This iswhy

loans backed by collateral are called secured loans (see the balance sheet in Fig. 5.9)—theyare

secured because an asset is pledged as collateral in case the borrower defaults on the loan.

For most households, their biggest investment is in a house. As we shall see in more detail

below, banks are prepared to lend the large amounts of money needed to buy a house

because of (a) collateral and (b) the down payment by the purchaser. The down payment

plays the role explained above of ensuring that the borrower has some of their own ’skin in

the game’.

Collateral means the loan is secured against the value of the house: if the borrowerfailsto

meet his loan repayments, the bank can repossess the house and sell it. As noted above, this

still means the bank bears credit risk on the loan. This was a serious issue for banks in the

United States, Spain and Ireland duringthe global financial crisis, where severe recessionsand

falling house prices led to many banks taking heavy losses on collateralized real estate loans.

5.3.4 The role of banks in a fractional reserve system

Banks fulfill a number of useful functions in the economy. We summarize those roles and

then turn to the more problematic issues of liquidity risk and solvency.

1. Maturity transformation. On the bank lending side, savers want access to their sav-

ings at short notice, but borrowers want to finance long—term projects including mortgages.

Banks assist in this maturity transformation in the economy. However, maturity mismatch

creates liquidity risk for banks, which we analyse below. Banks hold only a fraction of de-

posits in liquid form in their reserve accounts at the central bank, which means it is called a

fractional reserve banking system.

2. Aggregation. Typical savings quantities (e.g. regular savings by households) are much

smaller than typical loan requirements (e.g. for lumpy investment projects such as house
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purchase or building a new production facility) and banks provide the service of aggregating

the small savings and making larger loans.

3. Risk pooling. Some borrowers will default, which reflects the credit risk discussed above.

Whereas this might bankrupt individual lenders, larger institutions, such as banks, can with-

stand a certain proportion of defaulting, and hence offer little or no risk to savers.

Liquidity risk, lender of last resort and deposit insurance

Liquidity risk is the risk that a bank in a fractional reserve system has inadequate reserves to

meet the demand by depositors to withdraw money from their accounts. The decision by

banks about their reserve holdings reflects their desire to protect themselves against liquidity

risk.

Even well-run banks can suffer from an unexpected shortage ofliquidity. A ‘banking panic’

arises when throughout the banking system, bank deposit holders suddenly demand that

banks convert their debt claims into cash to such an extent that banks suspend convertibility

of deposits into cash. In a fractional reserve system, a bank will be unable to pay out to

everyone if all its depositors try to withdraw their funds at once.

One way of explaining a banking panic is using a ’coordination problem’ model: if there is

a panic trigger, it can create a self-fulfilling belief that banks will fail. The argument is simple:

because the depositor at the front of the queue will certainly get back all his funds, there is

an incentive to be the first to withdraw if there is a danger that everyone might withdraw

(even ifthe bank is essentially sound) and produce a bank run.

This explains why central banks provide insurance in the form of a back-stop provision

of central bank money through the Lender of Last Resort facility (LOLR). The lender of last

resort steps in to provide liquidity normally at a penalty interest rate to (othen/vise solvent)

banks who do not have the cash to meet their short—term liabilities. This was implemented

in a big way in 2008 by central banks in many countries, as will be discussed in Chapter 7.

Government guarantee schemes are designed to prevent liquidity problems, both at an

individual bank level and at the level of the banking system (e.g. stopping problems at one

bank from spreadingfear across the banking sector as a whole). Systems ofdeposit insurance

(forwhich banks pay) mean that bank deposits below a certain level (e.g. $250,000 in the US

and £ 85,000 in the UK) will be honoured in full in the event the bank is unable to do so.7

The classic scenario involving banking panics is the USA in the early 19305.8 During the

Great Depression, about 20% of US banks failed. To get a sense of the scale of what occurred,

in the 19205 there were about 600 bank failures per year. Then, between 1930 and 1933 there

were about 2,000 failures per year. When mergers and liquidations are taken into account,

7 More information on deposit insurance limits and conditions can be found on the websites of the state-

backed organizations responsible for deposit insurance; the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in the US

(http://www.fdic.gov/deposit/deposits/dis/index.htm|) and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme in

the UK (http://www.fsc5.org.uk/what—we-cover/eligibility—rules/compensation-limits/).

8 However, one should not get the idea that this was a problem specific to that time or place. There were

many serious banking panics in the UK in the past (e.g. in the 18205), and there were severe banking panics in

Argentina in 2002. There were also other US banking crises in 1819, 1837, 1857, 1873, 1884, 1893, 1907 and

in the 19805, but these were all less severe than that of the early 19305. We discuss the banking panic in the

UK bank Northern Rock in Chapter 7.
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of the 25,000 US banks in operation at the peak of business in mid-1929, there were only

15,000 left by mid-1933.9

Both liquidity back—stops and deposit guarantee schemes have to be well-designedto

tread the fine line between:

1. protecting the public from spillovers and coordination failures arising from ‘bad luck

affecting the banking system, which by its nature is very interconnected, and

2. avoiding moral hazard.

The moral hazard problem in this case is that such schemes create incentives for banks to

avoid taking due care in their loan decisions and more broadly, in their prudential behaviour

They also reduce the incentives for households to be prudent. If a household knows their

deposits are guaranteed up to a certain amount, they will, for example, be less sceptical of

the business model of banks offering very attractive deposit rates. Bad management of banks

will escape the attention of depositors.

This subsection has focused on maturity mismatch on the lending side. In addition to this.

banks also take on liquidity risk on the funding side. This most commonly occurs when banks

borrow short-term in the money market to fund their longer term lending (e.g. mortgages).

Problems with maturity mismatch on the funding side arose in the credit crunch in 2008-09

and will be discussed in Chapter 7.

Solvency and bail-out

Another potential danger for banks is insolvency. A bank is insolvent or bankrupt when

the value of its assets (i.e. what it owns) is less than the value of what it owes (its debts

or liabilities). At this point, the bank will go out of business if it is not bailed out by the

government. Insolvency has immediate and direct negative effects for the bank's depositors.

creditors, shareholders and bondholders.

When insolvency threatens a bank that is interconnected through chains of lending and

borrowing, the functioning ofthe money market comes under pressure and the flow ofcredit

freezes up. A solvency problem for a small number of banks can quickly becomeawidespread

liquidity problem in a modern banking system, because no bank can be sure whether it is

safe to borrow from another. The spillover effect from the failure ofa systemically important

bank to the functioning of the banking system and its supply of core banking services lies

behind the behaviour of governments in stepping in to save or ball out‘ insolvent banks.

The response of theJapanese central bank to the financial crisis of the 19905 was to avoid

banking failures. The approach of the US Federal Reserve in the early 19305 was passive or

even encouraging, as witnessed by the famous suggestion that the US banking crisis ofthe

early 19305 was good because it would ’purge the rotten ness out ofthe system'.‘° As we shall

see in Chapter 7, in the global financial crisis many banks in a range of different countries

9 The crisis led to the establishment of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) in 1934. Between

1934 and 1981 on average there were fewer than 15 bank failures per year.

10 Andrew Mellon, the US Secretary ofthe Treasury at the time, urged the market to ’liquidate labour, liquidate

stocks, liquidate the farmers and liquidate real estate . . . it will purge the rottenness out of the system.’ (Quoted

in The Economist, 28 Sept—4 Oct. 2002.)
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Figure 5.8 Governance arrangements between the government, the central bank and the banking system.

Source: adapted from Winckler (201 'l ).

were bailed out. But a systemically important bank—Lehman Brothers—was allowed to fail

with drastic effects on the world economy. Both responses—governments saving banks and

governments letting banks fail—carry dangers.

5.3.5 Governance arrangements: banks, central bank and government

Figure 5.8 shows the division of responsibility between the government and the central bank

when it comes to dealing with liquidity and solvency problems in the banking system.

1. The central bank is the lender of last resort to the banking system and provides liquidity

in times of market distress.

2. The government (i.e. the taxpayer) is responsible for the solvency ofthe banking system.

If banks are to be bailed out, this is done by the government ultimately backed up by their

tax—raising powers.

3. The central bank is lender of last resort to the government. This is easiest to understand

if we take the case where the government steps in to bail out failing banks. This leads to a

rise in its debt, which is called sovereign debt. When there is a large increase in government

debt, private sector holders of government bonds may lose confidence in the government's

ability to service their debt and to repay the principal. As a consequence, they sell the bonds.

This leads to a drop in the price of the bond and a rise in the interest rate. The higher interest

rate signals the market perception of elevated sovereign default risk. It makes government

borrowing more costly, further increasing the risk of default. This is the point at which the

central bank's role of lender of last resort to the government plays a part. In a country with

its own central bank, this is the lender of last resort to the government. It can always step

in to buy government bonds should the need arise. This action would support the price of

bonds and prevent interest rates from rising to reflect sovereign debt risk.

4. A well-functioning governance system is characterized by mutual confidence between

the government and the central bank, which in countries with their own central bank, is

ultimately a part of government. From the previous point, we can see that the central bank

can always buy government bonds. This is important in circumstances in which the govern-

ment has to rescue the banking system through bail-outs, leading its own debt to rise. The
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confidence that the central bank will support the government in extremis helps to stabilize

expectations in the economy. in a closed economy, the central bank can create all the money

it wants, subject to the proviso that the private sector is willing to accept payment in the

currency it issues. The pathological situation of hyperinflation arises when this ceases to be

the case. Under less extreme conditions, the system of mutual confidence helps the economy

to cope with the threat ofa combined banking and public debt crisis: ifthe financial markets

see the system as credible, a sovereign default risk premium will not arise and interest rates

on government bonds will remain low.

The different elements of the governance arrangements came into sharp focus during

the global financial crisis and the associated Eurozone crisis. In relation to (1), central banks

provided liquidity to the banking system in the early part of the financial crisis when mare

kets were not functioning smoothly. Governments had to step in to rescue banks through

recapitalization and nationalization once they became insolvent (2). The consequence was

a sharp rise in government (i.e. sovereign) debt.

The risk of sovereign default and its connection to the function of the central bankas

the lender of last resort to government (3) was brought into the spotlight by the Eu-

rozone crisis of 2010. In the context of a common currency area, there are multiple

governments but only one central bank: the European Central Bank is not the lender

of last resort to the Eurozone member governments. When confidence in the ability of

some Eurozone governments to service their debts fell, the default risk rose and inter-

est rates on the bonds issued by these governments spiked, in contrast to the situation

for countries with similar levels of government debt outside the Eurozone and hence,

with their own central bank (4). See Chapter 12 for further analysis of the Eurozone cri-

sis and a diagram similar to Fig. 5.8 depicting the governance arrangements in the Euro—

zone.

5.4 The financial system and balance sheets

To extend the macro model to include banks we need to introduce balance sheets. Balance

sheets allow us to keep track of changes in the assets and liabilities of banks and households

that take place through lending and borrowing, and through changes in asset prices. They

are a neat device for viewing solvency.

Figure 5.9 provides a simplified illustration of the balance sheet of a commercial bank

designed to bring out the important elements for economic analysis. The figure records the

balance sheet identity of a commercial bank. The identity also holds for all other economic

agents, such as the entire banking system, households, the central bank, etc.

The balance sheet identity is

Net worth (equity)

2 Assets — Liabilities

E what you own or is owed to you — what you owe others outside the bank.

Another way of saying this is that the net worth of an entity is equal to what is owed to

the shareholders. This explains why net worth is on the liabilities side of the balance sheet.
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Figure 5.9 The balance sheet ofa typical commercial bank before the financial crisis.

Of course, ifthe value of your assets is less than the value ofwhat you owe others, then your

net worth is negative. In the case of a bank, because of the maturity mismatch between its

liabilities and its assets, it could become insolvent ifeither the assets drop in value, or there

is a run on liabilities, which forces asset sales at discounted prices; so-called 'fire sales’.

The balance sheet identity can be reorganized as follows:

Assets; Liabilities + Net worth (equity).

The second way of writing the identity highlights the funding of the bank: it funds its assets

through a combination of debt (liabilities) and equity (net worth).

On the asset side of the simplified bank balance sheet in Fig. 5.9 are six main items, which

are things owned by or owed to the ban k:

1. Cash and reserves at the central bank: These are the bank’s highly liquid assets. Cash and

central bank reserves provide the liquidity the bank needs to operate. Although central

banks now typically pay the policy rate of interest on bank reserves, these do not earn as

much as bonds or loans, so a bank will not want to hold higher reserves than it considers

prudent to meet its liquidity needs.

. Government bonds: Banks hold these assets as they are interest-earning and relatively

safe. Note that the price of bonds varies inversely with the interest rate so they are not

'capital-safe’—although this risk is small for very short-dated bonds. Government bonds in

advanced economies are normally considered to be free of sovereign default risk. Because

they are low risk, they can be used as high-quality collateral when the bank borrows from

the money market. As noted above, loans backed by collateral are called secured loans.

. Asset-backed securities (ABS): Privately issued securities that are backed by a bundle of

loans, such as car or credit card loans. The interest paid depends on the riskiness of

the loans underpinning the security. These securities can also be backed by mortgages
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(i.e. MBS). High—quality ABS or MBS (i.e. those given a high rating by credit ratings

agencies) can be used as collateral for money market borrowing.

4. Wholesale reverse repo lending: This makes more sense to explain in the context of the

related item on the liabilities side, wholesale repo borrowing. See item 2 in the following

text.

5. Loans: This is the largest item on the balance sheet and includes all loans made by the

bank, such as mortgages and car loans. This is the bank’s core activity and is why the

banking system is so crucial to the functioning of the economy.

6. Fixed assets: The physical assets of the bank, such as its buildings and equipment.

To the right of the assets column, we have indicated the approximate proportionsof the

different assets in a typical bank balance sheet in the pre-crisis period (or 'normal times').

The bank holds very low amounts of cash and reserves. Government bonds make up about

10% of its balance sheet and about the same proportion is wholesale loans. The bank holds

20% of its assets in asset-backed securites, as they typically offer a higher rate of return than

government bonds or money market lending. By far the largest part of the bank’s balance

sheet is made up of loans to households and firms: this is the bank’s core business. It makes

profits by lending at a higher interest rate than the cost of its funds.

Turning to the liability side there are three main items:

1. Deposits: The largest item on the liabilities side are deposits by households and firms. In

our example, they comprise over half of the bank's liabilities.

2. Wholesale repo borrowing secured with collateral: The term 'repo' is unfamiliar to most

people. It is shorthand for sale and repurchase agreement and is a very common form

of short-term secured borrowing by banks. This is the way banks fund their everyday

activities—they borrow from the money market by selling assets to another bank (the

lending bank) and promising to buy them back in a few weeks or months. The repurchase

price is always higher than the sale price, providing interest for the lending bank. The loans

are secured (or collateralized), which means that if the bank selling the assets is not able

to buy them back, then the lender will keep the assets. High-quality assets are typically

required for repo transactions, such as government bonds or highly-rated privately issued

securities (e.g. ABS or MBS).11 Item 4 on the asset side shows the reverse repos held by

the bank. These are loans made by the bank in the money market. Large banks typically

engage in both lending and borrowing in the repo market. This function is sometimes

referred to as the market maker function. The important point is that large volumes of

short-term borrowing and lending take place among banks.

3. Unsecured borrowing: Ban ks may sell bonds as a way of raising funds. Unlike repo borrow-

ing, this is not normally secured with collateral. This means that the bank bond holders

would not be repaid if the bank were to become insolvent, which we explain next. Banks

can also borrow unsecured in the money market (interbank market).

H In the financial crisis, the quality of the so-called private label securities (ABS and M85) was called into

question when their price fell sharply. This was an important factor in the credit crunch of 2009, which is

explained in Chapter 7.
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Below the solid line in the right hand side of the balance sheet is the bank’s net worth. This

is also referred to as the bank’s equity; what it is worth once its liabilities are subtracted from

its assets. A bank is insolvent (bankrupt) if the value of its liabilities exceeds the value of its

assets; its net worth is negative.

An important characteristic of a bank is its leverage: this is the ratio of its assets to its equity.

In the example shown in Fig. 5.9, the bank has a leverage ratio of100/4 = 25. As we shall see in

Chapters 6 and 7, leverage played a central role in the build—up to the financial crisis of 2008.

Figure 5.10 shows the balance sheet of the British bank Barclaysjust before the financial

crisis. It is more complicated than the simple balance sheet in Fig. 5.9, because Barclays

combines the activities ofa retail bank and an investment bank.

On the asset side of the Barclays balance sheet we can see entries for cash and reserves,

loans, reverse repos, and fixed assets (e.g. buildings, equipment) just as in Fig. 5.9. The

remaining assets in Fig. 5.10 (which do not appear in our simple model and are shown in

italics) relate to Barclays' investment banking activities. Barclays’ holdings of government

bonds are contained within the trading portfolio assets and other assets categories. On

the liabilities side of the Barclays balance sheet, we can see entries for deposits, repos and

unsecured lending, exactly as in Fig. 5.9. The other items on the liabilities side of Barclays’

balance sheet (in italics) refer to items that mainly relate to investment banking. Lastly,

Barclays’ equity was around $27.4bn in 2006 and their leverage ratio, calculated as the value

of assets divided by equity, was 36.4.

Banks, the central bank and the money market

As discusssed in relation to Fig. 5.8, the central bank is ultimately a branch ofthe government,

even in the age of independent central banking. This means that the assets and liabilities of

the central bank always balance and the central bank has no net worth. It is not necessary to

 

 

     
    
 

Assets Liabilities

1. Cash and reserve balances at the 7.345 1. Deposits 336,316

central bank

. 2. Wholesale repo borrowing
2. Wholesale reverse repo lending 174,090 secured with collateral 136,956

3. Loans (e.g. mortgages) 313,226 3. Unsecured borrowing 111,137

4' Wed 3‘59“" (e 'g‘ bu'ld'"gs' 2,492 4. Trading portfolio liabilities 71,874
equipment)

5. Trading portfolio assets 177,867 5. Derivative financial instruments 140,697

6. Derivative financial instruments 138,353 6. Other liabilities 172,417

7. Other assets 183,414

Total Assets 996,787 Total liabilities 969,397

Net worth

Equity 27,390

Memorandum item: Leverage (Total Assets/Net Worth)| 996,787/27,390 = 36.4
 

Figure 5.10 The consolidated balance sheet of Barclays PLC in 2006, £m.

Source: Barclays PLC Annual Report 2006.
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discuss the central bank balance sheet in detail in order to understand its interactionswitl

the commercial banks and the role it plays in macroeconomic stabilization In light ofthis

we choose to focus only on those balance sheet entries that are at the heart ofour modelling

framework.

The key entry on the asset side of the central banks balance sheet is reverse repos. This

is where the central bank's lending to the commercial banks through the repo system is

recorded. The central bank charges the policy rate on these loans and requires high quality

collateral to back up these transactions. It is these loans that set the interest rate floor on all

other loans in the economy, which are set as a mark-up on the rate at which commercial

banks can borrow from the central bank (that is, the policy rate),

The key entry on the liabilities side of the central bank balance sheet is reserve balances,

which record the reserve accounts of the commercial banks at the central bank. Parallel

to the way households can withdraw money from their current accounts in a commercial

bank, banks can withdraw money from their reserve account at the central bank to settle

claims. These accounts can be interest—bearing (sometimes only above a minimum reserve

requirement), in which case they will yield the policy rate of interest.

Before we move to show how the private sector, banks and the central bank inter-

act by working through an example, it is important to stress that when the banking sys-

tem is operating normally, large volumes of transactions take place between banks in the

money market. These transactions depend on the confidence that the counterparty bank

is solvent. In Chapter 7 we see how these operations are disrupted when such confidence

collapses.

5.5 Banks and macro stabilization

A good way of understanding the extended 3-equation model incorporating the banking

system is to work through an example. The example focuses on a macroeconomic shock—an

investment boom that shifts the IS curve. We have looked at this type of shock before; it

is another example of the positive aggregate demand shock discussed in Chapter 3. In this

chapter, however, we lift the curtain on the part played by the financial system. We look at

how the new investment is financed through the banking system, the role played by the new

deposits generated by the higher household incomes due to the expansion of output and

how the central bank responds to the macroeconomic shock.

The key elements in the causal story from the investment boom to the return of the

economy to equilibrium are as follows:

1. Banks make new loans to households and firms and as a consequence, need to replenish

their reserves at the central bank.

2. The higher incomes generated by the investment boom lead households to increase their

deposits and their purchases of bonds.

3. Because of the purchase of bonds, the increase in deposits is insufficient to fund the new

loans to firms and households. Banks therefore borrow from the money market, which

allows them to replenish their reserves and to fund their lending.
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4. However, since the central bank wishes to bring inflation back to target following the

investment boom, it raises the policy rate so as to get the economy onto the MR curve.

5. The higher policy rate raises the cost offunding to ban ks and, in line with the central bank's

intentions, the banks pass this on in a higher lending rate, which reduces desired spending.

Interest-sensitive spending falls and the economy begins the process of adjustment back

to equilibrium output and target inflation.

5.5.1 Example: an investment boom shifts the IS curve

In this example, the economy is initially at the constant inflation equilibrium. We assume

that the equilibrium is disturbed by an improvement in business sentiment, which boosts

investment and shifts the IS curve to the right. In this example, we assume that firms borrow

from the banking system to finance all of the extra investment.

At this point, it is important to reiterate that we are presenting a simplified model of the

financial system in this section and not a description of the real world. The model displays

the key elements of the financial system’s role in macro stabilization without adding all the

layers of complexity that exist in the global financial system. We clearly state the simplifying

assumptions we are making as we work through the example.

How is new investment financed? Where does the money come from?

In response to the change in sentiment, firms wish to undertake new investment projects.

We make the assumption that firms have to borrow from a bank to implement their plans

and we shall see that the banking system has to raise funds to finance the new investment.

Figure 5.11 shows how the banking system facilitates the transformation of new savings

into new investment.

In more detail, when output and income go up as a result of the higher investment

spending, savings also go up. On the assumptions we have made, households must decide

howto allocate their new savings between (a) deposits in the banking system, (b) the purchase

of financial assets (i.e. government bonds in the money market) and (c) shares in banks

  
   

 

 

    

New bonds
New loans

bought in the
financed

money market __ _ through the

New central
money market

New
bank reserves _ _ _
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saving

investment
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Figure 5.11 How new saving finances new investment via the banking system.
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(i.e. bank equity). For simplicity, we abstract from the possibility that savers buy shares in

firms. As discussed earlier in the chapter, savers choose between these three different ways

of holding their new savings—each has its own advantages and they can be placed one

risk-return spectrum.

1. Deposits are the safest way of holding financial assets, but do not earn interest]2 The

are safe in nominal terms and accessible because they can be withdrawn without notice

They are therefore ideal for transactions purposes. The amount of deposits households and

firms want to hold depends positively on income and inversely on the interest rate.

2. Government bonds can be bought by savers in the money market. They pay an interest

rate. However, bonds can gain or lose value. When the interest rate goes up, the price of

bonds falls and the holder makes a capital loss. This does not happen with deposits. Bonds

cannot be used as a means of payment and although we assume there is no default riskon

government bonds, they are less liquid and more risky than deposits.

3. Finally, bank shares are the riskiest of the three assets. They offer the possibility of

dividends and ofan increase in the value of the shares. Bank shares are the least liquid ofthe

three assets.

For the remainder of this example, we assume that the amount of bank shares that the

private sector wishes to hold remains constant each period. This means that we also assume

that new savings that arise as a result of higher incomes are distributed solely between

deposits and government bonds bought in the money market and are not used to buy

additional bank shares.

How will the central bank respond to the investment boom?

Figure 5.12 shows the flows of funds that are triggered by the investment boom. The figure

shows how the economic agents in the macro—economy interact and the determinants of

the key variables that feed in to the central bank’s response to the boom. Working around

the figure clockwise beginning with the private sector on the left hand side, as we have seen

in previous chapters, it is the private sector that determines equilibrium output, ye. Output,

yt, reflects aggregate demand and in the example, the boom shifts the IS curve to the right

and boosts yt.

The lending rate, r, is determined by the banking system. As we have seen in Section 5.3.2,

because loans made by banks are risky, the lending rate is above the policy rate, which isthe

safe interest rate at which the banking system can borrow from the money market. Given

the mark-up of the lending rate over the policy rate, the inflation-targeting central bank

fixes the policy rate rP to achieve its desired output gap, so as to achieve its inflation target.

Returning to our example, we shall see that:

1. since new deposits in banks will not be enough to fully fund the new lending, banks will

borrow the balance from the money market; and

12 In reality there are a huge variety of bank accounts, some ofwhich allow instant access and pay interest, We

simplify by assuming bank deposits pay no interest, but this simplification does not change the conclusions

of the model.
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Figure 5.12 The flows of funds in the economy as the result of a boom in investment.

2. the total amount that is lent for the new investment will be equal to the amount of

additional savings.

Referring to Fig. 5.11, point 1 follows from the fact that only part of the additional savings

are put on deposit, with the remainder used to buy bonds. After making the new loans, the

banks will have to replenish their reserves atthe central bank. The banks therefore borrow the

balance of new savings from the money market. The logic of how the equilibrium between

new savings and new investment arises is shown in Fig. 5.11.

Point 2 follows because in our simplified set-up we assume that all of the new investment

is funded by borrowing from the banking system. In practice, firms can fund investment

by using retained profits, by issuing bonds of their own (corporate bonds) or issuing new

equity. Since we want to understand the role of banks, we concentrate here exclusively on

the commercial banks as the source of funding. In goods market equilibrium, savings are

equal to investment, so new investment will be funded by borrowing, which will be equal to

total new savings.

The central bank figures out that firms will borrow and invest and that output will go

up. The central bank will not be content with the expansion of output associated with the

investment boom. It will be concerned with the higher inflation caused by the rise in output

and fall in unemployment. It will seek to get inflation back to the target rate.

The central bank will announce a new higher policy rate. The higher policy interest rate in

the money market increases the cost to the banks of borrowing funds. They will therefore

increase their lending rate according to the mark—up equation. In turn, the higher lending

rate will choke off the demand for loans from the private sector because even with the

buoyant sentiment, some investment projects that were expected to be profitable at the

original lending rate will no longer be profitable at the higher rate.
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Figure 5.13 An investment boom in the 3-equation model with the banking system.

In terms of the model, the central bank uses its control over the policy interest rate to

affect the funding costs of banks, inducing them to raise their lending rate so as to dampen

investment plans and get the economy on to the MR curve to the left of equilibrium output.

In each subsequent period, the central bank adjusts its policy rate and the economy gradually

returns to the inflation target.

Figure 5.13 uses the 3-equation model to trace the impact of the investment boom on the

economy. The adjustment of the economy is similar to the case of a positive aggregate de-

mand shock in Chapter 3. The only difference is that in Chapter 3 we made the simplification

that the central bank directly set the lending rate, whereas in this chapter the central bank

sets the policy rate to achieve their desired lending rate (taking into account the banking

mark-up). We can see that the initial reaction of the central bank to the investment boom

is to raise H” to rP’ so as to achieve their desired lending rate of ro—the period one mark-up

is shown on the figure. The increase in the lending rate dampens aggregate demand and

pushes down inflation. The central bank then gradually reduces the policy rate over the

following periods until the lending rate reaches its new stabilizing rate at r;.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have provided a simple way of representing a modern financial sys-

tem, which highlights its essential role in the macro-economy. The financial system fa—

cilitates economic transactions, allows households and firms to implement their planned

spending decisions and is the transmission mechanism for inflation-targeting monetary

policy.
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We have also introduced the concept of a balance sheet, which documents what an

economic agent owes against what it is owed and shows their net worth. This is a useful

framework for discussing the two major problems in the banking sector; liquidity and sol-

vency. in a modern banking system, these problems are thejoint responsibility ofthe central

bank and the government (i.e. taxpayers).

The main focus of the chapter has been to extend the core 3-equation model set out in

Chapter 3 to include the banking system. We have added more flesh to the bones of mon—

etary policy transmission by making the distinction between the policy rate of interest (the

rate set by the central bank) and the lending rate of interest (the rate that influences the

spending and investment decisions of households and firms). The lending rate is determined

by the profit-maximizing decisions of banks and is set as a mark-up on the policy rate of

interest.

The 3-equation model including the banking system provides a framework in which we

can answer interesting questions about the role of the banking system and money in the

macro—economy, such as:

1. What factors affect the banking mark-up? There are three key factors that influence

the mark-up of the lending rate (r) over the policy rate (rP) in the model. The mark-up will

increase as banks’ loans are perceived to be riskier, and will fall the more risk tolerant are the

banks and the larger the capital cushion they have with which to absorb losses.

2. Does an inflation-targeting central bank manage the money supply? The central bank

does not actively manage the money supply. The amount of money in the economy is

determined by the demand for money at the policy rate set by the central bank. The demand

for money can change for a number of reasons other than alterations in interest rates, such

as changes in the structure of the financial system or in households’ confidence in financial

markets. in the modern monetary framework, a change in the demand for money will alter

the money supply, but will not alter real economic activity unless the central bank chooses

to change the policy rate. This is why modern monetary policy is defined as interest rate

policy.

3. How does the central bank react to economic shocks? The central bank reacts in exactly

the same way as it does in the core 3—equation model, by adjusting the interest rate to stabilize

the economy at equilibrium output and target inflation. The mechanism through which this

takes place is more thoroughly explained once we include the banking system. The central

bank sets the policy interest rate. The lending rate is then determined as a mark-up on

the policy rate. Following an economic shock, the central bank must use the MR curve to

determine its desired output gap, then set the policy rate that will deliver that output gap

next period (taking into account the banking mark-up). Unlike the simple 3—equation model,

the extended model can address the question ofthe implications for the economy ofshocks

to the banking system itself.

This chapter has provided a theoretical framework for thinking about the interaction

between the banking system and the macro-economy. The next chapter will move away

from the case where the system functions smoothly to analyse the darker side of financial

markets: financial cycles and banking crises.
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5.7 Appendix

5.7.1 Modelling the banking mark-up (r-r”)

This appendix formally sets out a simple model of the banking mark-up. We assumea

competitive banking system throughout for simplicity. The main conclusions of the model

would be unchanged if we moved to a monopolistic banking system. The only substantial

difference between the two models is the assumptions around pricing. Banks are'pricetakers’

in the competitive case—they take the lending rate as given and maximize profits based on

the amountofloans they provide. In contrast, the monopoly bank is a 'price setter—itchooses

the lending rate in order to maximize its profits.

In reality, banking systems are usually more oligopolistic, an intermediate case between

monopolistic and competitive. For example, the UK banking system has a handful offirms

that dominate the market. The important point to note is that for all types of market structure,

the factors influencing the banking mark-up are the same and work in the same direction.

The market structure simply affects the size of the mark-up. When banks have market power

they are able to charge a higher lending rate, holding everything else constant.

The supply of loans by banks

The first step in setting out the banking model is to define the key variables: r = the lending

rate, rP = the policy rate, L = the amount of bank loans, D = customer deposits at the bank,

e = bank equity, 1 = bank risk tolerance, v = the uncertain part of the bank's return on loans

and var(v) = the riskiness of loans = the variance of the uncertain part ofthe return on loans,

A competitive bank is a ’price taker', so will choose the amount of loans it provides in

order to maximize its profits. The lending rate is decided by the interaction of the supply

and demand for loans. We can derive the supply of loans by solving the bank’s maximization

problem. The bank’s profit function is:

L — P L — D — 1 2
VB =u— —var(v) (E) _ (bank profit function)

e 21’ e

h—’ b—V—z

expected return total risk

The top line of the expected return function shows the return that the bank makes ontheir

loans (rL) minus their total funding costs (rP(L — D — e)). The funding costs reflect the fact

that the bank has to borrow from the money market at a rate of r” to finance the loans not

financed by deposits or equity. The total risk of the bank includes a measure ofthe riskiness

of loans (var(v)) and a measure of the banks leverage ((32). The negative impact oftotal risk

on the bank’s profits then reduces the more risk tolerant (i.e. T 1') the bank is. The specific

functional form of the negative part of the profit function was chosen for computational

ease.

To find the supply of bank loans, we simply need to differentiate the profit function with

respect to L, then set it equal to zero and rearrange for optimal L:

6VB~r—rP L

I — e — t‘1var(v)e—2 = 0 
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L
_ P = —1 _

r r I var(v)e

_> L5 : er (r — rp). (the optimal supply of bank loans)

var(v)

The optimal supply of banks loans increases with the banking mark—up, the equity of the

bank and its risk tolerance, and falls with the riskiness of loans. We can also rewrite this

equation to give the bank’s desired leverage:

LS

AS = g = (#00) (r _ rP). (optimal bank leverage)

The demand for loans by households

The next stage in the model of the banking mark-up is to set out an equation for the demand

for loans. Recall this form of the IS curve introduced in Chapter 3:

y : A _ ar. (/5 curve)

In using this equation here, we radically simplify by assuming that A is the non-interest

sensitive demand for loans. We can see from the IS equation that aggregate demand depends

inversely on the lending rate. We can therefore write the aggregate demand for loans as:

LD : L — ar. (demand for loans by households)

We can break this equation down further by splitting the autonomous loan demand, L,

into demand from credit constrained households (Ac) and from unconstrained households

(AU), such that,

L = AC + AU = A

—> LD =AC+AU—ar.

(demand for loans by credit constrained and unconstrained households)

The credit constrained households are able to borrow AC 5 IW, where W is a measure of

their wealth and I is the fraction of wealth that banks are willing to lend to households. These

households are credit constrained if they wish to borrow Ac > [W . The unconstrained

households demand AU — ar of loans; their demand for loans falls as the interest rate rises.

This is in contrast to the credit constrained households who are completely insensitive to

changes in the lending rate.

Equilibrium in the loan market

We now have all the components to derive the lending rate. It is simply determined by

equating supply and demand in the loan market:

LS=LD

 —> ( er ) (r — rP) = L — ar. (equilibrium in the loan market)

var(v)
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To simplify the equilibrium equation we define a) E 1:1). We now rearrange to find the

equilibrium lending rate:

(Faer%>(r—rp)=l—ar

l(r—rP)=L—ar

8
r(1+ aw) = rP + ml.

P _

L

r = fi—Z). (equilibrium lending rate)

We can see that, holding the policy rate constant, the banking mark-up increases when:

. the demand for loans, L, increases;

. the riskiness of loans, var(v), increases;

. the risk tolerance of banks, 1', falls;

A
W
N
—
l

. equity, e, falls.13

We can also rewrite the equilibrium lending rate to show the impact of credit constraints

on the mark—up. We know that l. = Ac + AU and that Ac is a positive function of the wealth

of credit constrained households. If we assume that credit constrained households borrow

up to their maximum (i.e. Ac = lW). then the equilibrium lending rate becomes

_ rP +w(Ac +AU)

_ 1+aa)

_ r’D + a)(IW + AU)

_ 1 + aw '

(equilibrium lending rate for credit constrained and unconstrained households)

This equation shows that the higher the wealth of credit constrained households, the

higher the banking mark—up.

Central bank’s choice of r” in equilibrium

In equilibrium, the central bank will set rP such that the lending rate is at the stabilizing rate

of interest, rg_ This is the lending rate at which output is at equilibrium, ye. We can substitute

r5 into the lending rate equation and ye into the demand for loans equation and rearrange

13 We can take the composite risk term, a), and show that unless r is so high that L0 is negative, the three final

results hold. They follow from:

rP+wL

”1%?

3r 2 I _ rP+wE a

TI» 1+aw (Haw)? '

g—L>O—> fi(I—a(%))>o

—>I—ar>0.
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to find an equation for the policy rate:

rP + col.
f5 = .

l + aw

rP = r5(l + aw) — col

L = I: — arg

rP = r5 — w(l. — ars)

rP = r5 — wyg. (the policy rate in equilibrium)

The equation shows that the central bank first needs to know the lending rate that will

stabilize output at equilibrium. The next step is to take account ofall the factors that influence

the mark-up. Lastly, they subtract the mark-up from the stabilizing lending rate to find the

equilibrium policy rate.

5.8 Questions

5.8.1 Checklist questions

1. Why do saver households not lend directly to borrower households? How can banks help

solve this problem?

. What happens to the money supply and to aggregate demand when confidence in financial

markets is boosted? Assume the policy interest rate stays the same throughout. Illustrate your

answer using a 3-equation model diagram (as in Fig. 5.5).

. Why are loans to households and firms considered risky? Make sure you refer to and explain

the following terms in your answer:

a. Uncertainty.

b. Moral hazard.

c. Asymmetric information.

. Are the following two statements both true or is only one of them true?Justify your answer.

51. The bank lending rate will increase the riskier loans are perceived to be.

52. Given $1, the more risk that banks can tolerate, the higher the bank lending rate will be.

. The followingfour borrowers are categorized according to their level ofwealth and the quality

of their proposed investment project. Which of the borrowers will receive a loan from the

bank for their project and why?

a. Low wealth, low quality project.

b. Low wealth, high quality project.

c. High wealth, low quality project.

d. High wealth, high quality project.

. ls deposit insurance always a 'good thing’?

. Set out a simple balance sheet for a single commercial bank (as in Fig. 5.9). Define each item

in turn and discuss why that item has been labelled as an asset or a liability. Why is net worth

on the liabilities side of the balance sheet?
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8.

10.

What are the channels through which banks can fund their lending? In the model presented

in this chapter, can banks influence the level of aggregate demand in the economy?

What are the key differences between the way that monetary policy is conducted in the

3-equation model (from Chapter 3) and in the 3-equation model with the banking system?

Does this change the policy implemented by the central bank following economic shocks?

Use the 3—equation model to show the impact of a reduction in consumer confidence on

the economy. Make sure you show the period 1 mark-up on your diagram and discuss what

happens to both the policy rate and the lending rate (as in Fig. 5.13). How would you expect

a reduction in competition in the banking sector due to mergers between banks to affectthe

macro—economy?

5.8.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Collect the annual report of a US commercial bank from 2006. Find the consolidated balance

sheet and condense it into a form similar to the Barclays' balance sheet shown in Fig. 5.10.

Answer the following questions:

a. What proportion of customer deposits does the bank hold with the central bank as reserves?

b. How much of the bank’s loans are funded through customer deposits?

c. What is the bank’s leverage?

. Use central bank websites to collect data on monthly policy rates and mortgage rates in two

developed economies between 2000 and 2012. Plot the data on graphs, as per Fig. 5.4. Answer

the following:

a. How do the banking mark-ups compare in the two countries?

b. Do the banking mark‘ups change over time?

c. Use the chapter and the Appendix to discuss possible reasons for any differences observed

over time and between countries.

. In the wake of the global financial crisis, there has been a lot of discussion about whether

banking is ’socially useful’. Use the simple model of the macro-economy and the financial

system to explain the benefits to the economy of the banking system and its role in stabilization

policy. What factors are not considered in the basic model which could lead to the banking

system destabilizing the economy? Could these activities be considered socially useful?

The UK government introduced lending targets for the five major UK banks after the global

financial crisis. Use the simple model ofthe macro-economy and the financial system to discuss

this policy. Make sure you refer to:

a. Whether you think the policy makes economic sense.

b. Are there any potential pitfalls with the policy?

c. How could it affect stabilization policy?



The financial sector

and crises

 

6.1 Introduction

The central role of banks in the macroeconomy arises because they provide credit to house-

holds and small and medium sized firms. The financial system is like the beating heart of

the economy; a systemic banking crisis is akin to a cardiac arrest and puts the economy as a

whole in serious danger. Up to this point, we have assumed that the financial system func—

tions smoothly and that households and firms can optimize their spending decisions by using

the credit facilities and payment services provided by banks. In this chapter we reassess this

assumption and lift the lid on the potentially destabilizing features of the financial system,

such as the financial accelerator and asset price bubbles, which can amplify and propagate

shocks through the economy.

We introduce the concept of a financial cycle to provide a framework for better under-

standing the relationship between key financial variables, such as house prices and private

credit, and the macro-economy. Figure 6.1 illustrates the upswing and downswing of a fi-

nancial cycle centred on borrowing by households from banks to finance housing. In the

upswing phase, there is a house price boom. This increases the market value of houses,

which means households can borrow more from banks based on the increased value of

their housing collateral. This step is shown in the top box, which says ’Household borrowing

increases’. The extra borrowing by households, which is based on the higher house prices, in

turn allows households to buy more housing, which feeds back into higher house prices and

the upswing of the financial cycle continues. For example, when house prices rise, a family

can sell their house and use the capital gain they have made to borrow more and fund the

purchase of a yet higher priced house.

The upswing does not continue forever. At a certain point, house prices begin to fall. The

right hand side of Fig. 6.1 shows the downswing of the cycle. Lower house prices reduce

the collateral of households, forcing them to reduce their indebtedness. As a result of lower

borrowing, the demand for housing falls and this triggers a further round of falling house

prices.

Ifthe downswing ofa housing based financial cycle illustrated in Fig. 6.1 is severe enough, it

can turn into a banking crisis. Some households become insolvent (or 'under water’) because

the value of their house falls below the value of the mortgage they owe on it. The knock—on

effect is that the banks that have extended the mortgage do not get repaid. The banks are
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Figure 6.2 The upswing and the downswing of the bank—based financial cycle.

Source: adapted from Shin (2009a).

then unable to service their own borrowing. Once the value of a bank's assets falls below

the value of its liabilities, it is insolvent. The insolvency of a bank can quickly turn intoafull

blown banking crisis if the government does not step in to prevent the fear of the collapse

of core banking services from spreading.

A banking crisis based on a house price boom and bust—but without the role of new

financial instruments, to which we turn next—is sometimes called a 'plain vanilla’ banking

crisis. In the recent global financial crisis, the banking crises in Ireland and Spain were ofthe

plain vanilla variety.

Figure 6.2 looks very similar to Fig. 6.1 and introduces a different driving force, which

was important in the global financial crisis of 2008—09, especially in the USA. In this case,

the focus of attention is not on the borrowing by households to finance the purchase of

houses but on the borrowing by banks to buy financial assets. The financial assets in question
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are called securitized assets and include assets based on mortgages. The name for this class

of risky assets is asset-backed securities (ABS). The cycle begins with a rise in the price of

these assets. This strengthens the balance sheet of banks through a process called mark-to—

market accounting. A bank that uses mark-to-market accounting records the price of assets

on their balance sheet at their current market value and not at the value they were bought at.

This means that when asset prices increase, the bank’s assets rise in value and their balance

sheet strengthens. As a consequence—and parallel to the role played by collateral in allowing

households to borrow more when the price of their house goes up—banks borrow more.

The additional assets they buy increase the size of their balance sheet and push the asset

price up further.

The downswing of the financial cycle for banks has the same form as the house price one

for households. When the price of asset—backed securities falls, the balance sheets of banks

weaken and they have to reduce their indebtedness. Their demand for the securitized assets

falls and the downswing continues. A banking crisis occurs when the fall in the value of bank

assets is sufficient to wipe out their equity: with debts (or liabilities) in excess of the value of

their assets, their net worth is negative and the bank is insolvent.

The collapse of a house price cycle brings misery to families as houses are repossessed. A

banking crisis—either of the plain vanilla kind or of the kind illustrated in Fig. 6.2 based on

increased risk-taking by banks—can bring down the financial system as a whole and threaten

the livelihoods of people throughout the economy. The danger of spillover from a banking

crisis makes the banking industry special and poses particular problems for the design of

economic policy.

Upswings and downswings of house prices and financial cycles typically last longer than

the familiar business cycle. The financial variables related to these longer run fluctuations

like house prices and bank credit were not targeted by central bankers and we will show

the way in which potentially dangerous upswings can develop alongside successful inflation

targeting.

Recessions that stem from financial crises are especially severe. They are also typically

followed by weak recoveries as households and firms pay off debt accumulated during the

boom years. It should therefore be a priority for policy makers to formulate policy such that

it safeguards the economy from financial crises. The first step in this process is to understand

the economic mechanisms that lie behind the upswings and downswings of the financial

cycles illustrated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. That is the aim of this chapter. In Chapter 13, we

return to the design of a safer financial system.

6.2 Bank behaviour, cycles and crises

6.2.1 Bank behaviour and the macro-economy

Banks and the IS curve

The economy relies on the continuous functioning of core banking services. The standard

modelling in macroeconomics of the IS curve focuses on the spending decisions of house-

holds and firms. When we work with the IS curve, we assume households and firms can

implement their spending plans by borrowing from the banking system. The assumption that

the financial system functions smoothly and can therefore be ignored in macroeconomic

185
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modelling is brought into question by experience of financial crises, and most recentlybv

the global financial crisis.

Banks are a special case for policy makers

The special treatment ofthe banking industry by policy makers arises for two reasonsThefirsr

is that the economy depends on the continuous provision of core banking services (whici

includes running the payments system). The second is that problems in one bank spillover

to fears about the functioning of the system as a whole. This is referred to as contagionThe

dramatic and largely unanticipated effects of the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008—an

investment bank with no depositors—described in Chapter 7 highlight this. Lehman Brothers

was allowed to fail and there were catastrophic effects across the world. The consequences

of the bankruptcy of what turned out to be a systemically important bank highlights whythe

exit of a failing bank is difficult for governments to allow.

As explained in Chapter 5 and summarized in Fig. 5.8, when a bank faces a problem of

liquidity or solvency, this threatens the provision of core banking services in the economy

because of the danger of spillovers and contagion to other banks.

Liquidity risk is a characteristic of fractional reserve banking systems like the one described

in Chapter 5. Banks extend credit on a long term basis and if there is an unusual surge of

depositors wishing to withdraw their deposits, the bank can find itself unable to meet this

demand. The central bank acts as lender of last resort (LOLR) who can step in to provide

liquidity normally at a penalty interest rate to (otherwise solvent) banks who do not have

the cash to meet their short—term liabilities. Systems of deposit insurance (for which banks

pay) are designed to prevent a liquidity problem in one bank from spreading fear acrossthe

banking sector as a whole. We return to the problem of liquidity risk that arose in the global

financial crisis in Chapter 7. The problem lay in bank funding and not in a classic bankrun

by retail depositors, and hence was not alleviated by deposit insurance schemes.

Bankruptcy ofa bank—as opposed to the liquidity problems discussed above—isa problem

for public policy in a way that it is not for a company in another industry. The reason isthe

expectation that governments are likely to step in to bail out a failing bank in orderto prevent

the disruptive effects on the economy of bank failure.

Policy makers therefore face a difficult trade-off between:

1 . On the one hand, the need to maintain the continuity of core banking services—otherwise

the spending decisions represented by the IS curve in the macro model are interrupted,

and the economy experiences a potentially catastrophic negative demand shock, and

2. On the other, the need to avoid moral hazard. For example, if schemes like deposit

insurance affect the behaviour both of households and firms, who, confident in the belief

that any liquidity problem will not affect their savings, feel less incentive to monitor

the activities of banks, then the arrangement is said to produce moral hazard. Deposit

insurance will also lessen the attention of banks to their prudential behaviour.

The positive probability that an insolvent bank would be bailed out creates a wedge

between the private and social cost-benefit calculus of the bank's decisions. The downside

risk is partly 'socialized’ in the sense that taxpayers normally bear the risk in the case ofa

bail-out were it to occur. This would be predicted to affect behaviour and make banks less
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sensitive to extra risk than would be the case if the bank (owners, managers, bond—holders,

depositors) had to face the full cost of bankruptcy.

In addition to these two reasons for special treatment of the financial sector, policy makers

must take into account an important market failure in bank behaviour. When an individual

bank makes commercial decisions, it does not take into account the effect of its decisions on

overall risk in the financial system, and of the costs to the economy of a financial crisis that

might ensue.

This is an example of the problem of externalities that is well-studied in economics, in

which the social costs of an individual’s actions diverge from the private costs. In the case of

pollution, a tax can be levied or bans imposed on emissions ofa certain type or scale to bring

private and social costs into alignment. Externalities of excessive risk-taking by a bank that is

systemically important threaten the continuity ofthe supply of economy-wide core banking

services because of the likelihood of contagion. Governments are afraid to let this happen.

Lying behind the policy problems is an information problem: for example, if the regulator

could accurately observe the risks that are being taken on by a bank, it could intervene to

keep it at the socially optimal level. One way that a policy maker could mitigate this market

failure is to impose capital regulation as a method of inducing the bank to take on less risk

(and thereby to operate closer to the socially optimal level of risk taking). This means the

policy maker sets the size of the private capital cushion, which is there to absorb losses in

the event the bank’s assets fall in value. In the wake of the global financial crisis, there has

been a widespread policy debate about how to make the financial system safer, to which we

return in Chapter 13.

The activities of banks

The activities of banks in modern economies are not confined to providing core banking

services. They also trade in financial assets. To understand the role of the financial sector

in the macroeconomy, and in particular, in financial upswings, downswings and crises, we

focus on two types of activity. These are (a) the provision of core banking services including

mortgage lending and (b) engagement in the creation and trading of financial assets and of

contracts based on assets, called derivatives.

in this chapter, we abstract from the complexity of the institutions and the details of the

assets and derivatives that were at the centre of the upswing to the global financial crisis.

To provide a framework for understanding the fluctuations in the economy in which the

banking system plays a central role, we use the term retail banking to refer to the provision

of core banking services including mortgage lending, and the term investment banking to

refer to the creation and trading of securitized financial assets and derivatives.1

1. A retail bank engages in traditional banking activity and behaves as it did in Chapter 5.

Its key characteristics are that its core business is principally deposit taking, payment services

and lending—to individuals and SMEs (i.e. small and medium-sized enterprises).

2. An investment bank (I B) trades in avariety offinancial products (such as derivatives, fixed

income instruments, currencies and commodities). In the real world, the principal activities

1 The definitions of retail and investment banks that follow are similar to those in the UK‘s Independent

Banking Commission’s report, IBC (2011).
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of investment banks include the provision of assistance to institutions such as governments

and corporations in raising equity and debt finance, giving advice in relation to mergers and

acquisitions, acting as counterparty to client trades and market-making. Not all investment

banks accept deposits. From a macroeconomic stability point of view, the important activity

of IBS is trading in financial products. When we model investment banks, we shall focus

entirely on trading in securitized assets and derivatives based on them.

Many large international banks are universal banks, which means they combine the activ-

ities of retail and investment banks. in addition, a substantial part of banking activity in the

years before the global financial crisis took place in the so—called shadow banking system.

Shadow banks engage in credit intermediation and although they are often related to banks,

they are not covered by banking regulation. It was in the shadow banking system that much of

the activity creating securitized financial assets and derivative contracts based on assets took

place in the 20005. For example, Countrywide Financial, a US non-bank mortgage lender, be-

came the largest mortgage lender in the country in the years prior to the crisis. The company

achieved this rapid growth by aggressively expanding its subprime lending business.2

As we shall see in Chapter 7, many large banks engage in both retail and investment

banking activities, and operate related entities that are part of the shadow banking complex.

However, when they do this, they separate their accounts into the so-called banking book,

in which the retail bank assets (like mortgage loans) are reported and the trading book, in

which the investment bank assets and derivatives are reported.

in this chapter, we set up a simple model of investment banks, which can be taken to

include the trading book activities of other banks, including the related activities of the

shadow banking complex. An important feature of investment banks is that the assets are

’marked-to—market’ as illustrated in the financial cycle shown in Fig. 6.2. This means that asset

values in the balance sheet reflect market prices. We shall see that mark-to-market valuation

of financial assets plays an important role in financial fluctuations. We shall also assume that

investment ban ks are risk—neutral and characterized by a business model called Value at Risk

(VaR), which we explain below.

Just as we represent household and firm behaviour in a very stylized way in the i5 curve

in the 3-equation model, we shall do the same for the financial system by setting out simple

models to characterize important features of bank behaviour. in Chapter 7, we return to the

banks of the real world and apply the models developed here to shed light on the part they

played in the global financial crisis.

6.2.2 Financial crises and their cost to the economy

Ben Bernanke defines financial crises as extreme disruptions to the normal functioning of

financial markets, which often have a significant effect on the real economy.3 As the book

by Reinhart and Rogoff (2009a) reports, financial crises are nothing new. In fact, the authors

find that relatively frequent financial crises have characterized developing and advanced

2 See the Reuters article from the 15th of October 2010 entitled, Factbox: Countrywide’s subprime lending.

3 See Ben Bernanke’s speech onJune 15th 2007, entitled The Financial Accelerator and the Credit Channel. The

speech is available on the Federal Reserve website.
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economies for at least the last 800 years. The authors focus their more detailed empirical

analysis on the period since 1800 (due to data availability) and produce a dataset of all

the financial crises in this period. This includes 66 economies, covering a range of levels of

development and geographical regions.

The authors find evidence of four broad varieties of crisis; inflation crises, currency crises,

sovereign debt crises (domestic and external) and banking crises. This chapter focuses on

systemic banking crises, which are crises that ’Iead to the closure, merging or takeover by the

public sector of one or more financial institutions'. These crises are typically associated with

the bursting ofhouse price and credit bubbles and the collapse ofhighly-indebted borrowers

(e.g. banks and households). We use the terms ’financial crisis’ and (systemic) ’banking crisis’

interchangeably.

What impact do systemic banking crises of this nature have on the real economy? In a

study focusing primarily on the financial crises in the post-WWII period (but excluding the

2008—09 crisis), Reinhart and Rogoff (2009b) find that financial crises are drawn out affairs

and (although they vary considerably) they typically have three key characteristics:

1. Deep and prolonged asset price collapses: declines in real house prices average 35% over

a period of six years and declines in equity prices average 55% over a period of three to

four years.

2. Large and lasting adverse impacts on output and employment: on average, real GDP per

capita contracts 9% (from peak to trough) over two years and unemployment rises seven

percentage points over four years.

3. Governmentdebt explodes: in real terms, the government debt stock rises 86% on average

in the three years following a banking crisis.4 This is primarily due to the collapse in

tax revenues associated with the deep output contraction and the implementation of

counter-cyclical fiscal policy. Bank bailout costs are usually second order.5

These characteristics highlight the sheer magnitude of the impact financial crises typically

have on the real economy. The IMF (2009) report provides further evidence; analysing 122

recessions in 21 advanced economies they found that recessions associated with financial

crises are more severe and long-lasting than those recessions associated with other shocks.

The global recession of 2008—09 was extremely damaging, as it was not only associated

with a financial crisis, but was highly synchronized across the major advanced economies.

The GDP ofthe advanced economies contracted by 3.5% in 2009 alone and the cumulative

cost of lost output over the crisis was even larger.6 For example, by the first quarter of 201 3,

UK GDP was still 4% below its pre-crisis peak in Q1 of 2008 and was a full 17% below the level

4 The authors use the percentage increase in the government debt stock instead of the debt-to-GDP ratio

to avoid steep output drops complicating the interpretation of the debt-to—GDP ratios. The authors index

pre-banking crisis government debt at 100 and find that the average government debt stock rises to 186 (i.e.

an increase of 86%) in the three years following a banking crisis.

5 Bank bailout costs in the global financial crisis (which are not considered in the Reinhart and Rogoff data)

were, however, very large compared to government tax revenue in some countries (e.g. Ireland). We discuss

the case of the Irish bank bail—out in more detail in Chapter 12.

6 Source: IMF World Economic Outlook database, October 2012.
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it would have been had the pre—crisis trend not been interrupted by the crisis and extended

recession.7 We analyse the global financial crisis in more detail in the following chapter

6.2.3 Financial cycles and business cycles

Chapters 1 -5 were all about the business cycle—the fluctuations of the economy from reces-

sion to boom to recession. In the earlier chapters we set out a model in which business cycles

can be driven by demand and supply shocks and by policy changes. In business cycle reces-

sions, unemployment goes up and well—being goes down—for people who lose theirjobs,

for those who find it more difficult to find ajob and for those in employment who are more

anxious about keeping thejob they have. In business cycle booms, although unemployment

goes down and real wages tend to rise, both of which raise well-being, inflation goes up and

there is normally a cost to be paid in terms of a subsequent recession for squeezing inflation

out of the economy. For these reasons, the policy maker tries to keep the economy close to

the medium-run equilibrium.

Where the business cycle is based on fluctuations in GDP, upswings and downswings

of financial cycles refer to fluctuations in key financial variables, such as credit and house

prices. Unlike the business cycle, there is no widely accepted methodology for measuring

the financial cycle. However, we can summarize the key features of financial fluctuationsand

crises using the work of economists and economic historians (see, for example, Reinhan and

Rogoff (2009a and 2009b) and Schularick and Taylor (2012)):

1. In the upswing ofa financial cycle, house prices rise more rapidly than overthe Iongrun

and banks extend more credit. Positive feedback processes amplify rising house prices and

rising levels ofdebt in the banking sector. The upswing of a financial cycle is often associated

with both households and banks increasing their borrowing.

2. The upswing often ends with a collapse in house prices and a banking crisis.

3. in the downswing of a financial cycle, households and banks reduce their levels of

indebtedness. This deleveraging is referred to as a process of 'repairing their balance sheets'.

The need for banks to rebuild their capacity to absorb losses following the reversal of the

boom phase (where they have experienced large losses on their loans) means they seta

higher interest rate spread above the policy rate and are less willing to make loans.

4. When a housing boom reverses, borrower households need to increase theirsavings.

Some need to recover from negative equity or 'being under-water‘ due to the collapse of

house prices (these are the banks’ bad loans).

5. Both aspects of the aftermath of the downturn in the financial cycle imply a deeper

recession than is the case in the absence of these balance sheet (or wealth) effects.

6. Public sector debt increases sharply when there is a financial crisis because ofthe depth

and length ofthe recession that follows and because of government support forfailing banks.

7 The pre-crisis trend level of growth was calculated as the average quarterly growth rate for the 15 years

prior to the recession (Le. 1993 Q1 and 2007 Q4). Source: UK Office for National Statistics (data accessedJune

2013) and authors' calculations.
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Two mechanisms play an important role in the dynamics of a financial cycle: asset price

bubbles and financial accelerators. The latter are based on the effect of asset price changes

on the balance sheets of households and banks. Before explaining these mechanisms, we

provide some empirical information about financial cycles.

Stylized facts about the financial cycle

In this subsection, we present some stylized facts about the financial cycle and contrast

them with the characteristics of the more familiar business cycle. We use the research of

economists at the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basel led by Claudio Borio

in our presentation of the financial cycle. This group was one of the few that had done

systematic research on the interaction of macroeconomic policy and financial instability

before the global financial crisis, and the BIS economists have been credited with having

warned about the dangers of the build—up of leverage (i.e. the shrinkage of capital cushions)

in the financial sector ahead of the crisis.8

The BlS financial cycle measure reflects fluctuations in three financial variables; private

credit, the private credit-to—GDP ratio and residential property prices. The choice of these

variables was informed by the historical evidence on financial fluctuations described above

and bytheir behaviour. These variables follow very similar patterns over time and their peaks

are often associated with banking crises. By contrast, stock market prices are not included in

the financial cycle measure as they exhibit much more short term volatility than the chosen

variables and their peaks are less frequently associated with crises.

The fluctuations in the financial cycle variables are typically longer than the business cycle

fluctuations in output. The gap between business cycle peaks is typically five to six years in

advanced countries, whereas financial cycles in the major advanced economies can be more

than twice or even three times as long.9

Three stylized facts about the financial cycle are:

1. Banks playa key role in the cycle through both their lending and their borrowing behaviour

(i.e. both the asset and the liability sides of their balance sheets).

2. The housing sector is procyclical and the purchase of new and second-hand housing is

often financed by borrowing from banks.

3. The inter-relationship between banks and housing is central to the financial cycle, and

the peak of the financial cycle is often followed by a banking crisis.

Figure 6.3 shows the business and financial cycles for the United States from the 19705 to

the middle of 201 1 .10 The curve labelled financial cycle reflects the behaviour of bank credit

and house prices. The more prolonged upswings and downswings of the financial cycle as

compared with those of the business cycle are evident in the chart. Note that although the

8 For an example of the BIS research on financial instability (carried out prior to the crisis), see Borio and

White (2004). The two papers we use as the basis for our discussion of the financial cycle are Borio (2012) and

Drehmann et al. (2012).

9 See Borio (2012).

10 The data forthe financial cycle graphs is presented in Drehmann etal. (2012) and has been kindly provided

by the authors.
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Figure 6.3 The financial and business cycles in the United States: 1970 01-2011 Q2.

Source: Drehmann, Borio and Tsatsaronis (2012).

financial cycles are not derived from data on banking crises, the peaks of the financial cycle

in the USA coincide almost exactly with the onset of the last two banking crises.

The underlying series for the private credit (as a percentage of GDP) and real house prices

are shown in Fig. 6.4. The cyclical components of these variables (and of private credit

volume) form the financial cycle shown in Fig. 6.3. The cyclical components are estimated

relative to trend (i.e. they are the fluctuations in the series around the long—run trend). The

trend in both variables was upward sloping until the financial crisis of the late-20005."

Reinhart and Rogoff (2009a) provide further evidence for choosing these indicators for

measuring financial fluctuations. They use the so—called 'signals approach’ to test the relative

importance of different indicators as early warning signs for banking crises. They find that

real house price growth is close to the top of the list of reliable indicators, whereas real stock

price growth is relatively less successful at predicting future banking crises. This is because

stock price growth produces more false alarms (i.e. peaks of stock price cycles are less often

associated with crises).

The data in Fig. 6.4 shows that US house prices rose steadily from the early 19705 to the

late 19905, boomed in the early to mid—20005 and then fell dramatically between 2006 and

2011. House prices peaked in 2006 Q1 at almost 2.5 times their 1970 value. Figure 6.4 also

shows that (with the exception of a brief fall in the early 19905) US households and firms

continually increased their borrowing in the four decades preceding the financial crisis of

the late 20005. The peak of the housing and credit cycles were closely associated with both

the onset of a banking crisis and a prolonged recession in the late 20005.

Looking at business cycles and financial cycles together in Fig. 6.3 suggests that if policy

makers are preoccupied with stabilizing the business cycle, they may overlook the fact that

a financial cycle upswing can continue during a recession such as that of the early 20005.

Figure 6.5 shows the financial and business cycles for the UK, Germany, Sweden andJapan.

which are constructed in the same way as for the USA. The picture for the UK looks fairly

similar to that of the USA, with the upswing in the financial cycle prior to the recent crisis

beginning in the mid 19905 and really taking off in the mid-20005. However, the other three

11 The details about how the cycles are extracted from the underlying data are provided in Drehmann etal.

(2012).
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a. Private credit-to-GDP ratio b. Real residential property prices
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Figure 6.4 Private credit-to-GDP ratio and real residential property prices in the United States: 1970

01-2011 Q1.

Source: Drehmann, Borio and Tsatsaronis (2012).

countries display much more variety. Note that the amplitude of financial cycles can be

compared over time and across countries but there is no meaningful comparison between

the amplitude of business cycles and financial cycles. However, the relative length ofbusiness

cycles and financial cycles can be compared.

In neither Sweden norJapan did the financial cycle move above trend in the 20005. Both

had experienced large banking sector crashes in the late-805 to early-905, which adversely

affected financial variables in those economies throughout the Great Moderation period.

Germany presents a different case altogether. The amplitude of its financial cycle is sub-

stantially smaller than that of the other three countries and the 2008-09 financial crisis

actually came at the trough of their financial cycle. The long—term absence of substantial

financial cycles in Germany reflects its different housing market (where home ownership

rates are low, and where neither high loan—to-value mortgages nor home equity loans are

available). In other words, in Germany it is not possible to re-mortgage your apartment or

house based on its market value. The German case highlights the impact that the institutions

asociety adopts can have on the amplitude of financial cycles as well as on business cycles

through their effect on aggregate consumption behaviour, as discussed in Chapter 1.

From the mid-19905, Germany’s growth was weak. This is reflected in Fig. 6.5 by the

frequency of recessions in Germany, which stands in sharp contrast to the UK in the same

period, which was recession—free and where afinancial cycle built up. Demand for and supply

ofcredit to domestic households by German banks was muted. Germany’s banking crisis in

2007 was imported from the US subprime crash through the overseas activities of its banks.

By looking at the country experiences, and noting the variability of the financial cycle over

time, it is clear that economic policy and particular innovations in the financial sector are

important for understanding why a financial cycle takes hold and its amplitude. The focus

of this chapter is on the mechanisms that led to housing and credit booms in a number of

financially liberalized developed economies in the 20005 (e.g. the UK and the US). These
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Figure 6.5 The financial and business cycles in selected advanced economies: 1970 01-2011 02.

Note: We have added recessions onto these graphs based on defining a recession as a period of two or more consecutive

quarters of negative growth (i.e. contraction) in real GDP.

Source: Drehmann, Borio and Tsatsaronis (2012); OECD (data accessed March 2013).

countries were at the core of the global financial crisis. We analyse the crisis in detail in the

next chapter and discuss the important role played by banks headquartered in countries

where financial cycles did not take hold such as Germany.

6.3 Basic mechanisms

We discuss two mechanisms that play an important role in the analysis offinancial crises. The

first is the asset price bubble and the second is the financial accelerator. The latter is a mech—

anism through which changes in asset prices (such as for houses or financial assets) affect the

balance sheet ofan agent, which in turn leads to a change in borrowing and spending. Asa re-

sult ofasset price bubbles and financial accelerator processes, the financial sector can amplify

and propagate shocks as illustrated in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. A famous example ofa pure bubble is

the tulip bulb bubble of the 17th century. Both processes were at play when the house price

bubble in Sweden in 1990 was amplified and propagated through the economy by financial

accelerator effects as households borrowed more against the rising value of their housing.

6.3.1 Asset price bubbles

Figure 6.6 shows three cases, each of which illustrate price dynamic processes in different

kinds of markets. In the diagrams in the upper panels, the price of the good at time t is on
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the horizontal axis and the price at time t + l is on the vertical axis. There is a 45 degree

line, which shows a situation of price stability, i.e. where P, = Pt+1. The diagrams in the

lower panels show the associated supply and demand diagrams for each case (excluding the

multiple equilibrium case).

The market on the left hand side is the market for a non—durable good, such as fish. The

line labelled PDE, which stands for price dynamic equation, shows the relationship between

the price this period and next period and is flatter than the 45 degree line. When there is a

positive shock to the price in time t, the PDE shows that the price in the next period begins

to fall back to the initial equilibrium. This isjust what we would expect in an ordinary market.

We show the supply and demand diagram for this case in the lower left-hand panel. When

the price rises, demand falls and there is a gap between the unchanged supply and the lower

demand (i.e. there is excess supply) that depresses the price, with adjustment taking place

until demand and supply are once again equal at the initial price (i.e. P0).

in the second diagram, the PDE line is steeper than the 45 degree line. Here, a positive

price shock in time t is followed by a higher price in period t +1. How can this happen? It

can only happen in the market for a durable good or asset that can be stored and we will take

the example of the market for tulip bulbs. If the conviction takes hold that the price of tulip

bulbs will increase further, then this leads the demand curve to shift up in the supply and

demand diagram (shown in the lower middle panel). The reason for the upward shift in the

demand curve is that agents believe the price of tulip bulbs will go up further. lfthis happens,

then holding more tulip bulbs is a good strategy: there will be a capital gain from holding

them because they can be sold later at a higher price than the price paid to acquire them.
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Figure 6.7 The impact of changes in price expectations in a market with an S-shaped PDE curve.

The normal response to a price increase in a situation of excess supply is a fall in price, as

was the case for fish in the first example. In the tulip bulb case, however, the initial price rise

leads the demand curve to shift upwards. In a self-fulfilling bubble, this process can continue

indefinitely—at least until something happens to change the expectation of continuously

rising prices (and of a growing deviation of the price from its initial 'fundamental’ value).12

The third diagram combines the features of the other two to produce an S-shaped PDE

curve. In this case there are three intersections with the 45 degree line: the one in the middle

resembles the unstable tulip bulb case; the other two resemble the stable fish case. In a

market with an S-shaped PDE curve, the economy will be pulled to the stable high or low

price equilibrium.

In order to assess the role that expectations play in markets characterized by an S-shaped

PDE curve, we can write the PDE process as PM = f(P,; A,). where A, is a variable that shifts

the curve. One simple way of thinking about this is for A, to represent the proportion ofthe

population with a given expectation about next period‘s price, and the proportion responds

to what has happened to the price in the previous period. We show this case in Fig. 6.7.

Let us assume the housing market is at the high price equilibrium at A. A shock occurs that

leads a small fraction of agents to expect a lower price next period (i.e. A falls to A’). The S-

shaped PDE curve shifts downward to PDE(A’), those whose expectations have changed sell

houses, and the price falls. The new equilibrium is at B. In the following period the notion of

falling house prices is adopted by more people, which shifts the PDE down. As more and more

people come to believe the price will fall, the PDE curve shifts down. Eventually, a tipping

point is reached at which the PDE has shifted down to PDE( ”). such that it is tangent to the

45 degree line. This is a tipping point because in the following period, the middle equilibrium

has disappeared and the economy is pulled toward the low price equilibrium at C.

12 For a deeper analysis of bubbles, see the paper by Blanchard and Watson (1982). They have a nice solution

to the problem of the tulip case: a bubble requires an increasing price sequence and at some point, this is

going to be unsustainable. Their idea is that the bubble can burst at any date with some probability, which

means everyone knows it is going to burst eventually, but still find it optimal to go along with the burgeoning

bubble.
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By looking at these three cases, we can see how a process of self—fulfilling price expectations

can operate in the market for a durable good. There is no point buying more fish in the hope

of making a capital gain on them because the fish will rot. Hence, a process of self-fulfilling

expectations cannot get underway in the fish market. In the market for tulip bulbs in the

seventeenth century or for office space in Tokyo in the late 19805, however, there is a

rationale for paying a higher price in order to get hold of more of the asset so as to benefit

from the expected capital gain.

lnthe left-hand diagram ofFig. 6.6 there is a stable equilibrium price, in the middle diagram,

there is no stable equilibrium price and in the right-hand one, there are two stable and one

unstable equilibria. The diagram with multiple equilibria captures the possible dynamics ofa

housing or other asset market where there are repeated booms and busts. The economy will

tend to move through a process of self-fulfilling price expectations toward either the upper

orthe lower equilibrium: a housing boom or a housing bust.

Box 6.1 The big ten financial bubbles

As we have seen, financial crises are not a new phenomenon. Historically, crises have frequently, but

not always, been preceded by asset price bubbles. Kindleberger and Aliber (2011, p. 11) set out the

ten most significant financial bubbles of the last 400 years. Notice that asset price bubbles have

occured across a wide variety of countries and time periods. The bubbles of the last 100 years have

predominantly been focused on real estate, stocks and foreign investment.

1636: The Dutch Tulip Bulb Bubble

1720: The South Sea Bubble

1720: The Mississippi Bubble

1927-29: The late 19205 stock price bubble

19705: The surge in loans to Mexico and other developing economies

1985-89: The bubble in real estate and stocks in Japan

1985—89: The bubble in real estate and stocks in Finland, Norway and Sweden

19905: The bubble in real estate and stocks in Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and several other Asian

countries between 1992 and 1997; and the surge in foreign investment in Mexico 1990—99

1995—2000: The bubble in over-the-counter stocks in the United States

2002-07: The bubble in real estate in the United States, Britain, Spain, Ireland and Iceland; and the

debt of the government of Greece

6.3.2 The financial accelerator

A central element of the macroeconomic model we have been studying in this book is

the presence of credit-constrained households. For these households, an increase in their

wealth provides them with more collateral and relaxes the credit constraint by allowing them

to borrow more. We assume that home equity loans are available, such that a household

can use the equity in their house as collateral to obtain a loan.13

13 Home equity loans were available in the UK and the US prior to the crisis. They were not available in France,

Germany or Italy.
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By definition, a credit—constrained household will spend more when the credit constraint

is relaxed. This provides a connection between a change in asset price, the extent of credit

constraints and household spending, that is, between a change in asset price and the IS curve,

The financial accelerator is a positive feedback process through which a change in the

price of an asset affects the macroeconomy.” The asset could be a financial asset such as

company stocks (shares) or bonds. We illustrate the mechanics of the financial accelerator

using the case of housing because this is where the financial accelerator mainly operates for

the household sector.1S lts operation can be summarized in the following five steps:

1. The credit constraints facing a household depend on the value of the collateral it has.

The value of its collateral is its net worth, which as we saw in Chapter 5, is the difference

between the value of the house and the size of the mortgage. It is important to highlight

that the financial accelerator works because it is the market price of the house that

establishes its value. When the household's net worth increases, it is able to borrow more.

This is referred to as a relaxation of the credit constraints it faces.

2. A positive shock to house prices relaxes credit constraints.

3. Households borrow more. This step rests on the assumption that there is a set of borrower

households who have borrowed up to the limit set by the credit constraints. Hence, when

the constraint is relaxed by a rise in the value of their housing collateral, they will borrow

more.

4. Some of this borrowing is used for consumption and some is used to buy more housing,

both existing houses and newly constructed ones. This has a direct effect in shifting the l5

curve.

5. The increased demand for housing, pushes the price up further and the financial acceler-

ator process begins again at step 1.

The financial accelerator is a positive feedback process because on the basis of an initial

exogenous rise in the price of the asset (in this case, the house), a key constraint limiting

the household’s desired spending—including on housing—is relaxed. This has two important

effects. It amplifies the business cycle because it stimulates spending by previously credit-

constrained people. This shifts the IS curve to the right. The shift will be reinforced by the

increase in construction (e.g. new house building) that accompanies the rise in demand for

housing (e.g. USA, Ireland and Spain in the 20005). Second, it feeds back to push house prices

up further. The second effect propagates the shock because it relaxes the credit constraints by

increasing the value of the collateral, and allows the positive feedback process to continue.

We can highlight the central role of credit constraints in this process by comparing itto the

special case where there are no credit-constrained households. In this case, an exogenous

14 See Bernanke et al. (1999) for a detailed discussion of the financial accelerator. Alternatively, for a high

level discussion see Ben Bernanke’s speech onJune 15th 2007, entitled The Financial Acceleratorand the Credit

Channel. The speech is available on the Federal Reserve website.

15 Muellbauer (2010) provides an excellent explanation ofthese processes. The paper also assesses the differ-

ent modelling approaches and looks into their consistency with the data. Aron et al. (2012) provide empirical

evidence on the financial accelerator. The authors find that the housing collateral channel on consumption

(i.e. the financial accelerator) operates in the UK and US household sectors but is absent inJapan.
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rise in house prices is simply a temporary shock to permanent income. There will be hardly

any effect on aggregate demand and there will be no positive feed back process driving house

prices up further.

The financial accelerator does not have to rest on bubble behaviour. It is driven by the

combination of credit constraints and collateral effects. In the financial accelerator, the

demand for the asset is shifted by a change in wealth caused by the change in the asset's

price. A rise in price relaxes the credit constraint and drives demand higher because of

increased wealth. By contrast, in the case of the bubble based on self—fulfilling expectations,

it is the expectation of a capital gain (i.e. an expected increase in the price of the asset) that

leads the demand curve for housing to shift.

Although these are distinct mechanisms, they can interact with each other. For example,

the bursting of a bubble can be the source of a price shock, which will lead the financial

accelerator to amplify and propagate the shock further through the economy. The example

ofa bubble bursting highlights that the financial accelerator operates in both the upswing

and downswing stages of the financial cycle.

6.4 The housing feedback process and the 3-equation

model

In this section, we draw together the insights from the two mechanisms (asset price bubble

and financial accelerator) to describe a housing positive feedback process, which can drive

afinancial cycle. We re-introduce the 3-equation model to show the relationship between

the house-price driven financial cycle, the business cycle and the inflation-targeting central

bank. A simple formal model of the housing positive feedback process is set out in the

Appendix. The specific features of the housing positive feedback process as they played out

in the run-up to the global financial crisis are set out in Chapter 7.

The large volume of evidence presented in Reinhart and Rogoff (2009a) suggests that

rising house prices (in real terms) and the expansion of private credit go together in the

upswing phase of a financial cycle. Reinhart and Rogoff show that house price booms have

typically preceded systemic banking crises in both emerging and advanced economies in

the post-WWII period. The literature also provides strong evidence that pre-crisis asset price

booms are associated with substantial expansions in credit (both domestic and external).16

6.4.1 Credit constrained households, housing collateral and house prices

In Step 3 above, credit-constrained households are up against their borrowing constraint.

The house-price feedback can be set in motion by, for example, an exogenous rise in the

price ofhousing, or by a change in regulation (or in self-imposed guidelines) of banks related

to the loan-to-value ratio they use when making mortgage decisions or collateral rules.

A rise in the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio banks are allowed to use in making mortgages

leads to a rise in the demand for mortgages. For an individual borrowing to buy a house,

16 See Mendoza and Terrones (2008) and Schularick and Taylor (2012).
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Figure 6.8 The impact of long-run supply constraints on the formation of house price bubbles.

the LTV ratio is calculated as the value of the loan received divided by the value of the

property purchased. For example, if a borrower took out a loan of $160. 000 to buya house

worth $200, 000, then the LTV ratio would be 80%. In the USA, mortgages with LTV ratiosin

excess of 'I 00% became widely available in the mid-20005.17 This meant that borrowers could

receive a loan larger than the value of the property they were buying without providing any

down-payment. These looser lending standards made it possible for lower income groups

to purchase residential property and consequently boosted mortgage demand.

Bank collateral rules can also influence mortgage demand. They specify how a change In

the market value of a house affects the ability of a household to borrow. If these rules for

home equity loans are loosened it becomes easier for households to borrow against their

housing assets. As a result, credit constrained households increase their borrowing for both

consumption and housing.

When the price of houses goes up, a bubble may develop as explained in the previous

section. The rise in demand for mortgages pushes up house prices (APH > O), which mayin

turn trigger the expectation that house prices will rise further (APf, > 0). When a bubble is

formed, the economy is characterized by a price dynamic equation (PDE) line with a slope

of more than 45 degrees (Fig. 6.6 central panel).

However, rising house prices do not necessarily reflect a bubble. Instead they could reflect

changes to the fundamental determinants of price (i.e. supply and demand). We illustratethis

by comparing two cases, as shown in Fig. 6.8. In the first (shown in the left-hand panel), the

supply curve for housing, although inelastic in the short-run, is perfectly elastic in the long

run; in the second (shown in the right-hand panel), supply is inelastic in the long-run as well.

Figure 6.8a could describe a situation in a city surrounded by plenty ofspace for expansion

and where there are no planning impediments to further house building. In this case, we see

demand for housing rising in two consecutive periods, which cause prices to rise from P0 to

P1, and then from P1 to P2. This is due to supply being perfectly inelastic in the short-run;

17 See IMF (2011). For evidence on the role of housing in the financial accelerator in the UK and the US see

Aron et al. (2012).
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new houses cannot be built instantaneously. However, after the initial price rises, supply

responds, more houses are built and this reduces the price back down to the long-run price

(P0). In the new equilbrium, the price has returned to its long-run level, but new house

building has increased the supply of housing to QLR. In other words, new supply has mopped

up the additional demand.

If one observed steeply rising house prices where these fundamentals were in place, it

would be reasonable to infer that a bubble is underway. The reason is that if the long-

run supply curve is flat, house prices must eventually fall to the level consistent with that

supply curve. In this setting, ever-increasing house prices must be explained by extrapolative

expectations driving a bubble process.

By contrast, take a situation where the long—run supply curve is vertical, as shown in

Fig. 6.8b. This could arise because of binding constraints on building more housing due to

acombination of physical and planning reasons. In this case, the initial increases in housing

demand cause prices to shift upwards (from P0 to P1 and then to P2) exactly as in the first ex-

ample, but as there is no supply response, there is no pressure for prices to fall in the long-run.

When these fundamentals are in place, it is possible for house prices to rise persistently

without a bubble. The demand curve is shifted, for example by population inflows or in the

case of London property after 2010, by wealthy citizens of Eurozone crisis countries looking

fora safe place to put their money. This shifts the demand curve for housing upwards. As

long as the demand curve is shifting upwards, the price of housing rises without a bubble and

fuels the financial accelerator. When the supply curve is inelastic, it is harder to distinguish a

bubble from price movements based on the fundamentals.

When a housing bubble bursts, we would predict there to be lots ofempty houses because

of the expansion in supply triggered by the high and rising prices. This was the case in the

USA, Ireland and Spain in the episodes of rising house prices before the global financial crisis.

The problem of over-supply is often exacerbated by the fact that new houses take time to

build. New supply may continue to come on to the market even after house prices have

started to fall. By contrast, when house prices fell in the UK, there were not lots of empty

houses—because of planning constraints, supply had responded weakly to rising demand.

6.4.2 A plain vanilla financial crisis

We can summarize how a house—price based boom can turn into a financial crisis as follows.

I. When a property bubble bursts and house prices fall, the net worth of households falls.

Some households are unable to service their mortgage.

2. Houses are repossessed by the bank (this is called foreclosure) and sold at a loss, i.e. at a

price below the balance of the remaining mortgage.

3. The net worth of banks falls due to the losses they incur on mortgage loans.

4. Ifa bank is sufficiently exposed to falling property prices, it can become insolvent: the

shrinkage ofthe value of its assets wipes out its capital cushion.

This is an example sometimes referred to as a ‘plain vanilla' banking crisis. Plain vanilla is a

standard kind of ice—cream—only one flavour and without sprinkles. A plain vanilla crisis does

not rely on the more sophisticated behaviour of banks involving novel financial instruments
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or the investment and shadow banking activities described in the bank-centred positive

feedback process in the next section.

Plain vanilla banking crises have occurred frequently in many countries overthe years, and

governments have been forced to intervene to save and restructure banks so as to prevent

contagion and a broader break-down of the supply of core banking services. Examples are

the banking crisis known as the secondary banking crisis in the UK of 1973-77 and the US

Savings and Loans crisis of the 19805. Housing-banking booms and busts of this kind have

not gone out of fashion—this is what happened in Ireland and Spain in the 20005.

6.4.3 Housing feedback process and the 3-equation model

If home equity loans are available, households enjoying a relaxation oftheir creditconstraints

due to the higher market value of their house borrow more in order to spend more on

housing, and on consumption of goods and services. This can lead to the construction of

new houses, which boosts aggregate demand. In the 3—equation model these effects produce

a rightward shift of the IS curve and, holding everything else constant, this will push up

inflation and lead to a tightening of monetary policy in the usual way by the central bank,

Note, however, that the link to the central bank is only via the effect of the increased loans

on aggregate demand and the forecast effect on CPI inflation: there is no direct link from the

behaviour of house prices per se.18

Suppose the central bank successfully shifts the economy on to the MR curve and CPI

inflation begins to fall. The response of the central bank to the associated forecast rise in

inflation will not necessarily prevent the continuation of the upswing of the financial cycle.

This is because there is no mechanism in the model that directly links the stabilizing action

of the central bank to the sources of the house price feedback process. Higher interest rates

would be expected to dampen demand for mortgages, but an interest rate increase designed

to get CPI inflation back to target will not necessarily cut off an asset price bubble and the

financial accelerator mechanism. This is illustrated by the continuous upswing in US house

prices between the 19705 and the mid-20005 shown in Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.9 summarizes the housing—related financial cycle and its interaction with the

business cycle. The top section of the diagram shows how changes in regulation or collateral

rules in the retail banking system can lead to a house price boom. The bottom section shows

the link between the housing market and the 3-equation model. The increased loans for

consumption and for investment in new housing increase aggregate demand, which in turn

creates inflationary pressure. In the normal way, the central bank policy maker reacts by

tightening monetary policy to bring forecast inflation back to target. The diagram highlights

the fact that house price increases do not affect either aggregate demand or inflation (i.e.

there is no direct link between house prices and the 3-equation model).

18 The measures of inflation targeted by central banks do not typically include house prices directly, but

do account for changes in the price of rental accommodation or the imputed costs of owner-occupied

accommodation. This includes only the consumption component of owner occupied housing and ignores the

volatile investment component. The elements of housing costs included do not influence the overall price

indices that enter the inflation target to a high degree. To see this, plot the US Consumer Price Index against

the US Consumer Price Index less Shelter (data available from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics website).
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6.5 The bank leverage—centred feedback process

In Section 6.2.1 , we explained the reasons why, from the perspective ofsociety at large, banks

will take on too much risk. In this section, we focus not on the level but on changes in the

amountofrisk taken on by banks. To do this we introduce a second positive feedback process.

This relates to bank behaviour and financial assets. It involves a different kind of behaviour

by banks from the retail banks making housing and consumer loans that we modelled in

Chapter 5 and discussed in the previous section. We introduce investment banks and as

explained in Section 6.21, we focus entirely on their asset trading activities.

The model we present is highly stylized. We refer to the main actor as an investment bank.

However, it is clear from the experience in the 20005, discussed further in Chapter 7, that

the sort of behaviour captured in the model was observed not only in some investment

banks but also in some retail banks, universal banks and bank—like institutions known as

Shadow banks. We assume that an investment bank buys mortgages from the retail bank

and uses a large number of mortgages as the raw material from which to produce financial

assets. These are known as securitized assets. In Chapter 7, we explain the characteristics and

origins ofthe two main types of financial asset (M BS, mortgage-backed securities and CD0,

collateralized debt obligations) that were central to the upswing of the financial cycle in the

20005.

Once mortgages are converted into securitized assets, the forces of demand and supply

for the financial asset come into play. These forces are quite separate from the ones in the
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Figure 6.10 UK banks’ leverage: 1960 2011.

Source: Bank of England Financial Stability Report,June 2012.

real economy that underlie the initial demand for loans by households to fund the purchase

of a house.

Unlike the plain vanilla banking crises described in the previous section, a financial cycle

upswing and banking crisis in which a major role is played by investment banks and asset-

backed securities appears to be new (although securitized assets themselves are not new).The

details of how the upswing developed in the 20005 combining elements ofa familiar plain-

vanilla housing—centred cycle with the newer role played by banks borrowing to buyfinancial

assets are described in the following chapter. Here we concentrate on the mechanisms at

work in a bank leverage—centred upswing and downswing.

The key stylized fact that lies behind the model of investment bank behaviour presented

here is the dramatic increase in the leverage of banks, (i.e. the ratio of their assets to their

equity) and especially investment banks during the 20005. Figure 6.10 highlights the dramatic

increase in leverage in the UK banking system prior to the global financial crisis; leverage

rose from 20 to 48 between 2000 and 2008.

6.5.1 Investment bank behaviour and leverage

In this section, we provide the details of a financial cycle generated by bank behaviour

illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.2. In the bank leverage—centred case, mechanisms similar

to those in the housing case are at work in the upswing of the financial cycle, which creates

vulnerability to a financial crisis. The main elements of the cycle are as follows.19

1. Both investment banks and savers invest in financial assets. The assets are also referred

to as risky securities or securitized assets. These two groups of investors differ in an im-

portant respect: savers are risk averse and investment banks are risk neutral. It may help

to imagine the savers are pension funds although in our simple model, they are the saver

households. The upswing begins with the widespread belief that risk has fallen significantly.

As demand for the financial asset goes up, the price rises. Risk averse savers reduce their

19 The analysis in this section is based on a number of papers by Hyun Song Shin (see Shin 2009, Shin 2010,

Adrian & Shin 2011) as well as on Geanakoplos (2010).
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demand in response but risk neutral investment banks do not. Investment banks will want

to hold more of the risky asset as long as the expected return is positive. Hence the finan-

cial assets are transferred from savers to investment banks. As long as there is a positive

expected return, the demand by investment banks to hold the risky security is only limited

by theirability to borrow the money from savers (in the money market). Savers are prepared

to lend as long as their loans to the investment banks are risk free; and that requires that

investment bank equity is big enough to cover the worst case scenario. As a result of this pro-

cess, the leverage of the investment banks can increase substantially as a result of the fall in

risk.

2. The second ’upswing period of reaction to the fall in risk comes about because the rise

in the price ofthe financial asset leads to a capital gain for the investment banks on their initial

holdings of securities. This increases the equity of IBS because they use the mark-to-market

valuation of their assets. This means that the investment banks have more equity available

to cover the worst case risk; so savers are now prepared to lend more and the investment

banks are happy to borrow to buy more assets so long as there is a positive expected return,

however low. The increase in investment bank holdings of securitized assets will be equal to

the rise in equity multiplied by the high leverage level.

3. Given the volume of securitized assets now held by lBs, a completely unexpected

reversal ofthe previous optimistic beliefs about risk (validated, for example, by rating agencies

on the basis oftheir historical data) and a consequent fall in asset prices leads to major capital

losses which can wipe out much lB equity, and put the solvency of some lBs at risk.

The simple model

Assumptions

To make the arguments about the behaviour of IBS as transparent as possible, we make a

number of additional simplifying assumptions.

1. In the two upswing periods of the financial cycle we hold conditions in the real economy

unchanged. In other words, the dynamics of the upswing of the financial cycle do not

depend on spillovers to the real economy. In the modelling, this means we keep the

number of financial assets, which we call F, constant. As in the case of the housing cycle,

holding the supply of the asset constant focuses attention on the interaction between

the price and demand. Moreover, since the repayment schedule of the households with

mortgages is based on the loan they took out, it is not affected by the fluctuations in asset

prices that take place in the financial sector.

2. We assume investment banks are not deposit—taking so they cannot fund their asset

purchases through deposits.

3. We assume that the riskiness of assets is known to everyone.

Value at Risk behaviour of the investment bank

Setting out a model using equations and a numerical example helps to clarify the behaviour

ofa stylized investment bank, which is othen/vise unfamiliar. We go through the steps that

were summarized above.
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The price of an F asset is P. The expected return from the asset is (1 + r) per F asset (note

that in the VaR model, r refers to the rate of return on the asset; not to the lending rate)-

Thus as long as the expected return is greater than the price they have to pay, i.e. (1 + r) > P,

their expected profit is positive (1 + r — P > O), which means the investment bank spends

PF buying as many of the F assets it can.

The maximum an investment bank can spend on the F assets is equal to their equity, e,

plus the amount they can borrow from savers, B. Hence, PF = B + e. This tells us the amount

they want to borrow.

The next step is to figure out how much the investment banks can borrow. This depends

on the behaviour of savers. We assume that savers are prepared to lend to investment banks

at the money market rate, H”, as long as they run strictly no risk. We assume furtherthat savers

who are considering lending to investment banks make the assumption that the maximum

possible loss per F asset is Z. We can think of the ratings agencies (see Chapter 7, Section

7.2.3) being responsible for assessing the degree of risk and assigning a rating (such as AAB).

from which savers can infer 2.

Given that the maximum loss per F asset is 2, the lowest possible total return to the

investment bank is (1 + r — 2)F. On that basis, savers are prepared to lend an amount B as

long as even in the worst case, the investment bank can pay savers back (1 + rP)B. In the

worst case, the investment bank gets its lowest total return minus the cost of borrowing,

rP, i.e. (1 + r — rP — Z)F, We can make the notation simpler without altering the logic, by

assuming r‘D = 0.

The maximum the investment bank can borrow is

maxB=(1+r—Z)F.

As we have seen above, as long as the expected return from buying an F asset is positive, i.e.

(1 + r) > P, the risk—neutral investment bank will buy as many as they can. The maximum

they can fund is equal to the maximum they can borrow plus their equity:

PF=maxB+e=(1+r—Z)F+e.

As an example, suppose r = 0.07, and Z = 0.04, then the worst possible outcome is that

each securitized asset yields only 1 + 0.07 — 0.04 = 1.03. If the investment bank held F

of these assets, then the most it would have available to pay back the lenders (savers) at

the end of the period would be 1.03F. So the most that the investment bank would be

able to borrow from the savers would be B = 1.03F —since the savers would be sure to get

that back even in the very worst case scenario. If the investment bank also had equity of

10, it would then have 1.03F + 10 available to buy the assets. If the price of an asset was

1.05, and it spent all it had available to spend, then it would spend 1.05F = 1.03F+10.

(And you can solve that equation, as we will do in a more general way below, to see that

F =10/0.02 = 500.)

Thus, investment banks spend all they can by borrowing ’up to the hilt’ and using their

own capital (i.e. equity) for buying F assets as long as (1 + r) > P by however small an

amount.
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From this equation, we can work out how many F assets the investment bank buys:

PF=(1+r—Z)F+e

—+(P—(1+r—2))F=e

e e

= = . ' t tb kd df F—-> F (P—(1+r—2)) 2 _(_| +r— P) (inves men an eman or )

risk return

 

lfyou fill in the values for r, 2. P and e from above, you will see that F = 500.

This equation highlights that the investment bank’s demand for the F asset rises with its

equity and rises as risk falls relative to return. Recalling the definition of leverage,

assets F0 1
 leverage = A

equity — e — risk — return to investment bank,

(leverage of investment bank)

it is clear that leverage will rise when risk falls relative to the return to the investment bank.

(As noted earlier, the value of assets is in fact PF, but for simplicity we assume that P = 1; it

does not much affect the leverage level.)

Note that the fact that the investment bank’s leverage depends on the gap between risk

and return does not reflect its attitude to risk. We assume all along that the investment bank

is risk-neutral. The role that risk is playing is via the savers: a fall in risk makes savers willing

to lend more to the investment bank. Since the worst possible outcome has become less

bad, the investment bank can borrow more whilst respecting the value at risk constraint.

Respecting the value at risk constraint means the investment bank can repay the lenders in

the worst case. The vital role played by the credit ratings agency in establishing maximum

risk is evident from the leverage equation. It is clearly possible for leverage to go very high if

risk falls—as long as the return to the investment bank remains positive.

Numerical example of upswing and crash

This subsection sets out a simple numerical example of an upswing and a subsequent crash.

The formal model behind the example is set out in Section 6.8.2 of the Appendix.

The economy begins with equity of 10, a rate of return on the financial asset of 0.07,

initial price ofl and risk level of 0.1 2. The second column of Table 6.1 summarizes the initial

conditions. The policy rate is assumed to be zero (and constant). From the equation for the

Table 6.1 Numerical example of upswing in the financial cycle and crash.

 

 

Period 0 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

Policy rate, rP O O O 0

Rate of return on financial assets, r 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Equity, e 10 10 20 wiped out

Risk level, 2 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.12

Price of financial assets, P 1 1.05 1.05 1
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investment bank’s demand for the F asset, we have:

 

F — 9°
°‘ :0 —(1+r—Po)

risk return

10 10

0.12 — (1 + 0.07 — 1) 0.05

F0 200

= — = — = 20.

0 80 10

Upswing

The upswing begins as a result of a fall in risk. The conditions under which a dangerous

upswing can develop centre on the key equation for the demand for the financial asset by

the investment bank:

equity e

risk— return _ 2—(1+r—P)'

Investment bank holdings of F will rise sharply (pushing leverage up high) in an upswing if:

1. the return on the asset, (1 + r — P), is quite high relative to risk;

2. the initial risk is rather low;

3. prices rise less than risk falls, which means that return does not fall as much as risk does.

Using the numbers in Table 6.1, we look at what happens if risk falls to 0.04. We assume

that everyone in the model economy agrees that risk has fallen because, for example, ofthe

credibility of the credit ratings agencies who have given higher credit ratings to the F asset.

The fall in risk leads both lBs and saver households to demand more financial assets, pushing

up their price. We assume that as the price increases, reducing the expected return on the

assets, the demand from risk-neutral investment banks remains undiminished, while thatof

the risk—averse holders of assets is sharply reduced, thus transferring assets to the investment

banks.

We divide the upswing into two periods, 1 and 2. In period 1 we look at the effect ofthefall

in risk and consequent price increase in increasing investment bank holdings of Ffrom F0 to

F1, which results from an increase in leverage. In period 1 we assume that investment bank

capital does not change. In period 2, we look at the additional effect on the investment bank's

demand for assets as a result of the capital gains made in period 1 (i.e. the increase in price

in period 1 on the assets held at the start of period 1), namely F0. This increases investment

bank capital via mark—to-market valuation of assets, and the demand for assets now rises

because of the higher level of IB capital multiplied by the higher leverage reached in period

1. We assume artificially but not wholly unrealistically that this new increased demand for

assets does not lead to a further increase in price because the expected return at P1 (while

positive and therefore attractive to risk-neutral investment banks) is so low that other risk

averse holders of these financial assets require virtually no incentive in the form of higher

prices to part with them.

in this case, we assume that price rises from 1 to 1.05, or by 5%.

We can now use our simple model and the data from the table to find the leverage and

asset holdings of the lB after the fall in risk:
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Period 0: risk = 0.12; return = 1 + r -— P = 1 +0.07 —1 = 7%; so leverage is

1
to:m=m = 20 and investment bank holdings of F are F0 = Aoeo =

0.

Period 1: risk = 0.04; return = 1 + r — P = 1 + 0.07 — 1.05 = 2%; so leverage is A1 =

(in-om = a]? = 50 and investment bank holdings ofF are F1 = Meo = 500.

Now we turn to period 2, the second part of the upswing. In this part, the capital gains

made in period 1 increase investment bank capital from 20 = 10 to e2 = 20. And this leads

toafurther dramatic increase in F from F1 = 500 to F2 = 1000.

The equity of the IB in period 2, e2, is calculated by looking at the capital gain they

made on their F assets following the rise in price. The price rose from1 to 1.05 between

periods 0 and 1. This implies that on their pre—existing assets of 200, there is a capital gain of

1.05 x 200 — 200 = 10. Hence, equity has doubled from e0 = 10 to 92 = 20.

Periods 1 and 2 provide a picture of a world in which everyone feels safe—the credit

rating agencies have shifted the assessment of risk down—yet it has all the hallmarks of a

dangerous situation. As discussed in Chapter 7, it may describe the world Lehman Brothers

and the other investment banks were operating in during the 20005. Investment banks were

making very small profits on huge holdings of assets, reflected in very high leverage, and

the beliefthat the assets were almost completely safe. Chapter 7 explains the concentration

ofthe 'very safe’ super-senior tranches of securitized assets in the hands of the investment

banks.

In spite ofthe low expected return of 2%, investment ban ks are prepared to increase their

leverage. Although the return has gone down from 7% to 2%, risk has gone down by more

(from 0.12 to 0.04). With the return still positive, investment banks increase their holdings.

Savers are prepared to expand their lending because they too believe risk is so low. The

outcome is a new equilibrium in period 1 (as shown in the third column of Table 6.1), the

first period ofthe upswing, in which leverage rises from 20 to 50, and F rises from 200 to 500.

In period 2, the second period of the upswing, shown in Table 6.1, investment bank equity

rises by 10 from 10 to 20 as a result of the capital gains made by the IB in period 1—a price

rise of 5% on the investment bank’s initial holdings of F0 = 200. And this sharply increases

investment bank holdings since the increase in capital is multiplied by the leverage reached

in period1 of A1 = 50. Thus in period 2, F rises from F1 = 500 to F2 = 1000.

To check the funding split between equity and borrowing, we note that equity increased

to 20 as a result of marking-to-market the financial assets. This implies that 980 of the

investment bank's assets were funded by borrowing, Le. 82 = 980. Figure 6.11 shows the

expansion ofthe lB’s balance sheet in response to the fall in risk. The figure is drawn to scale

and highlightsjust how small the 18’s capital cushion is compared to the size of their balance

sheet in the upswing period. We shall see how this high leverage makes lBs more vulnerable

to bankruptcy in the next subsection.

The important point to take away from this simple example is that investment banks will

always buy as many assets as they can if the expected profit is positive (as they are risk-

neutral), The amount they can buy is constrained by their equity and the amount that savers

are willing to lend to them. The fall in risk boosts the 13’s asset holdings because it loosens

their funding constraint by increasing both their equity and the amount they can borrow

from savers.
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Period 2: end of the upswing

Leverage = 1000/20 = 50
 

 

 

  

assets

{3113820}

Period 0: initial

conditions

Leverage = 200/1 0 = 20

3, 1 Equity (20):

6333? Debt {1:98} ~‘ initial equity (10)

k M
+ mark to-market

<— capital gain (10)   

 

 <- Equity (10)

Figure 6.11 The expansion of an IBs balance sheet in response to a fall in risk. Leverage = Assets/Equity.

Crash

Suppose that in period 3, some ’scary bad news’ arrives in the economy and shifts beliefs

about risk back to its initial higher level.20 This could be the result, for example, ofafall in

house prices that underlie the securitized assets. If risk is reassessed upwards from 0.04 to

0.12, the demand for securitized assets will fall. Ifwe look at the implications ofa fall in price

back from 1 .05 to 1,then the capital loss on the investment bank’s assets is 0.05 x 1000 = 50.

The investment bank’s equity is 20 in period 2 and it will be wiped out by the capital loss, as

shown by the fifth column in Table 6.1 . The investment bank will be bankrupt.21

Overview

To summarize, there are a fixed number of financial assets that have been created from the

mortgage loans and are traded. There are two kinds of investors interested in holding theF

assets: the investment bank which is risk—neutral and uses the VaR business model and the

20 The term has been used by Fostel and Geanakoplos (2012), who define ’scary bad news’ as news that

increases uncertainty and the volatility of asset prices.

21 Note that although this numerical example shows a case where IB goes bankrupt, this need not always

be the case. Whether an IB goes bankrupt or not will depend on the size of changes in risk and the degree

of responsiveness of price to changes in risk. For example, had risk risen only a small amount in period 3,

resulting in a price fall of 0.1, then equity would have fallen by 0.01 x 1000 = 10 and the IB would have

avoided bankruptcy.
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Figure 6.12 The 3-equation model of the macro—economy and the financial cycle: the bank—centred positive

feedback process.

saver households. The behaviour of the investment bank in which it reacts positively to an

increase in the price of the securitized asset is a form of financial accelerator, which triggers

a process of rising asset prices similar to the tulip bulb case in Fig. 6.6. In this way the assets

will become more concentrated in the hands of the IBS, who will borrow from the savers in

order to buy more of the assets.

The upswing of the financial cycle

Figure 6.12 illustrates how an upswing of a financial cycle based on bank behaviour and

securitized assets can begin. Three pathways are shown that can lead to a reduction in the

perceived riskiness of the securitized assets. Lower risk in turn increases the demand for the

securitized asset by both investment banks and savers relative to the fixed supply, which

leads to arise in its price.

The perception on the part of an individual investor (such as an investment bank or a

saver household) that securitized assets are less risky can arise from developments in the

macro-economy, in the housing market or in the financial sector itself as a result of financial

innovation. These beliefs are influenced by the ratings given by the credit rating agencies. As

we shall see in Chapter 7, each of these appears to have played a role in setting in motion

the long upswing of the financial cycle prior to the global financial crisis.

Starting from the bottom of the diagram:

1. The more successful is macro-economic stabilization policy such as inflation-targeting,

and hence the less volatile is the macro—economy, the lower is the risk of unemployment
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that would make the repayment of mortgage debt less likely. This makes the securitized

asset based on mortgages safer.

2. The second source of lower risk is due to rising house prices: higher house prices reduce

the credit risk to the bank since the market value of the asset (i.e. the bank’s collateral)

rises relative to the associated debt, which is fixed by the historical or purchase price of

the house.

3. The third is financial innovation. Financial innovations include a procedure called tranch-

ing in which individual mortgages are divided into segments and combined into new

financial assets with different levels of risk. Another innovation is the invention of credit

default swaps, which are financial contracts called derivatives that offer protection (i.e.

insurance) against the default of securities issued by a borrower (e.g. mortgage based

assets).

Each of these channels can lower the risk perceived by the investor. As perceived risk

falls demand from all investor types rises and pushes up the price. Because of their risk-

neutrality, investment banks respond to the rise in the price of the financial asset, F, by

increasing their demand further. The ability to fund increased purchases of assets through

(a) the higher equity associated with mark—to—market valuation of their assets and (b)

by borrowing from savers based on the easing of the Value—at-Risk constraint can lead

to a very large increase in the number of assets held by investment banks and in their

leverage.

The downswing of the financial cycle and financial crisis

Figure 6.13 shows how the upswing can go into reverse. In the diagram, the trigger isa reversal

in the upward trend of house prices (see the middle panel). Risk goes up. This puts the F-

feedback process into reverse. The demand for securitized assets falls relative to the supply

and the price of the financial asset falls. Given the extent of borrowing by the investment

banks, a sufficient fall in the price of the F asset would cause the IE to become insolvent.

Through its effect on the functioning of the banking system, where retail and investment

banks are interconnected, the crash reduces the willingness and ability of banks to make

new loans. Banks will sell assets and call in loans in order to strengthen their weakened

balance sheets. These actions will dampen aggregate demand through the IS relation as

shown by the arrows into the bottom panel in Fig. 6.13. Just as the financial accelerator

process fuelled the upswing, it amplifies and propagates the downswing.

The financial cycle can turn down without a full-blown financial crisis and insolvent banks—

but nevertheless with important effects on the real economy. The reversal ofthe F-feedback

process will impose capital losses on the asset side of the investment bank's balance sheet

even if the capital cushion is not eroded entirely.

The lower demand for the financial asset will reinforce the weakness in the financial and

real estate sectors. Retail banks, lBs and borrower households will all seek to reduce their

leverage, i.e. to reduce their debts. This will reduce aggregate demand. As we shall see in

Section 6.6, saver households will have no reason to increase aggregate demand to offset

this. We also use Section 6.6 to explore whether the policy maker can counteract the impact

of the downturn in the financial cycle on the real economy.
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Figure 6.13 The 3—equation model ofthe macro-economy and the financial cycle: afall in house prices leading

to increased perceptions of risk and a financial crisis.

The paradox of credibility

ln his explanation of financial crises, the economist Hyman Minsky (1982) highlighted the

way in which a benign period in the economy could sow the seeds for a subsequent crisis.

When everyone believes risk has gone down, they behave in such a way that makes the

system riskier. This logic has been referred to as a paradox of credibility (Borio and Lowe,

2002, Borio and White, 2004).

A question that may spring to mind is whether it is satisfactory to model the economy in

such away that in the upswing of the financial cycle everyone is swept up in the belief that

risk has fallen—permanently. Economists do not generally like models based on ’false beliefs’.

Nevertheless, as Minsky argued, the model appears to provide a useful way ofthinking about

howa paradox of credibility can create the conditions for a financial crisis. For example, it

appears to provide insight to the circumstances that led to the upswing ofthe financial cycle

in the 20005, which was followed by falling house prices and the bankruptcy of Lehman

Brothers, leading to the banking crisis and downswing.

In the 20005, ’false beliefs’ seems to be a reasonable way of describing the mindset of

decision makers—policy makers, managers of banks and individuals—about the lower

macroeconomic risk due to the implementation of the modern macroeconomic frame-

work, the ever-upward trajectory of house prices and improvements in risk management by

more sophisticated financial institutions.

As an example, British chancellor Gordon Brown famously claimed that the new macro-

economic framework would produce stability and put an end to ’boom and bust’:
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Every time in recent decades when the British economy has started to grow. governments

of both parties have taken short-term decisions which too often have created unsustainable

consumer booms, let the economy get out of control and sacrificed monetary and fiscal

prudence. And everyone here will remember how quickly and easily boom turned to bust in

the early nineties.

So Britain did need a wholly new monetary and fiscal framework that went beyond

the crude Keynesian fine tuning of the fifties and sixties and the crude monetarism of

the seventies and eighties and, instead, offered a modern British route to stability.22

With Bank of England independence, tough decisions on inflation, new fiscal rules and

hard public spending controls, we today in our country have economic stability not

boom and bust, the lowest inflation in Europe, and long term interest rates—essential

for businesses planning to borrow and invest—lower than for thirty five years?3

6.6 A balance sheet recession and the financial accelerator

Balance sheet recessions are those that follow the bursting of large, credit-fuelled, asset price

bubbles, such asJapan in the 19905 or the USA and many countries in Europe following the

global financial crisis. Recessions of this type are different from the usual business cycle

downturn because of the effect of the collapse in asset prices on the balance sheets of

households and firms. This brings the financial accelerator process into play, which amplifies

and propagates the downturn. Households and firms deleverage, that is, they reduce their

debt so as to repair their balance sheets. This means they increase their savings. This reduces

aggregate demand and unless there is a balancing source of increased aggregate demand, it

slows down recovery.24

In this section we provide an overview of how a balance sheet recession can be modelled

using the tools we have developed in this chapter along with the familiar 3-equation model.

We follow the logic of Eggertsson and Krugman (2012), in which the forced repayment of

bank loans plays a major part.

We continue to assume that households are of two types—saver and borrower households.

Saver households are not credit constrained. They are able to borrow freely and can be

modelled using the permanent income hypothesis (PIH) as set out in Chapter 1. They are

able to smooth their consumption by lending and borrowing. This also allows them to take

advantage of changes in the interest rate to save more when the interest rate is high and

vice versa, so as to maximize their utility. In addition to the PIH motivation, we assume saver

households save for precautionary reasons. We model this in a simple way by assumingthey

adjust their savings to achieve a target level of wealth.

Borrower households are credit constrained. This means that their spending depends on

the credit they can get from the banks. According to the financial accelerator, the collateral

22 Excerpt taken from a speech by (then British chancellor) Gordon Brown at the Lord Mayofs Dinner for

Bankers and Merchants of the City of London, Mansion House, City of London,June 20th 2001.

23 Excerpt taken from a speech by (then British chancellor) Gordon Brown at the TGWU ’Manufacturing

Matters’ conference, March 28th 2002.

24 See K00 (2003 and 2011) for a more detailed discussion of balance sheet recessions. For a formal model,

see Eggertsson and Krugman (2012).
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value of housing plays a very important role in the lending decisions of retail banks to

households. We assume banks apply a maximum loan-to—value (LTV) ratio (i.e. loan value

divided by property value) when they extend loans to households. In addition, we assume

thatthe initial value is LTVHigh. which reflects the loose credit conditions that typically prevail

in the years preceding a financial crisis.

We assume that borrower households are fully ’borrowed up’ each period, which means

that they borrow up to the limit of the prevailing LTV ratio. The maximum amount borrower

households can borrow for new housing and consumption is pinned down by the loan—to-

value ratio and this period’s change in the value of the existing housing stock. However,

borrower households may want to save if their net worth in houses is less than their target

wealth. As we shall see, this plays a role in a balance sheet recession. Borrower households’

aggregate demand consists of their income minus the interest payments they owe to the

saver households plus spending on new housing and consumption minus the saving needed

to achieve their target wealth.

The IS curve in this model economy is the sum of the aggregate demand of saver and

borrower households, weighted by the proportion of households in the economy that are

credit constrained (i.e. borrower households).

Pre-crash equilibrium

We assume that in the period before the crash, the economy is in equilibrium. This means:

1. both savers and borrowers are exactly achieving their wealth targets;

2. borrowers have borrowed the maximum possible, which is the loan to value ratio multi-

plied by the capital gain on their housing in the previous period;

3. the central bank has set rP. such that output is at the constant inflation equilibrium, i.e.

D
y =ye-

The crash and a balance sheet recession

Given this framework, we are now able to explore the channels through which a collapse in

the price of securitized assets and housing affects aggregate demand and shifts the IS curve

to the left. We distinguish between (T) a loan-to—value effect and (2) a collateral effect. There

are two other effects: (3) the consequence of banks calling in housing loans when borrowers

go 'under water’, in the sense that the market value of their house is less than the mortgage

outstanding; and (4) the increase in savings as both borrower and saver households seek to

rebuild target wealth following the fall in the value of houses and financial assets.

(1) Retail banks reduce their Ioan—to—value ratio

The banks respond to the fall in the value of their assets due to the fall in prices of housing

and securitized assets by reducing their loan—to—value ratio: LTVHig;1 —> LTVLOW. This implies

a fall in aggregate demand.

(2) Fall in value of housing collateral

When we move from a situation of rising to falling house prices, i.e. from APH > O to APH <

0, this reduces the value of potential collateral. This has the effect of reducing loans for

consumption with a straightforward multiplier effect on aggregate demand.
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(3) Balance sheet effect

A potentially much more important effect is that banks may try and call in loans because

the value of the collateral, i.e. the market price of the house, has, for example, fallen below

the value of the loan, so that the value of the house is worth less than the mortgage. We

shall see why when loans are called in (i.e. repaid) this may have significant deflationary

effects. The argument centres on the fact that if borrowers are credit-constrained they have

to pay the full amount of the loan repayment out of consumption—so aggregate demand

from borrower households falls by the full amount ofthe repayment, call it —Al.. The wealth

of saver households rises by this cash transfer, that is by Al. But because saver households

decide consumption on the basis of permanent income (which determines the expected

value of future consumption and via the desire for smoothing, of present consumption),

their present consumption only rises by the contribution which the repayment makes to

permanent income. If the saver households reinvest the AI: in the money market, then

permanent income and therefore saver households’ consumption rises by rPAl, which isa

small fraction of the amount by which the aggregate demand of borrower households falls.

In this case, aggregate demand falls as the increase in spending by saver households is not

sufficient to offset the reduction in spending by borrower households.

(4) Rebuilding target wealth after a fall in house and financial asset prices

In addition to the effects operating through the constraints placed on aggregate demand as

a consequence of falling asset prices as banks reduce Ioan-to-value ratios and call in loans,

households themselves will respond to the fall in the prices of housing and financial assets.

The main channel is the desire of borrower households to rebuild their wealth back toward

the target level in response to the fall in wealth due to falling house prices. Saver households,

which have seen a reduction in the value of their financial assets (F), will also seek to rebuild

their wealth. In both cases, aggregate demand will be depressed. In practice this may be the

most important longer run effect.

The deleveraging shock forces the borrowers to drastically reduce their spending and pay

down a proportion of their existing debts, which adversely affects aggregate demand unless

savers can be induced to increase their spending to compensate (e.g. by a lower interest

rate). However, the ability of monetary policy to stabilize the economy is limited by the zero

lower bound, as we discussed in Chapter 3. In the case ofa large enough deleveraging shock,

the economy can fall into a deflation trap with the twin evils of falling output and prices

(see Chapters 3 and 7) in which the paradox of thrift applies so that higher intended savings

by households reduce aggregate savings because of the fall in output caused by the lower

aggregate demand (see Chapter 1).

The model ofa balance sheet recession highlights the following policy implications.

1. In the context of a balance sheet recession, fiscal stimulus can be effective by boosting

aggregate demand in order to give the private sector time to repair their balance sheets.

2. The increase in government debt can then be repaid once the 'deleveraging process’ is

over.

3. Although fiscal stimulus is called for in a balance sheet recession when the private sector

is trying to save more, the very same balance sheet problems dampen the size of the
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multiplier. This increases the burden on fiscal policy, which makes the government's

stabilization task more difficult in both economic and political terms.

6.7 Conclusions

This chapter has focused on financial cycles and financial crises, and their impact on the

macro-economy. A well-functioning banking system allows firms and households to im-

plement their spending plans through borrowing. Banks can, however, take on more risk

than is socially optimal because they don't take into account the impact of their actions on

system-wide risk. Moreover, the possibility of government bailout reduces the costs to them

ofdownside risk. The financial sector is also an amplifier and propagator of shocks through

the economy, due to mechanisms such as the financial accelerator and asset price bubbles.

These shocks often spill over into the real economy and can have devastating effects (as we

saw during the recent financial crisis).

In order to better understand the financial sector and its relationship with the real econ-

omy, we introduced the concept of the financial cycle, which tracks fluctuations in key

financial variables, such as credit and house prices. Upswings and downswings of the finan-

cial cycle typically last longer than is the case for the business cycle, and peaks in the cycle are

commonly associated with the onset of financial crises. In the inflation-targeting monetary

policy framework, financial variables are only considered to the extent that they influence

headline inflation. This means potentially dangerous financial imbalances can emerge even

inthe face of successful inflation targeting.

At the centre of the models presented in this chapter are two feedback processes similar

in structure: the house price and financial asset price feedback processes. The two can also

interact with the result that in a (perceived) low risk environment there are both housing and

financial asset price bubbles and rapid increases in leverage oles. The model also shows that

any shocks that subsequently increase the perceived level of risk can leave lBs vulnerable

to large losses and even bankruptcy. This sort of shock and the associated balance sheet

recession can have serious implications for the real economy, reducing aggregate demand

through several channels.

This framework allows us to answer a number of questions about financial cycles and

financial crises and their effect on the economy:

1. What factors can account for a reduction in the perceived level of risk in the economy?

Three candidates are: (1) a reduction in macroeconomic volatility increasing the likelihood

that households will be able to service their mortgages, (2) rising house prices, which increase

thevalue ofhousing collateral compared to mortgage loan values, and (3) financial innovation

aimed at reducing credit risk. All three were present in the Great Moderation that preceded

the global finanical crisis.

2. Why does a fall in risk typically lead to a rise in the leverage of IBs? Risk—neutral lBs

usingaValue-at-Risk business model want to buy as many financial assets as possible as long

as they offer a positive expected return. They are restricted in the amount they can purchase

by the size of their equity and their ability to borrow from saver households. It is the saver

households’ response to the fall in risk that enables the IBS to borrow more and 'lever up’ by
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expanding their balance sheets. Savers are willing to lend more to the lBs afterthe fall in risk

as they believe there is a lower chance of the bad state of the world occuring.

3. Why do rising housing and financial asset prices not dampen the upswing ofthefinancial

cycle? This is due to the positive feedback effects when these assets rise in price. When house

prices rise, households can take out more loans for consumption (using housing wealth as

collateral) and have more incentive to invest in housing (due to the expectation of future

house price increases). In terms offinancial assets, a rise in price will lead to a capital gain for

the IBS as they mark—to-market the value of their assets. They then use this additional equity

to fund the purchase of more financial assets (as long as their expected profit is still positive),

further pushing up asset prices.

4. What does the term ’balance sheet recession’ refer to and what does this mean forthe

recovery phase ofthe business cycle? The term refers to recessions that follow the burstingof

large credit-fuelled asset price bubbles. Recovery from a balance sheet recession is typically

slower than from other recessions as households, firms and banks are 'deleveraging’ (i.e.

paying down debt). This reduces aggregate demand and drags on the recovery.

This chapter has provided a theoretical framework for thinking about the financial cycle and

financial crises. The following chapter applies the framework to the global financial crisis of

2008—09 to shed light on the mechanisms that caused the crisis.

6.8 Appendix

6.8.1 Modelling the housing-centred positive feedback process

In this subsection, we set out a simple mathematical model of the housing-centred feedback

process. We collapse the model tojust two periods and show how a reduction in risk increases

house prices and can fuel a house price cycle as set out earlier in the left-hand panel ofFig.6.l.

The key components of the housing cycle model are: AP,“ = the change in house prices

between period 0 and period 1; AHfiJ = the change in the demand for housing between

period 0 and period 1; APE = the change in expected house prices; L1 = the amount of

loans provided by retail banks in period 1; l = the loan-to-value ratio; Ho = the housing

stock in period 0; and Zr = the perceived riskiness of loans in period t.

The model has four main equations. The first shows that house price changes are propor-

tional to the change in demand for housing and the change in expected house prices,

APHJ = aAH? + BAPF, (6.1)

The second shows that the change in expected house prices is proportional to the change in

actual house prices,

APE = yAPH'] . (6.2)H

The third shows that the change in demand for housing is proportional to the new loans that

have become available during the upswing,

AH? = 6L1. (6.3)
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Thefinal equation shows that retail bank loans in period I depend on the loan-to-value ratio,

the change in the value of the housing stock and the change in risk perceptions between

period 0 and period 1,

L, = lAP H1 H0 — a(21 — 20). (6.4)

We can immediately see from these equations how a bubble could arise in house prices

following a fall in risk. The reduction in risk boosts the amount banks are willing to lend,

and credit-constrained borrowers take out additional loans to expand their purchases of

housing. This increases house prices and also expectations of future house price rises, which

feeds back into loan supply (as the extra collateral allows households to borrow more). Put

another way, the fall in risk and the positive feedbacks produce an upswing in house prices.

We can now substitute Equations 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 back into Equation 6.1 and rearrange to

find the impact ofa change in risk on house prices:

APHJ = (15(lAP H.1HO -— GAZ1) + fiyAP H.1

016

—> APH_‘| = —_—a

1 — (Its/H0 — ,By

A21 . (65)

Equation 6.5 shows that a reduction in risk (A21 < 0) leads to an increase in the price

of housing. This is due to the positive feedback mechanisms outlined above. The equation

also shows that ifthe market perception of risk suddenly increased, then house prices would

collapse, potentially leading to a financial crisis.

6.8.2 A positive feedback model of investment bank behaviour

This model formalizes the numerical example in the chapter, and it is important to read the

example to understand the intuition and underlying assumptions, including periodization,

in this Appendix. As in the numerical example, a fall in risk causes the upswing in the market

for securitized assets, and an equivalent rise in risk causes the downswing and possible

bankruptcy. Again as there, the problem arises because capital gains due to the increase in

price during the upswing are based on a relatively low level of pre—existing assets in period

0, while the capital losses from an equivalent fall in price in the downturn are based on the

much larger amount of assets held at the top of the upswing.

We assume that the upswing (initiated by a fall in z from 20 to 21) consists of two periods.

In period I, we look at the effects of the fall in the risk (holding IB equity constant): the fall

in risk boosts demand for securities by both IBs and passive savers; this pushes up the price

ofthe securities; we assume that (risk—averse) savers are more sensitive to the price increase

than lBs, so the rise in price implies the transfer of some securities from savers to IBs. During

period I, leverage increases while equity remains constant.

In period 2 ofthe upswing, we calculate the effect ofthe price increase on mark-to-market

increase in equity and the effect of the increase in equity on further increasing the demand

for securities by IBs (with no such effect on savers). In period 2, we make the simplifying

assumption that there is no further increase in prices—the intuition here is that at price P1

risk-averse savers are making a very low average return so that their supply of securities is

now perfectly elastic at that price; this reflects risk-neutral IB demand 'up to the hilt’ so long
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as there is any positive expected return, up to the limits of what lBs can borrow. In the model,

F is demand for securities by lBs (we don't explicitly model saver behaviour).

Period 1

80 80

F—F=AF= —
1 o 1 21—(l+r—P1) Zo—(1+r—Po)

 

% —b(AZ1 + AP1). (6.6)

where —b(Az1 + AP1) is a first order linear approximation. Specifically,

_ (21 -(1+r—P1))

It is easy to see that FZ = Fp =

= F(Z1, P1) Z F(Zo, Po) + Fz(Zo. P0)AZ1 + Fp(Zo, P0)AP1.

e

_ (zo—(1+r—Po» '

We define leverage in period 0 as A0 E :4; —> A0 = m. so that b = Fvo.

Thus, AF1 > O is the net result of the initial fall in risk (A21 < O) and the subsequent rise

in price (AP1 > 0) because of the initial rise in demand.

We next assume the effect ofa change in demand on price is given by,

AP1 = (IAF‘I, (6.7)

where the effect on price of the smaller increase in demand by savers is implicitly included

on the right hand side, as being some proportion of AF1.

Substituting Equation 6.7 into Equation 6.6, we can see that the net effect ofthe fall in risk

on demand for securities by lBs (before taking account of mark—to—market rise in equity) is:

AF1=— 1 + boz A21 E —yAz1 with y > 0. (6.8)

Hence, Equations 6.7 and 6.8 imply:

AP1 = —ayAz1, (6.9)

ifwe assume that P0 =1,P1 = 1 —— cry/AZ) > 1.

We may worry that for large changes in z the approximation in Equation 6.6 is not highly

accurate, so in practical terms it may be better to use Equations 6.6 to 6.9 to work out the

increase in price, and then given P1 to use the exact formula to work out both the increase

in leverage and the increase in assets held by lBs:

1 'I

A)»: — OifAF 0 6.10

‘ (Ii—(1+r—P1)) (lo—(1+r—Po))> ‘> ‘ )
e0 90

andAF: — =eAk. 6.11

‘ (z.—<1+r—P1» (zo—(1+r—Po» ° ‘ ‘ )

 

 

Period 2

In this period, we look at the effect of the increase in capital as a result ofthe capital gains in

period 1:

A82 = FoAP1. (6.12)
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The increase in securities demanded as result of 2 increasing is given by

AFZ = 11 A92, (6.13)

so the bigger the increase in leverage in period 1 the bigger will be AFZ.

The total holdings in securities at the end of the upswing are

F2 = AFZ + AF1+ F0 = A1A€2 + €0AA1 + F0. (6.14)

Period 3: the downswing

if we assume an equivalent fall in prices during a downswing caused by A22 = —Az1, so

that APZ = —AP1, this causes a capital loss on F2 and this is much greater than the earlier

capital gain on F0. The capital gain in the upswing was Aez = FOAP1 and the capital loss on

the downswing is A63 = FZAPZ = —F2AP1. Hence, the net loss over the whole cycle is:

83 - e0 = A82 + A63 = FoAP1 — FzAP1 = — (F2 -— F0) AP1 = (F2 -— Fo)(1yAZ-|. (6.15)

This implies insolvency, Le. 93 5 0, when e0 + (F2 — Fo)ayAz1 5 O, which is true for large

enough AZ].

6.9 Questions

6.9.1 Checklist questions

1. Does the problem of moral hazard indicate that insolvent banks should not be rescued?Justify

your answer.

2. What are the three key characteristics of systemic banking crises? How would you expect

these characteristics to influence the IS curve?

3. Compare and contrast the business and financial cycles on the following measures:

(a) the components ofthe series;

(b) the length of the cycle.

Why are equity prices not incorporated into the measure of the financial cycle set out in

Section 6.2.3?

4. To what extent is the financial cycle taken into account when inflation-targeting central banks

are setting monetary policy?

5. Imagine a city with abundant space for expansion. Are the following statements true, false or

uncertain? [Hint: use Fig. 6.6 and accompanying text for guidance]

(a) A spike in demand for housing will see house prices rise in the short-run.

(b) An extended period of high demand for housing will lead to a house price bubble.

6. Using the housing market as an example, explain the following concepts:

(a) loan-to-value ratio;

(b) asset price bubble;

(c) financial accelerator.
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7.

10.

In the financial asset feed back process, which factors can contribute to a reduced perception

of risk? How does the perceived reduction in risk lead to I85 becoming more highly leveraged?

Make sure your answer refers to the Value-at-Risk model.

Imagine an investment bank which has equity of 1 0 and operates in an economy where risk is

0.15, the policy rate is 0, the rate of return on financial assets is 0.05 and the price offinancial

assets is I. Use Section 6.5 to answer the following questions:

(a) How many financial assets does the investment bank hold in period 0? What is their

leverage?

(b) In period 'I, risk falls to 0.04 and price of financial assets rises to 1.03. What happens to

the IB’s leverage and holdings of financial assets?

(c) In period 2, the IB marks to market its financial assets. How much does this increase their

equity? How many financial assets do they hold at the end of this period?

(d) In the next period risk rises back towards its initial level. Calculate how much asset prices

need to fall to bankrupt the IB. What does this tell us about the dangers of leverage in the

banking system?

. What is a balance sheet recession? What factors make these recessions more difficult to

recover from than normal recessions? Illustrate a balance sheet recession in the 3-equation

model.

Discuss the following statement: ’central banks can offset the fall in borrower demand in

a balance sheet recession by reducing interest rates and inducing savers to spend more'.

Illustrate your answer using the 3-equation model.

6.9.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Pick adeveloped economy with an inflation-targeting central bank. Use their national statistical

office or other international (e.g. the OECD) sources to find a historical data series for real

house price growth, inflation and GDP growth. Did a house price boom precede the most

recent recession? Does the central bank in the country you have chosen include house prices

(or equivalent) in the measure of inflation which underpins their inflation-targeting regime? If

not, then what is theirjustification? Does the data you have collected suggest their choice (of

whether to include house prices or not) has impacted their ability to fulfil their mandate (i.e.

keep the economy at target)?

Do arguments presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 explain how information problems lead

banks to lend too little to some customers and too much to others?Justify your answer.

Adapt Fig. 6.9 to show how the economy can experience a plain vanilla financial crisis following

a collapse in house prices. [Hintz use Fig. 6.13 to see how the equivalent flow diagram was

constructed for the bank-centred financial crisis.]

Evaluate the following statement: 'credit ratings agencies and saver households arejust as much

to blame as investment banks when investment banks go bankrupt during the downswing

phase of a financial cycle based on securitized assets’.
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7.1 Introduction

The recession that swept across the world in 2008—09 was the most severe contraction the

global economy has experienced since the Great Depression. The Global Financial Crisis

seemed to come out of nowhere. At the time, economists were pleased with how well

the new macroeconomic policy regime based on inflation-targeting was working. High and

volatile inflation ofthe 19705 and 19805 had been defeated and the calmer macroeconomic

environment was sufficiently marked to be called the Great Moderation. Many countries

had successfully brought unemployment back to levels that had prevailed before the big

increases of the 19705.

However, under the conditions of tranquility of the Great Moderation, levels of debt

in households and banks increased dramatically. This did not set off alarm bells among

macroeconomists in universities or central banks. The film The Insidejob gives a sense of the

prevailing complacency among economists.

To understand the global financial crisis it is necessary to understand what preceded it,

which can be described using the model deveIOped in Chapter 6 as the upswing ofa financial

cycle. The model helps us to understand the reasons for the huge expansion of credit and

debt in both the financial and the household sectors of many advanced economies during

the 20005, and to understand why inflation—targeting central banks did not see compelling

reasons to intervene in the face of these developments in the financial sector.

Figure 7.1 highlights the increase in debt seen in the US economy. The accumulation ofdebt

was concentrated in the household and financial sectors. Household debt as a percentage

0st GDP rose by 8 percentage points between 1988 and 1998 and 29 percentage points

between 1998 and 2008. The equivalent figures for financial sector debt were 30 percentage

points and 48 percentage points. Similar patterns were observed in other countries that

experienced credit-fuelled booms during the Great Moderation, such as the UK, Spain and

Ireland. Household debt as percentage ofGDP was 44% in Spain and 69% in the UK in 1999

but rose rapidly to 88% and 105% (respectively) by 2008.1

1 Source: Oxford Economics.
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Figure 7.1 Credit market debt outstanding by sector (as a percentage ofGDP) in the United States: 1981-2012.

Source: Federal Reserve Flows of Funds Accounts, March 2013.

The sharp rise in indebtedness in the 20005 ran alongside booms in asset prices. Forex—

ample, US house prices rose by 90% between the first quarter of 2000 and the first quarter

of 2006.2 Central banks predominantly chose not to react to the build up of debt and ris-

ing asset prices in the run—up to the crisis. Alan Greenspan, the Chairman of the Federal

Reserve from 1987—2006, was a key proponent of the view that central banks should not

lean against asset price bubbles by raising interest rates, but instead should ’focus on poli-

cies to mitigate the fallout when it occurs and, hopefully, ease the transition to the next

expansion’.3

The commonly held view in the pre—crisis period was that central banks should only

react to financial developments to the extent that they influenced forecast CPI inflation

over the central bank’s planning horizon.4 Well before the crisis, economists at the Bankfor

International Settlements in Basel pointed out, however, that there have frequently been

periods in history where low and stable inflation has coincided with the build up of private

sector debt that sowed the seeds for future banking crises.S This also appears to have been

the case during the Great Moderation.

At the core of the financial crisis in 2008—09 was the behaviour of the financial sector.

We start the chapter by introducing the incentives, financial instruments and actors that

figured prominently in the global financial crisis (Section 7.2). The remainder ofthe chapter

is organized as follows.

Upswing of the financial cycle (Section 7.3)

The deregulation of banks from the 19805 onwards resulted in them becoming more highly

leveraged. This means that they had higher levels of debt. There was a proliferation of new

2 Source: The S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index, Composite US SA.

3 Excerpt taken from Alan Greenspan's Opening Remarks to: Rethinking Stabilization Policy: A symposium

sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City,Jackson Hole, Wyoming, August 29—31, 2002.

4 See, for example, Bernanke and Gertler (2001).

5 See, for example, Borio and White (2004).
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financial products created through securitization and tranching. The mis-pricing of these

assets was facilitated by the role of ratings agencies and the regulatory authorities.

Levels of debt of households also increased. This was mainly in the form of mortgage

debt. Poorer households gained access to credit to buy houses. In the US, government policy

encouraged the supply of ’sub-prime mortgages’.

Rising house prices fuelled more borrowing by households, as described by the house-

price positive feedback process set out in Chapter 6. The financial accelerator also operated

in banks and in the rapidly growing shadow banking sector, leading to increased demand for

the assets and further price rises. This formed the basis of the upswing of the financial cycle,

in which, as we shall see in this chapter, global banks played a central role.

The crisis (Section 7.4)

The collapse of house prices in the US sub-prime housing market revealed the liquidity risk

associated with the new ways banks were funding their operations by borrowing short-term

in the money market. Fear spread through money markets and stock markets and willing

buyers for risky assets of all kinds vanished. This episode, which began in the summer of

2007, was called the credit crunch.

In September 2008, US investment bank Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy triggering

the global financial crisis. Fear and uncertainty led to orders for goods and services being

cancelled. International trade, investment and consumption spending slumped. This can be

represented in the macroeconomic model as a large shift of the IS curve to the left.

Policy intervention in the crisis (Section 7.5)

As suggested by the governance structure ofthe financial system illustrated in Fig. 5.8, central

banks stepped in to provide liquidity so that money markets could function. They slashed

policy interest rates to close to zero to try to stimulate spending. Central banks used the

unconventional technique of 'quantitative easing’ in an attempt to provide stimulus to the

economy.

Governments stepped in to save banks from failing and spreading contagion across the fi-

nancial sector. They could not allow the continuity ofcore banking services to break down. In

addition, they sought to counterbalance the collapse of private sector demand by increasing

spending and cutting taxes.

Policy makers in central banks and government acted fast because they were very

aware of the need to prevent a deflation trap from developing. As set out in Chapter 3,

a deflation trap is dangerous because falling prices increase the burden of nominal debt

and raise real interest rates. This depresses demand further and makes stabilization more

difficult.

As we saw in Chapter 6, recessions that are preceded by housing booms and are associated

with banking crises make rapid recovery difficult. A major reason is that high levels of private

sector debt take a long time to whittle down. Recession itself worsens the government’s fiscal

position. A related reason is that the role of governments in saving banks and in supporting

aggregate demand in the heat of a financial crisis leaves them with a higher level of debt.

When households, banks and government are all trying to reduce their levels ofdebt, demand

in the economy will remain depressed.
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7.2 Pre-crisis financial system: incentives, instruments

and actors

7.2.1 Incentives

In Chapter 6, we saw that the special characteristics of the banking industry have important

economic consequences. An individual bank takes no account of the implications of its

decision of how much risk to take on for the aggregate risk of contagion. By neglecting the

social costs of spillovers from its own bankruptcy to the rest of the economy, it will take on

higher risk than is socially optimal. Moreover, the fact that for a systemically important bank

there is a probability of bail—out by the government means that the individual bank may take

on more risk than would be privately optimal in the absence ofa possible bail-out.

The phrase ’ban king on the state' has been used to describe the way ban ks took advantage

ofthe fact that banking sector gains are privatized (i.e. accrue to bank shareholders, managers

and employees), but the losses are (at least partly) socialized (i.e. the banking system is insured

by the state).6

In addition to the prediction that banks will choose too low a capital cushion (that is, choose

leverage that is too high) because they ignore the external effects of their decision and they

place too little weight on the downside risk because of the possibility of state bail-out, the

financial accelerator behaviour sketched in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 can lead to a process of rising

leverage. High and rising leverage of systemically important banks raises aggregate risk in the

economy and creates vulnerability to a financial crisis as we have seen in Chapter 6—both

in the form of a ’plain vanilla’ financial crisis and a financial crisis centred on risk-taking by

banks in their purchase of financial assets.

In the period before the global financial crisis:

1. The incentives of ban ks encouraged them to adopt strategies that added to aggregate risk

in the economy.

2. The regulators indirectly encouraged this by allowing banks to use their own models to

calculate the riskiness of their portfolios and report their risk-weighted assets.

3. There was a widespread lack of concern for the possibility that the financial system was

becoming a risk to the economy as a whole. Small investors such as households no doubt

believed regulators and professional investors were managing risk. Deposit insurance

schemes encouraged these beliefs.

4. The benign macroeconomic environment and the widely held view that macroeconomic

policy making had improved with the implementation of inflation targeting had the effect

of encouraging households and banks to believe that aggregate risk in the economy had

fallen.

7.2.2 Instruments

There were three financial instruments at the centre of the financial crisis; the mortgage-

backed security (MBS), the collateralized debt obligation (CD0) and the credit default swap

6 See Alessandri and Haldane (2009).
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Figure 7.2 A stylized picture of the relationship between three key financial innovations (CDOs, M355 and

C055) prior to the 20005 and during the 20005.

(CBS). The instruments were typically constructed using complex mathematical computer

models and ushered in an era in which global finance became all but incomprehensible to

those outside the industry. This section aims to cut through the complexity by providing a

briefoverview ofthese instruments that helps to illuminate the part they came to play in the

pre-crisis global financial system.7 Figure 7.2 sets out a simplified version of the relationship

between the three key financial instruments (M 855, CD05, and CD55) prior to the year 2000

and then in the upswing phase of the financial cycle after the year 2000.8

l. Mortgage-backed securities (MBSs). A mortgage-backed security is a financial prod-

uct secured by a collection of mortgages and referred to as a securitized financial asset. The

investor buying the security receives a coupon on their investment that is generated by

homeowners paying the interest on their mortgages. The risk of the M35 is the credit risk

associated with homeowners not being able to repay their mortgages. The MBS mitigates this

riskthrough two channels. The first is diversification; the mortgages underlying the securities

were taken from different geographical regions of the United States. The second involved

dividing the securities into 'tranches’; investors in the lower or ’junior’ tranche received a

higher return, but were the first investors to lose money if some ofthe underlying mortgages

defaultedThe investors’ ’senior' tranche received much lower interest, but also bore less risk.

They would only take losses should enough mortgages default to wipe out the entirejunior

tranche (see Fig. 7.2). MBSs predated the crisis by around 20 years. It was thanks to theirgood

track record and lack ofdefaults prior to the 20005 that they were not commonly talked about.

7 This section is based on MacKenzie (2009). For a detailed account of the role financial instruments played

in the global financial crisis, see Tett (2009).

8 The diagram is a simplified version of the extremely complex relationship between the three financial

innovations. For example, CD05 in the 20005 often also contained corporate and other types of loans. The

important thing to take away from the diagram is that CD05 made up of MBSs were not widespread before

the 20005.
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2. Collateralized debt obligations (CD05). A collateralized debt obligation is similarto

a M35 in that it is based on a bundle of underlying loans and is tranched to offer investorsa

range of products with different risk—return profiles. When CD05 were invented, they were

focused on corporate rather than housing loans. In repackaging and tranching these loans,

a key precaution taken to avoid credit risk was to make sure the loans were well diversified

across industries. The risk of a CD0 comes down to the extent of ’correlation’ in the bundle

of loans. When correlation is low, defaults are isolated events and only the junior tranche

is at risk. In contrast, when correlation is high, defaults are subject to clustering, which can

endanger the safer tranches of the CDC.

3. Credit rating agencies (CRAs). The risk of financial products is assessed by the credit

ratings agencies (CRAs) using computer models and data on past correlations ofasset perfor-

mance (including default). The safest securities are given a rating ofTriple A, which meansthe

CRA attaches almost zero probability to default. Only a handful of corporations and govern-

ments have a triple A rating. The CRAs rated CD05 by analysing the correlations between the

companies underpinning the products. They could do this relatively accurately due to the

wealth of available data, such as stock prices and historical default data. When correlation

was perceived to be low, the CRAs decided that is was so unlikely that the senior tranche

would suffer losses that they awarded the CDC in question a triple A rating.

4. CD05 based on MBSs. It was when banks began to create CDOs formed from MBSs

(see Fig. 7.2) in the 20005 that they became so dangerous. Evaluating the correlation of the

underlying MBSs was intrinsically difficult because there was little historical default data. The

CRAs set the correlation at very low levels in their models and senior tranches were awarded

triple A ratings. The impeccable credit rating and the high return (relative to other 'safe'

assets) on the senior tranches meant they were very attractive to institutional investors (eg

pension funds, hedge funds, global banks) and were sold all across the globe, with Europe

being a particularly strong source ofdemand. The CRAs, banks and investors, however, failed

to take into account the similarity of the M855 within the CD05. Paradoxically, it was the

geographical diversification of individual MBSs that led to CD05 based on MBSs becoming

homogenized and therefore highly correlated. lf house prices were to fall across the US,

then it was notjust some of those MBSs that would suffer losses, they all would. The banks

originating the CD05 did not totally eliminate their credit risk, however, as upon generation

ofa CDO, there was a large tranche left over: the so-called ’super-senior tranche'. This tranche

only took losses after the senior tranche was wiped out, and it was viewed as completely

inconceivable that the super-senior tranche would take losses. In light of this, the tranche

offered such low interest rates that it was difficult to sell to outside investors. Banks therefore

largely kept this tranche and bought insurance on it in the form ofa credit default swap (CD5)

5. Credit Default Swaps (CDSs). The US insurance giant AIG sold insurance in the form of

credit default swaps (CD55) on the super—senior tranches ofCDOs held by banks and pledged

to repay them in full should the super-senior tranche default. The very small insurance

premiums paid by the banks provided AIG with a steady income stream and large profits in

good times, but generated staggering losses when the value of CD05 collapsed, leading to

a $180bn government-funded bailout. The AIG bail—out dwarfed the size of the bail-out for

any individual bank in the US.
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7.2.3 Actors

In the wake ofwidespread financial deregulation, the global financial landscape had changed

dramatically from the 19705. Banks across the developed world increased their return on

equity, reduced their capital buffers and moved into higher risk activities, although as we

shall see, as reported to regulators, risk had gone down. The state safety net for the banking

system widened and deepened.

In the upswing prior to the global financial crisis, this process accelerated, with banks ag-

gressively pursuing strategies to increase their return on equity, also referred to as the ’search

for yield'. The search for yield was much encouraged by the behaviour of the yield curve

between 2003 and 2006; short term interest rates rose sharply but long rates were virtually

stable.The yield curve is explained in Section 7.5. Different parts ofthe interconnected global

financial system went about the search for yield in different ways. The strategies that were

followed were influenced by the regulatory framework in which the banks were operating.

Forexample,while retail banks in the US and the government-sponsored housing enterprises

such as the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (known as Freddie Mac) and the Fed-

eral National Mortgage Association (FNMA, known as Fannie Mae) entered the sub-prime

mortgage market, the US investment banks and European banks were taking advantage

of the lighter regulation of their leverage to shift their activities to the 'trading book’ (see

Chapter 6).

The US retail banks and government sponsored housing agencies

The first half of the 20005 was associated with a rapid expansion of sub-prime mortgages

in the United States. The US retail banks were at the heart of this process. Their regulatory

framework made it difficult to pursue a strategy of high leverage to boost the return on

equity, so they increased the riskiness of their asset pools instead. The banks making sub—

prime mortgage loans were effectively removing a proportion of the credit risk from their

balance sheets when they sold the mortgages on (via MBSs and CD05), hence they had

less incentive to properly assess the creditworthiness of the individuals to whom they were

lending.

This strategy was also followed by government—sponsored enterprises Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac and insurance giant AIG, who sold insurance in the form of credit default swaps

(CD55) on the super-senior tranches of CD05 held by banks.

Global banks, the ratings agencies and the financial regulators

Many ofthe large continental European banks are universal banks that engage in a combina-

tion of retail, commercial, wholesale and investment banking activities. The pre-crisis period

also saw the rise in the UK and the US of universal banks. In the US, this was formalized with

the repeal in 1999 ofthe Glass-Steagall Act, which had been introduced in 1933 to improve

the safety of the banking system by separating retail from investment banking activities fol—

lowingthe experience of the banking crises in the Great Depression. Prominent examples of

universal banks include Barclays in the UK and Citigroup in the US.

The global banking data further support the divergence in strategies between US retail and

European global banks in the pre-crisis period. The data show that US retail banks’ balance
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Figure 7.3 U K banks' leverage: 1960—201 1.

Source: Bank of England Financial Stability Report,June 2012.

sheets had a higher risk per unit of assets than those of the European banks in the run-upto

the crisis, but that European banks had much higher leverage.9

The lack of regulatory restrictions on simple leverage in Europe meant that the banks could

’lever up’ (i.e. expand their assets relative to their equity). Figure 7.3, which is repeated from

Chapter 6, shows the dramatic increase in the leverage of UK banks in the years preceding

the financial crisis. In terms of the modelling in Chapter 6, the European banks Shifted more

of their activities onto the trading book in the years before the crisis, where mark-to-market

gains on these assets lifted short—term profits and the return to equity. The lax treatment of

’risk-weighted assets' by the regulators played a part in this.

The Basel II regulatory regime under which the European banks operated from 2004

required banks to put a given amount of capital aside (i.e. a minimum capital cushion) for

each asset they held, depending on its risk weight. A risk weight is a measure of the riskiness

of an asset.

The higher the rating of the asset (i.e. the safer it was perceived to be by the CRAS), the

less capital is needed to be held against it (i.e. it received a low risk weight). For example.

triple A sovereign debt received a risk weight of 0%, meaning that no capital had to be held

against it.10 Assets are rated by CRAS, and three of them—Fitch, Moody’s and Standard and

Poor's—cover around 95% of the world market.11 They rate both government bonds and

privately created assets on a scale from triple A downwards. Under the Basel ll regulatory

framework, banks were allowed to use their own models to calculate their risk-weighted

assets.

In the instruments section, we discussed the creation of financial assets with a range of

risk profiles from an underlying pool of risky assets (including sub—prime mortgages). The

European banks avidly consumed the (supposedly) safest of these assets (i.e. those rated

triple A) during the 20005. In the run-up to the crisis, there were fewer than ten companies

9 See Alessandri and Haldane (2009). For cross country data on leverage by type and size of bank using micro

data, see Kalemli—Ozcan et al. (2012).

10 For more information on risk-weights in the Basel ll Accord see: http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbsl28b.pdf.

11 See the European Commission website on CRAS (accessed March 2013): http://europa.eu/rapid/press-

release_MEMO-l3—13_en.htm.
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in the world deemed creditworthy enough to warrant a triple A credit rating. In contrast,

over 50,000 CD05 were assigned a triple A rating. Banks could use triple A—rated CDOs to

increase theirtotal assets without requiring much additional equity to be held. Borrowing to

purchase these assets increased the leverage of the European banks.

From the perspective of the economy as a whole, the problem was that risk weights were

falling due to the proliferation of triple A- rated assets whilst aggregate risk in the system was

rising. Purchasers of these assets were often ill-informed about the quality of the assets they

were buying and relied too heavily on the ratings of the ratings agencies, as this quote from

Gillian Tett attests:12

The Germans, and the other continental Europeans ’were like theJapanese a decade earlier—

thejoke [on the trading desks] was that you could stuff them almost anything’, one American

banker later recalled.

The shadow banking system

In the model presented in Chapter 6, we simplified by assuming that only investment banks

borrowed to buy securitized assets. This was in order to keep the model as simple as possible

and to draw a conceptual line between the activities of retail and investment banks. As

we have seen, universal banks include both retail and investment banking activities. Along

with investment banks, they were involved in the creation of the so-called shadow banking

system.

The shadow banking system is defined by the Financial Stability Board (2012) as 'credit in-

termediation involving entities and activities outside of the regular banking system’. Shadow

banking is the global capital-market based credit system: banks moved activities into as-

sociated bank-like entities such as structured investment vehicles (5le) to keep these

banking activities off their balance sheets and outside the scope of bank regulation. The

shadow banking entities became heavily involved in both the demand and supply of se-

curitized assets, as described in the stylized model in Section 7.5 and in the previous

section.13

The global shadow banking system grew rapidly in the years preceding the financial crisis;

itaccounted for $65 trillion in 201 1, up from $26 trillion in 2002. Put another way, the system

was equivalent to 25% of global financial assets in 2011.14 At the same time as aggregate risk

was increasing in the regulated banking sector for the reasons discussed above, it was being

further boosted by the rapid growth of shadow banking.

Bank concentration and interconnectedness

The increases in concentration and interconnectedness were two key trends in financial sys—

tems prior to the financial crisis. The first trend saw the consolidation of national banking

systems into the hands of a small number of 'too-big-to—fail’ financial giants.15 For example,

ll Excerpt from Tett (2009), pp. 116—117.

13 See Claessens et al. (2012).

14 These figures are taken from Claessens et al. (2012). This paper provides an excellent overview of shadow

banking and the relevant economics and policy.

15 For a powerful analysis of the problem of 'too-big-to-fail’ banks, see Johnson and Kwak (2010)

13 Bankers: The Wall Street Takeover and the Next Financial Meltdown.
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the assets of the three largest UK banks exceeded 70% of total UK banking assetsjust prior

to the crisis.16 The second trend saw banks across the globe become more intertwined and

dependent upon one another. For example, up to two-thirds ofthe huge expansion in banks‘

balance sheets in the run-up to the crisis was a result of increased claims within the financial

system, rather than with non—financial agents.17

The nature of modern financial systems has led researchers to model them as networks,

much in the same way epidemiologists or statistical physicists model their subject matter.

Gai et al. (2011) provide an example of this technique, using a network model of interbank

relations to mimic the key structural features of the financial system. The authors use this

model to show how higher levels of concentration and interconnectedness in the financial

system can increase the chances of systemic liquidity crises when key institutions become

distressed.

In the wake of the economic crisis, some economists drew comparisons between ecolog-

ical food webs and the spread of infectious diseases, and financial networks. This body of

work criticizes banks’ risk management processes for failing to take account of systemic risk.

Haldane and May (2011) use a simple model to show that increasing homogeneity in the

financial system—all the banks doing the same thing—increases system-wide risk. If all banks

hold a similar set of assets this might minimize their own risk of failure (when considered in

isolation) but can potentially make the system much more liable to collapse.

This research has led central banks around the world to begin to concentrate on how to

design a regulatory framework that minimizes the risk of the system as a whole (referred

to as macro-prudential regulation), as opposed to each bank individually (micro-prudential

regulation).

7.3 The upswing of the financial cycle

In this section, we use the concept of the financial cycle, the model of bubbles and of the

two types of financial accelerator developed in Chapter 6 to help explain the upswing of

the financial cycle prior to the global financial crisis. We focus on the United States where

the crisis had its roots.

Sub—prime lending in the US

The US government has been involved in promoting home ownership since the 19305, when

the first housing Government—Sponsored Enterprises such as the FNMA (Fannie Mae) were

established. The enterprises were aimed at supporting existing homeowners and keeping

credit flowing for new mortgages in the wake of the Great Depression.18

These early government policies were focused on boosting home ownership amongst the

general population. The mid-19905 saw the government change tack, however, and more

aggressively pursue policies aimed at increasing home ownership rates amongst low income

‘6 See Gai etal. (2011).

17 See Gai etal. (2011).

18 For an overview of the history of the housing Government-Sponsored Enterprises, see: http://

flfifaoiggov/LearnMore/History.
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earners, particularly those families that were unable to obtain mortgages through traditional

channels. The stated aim of the Clinton Administration’s National Homeownership Strategy

was to ensure that ’working families can once again discover thejoys of owning a home' and

to ’add as many as eight million new families to America’s homeownership rolls by the year

2000'.19

This legislation coincided with the beginning of the rapid expansion of sub-prime lending.

Itisestimated that atthe onset ofthe global financial crisis in mid—2007, sub-prime mortgages

accounted for 14% of all first—lien mortgages in the US and that 69% of all US households

owned their own homes.20

The role of US government policy in encouraging home ownership among low income

earners in the run-up to the global financial crisis can be linked to rising income inequality,

macroeconomic stability and financial fragility (Rajah, 2010).21 Real wages for median work—

ers had stagnated in the US from the 19705. One way of interpreting the macroeconomic

importance of the policy of encouraging higher worker indebtedness (and aspirations for

home ownership) is that it helped to sustain aggregate demand following the bursting ofthe

dotcom bubble in 2000 in an economy where real wage growth for the majority of workers

had ceased.

In terms of the 3-equation model, weak business investment post 2000 and the longer

run weakness in consumption demand threatened to lead to deflation in the recession of

2001. This encouraged policy makers to support the sub—prime housing market as a source

ofaggregate demand (i.e. to prevent the IS curve from shifting to the left). Little attention was

given to the potential risks of financial fragility arising from rising household indebtedness.

There is a lot of evidence that securitization and structured finance had the effect of

reducingthe cost offunding for banks and reducing the surveillance by banks oftheir housing

loans. Brunnermeier (2009, p.82) summarizes the expansion of this sub—prime lending:

Mortgage brokers offered teaser rates, no—documentation mortgages, piggyback mortgages

(a combination of two mortgages that eliminates the need for a down payment), and NINJA

('no income, nojob or assets’) loans.

It is left to the student to investigate each of the methods of sub-prime lending, but what

they all had in common is that they extended housing loans to sections of society that were

previously credit constrained. Sub—prime lending allowed less creditworthy individuals, such

as those without savings for down payments, those without stable employment and those

with poor credit ratings, to obtain mortgages for the first time.

Consistent with the financial accelerator mechanism of Chapter 6, more lending fuelled

rising house prices, and rising house prices in turn increased the willingness of banks to lend

without making checks on the ability of borrowers to repay from income because the rising

prices increased the value of the banks’ collateral. In line with the model of extrapolative

price expectations, the expectations of rising house prices also increased the incentive for

households to borrow more, which means that their leverage increased.

‘9 The document is available online here: http://www.globalurban.org/NationaLHomeownership_Strategy.pdf.

20 See Ben Bernanke’s speech on May 17th 2007 entitled The Subprime Mortgage Market.

21 And, for a formal model of shifts in bargaining power and financial instability, see Kumhof and Ranciere

(2010).
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Leverage is defined as the ratio of an agent’s assets to their equity. For example fora

borrower household, its asset is the house it owns, its liability is the mortgage taken out to buy

the house and its equity is the difference between the two. At the time the house is purchased,

the household's equity is the downpayment they made. In this case, the household’s leverage

is the ratio of the value of their house to their equity. The more debt (i.e. the bigger the

mortgage) the household has relative to its equity, the higher is its leverage.

When asset prices are rising, higher leverage makes the return on equity higher. If the

house price is $200,000 and the household makes a downpayment of 10%, i.e. $20,000,

it borrows $180,000. lts initial leverage ratio is % = 10. Suppose the house price rises to

$220,000, i.e. a rise of 10%. The return to the equity the household invested is 100% (from

$20k to $40k). Households who are convinced house prices are going to rise will want to

increase their leverage—that’s how they get a high return. To see this, calculate the return on

equity if the downpayment had been only 5%, i.e. an initial leverage ratio of % = 20.

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 6, the role of a financial accelerator effect in the consump-

tion function is confirmed in empirical research by Aron et al. (2012), who find that growth

in housing wealth (i.e. rising house prices) positively affects consumption in the UK and the

US. The authors also find that the strength of this relationship increased as these economies

became more financially liberalized during the Great Moderation.

Figure 6.1 showed how the house price feedback process can produce the upswing ofa

leverage cycle, whereby rising house prices improve household balance sheets and encour-

age them to ’lever up’ further. This increases returns to households when house prices are

rising, but as we shall see, if the house price falls, then all of the equity of the household can

be wiped out. In our example with a leverage ratio of 10, a fall in the house price by 10%

wipes out the equity; if the leverage ratio is 20, a fall of only 5% eliminates the household’s

equity. Any greater fall in the house price means that they own an asset worth less than the

amount they owe on it.

The combination of a long period of rising house prices and easy access to cheap credit

increased the incentive for households to become more highly leveraged. Under these cir-

cumstances, in addition to the operation ofthe financial accelerator, a bubble in house prices

can arise.

In Chapter 6, we saw that a bubble occurs when the price of an asset rises beyond what

is consistent with the fundamentals (in terms of long—run forces of demand and supply). The

idea of a house price bubble is well illustrated by the construction boom in the US in the

20005. In cities like Phoenix or Las Vegas, Arizona, house prices increased by between 75 and

100% from 2003 until their peak in 2006. A look at Phoenix on Google Earth showsthatthereis

virtually unlimited scope for house-building. This suggests that the long-run supply curve for

housing is flat and that the higher prices were not sustained by fundamentals (see Fig. 6.8).22

The global financial upswing

The financial upswing of the 20005 was different from those that came before it. The size

of cross-border ban king flows meant this upswing affected more countries across the globe

and was of a larger magnitude than previous upswings. The financial boom had its roots in

22 David Laibson Frank Hahn Lecture, Royal Economic Society 2009 Bubble economics http://res,

fileburst.com/video/2009/s|ides/davidlaibson.pdf.
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the US sub-prime mortgage market, but was transmitted around the world due to a number

ofdifferent factors. Some of the factors predated the 20005 such as: (a) European regulatory

regimes allowing for high leverage because of low risk weighting, and (b) the incentives for

risk taking provided by the implicit state guarantee for the banking system.

The preexisting factors became salient when they were combined with important devel-

opments in the financial system that occured during the 20005 such as:

1. financial innovations creating assets from US mortgages and consumer loans that could

easily be traded around the world,

2. the growing dominance of ’too big to fail' banks,

3. the rise in importance of and trust in the ratings of ratings agencies for bank portfolio

decisions, and

4. the prevalence of incentives in ban ks for ’search for yield’ behaviour, which was rewarded

with high bonuses.

The global banking system, including the shadow banking complex, became involved in

a bank-centred financial accelerator process of the kind set out in Chapter 6. An important

component ofthe steep upswing in the financial cycle between 2000 and the global financial

crisisarose because European global banks became heavily involved in borrowing from the

US money markets and in using these funds to buy the securitized financial assets from the

shadow banking complex. The European banks therefore played an important role in helping
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Figure 7.4 The banking system in the upswing of the financial cycle including cross-border banking activities.

Note: F are the securitized assets introduced in Chapter 5.
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to inflate the US sub-prime bubble by indirectly providing credit to US borrowers. The role

of cross—border activities is illustrated in a schematic way in Fig. 7.4.

The sheer size of the European lending to the US in the pre-crisis period was staggering.

The data reported in Shin (2012) from the Bank of International Settlements shows that

European BIS reporting banks lent to US counterparties around $5 trillion dollars in 2007,

The research highlights the large presence of European banks in the market for securitized

assets prior to the crisis:23

[T]he picture that emerges is of a substantial amount of credit being extended to US bor-

rowers by the European banks, albeit indirectly through the shadow banking system in the

United States through the purchase of mortgage-backed securities and structured products

generated by securitization.

In addition, Shin (2012) finds that a high proportion of the money used to purchase these

assets came from US prime money market funds (MMFs). In 2008, the short-term liabilitiesof

European banks accounted for roughly half the total assets of US prime MMFs, highlighting

the importance of US money markets as a source of funding for global European banks.

7.4 The crisis

7.4.1 The scale of the crisis and nature of the post-crisis recession

The global financial crisis produced the worst recession since the Great Depression of the

19305 (setting aside the effect on global output of the economic collapse in the defeated

countries at the end of the Second World War). The upper panel of Fig. 7.5 shows the GDP

growth performance of19 developed economies (includingJapan and the biggest economies

from Western Europe, North America and Australasia) over the last 140 years.

The behaviour of GDP was not uniform across different countries—this was a recession that

started in developed economies and took its largest toll there. This is illustrated in the lower

panel of Fig. 7.5, which shows that emerging and developing economies managed to avoid

a recession. The large, fast growing, emerging economies were also the driving force behind

the economic recovery, with India and China expanding by over 10% in 2010 and continuing

to markedly outperform the advanced economies in both 2011 and 2012.24

The failure of US investment bank Lehman Brothers in the third quarter of 2008 is fre—

quently cited as the pivotal event for the global economic downturn. Figure 7.6 shows the

dramatic deterioration of macroeconomic indicators across the G7 that followed this event.

The charts separate the United States from the remainder of the G7 (referred to as the 66).

To make comparisons easier, in each chart, the index for each measure (except the unem-

ployment rate) is set at 1 for the fourth quarter of 2007 and a vertical line marks the collapse

of Lehmans in September 2008.

In April 2009, the IMF pointed out that two features of the recession—its association

with deep financial crisis and its highly synchronized nature—suggest that it was likely to be

unusually severe and followed by a slow recovery.

23 See Shin (2012), p. 167. 24 Source: IMF World Economic Outlook database, April 2013.
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The data in Fig. 7.6 show that in line with the IMF forecast:

1. The recovery in GDP was not V-shaped: growth in the recovery was not faster than

the previous trend growth rate and did not take economies rapidly back to their pre-

vious trend growth path. Instead, growth was at best similar to the trend growth rate

(i.e. the post-trough path is roughly parallel with the pre-crisis path). In some coun—

tries such as the UK, however, growth did not return to the pre-crisis trend. The post-

crisis period was characterized by an L-shaped response. As noted in Chapter 6, by the

first quarter of 2013, UK GDP was still 4% below its pre-crisis peak in Q1 of 2008 and

was a full 17% below the level it would have been had the pre-crisis trend not been

interrupted by the crisis and extended recession.25 Elsewhere in Europe, the situation

was worse, as the Eurozone crisis compounded the effects of the financial crisis (see

Chapter12).

. As the models of consumption and investment in Chapter1 would predict, the response

of consumption to the crisis was smoother than that of investment.

25 The pre-crisis trend level of growth was calculated as the average quarterly growth rate for the 15 years

priorto the recession (i.e. 1993 Q1 and 2007 Q4). Source: UK Office for National Statistics (data accessedJune

2013) and authors’ calculations.
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3. Whereas the behaviour of GDP, consumption and investment were similar in the US and

the G6, unemployment was not. For the 66, unemployment was falling prior to the crisis

whilst it was rising in the US. The post—crisis rise in unemployment in the US was much

greater than in the G6, with the unemployment rate doubling in the US. (We discuss

cross-country unemployment patterns in the crisis in Chapter 15.)
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The volatility of the S&P stock index is often used to proxy for ’fear’ in financial markets.

Figure 7.7 shows that fear reached its highest level since the Great Depression in the au-

tumn of 2008. This was clearly a crisis that emanated in financial markets, but did not end

there. It quickly spread to affect real economic activity, plunging the world economy into

recessnon.

7.4.2 The credit crunch

The credit crunch of 2007—09 was at first largely confined to financial markets. It had three

key stages, beginning with the fall in house prices in the US. The second stage was the seizing

up of money markets and the third, the collapse and bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in

September 2008.

The collapse of the sub—prime housing market

The Federal Reserve embarked on a cycle of tightening monetary policy from late 2004

onwards in response to mounting inflationary pressures arising from the increase in oil and

commodity prices. After a time this started to depress the housing market, as it made it more

expensive to borrow, and pushed up the repayments of existing borrowers. The associated

fall in house prices meant sub-prime borrowers started to struggle to make their repayments.

They could no longer rely on using the rising values of their properties to obtain more loans

(to keep up with mortgage repayments) and the financial accelerator mechanism propagated

the effects across the economy. Households began to go into negative equity and to default

on their housing loans.

The first sign in the financial markets of the growing default rate on home loans came

in February 2007 when the index of the value of mortgage credit default swaps (a type of

CD5) dropped sharply.26 In early August 2007, the problems in the US housing market hit

the money markets. Consistent with the arguments above about the role of European banks,

the announcement by the French bank BNP Paribas that it could not value its structured

financial products, and was therefore stopping redemptions from some of its investment

funds signalled that the crisis was going global. BNP Paribas' investment funds (and others

across the world) had bought tranches of the CD05 containing sub-prime mortgages and

suddenly the value of these assets was in doubt.

The seizing up of the money markets

In the course of their normal activities, banks rely on two important money markets to fund

themselves when they need short-term liquidity to re—finance their short-term loans. (In the

model of Chapter 5, we collapsed these into a single market.) These are:

l. The repo market described in Chapter 5, which operates by banks selling securities and

agreeing to buy them back as the loan matures. These loans are secured by collateral.

2. The commercial interbank money market where banks lend to each other short term

(from overnight up to three months) unsecured.

26 See Fig.1 in Brunnermeier(2009).
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Figure 7.8 UK Official Bank Rates and three month sterling interbank rates (upper panel) and their spread

(lower panel):Jan 2005—May 2013.

Source: Bank of England (data accessed June 2013).

Banks had become increasingly dependent on short-term funding, especially the type

that used mortgage-backed securities (such as asset backed commercial paper) as collateral.

Short-term funding has to be rolled over frequently. When sub-prime borrowers started

defaulting and house prices fell, these securities became hard to value, and hence lenders

were reluctant to continue accepting them as collateral for loans. Other collateral was used

in repo transactions in the money market but as solvency questions arose for some banks,

bigger haircuts were called for and these markets began to seize up from the autumn of

2007.27

An important indicator of the seizing up of the money markets in the credit crunch was

the behaviour of interest rates on the interbank market. Before the crisis, the difference

between the Bank of England official bank rate and the three-month interbank rate (which

is unsecured) was very low, reflecting the prevailing mood of low risk. Once fears developed

about liquidity risk, this reduced the supply of interbank loans (which suddenly seemed risky),

pushing the interest rate on them up.

Figure 7.8 shows what happened to the three month interbank rate relative to the Bank of

England official bank rates betweenJanuary 2005 and May 2013. The spread between these

two interest rates shows the risk premium attached to interbank lending and is displayed in

27 A bigger haircut means that the loan that can be taken out against a given market value of an asset, which

is being used as collateral is smaller. For example, in the case of a safe asset, the haircut might be 5%, which

means a $1000 US Treasury Bill will be accepted as collateral for a $950 loan.
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the lower panel: thejump in August 2007 is clear. Liquidity risk emerged as an important

phenomenon in the short-term money market.

Although banks appeared to have shifted all three forms of risk (see the box on types

of risk) through the creation of special purpose investment vehicles, which were part of

the shadow banking complex, the banks themselves were ultimately subject to liquidity risk.

When demand for short-term asset-backed commercial paper dried up because households,

firms, local government finance offices, pension funds etc. did not know how to value them,

then the bank's structured investment vehicle (SlV) was not able to fund itself and the parent

bank had to provide the required liquidity.

Box 1.1 Types of risk

Banks are exposed to the following risks.

1. Liquidity risk. As we have explained in Chapter 5, the service offered by the bank to instant access

savers is that they can withdraw their deposits at will. An unexpected withdrawal of deposits by

savers exposes the bank to liquidity risk and will require the bank to get hold of liquidity (i.e. before

loans are due to mature): it has to borrow or sell some assets. Banks can also be exposed to liquidity

risk if lenders refuse to roll over short-term debt on maturity (i.e. provide another identical loan).

2. Credit (or default) risk. If the borrower fails to meet their mortgage interest payments, this is a

default and it means a loss for the bank. A bank is itself subject to credit risk and ultimately to

insolvency when the value of its assets falls.

3. interest rate risk. If the bank makes a mortgage loan at a fixed interest rate and pays savers a

variable interest rate linked to the central ban k's policy rate, then if the central bank increases the

policy rate, the spread falls and the bank suffers a fall in its profit margin.

The bank run on the British bank Northern Rock in September 2007 illustrates the role

of short-term funding. With Northern Rock, the UK (where, at the time, there was only

limited deposit insurance) experienced its first bank run in over 140 years, when depositors

nationwide queued to retrieve their savings. The queues started to form in response to the

announcement in the media of the Bank of England's emergency liquidity support for the

bank.

in this case, the bank run was not a panic-based coordination failure—it was based on

the insolvency of the bank arising from its liquidity problems. The bank eventually had to

be nationalized. The underlying cause of its failure pre-dates the depositor bank run and

reflected a shift in bank funding from deposits to money market funding. In the summer of

2007, only 23% of Northern Rock’s liabilities were in the form of retail deposits, by far the

largest component was short-term borrowing from money markets.

This case shows how banks that had not been involved in sub-prime lending directly were

nevertheless pulled into the sub-prime crisis through being over leveraged and relying too

much on short-term debt to finance their operations (Shin, 2009b). When fear hit the money

markets, it became impossible for Northern Rock to fund its loans as they came due to be
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rolled over: its excessive level of liquidity risk was revealed and depositors rationally sought

to withdraw their deposits.

Lehman Brothers—the pivotal event

In Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 showing respectively the ’fear index’ of stock market volatility and the

spread in the interbank market, there is a large spike on 15th September 2008. This marks

the day that Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy. This highly leveraged institution became

insolvent, as short-term funding dried up and the value of its assets collapsed. Unlike the US

investment bank Bear Stearns that was rescued in March 2008, Lehmans was not rescued.

The ramifications for the financial markets of letting Lehman’s fail were bigger than the US

government had expected. The S&P 500 fell nearly 5% that day and the VIX index (which

measures the volatility of the S&P 500 and is shown in Fig. 7.7)jumped from 25.6 to 31.7.

This was notjust a one off shock however, but had wide ranging consequences forfinancial

markets and for the real economy. It was the catalyst that plunged the majority of the world

economy into the recession illustrated in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6.

7.4.3 The crisis, macroeconomic policy and the 3-equation model

The credit crunch and recession following the global financial crisis revealed two shortcom-

ings in the widely adopted inflation—targeting monetary policy regime.

T. The first is that the policy interest rate may only weakly affect the lending rate faced by

firms and households; and

2. The second is that in a crisis, conventional monetary policy loses its effectiveness if the

central bank needs to achieve a real interest rate that is unattainable because the nominal

rate cannot be lowered below zero (the ZLB described in Chapter 3).

The policy rate and the lending rate

In Chapter 5, we saw that (a) the policy rate and the money market rate are virtually identical

and (b) the spread between the policy rate, rP, and the lending rate, r, depends on the

riskiness of loans, the risk appetite of the banks and the capital cushion, all of which are

stable in normal times. It is the combination of (a) and (b) along with the interest-sensitivity

of aggregate demand that under normal circumstances gives monetary policy its power.

Spread of money market above policy rate

Figure 7.8 shows that the spread between market and policy interest rates rose during the

crisis. Providers of funding to banks (e.g. money markets with cash to invest) required arisk

premium on loans to take into account the probability that the bank they were lending to

would go out of business and be unable to repay. In the wake of the unexpected bankruptcy

of Lehman Brothers, this risk premium was substantial, as shown by thejump in the series in

mid-September 2008.

Spread of mortgage rate above policy rate

Figure 7.9 relates to (b) and shows that the spread between Bank of England base rate and

the mortgage rates being charged by UK banks also increased dramatically afterthe collapse
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of Lehman Brothers. The figure (repeated from Chapter 5) shows that UK mortgage rates

remained at a high level even after the threat of financial collapse receded and in the face

ofsevere cuts in central bank interest rates. This reflects a rise in funding costs for the banks

due to the rise in money market rates, reflecting both increased liquidity risk and increased

credit risk of banks and of borrowers. The model of Chapter 5 would predict a rise in the

mark-up of the lending rate above the cost of funding to reflect the higher credit risk on

their loan book. Compared with the benevolent conditions of the Great Moderation, which

are likely to have raised the tolerance of risk by banks, the shift to a post-Lehman’s world

would have been expected to reduce risk tolerance and push the mark up over funding

costs higher. The risk tolerance term can be interpreted as reflecting the credit risk of banks

themselves.

To summarize, a double spread in lending rates emerged in the crisis due to the higher

credit risk ofthe bank itself as well as ofthe borrower. The disconnect between the policy rate

and the lending rate in the crisis represented a breakdown ofa key transmission mechanism

ofmonetary policy in the modern monetary framework of inflation targeting, which relies on

changes in the policy rate (rP) by the central bank to alter the lending rate (r) for households

and firms.

The zero lower bound on nominal interest rates

The first step to understanding what happened after the credit crunch requires reintroducing

the concept of the zero lower bound (ZLB) on nominal interest rates, which was covered in

detail in Chapter 3. We need to rewrite the Fisher equation to reflect the distinction between

rand rP. To reiterate briefly, when we combine the Fisher equation, i : rP + n'E, with the

fact that nominal interest rates cannot fall below zero, we find the minimum real interest

rate that the central bank can set in any period is:

Min rP = —7rE. (7.1)
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The negative demand shock

According to the S&P/Case-Shi|ler US National Home Price Index, US house prices began

falling in mid-2006. One contributory factor was the rise in interest rates as the Federal

Reserve responded to the inflation shock caused by the hike in oil prices in 2005. The

smooth return of the economy to target inflation that would normally be expected did not

take place. Instead, falling house prices triggered the sub-prime crisis with the national and

international ramifications we have described.

We can map the consequences of the sub—prime crisis in the 3-equation model (see

Fig. 7.10). To make the diagram as clear as possible, we assume the economy begins in

equilibrium with inflation at target. In the autumn of 2007, the credit crunch began. We can

model this as follows:

1. The fall in house prices caused a marked reduction in consumption and housinginvest-

ment. In addition, investment fell due to the increase in uncertainty. These effects combined
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POLICY INTERVENTION IN THE CRISIS

to cause a severe reduction in aggregate demand and the IS curve shifts a long way to the

left to lS’.

2. The central bank forecasts inflation in the usual way and identifies its target output gap

to get the economy on to the MR curve. The desired real interest rate is low (point C), due to

the size ofthe negative demand shock (note that the new stabilizing real interest rate is at rg).

Since the nominal interest rate cannot be negative, we use Min rP, as defined by Equation

7.1, to check whether the desired real interest rate is attainable.

3. From Fig. 7.10, we can see that even when the nominal interest rate is cut to zero,

monetary policy is unable to get the economy on to the MR line at point C. The dashed

section of the IS curve to the right of its intersection with the Min rP line indicates the

points on the schedule that are unattainable: the Min rP line is pinned down by the fact

that expected inflation is —0.5%: this means that the lowest possible real interest rate, given

that the nominal interest rate cannot go below zero, is 0.5%. The highest attainable level of

output is shown by point D.

4. In fact, in 2008, the situation was worse than shown by point D. Unusually large interest

rate spreads above the policy rate emerged, so that borrowers were faced with the higher

lending rate shown by point X, even further away from the central bank’s desired output

level at point C.

The deflation trap

In the analysis ofthe credit crunch in the 3—equation model, the limits to the effectiveness of

monetary policy are clear. As interest rates in the major advanced economies were slashed

to near zero during the crisis, policy makers feared the economy would enter a deflation

trap with a vicious circle of falling prices, rising real interest rates and contracting output.

The case of the economy falling into a deflation trap is shown using the 3-equation model

in Chapter 3 (see Fig. 3.13).

Once a deflation trap is entered, another channel can depress aggregate demand further.

lfasset prices in the economy (e.g. property prices) are falling as well as goods prices, then

debtors in the economy will not only find that the real burden oftheir debt is rising (the debt

is fixed in nominal terms but prices are falling), but also that the assets that they have used

as security or collateral for the debt are shrinking in value. This is the financial accelerator

process described in Chapter 6. It will amplify the downward spiral of economic activity. The

financial accelerator mechanism shifts the IS curve furtherto the left. Heightened uncertainty

in economy is likely to make investment less sensitive to the interest rate, thereby steepening

the IS and weakening the investment response even if positive inflation expectations and a

sufficiently low real interest rate could be generated.

7.5 Policy intervention in the crisis

In this section we look first at the lessons that were drawn by policy makers from the Great

Depression as to how they should respond to the global financial crisis. Second, we look at

the policies that were implemented in the teeth ofthe crisis in 2008—09. Third, we turn to the
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policies adopted in the Great Recession that followed the global financial crisis. We shall see

that the policies implemented in the crisis phase in 2008-09 were strongly influenced by the

economic analysis of the Depression that had accumulated over the years since the 19305.

However, although monetary and fiscal policy were used aggressively to support economic

activity, the fiscal stimulus used in the crisis phase was rapidly replaced by fiscal austerity in

Europe whilst economies were still in recession. The special circumstances of the members

ofthe Eurozone, where a sovereign debt crisis emerged in 2010 is discussed in Chapter 12.

7.5.1 What went wrong in the Great Depression?

The policy response to the Great Depression exacerbated the world's economic woes.23

There were two key mistakes made by the US authorities, which crippled their economy and

reverberated around the world.

1. Contractionary monetary and fiscal policy: the slump in economic output was metwith

a tightening of policy. The money supply contracted by a third between 1929 and 1933,

largely as a result of poor policy from the Federal Reserve and a slew of bank failures. The

government also increased tax rates on individuals and businesses. These contractionary

policies reinforced the downwards spiral of demand in the economy.

2. A rise in protectionism: in the early stages of the depression, President Hoover intro-

duced the infamous Tariff Act of 1930, which raised import tariffs on over 20,000 products

to record levels. This was met with retaliatory measures from the US's main trading partners

and world trade plummeted.

The Great Depression was a painful and prolonged period of economic contraction, which

saw global stock markets crash, industrial production collapse and globalization retreat.

Figure 7.11 shows the path of key macroeconomic variables during the Great Depression and

the financial crisis of 2008—09 and the monetary and fiscal policy responses. The beginning

of the two downturns looked ominously similar, but the bounceback was a lot more rapid

following 2008—09.

In contrast to the Great Depression, as the financial crisis hit, governments stepped into

support domestic demand by introducing fiscal stimulus packages. Alongside this, central

banks slashed interest rates and kept them at historic lows for an extended period of time.

In 2008-9, expansionary monetary and fiscal policies were adopted more decisively and

applied more consistently, which helped to avoid a repeat ofthe Great Depression. Economic

historians Crafts and Fearon (2010, p. 288) commented on the policy response to the recent

global financial crisis:

[M]onetary and fiscal policies were pursued on a scale that would have been unacceptable

during the 19305 but, crucially, these bold initiatives prevented financial meltdown. the

’experiment’ of the 19305 shows only too clearly the likely outcome in the absence of an

aggressive policy response.

28 For an excellent overview of the Great Depression and its lessons for policy makers and economists, see

Crafts and Fearon (2010).
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Figure 7.11 Comparison of macroeconomic indicators and policy response during the Great Depression and

the Global Financial Crisis.

Source: Eichengreen and O'Rourke (2010); CPS—Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis—World Trade Monitor,

May 2013; Bank of England, St Louis Federal Reserve, Bank ofJapan, ECB, Riksbank and National Bank of Poland (accessed

June 2013); IMFWorid Economic Outlook,Jan 2009; lMF Fiscal Monitor, April 2013.

7.5.2 Monetary and fiscal policy in the crisis phase

The lessons from the policy errors of the Great Depression had a marked influence on policy

makers in 2008. Ben Bernanke—one of the world experts on the economic analysis of the

Great Depression and chairman of the US Federal Reserve during the financial crisis—was

acutely aware of the dangers ofa deflation trap and took advantage of the numerous policy

tools at his disposal to ensure the US economy escaped this fate.

The policy response to the recent global economic downturn addressed several

problems:29

1. the liquidity problem: central banks took action to deal with the seizing up of the money

markets and associated liquidity problems of banks;

2. the bank solvency problem: central banks and governments took action to save failing

banks and prevent contagion;

29 This subsection was compiled using news reports and press releases from banks and central banks (e.g.

the Federal Reserve, the Bank of England and the ECB). For a high level overview of the monetary and fiscal

response to the crisis see Mishkin (2011).
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3. the stabilization of aggregate demand and expectations: central banks used conventional

and unconventional monetary policy, and governments used expansionary fiscal

policy.

The liquidity problem: central bank response

Following the seizing up of the money markets in the credit crunch, the central banks of

major developed countries were quick to act to provide liquidity to the banks. The Bank

of England (BoE) made $10bn of reserves available for three-month loans to banks and

widened the list of acceptable collateral. The ECB injected €95bn in overnight credit into

the interbank market and the Federal Reserve injected $24bn. These actions provided some

respite in the interbank markets, but the spread between LIBOR and base rates remained high

(see Fig. 7.8).

The Federal Reserve introduced the Commercial Paper Funding Facility, which bought

three-month unsecured and asset backed commercial paper from eligible issuers with

money from the New York Federal Reserve. There was also a coordinated response from

the ECB, BoE and the Swiss National Bank to provide short-term US dollar funding where

requested. These arejust a selection of the numerous initiatives central banks employed to

ensure that financial institutions could meet their short—term funding needs during these

turbulent times.

The solvency problem: central bank and government responses

The bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers crystallized one fact; this was notjust a liquidity crisis,

but also a solvency crisis. The write-down of the value of a range of financial assets on

banks’ books shrank their asset bases. Due to their high leverage ratios, this was particularly

damaging to banks’ equity (or net worth). The banks needed capital urgently ifthey were to

plug the gaps in their balance sheets and avoid failure.

The private capital markets and sovereign wealth funds were not willing to provide this

additional investment on a sufficient scale, so banks had no choice but to turn to their

governments. The US Treasury announced a $700bn bailout plan in October 2008, and

similar bailouts took place across Europe.

The support for the financial system over the duration of the crisis came in three main

forms:

1. Taking ownership stakes in lenders/banks: governments took equity stakes in financial

institutions in exchange for providing capital. The US government took preferred equity

stakes in eight major US financial institutions in exchange for $166bn of bailout money,

with Bank of America and Citigroup collecting $45bn each. The sturdier of these banks

repaid some or all of this money in 2009, freeing them from the federal restrictions that

accompanied the funds (e.g. curbs on executive pay).

2. Nationalization: in certain cases, the government took control of financial institutions by

taking very high equity stakes. This happened with some banks in the UK (e.g. Northern

Rock and RBS), Ireland and Iceland, as well as mortgage providers Freddie Mac and

Fannie Mae and insurance giant AIG in the US. In some of these cases, the government
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became heavily involved in the day-to-day running and strategic decision making ofthese

organizations.

3. Toxic asset purchases: this removed some of the toxic assets from banks’ balance sheets.

This was most widely used in the US and took place through the Federal Reserve, which

set aside $600bn to buy up mortgage backed securities.

Stabilization policy: preventing a deflation trap

Conventional monetary policy was used decisively. In November 2008, the Bank of Eng-

land's Monetary Policy Committee (M PC) cut the policy rate by 150 basis points (from 4.5%

to 3%) in one step. This was a much bigger cut than predicted by market commentators.

Similar monetary policy responses came in the US, the Eurozone and other industrialized

economies. See Fig. 7.11 for the comparison with the response of monetary policy in the

Great Depression. The MPC's concern was that inflation would undershoot the target and

that the economy would be forced into a deflation trap. The aim was to stimulate aggregate

demand, and to keep inflation expectations anchored at 2% in order to prevent a process of

deflation becoming entrenched.

Quantitative easing: unconventional monetary policy

From the 3-equation model (in Chapter 3), the importance of avoiding a deflation trap is

clear. In the financial crisis, conventional monetary policy was restricted by the zero lower

bound on nominal interest rates, which meant that monetary policy makers had to turn to

unconventional policies to stimulate demand and prop up inflation expectations. The main

policy used was quantitative easing (often referred to as QE). When the policy interest rate

isas low as it can be, central banks use asset purchases to try to boost asset prices and lower

yields.

QE is described as unconventional because the policy lever it uses is different to that used

in modern inflation-targeting monetary regimes, which adjust short-term interest rates to

influence aggregate demand.

QE can take a number of forms, but in essence, it involves the central bank creating

new central bank (or high-powered) money as discussed in Chapter 5 to buy financial

assets (eg. government bonds or the financial assets discussed in Chapter 6). The aim

of this policy is to support asset prices and bring down long-term interest rates. If suc-

cessful, this should help to boost aggregate demand by encouraging consumption and

investment.

By buying government bonds, the central bank raises demand for them, which pushes

up their price and lowers the interest rate. The price will not respond much to in—

creased demand by the central bank if the private sector has very strong preference

for liquidity, which may be the case following a financial crisis. Nevertheless, in circum-

stances where the banking system is failing to do its job in lending to the real econ-

omy, it is hoped, for example, that by the central bank boosting demand for financial

assets, it will make it easier for firms to sell corporate bonds to finance their invest—

ment.
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Figure 7.12 Monetary policy and the yield curve.

Monetary policy and the yield curve

The yield curve shows the relationship between the nominal interest rate ofa bond and its

time to maturity (i.e. the time remaining before the full value of the bond must be repaid to

the seller). In this subsection, we set out a simplified yield curve and show how it is affected

by both conventional and unconventional monetary policies. This is useful for highlighting

the key differences between the two types of monetary policy and why QE is used when

conventional monetary policy is restricted by the ZLB.

Figure 7.12a (the top left-hand panel of Fig. 7.12) shows a simplified yield curve. in

this example, there are just two kinds of bonds: short—term (S) and long-term (L) and

their nominal interest rates are is and iL. The curve slopes upwards because investors

demand a premium over short-term interest rates to hold long-term bonds. This is due

to the higher level of uncertainty associated with the long term. For example, an in-

vestor might be fairly certain whether or not there will be a recession in the next two

years, but is likely to be much less certain whether there will be one in the next twenty

years. There is also more inflation uncertainty in the long term and because inflation

impacts the real return on bonds, investors will require a premium to hold long-term

bonds.

Next we consider the central bank’s response to a negative demand shock. We know from

the 3-equation model that the central bank will reduce the short-term interest rate. Ifthe
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demand shock is sufficiently large it will reduce it to zero. Figure 7.12b shows this case. If

we assume that the interest rate spread between long—term and short-term bonds stays the

same, then the reduction in short-term rates shifts the yield curve downward from YC to

YC’. The long-term interest rate falls to ii.

In a severe recession it could be that even reducing the short—term interest rate to zero is

insufficient to stabilize the economy. The central bank could undertake QE in this scenario:

buying government bonds in secondary markets, increasing their price and reducing their

interest rate. This policy can be thought of as pivoting the yield curve, as shown in the

movement of the yield curve from YC’ to YC” in Fig. 7.12c. This reduces long—term interest

rates further to if.

Quantitative easing therefore operates by reducing interest rates at the long end ofthe yield

curve.To the extent that higher bond prices and lower long—term interest rates influence the

level ofconsumption and investment in the economy, QE can help to stimulate the economy

when conventional monetary policy is stuck at the ZLB. Chapter 13 includes a more detailed

discussion onE, including its transmission mechanisms and the impact it has on the central

bank’s balance sheet.

Fiscal policy: automatic stabilizers and fiscal stimulus

The limits of traditional monetary policy were reached in the recession of 2008-09, so to

further support the global economy, governments turned to fiscal policy.

The 3-equation model can be used to illustrate the issues facing policy makers. The MR

line in Fig. 7.10 needs to be reinterpreted as the policy rule, and labelled PR, so as to

include fiscal policy as an instrument. Since the best response to the shock is to achieve

the positive output gap marked by point C in Fig. 7.10, the government would need to

introduce a fiscal stimulus to shift the IS curve to the right. To achieve the desired output

gap, fiscal policy would need to take account of the effect on aggregate demand of the

real interest rate, rx arising from expected deflation combined with the increase in the

margin of the lending rate over the policy rate due to increased credit risk of banks and

borrowers.

This analysis fits well with the policy response of major governments in the wake of the

global financial crisis. We can see from Fig. 7.11 that fiscal policy was eased much more

aggressively during the recent crisis than in the Great Depression.

Discretionary fiscal policy can be defined by the gap between the current budget deficit

and the impact of the automatic stabilizers. This is shown in Equation 7.2,

discret. fiscal impulse at time t E budget deficit — impact of aut. stabilizers

E [GO/t) — T(yt)] — alye — Yr) (7.2)

where a is a constant and the term a(ye — yt) captures the impact on the budget deficit

of the automatic stabilizers. When output is at equilibrium (i.e. ye = yr), the automatic

stabilizer term is zero. A budget deficit that persists when output is at equilibrium is

therefore discretionary and is referred to as the structural or cyclically adjusted budget

deficit.
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The first channel of fiscal policy was to allow the automatic stabilizers30 to operate and

to accept the associated increase in the deficit. In a recession, without any explicit change

of policy, government transfers tend to increase (e.g. more people collect unemployment

benefits) and taxes tend to fall as a percentage of income (e.g. if the income tax system is

progressive). The greatly increased size of government, including the welfare state, between

the 19305 and 2009 meant the automatic stabilizers operated to limit the leftward shift of

the IS curve in response to the negative aggregate demand shock following the collapse of

Lehman Brothers.

In response to the severity of the fall in aggregate demand, governments in both emerging

and developed economies also chose to use discretionary fiscal policy—referred to duringthe

crisis as ’fiscal stimulus’.

The stimulus packages came in many forms, as illustrated by these examples:

1. the UK cut its headline rate of VAT (i.e. sales tax) temporarily from 17.5% to 15%,

2. many European countries introduced car scrappage schemes, which paid consumers to

scrap their existing vehicle upon the purchase of a new one; and

3. the Australian government sent out ’tax bonuses’ to middle and low income individuals

and families (i.e. the government gave cash handouts to the population).

There was considerable variation in the size of the stimulus packages relative to GDP. The

state ofthe public finances in the run up to the recession and the cost of bailing outthe banks

meant the UK's fiscal stimulus was much smaller than those in North America, Australia and

Germany for example. Figure 7.13 shows the size of the stimulus packages (announced prior

to March 2009) relative to GDP and splits them between tax cuts and spending increases in

a selection of OECD countries.

Unlike the 19305, the fiscal policy response to the crisis was coordinated across countries.

if countries were left to themselves they would not internalize the positive externalities

of a stimulus package and the amount of stimulus would be suboptimal. The reason for

this is that a proportion of any stimulus will leak abroad through imports, benefiting your

trading partners, but without them having to incur any fiscal cost themselves. Withouta

credible commitment mechanism, every country would attempt to ’free-ride’ on the fiscal

expansions of others and the stimulus would be suboptimal. This was avoided in 2008-09 by

world leaders meeting at global summits and committing to each other and their electorates

that they would introduce stimulus packages (e.g. the 620 summits in Washington DC. in

late 2008 and London in April 2009). This made backing out politically costly at the domestic

and international level.

The working of automatic stabilizers and the implementation of fiscal stimulus measures

led to large deteriorations in fiscal balances. The lMF estimated that relative to 2007, fiscal

balances as a percentage of GDP worsened by 5.9% across the 620 in 2009 (this does

not include any support measures for the banking sector). The crisis—related discretionary

measures (i.e. the stimulus packages) were predicted to account for 2% ofthis change in fiscal

balances and other factors (including automatic stabilizers) accounted for the remaining

30 See Chapter 14 for a more detailed explanation of automatic stabilizers.
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Figure 7.13 The size and mix of the fiscal stimulus packages of selected OECD countries in relation to GDP,

2008—2010.

Source:OECD Economic Outlook Interim Report, March 2009.

3.9%. It is a testament to the depth of the recession that automatic stabilizers played such

a significant role.

A country that has a high level of government debt may face constraints on its borrowing.

In the financial crisis, Ireland’s deficit and debt ballooned because it had to rescue banks,

which were very large relative to the size of the economy. Its ability to implement stabiliza-

tion through fiscal policy was severely constrained. This was also affected by the particular

problems faced by a country that needs to borrow to finance fiscal stimulus when it does

not have its own currency. Countries in the Eurozone, like Ireland, faced this problem, which

isdiscussed further in Chapters 12 and 14.

Economic theory provides guidance on the conditions under which fiscal stimulus is likely

to be effective in boosting aggregate demand and output. The arguments are set out in

Chapter 14, where it is clear that there is no general answer to the question: fiscal policy

effectiveness depends on the state of the economy, the stance of monetary policy and the

design ofthe policy measures. We focus here on the specific case relevant to the aftermath

ofthe financial crisis, that is, following a large negative aggregate demand shock that results

in spare capacity in the economy. Fiscal stimulus is more effective:

I. When monetary policy supports expansionary fiscal policy by preventing interest rates

from rising. This is the case when the economy is at the zero lower bound and also when

QE is being used to lower long term interest rates. In the 3-equation model, this keeps

the interest rate from rising to choke off demand.

2. When it takes the form of a temporary rise in government spending. The higher govern—

ment spending raises demand for goods and services directly. Even when this is accom-

panied by higher taxation to pay for it (a so—called balanced budget spending increase)
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aggregate demand will go up. This is seen most easily by noting that the increase in

taxation only affects the second and subsequent rounds of the multiplier process once

the higher incomes from the extra government spending have been received (see Chapter

1). This does not dampen the direct (first round) effect of higher government spending

on aggregate demand and, in an economy with spare capacity and low interest rates, on

output.

3. Similar logic applies to the possibility that if the government borrows to fund its extra

spending, households may anticipate future higher taxation to pay for this. Although any

increase in private saving forthis purpose will dampen the multiplier process, itdoes notex-

tinguish the positive effect on aggregate demand ofthe first round effect (see Chapterl4).

4. When it takes the form of temporary tax cuts and there are credit-constrained house-

holds in the economy. If such households would have borrowed more to smooth their

consumption had they had access to credit, then a tax cut will lead to higher spending.

Fiscal expansion is likely to be most effective in a financial crisis when it is timely, tempo-

rary and targeted—and as noted above, when it is coordinated across countries. Temporary

fiscal measures shift the timing of spending decisions (not only for households, but also for

the public sector by, for example, bringing forward infrastructure spending), which is the

objective, and help reduce concerns that fiscal intervention will lead to long-run commit-

ments with implications for public debt.

Did expansionary monetary and fiscal policy responses work?

Researchers will investigate this question for many years to come. At this stage, we note that

the initial stages of the financial crisis of 2008—09 bore a close resemblance to the Great

Depression. The world economy, however, managed to turn itself around much quickerthis

time than it did in the 19305. Part of the reason for this is likely to have been the direct and

expectational effects of the coordinated policy response of the world’s central banks and

fiscal authorities. The highly accommodative policy employed during the global financial

crisis prevented a collapse of the global financial system and helped to support demand

during a time of particularly low activity and high uncertainty.

A second very important reason was the coordinated commitment to trade openness

(instead of the resort to protectionism that had occurred in the Great Depression). The rapid

resumption of strong growth in the increasingly important emerging economies supported

growth in the global economy during the lengthy recession in the advanced countries (see

the lower panel of Fig. 7.5).

7.5.3 Austerity policies in the post-crisis recession

Fiscal stimulus policies introduced in response to the global financial crisis appear to have

helped to prevent countries from experiencing a deeper output contraction and deflation.

Fiscal stimulus was followed, however, by discretionary contractionary fiscal policy in many

of these economies before they had exited from recession. The adoption of tighter fiscal

policy with the express aim of reducing the debt to GDP ratio (rather, for example, than to

stabilize aggregate demand) is referred to as fiscal consolidation or austerity.
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Figure 7.14 The discretionary fiscal policy stance measured by the change in the cyclically adjusted budget

balance: 2008-9 to 2012—13.

Source: IMF Fiscal Monitor, April 2013.

Figure 7.14 shows the discretionary fiscal policy stance of the advanced countries as a

whole and the US and UK separately from 2008—2009 until 201 3. The indicator is the change in

the cyclically adjusted budget balance: a negative value, as is shown for 2008-2009, indicates

a rise in the cyclically adjusted budget deficit, that is, a loosening of fiscal policy. Although

in the advanced countries as a group and in the US, there was still some fiscal stimulus in

2009-2010, this was not the case in the UK, where austerity policies were introduced as

early as 2009-10. The relative harshness of fiscal consolidation in the UK shows up clearly

in 2010—2011 with the discretionary withdrawal of demand of more than 2% of GDP. Note

that this measure of the discretionary fiscal policy stance shows fiscal policy as tighter if the

change is positive (represented by positive bars in Fig. 7.14) even ifa cyclically adjusted deficit

remains.

Chapter 14 on fiscal policy provides a detailed analysis of many ofthe issues relevant to the

austerity debate such as debt dynamics, the possibility of ’expansionary fiscal consolidation’

and the relevance of Ricardian equivalence. It also provides a summary of the debate about

empirical estimates of the size of the multiplier. The aim in this section is narrower: to pursue

the question of the likely consequences of adopting fiscal austerity in the form of early

fiscal tightening during a post-financial crisis recession. In Box 7.2, we present the historical

experience of the UK in the 19305 to shed light on the policy mix that allowed the economy

to recover from the Depression by offsetting the depressing effect of the fiscal austerity

imposed at that time.

As we showed in Chapter 6, in a balance sheet recession following a financial crisis there

are strong headwinds dragging on aggregate demand because ofthe legacy ofthe collapse of

the upswing ofa financial cycle. Banks, borrower households and governments experience

levels of debt above their desired or target levels. Moreover, when many countries are in

the same position, demand is reduced not only by the attempt of each of these parties to

save more but also by the spillovers through trade links of similar contractionary policies

abroad. There is a domestic coordination failure as well as an international coordination
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failure. Although both failures were avoided in the intense phase of the financial crisis, they

characterized the Great Recession that followed.

Experience during the Great Recession led the IMF to revise upwards its estimates of

the size of multipliers to a range between 0.9 and 1.7.in The factors they list as raising the

multiplier under the conditions prevailing in 2012 were the ZLB, the extent of slack (Le.

underutilized resources) remaining in the affected economies and the synchronized fiscal

consolidation across countries. However, the modelling in Chapter 6 of the balance sheet

recession highlights the need to set against the factors boosting the size of the multiplier in

a deep recession, the dampening effect that accompanies a balance sheet recession caused

by households increasing their saving to get back to their target wealth.

The historical example from the UK in the box below and the examples from OECD

countries in the 19805 and 19905 discussed in Chapter 14 suggest that the negative effects

of fiscal austerity can be offset, but only under very special conditions.

De Long and Summers (2012) set out a model that analyses the macroeconomic impact

of fiscal stimulus when the economy is depressed—Le. nominal interest rates are at the

ZLB and unemployment is above equilibrium. They argue that fiscal stimulus is likely to be

self-financing (in the sense that the benefits for future growth outweigh the upfront fiscal

cost) when even a small amount of hysteresis takes place in the downturn. Hysteresis is

where high cyclical unemployment has permanent negative effects and raises equilibrium

unemployment (as a result, for example, ofworkers becoming de-skilled whilst unemployed).

Hysteresis is discussed in Chapter 1 5. De Long and Summers (201 2) therefore suggestastrong

need for caution when considering premature fiscal consolidation in a depressed (eg. post-

crisis) economy.

The pressure on policy makers to shift from fiscal stimulus to austerity comes from the

deterioration in government finances. But the evidence that has accrued suggests that the

appropriate response to this is not to attempt to deal with the accumulation of public sector

debt by an early tightening of fiscal policy. Unlike an individual household where debt is

reduced by saving more, the paradox of thrift explained in Chapter 1 shows that in an

economy with some spare resources (i.e. with a negative output gap), the attempt by the

government as well as the private sector to save more can reduce aggregate demand and

output, leaving aggregate saving unchanged but output lower.

The experience of the Great Recession shows that the effect of austerity policies is depen-

dent on the state of the economy and on circumstances such as whether other countries are

also in recession and on the policies being pursued there. Economists use the term 'state and

time’ dependence to characterize such a situation.

This suggests we can learn about the effect of austerity policies not only from eco-

nomic models, by estimating the size of multipliers, and from running simulations with

single or multi-country econometric models but also from historical episodes. An interest-

ing case is the British economy in the 19305, in which growth was restored at the same

time as fiscal austerity was implemented (see Box 7.2). In the UK, unlike the situation

31 See lMF (2012a).
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post-2008,the Depression ofthe1930$ did not follow afinancial boom and there was no debt

hangover.

Box 7.2 Depression policy mix in the UK

The Depression of the 19305 was far less traumatic in the UK than in the US or Germany.a There were

no bank failures. Growth resumed and GDP recovered to its pre-crisis level within five years (unlike

the longer recession following the global financial crisis in 2008-09). High unemployment was the big

problem for the UK in the 19305: the unemployment rate doubled from 8% in 1929 to peak at 17% in

1932 and was still above 10% in 1938, the year before the start of the second world war.

British experience in the Depression is interesting because it was a unique episode in the UK, where

a policy offiscal austerity was implemented in a recession when the interest rate was close to the zero

lowerbound. How did strong growth return?

The extent of fiscal austerity was considerable: via a combination of spending cuts and tax increases,

demand was removed from the economy and the structural budget deficit was reduced by 4% of GDP

between 1929—30 and 1933—34 and yet the economy grew reasonably strongly from 1932 onwards.

Economic historians agree that fiscal austerity depressed growth during this period. The

explanation ofwhy growth resumed depends on the strength of the countervailing policies. The

economic historian, Nicholas Crafts argues that an important part of the explanation lies with the

shift of the control of monetary policy away from the Bank of England to the Treasury, where an

explicit policy announced by the Chancellor of targeting an increase in the price level was pursued.

The aim was to end deflation by generating expectations of higher inflation so as to reduce the real

interest rate (remember the Fisher equation introduced in Chapter 1).

The mechanism was to be through devaluation of the exchange rate. We explain the relationship

between changes in the exchange rate and inflation in detail in Chapter 10. At this stage, all that is

needed is an intuitive understanding that a 'cheaper pound’, which was possible because the UK had

left the Gold Standard, would push up the prices of imported goods. Following a devaluation of about

30%, the Treasury intervened in the foreign exchange market to sell pounds and keep the exchange

rate from appreciating. The combination of higher expected prices and high unemployment

depressed real wages and the improvement in business profits led to a recovery of investment. There

was also a major contribution of house building to aggregate demand stimulated by the low interest

rates, an unimpaired banking system and the expectation that construction costs would rise. Unlike

the current situation in the UK, there were few planning restrictions on house building in the 19305.

‘ See Crafts and Fearon (2010) and Crafts (2013).

7.5.4 Fixing banks first may mean less government debt later

Experience from previous financial crises suggests that there is a case for governments to be

pro-active as owner of a bank it has bailed out and focus on cleaning up the bank’s balance

sheet (see the box below). If the economy quickly gets back well-functioning banks, the

length ofthe recession following a financial crisis is likely to be shortened with a faster return

to normal economic activity and the normal functioning of macroeconomic policy. The fiscal

hit to the government finances would be front-loaded if this strategy was adopted. lnitially

government debt would rise by more than in the case where the government does not move
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decisively to restore the banking system to health. However, the subsequent sequence of

fiscal deficits is likely to be smaller (Borio, 201 2).

The presence of bad loans (i.e. loans that are unlikely to be serviced or repaid) on the

balance sheet ofa bank makes it reluctant to extend new loans. Banks are also reluctant to

identify bad loans, because this reduces the perceived value of their assets. A policy ofignor-

ing the failure of customers to service and repay their loans is referred to as forebearance.

lf non-performing loans are not identified and removed from the bank, the bank‘s ability

to make new loans is impaired. Moreover, if firms that have no realistic prospect ofservicing

their loans are allowed to survive, this depresses productivity growth in the economy. Poorly

functioning banks can lead to a failure ofa key mechanism of the capitalist economic system

referred to byJoseph Schumpeter as ’creative destruction'. Firms with poor prospects should

exit from the economy and firms with promising prospects should be able to enterand have

access to finance to expand. In Chapter 8 we set out a Schumpeterian model of endogenous

growth, which highlights the role of entry and exit for overall productivity growth in the

economy.

The expression zombie bank is used to refer to banks burdened by bad loans, and zombie

firms are those kept alive by bank forebearance. Box 7.3 compares the delayed approach in

Japan to writing off bad debt and the recapitalization of the banking system with the rapid

response in Nordic economies. In Japan, the delay of nearly a decade produced zombie

banks and firms.

Box 7.3 Cleaning up banks after a financial crisis—Japan and the Nordic

countries

The importance of bank restructuring and its implications for public debt is illustrated by comparing

the strategies pursued by countries that experienced major banking crises in the late 19805/early

19905.a Japan provides a prime example of what not to do. It is no coincidence that their 'lost decades'

began with a severe downswing in the financial cycle. The government chose not to intervene to

recapitalize banks with the result thatJapanese banks were weighed down with non-performing assets

for years to come. The failure to swiftly clean up the banks meant that they went through an extended

period ofdeleveraging at exactly the same time as households and non-financial firms, causing

aggregate demand to stagnate. This approach was extremely costly for the real economy, with

Japanese GDP growth averagingjust 0.7% per annum between 1992 and 1999'”

The Nordic approach on the other hand is widely viewed as a benchmark for dealing with the mess

left over after financial crises. The Nordic governments moved quickly to repair bank balance sheets in

the immediate post-crisis phase, using measures such as recapitalization, disposing of toxic assets and

reducing excess capacity in the financial system. The upfront cost of this approach is obviously larger

than the laissez-faire approach, but recovery is typically much quicker. For example, GDP growth in

Sweden between 1992 and 1999 was 2.4% per annum.c The quick restructuring of the banking system

after a crisis means that banks have the ability to extend new loans to households and firms and

support aggregate demand. Of course the difference between Japanese and Nordic economic

performance following their financial crises is not fully explained by the way failing banks were

treated. One important difference is that the Nordic countries benefited from substantial exchange

rate depreciations and export—led growth through the 19905.
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One step taken by the Swedish government to resolve the banking crisis of the early 19905 was to

separate failing banks’ assets into two different institutions, which are referred to as a 'bad bank’ and a

’good bank’.d Following the collapse of Sweden’s credit boom (see Fig. 6.5 in Chapter 6 for Sweden's

financial cycle) five of its seven largest banks needed government bail-outs or huge capital injections

from their own shareholders. Two were nationalized and eventually merged. The non—performing

loans from the nationalized banks were dumped into a 'bad bank’ called Securum. Rather than simply

liquidating them, Securum took an activist approach to disposing of its assets so as to maximize their

value to the taxpayer. The assets ranged from the exotic like the British Embassy building in Burma

to the more routine, such as property in Europe and Swedish industrial firms. Securum was wound up

after five rather than the planned 15 years. The cost to the Swedish taxpayer of the banking crisis

turned out to be small.

‘ This box is based on the discussion in Borio (2012).

b Source: IMF World Economic Outlook Database, April 2013.

‘ Source: IMF World Economic Outlook Database, April 2013.

d See Christopher Brown~Humes article in the Financial Times entitled Swedish model points the way (22/9/2008).

The historical experience documented in Reinhart and Rogoff (2009a) suggests that the

’clean up the banks first’ policy has rarely been adopted. An interesting question is why,

from the point of view of policy makers, it is more difficult to implement this policy than

the alternative of incurring many years of fiscal deficits, accumulating government debt and

slow growth as bank balance sheets are slowly repaired.

7.6 Conclusions

This chapter has applied the models of the financial system and macroeconomy from the

previous two chapters to the global financial crisis of 2008—09. The pre-crisis period saw

the interaction of the housing and bank-centred financial accelerator processes cause a

substantial upswing in the financial cycle in developed economies. This period was associated

with the accumulation of private debt in many of these economies, as banks levered—up to

increase their returns and households borrowed to consume beyond their means.

The housing-feedback process was driven by the US banks aggressively extending mort—

gages to people less and less able to repay them. The interlinked financial asset-based

feedback process involved the US banks, the global European banks and the shadow banking

complex. They turned mortgages into tradeable assets (through securitization and tranch-

ing) and sold them to financial institutions round the world, which borrowed against the

mark-to-market value of their assets to purchase them. The safety nets for institutions that

had become 'too-big—to-fail’ and the regulatory environment that allowed banks to calculate

theirown risk-weighted assets made possible these strategies, which added to the riskiness

ofthe system as a whole.

These approaches were highly profitable in the upswing, but ruinous when the sun stopped

shining. A downturn in the US housing market and the bankruptcy of systemically important

US investment bank Lehman Brothers triggered a set of events that led to the worst recession

259
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since the Great Depression. A slump on the scale of the Great Depression was avoided

because aggregate demand was stabilized with fiscal and monetary stimulus and govern-

ments and central banks acted quickly to shore up the battered financial system. Whilst

the lessons of the Great Depression were learned, many governments implemented fiscal

austerity policies before private sector indebtedness had been reduced. Lengthy recessions

followed.

The crisis highlighted the inadequecies of the pre-crisis policy framework that combined

inflation-targeting central banks with light touch financial regulation. A major theme in the

post-crisis policy debate is that measures should be put in place to prevent the upswing ofa

financial cycle with its pro—cyclical build up of debt and leverage, which creates the basis for

the upswing of a financial cycle, and the vulnerability of the economy to financial crisis. In

other words, policy should be designed to prevent a financial cycle from taking hold. Aswe

have seen, the root of the problem is that banks take excessive risks when measured from

society’s point ofview. This arises because ban ks do not internalize the impact oftheiractions

on systemic risk and because they are implicitly subsidized by the prospect ofa bailout. The

post—crisis policy debate, which is centred around better protecting modern economies from

costly financial crises, is taken up in Chapter 13.

7.7 Questions

7.7.1 Checklist questions

1. Explain the role of the following factors in the upswing in the financial cycle that preceded

the global financial crisis:

(a) The implicit state guarantee for ’too—big-to-fail’ institutions.

(b) The assumption that MBSs bundled together in CD05 were not highly correlated.

(c) Capital regulation based on risk-weighted assets.

2. Why did rising house prices make US retail banks more willing to provide mortgages for

low-income earners with poor credit histories?

3. Assess the following statements S1 and 52. Are they both true, both false or is only one true?

Justify your answer.

S1. The European global banks did not dramatically increase the risk in their loan portfolios

in the upswing before the financial crisis.

52. The European global banks followed a riskier strategy (than previously) in the upswing

before the financial crisis.

4. Assume that an investment bank is at its maximum desired leverage of20: it has $10 million of

its own equity (net worth) and has borrowed $190 million to buy assets of $200 million. The

price of the bank’s assets falls and reduces their mark—to-market value to $195 million. What

has happened to the ban k’s equity and leverage? How much must the bank reduce theirassets

to restore leverage to its desired level? How will it affect the bank’s efforts to return to their

desired leverage if other financial institutions are attempting to de-lever at the same time?

5. The following quote about the financial system is taken from Alessandri and Haldane (2009):

'Although diversification may purge idiosyncratic risk, it simultaneously reduces diversity and
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thereby increases systematic risk’. Explain the quote and how it relates to the vulnerability ofthe

financial system to crises. Make sure your answer fully explains the terms in italics in the quote.

. Explain the difference between a bank having a liquidity problem and a solvency problem.

How does each problem affect a bank’s balance sheet?

. Use yield curve diagrams to explain how conventional (i.e. adjusting short-term interest

rates) and unconventional (i.e. quantitative easing) monetary policies aim to influence the

level of aggregate demand in the economy.

. Evaluate the following statement: 'Discretionary expansionary fiscal policy should not be

used in an economic downturn, because this will lead to tax rises and spending cuts in the

future that will damage economic growth'.

. What policy mistakes were made in the Great Depression? How can these mistakes be shown

using the 3-equation model? Show in a diagram how fiscal stimulus could have averted a

deflation trap.

. Discuss the following statement: 'Balance sheet recessions involve a debt overhang, hence

the government should impose austerity to reduce the debt burden’.

7.7.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1.

N
w

u
;

5
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1

Pick three financial institutions, one from the US, one from the UK and one from Continental

Europe. Download their annual reports for a pre—crisis year (i.e. before 2008). Use their balance

sheets to ascertain whether these banks are best described as retail, investment or universal

banks. How do the banks you have chosen vary in regard to the key concepts discussed in this

chapter (refer to Chapters 5 and 6)? Your comparison should refer to:

(a) The leverage of each bank.

(b) The level of interconnectedness of each bank with governments and foreign banks.

(c) The holdings of mortgage-backed securities of each bank.

(d) The funding structure of each bank (e.g. debt vs. equity, short— vs. long-term).

. Select two economies (outside of the G7 and the Eurozone). Use OECD. stat and the IMF

World Economic Outlook database to gather data on key macroeconomic variables and policy

responses of these two countries during the recent financial crisis. Plot this data graphically

(as shown for the G7 in Fig. 7.6) and compare the path of these series before and after the fall

of Lehman Brothers in September 2008. Which economy fared better? Use the data collected

and your own knowledge to suggest some reasons why.

. 'One way of reducing the likelihood of encountering the Zero Lower Bound problem is to have

a higher inflation target.’ Discuss. In your answer, refer to the role of inflation expectations in

the performance of the British economy in the Depression of the 19305 (see Crafts, 2013).

Making reference to historical precedent, propose and defend a combination of monetary,

fiscal and supply-side policies that would have speeded up the exit of the British economy

from the Great Recession.

Why might it take longer for an economy to bounce back from a ’balance sheet recession‘ (Le.

a recession that is preceded by the bursting of an asset price bubble which damages private-

sector balance sheets) than from a normal recession? What role is played by the policy toward

the restructuring of insolvent banks?
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8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we bring together the short— and medium-run modelling ofthe macroecon-

omy developed in the earlier parts of the book with the analysis of long-run growth. The

theme of this chapter is to understand how the more or less continuous process of rising

living standards experienced in some parts ofthe world for more than 200 years depends on

the process of accumulation of physical and human capital and technological progress

As we shall see, continuously rising living standards have not always been characteristic of

human societies and they have been experienced very unevenly across the countries ofthe

world. Continuous technological dynamism is not inherent to human societies. Where itisob-

served, we see a subtle mixture of competitive pressure and some protection for innovators

that allows them to reap rewards oftheir costly investment in new products or processes.

Capitalism transforms the world

Figure 8.1 plots estimates of global GDP per capita since the year 1000 for five countries in

different regions ofthe world. Taking such a long—run view brings into focus the extraordinary
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Note: All series have been linearly interpolated to create annual series.

character of economic development in the last 250 years. The figure is shaped like an ice

hockey stick. Average living standards in these different parts ofthe world were fairly stagnant

for a very long sweep of human history. The UK, where the Industrial Revolution began

around 1750, was the first place where a long period of sustained and rapid growth of living

standards occurred. Other countries followed at different times.

With growth ofmore than 2% per annum, living standards were doubling every generation

in the countries where capitalism came to be firmly established. The result of this uneven

development was that entire countries fell behind, and the world came to be made up of

the rich nations and poor ones. Figure 8.1 reveals a rapidly widening gap between the UK

and China until late in the twentieth century.

The world economy has not always been characterized by vast differences in living

standards across countries. Recent research results in Fig. 8.2 show estimates of GDP per

capita for England, Italy (the centre and north of the country),Japan, China and India for the

period from the year 1000 until 1850.1 The data are in real terms and are comparable across

countries. The research shows that from the middle of the seventeenth century, England

and the Low Countries (not shown in the figure) diverged from the Asian countries. Japan,

China and India had living standards between 60 and 70% of those of England in 1600,

but by 1850, they were between 20 and 30% as high. Strikingly, in this period, North West

Europe pulled away from Southern Europe. In 1600, living standards in the north and centre

of Italy were comparable with those in England, but by 1850, the average Italian was only

halfas well off as the average English person.

The interconnection of great changes in technology with the emergence of capitalism as

the dominant economic system in Europe in the nineteenth century marked the beginning

ofthe transformation of the way of life of humans across the globe.

1 Note that the Broadberry data differs slightly from the data shown in Fig. 8.1 for the pre—1850 period. The

pre-1850 data (for all countries except China) in Fig. 8.1 is taken from the New Maddison Project Database

because this is the only source that covers the whole 1000—201 0 period. We show the Broadberry data when

zooming in on the early period in Fig. 8.2, as we believe these are the best estimates available for pre-18SO

GDP per capita in these economies.
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Capitalism is an economic system in which the capital stock is privately owned and where

employers hire workers to produce goods and services with the aim ofmakinga profit. Figure

8.1 vividly captures the uniquely productive character of this economic system. The hallmark

of capitalism is that individuals who are wealthy or are creditworthy and are therefore able

to borrow can take big risks in introducing new products and organizational methods. The

combination of individuals reaping the rewards of successful risk-taking in large-scale ven-

tures but bearing the costs of failure distinguishes capitalism from other economic systems;

as summarized by Bowles (2006):2

For the first time in history, competition among members of the economic elite depended

on one's success in introducing unprecedented ways of organizing production and sales,

new technologies, and novel products.

A large-scale experiment with a different economic system—that ofthe planned economy-

was implemented by communist regimes in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, Chinaand

in a number of other countries. The Soviet Union introduced its first five-year plan in 1928. A

second wave of countries operated planned economies from the late 19405. Under central

planning, production takes place in state-owned enterprises, and resources are allocated to

different sectors according to the decisions of planning bureaucrats. There was no incentive

for people to take the risk of introducing new products, services or methods of production

since they would not reap the rewards if the venture was successful. The potential for large

gains from innovation in a capitalist economy was absent in a planned economy. There

was also no penalty for failure. Enterprises operated with what has been described by the

Hungarian economistJanos Kornai as soft budget constraints, which means that running ata

loss did not lead an enterprise to cease operation.

Figure 8.3 shows the evolution of living standards across a selection of emerging and

developing economies between 1928 and 2010. The former USSR (i.e. the Soviet Union)

could not match the growth in living standards observed in capitalist South Korea in the

2 This excerpt is taken from p. 335 of Bowles (2006).
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post-WWII period. Planning was abandoned in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union in the

early 19905, and a major factor in its collapse was the failure of the planning system to

deliver parity in living standards with peer market economies. Figure 8.3 also shows that the

collapse of planning and the embrace of the market in the former Soviet bloc was followed

by a lengthy transitional recession. Living standards fell, and in many countries it was over

a decade before they were restored to their pre-transition levels. This experience was a

surprise to many observers and highlighted the need to understand the pre-conditions for

the successful operation of a market economic system. As we shall see later in this chapter,

rapidly rising living standards and a process of catching up to the world technology frontier

has been the exception rather than the rule for most countries for most of the period

since capitalism took root, first in north-west Europe and soon after in the countries where

European migrants settled. Figure 8.3 provides examples of market economies in Africa and

South America where growth in living standards across the twentieth century was weaker

than in the planned Soviet Union.

Looking back at the experience of the planned economies in the former Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe and comparing them with the rest of the countries in the world suggests that

planning allowed poor countries to industrialize by introducing large-scale electrification

and widespread education. For poor countries, the benefits of planning in these important

dimensions ofmodernization appear to have outweighed its weakness in dampening market

incentives. For countries that had already industrialized and introduced schooling for their

populations before planning was introduced, the costs of planning in hampering innovation

outweighed the benefits, and these economies lagged further and further behind the world

technology frontier.3 The weakness of the planned economies in innovation is highlighted

by their absence from the top 100 innovations made in the world after the experiment with

planning began.4

Once planning was abandoned, the potential of a capitalist system to generate dynamism

through accelerated diffusion of innovations was apparent. A good example is the very fast

transformation that took place in the availability of telephone services, which had been

accorded low priority by the planners. Kornai (2013) states that:

The clear causal relationship between capitalism and the abundant supply of the phone

service is present on several levels. The transition to private ownership based on the liber-

alized market economy put an end to the shortage economy. Phone services are supplied

because domestic or foreign entrepreneurs profit from this business. Because of the close

substitutability of the cable connected telephone by mobile phones the former cannot re—

main a monopoly. On the contrary, we witness a fierce rivalry between phone companies.

Thirty years ago in the Soviet Union or in Eastern Europe, the would—be customer begged

the bureaucracy for the great favor of getting a phone line. Nowadays phone companies are

bidding for the favour of the customer.

Proximate and fundamental sources of growth

The discussion of the successes and failures of the planned and the capitalist economic sys-

tems suggests that the proximate or immediate sources of the growth of living standards are

3 For more detail, see Carlin, Schaffer and Seabright (2013).

4 See Tablel in Kornai (2013).
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first, the accumulation of capital—both physical and human—and second, the development

and diffusion of new technology. Unlike previous economic systems, both planning and

capitalist systems succeeded in mobilizing resources to raise the human and physical capital

intensity of production required for industrialization. With more equipment, including in-

frastructure such as electrification, and with better skills, more output per worker could be

produced. However, the capitalist system proved superior to planning in generating contin-

uous technological progress in the form of new methods of production and new products

that raised living standards.

The fundamental causes of growth are those that explain what lay behind the accumu-

lation of capital and the development of technology that have transformed human lives.

What explains why capitalism emerged in one part of the world—north—west Europe—and

not elsewhere (for example, in the Yangzi Delta in China or in southern Europe) and what

explains why some countries and regions have benefited from the accumulation of capital

and dynamism capitalism offers and some have not? Three broad explanations have been

proposed: the role of geography (for example, location in tropical or temperate climate

zones), culture (for example, protestant or catholic Christianity, or Islam) and institutions

(such as property rights).5

There is not scope in this book to investigate the fundamental causes of growth. Rather, we

focus on the proximate causes of growth: factor accumulation and technological progress.

We begin, in the next section, by showing the connection between short- and medium-run

models of the business cycle and a very widely used model of economic growth based on

factor accumulation; the Solow—Swan model. The model was independently developed by

Robert Solow (in the USA) and Trevor Swan (in Australia) in 1956.6 For brevity, we will referto

the Solow model from now on. It shows how, if we abstract from the fluctuations in demand

and supply that produce business cycles, the willingness ofa society to save and invest more

of annual output (and consume a smaller share) will lead it to adopt a more capital-intensive

method of production with higher output per head. We show the connection between this

result and the predictions of the models studied earlier in the book.

In the third section, we introduce the basic concepts and tools that are essential forstudying

growth theory, such as calculating growth rates and using log and exponential functions.

The fourth section sets out the Solow model in more detail and introduces the concept of

a balanced growth path. As well as describing the role of capital accumulation in growth ina

single economy, the Solow model also provides a set of predictions about the convergence

of poor economies to the living standards of rich ones. In Section 8.5, we use data from the

real world to weigh up the empirical support for these predictions.

Section 8.6 shows how technological progress is introduced in the Solow model. In a

purely mechanical way this can account for the growth in living standards observed in

developed economies since the industrial revolution. We show how growth accounting

can be used as part of the description of the role of technological progress in long-run

economic performance, and investigate how well the Solow model can explain the cross-

country distribution of living standards observed in the world.

5 See Acemoglu,_)ohnson and Robinson (2005), Acemoglu and Robinson (2012), North (1991) and Sokoloff

and Engerman (2000).

6 See Solow (1956) and Swan (1956).
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The Solow model with technological progress does not, however, address the structural

role of innovation in the economic system. The centrality of innovation to the market econ-

omy relies on the pursuit of temporary profits by the entrepreneur who is the first mover

bringing a new product or service to the market. The economistJoseph Schumpeter, who

wrote in the first half of the twentieth century, explained that the creative role of the en-

trepreneur brought with it the destruction of methods and products rendered unprofitable

by the innovation. The term 'creative destruction’ is identified with this feature of a market

economy.7

To pursue these ideas, we introduce endogenous technological progress and the way

endogenous growth models work in Section 8.7, and in Section 8.8 we present insights from

the Schumpeterian growth model developed by Aghion and Howitt. This model has proved

very rich in providing insights about growth that can be tested using cross-country and

industry data. Questions that are addressed include the role of competition in growth and

whether macroeconomic stabilization policy is good for long—run growth.

8.2 Short- and medium-run macro models and growth

theory

The short- and medium-run macroeconomic model developed in this book is organized

around the concept of the output gap (y, — ye). We have looked at how shocks to aggregate

demand or supply shift current output and/or equilibrium output, the implications for un-

employment, and how the policy maker responds to the forecast inflation or deflation that

arises.

One way ofthinking about a growth model is that it pins down the growth rate of equilib—

rium output—it abstracts from deviations of output from trends caused by shocks to either

aggregate demand or supply. Growth models ignore inflation by conducting all of the anal-

ysis in real terms. Problems of aggregate demand are ignored as well by assuming that all

savings are automatically invested. This means that attention is focused on the determinants

ofthe growth of equilibrium output.

Asimple way to highlight the different assumptions of the short— and medium-run models

and of the Solow growth model is to look at the implications in each case of a rise in the

savings rate. In the short-run model with sticky prices and no policy intervention, a rise in

the savings rate leads to a fall in aggregate demand and in output. This is the famous paradox

ofthrift case explained in Chapter 1.

In this chapter, Y denotes real output and y output per capita, y 5 WM The same

convention also holds for capital, where K is the real capital stock and k is the per capita

equivalent, K/N.

The short— and medium-run macro model

The short-run model with a Keynesian consumption function and an investment function

where investment depends inversely on the real interest rate (see Chapter 1) is illustrated in

7 Creative destruction and the role of the entrepreneur were central to Schumpetefs 1934 work; in his later

writings (1942), he focused on coordination of research in large corporations.
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Figure 8.4 Paradox of thrift.

Fig. 8.4. For simplicity, the government is ignored. Hence, goods market equilibrium isfixed

by the equation of planned savings with planned investment, and the economy is initially at

point A. The equilibrium is disturbed by a rise in the savings ratio to $1 (i.e. by afall in the

marginal propensity to consume). This shifts the saving function to 51 Y and there is a new

short—run equilibrium at lower output shown by point B.

The reason the economy moves to a lower level of output in the short-run model is

that higher planned saving means lower aggregate demand, because in that model there is

no mechanism through which the higher savings translate into higher investment spending.

Lower aggregate demand in tu rn depresses output, and the intention to save more isthwarted

as the economy settles at a lower level of output, leaving total savings unchanged and equal

to the initial level of investment—hence, the paradox of thrift. This is shown by the movement

from A to B in Fig. 8.4.

Note, however, that in the medium-run model with an inflation-targeting central bank, if

the economy was initially at equilibrium output (i.e. Ye at point A), the rise in saving would

have led to a negative output gap and lower forecast inflation (at point 8). According to the

3-equation model, the central bank would cut the interest rate to r1 thereby shifting the in-

vestment function up and the economy would have returned to its medium-run equilibrium

(point Z).

Introducing the Solow model

Let us now introduce a very simple version of the Solow growth model. It will be so simple

that there is no long-run growth: we shall assume there is no population growth and notech-

nological progress in the economy. This set-up helps to bring out the essential characteristics

of the Solow model and how it differs from the short- and medium-run model.

The heart of the Solow model is a production function with diminishing returns to capital.

This is shown in Fig. 8.5a (the left-hand panel), where capital is on the horizontal axis and

output on the vertical axis. The shape of the production function, F(K), is concave, which

reflects the fact that as more capital is made available to each worker, the marginal product

of capital is positive but declining. The other feature of the production technology that plays

a role in the model is depreciation. Depreciation is the reduction in the value ofcapital stock

over time due to age or wear and tear. In the model, it is assumed that a proportion, 5, 0f
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Figure 8.5 A rise in the savings rate in the Solow model.

the capital stock depreciates each period so that an amount 8K of savings has to be invested

each period to keep the level of the capital stock constant.

ln Fig. 8.5a, the rate at which the capital stock is used up each period through depreciation

isshown bythe line labelled 5K. The saving rate in the economy is s, and the curve labelled soY

shows the amount of output that is saved in each period. Since the saving rate lies between

zero and one, the soY curve is the same shape but a fraction the size of the production

function. Where the savings curve intersects the depreciation curve shows the equilibrium

capital stock: the capital stock will stay unchanged at this level because the amount of saving

and investment in each period are exactly what is required to replace the depreciated capital

stock. Since savings are automatically invested, there is no problem of inadequate aggregate

demand. The economy is always at equilibrium output and employment.

Given this set-up, we can now ask what happens when the saving rate goes up. With

more saving and investment than is required to keep the capital stock fixed at its initial

level, K0, the capital stock will increase. With more capital stock in the economy and a

given amount of labour, there is a more capital—intensive method of production, output per

workerwill be higher and total output in the economy will go up. Labour will remain fully

employed.

This is illustrated in Fig. 8.5a. Because of diminishing returns, eventually all investment

(shown by the s1Y curve) is used to replace the depreciated capital stock (shown by the 8K

line) and at that new point of intersection, point Z, the capital stock ceases to grow. This

defines the new equilibrium capital stock and associated output level (K1, Y1).

The Solow model meets the 3—equation model

We can connect the Solow model to the 3-equation model in the following way. To see this,

we need to drop the Solow assumption that savings are automatically invested. This allows

us to introduce the possibility of inadequate aggregate demand and a role for the central

bank as policy maker.
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Now, assume there is an increase in the saving rate from So to 51 as in the previous

experiments. We assume that the central bank understands both the paradox of thrift and

the Solow model. The central bank will see that a new higher level of output is possible ata

higher capital/labour ratio (from its understanding of the Solow model). However, from the

paradox of thrift and 3—equation model, it knows it must reduce the interest rate in order

to stimulate investment: this will both prevent output from declining as predicted by the

paradox of thrift, and stimulate investment (and capital accumulation) to make use of the

additional savings in the economy, taking the economy along the production function to

pointZ in Fig. 8.5b (the right-hand panel).

The slope of the production function is equal to the marginal product of capital since it

shows the change in output associated with a change in capital. The central bank therefore

uses the production function to identify the lower marginal product of capital associated

with the new equilibrium: in this simple model, the marginal product of capital is equal to

the real interest rate plus the rate of depreciation. Hence it sets the interest rate at the lower

rate rz, so that rz + 8 = MPKZ shown by the slope of the production function at pointZ in

Fig. 8.5b. Because of the intervention ofthe central bank, investment rises in response to the

lower interest rate and the economy moves to the new equilibrium at higher output anda

more capital intensive method of production.

8.3 Growth concepts and useful tools

In order to set out the main concepts and tools used in growth theory, we consider the path

ofGDP per capita in the United States in the post—war period. Table 8.1 shows the real GDP

per capita of the US for selected years between 1950 and 2011.

We use these statistics to calculate a number of different growth rates. Mastering these

simple techniques is essential for getting a handle on growth theory and will also come in

handy when examining any economic time series data.

Annual growth rates

The annual growth rate is calculated in discrete time using the following formula:

= Yt+1 — Yr 2 fl

yr y

We can now calculate the annual growth rate of US GDP per capita between 2010 and 2011

by inserting the relevant figures from Table 8.1 into the formula:

Vy

Table 8.1 Real GDP per capita for the United States, 1950—201 1.

 

 

Real GDP per capita (2005 US$) Log of real GDP per capita

1950 12,802 9.457

2010 42,287 10.652

2011 42,646 10.661

 

Source: Penn World Table 8.0,July 2013.
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y,+, — y, _ 42, 646 — 42, 287 _ 359

Yr _ 42. 287 _ 42, 287

it is useful to note that when national statistics agencies (e.g. the US BEA) release national

accounts data on GDP or GDP per capita and they quote a headline figure for annual growth,

this isthe calculation they are making. For example, the growth rate of US real GDP per capita

in 2011 was 0.85%.

The annual growth rate can also be calculated a slightly different way. It gives exactly the

same result, but is often easier to use in computer programmes such as Microsoft Excel:

2 0.0085 = 0.85%. 

Yt+1—)’t = M 1 ~— 42. 646

_ —1=0.0085= . %.
y, y, 42.287 0 85

 

The log difference method for computing annual growth rates

Economic statistics can often be easier to manipulate using logs. Transforming a time series

into logs can seem like an unnecessary complication, but once you get to grips with the basic

mathematical properties of logs it opens up a range of useful tools. A prime example of this

is using the log difference method to approximate annual growth rates, as shown by the

following formula:

7y “ |og(y:+1) - l0lerl-

We can now once again use the figures from Table 8.1 to calculate the annual growth rate:

yy 2 log(42, 646) — |og(42. 287) = 10.661 — 10.652 = 0.0085 = 0.85%.

The growth rate exactly matches that calculated in the previous subsection. The log differ-

ence method gives a good approximation of the annual growth rate when growth rates are

relatively small (i.e. when |og(1 + yy) % yy).

Compound annual growth rates

The compound annual growth rate (or CAGR) provides the trend rate ofgrowth over multiple

periods. It is necessary to have a formula that takes into account the fact that yo (i.e. the

base year for calculating the annual growth rate) is rising in each period. If we ignored

'compounding’ andjust calculated the percentage growth for the whole period and divided

it by the number of years in the sample, then this would overstate the annual growth rate.

We will give an example of this shortly.

The formula for the compound annual growth rate for discrete time periods is

UK

_ Yr
= — — 1,

yy (Yo)

where yo is GDP per capita in the first year of the time series, y, is GDP per capita in the last

year of the time series and t is the number of periods in the time series.

We can now use the figures from Table 8.1 to calculate the trend rate of growth for US

GDP per capita between 1950 and 2011:

42 646 ”5‘ , 5,
-= —’_ —1_—3.33/ —1=2.4%.

VY (12,802) l l
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On average, between 1950 and 2011, US real GDP per capita grew by 2.4%. This implies

that the growth in 2011 of 0.85% was well below the post-war trend rate. The US economy

was still in the midst of recovering from the global financial crisis of 2008-09 at this point.

Unusually, for a post-recession period, growth was slower than the trend.

It is easy to use the US data to illustrate the inaccuracy of calculating the trend rate

of growth without taking compounding into account. The percentage change in GDP per

capita between 1950 and 2011 was (42, 646/12. 802) — 1 = 233%. If we divide this by the

number of periods in the sample then we get a trend rate of growth of 233%/51 = 4.6%.

The ’naive’ method of computing the trend rate of growth gives an answer nearly twice as

high as the correct answer, which shows the dangers associated with using a formula that is

wrong because it neglects compounding.

The exponential method of calculating compound growth rates

There is another method of calculating compound growth rates that involves using expo-

nentials and logs. This method is particularly useful when we are dealing with continuous

time and not discrete time as in the previous subsection. The formula for calculating the

compound growth rate in continuous time, gy. is derived from the following relationship:

Yr = yoegyt or alternatively,

y: = Yo eXP(9yt)-

We can use the figures from Table 8.1 to show that this formula produces the same trend

rate of growth for the US economy as does the CAGR. We first need to take logs of the

equation shown above and then rearrange to get g), in terms of the other variables.

logy: = Iog(yo eXP(9yt))

logy, = logyo + gyt

_ log(yt/yo)

y _ t

_ log(42, 646/12, 302) 0
9y = —51— = 2.44,.

The relationship between exponential growth and logs

We have shown that logs and exponentials possess properties that can be useful when

manipulating economic data, but how do economic time series relate to their log series (ie.

the time series created when we take logs of the original series)? We answer this question by

looking at a time series of US GDP per capita growth from 1870 through to 2012.

Figure 8.6a (the left—hand panel) shows the raw data and Fig. 8.6b shows the log series.

It is immediately noticeable that the underlying series shows exponential growth, whereas

the log series shows an upwards linear trend. This is no coincidence. It has to do with the

relationship between series that exhibit exponential growth and their log series, which was

set out in the previous subsection. lfwe go back to the equation that shows how logy, relates

to time, then we can see that it is a linear relationship with an intercept of log yo and a slope
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Figure 8.6 US GDP per capita and the log of US GDP per capita: 1870—2012.

Source: Statistics on World Population, GDP and Per Capita GDP, 1—2008 AD (copyright Angus Maddison, University ofGronin-

gen, Last updated March 2010. Available from http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/oriindex.htm; The Conference Board Total

Economy Database“, January 2013.

of gy (or the trend rate of growth):

logy: = log yo + gyt.

In general, any economic time series which has a constant rate of growth over many years

will appear to increase exponentially. This is due to the effect of compounding. When the

log of the series is taken then it will become a linear series with a slope equal to the trend

rate of growth.

The rule of 70

The relationship between GDP per capita and time that is shown in the exponential growth

model leads us to a neat rule. The rule allows us to calculate approximately how long it takes

for GDP per capita to double if an economy is growing at a constant rate of growth.8

70

doubling time =———.

percentage growth rate

In the previous subsections, we saw that the trend rate of US GDP per capita growth was

2.4% in the post-war period. This leads to a doubling time of 70/2.4% = 29 years. lfthe rate

ofGDP per capita growth was faster than this, say 5%, then it would double roughly every

14 years. In contrast, a rate of growth at 1% would see GDP per capita taking 70 years to

double.

8 The rule of 70 comes from the fact that log 2 ~ 0.7. lfwe take yo to be the GDP per capita in period 0 and

rd to be the time it takes to double, then using the exponential growth formula, we have:

2Y0 = Yo eXP Qytd~

We can then take logs of both sides and rearrange to derive the rule of 70:

Id: 1295—2.
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The use of continuous time in growth models

In the book thus far we have worked mainly in discrete time, where there are set time

periods that are usually assumed to be equally spaced—Le. period t. period t+l etc. In

growth theory, however, it is easier and requires less cumbersome notation to derive the

results in continuous time. Continuous time is not split into discrete periods ofa year or

a quarter, but instead runs along a continuum. In our GDP per capita example, this would

mean that the difference in GDP per capita could be observed at any two points in time and

not solely between set time periods.

Throughout this chapter we will therefore use the so-called dot notation to refer to the

rate of change of key variables. y or ’y dot’ is the rate of change of GDP per capita and is

closely related to the familiar concept of the change in GDP per capita between period tand

period t + 1,yt+1 — yr, which is often abbreviated to Ay. y is the continuous time equivalent

of Ay and is defined as the time derivative of y, that is dy/dt. To summarize:

A)’ E Yt+1 * Yr (rate of change, discrete time)

y E dy/dt. (rate of change, continuous time)

In addition, we can divide each rate of change equation by y to find the proportional

growth rate of GDP per capita:

Yt+1 — Y: A)’
7y 2 —-— = —

yr y

y dy/dt
gy = — = _.

y y

In each case, the growth rate, e.g. 0.02, is multiplied by 100 to produce a percentage growth

rate.

(proportional growth rate, discrete time)

(proportional growth rate, continuous time)

8.4 The Solow model

As we shall see later in the chapter, the Solow model is limited in its ambition to uncover

the dynamics of the growth and innovation process. Nevertheless, it has proved to bea

reliable workhorse model of the role of capital accumulation in growth. Much more detailed

expositions of the Solow model are set out in specialized growth textbooks, such as Weil

(2012) and Jones and Vollrath (2013). Here we select the aspects of the model that are

essential to understanding why the Solow model has played such a central role in empirical

studies of growth.

8.4.1 The model

The production function

We begin with production in a one—good economy. The single good is something like corn

or wheat, which can be consumed or can be invested, i.e. used as a capital input, 50 as

to produce more goods next period. Labour is also used in production, which takes place

according to the production function Y = AF(K, N), where the production function issmooth
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and where the marginal products of capital and labour are positive and diminishing. All

variables are in real terms.

Additionally we shall assume that the production function exhibits constant returns to scale

(CR5). This refers to the idea that duplicating production facilities doubles output. It allows

us to define output and capital in intensive form (i.e. per worker) as y = Y/N and k = K/N.

In practice economists often use a particular production function for the Solow model. It

is the Cobb—Douglas production function given by

Y = AKaNl‘“ (8.1)

Y K" N

N = AnW (8.2)

y = Ak". (Intensive production function)

where we divide through by N to get it in the intensive form shown in the final equation. A

is referred to as total factor productivity, or TFP. The parameter 01 is between 0 and 1 and is

capital’s share of income. Labour’s share is (1 — a).

Writing the production function in intensive form highlights the meaning of TFP: it says

thatoutput per worker (that is, labour productivity) will depend on capital per worker, k, and

TFP. TFP captures all the reasons apart from the amount of capital the worker has to work

with that affect their productivity. This will include the technology in use, the efficiency with

which technology and capital are used, and management quality.

The intensive form ofthe production function is shown in Fig. 8.7. The function is concave,

which reflects the assumption of diminishing returns to capital. As production becomes

more capital intensive (i.e. a movement to the right along the x-axis), output per capita

increases, but by a smaller amount with each additional increase in capital intensity. The

figure also shows how the average product of capital (APK) and the marginal product of

capital (MPK) are calculated. At any point on the production function, the APK is simply

calculated as y/k = (Y/N) (N/K) = Y/K, and the MPK is derived as the slope of the tangent

to the production function at a given level of capital per worker. When using a Cobb-

Douglas production function of Ak“. MPK = % = Aaka“. It is plain to see from Fig. 8.7

thatAPK > MPK for any point on the production function. This is always the case when the

production function exhibits diminishing returns.

How do labour and capital inputs change over time?

How does the labour input grow?

We shall assume that the labour force grows at a constant rate n. If we work in continuous

time it is natural to define this growth rate as:

' dN dt
n = E = ——/—- (growth rate of labour)

N N

which implies that the labour force grows exponentially and for any initial level No, at some

pointt in the future the level of the labour force is N, = No exp(nt).
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Figure 8.7 The production function.

How does the capital input grow?

To see how the capital stock changes, i.e. dK/dt (or K), we need to deduct depreciation from

gross investment, i.e.

K = I _ 8K, (change in capital stock)

where I is gross investment and 6 is the rate at which capital depreciates.

We assume that we are dealing with a closed economy, which means that no borrowing

from abroad is possible and hence, assuming there is no government sector, savings are

equal to investment. In addition, the economy has a constant exogenously given savings rate

5 out of current income Y. Together, these imply that

I=SY.

Next, we incorporate the condition that savings is equal to investment and substitute in the

production function to get:

K = I — 5K = sY — 8K 2 sAKaNl-U — 8K. (3.3)

By dividing through by K, we have

K Y
9K 2 —K— = S; — 8 = s - APK — 6, (Growth rate of capital stock)

which says that the growth of the capital stock depends on the average product of capital,

APK, and is therefore a declining function of the capital—labour ratio (k) (see Fig. 8.8).

8.4.2 Steady state or balanced growth

Steady state or balanced growth is defined by a situation in which output and capital growat

the same rate, i.e. the capital to output ratio is constant. In the model without technological

progress, capital and output grow at the rate given by the rate of population growth:

9V = 9K = n. (Steady state growth)
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In steady state growth, since output and labour are growing at the same rate, the capital—

labour ratio will be constant. This is called the steady state capital—labour ratio k*. The

capital-output ratio is often called v and the steady state value of v is v*. From the equation

forthe growth rate of the capital stock, steady state growth requires

 

Y

gK = SE - 8 = n

which implies:

K ’ k *
v‘ = <_) = (—> = S . (Harrod—Domar formula)

Y y n + 8

The Harrod—Domar formula is useful because it provides an explicit expression for the steady-

state capital—output ratio in terms of the exogenous variables 5, n and 8, which does not

depend on the particular form of the production function. We can summarize the results of

the Solow growth model so far:

i. In steady state growth, output and capital grow at the same rate as the exogenously given

growth rate ofthe labour force. There is no growth in output per capita in the steady state.

2. The capital—output ratio in the steady state is higher, the higher is the savings rate and the

lower are the labour force growth rate and depreciation.

We can show steady state growth in a diagram with the capital labour ratio on the hor—

izontal axis and growth rates on the vertical axis. The horizontal line shows the growth

rate of labour, n. There is a downward—sloping line showing the growth rate of capital,

labelled gK = sAPK — 8. This is downward sloping because as we have already seen, the

APK is a decreasing function of the capital—labour ratio. The line showing the growth rate

of output labelled gy lies between the growth rate of capital and of labour.9 This is in-

tuitively clear: output will grow at the rate of a weighted average of the growth rates of

the two inputs, capital and labour. In steady state growth, all three curves intersect since

n = 9K-

The diagram showing steady state growth rates (as in Fig. 8.8) is very useful for analysing

the growth ofoutput, whereas the standard Solow diagram, which we shall derive next and

is shown in Fig. 8.9, is useful for analysing the growth of output per capita.

9 To derive gy we start with the Cobb—Douglas production function, Y = K“N1‘°‘ (assuming A is one for

simplicity). We then take logs and differentiate it to get:

dlo Y dlo K dlo N
7%:(1 t +(1_a)7§__

dlony__ dlo KdK dlo NdN

Wig—HF—ajléLHt—‘FU'wT—E—Wt—

$=a5§+(1—a)%

gy = “9K + (1 — a)n.

Hence, the growth rate of output is a weighted average of the growth rate ofthe capital stock and population

growth.
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Figure 8.8 Steady state growth rates in the Solow model: gy is a weighted average of 9K and n.

There is a second way of characterizing the steady state growth path, in which we use the

intensive form of the production function. From above, we have

K = sAK“N1_°‘ — 8K and, dividing through by K and rearranging (8-4)

K

— = Aka“ — a. 8.5K s l l

Since

k _ K n

k T K ’

we subtract n from Equation 8.5 to get the equation for the growth rate of the capital—labour

ratio

g = sAk°‘_1 — (n + 8)

and multiplying both sides by k, we obtain the Fundamental Solow Equation of Motion, which

describes how capital per worker varies over time:

k = sAk“ — (n + 6)k. (8.6)

It is worth exploring in some detail what Equation 8.6 tells us. The first term shows the

extent to which investment is adding to the capital stock per worker. The second term shows

the amount of investment needed to offset depreciation (6k) and to equip additions to the

labour force at existing levels of capital per head (nk). Note that if there were no savings in

the economy (5 = 0) then k = —(n + 8)k < O, that is, capital per head would be falling under

the pressures of an increasing population, n > O and capital depreciation, 6 > 0.

We present this result in a standard Solow diagram (Fig. 8.9) by plotting the two parts of

the right hand side of Equation 8.6. This is similar to Fig. 8.5a above. However, now there is

the capital labour ratio, k, on the horizontal axis and output per worker, y, on the vertical

one.Just as before, sy is a curve shaped like the production function. The line from the origin

is labelled (n + 8)k. This line shows what is required to keep the capital labour ratio fixed and

it reflects the need to replace capital stock as it depreciates at rate 6, and the need to equip

with capital new entrants to the labour force arriving at rate n. The difference between the

two curves at any level ofk determines k. For example, ifsAk“ > (n + 6)k, capital per worker
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Figure 8.9 The dynamics of capital and output in the Solow model.

increases because investment per head is greater than the reduction in capital per head due

to an increasing population and depreciation.

The point where the two curves intersect is given by the level of capital per worker (k*)

where sA(k‘)" = (n + 8)k*. At this point k = O and y = O, which means that the level of

capital per worker and output per worker are constant. As we have noted above, this defines

asteady state in the Solow model: at k" both K and N grow at the same constant rate n.

In Fig. 8.9, the steady state levels of output per head (y*) and of consumption per head

(c‘) are shown. We can easily see that the steady state level of output per head is given by

y! = A(k*)€l

while the steady state level of consumption per head is also a constant and is a fraction of

steady state income. It is given by

c" : A(k‘)" — sA(k*)" = (l — s)A(k*)°’.

It is possible to solve for the steady state values of k" and y* explicitly. The equilibrium

property k = 0 implies sA(k*)" = k*(n + 6), where we can rearrange for k* and obtain the

steady state value of capital and output per unit of labour:

1

 

A 17:.

k‘ = <——S) (steady state capital labour ratio)

8 + n

s 17”

y* = A(k")" = Afi (6 + n) . (steady state output per capita)

Although we have made substantial progress in understanding the role of capital accumu—

lation in the economy, we still do not have an explanation of economic growth (that is, of

output per capita) in the steady state.

Does a higher savings/investment ratio always raise welfare?

In the Solow model, a higher savings rate will always raise output per capita. If welfare

were measured in GDP per capita, then a higher savings/investment rate would always raise

welfare. We can see from Fig. 8.10 that China’s investment rate has increased markedly

over the past 40 years, whereas investment rates elsewhere are lower and have on average
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Source: United Nations Statistics Division, National Account Main Aggregates Database, December 2012.

declined. There is much discussion among observers of the Chinese economy about the

need to reduce the investment share and the Solow model helps clarify the reasoning

A preferable measure of welfare to GDP per capita is consumption per capita, denoted

as cy in the Solow model, where c is the 'consumption rate‘ or the marginal propensity to

consume. If this were taken as the yardstick for welfare, we can ask how a hypothetical social

planner whose aim is to maximize welfare would set the savings rate to maximize welfare.

The saving rate that would be chosen is called the Golden Rule saving rate.

It is very intuitive to illustrate the concept of the Golden Rule graphically, as is done in

Fig. 8.11. The figure shows that consumption per worker (the gap between the production

function and the savings function) is maximized at the steady state marked kg, at which the

tangent to the production function has the same slope as the line (n + 6)k. With competitive

markets, the slope of the tangent to the production function, which is the marginal product

of capital, is equal to r + 6. The marginal product of capital has to cover the rental cost of

capital, r, plus depreciation, 8. As shown in the diagram, consumption per head is maximized

when r + 8 = n + 8, Le. where r = n. The function my will go through this point.

f’(k)=n+8=r+8

_) r = n. (Condition for the Golden Rule savings rate)

Using the Harrod—Domar formula, we can calculate the Golden Rule savings rate. For the

Cobb-Douglas production function, the Golden Rule savings rate is equal to capital's share:

SGR = (n + 8)’<E‘;R = (r + 5)’<E‘;R ___ f,(kGR)kGR

f(kGR) H ER) f(k£§R)

_ 1'1

YéR'

—) SGRYER = SGR = l'I

 

 

—> SGRYGR = fi-

Two interesting results come from this. First, it says that at the Golden Rule, total savings,

5, are equal to total profits, 1'1, and hence, total wages are equal to total consumption. Wages

per worker and profits per worker are shown in Fig. 8.11 and the geometry ofthe resultthat
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Figure 8.11 The Golden Rule.

savings are equal to profits is shown. Second, for the Cobb Douglas production function,

since a = f—fflg—k, then it follows that the Golden Rule savings rate is equal to a, capital’s share

ofoutput.

It is clear from Fig. 8.11 that an increase in the savings rate above 59; actually reduces con-

sumption per worker. It therefore also reduces welfare in this framework. The figure high-

lights an interesting point, if welfare is measured in terms of consumption per worker, then

although it raises output per worker, raising the savings rate will not necessarily raise welfare.

Policy experiment: a reduction in the savings rate

Let us now consider the following policy experiment: at time t1 , there is an exogenous fall in

the savings rate. For example, a fall that takes China‘s investment share (savings rate) down

toward levels elsewhere in the world. In Fig. 8.12, we trace the impact ofthis shock and show

howk and y adjust as the economy moves to a new steady state. We assume that A = 1 for

simplicity in the diagram. In the top left panel this is represented by a downward shift in the

sy curve corresponding to the decrease of the savings rate from so to $1. The economy slowly

adjusts from the old steady state kg to the new steady state k1, where capital per worker is

lower than at to.

The transition dynamics are better illustrated in the bottom left panel, where we can

inspect growth rates directly. The shock is illustrated by the downward shift of the 9K curve.

Immediately after the exogenous shock occurs at t1, the growth rate of capital drops down

to the rate shown on the new curve. Output growth drops as well. As the economy slowly

converges to the new capital per worker long-run steady state k*, the growth rate 9K (and

hence gy too) rise back to their steady state values of n. The economy converges to point B.

The paths of output and capital growth are shown explicitly in the top right panel.

The last panel (bottom right) shows how output per capita is permanently lower after the

exogenous fall in the savings rate. As we have shown, however, if the economy began with a

savings rate above the golden rule level, consumption per capita is higher in the new steady

state ifthe new savings rate is closer to the golden rule level.

The explanation for what at first may seem to be a surprising result-namely, that a lower

investment share does not reduce growth permanently—lies once again in the assumption of

diminishing returns to capital accumulation in the Solow model. This means that the initial
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Figure 8.12 How does a fall in the savings rate affect growth in the Solow model?

fall in the growth rate of the capital stock does not bring a proportionate decrease in output.

Thus, along with the fall in capital per worker and productivity, there is an initial fall in the

capital—output ratio. This means that the slower capital stock growth generated by the lower

savings rate fades away as reduced depreciation eventually counterbalances the reduction

in investment.

8.5 The Solow model and cross—country performance

Cross-country differences in GDP per capita

At the start of the chapter (in Fig. 8.1), we saw that there have been periods ofhistory where

living standards have significantly diverged between countries (e.g. East and West during

the industrial revolution), but that there have also been periods of noticeable convergence

(e.g. East and West since 1980). In this section, we will more systematically compare the

predictions ofthe Solow model to the real-world data, paying special attention tothe concept

of convergence.

We can use the equation derived earlier for output per worker in the steady state to set

out the predictions of the Solow model.

*_ 1—,, 5 fi
y —A1 <6+n> . (8.7)

The model predicts that when the economy is in long-run steady state, output per head

is: (1) increasing in the level of total factor productivity, A; (2) increasing in the savings rate
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Figure 8.13 Current levels of GDP per capita vs. population growth and investment as a share of GDP over

the last 50 years.

Source: Penn World Table 8.0,July 2013,

(investment share) of the economy, 5; (3) decreasing in the rate of population growth, n; and

(4) decreasing in the depreciation rate, 6.

Figure 8.13 uses statistics from the Penn World Table to construct scatter plots of GDP

per capita in 2011 and population growth and investment share over the last 50 years. The

predictions ofthe Solow model suggest that there should be a negative association between

population growth and GDP per capita, signalling that those countries that experienced

slower population growth between 1960 and 2011 should be richer today. We can see from

Fig. 8.13a that there is only weak evidence for this relationship in the data. It appears to

be true that richer countries generally have slower population growth, but the relationship

is far from perfect, especially for the poorer countries in the sample. For example,)amaica

and Jordan have almost identical GDP per capita today, but population growth has been

substantially higher injordan since 1960.

When applied to cross~country performance, the Solow model also predicts that those

countries that save more should have higher GDP per capita. We can use investment data to

see ifthis prediction matches the cross-country data, as the Solow model assumes all savings

are invested. Figure 8.13b shows a similarly weak relationship. Richer countries have had

higher investment on average, but there is still a lot of unexplained variation in the data. For

example, Guinea-Bissau and Singapore have invested a similar proportion of GDP over the

past half century, but the former is one of the poorest countries in the world and the latter

one of the richest.
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Figure 8.14 Absolute and conditional convergence in the Solow model.

The cross-country scatter plots provide some weak evidence for the predictions of the

Solow model, but the model cannot explain the large variation in living standards seen in the

world today. It is also important to note that even if correlations in the data are consistent

with the model’s predictions, they do not provide evidence for the causal story provided by

the model. For example, it is likely that richer countries are able to afford a higher saving

rate than very poor ones; equally, families in richer countries may choose to have smaller

families than in poor countries because they do not need to rely on their children to provide

for them in old age.

Convergence between rich and poor countries

To investigate convergence in the Solow model we start by introducing the concept of

absolute convergence. If this holds, then poor countries will grow faster than rich countries

and eventually catch up to their per capita GDP through the process of capital deepening,

which is at the heart of the Solow model. To illustrate the idea of absolute convergence, we

return to the Fundamental Solow Law of Motion,

k = sAk"t — (n + 8)k,

and divide through by k to find the growth rate of the capital—labour ratio:

k a—l
9k = E = sAk — (n + a). (8.8)

Figure 8.14a shows the balanced growth paths for a rich country, A. and a poor country,

B, which differ only in their savings rates. The poor country has a lower capital—labour ratio

(i.e. k; < k;) and consequently has a lower output per capita than the rich country. In steady

state, both economies are growing such that:

9K = gv = n

9k = gy = 0.

hence output per capita growth is zero in both the poor and rich countries.

Is there anything the poor country can do to boost their capital—output ratio and increase

their living standards to those of the rich economy? According to this simple version of
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Figure 8.15 Do we see economic convergence in the real—world?

Source: Penn World Table 8.0,)uly 2013.

the Solow model, an increase in the savings rate of the poor country will lead to a period

of positive growth of capital per worker. The rich and poor countries now have identical

parameters but the poor country is out of equilibrium. Given the rise in its saving rate, it is

away from steady state. The model predicts that the poor economy will converge from its

low output per capita level to that of the rich country: the doubled—headed arrow at point B

shows the growth rate of the capital labour ratio (Equation 8.8) triggered by the rise in the

savings ratio. The economy transits as shown in Fig. 8.14a to point A because the increase in

the saving rate allows the poor country to take advantage of the high marginal product of

labourat the low level initial level of capital intensity.

lsthere any evidence of absolute convergence among the economies of the world? Figure

8.15a suggests not. It shows a sample of 107 economies, ranging from developing to frontier

economies and plots their compound annual growth rate of GDP per capita between 1960

and 2011 against their GDP per capita in 1960. We would expect to see a negative association

in the scatter plot ifabsolute convergence held (i.e. initially poorer countries growing faster).

Instead, we find little relationship between the two variables. Whilst it is true that some

poor countries like South Korea have grown rapidly in the last 50 years, others such as

Congo-Kinshasa have significantly underperformed the richest economies.

This brings us to the idea of conditional convergence, which is where countries converge

to their own steady states and more similar economies have steady states closer to one

another. Let us consider the case in which the production functions differ between rich

and poor countries. To this point we have assumed that poor and rich countries have the
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same Cobb-Douglas production function, Y = AK"N“". In other words, that poor and rich

countries can produce the same amount of output from a given amount of labour and

capital. This may well not be true; for example, richer economies could have more efficient

production processes.

To illustrate the concept of conditional convergence, imagine there are a set of poor

countries with intensive form production functions of fB(k) and a set of rich countries with

fA(k). Figure 8.14b shows this example in a graphical form. The growth rate of capital per

worker for each country depends on their distance from the steady state of their country

group. For example, we can see that a poor country located at point B’ will experience capital

per capita growth of 9,5: and converge to the steady state capital per capita of the poor set

of countries. The equivalent is true of a rich country at point A’. in this example, the rich

country is actually predicted to grow faster, as it is further away from its own steady state.

This highlights the key feature of conditional convergence: it is the distance away from your

own steady state that dictates the speed of output per capita growth.

The weaker proposition of conditional convergence predicts that countries with similar

steady states will converge, but that fundamentally different economies will not. The lack of

convergence between rich and poor economies in this framework could be because poorer

countries have inferior production functions, lower TFP or for other reasons, such as lower

levels of savings or higher rates of population growth.

Is there evidence of conditional convergence in the world economy?

There have been periods of history where conditional convergence has taken place within a

group ofcountries. The best example ofthis is amongst the OECD economies in the so-called

’golden age' between 1950 and 1973. Figure 8.15b plots GDP per capita growth against initial

GDP per capita for 20 OECD economies over the golden age. The figure shows a strong

downward trend, meaning that the poorer OECD economies caught up to the richer ones

over this period. This provides evidence for 'club convergence’, where countries with similar

structures and underlying production functions converge over time.

Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) test for the much weaker phenomenon of conditional

convergence using the Solow model framework and find that the real world data shows

evidence of conditional convergence, but that convergence is much slower in the real

world than the model would predict. The next section takes this one step further and

adds a new component to the model in a bid to bridge the divide between theory and

reality.

Human capital

Up to this point, we have been discussing the raw amounts of capital and labour across

economies. To reconcile the theory and the cross-country data, we need an additional

source of productivity that has thus far not been included in the model. If the productiv-

ity source is more abundant in rich economies then this would help to explain the lack

of evidence for convergence seen in the empirics. One possibility is that more education

increases the marginal product of labour for all given levels of raw physical capital and

labour. In other words, more education enables workers to produce more with the same

inputs.
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Figure 8.16 Current levels of GDP per capita vs. educational attainment over the last 50 years.

Source: Penn World Table 8.0, July 2013.

Figure 8.16 plots GDP per capita in 2011 against average educational attainment over

the past half century for 97 countries. The figure shows a clear upwards trend, with richer

countries having higher educational attainment.

Settingthe causality issue (i.e. is more education driving higher incomes or do rich countries

simply spend more on education?) to one side, the Solow model can be extended to include

human capital. In this context we can think of education as a proxy for human capital. Other

components of human capital might include the health of the workforce and the quality of

education. Once we have decided how to measure human capital the next question is how

to incorporate it in the production function. In the standard Solow model, labour input is

assumed to be the same for each worker across countries. We now relax this assumption and

allow labour input per worker, h. to be different across countries. The augmented Cobb—

Douglas production function is:10

Y = AK“(hN)1‘“.

where h is a measure of the level of educational attainment in a country.

Bytaking hl1 “0 outside the bracket, the production function is now the same as that used in

Section 8.4, except the A in front of the production function has been replaced with hll‘“)A.

Y = h“‘°”AK“N1 4“.

Following the same steps as the derivations in Section 8.4, we solve for the steady state

level of output per head in the augmented Solow model.

1 5 fl
x: h(1_a)A‘—:'

y ( ) n+8

_‘_ 5 &up .(W) l

The important thing to take away from this version of the Solow model is that it predicts

that countries with higher levels of educational attainment will have higher levels of output

per head in steady state (all other factors held constant). The model therefore provides a

 

 

10 See Chapter 6 of Weil (2012).
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potential explanation for the persistence of the gap in living standards between poor and

rich economies.

Mankiw, Romer, and Weil (1992) estimate (a slightly different version of) the augmented

Solow model from data for GDP per capita in 1985 for a sample of 98 countries. They find

that the model accounts much better for the variation in GDP per capita across countries

than does the model without human capital. They find strong evidence for conditional

convergence, with the convergence rate close to that predicted by the augmented Solow

model.

The result of augmenting the Solow model by including human capital provides away

of narrowing the gap between theory and empirical analysis. The model focuses on broad

capital accumulation—of human as well as physical capital—as the engine ofcatch-up growth.

However, to this point, the Solow model provides no account for the continuous growth of

per capita GDP that has characterized the last 250 years in the advanced capitalist economies

and which has transformed human lives. We turn now to show how the Solow model can

be adjusted in a purely mechanical way to account for technological progress and for the

steady growth of per capita GDP in the frontier countries. This provides the background for

Section 8.7, which sets out a more satisfactory way of modelling innovation at the frontier.

8.6 Technological progress in the Solow model

8.6.1 Technological progress and steady state growth

Figure 8.6 shows a remarkably steady long-run growth rate of output per capita in the USA.

Long-run growth since 1870 has been at the rate of 2.4% per annum. This fact provides

the motivation for the modelling of technological progress in the Solow model. The Solow

model does not attempt to explain the determinants of technological progress. But it pins

down the form technological progress would have to take if it was to be consistent with the

phenomenon of balanced or steady state growth.

Once we pose the problem like this, the answer is quite intuitive. Technological progress

will have to be of the form that does not use up any resources in the economy (all in-

vestment is used to replace and increase the size of the capital stock) and that increases the

productivity of labour. This is called exogenous Harrod-neutral (or labour-augmenting)tech-

nological progress.11 It is usually described as a process that involves steady technological

improvement, which raises output per worker by a constant rate, of x% per annum.

With exogenous technological progress at rate x, the Solow model requires only minor,

mechanical adjustment. The Cobb—Douglas production function for output, Y, becomes,

Y = K“(AtN)“‘°‘)

where A = A0 exp(xt).

H Harrod—neutral technological progress is necessary for steady state growth with a general production

function. If the production function is Cobb-Douglas, however, the three forms of technological progress

(augmenting labour, capital or both factors) are identical and consistent with steady state growth. See the

appendix to Chapter 13 of Carlin and Soskice (2006).



TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS IN THE SOLOW MODEL

It is important to note the difference between A in the standard Solow model from Section

8.4 and the A. introduced here. Up to this point, A has represented the level of TFP in an

economy. It could affect the level of steady state output per capita in the standard Solow

model, but not the growth rate. The A, introduced in this section is an exponential growth

process (see Section 8.3) that represents the growth of the technological frontier over time,

hence it can affect steady state growth rates.

The model implies that the rates of growth of output and capital in actual and per capita

terms on the balanced growth path are

gy=gK=n+x. and

gy=gk=X.

which means there is constant growth of output per worker in the steady state.

We can reconcile the Solow model with technological progress with the standard Solow

model by introducing the concept of efficiency units, such that

yfiKfi

wherey is output per efficiency unit of labour and k is capital per efficiency unit of labour.

When working in efficiency units, it is useful to remember that y and k can be retrieved by

multiplying the corresponding values in efficiency units by At. Using these definitions we

take the same steps as in the basic Solow model to arrive at the fundamental law of motion

forthe Solow model with technological progress. It is left to the reader to work through this

derivation:

k=s(k)" — (n +6 +x)k.

The economy is in the steady state when there is no change in capital per efficiency unit. As

before, we can use the fundamental law of motion to derive the steady state levels of capital

per efficiency unit and output per efficiency unit, where asterisk indicates steady-state level:

502*)" = (n + 8 + x)k*

l

A s G

k*= ——

(n+6+x)

. s W
Ax=kx~a= _—

y ( ) (n+8+x)

We can also use this last expression to solve for the steady state value of output per worker:

s —

*=A —— .

y’ ‘<n+8+x)

This expression shows that at time t after the economy has reached its long-run steady state

growth path, output per head is: (1) increasing in the level of technological development A,

at time t; (2) increasing in the savings rate of the economy, 5; (3) decreasing in the rate of

population growth, n; and (4) decreasing in the depreciation rate, 8.

Consistent with our intuition, this shows that economies that save more, have lower fertility

and are advanced technologically will have higher GDP per capita. But note that whilst higher
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Figure 8.17 The Solow model with technological progress.

savings and lower population growth mean a higher level of living standards, only faster

technological progress (higher x) can raise the growth rate of living standards.

Figure 8.17 shows the Solow diagram with exogenous technological progress. It is very

similar to the standard diagram except that it is in efficiency units and the line from the

origin—(n + 6 +x)k—inc|udes the rate of technological progress x and now shows what

investment is required to keep capital per efficiency unit of labour fixed. In this model,a

rise in the exogenous rate of technological progress raises output and creates new capital

investment opportunities. It also puts the economy onto a higher growth path, permanently

increasing the rate of growth of output per worker.

8.6.2 Growth accounting: measuring the impact of technology

At the start of Section 8.4, we introduced the idea of total factor productivity, or TFP. TFP

is the contribution to economic growth that is unaccounted for by the growth of fac-

tor inputs (e.g. labour and capital). It captures the intangible aspects of human progress,

such as efficiency gains and management quality, that improve the productivity offac-

tor inputs (i.e. the amount of output that can be produced with a given amount of

inputs).

Solow’s method of calculating total factor productivity growth is known as

growth accounting. To see how this works we can start from our standard Cobb—Douglas

production function:

v = AKaNl‘“.

We then take logs and differentiate with respect to time to get:

Y — A + K +(r )N
Y ‘ A 0‘K a N

9v = gTFP + “9K + (1 — 0‘)"-

TFP growth (also known as the Solow residual) is the difference between output growth and

a weighted sum of the growth of factor inputs where the weights are given by the factor
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shares, i.e. it is the growth that is not attributed to the growth of either labour or capital

inputs. Using national accounts data it is possible to calculate TFP growth.

TFP growth = gy — agK — (1 — a)n.

In empirical analysis, it is often illuminating to work in per capita terms and we can rearrange

this equation as follows:

TFP growth = (gy — n) — agK + om

= 9y _ 0‘91“

where as usual, y E Y/N and k E K/N. We can also turn the equation around and decompose

the growth of labour productivity into the contribution from the growth of capital intensity,

ie. capital-deepening, and the contribution of TFP growth:

gy = agk + TFP growth.

Over the years economists have come up with many objections to Solow’s attempt to

use a simple accounting decomposition based on the Cobb—Douglas production function

to measure technological progress,12 but as a way of organizing the data, the technique is

widely viewed as valuable.

Table 8.2 is an example of how growth accounting can provide useful insights. It shows

the contributions to growth of the different factors of production (labour and capital) and

also of TFP (referred to as multifactor productivity in the table) to the growth of the market

economy (i.e. excluding the government sector) in the US and the European Union for two

periods since 1980. The table also decomposes the factor inputs further, which allows the

contribution of the knowledge economy to growth through skilled labour and information

and communications technology (ICT) capital to be quantified.

The table contains a large amount of information, and it is left to the reader to explore this

in greater depth. We highlight two interesting findings:

1. Trends in TFP growth: the evolution of TFP is very different in the two regions. TFP

growth was higher in the EU than in the USA between 1980 and 1995, but the trend reversed

thereafter, with the USA seeing a significant productivity increase and the EU experiencing a

marked slowdown between 1995 and 2004. The weakness of EU TFP growth after 1995 has

been a cause for concern on the part of European policy makers.

2. The contribution ofthe knowledge economy (ICT capital deepening and labour compo-

sition): the US and the EU had the same contribution from the knowledge economy defined

this way in the early period. In the latter period, however, the US moved ahead of the EU.

The knowledge economy (ICT capital deepening and labour composition) contributed 0.4

percentage points more to US than EU growth between 1995 and 2004.

The interesting result is that although there was a modest US advantage in the contribution

ofthe knowledge economy from 1995—2004, the advantage in TFP growth was almost three

12 For a wide—ranging, recent and critical assessment, see Lipsey and Carlaw (2004).
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Table 8.2 Contributions to growth of real output in the market economy, European Union and United

States: 1980—2004 (annual average growth rates, in percentage points)

 

European Union United States
 

1980—1995 1995-2004 1980-1995 1995-2004

 

1. Market economy output (2) + (3) 1.8 2.2 3.0 3.7

2. Hours worked —0.6 0.7 1.4 06

3, Labour productivity (4) + (5) + (8) 2.4 1,5 1.5 3.0

Contributions from

4. Labour composition 03 0.2 0.2 0.3

5. Capital services per hour (6) + (7) 1.2 1.0 0.8 1.3

6. ICT capital per hour 04 0.5 0.5 0.8

7. Non—ICT capital per hour 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.4

8. Multifactor productivity 0.9 0.3 0.5 1.4

Contribution of the knowledge economy

to labour productivity (4) + (6) + (8) 1.6 1.1 1.3 2.6

 

Source: Ark, O'Mahoney and Timmer, 2008.

times as great (a gap of 1.1 percentage points). The unexplained ’residual TFP' accounts for

most of the difference in dynamism.

8.7 Endogenous growth: the Romer model

Using the Solow model, we obtained insight into the role of capital accumulation as a mech-

anism through which a society raises GDP per capita and how the presence ofdiminishing

returns to factor accumulation imposes a limit on the extent to which changes in policy or

institutions can affect growth in the long run. For the Solow model, changes in the rate of

growth of output per capita in the long-run steady state come from changes in the rate

of exogenous technological progress. Endogenous growth theory proposes a number of

mechanisms that could overcome diminishing returns to capital and thereby open upthe

possibility that changes in policy can affect the growth rate in the long—run steady state.

In this section, we explain the mechanics of switching from exogenous to endogenous

growth. There are many different channels—knowledge spillovers from the accumulation of

physical capital, investment in human capital, and in research and development—that might

drive endogenous growth. The way in which diminishing returns to capital accumulation is

offset in each case is set out in detail in Chapter 14 of Carlin and Soskice (2006).

8.7.1 Research and development

This section introduces the role of ideas and technological innovation as the engine of

economic growth. The approach to technological progress in the Solow model places the

process outside the realm of economic forces. There are two aspects to this: on the one

hand, improvements in productivity appear like manna from heaven at no resource cost,

and on the other hand, access to the new technology is universal so it has the character
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ofa public good that is non—excludable. Both aspects are challenged in growth models

that put R&D at the centre of attention. These models centre on purposeful innovation

activities undertaken with the aim of securing innovation rents because, at least for a time,

the productivity enhancement is not available to imitators.

The ideas that form the output of the innovation process are different from many of the

other goods we encounter in everyday life, and economists refer to them as possessing the

properties of non-rivalry and non-excludability. By contrast, most goods are both rivalrous

and excludable. Non-rivalry refers to the use of an existing idea at zero marginal cost. It is

the rivalrous nature of most natural resources that lies behind much human conflict. More

generally, your consumption of the additional food resources used in your meals today

comes at a marginal cost and you can prevent others from eating the food.

Economists often visualize the ideas that result from innovation as blueprints. These

blueprints are instructions on how to build the latest plane or what ingredients to put in

the latest AIDS medicine. Once a blueprint becomes available, anyone who understands it

can start to use it and market their own products based on it. This explains why we have

genericdrug companies that produce drugs that are chemically identical to their most famous

branded cousins.

Hence ideas in the context ofinnovation are non-rivalrous. However, at least for some time

period, they are excludable. The excludability property of ideas in the process of innovation

naturally leads to an imperfect market structure in the market for blueprints.

The legal institution of patents is one method that allow firms to earn supernormal profits

(or, equivalently innovation rents) for a limited period of time, which can be used to finance

R&D. Pharmaceutical companies invest billions of dollars in developing new drugs. If new

drugs were marketed immediately at marginal cost (think of how low the marginal cost of

producing one pill is) firms would soon go out of business and innovation would slow. Setting

prices above marginal cost in the market for ideas is entailed by the intrinsic properties of

ideas as blueprints. On the other hand, the non—rivalrous nature of ideas promises social

benefits as everyone can benefit from them without diminishing their availability to others.

Before we return to the role in innovation of the extent of competition in the product market

and ofspillovers, we establish the relationship between endogenous growth and endogenous

technological progress based on the production of ideas.

8.7.2 Endogenous growth and endogenous technological

progress: the Romer model

At its most basic, a model of endogenous growth requires that the production function

exhibits constant returns to a factor that can be accumulated—for example, capital, human

capital or ideas. This contrasts with the production function in the Solow model, where there

are diminishing returns to capital, or to human and physical capital. Taking the example

of capital as the factor that can be accumulated, in Fig. 8.18, a production function with

constant returns to capital is shown. it is linear rather than concave. In this case, where the

sY line coincides with the 6K line, saving (and investment) isjust equal to depreciation and

whatever level the capital stock is at, it will remain constant at that level. If the savings rate

rises to 51 then unlike the case with diminishing returns (illustrated in Fig. 8.5a), the capital
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Figure 8.18 A rise in the savings rate in the endogenous growth model.

stock will continue growing without limit; as will output. This is a model of 'endogenous

growth'.

To incorporate the production of ideas into a simple growth model, we begin with a pro-

duction function using capital and labour, but with a twist: we distinguish between workers

who are employed in production and those employed in research. The population is as-

sumed to be constant. We denote by N)” the total number of workers employed in the final

goods market. These are the workers who use the blueprints in conjunction with physical

capital and raw labour to produce final goods. We also denote by N? the number ofworkers

employed in R&D. These are the researchers who increase the stock of knowledge in the

economy through innovation. They create blueprints that will be used later on in production

by workers in the final goods sector.

We use a Cobb—Douglas production function for final goods:

Y: = KEV/4WD“?

where A, now stands for ideas, which does not represent exogenous technological progress

as in the Solow model, but is an integral component of the model. Total labour in the

economy at time t is given by Nt = N2” + NR, that is, the sum of the labour employed inthe

manufacturing sector producing the final output and the labour employed in the research

sector producing the blueprints.

What can we say about the accumulation equation for blueprints or ideas, A? The source

ofendogenous growth in this model is the constant returns to the accumulation of blueprints.

We begin with a general specification for endogenous technological progress and then show

the constant returns case:

At = CAng,

which says that ideas accumulate proportionally to the number of workers Nf employed

in R&D and in a way that is related to the current stock of ideas A, where c is a constant.

The size of the parameter 7] is important for the accumulation of ideas equation. As long as

n > 0, the equation captures the notion that the economy benefits from positive spillovers

or externalities from the existing stock of ideas or blueprints. If n = i, there are constant
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returns to the accumulation of ideas and this will be a source of endogenous growth. This

version of the model is often referred to as the Romer model.13

Since we are especially interested in the possibility of endogenous growth, we concentrate

on the special case where n = 1. In this case the accumulation equation for ideas is given by

Ar = CAng.

where we divide both sides by A, to obtain the growth rate of ideas

9A = CNf.

Note that only with 77 = 1 do we get steady state endogenous growth from the model

ofendogenous technological progress: steady state endogenous growth requires constant

returns to the accumulation of ideas. In this case, the growth rate of the factor that can be

accumulated can be expressed entirely in terms of the exogenous variables. This gives a

constant rate of technological progress in the steady state, 9A 2 At/A.

In the Solow model with exogenous technological progress (where 9,4 = x), the steady

state growth rate of per capita output is equal to the growth rate of ideas, where x is given

exogenously, The difference here is that under the assumption that n = 1, 9,; = cNf, which

means that the steady state growth rate of the economy is higher the more people are

employed in the research sector.

To summarize, this is called a model of endogenous growth because unlike the Solow case,

where an increase in the rate oftechnological progress, x, was exogenous, here a permanently

higher growth rate of productivity can be achieved by a policy of increasing the number of

R&D workers.

8.8 Schumpeterian growth: the Aghion-Howitt model

Innovation works through entrepreneurs who implement new discoveries and bring them

successfully to the market. Schumpeter identifies the entrepreneur as the key agent in the

process of innovation, which extends well beyond the idea of inventing a new product.14

Innovations include developing a new route by which existing factors of production are

channelled into the production process; a new product or improving the quality ofan existing

product; a completely new production process for an existing product; or a completely new

market, where there previously was none.

Schumpeter’s concept of creative destruction captures the dual nature of technological

progress: in terms of ’creation’, entrepreneurs introduce new products or processes in the

hope that they will enjoy temporary monopoly profits, known as innovation rents, as they

capture markets. in doing so, they make old technologies or products obsolete—this is the

’destruction'.

The motivation for innovators to make risky investments in new products is to make a

temporary profit by stealing a march on other producers. This requires that the innovation

13 This is an outline of the model developed by Paul Romer (1990). See Carlin and Soskice (2006) Chapter 14

for an extended presentation.

‘4 Schumpeter (1934; 1961 edition: 66).
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cannot immediately be copied by an imitator. Formal patents are only one method of

protecting the temporary monopoly profits of the entrepreneur, trade secrets are another

and being the first mover into a market is a third. The first mover method for capturing

innovation rents highlights the important role in market economies ofthe emergence ofnew

firms. One reason for the weakness of innovation in planned economies was the control by

the state over new business activities.

For the process of creative destruction, it is also necessary that institutions are in place to

ensure that the rents from innovation go to the entrepreneur and are not confiscated bythe

government or other powerful groups like organized crime. An investigation of the institu-

tional pre-requisites for innovation and the sustained growth that began in the eighteenth

century in England (see Fig. 8.1) is beyond the scope of this chapter. There has been awealth

of highly productive research on this question in the past 15 years complementing the work

of economic historians and historians stretching back much further. A very good place to

begin is the overview written by Acemoglu,Johnson and Robinson (2005), where they sayzl5

Of primary importance to economic outcomes are the economic institutions in society such

as the structure of property rights and the presence and perfection of markets. Economic

institutions are important because they influence the structure of economic incentives in

society. Without property rights, individuals will not have the incentive to invest in physical

or human capital, or adopt more efficient technologies.

Instead ofopening up the broad question ofthe role of institutions as a fundamental cause

of economic growth, we concentrate on innovation as a proximate cause of growth and the

narrower question of the incentives for innovation.

Linking the Solow model to the Schumpeterian model

We can highlight the connection between the Solow model of growth with exogenous

technological progress and a Schumpeterian model by bringing together the two proximate

sources of growth in per capita GDP: factor accumulation and technological progress.

In the Solow model, we can compare different steady state growth paths for different rates

of exogenous technological progress, x. Given the savings rate, population growth rate, and

depreciation in the economy, a higher rate of technological progress implies a lower level

of capital per efficiency unit of labour on the steady state growth path (the line labelled

(n + 8 +x)k in Fig. 8.17 rotates to the left). This allows us to derive a downward-sloping

relationship between the level of capital per efficiency unit of labour, k, and x, the rate of

technological progress, which in turn defines the growth rate of output per capita in the

steady state. This downward—sloping line is shown in Fig. 8.19 and labelled the 'Solow steady

state relationship'.

In the Solow relationship, the causality goes from the rate of exogenous technological

progress to the steady state level of capital per efficiency unit. Faster technological progress

means that at the initial steady state, less capital is now needed to equip new entrants

to the labour force (since the newly arrived technology raises their productivity using the

existing capital). This shifts the economy to a faster rate of growth with lower capital intensity

measured in efficiency units. In Fig. 8.19, we can compare the initial equilibrium at pointA

with the new equilibrium at point B associated with the higher rate of technological progress.

15 Excerpt taken from p. 389 of Acemoglu et al. (2005).
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Figure 8.19 Endogenous determination ofx, the rate of technological progress.

Next, aSchumpeterian element is introduced by modelling the determinants ofx, the rate

of technological progress, as a function of innovative activities. In a model of endogenous

growth based on endogenous technological progress, steady state growth will depend on

the expected returns to innovative effort which are greater with higher capital (and output)

per efficiency unit of labour, as depicted in the upward-sloping Schumpeter relationship.

Schumpeter stressed the importance of the size of the market for the incentive to innovate,

and a simple way of capturing this is to assume that a higher level of output or of capital per

efficiency unit of labour implies a larger market for the innovator.

This gives a second relationship between the rate of technological progress, x, and capital

intensity per efficiency unit, k. This positively sloped relationship is labelled the ’Schumpeter

relationship’ in Fig. 8.19. Compare point C in Fig. 8.19 with point D. In the Schumpeter

relationship, the causality goes from the size of the market, which is taken as given by

the innovator and is proxied by the economy's capital per efficiency unit, to the rate of

technological progress.

On the steady state growth path, the economy where both these forces are at work is

characterized by the combination of capital per efficiency unit and rate of technological

progress where the two relationships intersect. In the example shown in Fig. 8.19, the growth

rate at point Z is xz.

Policies to raise long-run productivity growth

We now consider how policy could be used to shift either ofthese relationships and promote

highersteady state growth: first, an increase in the savings (and investment) ratio and second,

an improvement in the expected returns to innovation. Each of these can be thought of as

resulting from decisions by policy makers. Governments can use tax policy to stimulate

saving and investment and shift the Solow relationship upwards. Typical policies to stimulate

R&D and shift the Schumpeter relationship upwards are taxes and subsidies that reduce the

marginal cost of R&D. Policies to increase investment in higher education, and as argued in

the next section, well-designed competition policies could also have this effect.

lfthere is an increase in the savings rate in the economy, this shifts the Solow line outwards.

Ata given rate of technological progress, higher saving leads to an increase in capital per

efficiency unit through the Solow (capital accumulation) mechanism.
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Figure 8.20 Policy experiments and endogenous growth: rise in savings; rise in the intensity of R&D.

In the combined model, this increases the size of the market for innovators and prompts

more R&D activity via the Schumpeter relationship. The economy moves to a new steady-

state growth path fixed by a point to the north-east of point A at point C in Fig. 8.20.

In contrast to the standard Solow model, this means that higher saving produces a perma-

nently higher growth rate. It is interesting to note as well that to the extent there is a causal

link of this kind from capital per efficiency unit to R&D and via R&D to growth as suggested

by the Schumpeter relationship, a regression framework based on the Solow model will

overestimate the direct contribution of capital to growth by ignoring the fact that part of its

contribution is via the R&D that it stimulates.

In the second experiment, we assume that the policy environment becomes more support-

ive of R&D A. As a result, R&D intensity rises, which shifts the Schumpeter line upwardslhe

more rapid technological progress takes the economy to a higher growth path at lowercapital

per efficiency unit along the Solow relationship. The new steady state growth equilibrium is

to the north—west of pointA at point B. Complementary policies could be adopted thatwould

act on both relationships. Crafts (2007) applies this framework to addressing the question of

why recent European economic growth was not like the Golden Age of the 19505 and 19605.

8.8.1 Creative destruction, competition and Schumpeterian growth

The idea of modelling innovation as 'vertical', in the sense that it takes the form ofa qual-

ity improvement rather than ’horizontal’ (the introduction of a new variety of good) allows

Schumpeter’s insight that new goods or techniques push out old ones to be formalized in

an endogenous growth model. The most famous such model based on quality-improving

innovations is due to Philippe Aghion and Peter Howitt.16 In the production of ideas, the

promise of innovation rents induces investment, which suggests that too much competition

can dampen growth. But Schumpeter also stressed the positive role of rivalry in stimulat-

ing innovation, suggesting—consistent with the observed absence of competition and of

innovation in the planned economies—that competition is good for growth. The Aghion—

16 For a comprehensive treatment, see Aghion and Howitt (1998). For a shorter and more accessible presen-

tation, see Aghion and Howitt (2005).
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Figure 8.21 The relationship between innovation and competition: UK firms.

Howitt model provides a way of explaining these two opposite effects of competition on

innovation and has been used to test whether they are found in the data.17

Figure 8.21 shows the relationship between the innovation activities of British firms as

measured by patents and a measure of the degree of competition in the product market.

As product market competition increases to the right of the figure, innovation first increases

but at high levels of competition, innovation falls. This inverse U—shaped relationship in the

data suggests that both of the Schumpeterian effects can be in operation. For sectors where

competition is low, more intense rivalry appears to stimulate patenting; whereas in sectors

where competition is already intense, an increase in competition sees innovation fall off.

When modelling the inverse U-shaped relationship, the economy is divided into three

sectors according to whether the sector begins the period with technology at the frontier,

one step behind or two steps behind. Innovation is always ’step-by-step’, which means that

afirm can only upgrade its technology by one step as a result of innovation activity: there

is no leapfrogging. Moreover, it is impossible for a sector to be more than two steps behind

the frontier because it is assumed that there is an automatic spillover from innovation in the

one step behind sector after one period. These assumptions mean that there are three sector

types.

1. In frontier sectors, large or radical innovations are possible, which improve qual-

ity (cut costs) by so much that they confer temporary monopoly pricing power on

the innovating firm. For such firms, more competition makes more attractive the car-

rot of monopoly rents that would follow a successful innovation. Hence, at the frontier,

more competition boosts innovation. This is referred to as the 'escape competition’ effect.

17 This work is based on Aghion et al. (2001). It is presented in Aghion and Hewitt (2009) and Aghion et al.

(2014).
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2. For the one—step behind sectors, it is assumed that the size of innovation these firms

could make is sufficiently modest that an innovator is unable to charge the monopoly price.

The reason is that the modest innovation does not force the other firms in the industry (re-

ferred to as the competitive fringe), which do not innovate, out of business. Since there is no

chance to escape the competitive fringe, more competition dampens innovation by lowering

the successful innovator’s mark—up. With more competition, more firms can innovate and

the mark—up for each of them will be lower.

3. For the two—step behind sectors, there is no incentive to innovate at all—they auto-

matically gain from the spillover of innovation from the one-step behind sectors after one

period.

As shown in Fig. 8.21, there is interesting empirical support for the existence of these

effects. Aghion et al. (2005) use firm-level data from the UK on patents as a measure of

innovation and on the price-cost margin as an inverse measure of the extent of competition

in the product market.18 The relationship is plotted using a quadratic estimator(which allows

a non—linear relationship). The data suggest that at lower levels of competition, which are

characteristic of frontier sectors, an increase in competition would stimulate innovation

because firms have more incentive to escape the competition and seek the monopoly rents.

In the more competitive environment inside the frontier, where only incremental innovations

are possible and therefore the prize of monopoly rents is not available, the effect of an

inverse relationship between competition and innovation dominates: more competition

lowers innovation.

The idea that more intense competition boosts innovation in frontier firms but may dis-

courage it among non-frontier firms is reflected in the results of another empirical test.

Aghion et al. (2009) use UK firm-level data and measure the extent of competition by the

entry of foreign firms into an industry. They find that as the entry rate of foreign firms rises

(pushing up competition), a measure of innovation (TFP growth) rises for firms near the

frontier but falls for firms far away from the frontier. This suggests that for frontier firms,

policies to boost competition (for example, by encouraging entry of foreign firms) promote

innovation through the incentives they create for firms to get a step ahead. But forfirmsfar

from the frontier, the additional competition is discouraging for innovation.

For frontier firms, policies that promote competition and policies favouring innovation

are complementary for boosting growth. The reinforcing effect of greater competition and

policies to raise the expected return from R&D, including stronger temporary protection

of innovators’ intellectual property, brings to the fore the subtle balance between the pri-

vate incentives to take risky R&D decisions and the social benefits of the spread of new

ideas

8.8.2 Schumpeterian growth and business cycle fluctuations

At the beginning of this chapter, we took a look at how models of long-run growth can be

related to short and medium-run models of business cycle fluctuations. The Schumpeterian

18 Aghion et al. (2005). Data kindly provided by Nick Bloom.
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model provides additional insights about the connection between growth and volatility. As

we have seen, sustained growth in per capita GDP in the Schumpeterian model is due to

purposeful investment in R&D and other productivity-enhancing activities. This prompts the

question of how business cycle booms and recessions may affect investment in R&D, and

whether this mechanism should influence the way macroeconomic stabilization policy is

conducted.

Creative destruction—the positive role offirm-level volatility

It is useful to emphasize Schumpeter’s stress on the positive role of creative destruction in

a market economy. Creative destruction means that higher quality products and methods

of production displace inferior ones. This suggests that a particular kind of volatility related

to the entry and exit of activities within and between firms themselves plays a crucial role

in sustaining dynamism. Both incumbent firms and new entrants innovate: evidence from

the USA suggests that about 25 percent of productivity growth comes from new entrants.19

The pervasiveness of a ’soft budget constraint' for enterprises in planned economies, which

meant that they could survive irrespective of their performance, was linked with the absence

ofdynamism in economies operating under central planning‘s ’rules of the game'.20

Business cycle volatility and growth

We turn next to consider the impact on long-term growth of business cycle fluctuations

caused, for example, by shocks to aggregate demand and supply. In the 3-equation model,

the policy maker uses monetary and fiscal policy to keep the economy close to equilibrium

output, and to reduce the damage caused by fluctuations in unemployment. The Schum-

peterian model of growth provides additional reasons for active counter-cyclical policy in—

tervention that would see governments increasing public deficits and central banks cutting

real interest rates in recessions and doing the converse in booms.

The argument rests on the fact that the availability of credit to firms is tightened in re-

cessions as firms appear less creditworthy to lenders. When firms are credit constrained,

inadequate access to funding forces them to cut down on productivity enhancing invest-

ment in innovative activities. Moreover, the prospect that funding for innovation may dry up

in adownturn is also likely to dampen long term growth-enhancing investments. This creates

a role for government stabilization policy. Another channel through which stabilization pol-

icy is growth enhancing, suggested by the Schumpeterian approach, is its role in stabilizing

the size of the market.

Recent studies using cross-industry cross-country data show that countries with more

countercyclical fiscal and monetary policies ease the credit constraints on firms in industries

that are especially credit or liquidity constrained. This provides evidence supportive of the

mechanism through which countercyclical policy enhances growth by reducing the extent

to which recessions depress access to finance for innovation.21

19 See Bartelsmann and Doms (2000) and Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan (2001).

2° See Kornai (2013).

21 For example, see Chapter 14 of Aghion and Howitt (2009), Aghion et al. (2012) and Aghion et al. (2014).
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lfwe bring together the argument about creative destruction with the one about recessions

exacerbating credit constraints and inhibiting innovation, we have the implication that in a

dynamic economy, economic policy should promote micro volatility in the sense of firm

entry and exit, but should control macro volatility by aiming to keep the economy close to

equilibrium output.

8.9 Conclusions

This chapter has focused on the proximate causes of growth: factor accumulation and tech-

nological progress. The proximate causes of growth lie at the heart of why the capitalist

system has achieved sustained growth in living standards across the Western economies

since the industrial revolution. In short, this economic system succeeded both in mobilizing

resources to raise the amount of physical and human capital employed in production and

in providing the incentives for continuous technological innovation.

We have based our discussion of long-run economic growth around the most widely used

models of growth; the Solow model and endogenous growth models. The Solow model

shows how broad capital accumulation produces higher living standards in the long-run

steady state. it suggests that there is a limit to the extent to which changes in policy or

institutions can influence long-run growth, due to the assumption of diminishing returns

to capital. Although the Solow model can be adapted to include technological progress,

it can only account for long—run productivity growth in a mechanical way. It falls to the

endogenous growth models to provide a framework for thinking about the central role of

purposeful innovation in economic growth.

The key difference between the Solow model and endogenous growth models is that

the latter assume there is a mechanism which offsets the diminishing returns to capital.

Economists have explored a number of potential mechanisms that could achieve this, such as

investment in human capital or research and development or knowledge spillovers from the

accumulation of physical capital. The mechanisms open the doorto the possibilitythat policy

can affect long—run growth. The Schumpeterian model puts the concept of 'creative destruc—

tion' at the centre of the expansion of the technological frontier in successful economies.

Innovation is driven by the promise of excess profits, and new products and production

methods making old products and firms obsolete is a central part of that process.

8.10 Questions

8.10.1 Checklist questions

1. Assess the following statements S1 and 52. Are they both true, both false or is only one true?

Justify your answer.

S1. A rise in the saving rate will plunge the economy into recession.

52. A rise in the saving rate is good for growth.
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2. How will an inflation-targeting central banker react to a fall in the savings rate? Answer very

briefly using the 3-equation model and then extend your analysis using the standard Solow

diagram to show what happens to the interest rate.

3. Using the data in Table 8.1, calculate the following:

(a) The CAGR for US GDP per capita between 1950 and 2010.

(b) The time it would take for US GDP per capita to double if it grew at the rate calculated in

part (a).

4. Use Equation 8.6 to derive the steady state values of capital per worker and output per worker

in the standard Solow model. Interpret these equations.

5. Discuss the following statement: ’increasing the savings rate in the economy always increases

welfare as it leads to an increase in output per capita'.

6. Assume we are in a Solow world in which the population is growing at a constant rate (and

there is no technological progress). Suppose from an initial steady state, there is a sudden fall

in the growth rate of the population. Would you predict a rise or a fall in output growth? How

about in the growth of output per head? Describe how and why the economy adjusts to a

new steady state and how the new steady state differs from the old one. Show the time paths

for the growth rates of output, output per head, the capital stock and the capital intensity of

production. To help in answering the question, produce a set of diagrams similar to those in

Fig. 8.12.

7. ln the course of answering this question, explain the concepts of absolute and conditional

convergence.

(a) Explain the mechanism(s) through which, according to the Solow model, an initially poor

country would be predicted to catch up to the living standards of a rich country. Set out

carefully the assumptions that you are making to derive this result.

(b) Now use the model to explain why catch up may not take place.

(c) Comment on the likely validity ofthe assumptions in (a) and (b) when applying the model

to the real world.

8. How do endogenous growth models explain the persistence ofdifferences in living standards

among economies? Explain the role played by the production function for goods and the

accumulation function for ideas in coming to your conclusion.

9. What does the term 'creative destruction’ mean? In a Schumpeterian growth model, what

determines the growth rate of productivity? How does this compare to the mechanism driving

growth in the Solow model with technological progress?

10. Assess the following statements S1 and 52. Are they both true, both false or is only one true?

Justify your answer making reference to the objectives of the policy maker.

51. Economic policy should aim to limit firm-level volatility.

52. Economic policy should aim to limit macro-level volatility.

8.10.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. In an economy characterized by a Cobb-Douglas production function (without technical

progress), labour’s share of income is 70% and the depreciation rate is 3% per annum. The

economy is in a steady state with GDP growth at 4% per year and with a capital output ratio
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of 2. Find the savings rate and the marginal product of capital. At time t the savings rate in this

economy increases to a new constant level, with the outcome that the economy converges to

the Golden Rule steady state. What are the new savings rate, capital output ratio and marginal

product of capital? Use diagrams with time on the horizontal axis to sketch the path of the

capital—output ratio, the marginal product of capital and of consumption per unit of labour.

. Download data on GDP per capita between 1950 and the latest available period for two

countries of your choosing (other than the USA) from the latest version of the Penn World

Table. Calculate the following and comment briefly on your findings:

(a) The annual growth rate for the latest period (using both the normal and log difference

methods)

(b) The CAGR for the whole period (using both the normal and exponential methods)

(c) The time it would take for GDP per capita to double if growth was equal to the trend rate

calculated in part (b)

. Study Table 8.2. Use the information in the table (and the paper it is taken from) to writeaone

page note on the role of innovation in the evolution of the EU and US economies since 1980.

. ’More competition and stronger protection of IPR (intellectual property rights) will speed up

technological progress.’ Is this a recommendation you would take to a policy maker? You have

700 words to make your case.



The 3-equation model

in the open economy

 

9.1 Overview

In this chapter, we extend the macro-model to the flexible exchange rate open economy.

How does the openness of the economy to trade and financial flows affect the way an

inflation-targeting central bank approaches its stabilization role? In the closed economy, the

central bank diagnoses shocks hitting the economy and chooses their interest rate response,

taking into account the implications of the shock for future inflation. The main insight when

we extend the discussion to the open economy is that the fonNard—looking foreign exchange

marketand the central bank will simultaneously analyse shocks, and their responses will take

into account the response of the other party.

Just as a great deal of resources are deployed in central banks to analyse economic de-

velopments and forecast inflation based on the diagnosis of the nature of shocks, the same

is the case in financial institutions operating in global financial markets. Foreign exchange

traders look atwhat is happening in the domestic and world economy and at how the central

bank is likely to respond to economic developments.

The motives ofthe central bank and the foreign exchange traders for employing resources

to forecast the future are, however, different. The central bank is attempting the stabilize

the economy, whereas the foreign exchange traders are attempting to profit from arbitrage

opportunities.

Expectations and the forward-looking foreign exchange market

In Chapter 4, we discussed the pervasiveness of uncertainty in the macroeconomy (predom-

inantly in a closed economy context) and how this leads to agents forming expectations

about the future so they can make better economic decisions today. In the baseline closed

economy 3-equation model (introduced in Chapter 3), the central bank is fonzvard looking

with rational expectations. The central bank has to forecast both the IS and PC curves in the

next period when setting interest rates in the current period. This is due to the assumption

that interest rates can only affect economic activity with a one period lag.

When we move to the open economy, we introduce the foreign exchange market, where

trades are also assumed to be forward looking and rational. We assume both interest rates

and real exchange rates affect the economy with a one period lag. In the open economy

3—equation model, the central bank takes account of the reaction of the foreign exchange
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market when setting interest rates and the foreign exchange market moves when expecta-

tions about future central bank policy change.

Arbitrage opportunities, the foreign exchange market and the government bond market

When trade in financial assets across borders is possible, investors will want to take advan-

tage of differences in rates of return on government bonds. In order to take advantage of

arbitrage opportunities in the bond market, an agent must have the relevant national cur-

rency. For example, to buy US Treasury Bills, it is necessary to have US dollars; to buy German

government Bunds, it is necessary to have euros. The exchange rate will depend on supply

and demand in the foreign exchange market. An important source of demand and supply

of foreign exchange arises from the desire of economic agents to buy and sell government

bonds in order to take advantage of differences in interest rates.

Both the central bank and foreign exchange traders know that the extent ofintegration of

international capital markets means that opportunities to make a profit from a difference in

rates of return on bonds issued in different countries will be short-lived. Take the possibility

of profiting from an interest rate differential opened up by a decision ofone central bankto

change its interest rate. This is a form of arbitrage opportunity. If, for example, the Bankof

England increased the UK interest rate so that the return on UK bonds was higherthan on

US bonds, there would be a rush into UK pounds and out of US dollars until the chance of

profiting from one rather than the other kind of bond has vanished.

Defining the nominal and real exchange rates

Let’s take a step back for a moment and clarify the concept of the exchange rate. We need

to define both the nominal and real exchange rates. Home's nominal exchange rate is ’the

amount of home currency that can be bought with one unit offoreign currency’. Forexample,

the nominal exchange rate for the UK pound (home economy) is defined in terms of the

foreign currency (the US dollar) as the amount of UK pounds that can be bought with one

US dollar (i.e. £/$). We use e to denote the nominal exchange rate of the home economy:

no. units of home currency

e ——————

one unit of foreign currency

(home's nominal exchange rate)

An increase in e means that one US dollar can buy more UK pounds, so that the pound

has depreciated (or weakened). Note that since the nominal exchange rate is defined as the

number of home currency units for one foreign currency unit, a depreciation of the pound

is the same as T e.

The nominal exchange rate shows the rate at which the currencies of two economies

can be exchanged for one another. To measure the rate at which domestic and foreign

goods and services can be exchanged for each other, we also need to take into account the

relative price level between the two economies. This is where we introduce the concept of

the real exchange rate, which is defined as:

  
0— price of foreign goods expressed in home currency _ P*e

_ price of home goods _ P '

(home’s real exchange rate, price competitiveness)
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where P‘ is the foreign price level and P is the home price level. The real exchange rate Q is a

measure of price competitiveness between two economies. If Q increases, this reflects the fall

in price of home goods relative to the price of foreign goods (when expressed in the same

currency). This depreciation of the real exchange rate would make home’s exports more

attractive to foreigners and discourage the consumption of imports by domestic consumers.

We assume throughout our modelling of the open economy that a depreciation of the real

exchange rate (i.e. T Q)—an improvement in price competitiveness—will cause an increase

in net exports (i.e. the real value of exports — the real value of imports).1

In the open economy model, aggregate demand not only consists ofconsumption, invest-

ment and government spending (as it does in the closed economy), but also net exports. This

means that we assume an increase in competitiveness (a real depreciation) boosts aggregate

demand through its effect on net exports.

Two stabilization channels in the open economy: interest rate and exchange rate

Given the central bank's stabilization objective and the way the nominal exchange rate will

respond to arbitrage opportunities, the response to a shock will be a combination ofa change

in the interest rate by the central bank and a change in the exchange rate resulting from the

actions of foreign exchange traders. For example, if a shock pushed inflation above target,

the response in the closed economy is for the central bank to raise the interest rate in order

to depress next period's level of output and bring inflation down.

In the open economy, it is also the case that a negative output gap is required to begin to

bring inflation down. However, foreign exchange market operators knowthatthe central bank

will raise home's interest rate and this creates an arbitrage opportunity. In this example, we as—

sumethatthe UK isthe home economy and the US isthe foreign economy.There will therefore

be a rush out of US dollars and into UK pounds, due to the higher return on UK bonds. What

happens to the exchange rate between UK pounds and US dollars as a result ofthis?

In this example, the interest differential in favour of UK bonds results in stronger demand

for UK pounds, which forces the currency to appreciate. An appreciated currency will increase

the price ofthe home economy’s exports in terms offoreign currency, depressing demand for

home-produced goods in foreign markets. It will also reduce the price of foreign-produced

goods that are imported to the home economy (in terms of home currency), boosting

demand for foreign goods.

In other words, it will make the British economy less competitive and depress aggregate

demand for home-produced goods and services. We can therefore see that in addition to

the interest rate channel, there is a second channel operating to produce the central bank’s

desired negative output gap: this is the exchange rate channel. With the higher interest rate

in the UK and the appreciation of the UK pound both bearing down on output, the central

bank will know that it needs to raise the interest rate by less than would be the case in the

closed economy to achieve the same negative output gap.

Both parties solve the central bank’s stabilization problem—this implies an assumption

that both the central bank and the foreign exchange market form expectations rationally.

Togethertheiractions will place the economy on the stabilization path desired by the central

bank.

1 This result will be derived formally when we discuss the Marshall—Lerner condition in Chapter 10.
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In short, we shall see that the presence ofthe foreign exchange market meansthat the work

of stabilization is shared between exchange rate and interest rate adjustments. As with any

rational expectations assumption, we have to be careful about its relevance for understanding

real-world phenomena. In the case of the 3-equation closed economy model, we used the

idea of the central bank solving the model in order to make its bestjudgement about how

to respond to a shock; here we are assuming that the profit-seeking motivation of foreign

exchange traders will produce an outcome that can be captured by the rational expectations

assumption.

This is a more dubious assumption than is the case for the central bank, as we know that

financial markets are affected by fads and manias (see Chapters 1,4 and 6). However, we con-

tinue to work with the rational expectations model for the foreign exchange marketas it pro-

vides a useful basic model ofa very complex situation. In addition to helping usto understand

the way interest rate and exchange rate changes interact following a shock to the economy,

the open economy model also helps to explain exchange rate overshooting and highlights

the trade—off between the contribution of exchange rate changes to stabilization and the

potential for the foreign exchange market to be a source of volatility in the real economy.

How are the key aspects of the open economy reflected in the 3-equation model?

We now explore why central banks in flexible exchange rate economies are active in stabi»

lization. Figure 9.1 shows that central banks frequently change the policy interest rate as they

attempt to achieve their inflation target. We can think this through systematically by taking

each of the three equations in the 3—equation model in turn.

IS relation

Beginning with the demand side of the economy, the IS, we need to amend the model

to recognize that home’s households, firms and government spend on imported as wellas

home-produced goods, and that foreigners buy goods produced at home. Since imports

will depend on the level of activity in the home economy, some of the additional demand

generated by higher incomes will leak abroad because of purchases of imports. This means
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the multiplier will be lower, the higher is the marginal propensity to import. The other major

change to the IS relationship will come from the impact on imports and exports of changes

in the competitiveness of home’s production, as noted above. An improvement in home’s

competitiveness, i.e. a depreciation of the real exchange rate, boosts the demand for exports

and dampens the demand for imports as home goods become relatively more attractive

both abroad and at home.

In graphical terms, the presence of imports in reducing the multiplier makes the IS curve

steeper because a given fall in the interest rate is associated with a smaller increase in output;

and adepreciation of the real exchange rate shifts the IS curve to the right. An appreciation

ofthe real exchange rate—a deterioration in home’s competitiveness—shifts the IS to the left.

These results are derived step by step in Chapter 10.

Phillips curve, PC

As in the closed economy, in this chapter, we shall assume that households use domestic

inflation in their wage—setting calculations.2 This means we can continue to work with a

situation in which the equilibrium rate of unemployment is unique, i.e. it only shifts as a

consequence of supply-side shifts in the WS curve (changes in the cost ofjob loss, wage-

bargaining arrangements, employment regulation, etc.) or in the PS curve (changes in the

degree of monopoly, the tax wedge, etc.).

Central bank behaviour, MR

Finally, we turn to the policy maker, which is the central bank. There is no reason why

opening up the economy to international trade and capital flows should affect the policy

maker’s preferences, and hence, the MR curve. We continue to assume that the central bank

suffers a loss of utility according to how far away it is from its inflation target and from

equilibrium output. But what is the inflation rate the central bank targets? It could target

consumer price inflation, which includes the price changes of imported goods or it could

target domestic inflation. In this chapter, we keep to the simple case where the central bank

targets domestic inflation.

To summarize, in the open economy we need to modify the IS curve, making it steeper

to reflect the lower multiplier, and noting that it will shift with a change in the real exchange

rate. lfthe central bank targets domestic inflation and we assume wage setters use domestic

inflation in their wage-bargaining calculations, we do not need to modify the PC or the de-

terminants ofequilibrium unemployment, ye. Equilibrium employment remains determined

in the same way as in the closed economy. In the PC — MR diagram, the vertical axis is

domestic inflation and the MR curve is derived in the same way as in the closed economy:

from the tangencies of the Phillips curves with the loss circles, which capture the preferences

of the central bank.

How does capital market openness affect stabilization policy?

Two elements of global flows of capital play a crucial role: the foreign exchange market and

the ability of home and foreign economic agents to buy home and foreign assets. This ties

2 We shall explore the effects of imports on wage setting in the next chapter.
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together the foreign exchange market and the money market where government bondsare

bought and sold.

In a world without global financial markets, the supply and demand for foreign exchange

and therefore exchange rates are driven by exports and imports (i.e. by the need to finance

trade in goods and services). By the late 19805, values traded in international markets for

financial assets far exceeded the value of international trade in goods and services. As a con-

sequence, it is trade in international financial markets that dominates the foreign exchange

market. Market participants buy and sell currencies to take advantage of differences in rates

of return on financial assets. Just as in the closed economy, we continue to assume there

isjust one asset, namely government bonds. Foreigners seeking to buy home bonds, need

home currency in order to do this and vice versa. As market participants seek to take ad-

vantage of differences in interest rates on government bonds issued by different countries,

this trading is a key determinant of exchange rate fluctuations. To understand the essential

aspects of international financial markets, it is useful to make some simplifying assumptions.

1. There is perfect international capital mobility. This means that home residents can buy

or sell foreign bonds with the fixed nominal world interest rate, 1'", in unlimited quantities at

low transactions costs.

2. The home country is assumed to be small in the sense that its behaviour cannot affect

the world interest rate.

3. Just as in the closed economy, we assume there arejust two assets that households can

hold—bonds and money. But now they can hold foreign or home bonds. We assume that

they hold only home money.

4. There is perfect substitutability between foreign and home bonds. This assumption

means that the riskiness of foreign and home bonds is identical, so the only relevant dif-

ference between them is the expected return.

The last assumption means we rule out differences in the risk of default of bonds issued by

different governments and we assume that investors do not care about the balance between

home and foreign bonds in their portfolio. Cross-country differences in default risk have

always been highly relevant for the analysis of emerging and developing economies but

much less so in developed economies, where bond yields converged at low levels duringthe

Great Moderation. Default risk has, however, reemerged as a pertinent issue for developed

economies with the Eurozone crisis in 2010—1 1, which centred on the diverging default risk

on Eurozone government bonds. In this chapter, we assume away issues related to differences

in default risk. We return to them when we discuss the Eurozone in Chapter 12.

How do foreign exchange traders respond to interest rate differences?

The uncovered interest parity (UIP) condition

If home households can hold home and foreign bonds in their portfolio, what will influence

their choice? Assumption 4 (above) means there is no difference in risk between the bonds

issued by the two governments. In this case, the only difference is the expected return on

the two bonds and that will depend on two factors:
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1. any expected difference in interest rates over a specific time horizon; and

2. a view about the likely development of the exchange rate over the same time

horizon.

The second of these factors emphasizes the importance of forming expectations about

the exchange rate in future periods. In this model, agents are therefore fully forward looking

and take all available information into account when making decisions. How does this tally

with ourview that households form expectations of inflation in a backward-looking manner

(i.e. the assumption that underlies the Phillips curve)?

Justas in Chapter 5, we assume that households save in the money market through pension

funds or other sophisticated agents who are acting on their behalf. it is these agents that act in

afonNard-looking manner and are collectively referred to in our model as participants in the

foreign exchange market. In contrast, workers are assumed to handle their wage negotiations

personally or through a union, both of which form expectations in a backward-looking

manner. To make this distinction clearer, when discussing households buying and selling

home and foreign bonds we will refer to this as the actions of foreign exchange market

participants. Following the definitions introduced in Chapter 4, the foreign exchange market

participants are therefore assumed to have rational expectations.

Example

Suppose the UK is the 'home’ economy and the US is the ’foreign’ economy. As discussed

earlier, if the interest rate on home bonds is higher than on foreign ones, that will make

home bonds more attractive. This would be followed by appreciation of home’s currency

(i.e. UK pounds) as people sold US dollars in order to buy UK pounds, which they need to

buy the UK bonds. But, we need a model to explain by how much the UK pound appreciates.

Suppose that initially the interest rate on both bonds is 4%. Now let us see what happens

ifthe Bank of England suddenly raised the UK interest rate to 6.5%. This case is shown in Fig.

9.2, where e is used to denote the UK pound nominal exchange rate (i.e. £/$), t is used to

denote the time period, i is used to denote the home interest rate and i* is used to denote

the world (orforeign) interest rate. The interest rate change makes UK bonds more attractive

and investors will sell US dollars and buy UK pounds in order to take advantage of the higher

expected return. But the move out of dollars and into UK pounds leads the US dollar to

depreciate (weaken) and the UK pound to appreciate (strengthen).

As investors try to maximize their returns, the UK pound will appreciate by exactly 2.5% so

that the expected return on UK and US bonds is identical. An American investor holding UK

bonds for the duration of the interest differential (i.e. one year) gets 2.5% more in interest

receipts than he would holding US bonds. On the flipside, however, the American investor

loses 2.5% as the UK pound depreciates back to its ’normal’ level over the course of the

year. We assume that the underlying expected level of the exchange rate is exogenous and

remains constant. The American investor will have to buy UK pounds at the start of the year

in order to purchase the UK bonds, but wants US dollars at the end of the year to spend in

the US (Assumption 3). Figure 9.2 shows how this process of arbitrage in the international

bond markets works to equalize the expected return on bonds.

A survey of foreign exchange dealers in the UK asked: ’How fast do you think the mar-

ket can assimilate the new information when the following economic announcements from
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Figure 9.2 Arbitrage in the international bond market.

the major developed economies differ from their market expectations?’3 For an unexpected

interest rate announcement, over 60% of the traders said 'less than ten seconds’ with most

of the rest saying less than one minute. According to this survey, speedy reaction is most

common for news about interest rates, which also has a bigger impact on foreign exchange

markets than announcements about inflation, unemployment, the trade deficit, the money

supply or GDP. The survey findings suggest that any arbitrage opportunities that arise as

a result of interest rate differentials (or expected interest differentials) are exhausted ex-

tremely quickly. This results injumps in the exchange rate. In the example shown aboveas

soon as the interest differential is announced, the UK pound would immediately appreciate

by 2.5%.

The result that the exchange rate will jump so as to eliminate differences in expected

returns on bonds is called the uncovered interest parity condition (UlP). It is derived in detail

in the modelling section (9.2) that follows. We can write it like this:

Interest gain from holding home currency Loss from the expected depreciation of

(UK pounds) rather than US dollar bonds 2 home currency (UK pounds) against the

US dollar

(UIP condition)

With home’s interest rate above the world (US bond) interest rate for one period between

to and t1, the UIP condition states that the exchange rate willjump immediately to eliminate

the arbitrage opportunity. Applying this to our example in Fig. 9.2, the UIP condition states

that: the UK pound exchange rate will appreciate by exactly 2.5% so that the loss from the

expected depreciation of the UK pound over this period is equal to the interest gain from

holding the higher yielding UK bonds over the same period. All market participants are

assumed to believe that the exchange rate will return to its initial level at the end of the

period.

3 See Cheung et al. (2004).
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The UlP condition tells us that the ‘unwinding’ of the initial change in the exchange rate

must be equal to the interest rate differential; hence we know that the interest differential pins

down the size of thejump. The arbitrage condition also tells us that the exchange rate at any

time duringthe period between to and t1 will be as shown on the path in the right-hand panel

ofFig. 9.2. As the time comes closer to when the interest differential will disappear, the size of

the interest gain from a UK bond shrinks and hence the matching expected depreciation of

the pound must be smaller. The exchange rate must therefore be closer to its expected level

ofe. Ifthis was not the case, there would be unexploited opportunities for profit-making by

buying or selling pounds to buy or sell UK bonds. An important distinguishing characteristic

of financial markets (as compared with goods and labour markets) is thatjumps in prices are

commonly observed.

The reaction of the central bank and the foreign exchange market to

an inflation shock

We have now discussed the key components and mechanisms driving the 3—equation model

in the open economy. This allows us to use the model to think about the adjustment of

a small open economy to an inflation shock. We will set out detailed, period—by-period

adjustment paths to an inflation shock and a range of other shocks later in the chapter. This

initial simple example aims to provide an overview of how the model works and to highlight

the key differences from the closed economy model presented in Chapter 3.

We assume a flexible exchange rate economy, which is initially at equilibrium output and

target inflation, is hit by an inflation shock. In this case, just as in the closed economy, the

central bank will raise the interest rate in order to reduce output and dampen inflation.

However, the foreign exchange market will also react to the knowledge that home’s interest

rate will be kept above that of the rest of the world for some time. The UIP condition tells us

that home’s exchange rate will therefore appreciate, as there will be increased demand for

home’s currency. This occurs as investors buy home currency to buy home bonds so as to

take advantage of their higher yields.

We know from the IS curve that the appreciation ofthe exchange rate will depress demand

by reducing net exports. This means the central bank will not have to raise the interest rate

as much as they would in the closed economy, as they correctly anticipate some of the

adjustment will take place through the foreign exchange market. In other words, in the open

economy, the dampening of demand needed to get the economy back onto the MR curve

occurs through a combination of a higher interest rate and exchange rate appreciation.

Forward-looking behaviour of central banks and foreign exchange

markets-real-world examples

The interaction between a forward-looking central bank and a forward-looking foreign ex-

change market is at the heart of the model of stabilization policy in the open economy. This

is reflected in the publications of central banks and the financial press.

The link between the exchange rate and the monetary policy of the central bank in a

flexible exchange rate regime is highlighted in Obstfeld and Rogoff (2009):4

4 See p. 32 ofObstfeld and Rogoff (2009).
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Under the pressure of very loose US monetary policy after the dot-com crash and 9/11,

however, the dollar depreciated by more than 16% from early 2002 through the start of

2007, with a significant (but temporary) reversal over 2005 as the Fed tightened.

In the wake of the 9/11 attacks on the US, the Federal Reserve cut interest rates more

aggressively than other developed economy central banks (e.g. the European Central Bank;

see Fig. 9.1). This saw the emergence of an interest rate differential that contributed to the

depreciation of the dollar over that period.

One of the main lessons of this chapter is the way a forward—looking foreign exchange

market anticipates the actions of the central bank and facilitates the adjustment ofthe econ-

omy to a shock. On a minute-by-minute basis, the foreign exchange market is assimilating

the latest macroeconomic data and making forecasts about how this could affect the interest

rates set by the central bank. In light of this, changes in interest rate expectations are often

built into the foreign exchange market a long time before the interest rate changes actually

take place, as illustrated by this Bloomberg News article from mid-2004:5

The dollar rose the most against the euro in a month on speculation government reports

tomorrow will show faster inflation in the US, underscoring the potential for the Federal

Reserve to raise interest rates more than some traders had expected.

In uncertain economic times, such as the UK’s stop-start recovery from the 2008-09

financial crisis, it is harder to predict the path of the economy, and consequently of in-

terest rate decisions. Mansoor Mohi—uddin, UBS’s managing director of foreign exchange

strategy alluded to this point in early 2011:6

But do not pity the Sterling [i.e. UK pound] bulls. Foreign exchange investors have bol-

stered the pound this year on expectations interest rates would soon be raised. Yet it

remains far from clear whether the Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee will take such a

step.

Foreign exchange traders make their best estimate with the information they have avail—

able in each time period but can be wrong, which might subject the market to corrections

and jumps in the exchange rate. This could happen if the market anticipated a smaller (or

larger) interest rate change than was actually observed. The extra unanticipated change

would likely cause a jump in the exchange rate, as the market quickly takes advantage

of the unexpected interest rate differential. In short, because the future is uncertain, bas-

ing current actions on forecasts and predictions can lead to volatility in the exchange

rate.

Foreign exchange markets are complex and are influenced by a whole host of macroeco-

nomic variables. The UIP condition is often hard to observe in exchange rate data, because

these other factors influence the future expected exchange rate. In the recent economic

downturn, the Bank of England kept a close eye on interest rate differentials and the ster-

5 Excerpt taken from: Heather Bandur and Vivanne Rodrigues,June 9th 2004, ’Dollar Surges Against Euro as

Traders Anticipate Fed Rate Moves,’ Bloomberg News.

6 Excerpt taken from: Mansoor Mohi-uddin, February 7th 2011, ’Pound Remains Vulnerable to Abrupt

Reversal of Fortune,’ Financial Times.
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ling (i.e. UK pound) exchange rate and found a number of other factors contributing to the

depreciation of the UK pound over this period:7

Sterling had lost over a quarter of its value since mid-2007. To some degree, that depreciation

had probably reflected the need to rebalance the UK economy away from domestic towards

external demand. In addition over the past year, the global outlook had deteriorated with

resultant downward revisions to interest rate expectations worldwide. But the downward

revision to forecasts of the UK economy appeared to have been greater than for some other

countries. And those perceptions may have contributed to Sterling‘s decline. Another factor

in sterling’s decline over the past eighteen months could have been increased risk premia.

As discussed in Chapter 7, the recent recession of 2008—9 saw the limits of conventional

monetary policy reached and central banks had to resortto unconventional monetary policy,

such as quantitative easing, to avoid a deflation trap. These policies also affect the foreign

exchange market. Quantitative easing aims to influence long term interest rates and there—

fore to affect interest rate differentials. An article in the Financial Times from autumn 2011

attributed moves in the pound exchange rate to changes in expectations about quantitative

easingzs

The pound dropped to an eight-month low against the dollar on Wednesday as expectations

heightened that the Bank of England would engage in further quantitative easing in an effort

to boost the UK economy.

Summary

In this chapter, we extend the core 3-equation model introduced in Chapter 3 to set out

aframework for analysing stabilization policy in the flexible exchange rate open economy.

This involves opening up the economy to both international trade (i.e. imports and exports)

and international capital flows (i.e. home and foreign bonds). The two main effects on the

model of introducing the forex market are that:

1. following an economic shock, the central bank and foreign exchange market react to

the shock, which means adjustment occurs through both exchange rate and interest rate

channels; and

2. the forex market bases its actions partly on its expectations of the future, which can lead

tojumps in the exchange rate and increased macroeconomic volatility.

9.2 Modelling

In the previous section, we provided an overview of how the 3-equation model works in

the open economy. In this section, we get into the mechanics of the model. The first part of

7 Excerpt taken from: Bank of England, Minutes of the Monetary Policy Committee Meeting, 4 and 5 March

2009, published 18th March 2009.

8 Excerpt taken from: Peter Garnham, September 215t 2011, ’Dovish Bank Minutes Weigh on Pound,’

Financial Times.
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the section formalizes the UIP condition. In the second part, we explain what is meant by

medium—run equilibrium in the open economy. We combine these components to build the

open economy 3—equation model and use them to analyse the period-by-period adjustment

of the economy to shocks. The new RX curve combines the interest rate and exchange rate

channels through which the central bank’s interest rate decision affects aggregate demand.

Section 9.3 discusses the role of exchange rate overshooting in the open economy.

9.2.1 The foreign exchange market and the UIP condition

In Section 9.1, we introduced the concept of the UIP condition, which is central to the

behaviour of the foreign exchange market in the open economy 3—equation model. In this

subsection, we will set out the equation for the UIP condition and use a graphical analysisto

explore the concept in more detail.

The UIP condition

The UIP can be represented as:

E

- we _ et+1 _ e‘
If — I — —,
V et

interest gain(loss) HP._ ~ _

expected deprecration (apprecratlon)

where i is the home interest rate, i* is the foreign interest rate, e is the nominal exchange

rate of the home country and e5 is the expected exchange rate of the home country. The

equation says that given the values for it, i* and ef-+1 , we can work out the value to which the

exchange rate willjump, er.

In the example we introduced in Section 9.1, the initial shock is the rise in i}. The world

(i.e. US) interest rate, i*, and the view of the exchange market traders about the expected

exchange rate in a year's time, ef+1, remain unchanged. From the point of view ofthe UKas

the home country, there is an interest gain on the left hand side, which in the presence of

arbitrage must equal the expected depreciation of the pound (on the right hand side). For

the equation to hold therefore, the UK pound exchange rate 2, must immediately appreciate

(as people sell US dollars to buy UK pounds): it will appreciate by exactly 2.5% so that its

subsequent expected depreciationjust offsets the interest gain incurred by holding UK rather

than US bonds (see Fig. 9.2 in Section 9.1).

So far we do not have a model of what determines the expected exchange rate: we simply

assume it is expected to return to its previous value after one period. In Section 9.2.2, we

introduce a model that pins down the equilibrium exchange rate and hence provides an

anchor for exchange rate expectations. For the moment, we assume the expected exchange

is constant.

We make use of the fact that we can approximate the percentage growth of the exchange

rate by the change in the (natural) log of the exchange rate, i.e.

E
e1—e

eo

 
o .
% log ef — log e0 and In our example, log ef — log e0 % 2.5%.
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Figure 9.3 The uncovered interest parity condition: it — i* = log 25H — log et.

The great advantage of using the log formulation is that we now write the UIP condition as

it — i* = log ef+1 -— log et.

V’ M—

interest gain 0055) expected depreciation (appreciation)

and we can draw this as a line with a —45° slope as shown in Fig. 9.3 with the interest rate on

the vertical axis and the log of the nominal exchange rate on the horizontal axis.9 The UIP

curve is pinned down by the world interest rate and the expected exchange rate.

Our understanding of the model is helped by looking at two points on the UIP curve. The

first is pointA in Fig. 9.3: this is where the home interest rate equals the world interest rate

(i = i‘) and exchange rate expectations are fulfilled (log eo = log e15) and the exchange rate

does not change.

We now look at a second point on this UIP curve at B. This represents the situation where

home's interest rate of i1 above the world interest rate is expected to prevail for one year.

Assuming the expected exchange rate remains fixed at log ef, then since home’s interest rate

is now above the world interest rate, there must be a change in the actual exchange rate away

from log e0. According to the UIP condition, as soon as the interest rate differential opens

up, home’s exchange rate will appreciate immediately (jump) to log e1 so that its expected

depreciation over the year is equal to the interest rate differential. In the diagram, the two

double-headed arrows are equal.

9 Natural logs often allow equations to be displayed and manipulated in a simpler manner. Taking the natural

log ofa variable is an example of a monotonic transformation, that whilst changing the values in the series

preserves the order of the underlying variables. This ensures that taking natural logs does not change the

meaning of the original data. Another useful property of natural logs is that (when percentages are small) the

percentage change between two variables is approximately equal to the difference in the natural logs ofthose

two variables. In the case of the UIP condition, using this property of natural logs allows us to represent the

UIP condition as a —45° degree line, which makes the graphical analysis less complex. In general, this property

makes calculating percentages changes or growth rates easier and is often used when analysing time series

data. We look at natural logs in more detail in the discussion on long—run growth in Chapter 8.
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Figure 9.4 The uncovered interest parity condition: a fall in the world interest rate leads to an immediate

appreciation of the home exchange rate.

The key features of the UIP diagram with i and log e on the axes are:

1. each UIP curve has a slope of —45° and must go through the point (log e5. i‘);

2. a change in home's interest rate causes a movement along the UIP curve (for agiven logeE

and i*);

3. for a given expected exchange rate, any change in the world interest rate shifts the W

curve;

4. for a given world interest rate, any change in the expected exchange rate shifts the W

curve.

To illustrate how the UIP curve works, suppose there is a fall in the world interest rate

that will last for one period. What is the implication for the home country's exchange rate

assuming that there is no change in the home interest rate? To answer this question, we

assume there is no change in the expected exchange rate. The shift in the UIP curve from

UIP to UIP’ due to the fall in the world interest rate is shown in Fig. 9.4.

The economy is initially at point A on the UIP curve. With the expected exchange rate

equal to log eE and with home’s interest rate unchanged and now above the world interest

rate of if, arbitrage in the financial market will lead to an immediate appreciation of the

home exchange rate as shown by point B on the new UIP curve, UIP’. At the end ofthe

period, i* reverts to its initial level (and the UIP curve reverts to the original one). There is no

interest differential and the exchange rate is back at its initial level.

lfthe home country is the UK, the pound depreciates continuously overthe period during

which the interest rates differ. As the UIP condition makes clear, for example,just before the

US interest rate is raised at the end of the period, there is little to be gained by switchingto

UK bonds: the tiny expected interest gain would be matched by a tiny expected depreciation

of the pound: hence e, would be very close to its expected level.

The diagram also illustrates that there will be no change in the exchange rate at all ifthe

central bank in the home country immediately follows the interest rate move by the foreign
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central bank. The economy would shift from A to C . At the end of the period, if home again

follows the interest rate move of the foreign central bank, then the move is from C back to

A and the exchange rate does not change.

A final exercise is the analysis of a change in sentiment in the foreign exchange market. If

traders suddenly change their view about the likely exchange rate in a year’s time, the UIP

curve will shift. If a depreciated home exchange rate is expected, the UIP curve will shift to

the right. With the home and world interest rates equal, such a change in sentiment will

have the effect of leading to an immediate depreciation of the actual exchange rate to its

new expected value (so that the UIP condition holds). This illustrates that expectations about

future developments are incorporated into today’s exchange rate. Drawing the diagram for

this case is left as an exercise for the reader.

9.2.2 Medium-run equilibrium in the open economy and the AD-ERU model

Before we can bring the foreign exchange market together with the 3-equation model, we

need to analyse the characteristics ofthe constant inflation equilibrium ofthe open economy.

This entails discussion of the supply side and the demand side.

We saw in Chapter 2 that the closed economy is in medium—run equilibrium when inflation

is constant. For inflation to be constant, there must be equilibrium on the supply side, which

occurs when wage and price setters have no incentive to change their behaviour—Le. at

the intersection of the WS and PS curves (see Chapter 2). The intersection between the WS

and PS curves pins down the equilibrium rate of unemployment, which is why we shall call

the supply-side schedule in the medium-run model the ERU curve. The use of the term

ERU is a reminder that the supply side, and in particular the labour market, lies behind the

determination of the constant inflation equilibrium.

In the open economy, the real exchange rate plays a central role and it is useful to present

the medium-run model in a diagram with output on the horizontal axis and the real exchange

rate on the vertical axis. The full medium—run model, which includes the trade balance, is

introduced in the next chapter. Here we focus on the demand— and supply-side relationships,

and we use the simplest model that allows us to understand stabilization policy problems in

the open economy.

As we shall see in this section, the ERU curve captures the supply side of the economy.

On the ERU curve, inflation is constant. The demand side in the open economy is repre-

sented by the aggregate demand curve (the AD curve). On the AD curve, the goods mar—

ket is in equilibrium and the real interest rate is equal to the world real interest rate (i.e.

r = r‘).

The medium-run equilibrium (MRE) in the open economy is defined by values of output,

unemployment and the real exchange rate. In a MRE, which we shall see is at the intersection

ofthe supply-side (ERU) curve and the demand side (AD) curves, output and the real exchange

rate are at their equilibrium levels and inflation is constant. The medium—run model applies

irrespective of the exchange rate regime. The type of exchange rate regime (i.e. fixed or

flexible) affects the dynamics of adjustment to shocks, the available policy instruments and

howthe medium-rate inflation rate is determined. In this chapter, we concentrate on flexible

exchange rate regimes and leave a discussion of fixed exchange rate regimes until Chapters

10 and 12. We look at the ERU and the AD curves in turn.
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Figure 9.5 Supply—side equilibrium and the ERU curve.

Supply-side equilibrium: the ERU curve

The ERU curve is defined by the intersection of the wage- and price—setting curves. It shows

the combinations of the real exchange rate and output at which there is supply-side equi-

librium (i.e. constant inflation).

In this chapter, we continue to work with a single price level, P, which means the WS and

PS curves are exactly the same as in the closed economy. Figure 9.5 shows the equilibrium

output level, ye, associated with supply-side equilibrium. At an output level to the right ofye,

the real wage defined by the PS curve is too low for wage setters given that unemployment

is below equilibrium. This puts upward pressure on inflation. Similarly, an output level below

ye where unemployment is higher than equilibrium means that the real wage (on the P5) is

too high given the weakness of workers in the labour market: there is downward pressure

on inflation. Although not shown in the diagram, the short-run Phillips curves are derived

graphically from the WS and PS curves in exactly the same way as in the closed economy.

The WS — PS intersection defines the ERU curve, which is vertical in the real exchange

rate—output diagram at ye.10 For reasons that will become clear, we use the log ofthe real

exchange rate rather than its level on the vertical axis in Fig. 9.5. We use q to denote the

natural logarithm of Q—i.e. q E log Q. We can write the ERU curve as:

y 2 Ye(ZWa ZP)7
(ERU CUI'Ve)

where 2‘” is the set of supply—side factors that shift the WS curve such as unionization, labour

market regulations and unemployment benefits. 2" is the set of factors that shifts the PS

curve, such as the tax rate, the level of technology (i.e. labour productivity) and the degree

10 In the next chapter, we shall see why the ERU may be downward sloping.
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of product market competition. As we saw in Chapter 2, for example, a rise in unionization

shiftsthe WS curve upwards and reduces equilibrium output. In the open economy diagram,

this is represented by a leftward shift in the vertical ERU curve to the new lower level of

equilibrium output.

The ERU curve is defined as the combinations of the real exchange rate and output at which

the wage-setting real wage is equal to the price-setting real wage. At any point on the ERU

curve, inflation is constant.

9.2.3 AD curve

The AD curve incorporates the demand side and the UIP condition in the medium—run

equilibrium. To derive the AD curve, we use the version ofthe IS curve introduced in Chapter

3. This formulation captures the fact that aggregate demand responds negatively to the real

interest rate (r) and positively to a depreciation in the real exchange rate (q), both with a one

period lag. Hence

y: = A: - arr—1 + qu. (open economy IS curve)

whereA includes the multiplier and demand shift variables in the open economy, such as

world trade, as well as government spending (G) and the variables that shift the consumption

and investment functions such as wealth and Tobin's Q. The open economy IS curve is

discussed in detail in the next chapter.

The second step in deriving the AD curve is to incorporate financial integration. In medium-

run equilibrium, the real exchange rate is constant and equal to its expected value. We shall

see that this implies that r = r*. We are considering a small open economy, which cannot

affect the world real interest rate. To see why r = r* in a medium-run equilibrium, we begin

by recalling the UIP condition:

i, — i“ = log e5“ — log 9,. (UIP condition)

From this, we know that forthe nominal exchange rate to be unchanged (i.e. log ef+1 = log e),

then i, = i‘. We can derive the UIP condition in terms of the real rather than the nominal

exchange rate (see Section 9.5.1 of the Appendix for the derivation):

r, — r" = qf+1 — Qt- (real UIP condition)

The real UIP condition says that if home’s real interest rate is higher than the world's, then

its real exchange rate is expected to depreciate. Since for a medium-run equilibrium, we

require the real exchange rate to be constant, i.e. that the actual real exchange rate is at

its expected level, then it is also the case that r = r*. This produces the aggregate demand

equation:

y = A — ar“ + bq. (AD curve, r = r*)

Note, there are no time subscripts on the equation for the AD curve, because to be on the

AD curve, r has to be equal to r" and the real exchange rate must be constant. The AD curve

is upward sloping in the exchange rate—output space (as shown in Fig. 9.6). This means a

more depreciated exchange rate is associated with a higher level of output.
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Figure 9.6 What determines the medium-run real exchange rate?

The AD curve shows the medium—run combinations of the real exchange rate, q, and level of

output, y, at which the goods market is in equilibrium with the real interest rate equal to the

world real interest rate (i.e. r = r*).

The medium-run model (AD-ERU model)

The basic medium—run model for analysis in the small open economy consists of:

o The demand side represented by the AD curve. On the AD curve, the goods market is

in equilibrium and r = r*.

o The supply side represented by the ERU curve. On the ERU curve inflation is

constant.

o in medium-run equilibrium, the economy is at the intersection of an AD curve with the

ERU curve: r = r*; y 2 ye; q = Z]; and inflation is constant. Being on the AD curve implies

that the real exchange rate is equal to its expected value and hence, constant; being on

the ERU curve means y = ye and hence, inflation is constant.

What determines the medium-run real exchange rate?

In modelling the UlP condition, exchange rate expectations played a key role. The AD—

ERU model helps to explain those expectations by showing how the real exchange rate is

determined in the medium—run equilibrium.
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Table 9.] Supply and demand shocks: implications for medium—run equilibrium.

 

 

 

Shock

Rise in productivity Fall in union bargaining Increase in autonomous

power consumption

Equlibnum unemployment l i no change

Real exchange rate deprecration depreciation appreciation

Rear wage T no change no change

 

Note: 1 meansthe variable is higher in the new medium—run equilibrium, t means it is lower and ’no change’ means it is

unchanged. We assume a flat PS curve throughout.

ln the closed economy, there is a new stabilizing real interest rate at medium-run equi—

librium following a permanent demand or supply shock. In the small open economy, the

real interest rate is pinned down by the world real interest rate in medium—run equilibrium

(i.e. r = r*) and it is therefore the real exchange rate that varies in response to demand and

supply shocks.

We assume the economy is initially at medium-run equilibrium on the AD and ERU curves,

and look at the implications for the real exchange rate of a supply shock and a demand

shock.

Asupply shock A positive supply shock such as awave of new technology raises productivity

and the PS shifts up (assuming it takes time for the change in trend productivity to make

its way into wage-setters’ behaviour). This shifts the ERU curve to the right. At the new

equilibrium, the real exchange rate has depreciated to q’. Equilibrium output is higher (see

point B in Fig. 9.6a). The intuition for this result is that for the level of output demanded to

increase to the higher equilibrium level, the real exchange rate must be depreciated. All the

other components of aggregate demand are unchanged.

Ademand shock A positive demand shock such as an investment boom shifts the AD curve

to the right and at the new equilibrium, there is an appreciated real exchange rate, a’ (point

B in Fig. 9.6b). Output is unchanged in the new equilibrium. In this case, an investment boom

raisesA in the AD equation; r” is fixed and therefore an appreciated real exchange rate is

required to reduce aggregate demand such at y = ye.

Table 9.1 compares the implications of a variety of permanent supply and demand shocks

for unemployment, the real exchange rate and real wages in the new constant inflation

equilibrium.

9.2.4 Stabilization under flexible exchange rates: 3-equation model

and RX curve

To model stabilization policy in the open economy, we use the AD — ERU model to char-

acterize the medium-run equilibrium and extend the 3-equation model to explain how the

central bank responds to a shock. To do this, we introduce a new curve, the RX curve, ex-

plained below, which gives the central bank’s best interest rate response taking into account

the reaction of the foreign exchange market.
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To simplify the modelling, we assume the central bank targets domestic inflation. In reality,

central banks target consumer price inflation, which includes the effect of changes in import

pnces

In the closed economy, the central bank minimizes its loss function, which expresses its

objective of keeping inflation close to target, NT, subject to the constraint from the supply

side, which is the Phillips curve (PC). This produces the monetary rule function (MR), which

pins down the best response output gap (y, — ye). This is in turn implemented through the

choice of the real interest rate (r) using the IS equation.

Why should openness of the economy affect the central bank‘s inflation targeting be-

haviour? The answer is that the central bank will need to take account of the forward-

looking behaviour in the foreign exchange market and the effect of changes in the exchange

rate on aggregate demand. The examples in Section 9.1 highlighted why the central bank

will need to build into its decision making the anticipation of the foreign exchange market

response.

in the open economy, the central bank minimizes its loss function, which just as in the

closed economy expresses its objective of keeping inflation close to its target, 7rT

l- = (y: - ye)2 + [3(m - 7152. (central bank loss function)

1. Subject to the constraint from the supply side, which (again,just as in the closed econ-

omy) is the adaptive expectations Phillips curve (PC),

at = 71,4 + ot(yt — ye). (Phillips curve, PC)

2. Again this produces the monetary rule function (MR), which pins down the best re-

sponse output gap (yr — ye),

(yr—Ye) = —01.5(7Tr — ”Tl- (monetary rule, MR)

3. But now this is implemented through the central bank's choice of r using the open

economy IS curve and taking account of the reaction of the forward-looking forex market,

yt = A — art_1 + bqt_1. (open economy i5 curve)

Earlier in the chapter, we introduced the UIP condition, which showed how the exchange

ratejumps in response to any news about home or foreign interest rates. When a shock hits

the economy, this is news and both the central bank and the foreign exchange market will

respond to it (see Fig. 9.7, starting at the top, for a summary of the dynamic adjustment of

the economy to an inflation shock).

Instead of adjusting back to equilibrium along the IS curve as in the closed economy,

the central bank will adjust along a flatter 'interest rate — exchange rate' curve called RX.

Smaller interest rate changes will be needed because the exchange rate channel operates

as well.
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Figure 9.7 Dynamic adjustment to an inflation shock under flexible exchange rates and inflation targeting.

9.2.5 Inflation shock: comparing closed and open economies

Thefirst step is to recall that a temporary inflation shock shifts the Phillips curve for one period.

The problem for the inflation—targeting central bank is to get inflation back to its target and

in order to do that, it must push output below and unemployment above equilibrium by

raising the interest rate. This is because of the persistence in the inflation process (indicated

by HM in the PC equation): once inflation has been pushed up by the shock, it is built in to

the behaviour of wage and price setters. For example, if food prices were pushed up by the

effects of a drought, wage setters will expect in the next round of wage setting to get a wage

increase that compensates them for the higher prices they face. In turn, firms will increase

their prices to maintain their profit margins in the face of higher labour costs. This feature of

inertia in wage and price setting means the central bank faces the constraint of the Phillips

curve indexed by the inflation shock even though the shock was a temporary one.

Once inflation is back at target, the economy will be back at the initial equilibrium.

This means that in the AD — ERU model the new equilibrium coincides with the initial

equilibrium—Le. there is no change in the medium—run equilibrium real exchange rate.

A good way of introducing the open economy aspects of the problem faced by the central

bank is to make a direct comparison with the closed economy. Figure 9.8 shows the IS and

Phillips curve diagrams for the cases ofthe open and closed economies following an inflation

shock.

Closed economy

Figure 9.8a (the left-hand panel of Fig. 9.8), shows the adjustment of a closed economy to a

temporary inflation shock, repeating the analysis from Chapter 3.
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Figure 9.8 Inflation shock: closed and open economies.

Period 0 The economy starts at A—the central bank’s bliss point. The economy is hit by an

inflation shock which shifts the PC to PC(inflation shock) and the economy moves fromAto

B. Point B is not on the central bank’s MR curve. The central bank forecasts the PC in the next

period. This is PC(7-r1E = no). Faced with this PC, the central bank would like to locate at point

C, back on their MR curve. They therefore set the interest rate at re. The interest rate can

only affect economic output with a one period lag, however, so the economy ends periodO

with inflation at no, output at ye and interest rates at r0.

Period 1 The new interest rate has had time to affect aggregate demand. The higher rate of

interest dampens investment. This reduces output and the economy moves to point C. with

output below equilibrium at y1 and inflation at 7T1- The central bank forecasts the PC inthe

next period. Based on last period’s inflation, the PC it faces is PC(7-r§ = In) and the central

bank would like to locate at point D. back on their MR curve. They therefore reduce the

interest rate to r1. The interest rate can only affect economic output with a one period lag

however, so the economy ends period 1 with inflation at ”1, output at yi and interest rates

at r1 .
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Period 2 onwards In period 2, the economy moves to point D, as the lower interest rate

stimulates demand. This increases output to y2 and inflation falls to Hz. The same process

now repeats itself until the economy is back at equilibrium at Z. The economy will move

gradually down the MR curve, as the central bank slowly adjusts the interest rate down from

r, to r5. The adjustment to the inflation shock ends when the economy is back at point Z,

with output at ye. inflation at n7 and the interest rate at r5.

Open economy: introducing the RX curve

Figure 9.8b shows the adjustment of a small open economy to a temporary inflation shock.

Period 0 The economy starts at A and the central bank’s reasoning is the same as in the

closed economy to locate its best response output gap at point C, on their MR curve. The

foreign exchange market foresees that the central bank will keep interest rates above world

interest rates for a number of periods in order to squeeze inflation out of the system. The

UIP condition implies this will cause an immediate appreciation of home’s currency, so that

it can depreciate for the whole period during which there is a positive interest differential

between home and foreign bonds. To get the economy back on the MR curve in the next

period, the central bank therefore sets the interest rate at r0 on the RX curve—taking into

account the appreciation in the exchange rate that will occur since the IS curve will shift to

the left to lS(qo). The interest rate and the exchange rate can only affect economic output

with a one period lag however, so the economy ends period 0 with inflation at 7T0. output at

ye, the interest rate at re and the exchange rate at qo.

Period 1 The new interest rate and exchange rate have had time to affect aggregate demand.

The higher rate of interest dampens investment and the appreciated exchange rate reduces

net exports. These forces combine to reduce output and the economy moves to point C,

with output below equilibrium at y1 and inflation at 7T1- The IS curve has shifted to the left

on account of the more appreciated exchange rate. The central bank forecasts the PC in

the next period, PC(7r§ = 711). Faced with this PC, the central bank would like to locate at

point D. back on their MR curve. In setting the interest rate, they again take into account the

response of the foreign exchange market. The central bank foresees that a depreciation of

the exchange rate will follow any reduction in the interest rate, as the UIP condition needs

to hold in every period. They therefore reduce the interest rate to r1 and the exchange rate

depreciates to qi (point D on the RX curve). The interest rate and the exchange rate can only

affect economic output with a one period lag however, so the economy ends period 1 with

inflation at 7!], output at yi , the interest rate at r1 and the exchange rate at q1.

Period 2 onwards In period 2, the economy moves to point D, as the lower interest rate

and depreciated exchange rate stimulate demand. This increases output to yz and inflation

falls to ”2. The is curve has shifted to the right (back towards the initial equilibrium), due to

the depreciation in the exchange rate. The economy is travelling down the curve labelled

RX curve, which is flatter than the IS curve. It shows the adjustment path of a small open

economy (with flexible exchange rates) after an economic shock. Along the RX curve the

UIP condition always holds—Le. it shows the central bank the interest rate to set to achieve
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a given output gap, taking into account the reaction of the forex market. The same process

now repeats itself until the economy is back at equilibrium at Z.

The adjustment from D to Z will take a number of periods. The IS curve will gradually shift

to the right and the economy will move gradually down the RX and MR curves, as the central

bank slowly adjusts the interest rate down from r1 to r‘ and the exchange rate depreciates

from q1 to a. The interest rate needs to be back at the world interest rate for there to be

no pressure on the exchange rate to change and for the economy to be in medium-run

equilibrium. The movements in r and q reinforce each other, causing output to rise slowly

from yz to ye and inflation to fall slowly from NZ to 717. The adjustment ends when the

economy is back at point 2, with output at ye. inflation at HT, the interest rate at r‘ and the

exchange rate at a.

To complete the discussion of the open economy adjustment, the bottom panel of Fig.

9.8b shows the AD — ERU diagram. In the case of an inflation shock, the positions oftheAD

and ERU curves are unaffected by the shock. For the whole of the adjustment process the

economy is to the left of the ERU curve and as we saw in Fig. 9.5, this leads to downwards

pressure on inflation. This causes inflation to fall until the economy is back at target inflation

and once again on the ERU curve in medium-run equilibrium. From the top panel,we know

that the real interest rate is above the world interest rate during the adjustment process. This

means the adjustment along the MR curve from C to Z will lie to the left of the AD curveas

shown in the bottom panel: at each level of q, r > r" so output is below the level shown by

the AD curve on which r = r*. The economy will only be back on the AD curve when it is

once more in medium-run equilibrium with r = r*.

Comparing the closed and open economy cases

There are clear differences between the closed and open economy adjustment paths in

Fig. 9.8:

1. The initial interest rate hike (to re) in response to the inflation shock is greater in the

closed economy. This is because the appreciation of the exchange rate shoulders some of

the burden of adjustment in the open economy.

2. The IS curve shifts in each period in the open economy but remains fixed in the closed

economy. The open economy IS curve includes net exports, which are dampened by any

appreciation of the real exchange rate and boosted by any depreciation. Net exports are part

ofthe intercept term of the open economy [5 curve, so the IS curve shifts ifthe real exchange

rate changes. I n contrast, a change in the real interest rate causes a movement along the is

curve (in both the closed and open economies).

3. The closed economy moves along the IS curve on its path back to equilibrium. This

curve shows the interest rate the central bank must set to achieve their desired output gap

on the MR curve. The open economy moves along the flatter RX curve on its path back

to equilibrium. This curve shows the interest rate the central bank must set to achieve its

desired output gap, whilst also taking into account the response of the forex market to any

differential between home and world interest rates. The UIP condition holds at all points on

the RX curve.
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Figure 9.8 also highlights the important role played by expectations in the adjustment of

theeconomy to an inflation shock in an open economy. The adjustment process relies heavily

on the central bank and forex market foreseeing that a lengthy period with higher interest

rates will be required to reduce inflation to target (see the third step in the flow diagram

in Fig. 9.7). The central bank and foreign exchange market solve the dynamic adjustment

problem simultaneously using the same model, which is an example of rational expectations

modelling.

In Section 9.5.2 of the Appendix, we show in more detail how to calculate the initial

jump in the exchange rate and therefore how to derive the RX curve mathematically and

geometrically.

To use the RX curve, its key features are:

l. Itgoes through the intersection of r* and ye and therefore shifts only when either of these

changes.

2. Its slope reflects the interest and exchange rate sensitivity of aggregate demand, the

central bank's preferences and the slope of the Phillips curves:

(a) it is flatter than the IS curve;

(b) it is flatter, the flatter is the IS curve (i.e. when a is higher indicating higher interest

sensitivity of aggregate demand) and the higher is b (i.e. the more sensitive is aggregate

demand to the real exchange rate). When there is a larger aggregate demand response

to a given change in the interest rate or exchange rate (i.e. a higher a or b), the central

bank has to change the interest rate by less, ceteris paribus;

(c) it is flatter, the steeper is the MR curve (i.e. the lower is a, flatter Phillips curves; or the

lower is )3, steeper loss circles). For example, when the central bank is less 'hard-nosed'

the return to equilibrium following a shock will be slower and the central bank will

raise the interest rate by less.

The response of the economy and the central bank to an inflation shock in both a small

open economy with flexible exchange rates and a closed economy can be shown using

the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice webpage.‘1 Figure 9.9

shows the impulse response functions after the economy experiences a 2% inflation shock

in period five. We can see that the behaviour of inflation and GDP is the same in both cases,

which is analogous to the bottom panels being identical in Fig. 9.8. The key difference in the

H The impulse reponse functions shown in Fig. 9.9 show the effect of a 2% positive inflation shock. To

re-create these graphs, open the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlinsoskice and choose the closed economy version. Then take the following

steps:

(1) Click on the reset all shocks button on the left hand side of the main page. (2) Set a 2% positive infla-

tion shock and change the sensitivity of expenditure with respect to interest rate to 0.5. (3) Click on the

inflation, income and interest rates figures button on the left hand side to view the impulse response functions.

(4) Return to the main page and click on the save button on the left hand side. This will store these graphs in

memory. (5) Click the change to a different simulator version on the main page to switch to the open economy

(with flexible exchange rates) version of the simulator and then apply the same shock, remembering to adjust

the sensitivity of the exchange rate with respect to the real exchange rate to 1. (6) Save this data, then click on

the go to saved data button on the main page to compare the two scenarios.
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Figure 9.9 Macroeconomic simulator example—Impulse response functions after an inflation shock(in period

5) in a closed economy and a small open economy with flexible exchange rates.

impulse reponse functions is the behaviour of interest rates. In the closed economy case,

the central bank has had to raise the interest rate by more to stabilize the economy afterthe

inflation shock. This is because in the open economy, some Of the adjustment takes place

through an appreciation of the real exchange rate.

9.3 Applications

9.3.1 Demand and supply shocks: the 3-equation and AD-ERU models

As we have seen in the closed economy (Chapter 3), it is only necessary forthe central bankto

manage the adjustment of the economy to an aggregate demand shock when it is unableto

respond quickly enough to prevent any consequences ofthe shock for inflation from occuring.

If it could act quickly enough by changing the interest rate to offset the effect ofthe demand

shock on inflation, it could avoid the need to get the economy on to the MR curve.This isalso

the case in the open economy, where we have defined the IS curve such that output in periodt

depends on the real interest rate and the real exchange rate in period t — 1:

yt = A — art_1 + bq,_1. (open economy l5}

This IS curve assumes it takes one period for the decisions ofthe central bank and theforeign

exchange market to affect the real economy: a shock to yr cannot be offset by a change in
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Figure 9.10 Medium-run equilibrium: negative demand shock.

ror in the real exchange rate q within the period. The fact that interest rates typically affect

the economy with a lag is taken into account when monetary policy is formulated in the

UK. The Bank of England's mandate when making interest rate decisions is to target inflation

two years ahead. lfthe real economy responded immediately to changes in the real interest

rate and the real exchange rate, then the economy would return to equilibrium within the

period, there would be no chance for the output gap to affect inflation and no need for the

central bank to intervene to bring inflation back to target along the MR curve.

From Section 9.2.2 we know that demand and supply shocks change the medium—run

exchange rate. The first step is therefore to look at the implications of the demand (or

supply) shock for the medium—run equilibrium using the AD — ERU model (Fig. 9.10). As our

example, we take a permanent negative aggregate demand shock due, for example, to a fall

in investmentdemand, which reduces the term A in the AD equation (shown in Section 9.2.3).

This shock shifts the AD curve to AD’. Since we know that in the small open economy the

real interest rate in the new equilibrium is at the world real interest rate, it is clear that there

will be a depreciated real exchange rate in the new equilibrium: for output to be equal to ye,

higher net exports must offset the lower investment. This contrasts with the closed economy,

where a permanent negative demand shock implies a lower stabilizing real interest rate in

the new medium-run equilibrium.

Dynamic adjustment to the shock

Next, we analyse the dynamic adjustment of the economy to the shock using the 3—equation

model, as shown in Fig. 9.11:

Period 0 The economy starts at A—the central bank's bliss point. The economy is hit by

a negative permanent demand shock which shifts the IS curve to IS(A/,q). Output in the

economy falls to yo and inflation falls to no. The economy moves from A to B. Point B is not

on the central bank‘s MR curve. The central bank forecasts the PC in the next period. The

PC will move to PC(7r,E = 710) next period. Faced with this PC, the central bank would like

to locate at point C. back on their MR curve. At point C, output is above equilibrium, so

in order to reach this point, the central bank will need to reduce interest rates to stimulate

investment and boost output. The foreign exchange market foresees that the central bank

will keep interest rates below world interest rates for a number of periods in order to boost

demand and return inflation to target. The UIP condition implies this will cause an immediate
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Figure 9.11 Dynamic adjustment to a negative permanent demand shock.

depreciation of home’s currency, so that it can appreciate for the whole period where

home’s interest rates are below world rates. The central bank therefore sets the interest rate

at ro—taking into account the immediate depreciation in the exchange rate that will occur—to

get the economy back on the MR curve in the next period. The interest rate and the exchange

rate can only affect economic output with a one period lag however, so the economy ends

period 0 with inflation at no, output at yo, interest rate at re and exchange rate at qo.

Period 1 onwards The new interest rate and exchange rate have had time to affect aggregate

demand. The lower rate of interest boosts investment and the depreciated exchange rate

increases net exports. The economy moves to point C. with output above equilibrium atyr

and inflation at 711 . The IS curve has shifted to the right to IS(A/. qo) due to the depreciation of

the exchange rate. This is further to the right than the original IS curve. The adjustment process

from point C back to pointZ (not shown in the diagram) follows the process described foran

inflation shock in Section 9.2.5 and will take a number of periods. The I5 curve will gradually

shift to the left and the economy will move gradually up the RX and MR curves, as the central

bank slowly adjusts the interest rate up from r0 to r* and the exchange rate appreciates from

qo to 5/. The exchange rate appreciates from period 1 onwards to take account of the fact
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that home interest rates are below world interest rates. This ensures the UIP condition holds

in every period. The interest rate needs to be back at the world interest rate for there to

be no pressure on the exchange rate to change and for the economy to be in medium-run

equilibrium. Adjustment to the demand shock ends when the economy is back at point Z.

with output at ye, inflation at 717, the interest rate at r* and the exchange rate at 5/.

lnthe new medium-run equilibrium, the IS curve is indexed by lower autonomous demand

(asa result of the permanent negative demand shock) and a depreciated real exchange rate

(i.e. lS(A’. 51)). This is because the permanent fall in autonomous demand needs to be offset

by higher net exports for the economy to return to equilibrium output after the shock.

The bottom panel of Fig. 911 shows the AD — ERU diagram. A permanent negative

demand shock causes a leftward shift of the AD curve. The arrows plot the adjustment

path ofthe economy. They show that the initial depreciation ofthe real exchange rate (from

qto qo) was greater than the equilibrium depreciation (from a to W). The label (9 on the

AD — ERU diagram shows the difference between the initial and equilibrium movements in

the real exchange rate, which is referred to as real exchange rate overshooting. We discuss

real and nominal exchange rate overshooting in Section 9.3.2.

At point C on the AD — ERU diagram, the exchange rate is qo and is expected to appreciate

back to 5/: this is just what we would expect, given that during the period of expected

appreciation, home's interest rate is below the world interest rate. Holders of home bonds

are losing out in terms of the interest return on home bonds, but are gaining from the

expected appreciation of home’s exchange rate.

ltis important to note that point C is not on the newAD curve, because at this point home’s

interest rate is below the world interest rate (r must be below r* to produce the desired boost

to demand to offset the shock, whereas r must equal r* to be on the AD curve). Since r < r*,

y must be greater than it is on the AD(r = r*)’ line because the lower r will stimulate higher

interest-sensitive spending. Hence, point C is to the right of AD’.

Summing up

The examples of an inflation shock (as shown in Section 9.2.5) and an aggregate demand

shock (as shown in this section) highlight the similarities and differences between the way

the 3-equation model works in the closed and open economies. The analysis of a supply

shock is left as an exercise. Remember that in the case of a supply shock, the ERU curve will

shift. In the AD — ERU diagram, there will be a new equilibrium real exchange rate and a

new equilibrium output level.just as in the closed economy, a supply shock means the MR

curve and the Phillips curves shift. In the open economy, the RX curve will shift to intersect

the new equilibrium output level and r*.

The new element in the open economy is the way the behaviour of the foreign exchange

market interacts with that ofthe central bank. Table 9.2 contrasts the decision-making process

in the central bank and the foreign exchange market in the closed and open economies using

the example ofa permanent demand shock.

9.3.2 Exchange rate overshooting

Exchange rate overshooting refers to the phenomenon of the nominal and real exchange

ratejumping by more than the equilibrium adjustment in response to shocks. In the case of
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Table 9.2 Decision-making process of central bank and foreign exchange market after a permanent

demand shock.

 

 

Period Closed economy Small open economy

0 CB works out stabilizing interest rate CB and forex market work out real exchange rate in the new

in the new equilibrium, r5. equilibrium, (‘7; r = r‘. Use AD-ERU model.

CB works out implications of the shock for the Phillips curve and for its

choice of output in period one on the MR curve.

CB and forex market work out the path over time ofthe CBS

deSIred output level along the MR to the new equilibrium

CB sets ro usingthe IS curve to achieve CB sets r0 usmg the RX curve to achieve its desired output

its desired output gap in the next gap in the next qjumps to qo, as the forex market take

period. advantage of the arbitrage opportunities brought about

by the interest rate differential. Both parties take into account

the response of the other when formulating their best

response.

1 r0 affects the real economy, shifting ro and q0 affect the real economy. This shifts output to y1 on

output to y1, which is on the MR the MR curve, which minimizes the CBS loss function. The

curve and minimizes the CBS loss (5 curve shifts as the real exchange rate affects demand for

function. net exports.

2+ CB adjusts r to move economy along CB adjusts r (and forex market adjusts q) to move economy

MR (and IS) to equilibrium. along MR (and RX) to eqwlibrium.

 

an inflation shock, there is no change in the equilibrium real exchange rate, which means

that all of the initial jump from a to qo, which shifts the IS curve to the left in Fig. 9.8, is real

exchange rate overshooting. In the case ofa permanent demand shock, the new equilibrium

real exchange rate is depreciated, but initially the depreciation overshoots this equilibrium

as shown in Fig. 9.11.

Overshooting is integral to the 3-equation model of inflation targeting. It exists because

of the combination of:

1. an internationally integrated financial market;

2. rational expectations in the foreign exchange market, which leads tojumps in the ex-

change rate; and

3. sluggish adjustment ofwages and prices in the economy, which requires the central bank

to keep the interest rate above (or below) the world interest rate until inflation returnsto

target.

When financial markets are integrated, the real UIP condition,

rt _ r* = qf+1 __ (7:,
(real UlP condition)

holds each period. When r > r*, the real exchange rate, q mustjump relative to its expected

value. The greater the cumulative deviation of home‘s interest rate is expected to be above

(e.g. in the case of a positive inflation shock) or below (e.g. in the case of a negative demand

shock or a positive supply shock) the world interest rate, the more the real exchange rate must
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overshoot initially in order that it can adjust back to the equilibrium exchange rate during the

period ofthe interest rate differential. Overshooting will be greater when shocks are larger.

We can define the equilibrium change as the difference in the real exchange rate between

the inital equilibrium and the new medium—run equilibrium. Hence the initial jump in the

exchange rate equals the equilibrium change plus the exchange rate overshooting. If the

interest rate differential was expected to prevail for just one year, the initial jump will be

[(r0 - r")+ equilibrium change]; if it is expected to prevail for three years, the initial jump

will be [(r0 — r‘) + (rl — r") + (r2 — r*)+ equilibrium change].12 In Section 9.3.1,we showed

exactly how the initial jump in q is determined in the case of inflation targeting, where the

interest rate is gradually adjusted back to the world interest rate. This is shown by point C on

the RX curve in Fig. 9.11,

Although exchange rate overshooting is an integral part of the modern modelling of

a flexible exchange rate economy, this was not always the case. The German-American

economist Rudiger Dornbusch developed the theory of exchange rate overshooting as a

way of explaining the volatility of exchange rates following the end of the Bretton Woods

system of fixed exchange rates at the end of the 19605.13 The idea of overshooting centres

on the fact that the exchange rate is a variable that can jump easily—as we discussed when

introducingthe UIP condition in Section 9.1 , within seconds ofnews arriving that changes the

views oftraders about the future, transactions take place and the exchange ratejumps. This

isalso true ofthe prices of other financial assets like shares and bonds. By contrast, the prices

ofmost goods and services, and of labour, do notjump. Only the prices of goods that are

homogeneous and traded on commodity exchanges, such as oil and wheat, behave like those

offinancial assets. It is the interaction of prices thatjump with those that do not that produces

exchange rate overshooting. It is because prices and wages do not change immediately to

wipe out an inflation shock and return the economy to target inflation, or change to bring

about the new equilibrium exchange rate to wipe out an aggregate demand shock, that

overshooting occurs.

Box 9.1 Dornbusch overshooting and the Thatcher recession

In 1979, Margaret Thatcher became Prime Minister of the UK and her government introduced an

anti-inflationary monetary policy referred to as the Medium-Term Financial Strategy. Prime Minister

Thatcher announced a reduction in the growth of the money supply with the objective of reducing

inflation. Theory suggests that if no overshooting takes place, then a 10% reduction in the money supply

produces a 10% fall in prices and output would remain unchanged. The nominal exchange rate would

appreciate by 10%, leaving the real exchange rate unchanged.

l2 For example: (r0 -— r*) + (r1 — r*) + (r2 — r*) = (5’ — qo). Add (E —§’) to both sides:

(r0 —r*i+<r, — r*) + (r2 ~ r*) + (a — a’) (a — qo).

equilibrium initialjump

change

B The initial model of overshooting was developed by Rudiger Dornbusch (1976). For a very readable intro—

duction to the Dornbusch model, see Rogoff (2002), who also describes the atmosphere in Dornbusch's PhD

class at MIT when he first explained the model.
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Dornbusch pointed out that if the foreign exchange market expects that a period with output

below its equilibrium level is required to bring prices down, then they will also expect a prolonged

period where real interest rates will remain high. This is because the central bank is expected to keep

nominal interest rates high until they can see evidence that prices are adjusting downwards. The

expectation of higher interest rates leads to an immediate appreciation of home's real exchange rate

(i.e. overshooting of the real as well as the nominal exchange rate since the nominal exchange rate

appreciates by more than 10%).

Applying this to the Thatcher case, an announcement of a lower money supply growth rate did not

produce an immediate fall in inflation. In anticipation that a period of high interest rates was needed

to push up unemployment and squeeze inflation out of the system, the UK pound appreciated sharply

following the announcement of the tight money policy in 1979. Unemployment rose as a consequence

of the appreciated real exchange rate and the higher real interest rates. The fall in inflation followed the

rise in unemployment. Figure 9.12 shows the path of the real and nominal exchange rates,

unemployment and inflation over the Thatcher period. Although some of the exchange rate

appreciation was attributable to the discovery of North Sea oil, exchange rate overshooting in

response to the tight monetary policy was an important part of the story. Exchange rate overshooting

was viewed as having led to lasting damage to the UK’s manufacturing industry.
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Figure 9.12 UK nominal and real effective exchange rate indices (1990 = 100): 1975-1991 (upper panel) and

UK unemployment and inflation: 1975—1991 (lower panel).

Note: An increase in the effective exchange rate indices represents an appreciation.

Source: Bank of England; lMF International Financial Statistics; UK Office of National Statistics (data accessed October

2011).
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Figure 9.13 Real and nominal exchange rate paths following an inflation shock.

 

What determines the behaviour of the nominal exchange rate?

Ourdiscussion of the 3—equation model to this point has been in terms of the real exchange

rate-after all, it is the real exchange rate that affects aggregate demand and output, so that

is the focus of attention ofthe central bank and the foreign exchange market in making their

calculations. This is exactly the same logic as the focus on the choice of the real interest rate

in the closed economy. However, it is interesting to know how the behaviour of the nominal

exchange rate fits into the picture.

In Section 9.2.1, we used the UIP condition to see how the nominal exchange rate moved

in response to a change in the home or world nominal interest rate, and in response to a

change in the expected exchange rate. In the 3-equation model, the same logic is at work.

However, we now have a full model of what determines the expected real exchange rate

and what determines any gap between home and world real interest rates. This means that

rational expectations in the foreign exchange market are oriented to producing thejump in

the nominal exchange rate that is implied by solving the model.

It is useful to look at a particular example to understand the evolution of the nominal

exchange rate. We take the case of an inflation shock. Looking back at Fig. 9.8b, we can

see that the behaviour of domestic inflation is determined entirely by the Phillips curve and

monetary rule mechanisms (in the middle panel). Since the model pins down how the real

exchange rate (in conjunction with the central bank’s monetary policy rule) must respond

to the inflation shock, the behaviour of the nominal exchange rate is a residual. This follows

from the definition of the real exchange rate: Q E ¥. Since we know that P" is exogenous

to the small open economy because it is set in the rest of the world, and P and Q are pinned

down by the inflation shock and the best response policy rule, it follows that the nominal

exchange rate e isjust the residual.

Let us look at an example. Figure 9.13 shows the stylized paths of the domestic price level

and the nominal and real exchange rates following an inflation shock using index numbers

for each variable set initially at 100. For simplicity, we assume the inflation target and world
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inflation are both zero. With a target of zero inflation, the price level is therefore constant in

medium-run equilibrium.

Following the inflation shock (say of 2%), the price leveljumps from 100 to 102, and since

home’s inflation is higher than world inflation on the path back to target inflation, home's

price level continues to rise until the medium-run equilibrium is reached (e.g. ata level of

107). The real exchange rate appreciates immediately and depreciates back to its initial level

along the path to the medium-run equilibrium.

The nominal exchange rate depreciates more rapidly than the real exchange rate along

the path to the medium-run equilibrium. At medium-run equilibrium, the price level has

risen by 7% and the nominal exchange rate has depreciated by 7% relative to their starting

levels: the real exchange rate is therefore back at its initial level. This reflects the fact thatan

inflation shock does not change the medium-run real exchange rate.

Two features of the response of the nominal exchange rate are worth pointing out. The

first is that the initial nominal appreciation in period 0 is less than the real appreciation

because part of the required real appreciation takes place through the initial inflation shock

(and foreign exchange operators can work this out).M The second relates to the path back

to equilibrium (from point B to Z in Fig. 9.8). In this phase, it is clear that home’s inflation

(although falling) is above world inflation, which would by itself imply an appreciating real

exchange rate. However, the real exchange rate must be depreciating for two reasons:

1. in order to push the IS curve back to equilibrium (i.e. to the right); and

2. because home’s real interest rate is above the world's, i.e. r > r". The gains from holding

home bonds must be offset by the expected real exchange rate loss.

This accounts for the extent of the nominal depreciation, which outstrips the real depre-

ciation, along the path back to equilibrium.

9.3.3 Exchange rate volatility

In this chapter, we have used the open economy AD — ERU model to show that adjust-

ment to demand and supply shocks requires changes in the real exchange rate. Underflex-

ible exchange rates, the 3-equation model tells us that real and nominal exchange rate

overshooting are an integral part of the adjustment process. Stabilization of shocks is

successful under inflation targeting, but it is necessarily accompanied by exchange rate

overshooting.

To this point, we have ignored an important characteristic of the foreign exchange market:

its ability to generate shocks. Like other financial markets (see Chapters 1, 4 and 6), the

foreign exchange market is subject to panics, waves of optimism and pessimism, and to

herd and bandwagon effects. This means that the exchange rate can move—not in response

to the mechanisms discussed in this chapter arising from shocks that shift the equilibrium

real exchange rate and the overshooting that accompanies the adjustment to shocks—but

because of changes in sentiment in the market.

H
. . . l .

14 It can be useful here to rearrange the definition of the real exchange rate to e = f to think about how

changes in Q and P affect the nominal exchange rate.
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An example occurred in 2011 as the Eurozone crisis took hold and growth prospects in

the USA weakened. The Swiss franc became a 'safe haven’ currency. The Swiss National Bank

(SNB) was alarmed at the extent of the inflow of foreign currency and the appreciation ofthe

franc, which was making its manufacturing sector uncompetitive. On September 6th 2011,

the SNB took the extremely unusual step of announcing it would buy unlimited quantities of

euros to weaken the franc. This amounted to the attempt to fix or peg the exchange rate to

the euro. The threat was credible in the market and the pressure shifted to other currencies,

creating potential distortions elsewhere in the world.

In Sections 9.3.2 and 9.33, we highlighted two features of flexible exchange rate regimes

in highly integrated financial markets that complicate efficient resource allocation decisions

by households and firms:

1. the presence of exchange rate overshooting due to sluggish adjustment of wages and

prices; and

2. the noise arising from unpredictable and uncontrollable features of forex market.

In Chapter 12, we return to the discussion ofthe merits ofdifferent exchange rate regimes

when we analyse the Eu rozone.

9.4 Conclusions

This chapter has set out the basic framework for analysing economic shocks in the open

economy. The framework has two key components; the AD — ERU model, which deter—

mines medium-run equilibrium and the dynamic open economy 3-equation model, which

shows how the central bank stabilizes the economy after an economic shock. The latter

model extends the core closed economy 3—equation model of Chapter 3 by opening up

the economy to international trade and capital flows. This requires the introduction of the

foreign exchange market. In particular, we focus on the the behaviour of investors engaged

in arbitrage between the bonds issued by different governments.

The open economy framework can be utilized to answer pertinent questions about eco-

nomic policy and macroeconomic fluctuations in small open economies with flexible ex-

change rates:

I. What are the key features of the foreign exchange market? How do exchange rates

respond to changes in interest rates? In an economy open to international capital flows,

households have the option of holding both home and foreign bonds. Assuming there is

no difference in default risk between the bonds issued by different governments, the only

difference between these bonds is their expected return, which depends on the interest rate

and any expected movements in the exchange rate. Households use sophisticated agents (e.g.

pension funds) to allocate their investments between home and foreign bonds. These agents

buy and sell foreign exchange and are assumed to be both forward looking and rational.

Investors see that they can profit from arbitrage opportunities when there is an interest

rate differential between home and foreign bonds. Arbitrage means that a movement into

home bonds (e.g. as a result of a positive interest differential) causes home's currency to

immediately appreciate, so that it can depreciate over the period of the differential. This
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exchange rate response wipes out any potential gain from holding home bonds overforeign

bonds. The relationship between the interest rate differential and the expected change in

exchange rates is captured by the UIP condition.

2. How does the central bank's response to economic shocks compare in the closed

and open economies? In the closed economy, the central bank responds to economic

shocks by adjusting the interest rate. In the open economy, the central bank must also

take into account the reaction of the forex market to any change in interest rates. The central

bank and bond investors using the foreign exchange market are rational fonNard-looking

agents who act simultaneously to solve the model after an economic shock. For example,

if the central bank raises the home interest rate to squeeze an inflation shock out of the

system, then the foreign exchange market will buy home bonds causing the currency to

appreciate. This will dampen demand by reducing net exports. We can see from this ex-

ample that the central bank does not have to change interest rates as much in response to

shocks in the open economy, as some adjustment will occur through the real exchange rate

channeL

3. How can the open economy model developed in this chapter shed light on the phe-

nomenon of exchange rate overshooting? The overshooting of the exchange rate occurs

when the initialjump in the exchange rate as the result of an economic shock is largerthan

the equilibrium change. This takes place in the model due to our assumption that thereare

rational expectations in the foreign exchange market, but that wages and prices are slug-

gish to adjust. The persistence of inflation in our model requires interest rates to diverge

from world interest rates for a number of periods after a shock. The rational forex market

responds to the interest differential and the exchange rate jumps. The exchange rate then

slowly adjusts to equilibrium whilst the differential remains. Overshooting can have long

term effects. For example, the over—appreciation of the exchange rate that accompanied the

Thatcher disinflation in the UK in the 19805 is said to have done permanent damage to the

UK manufacturing sector.

The next chapter looks more closely at the demand and supply sides in the open economy,

providing the counterpart to the closed economy discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. Chapterll

analyses the impact of oil price shocks and show how imbalances can occur between open

economies even when inflation is low and stable. We end our analysis ofthe open economy

by looking at the economics of the Eurozone in Chapter 12.

9.5 Appendix

9.5.1 Deriving the real UIP condition

The first step is to add —nf+1 + 71:}; onto both sides of the nominal UIP condition, which

gives:

- no: E *E _ E E *E

't —’ _ ”t+1 + ”1+1 — log et+1 _ log at _ ”t-H + ”t+1- (91)

If we now use the Fisher equation (i.e. i = r + 715), then the left hand side ofthe equation

becomes r, — r*.
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in addition, if we recall that Q 2 ¥ and that log Q = q, then using the properties of logs

we can express the log of the real exchange rate (q) as:

q = log P‘ + log 2 — log P. (9.2)

We also know that the difference between a log variable at time t+l and time t is

approximately equal tothe growth rate ofthe underlying variable between those two periods,

which means that:

NEH = log Pf+1 — log P,. (9.3)

This is because inflation is defined as the growth rate of the price level. If we substitute

back into Equation 9.1 then this gives us the real UIP condition,

it — i‘ — 755+] + nfil = log ef+1 — log e, — (log Pf+1 — log Pt) + (log P2251 — log Pf) (9.4)

rt — r* = (log P351 + log ef+1 — log Pf“) — (log P: + log et — log Pt)

rt — r‘ = qu — qt. (real UIP condition)

9.5.2 The 3-equation model in more detail

In Section 9.2.4, we showed graphically how the openness of the economy affects the policy

ofan inflation-targeting central bank. In this Appendix, we set out more carefully how the

model works. In particular, we show how rational expectations and arbitrage (captured by

the UIP condition) in the foreign exchange market allow us to pin down precisely the interest

and exchange rate responses to different shocks.15

it is convenient to repeat the equations for the structu re of the economy, because it helps

to clarify the origins of the parameters that will be used to derive the RX curve.

We begin with the Phillips curve and the monetary rule equations, which under the as-

sumption ofdomestic inflation targeting, are the same as in the closed economy. This means

the same methodology as Chapter 3 is used here to derive the MR curve.

Persistence in the inflation process is reflected in the Phillips curve, which is:

m 2 71,4 + «(yr — ye). (Phillips curve, PC)

As in Chapter 3, the central bank is modelled as operating under discretion. Each period it

minimizes a loss function:

L=( r - Ye)2 + (3(7T: — TIT)2. (central bank loss function)

where )8 > 1 characterizes a central bank that places less weight on output fluctuations than

on deviations in inflation, and vice versa. The central bank optimizes by minimizing its loss

function subject to the Phillips curve. This produces the monetary rule equation (the MR

curve), which is the same as in the closed economy:

(yr-ye) = ‘afiUTr — HT) (monetary rule, MR)

15 This section uses the formula for the sum of an infinite series, which is set out in full in Chapter 1.
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Figure 9.14 The 3—equation open economy model.

The demand side of the economy is represented by the open economy IS curve, which

captures the fact that demand responds negatively to the real interest rate and positively to

a depreciation in the real exchange rate, q:

y, = A — arH + qu. (open economy IS curve)

The dynamics of the adjustment of the economy to a shock depend on the same aspects

of the economy as in the closed economy. The additional open economy factors are the

responsiveness of aggregate demand to the real exchange rate, b and the real UIP condition:

r, — r* = qf+1 — qt. (real UIP condition)

The real UIP condition says that any positive (negative) real interest differential will be

matched by an expected depreciation (appreciation) in the real exchange rate.

Figure 9.14 shows where the different structural parameters fit into the open economy

model. In Chapter 3, we showed how the different parameters affect the curves underlying

the core closed economy 3—equation model. In Fig. 9.1 4, we can see wherethe open economy

elements fit in: the lower panel is exactly the same as in the closed economy. In the IS panel,

the IS will shift by more in response to a given change in the real exchange rate ifb is larger:

this flattens the RX curve and implies that a smaller rise in the interest rate is necessary to

achieve a given output level on the MR curve.

Deriving the RX curve

In order to pin down the interest rate that the central bank needs to set once a shock has

been observed, we make the following assumptions about the agents in the model:
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o fon/vard looking with rational expectations: central bank, which targets domestic inflation,

and foreign exchange market;

o backward looking: private sector as represented by IS and PC curves.

We break the problem into the following steps:

1. From these assumptions, we know we can use the same PC — MR diagram as for the

closed economy. But to translate the chosen output gap from the MR line into the cen—

tral bank's interest rate decision in the IS diagram, we must derive the RX line, which will

incorporate the real UIP condition.

2. The key to understanding how the central bank and foreign exchange market solve the

model is encapsulated in the RX line. For a period during which the economy moves down

the MR back to equilibrium r > r‘, and we know from the real UIP condition that it must

be the case that the real exchange rate is expected to depreciate. Hence, the forex market

and the central bank work out that there must be an initial jump appreciation of the real

exchange rate so that it can depreciate in every period as the economy moves down the MR

during which r > r". Thisjump appreciation in q causes an initial shift in the IS curve to the

left. Hence the central bank's desired output gap in the first period after the shock is achieved

bya combination of a shift of the IS (l q; i.e. appreciation) and the usual closed economy

mechanism ofa shift to the left along the IS (T r).

3. If we assume that Z (n — r‘) > 0 then q needs to immediately appreciate to q0 such

(:0

that Z (r, — r") = a — qo so that the expected depreciation from holding £ bonds over the

1—0

whole adjustment period to the new equilibrium exactly balances the interest rate gain.

fi— q0 is referred to as 'overshooting’. If the initial equilibrium exchange rate (and the initial

00

actual exchange rate before thejump to q) is a’ then it is still true that Z (rt — r*) = a — qo.

z=o

But we can see the size of the initial jump by expanding the RHS:

2U, — r*) = q — q0 = (a — a’) + (5' — qo) = eqm A in q + initialjump. (9.5)

[:0

If the equilibrium q appreciates (as in a positive permanent demand shock), then

E’ — q0 = (a — qo) — (a — 5') > (c7 — qo) so the initial appreciation is greater than the sub—

sequent depreciation.

4. The deviations in the rate of interest from its equilibrium value will decline at a constant

rate and at the same rate at which the output gap declines on the path down the MR. Call

this rate (1 — A). It reflects the CB preferences ()3) and the constraint it faces, i.e. the slope of

the Phillips curve, 01.16 The rate of decline is (T — A) = T — 14:7»‘3 and is lower, the lower are

a orfi and hence, the steeper is the MR. Therefore, (n+1 — r*) = Mn — r*) and we can write

the left hand side of Equation 9.5 as:

16 To see how (1 — A) is derived and why it must be the case that the rate of interest will decline at the same

rate as the output gap declines then refer to Section 9.5.3 of the Appendix,
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00

 

 

:0: —r*)= (ro —r*)[l +A+A2+A3 + ..] = (r0 —r l. (95)

t=0 (1 — A)

lfwe now substitute Equation 9.6 into Equation 9.5,

(r0 — r*) —
= — 9.7

we know the relationship between the initial rise in r and in q.17

5. We can now work out the initial r0 set by the central bank, once we know its chosen

output gap: (y, — ye), which is found by using the Phillips curve and the MR. exactlyas it

was in the closed economy. The way to think about how the desired output gap in the open

economy is achieved by the policy response is that it consists of two parts: one due to the

appreciation of q and the other due to the rise in r. We can write this as:

yr - ye = -a(ro — r*) + b(qo — a). (9.8)

Now, we just substitute 9.7 into 9.8 to get an expression for r0 once the desired output gap

for period 'I is known: this is the interest rate the central bank sets in period 0:

 

yt — ye = _a(ro _ r*) + b(qo _ a) (99)

__ * (r0 _ r*)

——a(r0—r )—b((1 ~A))

= — (a + %) (r0 — r*). (RX equation)

Since a, b and A are all parameters and r* is a constant, once y1 is known, the central bank

can calculate r0. This is the RX equation. It is clear immediately from this equation thatthe

RX is flatter than the IS line: if we think of an increase in r above r‘, the RX equation tells us

that the fall in y below ye will be greater (since we multiply by (a + 1—3)) than is the caseon

the IS, when we multiply by a.

To find the interest rate r0 graphically, as shown in Fig. 9.15, we mark the desired output

gap, (y1 — ye) and then note that this can be broken into the two parts as shown in Equation

9.8. Once we find the length of b(qo — a), we know the horizontal shift ofthe IS, since thisshift

is caused by the appreciation. To find the length of b(qo — q), we note from the RX equation

that this is equal to — (fi) (r0 — r*),

btqo — a) = — (&) (r. — r*).

Rearranging gives (ro — r*) = — (1%)”) . b(qo _ 5).

Hence, if we draw a line from the point B with a slope of (l—g’l) to intersect the IS curve, this

will define a triangle with its base equal to b(qo — a) and its height equal to (r0 — r*). This pins

17 This relationship can be plotted in the r—q space. It is flatter than the -45° ofthe real UIP condition because

a larger initialjump in q is necessary when r varies from r* for more than one period.
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Figure 9.15 The geometry of the RX curve—example of a positive inflation shock.

down the shift in the IS and the interest rate the central bank sets. By drawing a line through

the period 0 interest rate at the central bank’s desired output gap and the initial equilibrium

(i.e. between point D and A), we have the path along which the interest rate will be adjusted

on the return to equilibrium. This is the RX curve. Section 9.5.4 provides more discussion of

the geometry of parameter changes in the RX diagram.

9.5.3 Derivation of (1 — x) and its properties

(i — A) represents the rate of decline of deviations of inflation from target and output from

equilibrium. It is derived from the equations for the Phillips curve and the monetary rule as

follows:

(It, — HT) = (m4 — HT) — a2fl(7r, — 7rT)

M_;= A _ 21
(71:4 —7TT) _ 1 +0213 — _ Yt—1_)’e'

In the previous section of the Appendix, we stated that it must be the case that the rate

of interest will decline at a constant rate and at the same rate at which the output gap

declines on the path down the MR. lfyou want to see why this is true, you can go through

the argument here. Let y, r and q be in deviation form (i.e. the deviation from ye, r* and

firespectively. Let r, = prm and yt = Ay,_1 along the best response adjustment path. We

show that p = A.

From the IS equation, ym = —ar, + bqt.
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9.5.4 Geometry of the RX curve: varying the parameters

The RX equation is

b *

Y1 — Ye = — a +m (r0 — r )« (RX equation)

where

A _ 1

_ 1 +012}?-

One way of developing an intuitive understanding of the effect of parameter changes on

the central bank’s best response to shocks in the open economy is to conduct experiments

of varying the parameters. Variations in a and b, the coefficients in the IS curve, have sim-

ple graphical representations: an increase in a means that interest-sensitive expenditure

responds more to changes in the interest rate, and the IS curve is flatter. This has the effectof

reducing the interest rate and exchange rate responses, and a larger share ofthe outputgapis

accounted for by the interest rate component (which increases from (r0 — r") to —a (r, — r*)).

The RX curve is flatter.

If b increases, aggregate demand is more sensitive to changes in the real exchange rate.

Geometrically, the line with slope (1%) becomes flatter. This lowers the initial interest rate

chosen by the central bank and the associated exchange rate appreciation, and increases

the share of the output gap accounted for by the exchange rate component. The RX curve is

flatter.

Ifa or [3 decrease, then the MR curve is steeper. This means a lower (1 — A) and aslower

rate of decline of the output gaps on the path back to equilibrium. For example, the central

bank’s preferences are weighted less strongly toward reducing inflation—it is a 'wetter’ central

bank. In the RX equation, a slower rate of decline of the output gap has the same effecton

the slope of the RX as a rise in b: i.e. it makes the RX flatter. If we compare two economies

identical in every way except that the first has a less hard—nosed central bank (lower )3), then

in the face of the same inflation shock, the first will be observed to have a smalleroutput gap

and a lower interest rate.
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9.6 Questions

9.6.1 Checklist questions

1. Use a WP diagram to illustrate the following cases. Discuss the adjustment process in each

case and show how it relates to the UIP equation.

(a) Home’s interest rate falls below the world interest rate for one period.

(b) The world interest rate increases for one period and the home economy raises their

interest rate in line.

(c) The foreign exchange market changes their expectation of the exchange rate in a year's

time to a more depreciated exchange rate.

[
\
J

Answer the following questions about the supply and demand sides in the medium-run

model:

(a) What does the ERU curve represent? What would happen to the ERU curve if unemploy-

ment benefits were raised? What would you expect to happen to inflation?

(b) What does the AD curve represent? Derive the AD curve graphically from the IS curve.

[Hint draw the IS diagram below the AD diagram and think about how changes in the

real exchange rate affect the IS curve. To derive the AD, map the combinations ofq and

y on each IS curve at r = r‘.)

(c) How does a rise in the world real interest rate affect the AD curve? What is the effect on

the medium-run real exchange rate?

u
s
;

. What conditions need to hold for a small open economy to be in medium-run equilibrium?

A . In a small open economy, is a negative supply shock or a negative demand shock more

damaging for medium-run output? Explain in words and use AD — ERU diagrams to back up

your argument. Describe the effects on the real wage, unemployment and the real exchange

rate in medium-run equilibrium of an increase in unemployment benefits.

U
1

. Use the 3-equation open economy model to answer the following questions:

(a) Explain what the following statement means: 'after a demand shock in a small open

economy, the exchange rate often overshoots’. Use an AD — ERU diagram to help explain

your answer.

(b) What causes exchange rate overshooting?

(c) What problems, if any, would you expect exchange rate overshooting to cause?

(d) How could you modify the 3—equation open economy model so that exchange rate

overshooting does not occur? Explain in words.

6. is the following statement true or false? Explain your answer. 'Central banks have to be more

aggressive when making interest rate changes in the open economy because the IS curve is

steeper than in the closed economy.’

7. Consider a large negative demand shock that hits two small economies. The economies are

identical except that one is closed and the other is open. Answer the following:

(a) Briefly explain how a large negative demand shock can lead to a deflation trap.

(b) Which of the economies is more likely to fall into a deflation trap following the shock?

Justify your answer.
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(c) Whatinitial conditions would make it likelythat both economies would fall intoadeflation

trap?

. Compare the decision making process taken by the central bank (and forex market in the

open economy) in a closed and open economy after a permanent positive supply shock.

Create a table similar to Table 9.2. How does the real interest rate in the new medium-run

equilibrium compare in the two cases?

. Explain what is meant by this statement: 'The behaviour of the nominal exchange rate inthe

model is a residual’.

10. This question uses material from Sections 9.5.2 and 9.5.4 of the Appendix. Fora benchmark

case, draw the PC — MR and the IS — RX diagrams after an inflation shock. Now increase the

interest sensitivity of aggregate demand (Le. a) and redraw the graphs. What has happened

to ro and qo? Explain your results.

9.6.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. ’Following an announcement from the Riksbank (the Swedish central bank) of an interest rate

increase, an immediate depreciation of the Krona was observed'. How can you explain this

outcome? In your answer explain the economics ofthe UIP condition. Summarize yourfindings

highlighting the role played by expectations and communication by the central bank. You are

advised to take the following steps and in each case to draw a UIP diagram:

(a) Show the 'normal case' in which the central bank announcement is followed by an imme-

diate appreciation of the Krona.

(b) Suppose the rise in the interest rate had been widely expected in financial markets. Show

in the UIP diagram that there would be no immediate change in the exchange rate when

the Riksbank made its announcement.

(c) Finally, show how an immediate depreciation in the Krona can be explained.

. The Bank of England keeps a directory of the minutes from the monthly meetings of their

Monetary Policy Committee online:

(http://www.ban kofengland.co.uk/monetarypolicy/pages/decisions/decisions.apx)

(a) Picka period following a shock such as after September 1 i th 2001 orfollowingthe 2008-09

financial crisis, and see how the Bank of England comments on the interaction between

the interest rates they set and the UK pound exchange rate. Are interest rate differentials

thought to be causing movements in the exchange rate? If not, then does the movement

of exchange rates invalidate the UIP condition?

(b) Find some news articles from the same period that talk about the reactions ofthe foreign

exchange market (useful sources for market news include the Financial Times, Reuters

and Bloomberg). Did the forex market anticipate changes in interest rates before they

happened? If so, were their predictions proved correct?

. Assume you are in a small open economy with flexible exchange rates. The economy experi-

ences a permanent positive demand shock.

(a) Draw the PC — MR, the IS — RX and the AD — ERU diagrams to help you explain the path

back to medium-run equilibrium.

(b) Draw a graph of the real exchange rate over time and give a brief explanation of its path.
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(c) How does the medium-run equilibrium vary from that which would occur in a closed

economy subjected to the same shock?

4. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlinsoskice to model supply—side reform in the open economy.

Start by opening the simulator and choosing the open economy (flexible exchange rate) ver-

sion. Then reset all shocks by clicking the appropriate button on the left hand side of the

main page. Use the simulator and the content of this chapter to work through the following

questions:

(a) Decide on a supply-side reform and describe briefly how it is modelled—Le. does it affect

the WS or PS? What effect does this have on the ERU curve?

(b) Apply a permanent 2% positive supply shock. (Note that a positive supply shock is one that

reduces equilibrium unemployment; raises equilibrium employment.)

(c) Use the impulse response functions from the simulator or from your sketches to help

explain the path of the economy following the above shock.

(d) Draw the IS — RX and PC — MR diagrams for this scenario. Draw the AD — ERU diagram

for this scenario. [Hint: the path of the key variables (output, inflation, real interest rate,

real exchange rate) will have to match the impulse response functions from the simulator.

Remember that whenever the central bank sets the interest rate different from r* to get the

economy on to the MR curve, the economy will be off the AD curve. Once the economy

is back at a MRE, then r = r‘ and the economy is, once again, on the AD curve.]

(e Briefly discuss one aspect of this way of modelling the adjustment of the economy to a

supply-side reform that seems to you to be unrealistic. Express your concern in terms of

the assumptions of the model.

5. This question uses material from Sections 9.5.2 and 9.5.4 of the Appendix. The parameters that

underlie the economy are a = b = 01 = t3 = T, which implies that A: 0.5. The economy is initially

in equilibrium and eXperiences a positive inflation shock. Use the steps set out in Section 9.5.2

to graphically derive the RX curve. [Hintz you will need pick the initial equilibrium r* and use a

grid to ensure accurate measurements] What is the new r0?
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The open economy: the

demand and supply sides

 

10.1 Overview

In Chapter 9, we extended the 3-equation model to the open economy to show how an

inflation—targeting central bank interacts with the foreign exchange market in response to

shocks to the economy. In this chapter, we look more carefully at how trade and capital

market openness affect the demand and supply sides of the economy.

The world economy has become increasingly integrated since the Second World War.This

process of globalization has seen a surge in trade and international capital flows, which has

fundamentally changed the way goods and services are produced and consumed. Thinkfor

a minute about an item of clothing. In the past, clothing worn in the United States was often

manufactured and sold inside the country by American firms. Now, however, even in a large

country, the supply chain is likely to be much more international. For example, an item of

clothing could use textiles from Bangladesh, be assembled in China to a French design using

machinery manufactured in Germany and be transported via Hong Kong. And when the

clothing finally arrives on the US high street it could be sold by a French clothing company.

This is a stylized example ofa modern day supply chain, which uses the comparative advan-

tages of different countries to ensure goods (of a given quality) are produced as cheaply and

efficiently as possible. We could tell an equally globalized story about how the finance was

raised for each stage of the production process.

We begin with some data illustrating how the openness of economies to trade and how

international capital flows have changed over recent decades. Figure 1 0.1 shows how external

trade and financial flows have evolved in the post-World War II period. Trade openness is

usually measured by the sum of exports and imports as a percentage ofGDP, ((X + M) /GDP).

Trade in the six major economies shown in Fig. 10.1 has steadily increased, albeitexperiencing

a temporary contraction during the recent financial crisis.

The cross-country patterns are interesting: for example, the UK’s trade openness remained

remarkably stable from the early 19705 at about 40% of GDP. By contrast, in two of the

world's most export-oriented large economies, China from the early 19805 and Germany

from the early 19905, openness rose strongly to peakjust before the global financial crisisat

respectively 60% and 70% of GDP. India remains a much more closed economy than China,

although the growth in international integration in the 20005 left it more open than the USA.

the least open of the major economies.
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Figure 10.1 Exports and imports as a percentage of GDP: 1948—201 0 (upper panel) and gross external assets

and liabilities as a percentage of GDP: 1970—2007 (lower panel).

Source: IMF International Financial Statistics (accessed September 2011); updated and extended version ofdataset constructed

by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007).

The lower panel in Fig. 10.1 displays a commonly used indicator of financial globalization:

gross external assets plus liabilities as a percentage of GDP. Historically, financial openness

in the UK has been higher than elsewhere; however, all the economies in the sample have

become more financially open over time, spurred by financial deregulation, which started in

earnest in the late 19805. Digging a little deeper into the underlying data shows that there was

a dramatic build-up of cross-border debt financing in many of the developed economies

over the last 20 years.1 In contrast, China accumulated $1.5 trillion of foreign exchange

reserves by 2007, largely as a by—product of its interrelated export—led growth strategy and

exchange rate policy. Against the background ofthe increasingly integrated global economy,

we clarify how openness affects the macro model.

10.1.1 The open economy accounting framework

The balance of payments accounts provide a useful way of clarifying important open econ-

omy concepts. The open economy accounting framework helps us to understand the sense

in which changes in a country’s external balance are of interest to a policy maker. The

1 See the updated and extended version of the dataset, which was released in August 2009 and is available

from Philip Lane’s personal website: http://www.phi|iplane.org/EWN.html.
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transactions between the home country and the rest of the world are recorded in the bal-

ance of payments account, which is divided into the current account and the capital and

financial account.

The trade balance records the receipts from export sales less payments for imported

goods and services, this is BT E X — M.

The current account consists ofthe trade balance plus net interest and profit receipts. The

current account reflects the fact that home and foreign residents can receive income, suchas

interest and profit payments, from assets that they own in each other’s countries. Specifically,

net interest and profit receipts in the home country’s balance ofpayments accountsarisefrom

earnings from foreign assets (e.g. bonds, equities) that are owned by residents ofthe home

country less payments of interest and profit to foreigners who own home country assets.

The capital and financial account records changes in the stock of various types offoreign

assets owned by home residents, home assets owned by overseas residents and changes in

official foreign exchange reserves of the central bank.

To understand the balance of payments accounts, it is useful to separate the private and

official parts of the capital account.

BP E (X — M) + net interest receipts

W

trade balance

 

current account, CA

+ (private net capital inflows — change in official foreign exchange reserves)

 

capital account

5 (BT+INT)+(F— AR) 2 o.

where BT is the balance of trade and INT is net receipts of factor income from abroad.

F records private net capital inflows and AR is the change in official foreign exchange re-

serves. We have so far concentrated our open economy analysis on flexible exchange rate

economies. To understand the role played by AR in the balance of payment accounts, how—

ever, we need to think about the two polar exchange rate regimes; fully flexible and fixed.

At one end of the spectrum of exchange rate regimes is the freely floating, fully flexible

one (as seen in the previous chapter). In this case, neither the government nor central bank

intervenes in the foreign exchange market to influence the price at which one currencytrades

with another. The exchange rate is then determined by supply and demand forthat currency

relative to other currencies. As discussed in the previous chapter, supply and demand of

different currencies are in turn the outcome of foreign exchange traders’ responses to news

about interest rates and other economic developments that are viewed as influencing future

interest rates and the longer run trajectory of the exchange rate. Under flexible exchange

rates, the exchange rate is determined by market forces and there is no official intervention,

which means that AR = O.

In a fixed exchange rate regime, the nominal exchange rate is kept fixed at a certain

level (i.e. e E m% = constant) as a result of government policy. The home country’s

exchange rate is 'pegged’ at a fixed rate to another country’s currency (e.g. the Hong Kong

dollar is pegged to the US dollar) or to a so-called ’basket’ of other currencies. In the face of

shifts in the demand for and supply of home’s currency in the foreign exchange market, the
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government must actively intervene in the market (i.e. buy and sell foreign exchange) to keep

the rate pegged. The purchase of foreign exchange by the home central bank is AR > O and

the sale of foreign exchange is AR < 0. A central bank would buy foreign exchange to

increase the supply of home currency in the market if excess demand for the home currency

in the market is causing pressure for it to appreciate (and vice versa). An example ofthis would

bethe People's Bank ofChina buying US dollars in orderto stop the yuan appreciating against

the US dollar. If the government wishes to change the exchange rate peg, it announces the

new rate at which it is prepared to buy and sell the home currency. It is a revaluation if it

intervenes to support a rate where fewer units of home currency can be bought for one unit

offoreign currency; the converse is a devaluation.

The balance of payments records the sources and uses of foreign exchange and sums to

zero.2 If there is a trade surplus, then exports exceed imports. This means that the home

economy is increasing its wealth. The balance of payments identity helps explain this. The

current account surplus is a source of foreign exchange. Something must be done with it,

and the balance of payments identity highlights that it must either be used to purchase

foreign assets or to increase home's foreign exchange reserves.3 Both of these represent

more wealth for the home economy because the assets can be used at a later date to

increase consumption. The converse is true for a country running a deficit: its wealth is

falling (or equivalently, its debt to the rest of the world is increasing).

A moment’s reflection will suggest that running a trade deficit is not necessarily a problem.

Forexample, a country with a trade deficit may be fast-growing with lots of highly profitable

investment opportunities: being able to borrow from abroad allows it to take advantage of

these opportunities. Equally, a country with a trade surplus may be slow-growing, and the op—

portunity to lend abroad enables its residents to take advantage of investment opportunities

in other countries, which are better than those at home.

When analysing performance in a particular economy, it is important to bear in mind

that trade or current account imbalances may reflect the optimizing behaviour of fon/vard-

looking agents, including governments, but they may not. For example, a trade deficit may

reflectweak competitiveness, and high levels of private or government consumption (i.e. low

savings rather than high investment). These are all reasons for monitoring the trade balance

in our analysis of the open economy.

10.1.2 The demand side, trade balance and the supply side

The demand side and trade balance

What affects our demand for foreign goods and services and the demand offoreign residents

for ourtradable products? As noted in Chapter 9, one obvious influence is ’relative prices’. If

our goods are relatively expensive, then demand for them by foreigners will be reduced and

home residents will tend to buy more imported goods. In order to compare prices across

2 In practice, the records are incomplete, with the result that an entry for errors and omissions has to be

added to make the balance of payments sum to zero.

3 At first sight it may seem paradoxical that a negative F in the balance of payments represents home's

purchase of foreign assets—but the purchase of foreign assets is a use of foreign exchange and therefore has a

negative value in the balance of payments accounts.
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countries, we need to convert them to a common currency, producing a measure of price

competitiveness, which we call Q. As discussed in Chapter 9, Q is the price of foreign goods

expressed in home currency divided by the price of home goods, which are also expressed

in home currency, 2 ¥. Higher Q is a real depreciation for home—an improvement in

its competitiveness, because its goods are cheaper relative to those of the rest or the world.

Just as in the case of the nominal exchange rate, it is safest to avoid using the terms 'rise’ or

’fall‘ or ’high’ or ’low’ in relation to the real exchange rate. It is better to stick to the terms

’appreciation’ or ’depreciation’.

Of particular importance is the relationship between changes in the real exchange rateand

the trade balance. In Chapter 9, we assumed that if the home economy‘s competitiveness

improved, i.e. its real exchange rate depreciated, net exports would rise, shiftingthe IS curve

to the right. In this chapter, we will show why it is reasonable to make that assumption. In

doing so, we will highlight the two—sided character of exchange rate depreciation. The first

is the link from the real exchange rate to competitiveness via the demand for exports and

imports. As we saw in the previous chapter, an improvement in home's competitiveness

increases exports because foreigners find our goods and services more attractive and it

depresses imports, because home residents also switch toward home-produced output. The

combination of more exports and less imports improves the trade balance.

However, there is another effect of an exchange rate depreciation. Why does a real

depreciation lead home residents to switch away from imports? The answer is because

they have become more expensive. Since a given volume of imports will be more expen-

sive, there will be a second influence of the depreciation on the trade balance, one that

worsens it. The two effects of a real depreciation on the trade balance go in opposite

directions—the first improves it and the second causes a deterioration. The first effect is

called the volume effect because it relates to how the quantities of imports and exports

respond to the change in competitiveness. The second effect is called the relative price or

terms of trade effect because it relates to the effect on a given volume of imports of the

change in the relative price between home—produced and foreign goods. Which effect is

stronger?

We can think this through intuitively as follows. When the exchange rate depreciates, say,

by 10%, this will raise the cost to the home economy ofa given volume ofimports by 10%.

They are 10% more expensive. For the volume effect to outweigh the depressing effect of

the higher cost of imports on the trade balance overall, the boost to export volumes and

the fall in import volumes must add up to more than 10%. This result is called the Marshall-

Lerner condition. Fortunately the empirical evidence of its validity is reasonably clear-cut:

the volume effect is strong enough to outweigh the terms of trade effect, so we can be

confident that a real depreciation improves the balance of trade. As long as the Marshall-

Lerner condition holds—and we will assume it always does—a rise in Q, i.e. a real depreciation

or an improvement in home’s competitiveness, increases net exports and shifts the IS curve

to the right.

The supply side in the open economy

In Chapter 9, we assumed that wage setting was based on real wages defined in terms

of the domestic price level. In this chapter, we relax that assumption to explore how
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changes in import prices may affect the supply side and equilibrium unemployment. In

the closed economy model and in the open economy model of Chapter 9 with a verti-

cal ERU curve, the economy can only move to a new medium-run equilibrium with lower

unemployment if there are supply shocks or policy reforms that have the effect of shift—

ing the WS curve downwards or the PS curve upwards. We shall see that when wage—

setting behaviour is defined by real wages, including the import component of the bundle

ofgoods and services that households consume, the ERU curve is downward sloping. In this

case, shifts in aggregate demand can also lead to new medium-run equilibria with constant

inflation.

lfthe ERU curve is downward sloping, shifts in aggregate demand can move the economy

to another constant inflation equilibrium. The intuition is that a positive aggregate demand

shock can be associated with a new constant inflation equilibrium at lower unemployment

and an appreciated real exchange rate. This is because the lower real cost of imports, due to

the appreciation, allows real wages to rise: hence there can be a new WS — PS intersection

at lower unemployment, higher real wages, lower import costs and unchanged firm profit

margins. The PS curve will shift up showing that workers get higher real consumption wages

following a real appreciation. Wage and price setters will be content and there will be no

pressure for inflation to change.

The medium-run model: AD — BT — ERU

In Chapter 9, we introduced the AD — ERU model to show how shifts in aggregate demand

or supply-side shocks affected the real exchange rate in the constant inflation equilibrium.

A positive aggregate demand shock was associated with an appreciated real exchange rate

and vice versa. We can now include the more general downward—sloping ERU curve.

We also include the BT curve, to show the trade balance explicitly. The BT curve is upward

sloping in the diagram with output on the horizontal axis and the real exchange rate on the

vertical. Above the BT line, there is a trade surplus (lower competitiveness and/or higher

output to boost imports is needed to get to balanced trade) and below the BT line there is

a trade deficit (higher competitiveness and/or lower output to dampen imports is needed

to balance trade). We can explain intuitively why the BT curve will be flatter than the AD

curve—we set out the argument systematically in the modelling section. A real depreciation

boosts net exports and raises aggregate demand. If the economy is initially in trade balance,

then the question we must answer is whether at the new goods market equilibrium, there

is atrade surplus. If so, then the economy must be above the BT curve and the BT must

therefore be flatter than the AD curve. The answer is that there is a trade surplus at the

new equilibrium, because the boost to net exports caused by the depreciation will raise

output through the multiplier process. However, the multiplier process will not drive output

up by enough to lead to increased imports equal to the boost to net exports due to the

depreciation. This is because only a proportion ofany increase in output is spent on imported

goods.

Figure 10.2 uses the medium-run model to look at the predicted effects ofdemand shocks,

supply shocks and policy reforms. We can see that, in contrast to the model with a vertical

ERU, demand shocks as well as supply shocks are associated with changes in the equilibrium

level of output if the ERU curve is downward sloping.
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a. Positive supply shock b. Positive demand shock
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Figure 10.2 The response of an economy with a downward-sloping ERU curve to economic shocks

a. Positive supply shock

b. Positive demand shock.

From the 19805 onwards, weaker trade unions in some countries and greater coordination

among wage setters in others, and increased competition in the product market can be

modelled by a rightward shift of the ERU curve. lfwe keep the demand side unchanged,then

policies and structural reforms that shift the ERU to the right will be associated with lower

equilibrium unemployment, a depreciated real exchange rate and an improvement in the

trade balance (as shown in Fig. 10.2a).

Figure 10.2b shows that a positive demand shock boosts output and appreciates the real ex-

change rate. Examples where domestic demand shocks and appreciated real exchange rates

appear to have been important in the 20005 include countries with private sector demand

shocks (such as those with strong leverage cycles, like Spain or Ireland) or with expansionary

government fiscal policies (such as the UK government's increased spending on health and

education under Prime Minister Tony Blair, or the US government's tax cuts and increased

military spending under President George W. Bush). if the demand shock is domestic—

whether private or public—it will be associated with a deterioration of the country's external

balance. A positive demand shock is modelled by a rightward shift in the AD curve.

Figure 10.3 shows key macroeconomic indicators for Spain and the UK in 1999 and 2007.

One interpretation of the evolution of the Spanish economy over this period is thatalarge

property bubble in the pre-recession years was responsible for the combination of lower

unemployment, a more appreciated real exchange rate and a serious deterioration in the

current account balance. The indicators for Spain are consistentwith it experiencingapositive

demand shock as shown in Fig. 10.2b. Forthe UK case, the data also suggesta positive demand

shock played a role in the evolution of the economy in the pre-crisis years. In addition, the

UK is expected to have benefitted from the lagged effects of supply-side reforms initiated

under Prime Minister Thatcher in the 19805. It is important to note that, even in the face

of positive demand shocks, inflation remained low and stable in both economies. This is

consistent with the presence of multiple constant inflation equilibria in the medium-run

model with a downward-sloping ERU curve. The experience of the British economy during

the Great Moderation is the subject of a case study in Section 10.3.
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Figure 10.3 Macroeconomic indicators for the UK and Spain: 1999 and 2007.

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, April 2011; OECD Economic Outlook Annex Tables, 2012.

10.2 Modelling

Thissection provides the detail behind the discussion in Section 10.1 .We dividethe modelling

section into three subsections. The first covers the demand side. In the previous chapter, we

used asimple IS equation to underpin the 3-equation model. In this chapter, we derive the

open economy IS curve, paying particular attention to the relationship between the real

exchange rate and the trade balance.

The second subsection covers the supply side and fills in the details behind the derivation

ofadownward—sloping ERU curve. We extend the model presented in the last chapter by

assuming that wage setting is based on the real consumption wage. The real consumption

wage is calculated by using the prices of both domestically-produced and imported goods.

We shall see that this means the PS curve shifts with changes in the real cost of imports

(i.e. the real exchange rate) and the ERU curve becomes downward sloping, which results in

multiple levels of output being consistent with constant inflation.

The last subsection combines both the supply and demand sides into a new medium-run

model. We use the AD — BT — ERU model to show the medium—run implications of supply

and demand shocks and why current account imbalances of the kind observed in the years

before the global financial crisis can persist in medium-run equilibrium.

10.2.1 The demand side and trade balance

Summary

In this subsection, four results about the demand side and the trade balance are ex-

plained. These results are used in both the open economy 3-equation model and in the

AD — BT — ERU model. Readers familiar with these results can skim this section and go on to

Section 10.2.2.

1. The open economy IS curve is steeper (a given fall in the real interest rate is associated

with a smaller increase in output in the open economy). The reason is that the size of the

multiplier is reduced in the open economy because of the marginal propensity to import.

As income rises, not only do taxation and savings rise, but so does the level of imports. We

showthe results using a simple Keynesian consumption function. As explained in Chapter 1,

due to the presence of credit constraints and uncertainty about whether income shocks are
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temporary or permanent, a model that includes permanent income behaviour is also likely

to have a sizeable multiplier, which will be dampened by the marginal propensity to import.

2. The open economy IS curve shifts in response to changes in the real exchange rate (Q)

and world output (y*). A depreciation of home’s real exchange rate (i.e. an improvement in

home’s price competitiveness) or a rise in y* shifts the IS to the right. If the Marshall—Lerner

condition holds, this boosts the trade balance and aggregate demand. The Marshall-Lerner

condition says that the effects of an exchange rate depreciation in raising the volume of

exports and reducing the volume of imports outweigh the terms of trade effect, which will

increase the value of the import bill. A rise in world demand increases net exports. For any

interest rate, goods market equilibrium will therefore occur at a higher level of output and

the trade balance improves.

3. Although both a real depreciation and a rise in world demand raise output and improve

the trade balance (at a given interest rate), there is an important difference between the cases.

Depreciation entails a deterioration in home's terms of trade, which means higher import

costs and lower living standards in the home economy.

4. Following a depreciation of the real exchange rate, there will be a trade surplus atthe

new goods market equilibrium. The increase in output at the new goods market equilibrium

is equal to the multiplier times the boost to net exports caused by the depreciation. The

increase in balanced trade output is equal to the reciprocal of the marginal propensity to

import times the boost to net exports. Since the multiplier is smaller than the reciprocal of

the marginal propensity to import, the goods market equilibrium is at a lower income level

than the new balanced trade level of output: hence there is a trade surplus (see the equations

for the goods market equilibrium and the trade balance).

Goods market equilibrium in the open economy

Recall the goods market equilibrium condition from Chapter 1:

y = y”,

where y is output and yD is aggregate demand. In the closed economy aggregate demand is:

yD = co +c1(l — t)y+ l(r)+G.

Introducing trade in goods and services has two effects. First, demand for home's output is

boosted by demand from abroad, in the form of exports, X. Second, it is dampened by goods

imported from abroad, M, which substitute for domestic output. Rememberthat (C + l + 6)

measures total spending by home agents on consumption, investment and government

purchases irrespective of the origin of the goods or services. To calculate total demand for

home produced goods and services, yD, we subtract spending on imports, M, and add foreign

demand for exports, X:

yD=(C+I(r)+G)—M+X2(C+I(r)+G)+BT.

(aggregate demand , open economy)

where the trade balance, BT E X — M, is also called net exports.
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To begin with, we assume that exports are exogenous and that imports depend only on

the level ofdomestic output or income. We define exports and imports as

X=)_(andM=my.

where m is a constant between 0 and l and is called the marginal propensity to import. At

this stage, we keep the models as simple as possible so that we can highlight a key difference

between the open and closed economy IS curves: the size of the multiplier.

The economy is in goods market equilibrium when output and aggregate demand are

equal, y = yD:

Y=yD=Co+Cr(1—t)y+l(r)+G+7—my. (10.1)

Collecting the terms in y on the left hand side and rearranging gives the goods market

equilibrium condition in the form: output is equal to the multiplier times the exogenous

components of demand plus investment at a given real interest rate. Thus:

1

y=l—c1(l—t)+m
__

(co + I(r) + G + )7) , (goods market equilibrium)

multiplier

If we compare the open economy multiplier to its closed economy counterpart (intro-

duced in Chapter 1), we can see that the open economy multiplier is lower because of the

marginal propensity to import, m:

i l

W< m-
(10.2)

 

open economy multiplier closed economy multiplier

When exogenous spending goes up, output rises by less than in the closed economy because

some of the demand is satisfied by imports rather than by domestic production. This also

means that output reacts less to any given change in the real interest rate in the open

economy (all other things held constant)—hence, the open economy IS curve is steeper.

Exchange rates and competitiveness

Price and cost competitiveness

Since relative prices, Q E ¥, affect net exports, we need to know how they are set in the

open economy and how they are related to costs. Given that firms normally operate under

imperfect competition and thus face downward—sloping demand curves, we assume that

firms set home prices on the basis of home costs using the price-setting rule for the closed

economy explained in Chapter 2.

But when it comes to foreign markets, two alternative pricing rules for exports are sug-

gested:

l. the first—home-cost pricing—is that firms set export prices in the same way as for goods

sold at home, i.e. based on domestic costs;

2. the second—world pricing—is that firms set export prices based on the prices of similar

products produced abroad.
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To see how these differ, imagine there is an increase in costs in the home country but not

abroad (and assume that the nominal exchange rate remains unchanged).

1. Under the first pricing hypothesis, home’s exports rise in price relative to the price of

the output of firms abroad. Higher home costs make it less competitive, which representsa

real appreciation for the home country (i Q).

2. Under world pricing, export prices do not change, because by assumption prices inthe

foreign market are unchanged. In this case, there is no change in the price competitiveness

of exports. However, we would expect higher home costs to affect the ability of home

firms to compete internationally. If the costs of home firms rise relative to their com-

petitors but prices are unchanged, then the profit margins of home firms are squeezed.

This means home firms will be at a relative disadvantage in their access to inter—

nal finance to fund future investment, marketing, research and development or after—

sales service. Although price competitiveness is maintained, 'non-price competitiveness’ is

reduced.

This suggests that an alternative way of defining the real exchange rate is based on relative

costs rather than relative prices. One commonly used measure of competitiveness is called

relative unit labour costs or RULC and is defined as follows:

foreign unit labour costs expressed in home currency

RULC E home unit labour COStS

 

— ULC*e (cost corn etitiveness real exchan erate)

_ ULC ‘ p ‘ g

Higher home costs reduce home’s competitiveness: (L RULC): this is a real appreciation for

home.4

 

The Law of One Price and Absolute Purchasing Power Parity

The two pricing rules can be compared to the so-called Law of One Price (LOP) and to

the hypothesis of Purchasing Power Parity (PPP). According to the Law of One Price, the

common currency price ofa traded good is identical in different countries. For any good},

that is traded,

P] = Pie.

The logic ofthe LOP is straightfon/vardz international trade should have the effect ofequalizing

prices for the same good in different countries, since as long as transport costs are not too

high, profits can be made by transporting a good from a location where the price is low and

selling it where the price is high. This process of arbitrage would tend to equalize the prices

in the two locations. lfthe LOP holds for all goods and the same basket ofgoods is consumed

in different countries, then this basket of goods will have the same common currency price

4 Just as is the case with the price-based measure of the real exchange rate, conventions vary. Sometimes

RULC is defined with home costs in the numerator, in which case a rise in RULC is a deterioration ofhome‘s

competitiveness and hence a real appreciation.
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anywhere in the world. This is referred to as Absolute Purchasing Power Parity: if for all goods

jin a basket of goods that is common to consumers in both countries,

P, = Pfe for all goodsj, then P = P*e

=> Q = 1. (Absolute Purchasing Power Parity)

The hypothesis of Absolute Purchasing Power Parity implies that the real exchange rate

is always equal to one. If we add the assumption of perfect competition, then since under

perfect competition, price is equal to marginal cost, marginal costs will be equalized in all

countries and there will be no supernormal (i.e. economic) profits. Hence, unlike the world

pricing hypothesis discussed above, where costs can differ across countries and profit margins

can expand and contract, in a world of Absolute PPP and perfect competition, neither price

nor cost competitiveness can vary.

The empirical evidence is not supportive of the LOP or Absolute PPP. Transport costs

and barriers to international trade interfere with the LOP, and the presence of non-

traded goods and services in the consumption bundle and differences in consumer tastes

across countries prevent the Absolute Purchasing Power Parity hypothesis from holding. In

evaluating the accumulated evidence, Obstfeld argues that '[a]pparently consumer mar-

kets for tradables are just about as segmented internationally as consumer markets for

nontradables'.5

The main reason is that international markets are imperfectly competitive. Most tradables—

both goods and services—are differentiated products, and producers pursue pricing strategies

to maximize their long-run profits. For example, firms set different prices in different markets

to take advantage of variations in the elasticity of demand. An extensive survey of pricing

strategies is provided by Goldberg and Knetter.6 They report evidence ofthe widespread use

ofso-called pricing to market and of the incomplete pass-through of exchange rate changes

into prices: 'world pricing’ incorporates both these effects.

In reality, firms’ pricing strategies lie between the two alternatives of home-cost based

and world pricing presented above. Fortunately, the main results of the macro model do not

depend on which of these simple pricing hypotheses is used: the way that shocks and policy

responses are transmitted varies, but the qualitative results are similar.

One of the big facts that has emerged since the era of floating exchange rates began

in 1973 is that the fluctuations in nominal exchange rates have been accompanied by

fluctuations in real exchange rates. To quote Obstfeld’s evaluation of the evidence: ’Real

exchange rate variability tends to be almost a perfect reflection of nominal rate variability,

with changes in the two rates highly correlated and independent movements in price levels

playinga minor, ifany, role’.7 A simple explanation is that nominal exchange rates are volatile

and prices are sticky because they are based on the price—setting strategies of imperfectly

competitive firms. Figure 10.4 illustrates this for the UK, where we see that the sharp nominal

depreciation ofsterling during the financial crisis was tracked closely by the real depreciation.

An appropriate model should accommodate this fact. Either the home-cost or world

pricing rule would do (LOP plus perfect competition, i.e. Absolute PPP, will not). We stick to

the home-cost pricing rule because it conveniently allows us to use the real exchange rate

5 See p. 16 ofObstfeld (2001). 6 See Goldberg and Knetter (1997). 7 See p. 14 of Obstfeld (2001).
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Figure 10.4 UK nominal and real effective exchange rates indices (2005 = 100: 1999-2011).

Note: An increase in the index is an appreciation.

Source: Bank of England; IMF International Financial Statistics (data accessed Sept 2011).

defined in terms of price competitiveness. The assumption that prices are set by home costs

implies that the price level of home-produced goods sold at home and in the export market

is the same, and that the price in home currency of imports is set by the price in the rest of

the world (i.e. by costs in those economies). After summarizing the evidence, Obstfeld states:

’These relationships are consistent with a model in which domestic marginal cost (consisting

mainly of wages) is sticky in domestic—currency terms, and export prices are set asa (perhaps

somewhat variable) mark-up over marginal cost.'3

Hence we have:

PX = P = (1 + u) - unit cost (export price)

PM = P*e, (import price)

where u is the mark-up. This means that exports prices are set as a mark-up on domestic

unit labour costs.

The two sides of exchange rate depreciation

In this section, we set out the details of the two—sided character of changes in the real

exchange rate, which was introduced in Section 10.1. On the one hand, a real depreciation

makes our goods more attractive in export markets and makes imports less attractive to

home consumers. Being more competitive sounds like good news. But on the other hand,

a real depreciation means that any volume of imports that we buy is more expensive-

this is the bad news. The first effect boosts the export industries and aggregate demand,

but the second reduces real wages and living standards. The two effects push the trade

balance in different directions: the first effect improves the trade balance but the second

worsens it.

8 See p. 24 of Obstfeld (2001).
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By making some assumptions, we can give a definite answer to the question of whether a

real depreciation improves the trade balance. This is called the Marshall—Lerner condition.

The intuition is straightforward: if the effect of the depreciation in boosting the volume of net

exports outweighs the fact that the import bill will go up one—for-one with the depreciation,

then the trade balance improves. We shall see that another way of putting this is to say that

ifthe sum ofthe price elasticities of demand for exports and imports is greater than one, the

trade balance improves.

To show how the Marshall—Lerner condition works, we need to include the real exchange

rate explicitly in the import and export functions. In the home market, home goods with

price P compete with imports (in home currency terms) with price P*e. The relative price

is therefore our measure of competitiveness, Q E ¥. In export markets, home produced

goods (exports) with price P compete with world goods priced (in home currency terms) at

P‘e. Once again, the relative price is our measure of competitiveness, Q.

The nominal value of exports in home currency terms, Xnom, is equal to the price index of

exports times the volume. The volume of exports can be expressed as a share ofworld output,

where our share a (sigma) depends positively on competitiveness, and y* is world output:

P‘e

Xnom = PX 0< ) y‘.

P v

Wworld output

home's share

 

To get the export function in real terms, we divide each side by the domestic price

level, P = PX:

X = a<¥> y‘ = o(Q)y‘. (export function)

The value of imports Mnom in home currency terms is the price index, PM = P*e times the

volume of imports. The volume depends on the marginal propensity to import, which will

be a negative function of competitiveness, and on the level of domestic output.

Mnom = PM'm(Q) y
W v

marginal propensity to import home output

To derive the import function in real terms, we divide each side by P.

p

M = %m(o)y

Px

= ~P—em(Q)y

= Qm(Q)y. (import function)

This means that the balance of trade is:

BT = X — M

= 0(0))” — Q m(Q)y
W.“ W

volume ToT volume

= X(O, y‘) — QM(Q, y). (balance of trade)

36.3
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The good news about a real depreciation for the home economy is the so-called volume

effect and the bad news is the relative price, or terms of trade (ToT), effect. The volume effect

is the effect on the volume of exports and of imports due to a change in Q. The volume effect

is unambiguous: a rise in Q boosts the volume of exports (0(0) rises as home takes a larger

share of world output) and reduces the volume of imports (m(Q) falls as home's marginal

propensity to import falls). But, a rise in Q will raise the relative price ofa given volume of

imports.

Another way of expressing the ’relative price effect’ of a change in Q is to use the concept

of the terms of trade. The terms of trade is defined as the price of exports divided by the price

of imports:

P P 1
f’fi = P*e = 6 (terms oftrade) 

where an increase in I}; is an improvement in the terms of trade because a greater volume

of imports can be bought for a given volume of exports. Conversely, an increase in 0 means

a rise in the price of imports relative to exports: it is a deterioration in the terms of trade.9

For a given volume of imports, this will produce a decline in the trade balance.

In summary, given the way that import and export prices are defined, a rise in Qforthe

home economy is a

1. rise in price competitiveness, which is the same thing as a depreciation ofthe real exchange

rate

2. deterioration in the terms of trade because it produces a rise in the real cost ofimpons.

As long as the volume effects are strong enough to outweigh the countervailing terms

of trade effect, then a real depreciation (a rise in Q)—i.e. an improvement in home’s price

competitiveness—improves the trade balance. The converse is true for a real appreciation.

This result is the famous Marshall—Lerner condition, which states that as long as the sum ofthe

price elasticity of demand for exports and the price elasticity of demand for imports exceeds

one, a depreciation will improve the balance of trade. The simplicity of the Marshall—Lerner

condition depends on the assumption that goods are in perfectly elastic supply (i.e. the price

does not change as output increases) and that we begin in trade balance, but the central

insight of comparing the volume with the terms of trade effects is a general one.10 There are

many ways to prove the Marshall—Learner condition—one is shown in the Appendix to this

chapter.

In the dynamic IS model introduced in Chapter 9, there is a one period lag from a change

in the real exchange rate to the effect on output: this reflects the time for new orders to be

placed and resources to be reallocated in response to the change in competitiveness.

9 Our baseline pricing hypothesis is consistent with the evidence that a nominal depreciation is associated

with a deterioration of home’s terms of trade. See Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000b).

10 It should be noted that the pricing assumptions that have been made imply that neither export nor import

prices are affected by changes in the volume sold (within the range of variation considered). This is the

traditional assumption made in the proof of the simple Marshall—Lerner condition that supply elasticities are

infinite.
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Box 10.1 Numerical example of the Marshall—Lerner condition

Forexample, suppose the home economy begins in trade balance with exports equal to imports,

which are equal to 100. The elasticity of demand for exports is 0.75 and for imports is 0.50. Consider

the implications of a 1% rise in competitiveness arising for example from a rise of 1% in foreign

relative to domestic prices: export volume rises by 0.75 to 100.75; import volume falls by 0.50 to

99.50; the real price ofimports rises by 1%, pushing the import bill up to 100.495 (since 1.01 x 99.5 =

100.495). In this case, the balance of trade improves because BT = 100.75 — 100.495 = 0.255.

If, on the other hand, export demand elasticity was considerably lower atjust 0.25, export volume

would only rise by 0.25 to 100.25. Everything else stays the same so the balance of trade actually

deteriorates (BT = 100.25 — 100.495 = —0.245).

The elasticities used in the example are more 'pessimistic’ than the consensus estimates from

empirical studies. Dornbusch reports estimates for the absolute value of the price elasticity of demand

for exports of 1 .06 in Germany, 1.31 in the USA, and 1.68 injapan and for imports of 0.50 in Germany,

0.97 inJapan, and 1.35 in the USA.a The requirement that the sum of the price elasticities of demand is

greater than one is easily met for each of these countries.

a See Dornbusch (1996).

In our model ofthe open economy, we assume the trade balance improves with a depreci-

ation ofthe real exchange rate, given the level ofoutput—i.e. we assume the Marshall—Lerner

condition holds.

Empirical studies generally provide support for the Marshall—Lerner condition. The caveat

to this result is that in the very short run when contracts are already in place, the volume

effect is minimal but the terms of trade effect operates fully: this means that in the short run

a real depreciation typically depresses the trade balance. This is referred to as the J-curve

effect. The trade balance can worsen in the short run, for two reasons:

1. The short-run price elasticity of demand for exports and imports is much lower (ap—

proximately one half) its long-run value. This means that the volume response to the

depreciation is initially weak.

2. To the extent that exports are invoiced in domestic currency, the dollar value of exports

falls immediately, while imports invoiced in foreign currency remain unchanged in dollar

terms. In home currency terms, export receipts are unchanged while the import bill rises

immediately. Hence the trade balance worsens.

Real exchange rate and trade balance

A real depreciation raises net exports via the Marshall—Lerner condition; higher net exports

in turn raise output and pull up imports. What is the overall—or general equilibrium—effect

on the trade balance once we allow output to adjust?

The trade balance is:

BT = X — M (trade balance)
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Figure 10.5 Real depreciation (t O): impact on output and the trade balance.

and we can therefore write the level of output at which trade is balanced (i.e. BT : 0), as

yBT(Q, a, y*, m). A rise in price competitiveness increases the level of output at which trade

is balanced and a higher level of world demand has the same effect: in each case the Yer line

shifts to the right in the IS diagram. To the right of yBT there is a trade deficit and to the left

there is a trade surplus.

What happens to output and the trade balance when the exchange rate depreciates,

boosting net exports? The economy begins in goods market equilibrium and with balanced

trade at A in Fig. 10.5. The real depreciation from Q to Q’ shifts both the IS curve and the ygy

line to the right. We assume the interest rate remains unchanged at r‘. The rise in net exports

due to the rise in Q raises aggregate demand (yD), which pushes up output and income until

a new goods market equilibrium is established. This is where the higher savings, taxation and

imports induced by the rise in exports are equal to the increase in demand: output risesfrom

yo to y1 in Fig. 10.5. At the new goods market equilibrium at B. output is to the left ofthe new

yBT line (the level of income at which imports would be equal to exports at the depreciated

exchange rate) and there is a trade surplus.

Another way to see this is to note that the increase in output at the new goods market

equilibrium is equal to the multiplier times the boost to net exports caused by the depre—

ciation. The increase in balanced trade output is equal to the reciprocal of the marginal

propensity to import times the boost to net exports. Since the multiplier is smaller than the

reciprocal of the marginal propensity to import, the goods market equilibrium is atalower

income level than the new balanced trade level of output: hence there is a trade surplus (see

the equations for the goods market equilibrium and the trade balance).

10.2.2 The supply side in the open economy

Multiple equilibria: a downward-sloping ERU curve

In Section 10.1 , we introduced the logic of the existence ofa range of constant inflation equi-

librium unemployment rates in the open economy. In this section, we set out the derivation
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of the downward sloping ERU curve, beginning with the question of how workers calculate

their real wage in the open economy. In the open economy we can no longer talk about

a single price level. Assuming workers buy both home—produced and imported goods, the

price level that is relevant in assessing the real value of nominal wages is the nominal wage

in terms of consumer prices (i.e. W/PC, where PC is the consumer price index). To define the

consumer price index, PC. it is assumed that consumers purchase a bundle of goods and ser—

vices where the imported ones have a price of P*e and the home—produced ones have a price

of P. The share of the consumption bundle that is imported we will call 45, d) (pronounced

’phi') for 'foreign’. We assume that as is constant for simplicity. The consumer price index is:

P, = (1 — ¢)P + ¢P"e.

Note that the standard of living of home households will fall if the prices of imported

goods rise, even if the prices of home-produced goods remain fixed. This is because the

real consumption wage, W/Pc. falls when PC increases. In Chapter 9, in order to focus on

stabilization, we ignored this effect by assuming that workers defined the real wage relevant

to wage setting only in terms of home-produced goods (i.e. W/P). This meant that the WS

and PS curves were unchanged from the closed economy and there was a unique equilibrium

unemployment rate and a vertical ERU curve.

We now look at the consequences for the medium—run model of taking on board the fact

that the W5 curve is defined in terms of the real consumption wage (i.e. W/Pc). The y-axis

in the WS — PS diagram is now being defined in terms of W/PC and not W/P as it was in

Chapter 9 (see Fig. 10.6b). The wage-setting curve in the open economy is upward sloping

just as in the closed economy: as employment rises and the labour market tightens, the

real consumption wage workers can expect goes up. In this case, the real consumption wage

depends on the price of both home produced goods and imports; this means that employers

have to pay a particular real consumption wage (W/PC) at a given level of employment on

the WS curve to get workers to exert effort in the efficiency wage model or to strike a deal

with their employees or with the union representing them. The main driver ofwage-setting

decisions is still the tightness of the labour market: the WS curve is upward sloping. Exactly

the same factors as in the closed economy can cause the WS curve to shift in this model,

such as changes in union bargaining power or unemployment benefits.

To find equilibrium output, we also need to define the PS curve in terms of the real

consumption wage—it is then possible to draw WS and PS curves on the same diagram.

When defined in terms of the real consumption wage, we shall see that the PS curve is a

function of the real cost of imports i.e. of the real exchange rate. It will shift up and down as

the real exchange rate changes. Why? Depreciation reduces the real wages workers get (i.e.

on PS) because the price level of the imported goods they consume goes up.

The simplest way to think about how the PS curve is affected by changes in the real

exchange rate is to go through an example step by step. We do this by considering what

happens when there is a depreciation ofthe real exchange rate Q (as a result ofa depreciation

ofthe nominal exchange rate, e).

The PS curve shows the real wage workers get after firms have set their prices, P. To show

the P5 curve in the labour market diagram with W/Pc on the axis, we have to figure out the

real wage workers get after firms set their prices, taking into account the additional effect on

W/Pc due to the inclusion of import prices.

367
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A depreciation of the nominal exchange rate e. causes a depreciation of the real exchange

rate, as Q = if. Depreciation, an increase in Q, is an increase in the real costofimports.

The consumer price index, PC, is a weighted average of home and imported goods. As we

saw above, PC = (1 — ¢)P + ¢P*e. The second term in the consumer price index equation

has increased as a result of the increase in e.

We also need to check what happens to the price home firms set, P. Home firms set their

price as a mark-up on their unit labour costs, i.e. W/A. The real exchange rate does not come

into this calculation. This means that home prices, P. remain the same (i.e. the first term in

the consumer price index equation is not altered by the depreciation).

Hence, a depreciation will always increase PC in the model.

The increase in PC reduces the real consumption wage, W/Pc. Bananas and other imported

elements in the consumption bundle become more expensive, making workers worse off.

This results in a downward shift of the P5 curve.

Summary

A depreciation of the real exchange rate shifts the PS curve down because it reduces the

real consumption wage workers get after firms have set their prices. The real consumption

wage is reduced because imports become more expensive following the depreciation. The

opposite of this logic holds for an appreciation of the real exchange rate.

The example highlights the importance of correctly interpreting the PS curve. The curve

shows the real wages that are available to workers after the firm has secured its profit margin,

which it does by setting prices for home—produced goods. After a depreciation, workers

cannot buy as many goods and services with the nominal wages firms pay them and the PS

curve shifts downwards. After an appreciation, workers can buy more goods and services

with the nominal wages firms pay them (bananas and other imported goods are cheaper)

and the PS curve shifts upwards.n

When measuring real wages in terms of W/Pc. a real depreciation shifts the PS curve down-

wards. The intersection of the WS curve and the new PS curve is therefore at lower output

as shown in Fig. 10.6b.12 Translating this result into the real exchange rate—outputdiagram

produces a downward-sloping supply-side equilibrium. This is the downward—sloping ERU

curve.

0 With a downward-sloping ERU curve, we can now show how a low level ofunemployment

and the associated high level of output can be sustained without inflationary pressure

(pointA in the top panel of Fig. 10.6b).

11 Another possibility for modelling would be to think about the impact of imported inputs on firms'cosu.

We analyse this case when we model an oil price shock in the next chapter. To make the analysisassimpleas

possible here, we assume that no intermediate goods (i.e. firm inputs) are imported—i.e. the only imports in

the economy are final goods consumed by workers. This assumption means that a depreciation cannot affect

firms' costs. This means the only impact of imports on the PS curve in our model is to change PC and hence

the real consumption wage of workers given the price set by firms for home-produced output.

17- in Fig. 10.6 and all the other figures in this chapter we use q = log Q as our measure ofthe real exchange

rate. This makes the analysis simpler and allows for all the diagrams in the chapter to be compatible with one

another.
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Figure 10.6 Supply-side equilibrium in the closed and open economy.

Just as in Chapter 2, where we introduced the closed economy WS curve, a low rate of

unemployment means a low cost ofjob loss, which raises the wage-setting real wage (WS

is upward sloping). For this to be a supply-side equilibrium (i.e. a WS — PS intersection), the

value ofthe price-setting real wage must be at the same high level. This requires that the real

cost of imported consumption goods be sufficiently low (i.e. by a sufficiently appreciated

real exchange rate, which shifts the PS curve up). This gives point A at the combination of

an appreciated value of q and a high level of output. Exactly the same logic lies behind the

location of point B.

Deriving the equation for the downward-sloping ERU curve

To derive the downward-sloping ERU curve, we need to set out the details ofwage and price

setting in the open economy. We use the cost-plus pricing rule for home produced goods

sold at home and exported:

P = PX = (l + u) - unit cost,

where ,u is the mark-up. As we saw in the previous subsection, the consumer price index is

defined as:

PC = (1 — ¢)P + ¢P*e.

where we use the fact that PM = P*e. The real consumption wage is defined in terms of

consumer prices:
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W

W = —.

Pc

Wage setting

Wage-setting behaviour is the same as in the closed economy. The only modification is to

make explicit the role of the consumer price index:

W = PC - b(N).

The wage—setting curve is defined by

ws W
W 2—:

Pc

b(N), (WS, wage-setting real wage equation)

where a rise in employment is associated with a rise in the wage-setting real wage (i.e. the

W5 is upward sloping).

Price setting

In the absence of any imported inputs into production (e.g. oil), price setting in the open

economy is the same as in the closed economy, i.e. prices are set as a mark-up on unit labour

costs:

W

P=Px=(1+M)'T,

where P is the price of home goods sold at home and in export markets and A is the level

of labour productivity. To work with the wage- and price—setting curves, both must use the

same definition of the real wage. This means that we need to express the price-setting real

wage in terms of the consumer price index, i.e. W/Pc.

The first step is to substitute the price equation into the equation for the consumer price

index, PC.

Pc:(1_¢)P+¢P*e

=(1—¢)[(1+u>¥]+¢r>*e.

ln order to find the expression for the price-setting real wage, we need to do some algebra.

The next steps are shown in the footnote.13

13 The first line below shows the equation after dividing by P = (l + u)~ 1v; Then, we use the definitions

of the real wage, w = l4: and of the real exchange rate, Q = £35 to simplify the equation. In the third line,

we rearrange the equation so that the real wage is in the numerator. Lastly, in the fourth line, we use the

approximation that 11— % 1 — lt-
+u

w—h‘i—m = (1 — a) + ‘fi’p‘l’ (10.3)

W= (1 — ¢) + ¢o (10.4)

w =W (10.5)

W _ _1_

AU—u) ‘ (1-¢)+¢Q‘
(106)
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In the final step, we rearrange the equation so that the price-setting real wage is on the

left hand side:

P5 =%. (PS, price—setting real wage equation)

This can be approximated by w” z (1 — u)(1 — ¢(Q — 1)) so that the inverse relation be—

tween w”S and Q is approximated by Bwps/BQ a3 —A(1 — u)¢ < 0.

We can see from this that the price—setting real wage in the open economy is equal to the

closed economy price-setting real wage (i.e. A(1 — p.)) modified by the real exchange rate,

Q. lfthere are no imported goods the weight of imports in the consumer price index is zero

(ie. (15 = O) and it is easy to see that the price-setting real wage is indeed equal to its closed

economy value,

WPS = A(1 — )1). (PS, closed economy)

The PS curve also reverts to the close economy equation if Q = 1, which is the case when

the prices of home and foreign produced goods are always identical in a common currency,

as would be the case if the Law of One Price held.

The price-setting behaviour offirms means that regardless ofthe level on, nominal wages

can purchase the same volume of home produced goods and services as they could in the

closed economy. But in the open economy, workers choose to spend some of their wages

on imported goods. If imports are more expensive (i.e. T P* or T e), then they can afford

fewer consumption bundles. This means that a higher cost of imports reduces the real wage

ofworkers: the PS curve shifts down with a rise in Q.

This shows another way ofthinking about the case ofthe vertical ERU case: ifwage setters do

not take into account the effect ofchanges in the imported component oftheir consumption

bundle in wage setting, then the ERU is vertical.

10.2.3 The medium-run model: AD-BT-ERU

The AD curve

In Chapter 9, we used the dynamic open economy IS equation to underpin the 3-equation

model:

y, = A, — ar,_1 + bqta'l . (open economy IS equation)

where q is defined as the log of Q. This version of the open economy IS curve is derived

directly from the open economy IS relation, and highlights the inverse relationship ofoutput

with the real interest and the direct relationship with competitiveness.14 The open economy

14 As discussed in detail in Chapter 9, we use the natural log of the real exchange rate in the IS equation in

the 3-equation model. This is because it makes the mathematics easier. It is a monotonic transformation and

does not change the meaning of the equation—Le. an increase in Q always increases q and vice versa.
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multiplier is included in each of the terms A, a and b.15 in the dynamic version, we explicitly

show the lagged effect of the real interest rate and the real exchange rate on output.

In turn, the IS curve is the basis for the AD curve in the medium-run model, which was

derived in the previous chapter using the real UIP condition:

y = A(o, y*) —— ar" + bq. (AD curve,r =r‘)

where r* is the world real interest rate. The constant in the AD curve, A, includes both aand

y* as demand shift variables. For the economy to be on the AD curve, it must be the case

that home’s interest rate is equal to the world interest rate (i.e. r = r"). This is because the

home economy’s real exchange rate must be equal to its expected value forthe economyto

be in a medium—run equilibrium.

The BT curve

As we saw in Section 10.2.1, the trade balance is an important factor in modelling the open

economy. The last component of the medium-run model is the BT curve. The BT curve

shows the combinations of the real exchange rate, q, and the level of output, y, at which trade

is balanced: X = M. We summarize the BT curve using a simple linear equation as follows:

YET = B(o, V) + cq,
(BT curve)

where y” is the level of output at which trade is balanced, B is a constant, which includes

the exogenous determinants of exports and imports: a is home's share of world trade, y‘ is

world output and m is the marginal propensity to import.16

As discussed previously, changes in a and y" will shift both the AD and BT curves.

Why is the BT curve flatter than the AD curve?

The BT curve is flatter than the AD curve, i.e. c > b. This means that a rise in home's com-

petitiveness (a real depreciation) improves the trade balance. As explained in Fig. 10.5 and

the associated discussion, this reflects two factors:

0 the Marshall—Lerner condition; and

o the fact that the multiplier is less than the reciprocal of the marginal propensity to import.

The exercise of deriving the AD and BT curves in the q-y diagram from the IS diagram (as

in Fig. 10.5 but using q rather than Q for the real exchange rate) is left to the reader.

15 To simplify the model, we use linear functions for investment and consumption, and for exports and imports.

X = x0 + qu and M = m1 y — mzq. The term x0 includes home’s share of world trade, a, and world output,

y*. As usual, the multiplier is k. We can therefore write A = k(c0 + a0 + G + x0), a = km and b = k(x2 +le

in the IS and AD equations.

16 Using the linear export and import equations, we write YBT = mi1x0 + ml—1(x2 + m2)q. Hence, B = fill-1X0

1

and c = 77? (x2 + m2) in the BT equation.
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Figure 10.7 The AD — BT — ERU model.

Using the AD-BT—ERU model

The medium-run model is formed by combining the AD, BT and ERU curves in the q-y space,

as shown in Fig. 10.7. The figure also shows how the position ofthe economy on the diagram

can be used to diagnose the trade balance (a position off the BT curve) and whether there is

any pressure on inflation to change (a position off the ERU curve).

Supply, demand and external trade shocks in the open economy

As we saw in Section 10.1 , the key difference between the model presented here and the one

in Chapter 9 is the introduction of a price—setting curve that depends on the real exchange

rate and hence the downward-sloping ERU curve. We have also introduced the BT curve,

which can of course also be used in the case of a vertical ERU curve.

We first think about how a downward-sloping ERU curve affects the medium—run impli-

cations of demand and supply-side shocks. Figure 10.8 illustrates the AD — BT — ERU and

WS — PS diagrams following (a) a positive supply shock and (b) a positive demand shock.

We assume the economy is initially at medium-run equilibrium on the AD, BT and ERU

curves, and look at the medium—run implications of the shocks for the real exchange rate,

equilibrium unemployment, the trade balance and real wages.

A supply shock A positive supply shock, such as a reduction in union bargaining power,

shifts the WS curve downwards. This shifts the ERU curve to the right. There is a depreciated

real exchange rate in the new medium-run equilibrium, as well as an increase in equilibrium

output(see point B in Fig. 10.8a). The economy can operate ata new medium—run equilibrium

with higher output. On the demand side, this is because of the higher competitiveness

associated with the weaker unions. The depreciated real exchange rate means that real

wages measured in terms of the consumer price index are lower. At point B, the economy is

above the BT curve, which means the economy has moved into trade surplus.

A demand shock A positive demand shock, such as a fall in the savings rate because

households are able to get access to mortgages more easily, shifts the AD curve to the

right, which results in an appreciated exchange rate at the new equilibrium. In light of the
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Figure 10.8 What determines the medium-run equilibrium?

downward-sloping ERU however, it also leads to a reduction in the equilibrium rate ofun-

employment (see point B in Fig. 10.8b). This is markedly different from the outcome seen

in the closed economy and in the open economy in Chapter 9 with a vertical ERU curve,

where demand shocks could not affect the equilibrium rate of unemployment. By reducing

the real cost of imported conSumption goods, the appreciation of the real exchange rate

that accompanies this shock shifts the PS curve upwards and results in a higher real wage

for workers. At point B, the economy is below the BT curve, which means the economy has

moved into trade deficit.

The extension ofthe model to the open economy means that it is not only domesticshocks

to supply and demand that can affect the home economy. Economic shocks such as changes

in world demand (y*) or change in home’s share of world exports (a) can arise from outside

the home economy, which will affect the medium-run equilibrium in the home economy.

Such shocks are referred to as external trade shocks.

A positive trade shock due to higher world demand (y*) because ofa boom in a region of

the world which constitutes a significant proportion of world GDP or a rise in home's share

of world demand (a) shifts the AD and BT curves to the right. An example of an external

trade shock would be if France’s share of world trade, a, rises because preferences in the rest

of the world shift from beer to wine, benefiting French exports of wine. Another example

is where there is a change in the non-price attributes of the products of one country. For

example, suppose that at a given price, the quality of cars made in India suddenly increases.

This represents a positive external trade shock for India and a negative shock for its foreign

competitors in the auto industry.

We show the AD — BT — ERU diagram following a positive external trade shock in

Fig. 10.9:

An external trade shock The AD curve shifts to the right because A(a, y‘) has increased and

the BT curve shifts to the right because the term B(o. y") has increased. The new AD and BT

curves are denoted by AD’ and BT’. We know that medium—run equilibrium is at point B.

where the new AD curve and the ERU curve intersect. At point B, there is an appreciated

real exchange rate, higher output and a trade surplus. The economy is in trade surplusas

it is above BT’. We can see that AD’ and BT’ intersect at point C. which is vertically below
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Figure 10.9 How does an external trade shock affect medium—run equilibrium?

Table 10.1 Supply and demand shocks: implications for medium-run equilibrium in the AD — BT — ERU

model with a downward-sloping ERU curve.

 

 

 

Shock

Rise in productivity Fall in union Increase in autonomous Increase in

bargaining power consumption world output

Equilibrium unemployment l i J, t

Real exchange rate deprecration depreciation appreciation appreciation

Trade balance T T Jr T

Real wage (W/PC) 1‘ J, T T

 

Note? means the variable is higher in the new medium-run equilibrium, t means it is lower We assume a flat PS curve

throughout. For the trade balance, 1* represents an improvement in the trade balance.

the initial intersection. This is because at point C, the appreciation of the real exchange rate

is such that it causes net exports to fall by the exact amount that the external trade shock

increases them. Trade is therefore balanced at point C and output is unchanged.17

In Chapter 9, we analysed how the medium-run equilibrium in the model with a vertical

ERU curve is affected by supply and demand shocks. We repeat that exercise here with the

downward sloping ERU curve and include an external trade shock. Table 10.1 summarizes

the implications for the economy of a variety of permanent shocks. It shows the change

in unemployment, the real exchange rate, the trade balance and real wages between the

initial and the new constant inflation equilibria. The results hold for both flexible and fixed

exchange rate regimes.

17 Interestingly, a positive trade shock leaves the trade balance unchanged in the medium-run equilibrium

in the case ofa vertical ERU (at C). The reason is that, in this case, output in medium—run equilibrium is solely

pinned down by the supply side.
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Table 10.1 shows that:

1. The key differences from the model with a vertical ERU curve are that the reduction in

union bargaining power now leads to a lower real wage since we are defining the real

wage in terms of W/PC and that an increase in autonomous consumption now leads to

both a higher real wage and a lower level of equilibrium unemployment.

2. The introduction of the BT curve also allows us to show how the economy reacts to an

external trade shock and how different shocks are expected to affect the trade balance.

The table shows that positive supply shocks are associated with a real exchange rate

depreciation and hence an improvement in the trade balance, whereas positive demand

shocks are associated with an appreciation in the real exchange rate and a deterioration

in the trade balance. The table also shows that an external trade shock leads to a real

appreciation, but because the BT curve also shifts, the shock improves the trade balance.

Inflation in medium-run equilibrium: flexible and fixed exchange rates

What determines the medium-run inflation rate? At any medium-run equilibrium—Le. atthe

intersection of an AD curve with the ERU curve—the real exchange rate is constant. IfQ = %

is constant, i.e. A70 = 0, we can use the definition of Q 2 ¥ to write the expression:

AQ__AP* Ae AP

Q m+?—T

A AP AP* Ae

For — = 0, — = +

Q P P* e

 

 

_)flMRE=7T*+_e_s

which implies that home inflation is equal to world inflation plus the depreciation ofhome’s

nominal exchange rate.18

The intuition is that competitiveness remains constant as long as home and abroad's prices

are rising at the same rate in a common currency (since the right hand side ofthe equation

converts the growth ofworld prices in foreign currency into theirgrowth in domestic currency

terms). If home inflation is 5% and world inflation 2%, home’s competitiveness will remain

constant if its nominal exchange rate depreciates at a rate of 3% per annum.

18 In continuous time, we find an expression for the growth rate of Q by first taking logs, then differentiating

with respect to time and using the fact that d log x/x = 1/x:

logQ=logP*+loge-logP

dlogQ __ dlo P* dloge _ dlogP

3t _ gt + at at '

Use d log x/dx = 1/x to get

dlodeQ _ dlogP*dP* dlogede _ dlog PdP

det _ dP*dt dedt det

dQ/dt _ aw dt de/dt dP/dt

T - —p*L‘ + T — _P—

= 71* + —deédt — 7!.
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What determines the rate of home inflation? In the closed economy, it is the monetary

policy regime that fixes the medium—run inflation rate. With inflation targeting, the central

bank's inflation target sets medium-run inflation.

Inasmall open economy with flexible exchange rates, the inflation rate in the medium-run

is set by the central bank’s inflation target (assuming that the inflation—targeting regime is

credible), i.e.

NMRE = [HT]. (Medium-run inflation rate, flexible exchange rate regime)

where MRE stands for medium—run equilibrium and the square brackets are used to indicate

an exogenous variable, in this case chosen by the policy maker.

But what does this imply for the nominal exchange rate? Since both home and world

inflation are now determined exogenously, the real exchange rate will only be constant if

any discrepancy between home and world inflation is offset by a constant rate of change of

the nominal exchange rate:

§ =[nT1—[n*1. (10.7)

If home's inflation target is below world inflation, then the exchange rate must steadily

appreciate to keep the real exchange rate constant. Conversely, if home inflation is above

world inflation, there will be a constant depreciation of home’s exchange rate to keep the real

exchange rate constant. Note that if home's central bank chooses TIT = 1* then in the

medium-run equilibrium, the nominal exchange rate will be constant. This may be one

reason that central banks in different countries have chosen very similar inflation targets.

How can we reconcile Equation 10.7 with a fixed exchange rate regime, where the nominal

exchange rate is not allowed to change? In this case, where % = 0, for the real exchange

rate to be constant, home inflation must be equal to world inflation:

HMRE 2 [Jr‘]. (Medium—run inflation rate, fixed exchange rate regime)

In turn, ’world' inflation will be set by the inflation target of the central bank to which the

home economy's exchange rate is pegged. By choosing a fixed exchange rate regime, home

loses control over monetary policy. A consequence of this is that its medium-run inflation

rate is determined by world inflation.

Establishing a credible low inflation monetary regime: flexible and fixed exchange rates

The Eurozone provides a real-world example of a fixed exchange rate regime. In 1999, the

euro was introduced, irrevocably fixing the exchange rates between 11 European countries.

The medium-run equilibrium rate of inflation in these economies was then pinned down by

the inflation target of the European Central Bank, the Eurozone-wide institution to which

each national government ceded control of monetary policy. Figure 10.10 shows how the

inflation rates ofthree Eurozone economies (Italy, Spain and Germany) fell to low and stable

levels after the introduction of the single currency. The countries that benefitted most from

adopting the euro (in terms of reduced inflation) were the countries that had experienced

difficulties establishing credible low inflation monetary regimes of their own, such as Italy

and Spain.

The establishment of the single currency was signalled as early as 1992, via the provisions

of the Maastricht Treaty. One explanation for the pattern observed in Fig. 10.10 is that the
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2. Introduction of the euro, which fixed the exchange rates of 11 countries

Figure 10.10 Inflation rates for selected European economies: 1980—2010.

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, April 2011.

expectation of the establishment of a credible low inflation monetary policy regime helped

to anchor inflation expectations in the years before the euro was introduced (in 1999).

The Eurozone example shows that giving up control of monetary policy to a credible

pan-regional institution can help to create a low inflation environment. In this way, it can

be viewed as a policy alternative to granting the national central bank independence (Ina

flexible exchange rate regime). Figure 10.10 shows the comparison between the countries

acquiring low inflation credibility via membership of the Eurozone with the UK.

In 1992, the UK government chose to hand over responsibility for monetary policy to

the Bank of England; in May 1997, it was made independent. The Bank's Monetary Policy

Committee (MPC) is independent of political interference and meets on a monthly basis to

set interest rates. The inflation target (i.e. nT) of the MPC is 2% and we can see from Fig.

10.10 that inflation has been much lower and less volatile in the UK since the transfer of

responsibility.”

Medium- and long-run equilibrium

As we have seen, the key characteristic of the medium—run equilibrium is that inflation is

constant. However, we have also seen that the economy may be in trade imbalance at the

medium-run equilibrium. This was the case in Spain and the UK in the run-uptothefinancial

crisis (see Fig. 10.3). We can define the long—run equilibrium as the situation in which the

economy is not only at constant inflation, but also at trade balance. The difference between

medium- and long-run equilibria in the basic model is illustrated by the example in Fig. 1011

Let us compare the characteristics of points Z, B, and C.

19 The MPC has targeted the year—on—year change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) since 2003. Prior to that,

the MPC targeted the year—on-year change in the Retail Price Index excluding mortgage interest payments

(RPI-X) and due to small differences in the baskets of goods used to calculate the two indices, the target for

RPI—X was slightly higher, at 2.5%.
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Figure 1011 Medium- and long-run equilibria in the open economy.

1. Medium-run equilibria with constant inflation are at points such as Z, B and C, where

the economy is on the ERU curve, but not necessarily in trade balance. There is a trade

surplus at point B. because it is above the BT curve, and a trade deficit at point C. The

economy can remain at points like B and C with stable inflation. However, in the longer

run, pressures may emerge as a consequence of the external position that tend to push the

economy toward point 2. (Don't confuse A as autonomous demand in the AD curves with A

as point in diagram.)

2. Long-run equilibrium is at point Z—on the AD, ERU, and BT curves, where supply-side

equilibrium coincides with the balanced trade level of output. This is likely to be a sustainable

long-run position for the economy.

In the long-run, there may be pressures that tend to ensure that there is current account

balance in the economy. We explore the sustainability of current account imbalances in

Chapter 11.

10.3 Application

10.3.1 The UK ec0nomy before the crisis

This section provides a case study of the British economy between the mid-19905 and the

onset of the global financial crisis in 2008. This study highlights how the model can provide

insights into the factors driving macroeconomic performance when it is used alongside real-

world macroeconomic data.

The second half of the 1990s through to the early years of the new century saw the most

successful period ofmacroeconomic performance forthe UK in the post-warera. Figure 10.12

illustrates the evolution ofthe UK economy between 1990 Q1 and 2007 Q4. The figures show

that

1. Unemployment declined dramatically over the period. Inflation fell in the early part of

the period and stayed low and stable from then on.
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Figure 10.12 UK macroeconomic indicators: 1990 Q1-2007 Q4. Note depreciation goes down not up in

diagram.

Source: UK Office for National Statistics; Bank of England; IMF IFS (data accessed January 2012),

2. There was a large nominal and real appreciation in the mid to late-19905.

3. Real wage growth and productivity moved in a similar manner, although real wage growth

exceeded productivity growth for most of the period.

4. Retail sales experienced a strong upwards trend between the early 19905 and the mid-

20005.

The most striking feature of the UK's economic expansion over this period was that itwas

able to achieve such a marked decline in unemployment combined with low and stable

inflation.

Supply-side hypothesis

The argument that supply—side reform in the context of a sensible framework for macro-

economic policy accounts for the sustained fall in unemployment without rising inflation

from 1997 can be illustrated in Fig. 10.13a. In 1996—97, the British economy was atapoint

like A, with trade balance and inflation at about the level of its trading partners. Let us

consider a first scenario in which we assume that the ERU curve shifted to the right due to

the lagged effects of supply-side reforms. The economy would be predicted to experience

falling unemployment and inflation below its competitors as shown in Fig. 10.13a.
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Table 10.2 UK labour market institutions and government policy: 1983—2003.

 

 

1983 1988 1993 1998 2003

Average replacement rate 21.7 18.1 18,5 17.5 165

Tax wedge 26.6 25.1 23.8 24,9 174

Product market regulation 4.5 3.8 2.2 1,4 1.0

Union densrty 48.0 42.6 36.1 31.5 30.5

 

Source: OECD Employment Outlook 2006,)une 2006.
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Figure 10.13 Two hypotheses for the UK’s shift to lower unemployment without inflationary problems.

Table 10.2 shows that during the 19805 and 19905 the UK saw a dramatic reduction in

labour and product market rigidities such as the reduction in the power of unions and

the progressive deregulation of product markets (to encourage competition). Each of these

supply-side improvements is expected to have affected the ERU curve through their effect

on the underlying WS — PS curves (see Chapters 2 and 15 for details of how changes in each

variable would be expected to affect equilibrium unemployment). This hypothesis suggests

that there are long lags associated with supply—side reforms-reforms that started in earnest

the 19805 are thought to have contributed to the good economic performance of the UK

economy in the late 19905 and early 20005.

In these circumstances, the central bank would accommodate the supply—side improve-

mentand adjusttheir estimate ofthe equilibrium rate ofunemployment. In the new medium-

run equilibrium, the real exchange rate would be depreciated and there would be a trade

surplus.

However, it is obvious from the data in the top right hand panel of Fig. 10.12 that there is

a problem with this as the sole explanation of British performance, because of the behaviour

of the real exchange rate. From 1997, there was a large real appreciation, driven by an
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appreciation of the nominal exchange rate. Yet according to the pure supply-side reform

story, the real exchange rate should depreciate.

Demand shocks hypothesis

Let us now consider a different hypothesis to account for falling unemployment and modest

inflation. For the sake of this example, suppose that the supply side remains unchanged but

there is a boom in aggregate demand (e.g. a consumption boom). In the new medium-run

equilibrium at point Z in Fig. 10.13b, the real exchange rate is appreciated and there is an

external deficit.

As noted above, there was a sharp nominal (and real) appreciation of the pound in 1997.

This is consistent with the prediction of the dynamic macro model set out in Chapter 9.

In a flexible exchange rate regime, a consumption boom would boost output and inflation

(A —> B in Fig. 10.13b). Using the logic of the dynamic model, the central bank would

respond by raising the interest rate and the exchange rate would appreciate (B ——> C in

Fig. 10.13b). The economy shifts to lower output, because of the combined effect of the

increase in interest rates and the appreciation.20 Once inflation falls, the central bank begins

to lower the interest rate and the economy adjusts to the new medium-run equilibrium at

Z. The economy ends up with lower unemployment, a real exchange rate appreciation and

a weaker external balance.21

As the diagrams in Fig. 10.13 show, both scenarios are consistent with the combination of

lower unemployment and stable inflation in the new medium-run equilibrium atZ. Yetthey

imply very different outcomes for the real exchange rate, real wages and the trade balance.

In the first scenario, the real exchange rate depreciates, real wages decline and the trade

balance improves. In the second one, real wages rise, the real exchange rate appreciates and

the trade balance deteriorates.

Do either of these stylized pictures fit the UK's experience? As we have seen, the

first corresponds poorly with the behaviour of the nominal and real exchange rate. The

second entails a real appreciation but ignores the supply-side reforms documented in

Table 10.2.

There is some evidence that consumer behaviour was an important part ofthe post-I997

growth phase. The bottom right—hand panel of Fig. 10.12 shows how robust predominantly

non-food retail sales growth was over this period, being particularly strong in the first halfof

the 20005. A major trigger for the consumption boom was financial liberalization, which had

the effect of lifting the liquidity constraints on some households—whereas previously they

had been unable to borrow and smooth their consumption, they were now able to do so.

This is highlighted by the household savings ratio in the UK, which fell from 11.7 in 1992 to

20 Since the AD curve is defined for r = r*, if r > r*, then interest sensitive spending is dampened and the

economy is to the left of the AD’ curve (at C).

21 To use the dynamic model in the case of a downward-sloping ERU, it is necessary to locate the new ye at

the output level of point Z. The new MR and RX curves would go through this level of output. Adjustment

would then take place in the usual fashion. We do not discuss adjustment in the RX — PC — MR diagrams with

a downward—sloping ERU in order to make the analysis as simple and easily digestible as possibleThis is left

as an exercise for the reader.
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Figure 10.14 UK from 1997—synthetic hypothesis.

just 2.7 in 2007.22 Another contributing factor to the reduced savings rate was the perceived

higher levels of household wealth that resulted from the stock market and real estate booms

that took place over the period, and the ability of credit constrained households to increase

consumption by withdrawing equity from their houses (as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7).

Other factors that are likely to have contributed to the consumption boom were the

windfall gains to consumers due to changes in the financial sector (e.g. demutualization of

building societies) and the high levels of real wage growth seen duringthe late 19905 and early

20005. ln this period, real wage growth outstripped productivity gains in the economy, as

shown by the bottom left hand panel of Fig. 10.12. This matches the period where the pound

appreciated strongly, thus making imports cheaper to domestic consumers and raising their

real wages.

As the consumption boom slackened, public expenditure took over in maintaining the

growth of demand. The Labour government elected in 1997 was able to consolidate the

public finances during a period of robust private sector growth in its first term, which gave it

the scope to introduce major public expenditure programmes in its second term from 2001.

In 1997, the Bank of England was made independent and began using a Taylor-type rule

to adjust the interest rate. lt raised the interest rate in 1997, but it is unlikely that this can

account fully for the appreciation of the nominal exchange rate. One further change to

the UK economy that is relevant to nominal exchange rate behaviour in the period from

the mid-19905 is the emergence of export strength in knowledge—based services such as

banking, finance, consulting and other business services.23 This helps to explain the limited

deterioration of the current account balance in the face of the large real appreciation. Such

ashift in export capability (a rise in net exports at a given real exchange rate) is represented

22 Source: OECD Economic Outlook,June 201 2. Variable used is household and non—profit institutions sewing

households gross saving ratio.

23 For an interesting analysis of the changing structure of the UK balance of payments (in an international

perspective), see Rowthorn and Coutts (2004).
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in the model by a rightward shift of the BT curve, and may help to explain the nominal

appreciation.

By combining the aggregate demand, supply side and BT shifts as in Fig. 10.14, we have

the elements for a systematic consideration of the driving forces behind the evolution ofthe

British economy from the mid-19905 to the eve of the financial crisis.

10.4 Conclusions

This chapter has extended our understanding ofthe open economy by providing more detail

on how the demand and supply sides operate when economies are open to international

trade. On the demand side, we have shown that the open economy IS curve is steeper than

the closed economy IS curve, due to the diversion of some aggregate expenditure away

from home production towards imports from abroad in the open economy. We have also

shown that exchange rate depreciation improves the trade balance, as long as the Marshall-

Lerner condition holds. This assumption forms the backbone of the open economy IS and

AD curves. In addition, we have introduced the concept of the trade balance, which can be

modelled by the BT curve in the real exchange rate—output diagram.

On the supply side, we have altered a key assumption from the previous chapter, choosing

to model wage setting based on workers’ real consumption wages (which includes the price

of imports). lfworkers’ utility is defined in terms oftheir real consumption wage, the constant

inflation equilibrium will be found by the intersection ofthe W5 and the PS curves,where itis

the real consumption wage on the vertical axis. In this modified model ofthe labour market,

changes in the real exchange rate (i.e. the cost of imports), which affect the real wages that

workers receive after firms have set their prices, shift the PS curve. For example, ifthe real

cost of imports goes up (i.e. a real depreciation), the real consumption wage consistent with

firms' pricing behaviour for a given nominal wage, goes down: this shifts the PS curve down.

This has an important effect on the medium-run model (i.e. the AD — BT — ERU model):

the ERU curve becomes downward sloping, which means that there is a range of levels of

output (and unemployment) consistent with constant inflation. This is in contrast to the

medium—run model in the previous chapter, where there was a unique equilibrium rate of

unemployment (exactly as in the closed economy) modelled by a vertical ERU curve.

The more detailed analysis of the demand and supply sides introduced in this chapter

helps to illuminate interesting puzzles in the global economy, such as:

1. Why can real exchange rate depreciation be considered a 'double-edged sword’?

There are two sides to a real exchange rate depreciation; the volume effect and the

relative price effect. The volume effect occurs because a depreciation results in an improve—

ment in home’s competitiveness, which in turn affects the demand for exports and imports.

Home‘s exports appear cheaper to foreigners after a depreciation, so export demand will

increase. In addition, home consumers substitute away from imports and towards home-

produced goods as imports rise in price. The volume effect therefore unambiguously im‘

proves the trade balance. In contrast, the relative price effect worsens the trade balance, as

any volume of imports that home consumers purchase are more expensive following the
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depreciation. Which effect is bigger? As long as the Marshall—Lerner condition holds, and

we assume it always does, then a depreciation of real exchange rate will result in an im-

provement in the trade balance. Depreciation is a double-edged sword because although

it improves the trade balance and helps the tradables sector, it reduces living standards by

raising the real cost of imports.

2. How can we determine whether supply or demand shocks accounted for the good

economic performance during the Great Moderation? Both supply and demand shocks can

change constant inflation output in the AD — BT — ERU model with a downward—sloping

ERU curve. Positive supply and demand shocks are both associated with reduced unem-

ployment and stable inflation—but other characteristics of the medium-run equilibria are

different. A positive demand shock is associated with an appreciation of the real exchange

rate and a deterioration ofthe external balance, whereas a positive supply shock is associated

with the opposite. In the case study of the UK economy in Section 10.3, we ruled out the

robust economic performance being a result solely of supply-side policies, because the real

exchange rate appreciated and the external balance deteriorated. The macroeconomic data

instead seemed to suggest a combination of both supply and demand shocks.

3. How can current account imbalances persist in the medium-run? We introduced the

BT curve in this chapter. It represents the combinations of the real exchange rate and output

at which the economy is in trade balance. It is flatter than the AD curve: this reflects both

the Marshall—Lerner condition and the fact that the multiplier is less than the reciprocal

ofthe marginal propensity to import. The condition for a medium-run equilibrium is that

the economy is on both the AD and ERU curves (i.e. at their intersection). At a medium-

run equilibrium the economy does not have to be on the BT curve: it can be in trade

surplus, trade balance or trade deficit. In the long-run however, there are both economic

and political forces that may drive the economy back towards external balance. These forces

will be explored in the next chapter.

The next chapter applies the tools learnt so far to exploring the global economy further, us—

ingthe open economy macro model to provide a framework for analysing global imbalances

and oil shocks.

10.5 Appendix

The Marshall-Lerner condition: a proof

Assume that trade is initially balanced and that the prices of exports and imports do not

change in response to the volume sold. Since BT = a(Q)y* — Qm(Q)y, the change in the

trade balance in response to a change in competitiveness is

dfl = crow — Qm’(Q)y — my
do

_ *fl
— 0'

— Qm’(Q)y — my
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But by assumption, BT = 0, Le. o(Q)y* = Qm(Q)y, and therefore

dBT '

fi‘—anyE —Qm(Q)y—my.

Dividing through by my,

1 d_B[_Qa'(o) Qm’(Q)
—7—1. 

m—y-dQ— a m

Since my > 0 ”T > 0 if and only if

 

Id—Q

QU’(Q) _ Qm’(Q) > L
 

0' m

Now, (31(0) is minus the elasticity of demand for exports, since QIs theinverse of the real

price of exports. Similarly,Qm—)is the elasticity of demand for imports. The Marshall- Lerner

condition for an improvement in the balance oftrade to follow from a rise in competitiveness

is that the sum of the absolute values of the demand elasticities is greater than one; i.e.

 

 

 

Q:(Q)‘+’Q_rr’1n@. > 1.

10.6 Questions

10.6.1 Checklist questions

1. Explain the difference between the closed and open economy IS curves. Which curve is

steeper? Explain both in words and with reference to equations why this must be the case.

. Explain the sense in which an improvement in price competitiveness might be considereda

’good thing’ for the economy. Might it also be considered a 'bad thing’? is an improvement

in the terms of trade the same as an improvement in price competitiveness?

. Construct a numerical example to show how the Marshall—Lerner condition works. Why might

its predictions not hold in the very short run?

How does the price-setting real wage equation differ in the case where you assume (a)a

vertical ERU and (b) the downward-sloping ERU curve? Show how the price-setting real wage

is derived in case (b).

. Are real wages higher, lower or unchanged in the new medium—run equilibrium followinga

cut in unemployment benefits? Explain your answer.

Compare an economy with a vertical ERU curve with an othen/vise identical economy with

a downward-sloping ERU curve. Briefly explain how these economies differ. Consideragov-

ernment facing an upcoming election. Does a downward-sloping ERU curve affect the policy

maker’s incentive to be fiscally disciplined ahead of an election?

. Assume the home economy is a small open economy. It initially starts in trade balance with

output at equilibrium. There is a sudden shift in preferences away from the home country/s

exports and towards the exports of their competitors (Le. a reduction of a in the home

economy). Are the following statements about the new medium-run equilibrium true or

false?Justify your answers and use AD — BT — ERU diagrams where appropriate.
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(a) This shock will increase the level of output in the home economy if you assume a

downward-sloping ERU curve.

(b) This shock will have no effect on world output.

(c) This will lead to an improvement in the trade balance in the home economy.

8. Explain in words with the help of a diagram (with a q — y panel) why the BT curve is flatter

than the AD curve. Show the result using equations.

9. What is the inflation rate in medium-run equilibrium in a fixed exchange rate economy? How

will deviations in inflation from this rate affect the country’s competitiveness?

10. A small open economy with flexible exchange rates is having trouble controlling inflation.

What options does it have for establishing a credible low inflation monetary regime? Are

there any downsides to these options?

10.6.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Use the website of The Economist magazine and search for the latest version of the ’Big Mac

Index'. Answer the following questions:

(a) What does the index show and how does it relate to the concept of purchasing power

parity?

(b) Describe some interesting cross—country comparisons in the data.

(c) What does the index tell us about the relative size of the Chinese and US economies?

2. Use the content of this chapter and Chapter 9 to answer the following questions:

(a) How would you expect an inflation-targeting central bank to respond to a fall in world

trade? Explain the central bank's reasoning.

(b) Does the exchange rate overshoot as a consequence of the central bank‘s actions? Justify

your answer.

3. This question uses content from both this chapter and Chapter 9. Read the following ex-

cerpt from Economic luck that cannot last:24 'The governor [of the Bank of England, Mervyn

King] emphasizes four underlying causes of the improvement in UK performance: a monetary

framework that evolved from inflation—targeting, in 1992, to the Bank’s operational indepen-

dence, in 1997; fiscal consolidation; 20 years of supply-side reforms; and a series of shocks that

averaged out over time, rather than cumulated in either an upward or downward spiral. Yet, as

Mr King notes, one beneficent shock did cumulate: to the terms of trade (the ratio of export to

import prices), which improved by about 10% after 1996. This generated a substantial increase

in real take-home pay without adding to employers' costs.’

How can we use the open economy models to explain the evolution of the UK economy

over this period? In answering the question, you are advised to take the following steps:

(a) Link supply-side reforms to economic performance using the AD — BT — ERU model.

(b) Use the 3-equation model to explain how an inflation-targeting central bank can respond

to a shock and return the economy to target inflation.

24 This excerpt is taken from Martin Wolf’s article in the Financial Times on October 30th 2003 entitled

'Economic luck that cannot last‘. Note that the article was written in 2003 (Le. before the global financial crisis).
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(c) Use the AD — BT — ERU model to explain how a demand shock could have ’beneficent’ or

good effects on economic performance and relate this to the UK.

(d) Identify the reasons why this 'good luck' cannot last (as in the headline of the article).

4. Pick a large Eurozone economy (e.g. France, Spain, Germany or Italy). Perform a short case

study on the performance of your chosen economy between the mid-905 and the mid-20005

by following these steps:

(a) Use Eurostat to collect data on key macroeconomic indicators over the period (similar to

that shown for the UK in Fig. 10.12)

(b) Use OECD.Stat to collect supply-side data over the period (similar to that shown for the

UK in Table 10.2)

C What were the ina'or macroeconomic developments in Our Chosen countly over the
J Y

period?

(d) Can the evolution of your chosen economy over this period be explained using the AD—

BT — ERU framework (similar to that shown for the UK in Fig. 10.14)? Concisely summarize

any problems you had in doing this.



Extending the open

economy model: oil

shocks and imbalances

 

11.1 Overview

In this chapter, we extend the open economy model in a way that helps us to discuss some

interesting puzzles. The puzzles relate to how economies were operating in the fifteen years

that preceded the global financial crisis. This was the era of the Great Moderation. High and

volatile inflation appeared to have been eliminated from the advanced economies and there

were dramatic reductions in unemployment in many European economies, where it had re-

mained stubbornly high in the 19805. Whereas the oil price shocks of the 19705 had caused

major economic disruption, oil shocks in the 20005 were absorbed relatively easily. Policy

makers and some academic observers were confident that a decade of labour market re-

forms and a better policy-making environment, exemplified by the kind ofinflation-targeting

regime discussed in Chapters 3 and 9, had played a part in producing the improvements in

performance.

Yet, the unfolding of the global financial crisis and the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis from

2008 revealed that beneath the surface of the Great Moderation, imbalances were building

and with them, the pre-conditions for crisis. In Chapters 6 and 7 we focused on the build—up

ofa leverage cycle in a number of advanced economies. In this chapter, we introduce the

toolsthat are useful in understanding the international dimensions ofthese crises. We extend

the basic macroeconomic framework to allow us to analyse these issues.

First, we show how shocks to commodity prices, such as oil prices, can be analysed in the

AD— BT — ERU model. The analysis is motivated by the severe disturbance to the global

economy caused by the oil shocks of the 19705. The two oil shocks in 1973 and 1979

were followed by years of low growth, high inflation and rising unemployment—so-called

’stagflation'. It is striking that when the oil price increased sharply again in the 20005, the

macroeconomic effects were very different. In spite of near-record oil prices (in real terms),

inflation remained subdued and unemployment in many countries was at its lowest level for

several decades. This raises the question as to why the outcome was different. We shall see

that the extended model can help provide insight into this.

The second extension to the open economy model in this chapter centres on imbalances

and the interdependence of countries. Some countries run current account surpluses; others
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current account deficits. We need to have a way ofthinking about whetherthese international

payments patterns are problematic or whether they simply reflect benign differences among

countries, for example, in investment opportunities or natural resource endowments.

Some observers argue that the very large build-up of global current account imbalances

in the years before the financial crisis played a causal role in the crisis. But before tackling

that issue, we need to extend the AD — BT — ERU and 3—equation models to the two-bloc

case. The simplest way of thinking about the interaction between economies is to assume

the world is made up ofjust two large blocs of economies. We assume that in each bloc there

is an inflation-targeting central bank. Using the extended model, we can explain how it was

possible for inflation targeting central banks in the two blocs to successfully keep inflation

close to target and yet for there to be persistently rising external imbalances.

11.1.1 How does a commodity price rise affect the macro-economy?

As far as an oil-importing country is concerned, we shall see that an oil shock is a combination

oftwo different shocks: it is a negative external trade shock (which is also a negative aggregate

demand shock) and a negative supply shock. However, in the contemporaneous analysis of

the first oil shock in 1973, policy makers concentrated on the first feature ofthe shock. They

were preoccupied with the depressing effects on aggregate demand, employment and the

trade balance, and failed to take into account the impact on the supply side ofthe economy.

We provide a more detailed description of the oil crises in Section 11.2.1. At this stage, we

use our medium-run model of the open economy to answer some preliminary questions

about oil shocks.

Why does an oil shock depress aggregate demand?

Oil is a key imported input to production and also an important element in the household

consumption bundle. When the oil price rises, this depresses aggregate demand in oil import-

ing countries. Thinking of the definition of aggregate demand, the higher oil price reduces

net exports by raising the real import bill. From the perspective of households, when the oil

price goes up, the price of petrol at the pump rises. Firms will also pass on the higher priceof

energy in the prices of their goods. These price rises reduce the real incomes of households

and unless they can borrow to smooth this shock, consumption will fall. This reduction in

aggregate demand (because of the fall in (X — M) as the real cost of imported oil rises) shifts

the AD curve to the left in the AD — BT — ERU model.

The fall in net exports (because of the higher import bill) also depresses the trade balance

and we can show this in the model as a leftward shift in the BT curve. The shifts in the

AD and in the BT curves are shown in Fig. 11.1. As we saw in Chapter 10 (Fig. 10.9), it is

not a coincidence that the new BT curve intersects the new AD curve vertically above the

initial equilibrium. lfwe do the mental experiment of thinking about a real depreciation that

would fully offset the effect on aggregate demand of the oil price shock and leave output

unchanged at its initial level, this gives a point B on the new AD curve (AD’). This experiment

works because, by improving competitiveness and restoring net exports to their initial level

(in AD and BT), it must be the case that there is also trade balance at point B.

From Fig. 11.1, we can see that the external trade shock would mean a new medium-run

equilibrium at point C, with higher unemployment and a trade deficit. It is these aggregate
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Figure 11.1 The external trade effects of a rise in the price of oil.

demand and trade balance aspects of the shock that were at the top of policy makers’ minds

in 1973. They focused on trying to offset the implications of the shock for aggregate demand

and the external balance.

Why is an oil shock a negative supply shock?

ltturns out that an oil shock is also a negative supply shock: this means not only that it raises

unemployment as a consequence of the fall in aggregate demand, but that it also shifts the

ERU curve to the left. Why is this? Think back to a household faced with a higher cost of living

asaconsequence of the energy price. In Chapter 10, we discussed the fact that households

are likely to view their welfare in terms of their real consumption wage, i.e. they will evaluate

the value of their nominal wage according to the consumption bundle they can buy with

it. If the real value of their nominal wage is reduced by higher energy prices, this shifts the

price-setting curve downwards (for a given real exchange rate), opening up a gap between

the real consumption wage they expect at a given rate of unemployment and the real value

ofthe wage they get. In Fig. 11.2, we can see that this downward shift in the PS curve has the

effect of shifting the ERU curve to the left.

Thinking about an oil price increase as a negative supply shock helps to explain why the

oil shock in 1973 led notjust to a one-off increase in inflation, but to rising inflation—at a

time when unemployment had also risen. There will be upward pressure on inflation as long

as there is a gap between the WS curve and the new lower PS curve: unemployment must

increase if the economy is to achieve stable inflation. In other words, if the policy maker

tries to offset the effect of the fall in aggregate demand by monetary or fiscal stimulus, the

economy will experience rising inflation.

Forexample, suppose the policy maker used a fiscal stimulus to shift the aggregate demand

curve back to its initial pre-shock position (from AD’ to AD in Fig. 11.3). Would this offset to

the demand effects ofthe shock restore equilibrium in the economy? The answer is ’no’ ifthe

relevant post-shock supply-side equilibrium is on ERU’: the new equilibrium unemployment

is higher as shown by point B in Fig. 11.3. Since at A the real wage has been pushed down

by higher energy prices, wage setters will get higher money wages to compensate them and
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Figure 11.2 A negative supply shock: an increase in the oil price shifts the ERU to the curve left.
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Figure 11.3 An expansion of government spending in response to a rise in the price of oil.

inflation will no longer be constant (i.e. there is rising inflation at A). This is reflected in the

diagram by the fact that point A is to the right of the relevant ERU curve labelled ERU’.

What is the role of monetary policy?

In the analysis so far, the economy ends up at point B with constant inflation. Unemployment

is higher than it was initially and there is a substantial deterioration in the economy's external
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balance (note the position of BT’). Although it is not shown explicitly in the diagram, it is

also the case that the government's fiscal balance will have deteriorated due to the use of

expansionary fiscal policy in boosting aggregate demand in addition to the operation of the

automatic stabilizers. lfthe government wants to restore output and unemployment to their

pre-oil shock levels, then it may try to use expansionary monetary policy.

Monetary policy can be used to stimulate aggregate demand by producing an exchange

rate depreciation through a reduction in the interest rate. In a fixed exchange rate regime,

the same result could be achieved by a devaluation. This would take the economy from B

toward pointA—the economy’s starting point.

However, we can see immediately that this will provoke a rise in inflation. Why? Because

at point A, the economy is to the right of the new ERU’ curve: the depreciation will cut real

wages and lead to compensation through higher nominal wage settlements. Higher wage

and price inflation will result. As the impact of higher inflation on home’s competitiveness

kicks in, the economy will move to the south—west toward point B. To offset this recession, the

government would have to implement another loosening of monetary policy. Another burst

ofinflation would ensue. (Although the cause is different, this is the same kind of inflationary

process as described later in the chapter in Fig. 11.11.)

How could a supply-side policy help?

Although many countries experienced the combination of high inflation and unemployment

inthe 19705 and 19805, this was not true of all—see Fig. 2.1 in Chapter 2 for a comparison of

advanced economy unemployment rates during this period. We can use the model to help

provide a possible explanation. lfthe negative supply—side effect of the shock could be offset

by an appropriate supply—side policy, then the stagflationary consequences of the oil shock

would be mitigated.

One such policy is a wage accord. A wage accord, or incomes policy as it was sometimes

called at the time, is typically a tripartite agreement between the government, employee

unions and employer associations. The accord means that employees accept wage restraint

in order to maintain higher employment than would be the case otherwise. These accords

have the effect of shifting the wage-setting curve downward and hence offsetting (at least

partially) the downward shift of the price-setting curve. If the wage accord fully offsets the

effect ofthe oil shock, then the ERU curve will not shift to the left. Such a policy would reduce

both the rise in unemployment and the rise in inflation associated with the oil shock. The

downside ofthese policies is that they are hard to sell politically, as coupling rising oil prices

with wage restraint means workers have to accept a reduction in their real incomes. The

discussion in Chapter 15 about differences in institutional structures across countries helps

to explain why the oil shocks of the 19705 resulted in stagflation in some countries but not

others. Countries with coordinated wage-setting, such as those in Scandinavia and Austria,

kept unemployment low in spite of these shocks.

Why did the oil price hike in the 20005 not lead to stagflation?

Overthe course ofthe period between 2002 and 2008, real oil prices almost doubled, taking

them to a level above that of 1 980. Yet, inflation remained low and unemployment was falling

in many countries. An important reason that the depressive demand effects were muted in
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the 20005 was the very different behaviour of financial institutions. Banks were very keen

to increase their lending and in the US for example, they allowed households to withdraw

equity from their houses to enable them to maintain their consumption in the face ofthe oil

price increases. The behaviour of banks is discussed at greater length in Chapter 7.

On the supply side, it seems that workers were less able or less inclined to get compensation

through their wages for the higher oil prices in the 20005 than had been the case in the 19705.

This may be related to the decline in the role of unions in wage setting overthis period (see

Chapter 15). If this was the case, then in terms of the model, both the aggregate demand

curve and the ERU curves would have shifted less to the left than was the case in the 19705due

respectively to bank and union behaviour. Finally, with their inflation-targeting mandates,

central banks were not inclined to try to offset the effect on demand by loosening monetary

policy in the 20005.

11.1.2 Interpreting an economy’s sector financial balances: does a current

account imbalance matter?

To answer this question, it is useful to explain circumstances under which a current account

imbalance is benign. The logic is familiar from the discussion of household decisions in

Chapter 1. At different stages in their lifecycle, households would ideally like to borrow or

lend in order to maintain a fairly smooth consumption path. A phase of borrowing would be

expected when income is below its expected longer-term level; a phase oflending would be

expected during years of higher than 'permanent' income. The ability to borrow and lend,

i.e. access to the capital market, allows the household to improve its welfare relative toa

situation in which its consumption is tied to its current income.

The same logic can be applied to a country. A good example is a situation in whicha

country gets a windfall increase in its wealth and hence in its ’permanent income' because

ofthe discovery ofa natural resource. Applying the same logic as in the household case, the

country's permanent income has gone up, which means consumption can be higher now

and into the indefinite future. If the country has access to borrowing on the international

capital market, then current consumption of home residents can go up immediately on the

discovery of the natural resource before any of it has been extracted. In practical terms, this

means a rise in imports as home residents purchase more goods from abroad to sustaintheir

higher consumption.

If we assume that the initial position was of current account and trade balance, we would

observe a deterioration in the current account on discovery of the natural resource. Inthis

example, the current account deficit is not a signal of any weakness in the performance of

the economy: indeed, the current account deficit reflects the increase in long-run wealth of

the country, which allows residents to improve their living standards immediately because

they can borrow on international capital markets to fund the higher level ofimports. Once

the revenue from the natural resource comes on-stream, the accumulated debt associated

with the years of current account deficits can be repaid.

However,just because we can think through an example in which a current account deficit

is benign does not mean this is always the case. Let us take a very different example. Suppose

the economy is characterized by a property price bubble. This can lead to a consumption

boom as households feel wealthier as a consequence of rising house prices. Forthe economy
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Figure 11.4 Current account balances—countries with large surpluses or deficits: 1980—2010.

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, September 2011.

asawhole, higher consumption leads to higher imports and to a deterioration in the current

account. The country is accumulating debt to the rest of the world for as long as the current

account deficit persists. Unlike the resource windfall case in which the means for repaying

the debt are ’in the ground', the house—price boom does not create more wealth that can be

used to repay the debt as it comes due. When the bubble bursts and house prices fall, the

illusion of higher permanent income for the country is shattered and the country will have

to find a way of servicing the higher debt it has accumulated. This will normally entail a fall

in living standards.

11.1.3 Inflation targeting in a two-bloc world

One ofthe striking features of the global economy from the year 2000 in the late phase ofthe

Great Moderation was the mounting external imbalances of a number of large economies.

Figure 11.4 shows that the US, Spain and the UK had rising external deficits of a globally

significant size. The counterpart to these deficits were the growing surpluses of China, the

oil-producing countries and Germany.Japan's substantial surplus remained fairly stable over

the 20005.

In the same period, central banks in both developed and emerging and developing

economies practiced inflation targeting and were seemingly successful at achieving low

and stable inflation. Fig. 11.5 shows how inflation in these two country blocs remained low

in the 20005. This is in contrast to previous periods, which were blighted by high and volatile

inflation, particularly in emerging and developing economies.
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Figure 11.5 Consumer price inflation, annual average percentage change: 1970-2010.

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, September 2011.

In hindsight, the imbalances that emerged in the 20005 seem unhealthy, a sure sign ofthe

troubles that were tO come. In the wake of the financial crisis, politicians and economists

have been quick to extol the virtues of ’rebalancing’—i.e. countries moving towards more

balanced current account positions. We can use a two-bloc version of the 3-equation model

to explore interdependence among countries and to show how the response ofan inflation-

targeting central bank in one bloc tO a bloc—specific shock affects the economy and the

policy maker in the other bloc. We show that both blocs can achieve their inflation target,

but current account and real exchange rate divergences emerge if there are different shocks

and/or patterns of demand in the two blocs. The two-bloc model will be set out and used to

analyse the dynamic adjustment of two blocs to economic shocks in Section 11.2.5.

1 1 14 Different medium-run 'growth' strategies can cause global imbalances

One way of understanding the global imbalances that arose in the pre-crisis period is to

see them as the outcome of the choice of different medium-run 'growth’ strategies by sig-

nificant global economies. For example, the US economy experienced consumption and

housing booms and rising government spending under George W. Bush. From the analysis

in Chapter 10, we know that a constant inflation equilibrium can be consistent with ex-

ternal imbalance in an open economy. For example, we showed there that a government

in an economy (with a downward—sloping ERU curve) can encourage higher domestic de-

mand (public or private), which will be associated with lower unemployment and higher

real wages (via an appreciated real exchange rate), which in turn, is consistent with stable

inflation.

lfthis were to improve a government's prospects for re—election, then why don’t all coun-

tries act this way? If they all tried to do so at the same time, then since the world as awhole

is a closed economy, this would be modelled by a rightward shift of the world IS curve ina

closed economy model and it would not be possible to maintain constant inflation.
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In Fig. 11.6, we provide a simple depiction of the medium—run equilibrium in the global

economy in the pre-crisis years. Bloc A represents those economies who adopted a policy of

supporting growth through domestic demand, such as the US, U K and Spain. At the level ofthe

global economy, these expansionary policies were, however, offset by the bloc B economies,

who depressed domestic demand in order to keep their real exchange rate depreciated and

support their export-led 'growth' strategy. Two important countries where the attention of

policy makers was on restraining domestic demand and promoting net exports in the 20005

were Germany and China.

In the stylized example in Fig. 11.6, bloc A is in a constant inflation equilibrium with lower

unemployment and an external deficit and bloc B is in a constant inflation equilibrium with

higher unemployment and a trade surplus. Assuming that the demand shifts are opposite

and symmetric, the world economy remains at the unique constant inflation equilibrium as

shown in the upper panel of the Fig. 11.6.

We can distinguish between an export—oriented growth strategy of China and Germany

and a finance-oriented growth strategy of the US, UK and Spain. These strategies resulted

in the emergence of large external imbalances developing from the beginning of the 20005,

with export surpluses rising sharply in China and Germany, and deficits rising rapidly in the

US, and to a lesser extent in the UK and Spain (see Fig. 11.4).
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As we discussed in Chapter 7, financial deregulation in the USA began in the early 19805

and culminated in 1999 with the repeal of the Glass Steagall act. In the UK, it was the ’big

bang’ of 1986 that signalled the start of rapid financial deregulation. In the US, this led to

the extension of credit to low income households for mortgages. Financial deregulation

fuelled housing booms in many other countries, including Spain, where the creation ofthe

Eurozone also affected access to and the cost of loans. In many of the economies with

finance-orientated growth strategies, household savings ratios fell to historically low levels

in the 20005.

However, not all countries were characterized by the same pattern. In particular, in terms

of countries with global impact, China and Germany looked very different. Both countries

had rapidly increasing current account surpluses. Looking first at China, in spite ofavery high

and rising investment rate (as a per cent of GDP) and rapid growth at rates close to 10% per

annum, savings were even higher (reflecting increasing savings by firms offsetting afalling

savings rate ofhouseholds). The Chinese government favoured an export—led growth strategy

to create a large globally competitive manufacturing sector. It was prepared to prioritize this

over a more balanced growth pattern, which would have allowed the exchange rate to

appreciate and real wages and domestic consumption to rise.

As Germany emerged from its period offinancing reconstruction in East Germanyfollowing

reunification in 1990, governments concentrated on setting policy so as to encourage the

restoration of competitiveness in the export sector, which had been eroded duringthe post-

unification boom in the early 19905. The government kept fiscal policy tight and supply-side

reforms focused on increasing the cost ofjob loss: both had the effect of encouraging wage

restraint. Against the background of weak demand at home, German firms sought to take

advantage of the opportunities available to reorganize production networks in Central and

Eastern Europe and to sell to the rapidly growing markets in China and elsewhere in the

emerging economies. Real wage growth was low, consumption depressed and the household

savings rate was increasing. Although China was growing very fast and Germany slowly, the

common factor ofan export-orientated growth strategy meant that in both countries national

savings were higher than investment and there was an export surplus.

In fact, the German preoccupation with export-led growth is not a recent development.

As financialjournalistJohn Plender points out, Germany has been characterized byatrade-

orientated growth strategy and a mistrust of high finance for centuries:1

Mercantilism and the fear of sophisticated finance have historically gone hand in hand in

Germany and other parts of northern Europe. In the 15th century the cities ofthe Hanseatic

League were profoundly suspicious of credit. They largely excluded foreign bankers. Mer-

chants tried to balance trade bilaterally, relying partly on barter while making some use of

coin. The economic historian Raymond de Roover reckoned the League's credit institutions

were about two centuries behind the Italians in 1500.

The third important source of rising current account surpluses was the impact ofthe rapid

economic expansion of emerging economies on the demand for oil and on oil prices and,

hence, on the export surpluses of the oil-producing countries.

1 Excerpt taken from: John Plender, December 29th 2011, ’How Goethe's Masterpiece is Shaping Europe'

Financial Times.
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By the mid-20005, the magnitude of the surpluses relative to the global economy was

unprecedented. Those surpluses were recycled to other regions. This echoed on a global

scale the recycling of the surpluses of the oil exporters following the OPEC shocks of the

19705 to Latin America, which had created the basis for the subsequent regional debt crisis.

In a very stylized way, we can relate this discussion to Fig. 11.6. Bloc A represents the

finance-orientated countries and bloc B represent the export—focused countries. Each bloc is

assumed to have an inflation-targeting central bank. The boom in demand in bloc A causes

an appreciation in the exchange rate and a current account deficit, whereas the opposite

macroeconomic policy stance in bloc B ensures a depreciated exchange rate and a trade

surplus. The strategies of the two blocs offset each other, which means that world interest

rates could be kept low (as shown by the upper panel of Fig. 11.6) without causing either

bloc to miss their inflation target.

11.2 Modelling

11.2.1 Oil shocks

In this section, we show how to include the role of imported raw materials in the macro

model. As we have seen the most important real-world application of this for the advanced

economies is to the oil shocks in the 19705 and 20005. However, the insights from modelling

shifts in the terms of trade faced by economies are much more broadly applicable.

External supply shocks (e.g. oil shocks) in the AD-BT-ERU model

An external supply shock is defined as an unanticipated change in the world terms of trade

between manufactured goods and raw materials: a change in the world price of oil is a

good example. This type of shock combines the effects of an external trade shock (as seen

in the previous chapter) with a supply—side impact on the price—setting real wage curve. As

explained in Section 11.1 the consequence is that there is a shift in the AD curve, in the BT

curve, and in the ERU curve, with all three curves shifting in the same direction.

To see in more detail why the ERU curve shifts, we need to look closely at what is meant

byachange in the world price of oil me. lfwe say that the world price of oil rises, this means

that it rises relative to the world price of manufactured goods P;,, where t = me/P;f . In

other words, we are talking about a change in relative prices, or to put it another way, a

change in the real price of oil. The price-setting curve is defined for a given real exchange

rate, Q E %, where now that we have introduced imports of raw materials, we need to

specify thatrthis is the relative price of manufactured goods: oil is excluded.

Now suppose that the world relative price of oil rises (T t). For a given real exchange rate

(qo in Fig. 11.7), a rise in the price of an essential input like oil raises costs for firms in the

home economy. These costs are passed on in higher consumer prices, which reduces the

real consumption wage of workers. If firms are to protect their profit margins in the face of

the oil price rise, then real wages must be lower. Hence the price—setting real wage curve

shifts downward when the world price of oil rises (see Fig. 11.7). This implies a leftward shift

in the ERU curve.
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Figure 11.7 A negative supply shock: an increase in the oil price (1‘ r) shifts the ERU curve to the left.

A very simple way to model the impact of oil is to assume all imports are oil and that the

consumer price index is the price index of home value-added (i.e. marked-up unit labour

costs) plus the unit cost of imported oil. In this simple setting, petrol at the pump isa

’manufactured good’. Then

PC = Pm; + vrP,";,fe

where me = (7% is the price index of home value added and v is unit materials require-

ment. This implies a price-setting real wage:2

p5 _ (1 — MM

_ 1 + vrQ '

Any rise in 1 reduces the price—setting real wage. Note that any fall in unit materials require-

ment through increased energy efficiency, for example, would tend to offset this.

We can now analyse the full impact of an exogenous and permanent change in the world

price of an essential commodity such as oil. We take the case of a rise in the price ofoil.

For simplicity, we assume that the home country only imports oil—it does not import final

goods. This changes nothing essential and allows for a more direct examination ofthe issue

at hand. We can investigate the three effects:

1. the impact on aggregate demand;

2 See footnote 13, Chapter 10 for a similar derivation.
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Figure 11.8 A negative external supply shock: the combined effect an increase in the oil price (T r) in the

AD — BT — ERU model. The new long—run equilibrium is at point Z.

2. the impact on the trade balance;

3. the impact on price and wage setting and hence on the ERU curve.

The aggregate demand and trade balance effects of an oil shock are modelled in the same

way. In this case, there is a downward shock to net exports because the increase in the cost

of the essential imported raw material absorbs a higher proportion of home income at a

given real exchange rate. This shifts the AD curve and the BT curve to the left. We write out

the trade balance equation from Chapter 10 to include the external terms of trade, 1:.

Since PM—_ P‘, e when imports are manufactured goods, PM: P—.rWP“). e when imports

are raw materials. Hence, imports in real terms, M, are:

Pf", PM

Holding all other variables constant, a rise in 1' increases the import bill, depressing net export

demand;

X — M = X(Q. y‘) — IQ - M(rQ. y)-

This reducesX — M, which shifts the BT and the AD curves to the left. The logic was explained

in Fig. 10.9 in Chapter 10 and in Fig. 11.1 in Section 11.1 . The newAD and BT curves intersect

vertically above A at A’.

Figure 11.8 summarizes the effect on all three curves of an oil shock. Given the shift in

the ERU curve, if the government tries to restore aggregate demand and output to its pre—

shock level at point A, then the inflationary consequences of the commodity price rise are

clear. Following the external supply shock, the initial equilibrium point A is above the new

ERU curve labelled ERU’. This means that at yo. the real wage is below the wage—setting real

wage because the PS curve has shifted down due to the increase in 1’. PointA is no longer a

medium-run equilibrium.

lfthe authorities did not attempt to offset the demand shock, the relevant AD curve is AD’

and there would still be inflationary pressure until output had fallen to y1.

Prm mee

M= (——)M(rQ- y) = rQMUQ. y)-
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Figure 11.9 Log of real oil prices and US macroeconomic indicators: 1970 Q1 -2011 Q4.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis - FRED (data accessed January 2012).

Comparing three oil shocks

This section focuses on the three major global oil shocks since the early 19705, comparing

their causes, their macroeconomic implications and the associated policy responses. Figure

11.9 shows the path of oil prices over the last 40 years—to compare across periods, we

show log real oil prices.3 This approach allows for variations in the series to be interpreted

as percentage changes. The shaded grey areas show the oil price shocks that we analyse

in this section. The graphs also show the movement of US consumer price inflation and

unemployment over the period, providing an insight into the macroeconomic consequences

of each shock.

The three oil shocks we are investigating took place in 1973—1974, 1979—1980 and 2002-

2008. We will go through each shock in turn, setting out its causes and its macroeconomic

effects. We will also investigate the dominant monetary policy response of central banks in

developed economies in relation to each episode.

3 This way of presenting data means that an increase in the index from 1 to 2 is (approximately) adoubling

of real oil prices. The first step is to produce the series for oil prices in real terms, by deflating nominal oil

prices by the US GDP deflator (Le. 2005 = 100). Next, the natural logarithim of this series is taken. Lastly, the

series is multiplied by 100. This method is in line with that used in Blanchard and Gali (2007).
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OPEC l: 1973-1974

The Yom Kippur War began in the Middle East on October 6 1973. This did not directly affect

oil shipments, but did lead to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)

cutting production of crude oil significantly towards the end of 1 973. This is thought to have

been the main driver ofthe more than doubling ofcrude oil prices seen over this period—the

nominal oil price rose from $4.3 to $10.1 per barrel between 1973 Q4 and 1974 Q1. The

overall impact of this event is estimated to have been between a 7% and 9% reduction in

world oil supply.“ In addition to this supply shock, demand pressures are thought to have

played a complementary role in the oil price rise. Barsky and Killian (2002) suggest that

general inflation and booming prices for other commodities contributed to the upward

pressure on oil prices.

Figure 11.9 shows that this shock coincided with a rise in inflation to double digits. In

contrast, the unemployment impact was largely felt in the year after the oil price hike, when

the unemployment rate in the US nearly doubled.

In response to the first oil shock in 1973, many countries focused on the aggregate demand

consequences and sought to offset them via expansionary fiscal and monetary policies.

The example of expansionary fiscal policy was used in Section 11.1. We look now at the

consequences of an accommodating monetary policy, which would allow the exchange rate

to depreciate so as to offset the fall in aggregate demand. Referring back to Fig. 11.8, the aim

would be to restore output to yo and move the economy from B to A/ via a depreciation of

the real exchange rate.

At point A’. however, the economy is to the right of the ERU curve. This causes inflation to

rise, as workers' real wage expectations are not being met (as shown in Fig. 10.6 in Chapter

10).The increase in inflation (T P relative to P") results in an appreciation ofthe real exchange

rate, via the equation Q = %. This leads to a movement leftwards down the AD curve, as

net exports fall, until the economy is at B’, where the newAD and ERU curves intersect. This is

the new medium-run equilibrium (MRE), where there is no pressure on inflation to change.

The consequence of the adoption of policies like this after 1973 was the onset of so-called

stagflation: rising unemployment and rising inflation (as the economy eventually adjusted

from A’ to the new medium-run equilibrium at B’ with unemployment rising and a burst

of inflation). Any renewed attempt by the government to keep output at its pre-shock level

would prompt a further increase in inflation (as the same process outlined above repeats

itself).

In the UK, government policy exacerbated the stagflation. The government negotiated

incomes policies during the 19705 to compensate workers for the rising cost of living. As

firms sought to protect their profit margins the wage—price spiral continued. By encouraging

real wage resistance (i.e. raising money wages to maintain real wages) this added to the sharp

rises in actual and equilibrium unemployment and inflation seen in the UKafter each ofthe oil

shocks.5

4 See Hamilton (2009).

5 See David Walton’s speech on February 23 2006 entitled, Has Oil Lost the Capacity to Shock? The speech is

available from the Bank of England website.
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OPEC II: 1979— 7 980

The second oil shock was once again the result of largely exogenous geopolitical event

disrupting the production ofcrude oil in the Middle East.6 This time, production was affected

by both the Iranian Revolution in late 1978 and the Iran-Iraq War of 1980. As in 1973,

these developments led to sharp rises in oil prices, which affected both US inflation and

unemployment in a similar manner as the 1973—74 shock, as shown by Fig. 11.9. Again, the

unemployment response lagged the inflation response, with unemployment not peaking

until 1982, at a rate of over 10%.

When the 1979—80 oil shock struck, the nature of the shock was better understood and

many countries attempted to use tight monetary policy to prevent exchange rate depreci-

ation and hence prevent a big upsurge in inflation. For example, average UK official bank

interest rates were 10% in 1978 Q3 and continued to rise during the shock, reachingl7%

in the first half 1980. From here interest rates gradually fell, but stayed above 10% untilthe

middle of 1983.7 This shift of monetary policy regime to non-accommodation of inflation

coincided with a change of government in the UK, as Thatcher took power in mid-1979. Her

economic views were highly influenced by Milton Friedman's 'Monetarist‘ school ofthought

and this was reflected in her decision to squeeze inflation out of the system through tight

monetary policy (even if it meant unemployment would be above equilibrium for some

time). Thatcher's Monetarist experiment is discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.

In terms of Fig. 11.8, adoption oftight monetary policy would mean that outputwould fall

from A to C to B’, but without the hike in inflation that accompanied loose monetary policy.

The high rates of inflation and the sluggish adaptation of wage and price setters to tighter

monetary policy meant that most countries experienced years of high unemploymentbefore

inflation was reduced to low levels in the 19905. This shows that governments were generally

unsuccessful in introducing the types of supply-side policies (e.g. wage accords) discussed

in Section 11.1.1, which would have mitigated the inflation and output responses to the oil

shocks.

Oil price rises 2002-2008

There was a persistent and marked rise in oil prices between 2002 and 2008, which culmi-

nated in a peak real oil price in 2008 Q2 that exceeded that reached in the 1979—800il shock.8

The forces driving this movement in prices were distinctly different from the episodes in the

19705, with demand factors in the global oil market playing a much larger role. The 20005was

a period of rapid economic expansion for emerging markets and especially China, whose

demand for oil increased exceptionally fast over this period. In addition to this, world oil

production stagnated between 2005 and 2007, partially driven by a decline in SaudiArabian

output. These demand and supply factors produced upward pressure on prices, as more

nations were actively competing for a finite amount of resources.

A further component of the third oil shock that did not feature in the oil shocks ofthe

19705 was speculation in financial markets. Hamilton (2009) argues that the excessively high

6 See Hamilton (2009),

7 Source: Bank of England (data accessedjanuary 2014).

8 There were some brief periods between 2002 Q1 and 2008 Q2 where oil prices fell, but they were small

and quickly reversed (see Fig. 11.9). In light of this, we treat the whole period as one oil shock.
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oil prices reached in 2008 were in part influenced by the flow of dollars into commodity

futures contracts. The path of the macroeconomy during this pronounced and consistent

rise in oil prices was unexpected given past experiences. Instead of stagflation, the third oil

shock coincided with a period of falling unemployment and low inflation (for the US, see

Fig. 11.9).

What factors can account for the very different macroeconomic consequences? Can the

model help explain why things were different this time around? On the demand side, two

factors appear to have been important. Firstly, greater access to credit meant that households

were able to cushion themselves against the increase in energy costs by withdrawing equity

from their houses.9 Secondly, there is some evidence that substitution away from energy-

intensive activities was easier.

On the supply side, both labour market reforms and inflation—targeting macroeconomic

frameworks appear to have made wage setters less inclined or able to secure compensation

in theirwages for higher imported energy costs. This would be reflected in a smaller left-

ward shift of the ERU curve. The importance of labour market reform was emphasized by

David Walton, a member of the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee in a 2006

speech, when he cited the increased flexibility of the UK labour market as a key reason for

the oil price rises of the first half of the 20005 not disturbing the UK’s low unemployment

equilibrium.10

Central banks in the developed world have learnt through experience of the dangers of

oil shocks forthe macroeconomy and in particular for inflation. The change in policy stance

since the early 19705 and the increased emphasis on keeping inflation expectations firmly

anchored in the face of oil shocks was displayed in a 2004 speech by Edward M. Gramlich,

then a member ofthe Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve:11

I must stress that the worst possible outcome [ofan oil shock] is not these temporary increases

in inflation and unemployment. The worst possible outcome is for monetary policy makers

to let inflation come loose from its moorings.

11.2.2 Current account imbalances

Do current account imbalances matter? An intertemporal approach to the balance

of payments

Does it matter from an economic perspective ifthere is a current account or trade deficit or

surplus in the economy? To answer this question, it is necessary to recall that any non—zero

current account reflects a change in the country’s wealth. If the home country has a current

account surplus then this means that it is lending abroad—if it has a current account deficit,

then it is borrowing from abroad. Since this borrowing will have to be repaid (with interest)

in the future, the trade deficit represents a decline in the home country’s wealth. A trade

9 See Feldstein (2006).

lo See David Walton’s speech on February 23 2006 entitled, Has Oil Lost the Capacity to Shock? The speech is

available from the Bank of England website.

ll Excerpt taken from: Edward M. Gramlich’s speech on September 16 2004 entitled, Oil Shocks and Monetary

Policy. The speech is available from the Federal Reserve website.
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deficit will imply a current account deficit unless the home country receives a sufficient net

inflow of interest and profit receipts on the foreign assets that it owns.

A decline in wealth sounds like a bad thing—but this is not necessarily the case. When

a student goes into debt to finance their university studies, their financial wealth falls. The

wisdom of this move depends on the extent to which the university education increases the

student’s human capital and improves their earning capacity.

In the same vein, we can show how countries can rationally use borrowing from abroad to

smooth consumption when there is an expectation that future income will exceed current

income. Starting from the accounting identities, we can show the link between the current

account and consumption.

X—MEy—C—I—G

CAEX—M+INT

Ey+rNT—C—r—G=7—c.

where'y's y+ INT — I — G.

By defining? E y + INT — l — G i.e. GDP plus net interest from abroad minus investment

and government spending, we can see that the current account can be viewed as?— C, or

savings plus taxes. We shall call 7 aggregate household disposable income and note that it

includes net interest from abroad. The intertemporal model of consumption of Chapterl

focuses on the objective of consumption smoothing. Using the identity, we can see thatin

the open economy, fluctuations in the current account can allow aggregate consumptionto

remain constant in the face of fluctuations in income.

The intertemporal model of the current account (ICA) represents the CA as a forward-

looking function of income and asset returns. And the cumulated value of past CA balances

is defined as the net foreign asset (N FA) position. This model of the current account requires

two key assumptions:

1. Perfect international capital mobility: home residents can buy or sell foreign bonds with

the fixed world interest rate, r*, in unlimited quantities at low transactions costs.

2. Domestic consumption is set by the infinite horizon rational expectations permanent in-

come hypothesis. As discussed in Chapter 1, this amounts to perfect consumption smooth-

ing in expectation when the real interest rate (r) is equal to the subjective discount factor

(9).

Using the notation introduced in Chapter 1, we can write the ICA model as follows:

CA, = — 2(1 + r*)IAYtE+r~

i=1

 

where, CA, is the current account balance at time t, 2:, is the sum from period t+l to

infinity, r* is the world interest rate, yg, is aggregate household net income at timet+i,

expected at the current period, t. In this framework, just like a household, a country hasan

intertemporal budget constraint. Consumption smoothing by borrowing and lending makes

sense for individuals and the same can be said for countries. If a country experiencesa

temporary decrease in income this period (i.e. fall in 7, due, for example, to an exogenous
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fall in exports), then there is an expectation that future income will be higher than current

income (i.e. A73, > 0, in future periods, i.e. when i > O).

In this scenario, a current account deficit in period t would simply reflect optimal borrowing

at the world interest rate, r‘, to smooth consumption against the adverse income shock. Bor—

rowingfrom abroad needs to be repaid in the future, so from period t + 1 onwards, the coun-

try would run a series of small current account surpluses as the debt is repaid (and the NFA

gradually returns to zero). This illustrates that a country’s current account deficit can be a re—

flection ofits 'permanent income’ and therefore that the possibility of borrowing from abroad

isa rational method of increasing the utility of its citizens. The example shown here is analo-

gous to a household borrowing to smooth their income when they have a bad income shock

orwhen their expected lifetime income increases as was discussed in detail in Chapter 1.

Considerthe example ofa country that discovers a natural resource, such as oil or diamonds

(see Fig. 11.10). This raises the country’s wealth and therefore its permanent income (i.e.

Ayffl» > 0. when i > 0). The extraction of the resource commonly takes place some time

after the discovery is made. However, the ability to borrow in international capital markets

means the country can smooth its consumption, raising living standards even ahead of the

first drop of oil being extracted. There are three separate factors that contribute to the

emergence ofa CA deficit upon the discovery of oil in this scenario:

1. Current consumption rises due to the expectation of higher future wealth.

2. Domestic investment increases to enable the extraction ofthe natural resources. The new

investment is partly funded through international borrowing.

3. The nominal and real exchange rates appreciate, because the forex market anticipates

that the real exchange rate that will balance the current account will be an appreciated

one. The discovery is a positive external trade shock (as discussed in Chapter 10).

Figure 11.10 shows the time profile of the discovery of the resource, the period for which

revenues are extracted and the period after the natural resource is exhausted. Following the

discovery, such a country will have a current account deficit. Its consumption is permanently

higher than would have been the case in the absence of the natural resource discovery.

Once the revenue from the resource extraction begins to flow the current account balance

improves. The current account eventually moves to a small surplus, which continues until the

country has repaid the debt built up during the initial phase. This adjustment was observed

in the UK in the 19705 with the discovery of oil in the North Sea.

Ifwe think about current account imbalances more generally, for a country that does not

have very profitable investment opportunities at home, it makes sense that domestic savings

are used for net investment abroad. The purchase of foreign assets that the current account

surplus represents may provide a higher return than would investment at home. High saving

economies in Asia, such as Singapore, provide examples here.

Causes and consequences of current account imbalances

If all economic agents act rationally by weighing up the relative returns from different in-

vestment opportunities, then a current account imbalance simply reflects the differences in

preferences, in investment opportunities and in resource windfalls across countries. This is a

useful benchmark case, but a persistent current account deficit is not always benign.
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Figure 11.10 Resource windfall and the current account.

For reasons of myopia and political pressures, a current account deficit may not refleci

higher investment at home in response to especially attractive investment opportunities or

because of a resource windfall—rather, it may reflect low savings because of high private con-

sumption based, for example, on a property price bubble or unsustainably high government

consumption, or it may reflect investment in wasteful projects.

We saw in Chapter 10 that a country does not have to be in trade balance to be in

medium—run equilibrium. We also alluded to the fact that there are economic and political

forces that can push countries back towards trade balance in the long run. These forces

are likely to be stronger when the imbalance is viewed as being unsustainable (ratherthan

benign).

There are a number of different channels through which persistent imbalances could

come under pressure. To make the discussion as simple as possible, we assume that net

interest and profit receipts from abroad are zero so that the current account balance andthe

trade balance are equivalent (see Chapter 10 for more information on the open economy

accounting framework).

Consumption effects of changes in wealth: A trade surplus indicates rising wealth for the

home country and atrade deficitthe opposite. We saw from the PIH in Chapteri thatchanges

in lifetime wealth can result in changes in consumption in the current period. Forexample.

consumers in an economy with a persistent trade deficit may think that belt tightening will

eventually be required for the home economy to service and repay their foreign debts. This

could lead to estimates of permanent income being adjusted down and an associated fall in

consumer spending, which would shift the AD curve leftwards and move the economy back

towards long-run equilibrium.
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Willingness of financial markets to fund deficits: If sentiment in financial markets is that a

trade deficit reflects high home consumption or wasteful investment, then funds will cease

to be available to the home country at the world interest rate. Our assumption that there is

perfect international capital mobility would break down. This will tend to dampen private

investment and may force the government to tighten demand policy to reduce the deficit.

Exchange rate expectations: In a fixed exchange rate regime, if private counterparties

are not willing to purchase the home currency to finance the external deficit, this reduces

demand for home currency and puts pressure on it to depreciate. To avoid this scenario, the

home country will have to sell foreign exchange reserves to defend its exchange rate peg.

Selling foreign exchange reserves will increase the demand for home currency and stop it

from depreciating. However, the foreign exchange reserves of the central bank are limited,

and borrowing to supplement them may be difficult, meaning the peg cannot be defended

indefinitely in an economy with a persistent trade deficit. Eventually a currency crisis or the

threat ofone will lead to some combination of devaluation and fiscal tightening moving the

economy back towards trade balance.

When analysing flexible exchange rates, up to this point we have assumed that exchange

rate expectations are pinned down by the medium—run equilibrium value of q (e.g. at a in

Fig. 11.11). However, if we assume that the expected exchange rate is influenced by the

trade balance, the ability of the central bank to achieve its inflation target is undermined.

Let us now assume that the expected exchange rate adjusts immediately to deliver a real

exchange rate consistent with trade balance: a trade deficit then becomes destabilizing for

theeconomy. In Fig. 11.11 the economy is at medium-run equilibrium at point Cwith atrade

deficitand constant inflation. Under the new assumption, the exchange rate will immediately

depreciate, causing a movement along the AD curve as q depreciates. This movement causes

the economy to move to the right of the ERU curve. To the right of the ERU curve, there is a

gap between the WS and PS curves and inflationary pressures will emerge. As home's inflation

rises relative to that of its competitors, home will become less competitive. This implies a

real appreciation for home: and the economy will move back in the direction of point C as

net exports fall. We can imagine that such a process could repeat itself indefinitely. Once

exchange rate expectations become unanchored in this way, there can be a spiral of rising

inflation and nominal exchange rate depreciation until tighter fiscal policy is implemented

and the AD curve is shifted to the left.

Political pressures: There could be political pressure to reduce imbalances, particularly

in surplus countries. This pressure can come from within the country, as the population

urges government to boost activity and operate at a lower unemployment rate, or from

international trading partners. An example of external pressure to reduce imbalances is

the tension between the US and China over China’s manipulation of the yuan exchange

rate.

As a result of these forces, long-run equilibrium is at a position on the ERU curve and at

current account balance. As we have seen, when the current account is balanced, the coun-

try’s wealth is constant—in the sense that it is not borrowing from or lending to the rest ofthe

world. To make the exposition as simple as possible, we have ignored the difference between

the trade balance and the current account. This allows us to define the long-run equilibrium

in the AD — BT — ERU model as the intersection ofthe ERU curve and the BT curve (as shown
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Figure 11.11 Medium—run equilibrium at C (trade deficit) is disturbed by exchange rate depreciation.

by yLRE in Fig. 10.11 in Chapter 10 and labelled point Z in Fig. 11.11). Although economic

pressures are more likely to make deficits unsustainable, external or internal political pres-

sure may also lead a surplus country to adjust to the long-run equilibrium—or at least in the

direction ofa more balanced external position.

11.2.3 Sector financial balances

A majortheme in the discussion ofthe background causes ofthe global financial crisisisglobal

imbalances. What are these imbalances and how do they fit into the model? To understand

what lies behind the emergence of global imbalances—current account (or trade) surpluses

or deficits—it is helpful to see how the goods market equilibrium condition for one economy

can be rearranged to show its sector financial balances. We can write the goods market

equilibrium condition in terms of sectoral savings and investment balances.

Three sector balances are of interest: the private sector financial balance (private savings

net of its investment), the government sector financial balance (taxation net of govern-

ment expenditure), and the trade balance (net investment abroad). We assume that the

economy is in a short—run equilibrium at which r = r‘. Ceteris paribus, a trade surplus

means that stocks of foreign assets are increasing in the home economy. This measures

the increase in the holdings of foreign wealth in the home economy and is therefore re-

ferred to as net investment abroad. We rearrange the outflows and inflows version of the

goods market equilibrium condition to separate out taxation and show the sectorfinancial

balances:12

o—mm+U—o=X—M
dis *

(w p - Co — W» + (W - G) = X(Q, y )— QM(Q. y).
fiz— W \——F_’

private sector government BT = net inv abroad

financial balance financial balance

where ydiSp is disposable income, ydisP = (1 — t)y.

12 To see this note that S = ydisP - C = ydi‘P - (co + (1 — S1)ydi$p) = S1ydi‘p — c0.
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Figure 11.12 Twin deficits arising due to an expansion of government spending.

This expression is useful because it highlights the flow equilibrium in the economy. One

sector, for example, the private sector, can only run a financial deficit if it borrows from

another sector: this would mean some combination of borrowing from the government

(Le. a government budget surplus) and borrowing from abroad (a foreign trade deficit).

Whenever the goods market is in equilibrium, private savings net of investment (the private

sectors financial balance) plus the government budget surplus (the government’s financial

balance) are equal to the trade surplus.

How can 'twin deficits' arise?

The sector financial balances provide a useful lens with which to look at a country’s macroe-

conomic developments, but the equation must be used with care. It is a goods market

equilibrium condition, so in order to understand the implications of a shock or policy

change it is first necessary to identify the shock and to work out the new goods market

equilibrium.

In orderto do this, we need to use a model. In ourfirst example, we use the AD — BT — ERU

model to illustrate the twin deficits that arise following an expansionary fiscal policy. We

begin in equilibrium at trade and government budget balance, and in private sectorfinancial

balance. As shown in Fig. 11.12, a rise in G leads to a new constant inflation equilibrium at

higher output (on the ERU curve). Both in the temporary shorter-run equilibrium at point

B and in the medium-run equilibrium at C, there is a trade deficit. In both cases, output

is higher than initially, which pushes up imports; in the new medium-run equilibrium, the

exchange rate is appreciated, which depresses net exports (both B and C are below the BT

line).

Whatabout the fiscal balance? To pin things down, let us concentrate on the new medium-

run equilibrium. Higher output generates higher tax revenues but not by enough to prevent

the government's budget balance from deteriorating.13 Thus, in the new equilibrium, the

13 The rise in G raises income, which raises savings and imports as well as tax revenue. The level of output in

the new equilibrium will therefore be lower than the level that would raise taxes by the increase in G. Hence,

there is a budget deficit in the new equilibrium. As an exercise, show this algebraically.
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government’s financial balance has deteriorated: there is a budget deficit. Highery also

raises savings and improves the private sector balance (since nothing has happened to 51. co.

or l—remember that in the new equilibrium at C, r = r"). To summarize, the increase in

government spending results in a budget deficit. The financial sector balances equation

highlights the fact that in the new equilibrium, this is partly financed by borrowing from

the private sector (which goes into surplus) and partly by borrowing from abroad (the trade

balance goes into deficit). So-called twin deficits (fiscal and trade) have emerged.

Examples

Since the early 20005, twin (or, as we shall see, triple) deficits have consistently been observed

in the United States, as shown by Fig. 11.13. In the last decade, the budget deficit reflected

a combination of tax cuts and expensive foreign wars. Government spending during this

period was financed by borrowing from abroad: the fact that the current account deficit

exceeded the government deficit indicates that the private sector was also borrowingfrom

abroad. Hence, the triple deficit. US borrowing was the mirror image of Chinese lending(i.e.

the purchase of US Treasury bills by the Chinese authorities as part of their intervention in

currency markets).

Can the US current account be rationalized by using the intertemporal model ofthe current

account? The future macroeconomic adjustment brought on by such a substantial current

account deficit could be thought of as benign ifthe build—up ofdebt simply reflected optimal

borrowing to smooth consumption. Some economists have pointed to expectations of rapid

income growth and the presence of exceptionally low interest rates (which reduces the cost

of financing the government debt and encourages consumption in the present) as possible

reasons why this might be the case. However, these arguments have lost some weight since

the onset ofthe global financial crisis, which means that the macroeconomic adjustment(i.e.

repaying of debt) in the United States could indeed have painful economic ramifications.

This will be explored in more detail in Section 11.2.4, as will the role of global imbalances in

the recent economic downturn.

In our second example, we use the intertemporal model and for simplicity assumethatthe

exchange rate is fixed. In this case, oil is discovered. We introduce a government sector into

the model discussed above and assume that the rise in the economy's permanent income

leads the government to increase its expenditure on education and other infrastructure

by borrowing from abroad. In this example, the private sector also goes into deficit as

consumption smoothing by households raises consumption when the discovery of oil is

announced. Here there are ’triple deficits’ in anticipation of the flow of oil.

A more complicated model would include the likely effect of the oil discovery on the

exchange rate. Countries where there has been a natural resources windfall have typically

experienced exchange rate appreciation and suffered from 'Dutch disease’, named after

the Netherlands' experience following the discovery of natural gas in the North Sea. Dutch

disease captures the idea that the non—resource tradables sector endures a loss of competi-

tiveness as a consequence of the exchange rate appreciation. The exchange rate appreciated

when gas was discovered, because the foreign exchange market anticipated that the real

exchange rate at which there would be current account balance was an appreciated one (as

the AD — BT — ERU model predicts when there is a positive external trade shock).
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Figure 11.13 United States Sector Financial Balances: 1980—2010.

Note: The private sector balance was computed using the sector financial balances equation (i.e. private sector balance =

current account balance less government budget deficit).

Source: OECD (accessed September 2011).

11.2.4 Global interdependence and imbalances

As Fig. 11.4 showed, a notable characteristic of the period of the ZOOOs—the late phase of

the Great Moderation (as discussed in the introduction to this chapter)—was the growth in

external imbalances of large countries in the global economy. The US, Spain and the UK

had rising external deficits of a globally significant size. The counterpart to these deficits

were the increasing surpluses of China, the oil—producing countries and Germany. Japan's

substantial surplus remained fairly stable in the 20005. In the same period, central banks in

both developed and emerging and developing economies were using inflation targeting and

were apparently successful at achieving low and stable inflation. Figure 11.5 in Section 11.1

shows how inflation in these two country blocs remained low in the 20005. This is in contrast

to previous periods, where inflation, particularly in emerging and developing economies has

proved difficult to control.

In hindsight, the imbalances that emerged in the 20005 seem unhealthy, a sure sign of the

troubles that were to come. In the wake of the financial crisis, politicians and economists

have been quick to extol the virtues of ’rebalancing’—i.e. countries moving towards more

balanced current account positions. In the years precedingthe crisis economists were divided

over whether the current account imbalances were benign, reflecting rational optimizing by

economic agents or whether they were unsustainable and posed a threat to medium—run

economic stability.
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Caballero et al. (2008) presented a unified model which sought to explain how large and

rising US current account deficits could be coupled with low long-term interest rates and

a rising share of US financial assets in world portfolios in a medium-run equilibrium. They

divided the world into three regions: high—growth high-finance ’U’ countries (e.g. US, UK,

Australia), low—growth high—finance ’E' countries (e.g. Eurozone,)apan) and high-growth-low

finance ’R’ (i.e. the rest of the world). High finance referred to a high level of financial devel-

opment. The core of the model is that there is fast economic growth in the R countries (i.e.

emerging markets), but that their underdeveloped financial systems cannot provide enough

high—quality savings instruments to satisfy demand. This pushes up demand for savings in-

struments from the U and E regions. The model assumes that U has higher growth potential

than E, so a disproportionate amount of global savings flows into these countries. This model

explained how three macroeconomic trends that defined the early and mid-ZOOOS—a wors-

ening ofthe US current account deficit, low global interest rates and a rising share 0st assets

in world portfolios—could co—exist. However, it has been criticized, particularly concerning

the fact that the model assumptions better suit the 19905 (with the Asian financial crisis) than

the mid—20005. In the latter period, it could be argued that emerging markets did have the

capacity to generate assets that others wanted.14

The Caballero et al. (2008) model emphasizes the importance ofthe US government's abil-

ity to create desirable financial assets. This is also highlighted in a paper by Richard Cooperon

the eve ofthe financial crisis, which concluded that current account imbalances were benign,

as they simply reflected rational savings decisions of individuals in economies with ageing

populations (e.g. Germany,Japan, China).15 Given the more favourable demographics inthe

US, the argument follows that these imbalances could persist until the baby boom generation

in the ageing economies reached retirement, at which point the imbalances would naturally

unwind as individuals sold these assets to finance consumption during retirement.

Not all economists held the view that these imbalances were sustainable. A number

thought that the global imbalances, the vast majority of which were between the US and

the major surplus countries (i.e.Japan, Germany and China), would inevitably lead toa large

and potentially destabilizing depreciation in the dollar (Obstfeld and Rogoff, 2005; Feldstein,

2008). This would make US exports more attractive to foreigners and at the same time, make

imports more expensive for US consumers. We know from Chapter 10, that ifthe Marshall-

Lerner condition holds, a depreciation of the dollar would lead to an improvement in the

trade balance.

11.2.5 A 2-bloc model with inflation-targeting central banks

The aim of this section is to set out a model which can provide a simple explanation of how

two country blocs, each with an inflation—targeting central bank, but with different patterns

in demand, could produce persistent imbalances in the global economy. We set outaZ—bloc

model of the world economy and show how external imbalances can be consistent with

successful inflation targeting.

14 See Frankel (2006). 15 See Cooper (2008).
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In Section 11.1.4, we introduced the idea of medium—run global imbalances by using the

downward-sloping ERU curve. It is easier to model the dynamic adjustment oftwo blocs to a

shock, however, ifwe simplify on the supply-side and revert to avertical ERU. The downward-

sloping ERU is helpful in bringing out the incentive for a country to allow a domestic demand

boom to take hold as discussed in Section 11.1.4. Here, we abstract from the motivation for

different patterns of demand and concentrate on how the dynamic interaction takes place

between two blocs where the supply-side is identical in each and is captured by a vertical

ERU (i.e. there is a unique constant inflation equilibrium in each bloc).

The role of q and r* in the 2-bloc model

In the model, there are two blocs, A and B. To fix ideas, think of bloc A as being the deficit

countries (US, UK, Spain) and bloc B as the surplus countries (China, Germany, Japan, oil

exporters). But note that in the model, the two blocs constitute the whole of the world

economy and there is an inflation targeting central bank in each. In each bloc, the medium-

run equilibrium is where aggregate demand is equal to equilibrium output (which is the same

in each bloc at Ya), with r = F" and q = a.

To simplify the notation, we assume that the coefficients on the interest rate and real

exchange rate are identical in each economy and equal to one. This means we can write the

medium-run equilibrium for each bloc as follows:

W=AA—?+§ (HmA)

fi=AB—F‘—§. wmcm

We can see why q is positive for A and equal and opposite for B by writing out the definition

ofq in the 2-bloc case,

P88 SA

q=log P—A ande= —.

We assume that AA > AB (i.e. that autonomous demand is higher in bloc A).

The first aspect of the model is that if we equate the right hand side of each equation, we

can simplify and get an expression for the real exchange rate, a:

M—r+q=AB—r—a

m=M—M

AB — AA

2

Since A‘ > AB, bloc A’s real exchange rate is appreciated. This is reflected in a < 0. It is also

clearthat bloc A's trade deficit (its net imports from bloc B), which is output minus domestic

absorption, is negative (BTA = ye — (AA — F") = a < O) and this is equal to bloc B's trade

surplus (its net exports to bloc A), which is positive: BTB = ye — (AB -— F*) = —6 > 0.

Changes in the real exchange rate between blocs ensures that in each bloc, aggregate

demand is at equilibrium and hence inflation is constant. lfthe blocs were symmetric in their

levels of autonomous aggregate demand, a = 0, which means the real exchange rate Q = 1

and common currency prices are identical in each bloc. Trade would be balanced.

The second aspect ofthe model is to note the role ofthe world real interest rate: this adjusts

to ensure that for the global economy (the combination of bloc A and bloc B), aggregate

 a: <0.
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demand is consistent with output at its equilibrium level in the world as awhole. To see this,

we write aggregate demand in block A as yD-A and similarly for bloc B. We need to ensurethal

yD.A + yD.B = ZYe-

Hence,AA —r* +a+AB —r* —q= 2ye

AA +AB — 2r* = 2y.

2? = AA +AB — 2ye

_ AA + AB
_ 2 ye,

This shows that the world real interest rate adjusts to ensure a constant inflation equilibrium

for the world as a whole. This happens as a result of the central banks of bloc A and bloc

B adjusting the interest rate to guide inflation back to target in their blocs. Both of these

central banks are fon/vard looking and rational and solve the model taking into accountthe

actions of the other central bank.

In the top panel of Fig. 11.14, the symmetric equilibrium is shown. In the lower panel,we

show the new medium-run equilibrium in the world and in each bloc followinga permanent

positive demand shock in bloc A, which pushes A" > AB. The result is a higher world real

interest rate, an appreciated real exchange rate and trade deficit in blocA and adepreciated

real exchange rate and trade surplus in bloc B. Inflation is constant in the new MRE. Nextwe

examine how the economies move from the old to the new equilibrium.

—*

A permanent demand shock in bloc A

In Chapter 9, we showed how the central bank and foreign exchange market simultaneously

solved the model to work out how the central bank would choose its interest rate responseto

a shock, and howthe exchange rate would change. In the 2-bloc model, there arethree parties

involved in solving the model: the central banks in each bloc and the foreign exchange mar-

ket. We need to use our imagination to think ofthese three rational actors playingagamewith

each other in which they have complete information about the model and about the shock.

To analyse how they react to a demand shock in one of them, we begin in a symmetric

equilibrium with the blocs identical in every respect (the top panel of Fig. 11.14).

We assume a positive permanent shock to demand in bloc A in period zero. This pushes

up output and inflation in bloc A in period zero and,just as in the closed economy, A’s central

bank will have to respond to this in order to get the economy on the path back to target

inflation. As we shall see, the analysis we have used for a small open economy gives good

guidance as to what happens in the 2-bloc case. In response to the demand shock in period

zero, the central bank in bloc A increases its interest rate to dampen activity. As usual, this is

accompanied by an appreciation of the real exchange rate in bloc A and in period one, bloc

A is on the MR curve and on the path back to target inflation.

Meanwhile all three actors have to consider the spillovers from the shock to bloc B’s

economy. In this simple model, spillovers from A to 8 take place only through changes in

the real exchange rate. In reality, there would also be feedback via the effect of changes in

income in bloc A on imports from bloc B. In our simple model, the marginal propensityto

import is zero. In a more realistic model, an increase in AA would not only push up outputin

bloc A, but also increase their demand for imports. As bloc A's imports are bloc B’s exports,
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Figure 11.14 The 2—bloc model with (a) a symmetric equilibrium and (b) a permanent positive demand shock

in bloc A.

the initial increase in AA would also increase AB. We exclude this feedback mechanism from

the model as it complicates the analysis.

In the model, it takes one period for interest and exchange rate changes to have an effect:

hence, in period zero, nothing happens to inflation or output in bloc B. However, bloc B’s

central bank observes the shock to bloc A in period zero and works out that in order to keep

to its inflation target, it will need to act. Why? Because the appreciated real exchange rate

in bloc A implies a depreciated real exchange rate for bloc B: whatever happens to the real

exchange rate in bloc A happens (in reverse) to the real exchange rate in bloc B. Unless the

central bank in bloc B raises its interest rate to offset the effect of the depreciation in its real

exchange rate on aggregate demand in bloc B, there will be an increase in bloc B’s inflation

in period 1. By working through the model, the three parties will figure out that the central

bank in bloc B will be able to fully offset the effects of the shock on inflation in its economy.

Figure 11.15 shows the new medium-run equilibrium (as in the lower panel of Fig. 11.14)

and sketches the path of adjustment in each bloc. Figure 11.16 shows the adjustment process

in the PC — MR and IS — RX diagrams for each bloc, which can be explained period-by-

period as follows:

Period 0 Both economies start at their respective bliss points—point A in Fig. 11.16. There is

a positive demand shock in bloc A, which is observed by both central banks and the forex

market. This moves bloc A to point B with output at yo and inflation at no, Bloc B has not
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Bloc A Bloc B

All tare the same size

This is the shift in AD

_ to AD(A‘, 7")

q ERU ‘7 ERU K .,
AD(A", r )

AD(A‘, 7')

   

   y
This is the shift in AD associated with A",

but holding 7' constant - i.e. AD(A",T')

This is the new MRE AD incorporating the

increase in 7‘ - i.e. AD(A", 7")

Figure 11.15 The 2-bloc model: the AD — ERU diagrams for bloc A and bloc B using the example ofa

permanent positive demand shock in bloc A.

moved from its original position. The central banks forecast their Phillips curves in the next

period. In bloc A, the PC will move to PC(7r,E = no) next period. Bloc A is not on its MR curve

at point B. Their desired position on next period’s PC is point C. In order to achieve this, the

central bank in bloc A raises the interest rate to r3, taking account of the appreciation of the

exchange rate that will occur (so the UIP condition holds).

Meanwhile, in bloc B, the central bank forecasts that the PC will not move next period,

as inflation has not changed. They have, however, noted that the actions of bloc A’s central

bank will lead to a depreciated exchange rate in Bloc B (as an appreciation in blocA isa

depreciation in bloc B in this model). To counter this effect and keep the economy at its bliss

point, the central bank of bloc B must raise interest rates to r3. This rate hike is exactly what

is required to offset the boost in output that would occur as the result of the depreciated

exchange rate.

The new interest rates and exchange rates can only affect the economy with a one period

lag. This means that bloc A ends period 0 with output at yo, inflation at no, the interest rate

at r6dl and the exchange rate at qo. In contrast, bloc B remains at its bliss point, with areal

interest rate of r3 and an exchange rate of —qo.

Period 1 onwards The new interest rates and exchange rates have had time to take effect

and both blocs have moved to point C. In bloc A, the higher interest rate and the appreciated

real exchange rate reinforce each other and dampen aggregate demand, causing output to

fall to y1 and inflation to fall to m. In bloc B, the interest rate and exchange rate effects exactly

offset each other and the economy remains at its bliss point.

In bloc A, the adjustment from C to Z is very similar to the demand and supply shock

cases in the open economy 3-equation model discussed in Chapter 9. The economy adjusts

along the RX curve to the new medium-run equilibrium at point 2. The RX curve has shifted
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Figure 11.16 The 2-bloc model: the IS — RX and PC — MR diagrams for bloc A and bloc B using the example

oia permanent positive demand shock in bloc A.

upwards after the demand shock in bloc A. This is because the RX curve is pinned down

by the world rate of interest, which changes as a result of the demand shock. During the

adjustment from C to Z in bloc A, the central bank slowly reduces the interest rate from

r3 to f" to stay on the MR and RX curves. The path of interest rates takes account of the

depreciation that occurs each time the interest rate is reduced. This depreciation means the

UlP condition holds in all periods.

In bloc B, the adjustment from C to Z is simpler. The central bank can see that the exchange

rate in bloc A is going to slowly depreciate over this period, meaning that bloc B’s exchange

rate is going to slowly appreciate. To offset the depressing effect from this appreciation the

central bank will slowly reduce interest rates from rg to 7’". Thoughout the entire adjustment

period, bloc B does not move from its bliss point—Le. where output is at equilibrium and

inflation is at target.

The adjustment to the demand shock in bloc A ends when the blocs are at point Z, where

inflation is back at target and output is back at equilibrium in both blocs. The new medium-

run equilibrium is however characterized by a higher world interest rate (i.e. F’” > 7*), a more

appreciated exchange rate in bloc A and a more depreciated exchange rate in bloc B.

There are a number of important points to highlight from this process:

1. The initial interest rate hike in bloc A is greater than that in bloc B (i.e. r3 > r3). This is

because the permanent positive demand shock takes place in bloc A.
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2. Throughout the adjustment process bloc B remains at equilibrium output and target

inflation (i.e. its bliss point): all that the bloc B central bank has to do each period is to adjust

its interest rate to offset the effects of the real exchange rate changes arising from bloc A’s

adjustment path.

3. When the adjustment process is complete, both economies are at equilibrium output

with inflation at target and with the same real interest rate. As shown in the bottom left

hand panel of Fig. 11.14, the common (i.e. world) real interest rate is higher than in the

initial medium—run equilibrium to squeeze out the higher aggregate demand. Bloc A has

an appreciated real exchange rate in the new medium-run equilibrium. It also has atrade

deficit. Conversely, bloc B’s exchange rate is depreciated and it has a trade surplus.

Lastly, Fig. 11.17 shows the impulse response functions for the key variables in each bloc.

The details of the dynamic adjustment are set out in more detail in Section 11.4.1 of the

Appendix.
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Figure 11.17 The 2-bloc model: the impulse response functions (IRFs) for bloc A and bloc B usingthe example

ofa permanent positive demand shock in bloc A.



CONCLUSIONS

Summary The model is very stylized and is based on very strong assumptions about ra-

tionality and full information on the part of the three actors. Nevertheless, it brings out an

important feature of an interdependent global economy: if economies differ in the kind

of shocks they are exposed to—for example, as we saw in Chapters 6 and 7, the scale of

financial and leverage cycles was very different in different countries—it is still possible for

macroeconomic equilibrium to prevail in the sense of a constant inflation equilibrium in

both blocs.

The 2-bloc model illustrates how current account imbalances can arise—when blocs are

affected by different shocks and/or have different patterns ofdemand—and how they can be

consistent with stable inflation. As highlighted by the intertemporal approach to the current

account presented earlier in the chapter, such imbalances are not necessarily a problem: they

may reflect an optimal response to differences in resource endowment (such as a natural

resource windfall) or differences in preferences as countries take advantage of international

capital mobility to smooth consumption.

11.3 Conclusions

This chapter has used open economy macro models to improve our understanding of oil

shocks and global imbalances—two features ofglobal macroeconomics that were particularly

prominent in the years preceding the financial crisis. Setting out a framework within which

to analyse these shocks and imbalances allows us to better understand their macroeconomic

consequences and provides useful lessons for policy making.

We have shown how oil price (i.e. commodity) shocks can be modelled by introducing

the world terms of trade between manufactures and raw materials. In this framework, an

increase in the oil price is both a demand and a supply shock for an oil-importing economy,

resulting in shifts in both the AD and ERU curves.

We have also introduced two new open economy models—the intertemporal model of

the current account (lCA) and the 2-bloc model—which provide valuable insights into the

sizeable current account deficits that characterized the global economy during the Great

Moderation.

The ICA highlights that current account deficits can be either benign or potentially danger—

ous, depending on whether they reflect optimizing fon/vard-looking behaviour (e.g. borrow-

ing to develop a newly discovered natural resource) or irrational myopia (e.g. a consumption

boom based on an asset price bubble). The 2—bloc model can be used to show how two

blocs in the world economy with different patterns of demand can result in both current

account and real exchange rate divergences and successful inflation targeting.

This chapter allows us to shed light on some of the interesting puzzles that characterized

the years of unprecedented macroeconomic stability that preceded the global financial

CTlSlSZ

1. Why did the oil price shock ofthe 20005 not lead to widespread ’stagflation’, such as that

experienced as a result of the 19705 oil shocks? The oil shocks of the 19705 were primarily

driven by the supply side and reflected exogenous geo—political events disrupting oil supply,

whereas an increase in oil demand (particularly in fast—growing emerging markets) played a
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much more significant role in the 20005 shock. The latter shock coincided with a period of

low inflation and falling unemployment, which was in stark contrast to the 'stagflation' ofthe

19705. This is due to a combination of factors, including (a) the increased flexibility oflabour

markets in the 20005 and (b) the easier access to credit and ability to substitute away from

energy-intensive activities in the latter period. In addition, inflation-targeting central banks

used non-accomodating monetary policy to keep inflation expectations firmly anchored in

the latter period, whereas policy makers mistakenly tried to keep output at its pre-shock

level in the 19705. This failure to account for the supply-side implications ofthe oil shock led

to significantly worse economic outcomes in the 19705 than in the 20005.

2. What were the macroeconomic consequences for economies following different

growth strategies during the Great Moderation? There were two distinct blocs of economies

during the Great Moderation; the deficit countries (the US, the UK and Spain) and the sur-

plus countries (Germany, China and the oil exporters). The former favoured expansion ofthe

financial sector. An emphasis on the export sector was very important in both Chinaand Ger-

many. Although China was growing rapidly, its growth was unbalanced: very high investment

levels were associated with even higher saving rates. Germany grew very slowly: restrained

domestic demand complemented restructuring of the export sector as a basis for export-led

growth. The macroeconomic consequence of these different strategies was that although

inflation targets were met, there was a build-up of large imbalances and interdependencies

among countries.

3. Were the large current account imbalances accumulated during the pre-crisis years the

result of intertemporal optimization? In the wake of the global financial crisis of 2008-09,

it seems clear that the current account imbalances were not the result of rational forward-

looking behaviour. Households in the United States borrowed excessively, which resulted

in the build up of a dangerous leverage cycle (see Chapters 6 and 7), and made the global

economy vulnerable to a financial crisis.

Chapters 9, 10 and 11 have primarily focused on open economy macroeconomics in re-

lation to economies with flexible exchange rate regimes. In 2012, however, 17% of world

output was accounted for by the Eurozone, a common currency area with irrevocably fixed

exchange rates.16 An economic model of the global economy would therefore not be com-

plete without a proper treatment of the economics of a common currency area. The next

chapter fills this gap, investigating how membership of the Eurozone affects macroeconomic

adjustment and stabilization policy.

11.4 Appendix

11.4.1 Dynamic adjustment to a shock in the 2-bloc model

In this section, we will provide the mathematics behind the dynamic adjustment to shocks

in the 2-bloc model. We will use the example of the case where there has been a positive

16 Calculated using the IMF World Economic Outlook Database, October 2013.
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permanentdemand shock in bloc A (but not bloc B) in period 0. The intuition and explanation

forthis example is contained in Section 11.2.5 of the main body of this chapter.

We assume that bloc A and bloc B were in equilibrium in t = —1.So

V11=AA‘?+q=ye

[Jilzrg1zfl‘

zr‘, =7r‘i1 = HT. and

yf, =AB — F‘ — a = ye. such that

A" =AB.

Then in t = 0, autonomous demand in bloc A increases permanently to AA]. All three actors

first work out the changes to equilibrium values. Bloc A and bloc B were identical before the

shock, so thatq = Oand F‘ = AA — ye = A8 — ye. After the permanent demand shock in bloc

A, the new medium-run equilibrium becomes:

ye =AA' — F" +§I

 

w=M—V—W

_,/ AA' + A”
= 2 — ye

AA' _ AB

and a! = — . 

What happens in period 0?

yé,‘=ye+AA'—AB

773:”T+(y3_)’e)

=nT+(AA'—AB).

The central bank in bloc A, the central bank in bloc B and the foreign exchange market can

now forecast that next period's Phillips curve in A will be

nf=fié+(Vf—ye)-

It’s also common knowledge that the central bank in bloc A has a monetary rule (MR) that

defines the trade-off between output and inflation reductions each period—hence also next

period, period 1.To simplify the notation, we assume at = ,6 = l:

)4 ‘ Ye = ‘(fl’f — NT) (monetary rule; bloc A)

Putting period 1’s Philllips curve and monetary rule equations together, all three rational

actors can work out the combination of inflation and output in period 1 in bloc A that the

central bank of bloc A will want to see. Thus:
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fl=fl—M—fl

A T

n4=ifl>_:”_)

_ (HQ—HT) __ AA, —AB

fi—yE_—T——y€‘—2_

Now all three actors know the output level, yf, which the central bank in blocAwants to

achieve next period. To do so the only instrument bloc A's central bank has at its disposal is

r3. This has to be set to solve:

fi=M-@+%

The problem is that qo depends on r6‘ via the UIP condition:

rg—rg=Q1E—CI0

d—d=fi—fi

The CBs in both A and B must respect this set of equations. Summing both sides we get

00

A B _ —/ ~ ‘ E _ —/ A B -*'
%: (rt — rt) — q — qo smce JILL qt _ q . Moreover rt .r, —> r . Hence

f: (r? — r5) = i (or — r“) — (r? — a» = a’ — go.

Now assume that rA and q both converge to their new equilibrium levels F*',qiata

proportional rate of A. The derivation of A follows the same method as in the small open

economy (see the Appendix of Chapter 9), so we no longer assume ,6 = 1.

L=(zr"—21T)2+i+3(y’*—ye)2

=> (M—nT)+fl(y"—ye)=o

=> (y? —ye) = fin}? —H)

1

=¢M—whr7:#fi—fll

From this we derive A:

1 1

(y: _Ye) = —E(JT’-? — nT) and (V14 -ye) = _m(flé
_ JTT)

Mort—Ht #3

(ITS—HT)_1+B'

 

°° _ _ I A_—u a_—.r _, .

Hence § ((rf‘ - V“) — (QB - r" )) = "L; — Etfi = q — qo- Slnce y? = ye that implies
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iii-ye= =—<rg—r*')—<qo—a')

—w —/ rA _F*, 5,—‘70 —/

”(’g—r )=(q —Cio)—*(—C;:—l—(1—_A—)=(q ’40)
A

e (rs; — r") = (5’ — qo)(2 — A).

This is now substituted into bloc A's IS curve in deviation form to get:

 

<>
= —(r,; — F")(1+ 21:)

= 4,1; _r")(:+:).

This is the RX curve showing the relation along the equilibrium adjustment path—through

the relevant points of IS curves with different values of q. Notably the RX curve is shallower

than the representative IS curve, implying that a given change in r has a greater impact on

yin the open economy than in the closed. This is because the change in r both operates

directly on y with coefficient —1 (or more generally a), and operates indirectly on y via its

effect on changing q with coefficient —2—1;. Thus a much smaller change in r is needed in

the open economy to have the same effect on y as in the closed economy. For example, if

k = 0.5. then r needs to change by only 3/5 of the amount as in the closed economy.

This is larger than in the small open economy case because of the ’bloc’ effect. When q

appreciates initially, rB has to rise to keep ya in equilibrium. This requires a bigger change in rA

than would be the case in the small open economy: in effect the rise in rA has triggered a rise

in the world rate of interest, which would have been fixed in the small open economy. The

slope of the RX line here is — i—: and in the small open economy case —fi. The empirical

implication here is that we might expect to see common patterns to interest rate changes

across the world if there is a shock in any one big bloc.

11.5 Questions

11.5.1 Checklist questions

1. Explain using words and diagrams how an oil shock can be considered both a demand shock

and a supply shock.

2. Use Section 11.2.1 to answer the following questions about the oil price shocks of the 19705:

(a) How did the misdiagnosis of the oil shock of 1 973/74 affect policy choices and economic

performance?

(b) Was the same mistake made following the 1979 oil shock? If possible provide some

evidence to support your answer.

(c) Use the AD — BT — ERU diagram to illustrate the basis of the policy error.
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. Oil prices fell dramatically in 1986. Use the W5 — PS and ERU diagrams to explain the effect

ofthis supply-side shock on a small open economy. At the initial real exchange rate, whathas

happened to real wages and the level of employment?

. Assess the following statement: 'the 2002—08 oil shock had less negative macroeconomic

consequences than those in the 19705 due to the success of inflation-targeting central banks

at stabilizing their economies’.

. A small open economy is initially in trade balance. There is a temporary increase in household

income for one period (i.e. rise in 7,). What effect does this have on the current account in

period t and the following periods? Does this story change if the increase in income is

permanent?

. What is meant by the term ’Dutch disease’? How does this relate to the intertemporal model

of the current account?

. Discuss the political and economic forces that could move a small open economy towards

trade balance in the long run.

. Use an AD — BT — ERU diagram and the sector financial balances framework from Section

11.2.3 to show how a country whose government is restricting domestic demand could run

’twin surpluses’ (i.e. government and current account surpluses).

. Use Section 11.2.5 to answer the following questions about macroeconomic imbalancesin

the 2-bloc model:

(a) Use a 2—bloc model to explain in words how there can be constant inflation in each bloc

but current account imbalances.

(b) Begin with 2 symmetric blocs. Now assume there is a permanent positive demand shock

to bloc A and an equal and opposite permanent demand shock to bloc B. Describe the

new medium-run equilibrium (MRE). [Hintz draw the AD — BT — ERU diagrams for the

world, bloc A and bloc B before and after the shock as in Fig. 11.14]. Your answer should

focus on the differences between the initial and new MRE. Don’t discuss the adjustment

path to the new MRE. How could you adjust the nature of the shocks so that there wasa

lower real interest rate in the new MRE?

Why is it not possible for all countries to follow a demand-focused (i.e. expansionary) growth

strategy? How did differing growth strategies across economies with global impact help

current account imbalances emerge in the pre-crisis period?

.5.2 Problems and questions for discussion

Use the online series for real oil prices from the Carlin and Soskice webpage

http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlin_soskice. Pick an emerging and a developed economy and

collect data from their national statistics or an international organization (e.g. IMF, OECD,

Eurostat, World Bank) on the unemployment rate and the inflation rate from the start ofthe

19705 until the present. Do the patterns observed match those of the US in Fig. 11.9.7 lfnot.

propose some potential reasons why?

. Assess the following statement: 'economic policy makers should not directly intervene to

reduce current account imbalances, because they simply reflect rational savings decisions and

comparative advantages in an increasingly globalized world’.
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3. Set out the IS — RX and PC — MR diagrams for bloc A and bloc B (as per Fig. 11.16) and the

associated impulse response functions (as per Fig. 11.1 7) for the case where there is a positive

demand shock in bloc A and a negative demand shock in bloc B (assume the shocks are equal

and opposite and take place simultaneously).

4. Use the mathematics from Section 11.4.1 of the Appendix to derive the RX curve after a

negative demand shock in bloc B.



The Eurozone

 

12.1 Introduction

Among the 34 OECD member countries, 17 have floating exchange rates. Switzerland moved

from floating to a managed exchange rate in September 2011,15 have chosen to give uptheir

own exchange rate and adopt the euro and one member's currency is pegged to the eurovia

ERM l| (Denmark).1 In Chapters 9 and 11, we concentrated on countries with independent

central banks and floating exchange rates. We now turn our attention to the Eurozone, the

members of which collectively accounted for 17% of global GDP in 2012.2 In this chapter,

we extend the macro model to analyse the macroeconomics of the Eurozone. We provide

a set of tools for understanding the origins, successes and failures of the Eurozone—a large-

scale experiment in the adoption of irrevocably fixed exchange rates, which began with 11

countries in 1999 and grew to 18 members by 2014.

The Eurozone—successes and imbalances

Before showing how the 3—equation model can be used to analyse macroeconomic policy

in the Eurozone, we introduce the Eurozone and look at how it has operated. The Euro-

zone’s experience illustrates the role played by the central bank in a common currency area,

and brings out the way the central bank responds to common shocks and how members

are affected by country—specific shocks. The Eurozone celebrated its first ten years in 2009

and encountered its first crisis in 2010. The Eurozone’s first decade was during the Great

Moderation—a period of tranquility in the international macroeconomic environment. In

this period, the European Central Bank functioned successfully, delivering an average infla»

tion rate for the Eurozonejust above its target of 2%.

In Chapter 1 1 , we saw how low and stable inflation could be achieved in aglobal economy

in spite of imbalances in the blocs that make it up. In this chapter we shall see another

example of this general idea: if we think of the Eurozone as the 'global' economy, itachieved

low and stable inflation during the 20005, in spite of member countries experiencingdifferent

shocks, and imbalances building up. Different growth patterns were behind the build-up of

imbalances in the Eurozonejust as they were in the global economy. Figure 11.4 in Chapter

11 showed the evolution of current account balances in a number of large economies: two

1 This information is taken from the IMF’s de facto classification of exchange rate arrangements (at theend

of April 201 0), which can be found in Appendix II of the IMF Annual Report 2012.

2 Calculated using the IMF World Economic Outlook Database, October 2013.
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Eurozone economies feature in the chart. On the surplus side is Germany, with a rapidly

growing surplus in the 20005 and on the deficit side is Spain, with a rapidly growing deficit.

We shall see how these different growth patterns arose in the Eurozone and the role they

played in the sovereign debt crisis.

Common and country-specific shocks

The 3-equation model can be used to model the European Central Bank as an inflation-

targeting central bank. The ECB responds to shocks to the common currency area as a

whole, which are referred to as area-wide or common or symmetric shocks. But there will

also be shocks that affect member countries differently. For example, there could be a hous—

ing boom in one country but not another: in the Eurozone, there was a housing boom in

Spain but house prices fell in Germany during the same period ofthe 20005. These are called

country-specific or asymmetric shocks. An important task in this chapter is to extend the

modelling framework to explain the different channels through which members ofthe Euro—

zone could adjust to country—specific shocks and how these channels played out in the first

decade.

Countries in the Eurozone do not have independent monetary policy and it is obvious

to think of fiscal policy being used as an alternative stabilization policy instrument. But in a

common currency area, the use of fiscal policy by one member can have spillover effects

for the currency area as a whole. This possibility led the Eurozone to adopt a fiscal policy

framework for its members called the Stability and Growth Pact.

In the run-up to the global financial crisis, the private sector overheated in Ireland and

Spain, and inflation was above the Eurozone average. We will apply the 3-equation model to

show how national fiscal policy could have been used to ’lean against the wind’ and dampen

the boom. This was not done. We shall also see that self-stabilizing forces arising from the

deteriorating competitiveness ofthe countries with higher inflation in the Eurozone were not

strong enough to counteract the overheating. And, just as in the countries with flexible ex-

change rates like the US and the UK, measures were not taken before the financial crisis to halt

the growth of leverage in the financial sector across the Eurozone (as discussed in Chapter 7).

Vulnerability to a sovereign debt crisis

The Eurozone crisis brought to the fore the need to model the vulnerability of a member

of a common currency area to a sovereign debt crisis, where financial markets attach

very different risk premia to the government bonds issued by different member country

governments. This requires an explanation of the relationship between banks, government

and the central bank, which applies the analysis of Chapters 5 to 7.

The role of Eurozone membership is highlighted by the contrasting experiences of Spain

and the UK. Although the underlying determinants ofthe solvency (the ’fundamentals’) faced

by the British and Spanish governments in 2011 were quite similar, interest rates on 10-year

government bonds diverged sharply, reflecting differences in the market perception of the

risk ofsovereign default. This divergence demonstrated the vulnerability to a sovereign debt

crisis ofa country that borrows in a currency it does not issue. As a member ofthe Eurozone,

the Spanish government borrows in euros, but it is the Eurozone central bank, the ECB, which

Issues euros.
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12.1.1 Origins of the Eurozone and the theory of an optimal currency area

The political impetus for creating a common currency area in Europe was increased asa

consequence of German reunification in 1990. The potential for a larger unified Germanyto

unbalance the achievements of post—war integration was defused by the idea that Germany

would be tied more tightly to the European project through economic and monetary union.

In economic terms, German industry favoured monetary union as a way of preventing its

competitors in France, Italy and Spain from using exchange rate depreciation as atool to

regain competitiveness, as had happened under previous exchange rate arrangements. The

private sector and policy makers in France, Italy and Spain saw Economic and Monetary

Union as a means of acquiring a credible low inflation policy regime through a German~style

inflation targeting central bank at the level of the common currency area. The themes of

competitiveness and the behaviour of wage and price setters under the new rules of the

game of a currency union play a big role in this chapter.

The theory of an optimal currency area points to the costs and benefits of a country

giving up independent monetary policy (and an independent exchange rate). We dividethe

discussion into microeconomic and macroeconomic considerations.

Microeconomic benefits

The microeconomic benefits that arise from using a common currency increase With the

degree of economic integration among the countries.

1. It is argued that monetary integration stimulates higher trade and investment, due to

the fact that adoption of a single currency eliminates foreign exchange rate risk. As we

saw in Chapter 10, an unexpected change in the exchange rate affects the profitability

of production in different locations. Decisions about location often involve long-lived

investment in physical plant and equipment. Where companies would previously have

operated in two different countries to hedge the risk of a change in the exchange rate, in

a common currency area, they can take advantage of economies of scale and achievea

more efficient allocation of resources by concentrating production in the best location.

2. Real resource savings arise from eliminating transactions costs that are incurred by cur-

rency conversion.

3. Competition in goods and labour markets would be expected to increase due to greater

ease of price and wage comparisons. More competition, in turn, would be expected to

produce both static and dynamic efficiency gains (as discussed in Chapters 8 and 15).

4. Monetary union is expected to increase the liquidity of financial markets. This is of par-

ticular benefit for small member countries. More liquid financial markets can also bring

dangers of resource misallocation as explained in Chapters 6 and 7.

Evidence

A meta—analysis of 34 studies concluded that currency unions boost bilateral trade by be-

tween 30% and 90%.3 Following the formation of the Eurozone, trade within it increased

3 See Rose and Stanley (2005).
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more than with non-EMU members.4 It is also notable that before EMU, the EU countries

that stayed out of the Eurozone (UK, Sweden, Denmark) had lower than average bilateral

trade shares with Eurozone members.5

In relation to the competition effects, Holland (2009) concluded that

trade liberalization, both on a global and European scale have reduced mark-ups, and that

liberalization has had a clear effect on the sustainable level of employment in European

countries. However, it does not appear that the transparency associated with the euro has

had a significant impact on the mark—up.

Macroeconomic costs and benefits

To pin down the macroeconomic costs and benefits of choosing tojoin a common currency

area (CCA), the comparison is with a flexible exchange rate regime where the nominal

exchange rate can aid the adjustment of the economy to shocks.

The theory of an optimal currency area highlights the main macroeconomic cost incurred

byjoiningacommon currency area: the policy maker is no longer able to use monetary policy

(and the associated change in the nominal exchange rate) to adjust to country-specific shocks.

This cost falls with the degree of integration between a country and the rest of the CCA. The

more closely the business cycle of a member is correlated with that of other members, the

betterwill be the stabilization performed by the CCA central bank.

There are a number offactors that influence the degree of integration among the members

and how quickly they can stabilize against country-specific shocks in the absence ofdomestic

monetary policy.

l. The degree of wage and price flexibility: domestic wage flexibility can substitute for

aflexible nominal exchange rate since changes in prices influence the real exchange rate.

For example, a period of wage and price growth below that of the other CCA members

will make a country more competitive and boost net exports. There are different levels of

wage flexibility across Eurozone members. We shall discuss the implications ofthis in Section

12.4.5.

2. The mobility of labour: in principle, closer economic integration makes labour more

mobile and this provides a shock absorber that can help substitute for the loss of the ex-

change rate instrument. This channel works particularly well in the US, where the movement

of workers across state borders is fluid. National differences in language, training and ac-

creditation, and in the flexibility of housing markets are among the reasons for the limited

mobility of labour across national borders in the Eurozone.

3. The size of fiscal transfers: the bigger the central (i.e. Eurozone level) tax and transfer

system, the more automatic stabilization there is for country-specific shocks (see Chapter 14

foran explanation ofthe way automatic stabilizers work). This channel does not operate well

in the Eurozone, as the EU budget is tiny. In comparison, in the United States, the federal tax

and transfer system is much more substantial.

4 See Micco et al. (2003) and Barr et al. (2003). 5 See Barr et al. (2003).
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There are a number of benefits of giving up flexible exchange rates and joiningaCCA:

1. The reduction in exchange rate volatility and the removal of exchange rate overshooting

from economic adjustment. We discussed the negative macroeconomic consequences

of these two features of flexible exchange rate economies in Chapter 9.

2. By giving up control of monetary policy to the ECB, countries which could notsuccessfully

manage inflation through their own central bank could ’tie their hands' and establish a

low inflation monetary policy regime. This was a key reason for the southern European

economies to join the euro. The adoption of the euro can be seen as an alternative to

delegating authority for monetary policy to an independent committee ofan independent

national central bank (as happened in the UK).

3. The other countries in the CCA can no longer competitively devalue. Rulingthis outwasa

major selling point of EMU membership to the German public, who already had acredible

low inflation monetary policy regime beforejoining the euro (i.e. the Bundesbank).

Macroeconomic adjustment in the Eurozone is discussed in detail in Section 12.4, where

we set out the channels through which stabilization can occur in the absence of monetary

policy and a flexible nominal exchange rate. We also look at the differences in labour market

institutions across member states that meant some were more successful at stabilizing against

country-specific shocks than others under conditions of monetary union.

12.1.2 The Eurozone’s performance in its first ten years

One way of assessing the Eurozone's macroeconomic performance in its first decade is to use

the same criteria we use for countries like the US or the UK: how close was the Eurozone on

average to the inflation target set by the European Central Bank and to an output gap close

to zero? Figure 12.1 shows the answer: where the two axes cross shows an average inflation

rate of 2% and an output gap of zero. In its first decade and before the global financial crisis,

the performance of the Euro area as a whole was close to target for inflation, with most
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countries displaying a small positive output gap. This suggests that the ECB was successful in

managing shocks common to the Eurozone.

However, Fig. 12.1 shows very clearly how much variation there was in the performance

of Eurozone member countries: at the top are the four Eurozone countries involved in

the Eurozone crisis from 2010, Greece, Spain, Ireland and Portugal. These countries all had

average inflation rates well above the ECB’s inflation target of 2% and positive output gaps

during the first decade of the euro. In the opposite corner with inflation below the target and

with a negative output gap is Germany. Individual country performance was very diverse.

A second way of capturing the variation in country performance is to look at how real

exchange rates and current account balances evolved. We introduced the difference between

real and nominal exchange rates in Chapter 9. Figure 12.2 shows indexes for the intra—

Eurozone real effective exchange rates (REER) and the current account balances for the four

largest member countries (by GDP) between 1999 and 2008. The REER index is set at 100

in 1999 when the Eurozone was formed. The nominal exchange rate for each of the four

countries is 100 for the whole period, reflecting the fact that nominal exchange rates are

fixed between Eurozone members.

In Fig. 12.2, the current account balances are shown as a percentage of each country's

GDP, where a negative value indicates a current account deficit and vice versa. The real

exchange rates are defined in terms of relative unit labour costs and the index rises when

the real exchange rate of the economy appreciates and competitiveness falls. This shows
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vividly how even when the nominal exchange rate is fixed, real exchange rates can move

very differently: Spain’s competitiveness relative to the Eurozone average fell by 26% over

the first decade of the Eurozone, whereas Germany’s improved by 17.5%. These divergences

in external competitiveness were reflected in the build-up of current account imbalances, as

shown in Fig. 12.2. We can see that Spain and Italy built up large current account deficitsin

the first ten years of the single currency, whilst Germany ran a large surplus.

This development was not anticipated when the formation ofa common currencyareawas

being discussed. It was assumed that once the nominal exchange rate had been given up—and

with it, the opportunity to regain competitiveness through a nominal depreciation—wage

and price-setting behaviour would adjust. What would adjustment mean? It would mean

nominal wages taking the burden of adjustment to ensure that competitiveness evolved in

a manner consistent with stability. To keep the real exchange rate unchanged, for example,

would require that unit labour costs evolve in line with the Eurozone average, which itself

would closely follow the inflation target.

Why might divergences in inflation rates and real exchange rates within a currency union

matter? To the extent that expected inflation in a member country differs from the currency

union average, the member country’s real interest rate is affected. We shall seethatthiscan be

destabilizing: a country with higher than union average inflation (like Spain, Ireland, Portugal

and Greece as shown in Fig. 12.1), has a lower real interest rate. lfthe higher inflation wasthe

result of a country-specific positive demand shock, a lower real interest rate will reinforce

rather than offset this shock.

Movements in the real exchange rate will also affect net exports and the trade balance.

A member’s external indebtedness will rise if it runs persistent current account deficits.

Eventually this is likely to affect the terms on which the country can borrow i.e. their bond

yields. In a common currency area, the only way a country can reverse an appreciation

in its real exchange rate is by achieving a combination of slower nominal wage growth and

faster productivity growth than the union average. In Section 12.4.5, we discussthe particular

problems in the Eurozone that have arisen because of the differences among the countries

in their wage-setting systems.

Public sector and household debt also evolved differently in member countries. The left

hand side of Fig. 12.3 shows the long—run behaviour of the household debt to GDP ratio and

the right hand side the government debt to GDP ratio for the large Eurozone countries. The

UK, which remained outside the Eurozone, in also included for comparative purposes. The

big differences across member countries in levels ofdebt when the Eurozone wasformed are

clear: Italy's public debt was very high but its household debt, relatively low. Public debtlevels

of Germany, France and Spain were similar in 1999 but evolved completely differently inthe

years before the global crisis: Spain’s public debt ratio fell dramatically and household debt

increased. In Germany, public debt increased but household debt fell. Spain’s public debt

problem arose only after the crisis, showing that fiscal recklessness duringthe ’good years‘was

not the root cause of Spain’s later sovereign debt problems. In Chapter 14 Section 14.3.3,we

use a model ofdebt dynamics to explain the behaviour of public sector debt in the Eurozone.

We shall see that the diversity of performance of member countries reflected policychoices

at national level and differences in private sector behaviour, including the role of labour

market institutions.
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12.2 The Eurozone policy regime

12.2.1 The Maastricht policy assignment

The Maastricht Treaty of 1992 set out the basis for European Monetary Union. The first

Chief Economist of the European Central Bank, Otmar lssing, used the term ’Maastricht

policy assignment' to describe how the responsibility for economic policy was to be divided

between the supranational ECB and the national governments.6

1. The ECB is responsible for using monetary policy to respond to Eurozone-wide shocks

and fordelivering low and stable inflation in the euro area.

2. National governments are responsible for fiscal sustainability and subject to that, for

providing stabilization for country-specific shocks and for the asymmetric effects ofcommon

shocks (i.e. for dealing with the fact that common shocks may have different effects in different

member countries).

3. The aim ofthe European Union’s Stability and Growth Pact was to prevent governments

from pursuing policies that might threaten the ECB’s inflation objective.

6 Otmar lssing(2004) 'A Framework for Stability in Europe’ http://www.bis.org/review/r041 1 30h.pdf?frames=0.
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4. National labour and product markets, and national supply-side policies would deter-

mine equilibrium unemployment. However, supply—side reforms would be supported by

the European Union’s 'Lisbon strategy'. The Lisbon strategy was a European Union pro-

gramme for the 10 years from 2000 aimed at making the EU 'the most competitive and

dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable economic growth

with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion' (Lisbon European Council, March

2000). In 2010, the Lisbon strategy was replaced by the EU's ’Europe 2020’ programme.7

12.2.2 Monetary policy in the Eurozone

The European Central Bank began work as the single monetary policy maker in the Eurozone

in 1999. The Eurozone is a unique structure. It has one central bank for the whole currency

bloc, but independent national fiscal authorities and distinct labour market arrangementsfor

each member. The ECB is politically independent of governments—its constitution reflects

the legacy ofthe German central bank, the Bundesbank, and as a result it is more independent

than either the Federal Reserve in the US or the Bank of England. It sets its own monetary

policy in terms of its target (price stability, defined as an inflation rate of close to but below

2%). It uses its policy instrument, the interest rate, to achieve this target, considering both

economic and monetary ’pillars’ discussed below.

The economic pillar uses forecasts of the output gap and the deviation of inflationfrom

target to inform the interest rate decision. The arguments set out in Chapters 3 and 4about

the credibility of an independent inflation targeting central bank suggest the ECB is likely

to have delivered a lower inflation bias than some members could have achieved witha

national monetary policy.

In contrast to most other independent central banks (e.g. the Bank ofEngland),the ECBhas

an asymmetric inflation target. The target implies that the ECB would be happierwith inflation

1% below target than 1% above target. The target has been criticized on the grounds thatit

leaves the Eurozone more vulnerable to deflation than would be the case with a symmetric

target.

The interest rate decision also reflects the second pillar of the ECB's monetary policy

strategy. The second, or monetary pillar reflects the influence of the legacy of the German

central bank, the Bundesbank. Unlike many central banks, the Bundesbank had considerable

success in targeting the growth of the money supply as part of its price stability mandate.

This contrasts with the failure of monetary targeting elsewhere.8

In addition to using information from the economic pillar to set the interest rate, the ECB

also uses the monetary pillar. For this purpose, it uses a reference growth rate ofa broad

monetary aggregate. The ECB's inflation target is a rate below but close to 2%. Its reference

for the growth rate of the money supply (the broad monetary aggregate, M3) is 4.5%. This

number is consistent with a growth rate of nominal GDP of approximately 4% (e.g. inflation

7 For an independent evaluation in 2006, see Pisani—Ferry and Sapir (2006). http://aei.pitt.edu/8387l

01/BPC200603_ExitLisbon.pdf.

8 For a comparison with the UK, see Carlin and Soskice (2006) Chapter 8 pp. 273 and 277.
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ofless than 2% and output growth of 2—2.5%) and with prevailing estimates ofa trend decline

in the velocity of circulation at a rate of decline of 0.5—1 % p.a.).9

Although much of the Anglo-American commentary about the behaviour of independent

central banks has been critical of the ECB's 'second pillar’, monetary economist (and former

member of the Bank of England's Monetary Policy Committee) Charles Goodhart (2006)

argued that if inflation expectations come to be more closely anchored to target inflation,

current inflation may no longer be a good signal of future inflationary pressure. Under these

circumstances, relying only on the economic pillar could be misleading and the growth rate

ofa money aggregate may be a more relevant indicator of future inflation.

Goodhart picks out two episodes when monetary growth was much faster than 4.5% in

the Eurozone. The first was in 2001—3 and the second from 2005. In the first case, the ECB

did not respond to the monetary growth outside its target zone. It correctly diagnosed the

cause as unusual and temporary monetary growth due to a blip in the demand for money

arising from the bursting of the high—tech boom in 2001. Higher monetary growth reflected

higher demand for money and did not signal inflationary problems.

The second episode of faster than target monetary growth from 2005 was accompanied

by higher bank lending (unlike the first time). The ECB viewed this as signalling a potential

inflationary problem in the future (a possibility not reflected in the well—anchored inflation

expectations) and pointing toward the need to tighten monetary policy. In view of the

subsequent credit—related crisis, this is an interesting example of how the ECB's second pillar

could potentially play a useful role. But the need for careful interpretation highlights the

problems with the naive use ofa money growth indicator.

The ECB's performance has been viewed as broadly successful—inflation was stable and

onlyjust above the 2% target on average in its first decade. Its constitution is viewed as strong

on independence but weaker on transparency and accountability and its asymmetric target

(inflation close to but below 2%) has been criticized because it leaves the Eurozone more

vulnerable to deflation (see Chapter 3 for the analysis of a deflation trap) than would be the

case with a symmetric target.

12.2.3 Fiscal policy in the Eurozone

Together with the Maastricht Treaty, the Stability and Growth Pact set the macroeconomic

framework for the Eurozone as a whole. The Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) specified that

national budget deficits be kept below 3% and that the ratio of government debt to GDP be

kept below 60%. The choice of these particular numbers can be rationalized by noting that a

debt ratio of 60% was the average of the EU members in the years preceding the formation

ofthe Eurozone; and with a debt ratio of 60%, the debt to GDP ratio will remain constant if

the nominal growth rate is 5% and the budget deficit is 3% of GDP.10

Why should the state ofa member country’s deficit and debt levels be of any concern to the

EU or the ECB? Is this not simply a matter of national policy? The reason for supra—national

9 The calculation uses the so-called Quantity Equation: MV = Py, where V is the velocity of circulation.

Hence AM/M = n + Ay/y — AV/V so we have 2 + 2 — (—O.5) = 4.5. See also Chapter 13.

10 in Chapter 14, we set out the mathematics behind government debt dynamics, which provides a simple

way of checking this calculation.
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concern about the deficits and debt levels in member countries arises because of fears of

spillovers from national policy decisions to the Eurozone. There are several arguments about

possible spillovers:

1. For any one small country, there may be an incentive to run a budget deficit in order

to boost aggregate demand (shift the AD curve to the right) and move along a downward-

sloping ERU curve to a lower unemployment rate. Of course if all members of the Eurozone

were to do this, then this rightward shift in the IS curve for the Eurozone as a whole would

lead to higher inflation and the ECB would have to raise the interest rate to dampen demand.

The SGP seeks to prevent individual members from behaving like this.

2. A second source ofspillover relates directly to government debt. In principle,the market

should price any differential risk of default on government debt across Eurozone members

into the price of that country’s bonds. Until the Greek crisis of May 2010, the differences

in the cost to different Eurozone governments of borrowing were very small. This is shown

in Fig. 12.10 later in the chapter. The problem is that once the risk of default rises in one

member, contagion can occur to other members. This is clearly a source of spillover from

the fiscal policy of one member to others.

According to its own criteria for success, the Eurozone's record on fiscal policy in the

Eurozone’s first decade is not as satisfactory as that of monetary policy. The deficit target
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of 3% was breached by a number of countries, including France. Figure 12.4 contrasts the

pro-cyclical behaviour of fiscal policy in the Eurozone with the stabilizing counter—cyclical

behaviour of the US. For example between 1999 and 2001, the Eurozone experienced a

boom, with an increasing output gap. However, the fiscal impulse over this period was

positive indicating an expansion and increase in government deficits. In contrast in the US,

between 2000 and 2002, a falling output gap was associated with an increasing, counter—

cyclical, fiscal impulse.

The SGP was revised in 2005. The aim was to discourage pro—cyclical fiscal policy by

defining the fiscal rule in terms of the cyclically adjusted budget balance. There was greater

emphasis on the sustainability of public debt and on structural issues such as the impact

of future pension obligations. In addition, country—specific medium-term objectives were

introduced, which ranged from a 1% of GDP deficit for countries with low debt and high

potential growth to budget balance or surplus for countries with high levels of debt or with

low potential for growth. Unlike the original formulation of the 56 P, these amendments are

consistent with the principles of a prudent fiscal policy rule set out in Chapter 14.

12.3 Stabilization in the Eurozone: common shocks

In the Eurozone, monetary policy is set by the ECB and the member states have no control

over their own nominal interest or nominal exchange rates. The ECB responds to common

shocks, that is, those that affect all members, by choosing the real interest rate to achieve its

inflation target. Taking the example of an inflation shock that increases prices in the Eurozone

asawhole, the ECB reacts in a similar fashion to a national central bank in a flexible exchange

rate regime.

Figure 12.5 shows the adjustment of the economy to an inflation shock. Note that the

interest rate in the rest ofthe world is indicated by rmw. We do not go through the period by

period adjustment as it is exactly the same as the inflation shock example in Chapter 9, but

the figure highlights some important points:

1. Although exchange rates are fixed between members, the Eurozone has a freely floating

exchange rate with the rest of the world.

2. Adjustment to common shocks is therefore the same as for a country with a flexible

exchange rate. in the case of an inflation shock in Fig. 12.5, the ECB raises its interest rate

above the world interest rate, r'°‘”, to get the economy on to the MR curve and return the

Eurozone economy to target inflation.

3. The tool that helps return the economy to equilibrium after a common shock is the ECB’s

ability to influence aggregate demand by altering the interest rate, which in turn influences

the exchange rate via the UIP condition.

The response of a national central bank in a flexible exchange rate regime to a range

of macroeconomic shocks (e.g. inflation, supply and demand shocks) is analysed in detail

in Chapter 9. This analysis also holds for the response of the ECB to common shocks in

the Eurozone. We now go on to consider shocks that only affect one country within the

Eurozone.
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Figure 12.5 Adjustment by the ECB to a common inflation shock to the Eurozone.

12.4 Stabilization in the Eurozone: country-specific shocks

12.4.1 ls stabilization policy necessary for country-specific shocks?

Before considering the case of a Eurozone member, it is useful to recall the way that sta—

bilization policy works using monetary policy. One of the main results about stabilization

in the closed economy and in the flexible exchange rate economy (set out in Chapters 3,

9 and 13) is the so—called Taylor principle. This says that the central bank should respond

to forecast inflation by raising the real interest rate. This result was built into the operation

of inflation targeting central banks around the world and has been credited with helpingto

keep inflation low and stable. In the case of an inflation shock, unless the central bankraises

the nominal interest rate more than one—for-one with the expected increase in inflation,the

real interest rate falls and the economy will move further away from equilibrium. The Taylor

principle is discussed in detail in Chapter 13.

Is a stabilizing policy intervention of this kind also needed in a CCA? Not necessarily. The

reason is that when the nominal exchange rate is fixed as is the case for a member ofthe

Eurozone, if inflation goes up, it makes the economy less competitive and this will dampen

net exports and pull the economy back toward equilibrium without the need for policy
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intervention. This is called the 'real exchange rate’ channel of adjustment. Ifthis mechanism

can be relied on, we would need to worry much less about how fiscal policy could be used

to stabilize the economy. But can it be relied on? The example below from the recent history

of the Eurozone suggests it cannot.

De-stabilization in the Eurozone

An example ofa country—specific inflation shock comes from the case of Ireland in the initial

phase of the Eurozone. Following the adoption of the euro, the euro depreciated against

both the US dollar and the pound sterling. Because Ireland has much stonger trade relations

with the US and the UK than is typical in the Eurozone, the euro depreciation had a bigger

effect in raising inflation in Ireland (as imported goods increased in price, which in turn

triggered domestic wage increases) than was the case in other members. This represented a

country-specific inflation shock for Ireland.

The Irish example highlights that there is another channel that can operate in a CCA to

destabilize the economy and may prevent the 'no intervention’ strategy via the appreciation

ofthe real exchange rate from working to keep inflation in a member country close to the

Eurozone target. This is the 'real interest rate’ channel. When a member country’s inflation is

above the Eurozone average, this may affect expected inflation in that economy. If expected

inflation rises, then the real interest rate falls and this boosts output, putting additional

upward pressure on inflation as output rises above equilibrium. Instead of moving back to

equilibrium as happens through the real exchange rate channel, the economy will move

further away from equilibrium with rising output and rising inflation.

This helps to explain what happened in Ireland and Spain in their post-euro property

booms: the combination of the low nominal interest rate set by the ECB with high domestic

inflation (relative to the Eu rozone average) pushed down the real interest rate. In conjunction

with the operation of the financial accelerator and bubble mechanisms studied in Chapter

6, this stimulated investment in construction projects and consumption in those economies.

It is said that 60% of Europe's concrete was being used in Spain in 2006. The real interest rate

in Ireland and Spain was actually negative for much of the period from euro entry until 2007.

Under these circumstances, the government must intervene with a sufficiently contrac—

tionary fiscal policy to ensure that the economy returns to equilibrium. As noted above, the

failure to do so fuelled the house price bubbles and construction booms in Spain and Ireland

before the crash of 2007—8.

The Taylor principle and the Walters critique

In a flexible exchange rate regime, the Taylor principle is built into the 3-equation model.

For a member of a CCA, unless a similar principle is applied so that the required negative

output gap is created to dampen inflation (through the combination of tighter fiscal policy

and the operation of the real exchange rate channel), instability can arise. This is referred to

as the Walters' critique. British economist Alan Walters argued against UK membership of

the euro on the grounds of this kind of instability.

In the analysis of stabilization under flexible exchange rates, we did not mention the

government's financial balance, i.e. whether it was in budget deficit or surplus. This is because

under normal conditions, stabilization against a private sector shock is carried out by the
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Figure 12.6 Stabilization policy options as a member of a CCA.

central bank using the interest rate and once the economy has returned to medium-run

equilibrium, the government’s financial balance excluding interest payments, which is called

its primary balance, will be back at its initial level.

We shall see that the result is different when fiscal policy is used as the stabilization policy

by a member of a CCA. This draws attention to whether fiscal policy is a good substitute for

monetary policy in stabilizing against shocks. In general, we find that fiscal policy is nota

perfect substitute for monetary policy: concern about the consequences of stabilization for

the budget balance make its use considerably more difficult than the use of monetary policy

under flexible exchange rates.

Figure 12.6 summarizes the stabilization issues that arise for a member ofa CCA because

they do not have their own monetary policy. The government can choose to do nothing in

response to a shock (the left—hand side of Fig. 12.6) or to use fiscal policy (the right-hand

side). We look at the real exchange rate and real interest rate channels in turn, and then show

why fiscal policy is not a perfect substitute for monetary policy in stabilization.

12.4.2 The real exchange rate (competitiveness) channel

As noted above, if the government decides not to use policy to respond to a shock, two

adjustment processes arise automatically. These are the real exchange rate and real interest

rate channels. Inflation in medium—run equilibrium in a member ofa CCA is pinned down

by the inflation target of the CCA’s central bank, i.e. JTMRE = [717]. In the Eurozone, this isthe

ECB’s inflation target.

The simplest way of explaining the two channels is by making an assumption about how

inflation expectations are formed. In Chapter 9, we saw that in a fixed exchange rate economy,

home’s nominal interest rate is equal to the world nominal interest rate (i = i‘). In the case

of a CCA, the ’world' nominal interest rate refers to the interest rate set by the CCA’s central

bank. Throughout this section, we shall refer to variables at the CCA level with a star and

variables at a member level without a star (apart from the CCA’s inflation target, TIT) and we

ignore the rest of the world. If inflation expectations in a CCA member are firmly anchored
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to the CCA's inflation target, i.e. 715 = [7”], then from the Fisher equation, the real interest

rate remains constant at the CCA real interest rate (i.e. r*):

E
(Fisher equation)r = i — 7r

1er5 = NT and since i = i"

thenr: i‘ — n7 = r‘.

Using the definition of the real exchange rate, Q E P*e/P and taking logs, we have q =

p‘+ loge — p, where q, p, and p* indicate the log of the variable. In a CCA, we can see

that a CCA member's competitiveness improves (its real exchange rate depreciates) when its

inflation is below CCA inflation and vice versa:

Aq=Ap‘—Ap=7rT —7r.

The real exchange rate channel works like this: if we take the case ofa positive inflation shock

asourexample, a rise in a CCA member's inflation reduces its competitiveness and depresses

output via the IS relation:

yt 2 At — ar,_1+ bq,_1.

The causal chain for the real exchange rate channel is:

Tn—>lq—>J,y—>¢7t...unti|7r<nTwhen Tq-My.

Eventually, y = ye and 7r = NT.

In Fig. 12,7a the upward shift in the Phillips curve due to the inflation shock is shown. As a

consequence ofthe impact of the shock in reducing the CCA member’s competitiveness, the

l5 curve shifts to the left and the economy is at lower output (at point C on the r = r* line

because of our assumption that n5 = TIT). What happens to inflation? As usual, this depends

on inflation expectations. Because of our assumption that inflation expectations are firmly

tied down to the CCA's inflation target, in the period after the inflation shock, the Phillips

curve reverts to the one indexed by n5 = JTT. The fall in output caused by the CCA member’s

loss of competitiveness pushes inflation below HT and as we can see from the definition of

the real exchange rate, this boosts their competitiveness. The following period, the IS curve

therefore shifts to the right (IS(q1)) and the economy begins to recover. Eventually, it is back

at equilibrium with the initial real exchange rate.11 Nothing has happened to government

spending or taxation, so the economy remains in fiscal balance.

12.4.3 The real interest rate channel

Let us now see what happens when inflation expectations are not firmly anchored to the

CCA’s inflation target. When there is a backward-looking element in inflation expectations,

the Fisher equation indicates that a CCA member’s real interest rate can deviate from the

CCA real interest rate. This will be the case if agents believe that inflation will continue to

behave as it has in the past. To make the explanation of this channel as clear as possible,

H For simplicity, we assume the economy moves smoothly to the new equilibrium and does not oscillate

around it.
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Figure 12.7 Inflation shock: the real exchange rate and real interest rate channels.

we assume the IS curve does not shift with a change in the real exchange rate. Figure 12.7b

illustrates how the real interest rate channel works. Inflation expectations are formed in

backward—looking way with n5 = 71-1 . The inflation shock shifts the Phillips curve up as usual.

This now raises expected inflation, which reduces the CCA member‘s real interest rate (to n).

This leads to a rise in output and inflation (point C). Inflation expectations are updated and

the Phillips curve shifts up again. Output rises further.12

The causal chain for the real interest rate channel works like this:

T 71' —>T n5 —>J, r —>T y —>T 7r... destabilizing.

In a more realistic model, the real exchange rate effect will operate alongside the real

interest rate effect. But as long as the real interest rate effect is stronger, the problem of

instability identified by Walters exists.13

12.4.4 Using fiscal policy to stabilize

Why might the government in a common currency area use fiscal policy for stabilization?

Since it has no access to monetary policy to offset country-specific shocks, the government

could turn to fiscal policy as a substitute for two reasons:

12 The Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website can be used to show the

destabilizing real interest rate channel in action (see Question 4 in Section 12.7.2).

13 See T. Kirsanova, D. Vines and S. Wren-Lewis (2006), 'Fiscal Policy and Macroeconomic Stability withina

Monetary Union’ CEPR DP 5584.
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i. It may be necessary in order to prevent the instability of the Walters’ critique effect.

2. Sluggish wage and price adjustment may make the real exchange rate channel slow and

costly in terms ofa period of elevated unemployment.

Even in an economy where the exchange rate channel dominates the interest rate channel,

inflation expectations may adjust only slowly to the CCA's inflation target. Looking at Fig.

12.7a, ifinstead ofjumping back to its original position in the period after the inflation shock,

the Phillips curve shifts downward only a little, then inflation will remain above the CCA’s

inflation target and the CCA member's competitiveness will continue to deteriorate. The

process will be stabilizing in the end, because eventually, the combination of the downward

drift ofthe Phillips curve and the rise in the output gap will push the CCA member’s inflation

below the CCA's inflation target, and its competitiveness will begin to improve. In such a

case, relying on the competitiveness channel may impose heavy costs on the economy in

the form of inflation and output deviations from HT and ye respectively.14

Inflation shock

It is important to carefully examine the use of fiscal policy for stabilization. A good place to

start is to assume the policy maker in a CCA member has the same utility (i.e. loss) function

as the monetary policy maker in a flexible exchange rate regime (or a closed economy) and

faces the same constraints. In other words, the policy maker minimizes its losses subject to

the constraint of the Phillips curve. To make the comparison with the flexible exchange rate

economy as direct as possible, we use the same loss function and the same Phillips curve.

The policy maker is modelled as minimizing this loss function:

L, = (Y: — ye)2 + Mm - NT)2. (government loss function)

where n7 is the CCA's inflation target and )3 > T characterizes a government that places

less weight on output fluctuations than on deviations in inflation, and vice versa. The only

difference from the flexible exchange rate economy is that the government wants to minimize

deviations from the CCA's inflation target and not a national inflation target.

The Phillips curve is the same as in the flexible exchange rate economy:

in = m4 + a(yt — ye). (Phillips Curve, PC)

The government optimizes by minimizing its loss function subject to the Phillips curve. This

produces the policy rule equation (the PR curve), which differs from the MR curve only in

the replacement ofa national-level inflation target with a CCA—level inflation target, JTTZ

(yr-ye) = —afi(m — n7). (Policy Rule, PR)

Figure 12.8 provides a direct comparison between the use offiscal policy in a CCA member

and monetary policy in a flexible rate economy in response to an inflation shock. We see

immediately that because ofour assumptions about the policy maker’s loss function and the

M The Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website can be used to model the

speed of adjustment to a negative demand shock in CCA member and flexible exchange rate economies (see

Question 5 in Section 12.7.2). This highlights the costs imposed when fiscal policy is not used to stabilize

country-specific shocks in 3 CCA.
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Figure 12.8 Inflation shock: comparison between the use of fiscal policy (21 CCA member) and monetary

policy (a flexible exchange rate economy).

Phillips curve, the lower panel is virtually identical in each economy—the only differences

are in the labelling of the policy rule curve, and the fact that at equilibrium, inflation isequal

to the CCA‘s inflation target in the CCA member and equal to the national inflation targetin

the flexible exchange rate economy (both of which are labelled 717).

The lower panels show that the optimizing policy maker in each type of economy chooses

the same sequence of output gaps on the path back to equilibrium. However, how policy is

used to implement those output gaps differs. The central bank in the flexible rate economy

gets the economy on the path back to equilibrium by raising the interest rate and taking

advantage of the exchange rate appreciation that will accompany it (left upper panel). The

IS curve is shifted to the left by the appreciation and goes through point C.

In a CCA member, the government will decide on its initial fiscal policy stance, G',(t0

achieve the output gap at point C) taking into account the fact that higher expected inflation

reduces the real interest rate to r0 and higher actual inflation reduces competitiveness toq'.

The crucial point to note is that once the CCA member is back at equilibrium with inflation

at target, its real exchange rate will have appreciated. The reason is clear from the right hand

lower panel of Fig. 12.8: its inflation is above the CCA's inflation target throughout the inflation

shock episode. Hence, its price level will have risen relative to the other members ofthe CCA

and with afixed nominal exchange rate, e, its real exchange rate will have appreciated. Inthe

flexible rate economy, the real exchange rate is back to its initial level a: the burst ofhigher

inflation at home is offset by the appropriate nominal depreciation to leave the real exchange

rate unchanged. The appreciated real exchange rate (q”) at equilibrium in the CCA member
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Table 12.1 Characteristics of the initial and new equilibria in the case of an inflation shock in a CCA

memberand a flexible exchange rate economy.

 

 

Member ofa CCA Flexible exchange rates

Willalequlllbflum rr=7rT;y=ye;q=fi;G=G n=nT;y=ye;q=§;G=G
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means that net exports are lower and therefore for the level of demand to be sufficient for

output ofye, government spending must be higher (6” > G).

Table 12.1 shows the characteristics of the initial and new equilibria for the case of an

inflation shock. Underflexible exchange rates, JTT is the national inflation target and monetary

policy is used to stabilize. In a CCA member, HT is the CCA’s inflation target and fiscal policy

is used to stabilize.

Summary

In aflexible rate economy following an inflation shock, the central bank uses changes in

the nominal interest rate to stabilize and it leaves no trace once the economy is back at

equilibrium. However, in a CCA member, if fiscal policy has to be used to stabilize (because

the real exchange rate channel is insufficiently effective), there is a fiscal deficit when the

economy is back at equilibrium. Indeed, because net exports are lower and government

spending is higher, the economy is characterized by twin deficits, a budget deficit and an

external trade deficit.

In an AD— ERU diagram (not shown, see Question 9 in Section 12.7.1), the flexible

exchange rate economy returns to its starting point with budget balance. But the CCA

member for which fiscal policy has been used to stabilize will be at a medium-run equi-

librium with an appreciated real exchange rate and on a new AD curve indexed by the

higher level of government spending. There is a budget deficit at the new medium—run

equilibrium.

Aggregate demand shock

If the economy is hit by a country-specific negative aggregate demand shock, the central

bank in a flexible exchange rate economy will cut the interest rate. The exchange rate will

depreciate and the economy will move on to the MR line at point B in the right hand panel

of Fig. 12.9. At the new equilibrium at point Z, the flexible exchange rate economy is char-

acterized by r = r" with a depreciated real exchange rate (5”) and unchanged government

expenditure. The primary fiscal deficit is unchanged.

In a common currency area, the PR line in the left hand panel of Fig. 12.9 shows the output

gap the government has to choose in order for the economy to move back to equilibrium

following the same path as the flexible rate economy. It raises G to G/ at point B taking

into account the fact that their real interest rate has been pushed up by lower inflation.

To shift the economy to the new equilibrium at Z, the government adjusts government

expenditure each period. Once the economy is at Z, the real exchange rate is depreciated

(to 5’). The depreciation is not as large as in the flexible rate economy because it only reflects
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Figure 12.9 Permanent negative aggregate demand shock: comparison between the use offiscal policy (CCA

member) and monetary policy (flexible exchange rates).

the cumulative inflation differential vis-a-vis the rest of the world: in the flexible exchange

rate case, the depreciation consists of the same cumulative inflation differential plus some

nominal depreciation. Hence, once the member ofthe common currency area is atthe new

equilibrium atZ , r = r*, q’ < a” and G” > G.

The bottom line is that in the face ofa permanent negative demand shock, aCCA member

that uses exactly the same policy rule as in the flexible exchange rate economy to return

inflation to the CCA inflation target—but implements the desired output gaps by using fis-

cal rather than monetary policy—ends up with a primary budget deficit when it is back in

equilibrium, whereas the flexible exchange rate economy does not.

12.4.5 The real exchange rate channel-internal devaluation

The role of differences in wage-setting systems in the Eurozone

The role that fiscal policy plays in macroeconomic stabilization in a currency union could

be shared with or substituted by wages policy or by the kind of coordinated wage-setting

behaviour discussed in detail in Chapter 1 5. This possibility depends on institutional arrange-

ments for collective bargaining and is relevant in the Eurozone because ofthe use made ofit

by Germany. In particular, we shall see that Germany’s wage—setting system means that the

real exchange rate channel explained in Section 12.4.2 operates there. This poses particular

difficulties for some other member countries in which the real exchange rate channel does

not operate as effectively.
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As we have seen in Section 12.1.1, from a macroeconomic perspective, one attraction

for a country on joining a common currency area with Germany is to acquire a credible

commitment to low inflation. However, as noted in Section 12.1.2, one outcome has been

divergent real exchange rates because inflation rates did not converge rapidly to the ECB’s

target and Germany’s inflation was below the target.

Figure 12.2 shows that from 2000, Germany experienced a substantial real depreciation

within the Eurozone. This took place through a combination of restraint in nominal wage

growth and more rapid productivity growth than was the case in member countries in the

southern Eurozone. Although this partly reflected the recovery of Germany’s competitive-

ness, which had been depressed by the consequences of German reunification in the early

19905, more importantly, it demonstrated the country’s ability to engineera real depreciation

inside the Eurozone when required.

German wage coordination

Whilst it does not have a classical flexible labour market, Germany, like some other northern

Eurozone members (and some EU countries outside the Eurozone like Sweden and Den-

mark), has wage-setting institutions that enable nominal wage growth to be coordinated so

asto achieve a real exchange rate target. The way in which different wage-setting institutions

(coordinated, industry-level and firm level) operate is introduced in Chapter 2 and extended

in Chapter 15. In the 20005, unions in Germany agreed to modest nominal wage increases

in multi-year deals, and works councils that represent workers in large companies negoti-

ated overwage and hours flexibility in exchange for investment by firms in fixed capital and

training.15

Germany’s model of export-led growth relies on skilled workers in its core manufacturing

industries. This places such workers in a strong bargaining position. As a result, unions and

employers’ associations in the export sector are important in wage setting. They play two roles

in keeping the export sector competitive. First, agreements between unions and employers’

associations are important in restraining the bargaining power of skilled workers in those

industries. Second, unions and employers in the export sector lead the wage setting round

in the economy as a whole so as to ensure that the pace of wage increases is pinned down

by the competitiveness requirements of the export sector and not by the wage bargains in

the non-tradeables parts of the economy, such as the public sector, where external pressure

to contain cost increases is absent. Coordinated wage setting in Germany is the outcome of

private sector behaviour—it is not the result of government policy.

The German model allows coordinated wage restraint to substitute forthe use ofstabilizing

fiscal policy. To see how coordinated wage setting works, we can use the example shown

in Fig. 12.7. The left-hand panel can be thought of as representing Germany and the right

hand panel, a member county such as one in the periphery, where inflation expectations

are not anchored to the ECB’s inflation target. If there is an inflation shock to each country,

the response in Germany is a reduction in wage increases, so that they are below the ECB's

inflation target in order to restore the real exchange rate to its initial level. This restores

15 See. for example, Carlin and Soskice (2009) and Dustmann et al. (2014).
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competitiveness and the economy returns to equilibrium. Coordinated wage setting can

make the real exchange rate channel work effectively.

A country without this kind of wage behaviour may experience destabilization as shown

in the right—hand panel of Fig. 12.7. Weak and sluggish wage adjustment and inflation expec-

tations that are backward looking and not anchored to the ECB’s inflation target bring the

destabilizing real interest rate channel into play. To return to equilibrium at the initial real

exchange rate, such a country would have to use tight fiscal policy to implement the large

negative output gap associated with the relevant Phillips curve (labelled :15 = 7L1) sufficient

to bring inflation below the target. Only a period with inflation below 717 will see the economy

return to equilibrium without an appreciated real exchange rate.

To take another example, in the face of a negative aggregate demand shock, Germany

is able to achieve a response similar to that implemented under flexible exchange rates

whereby demand is stabilized by a real depreciation achieved via wage restraint. Under

flexible exchange rates, the real depreciation takes place via a nominal depreciation triggered

by a cut in the interest rate. By contrast, as we saw in Fig. 12.9, a Eurozone memberwithout

wage coordination can use fiscal policy to stabilize along the PR curve but will need to

manage the consequences that arise for the government deficit.

For countries like Germany where the export sector is the dynamic part ofthe economy, it

can be argued that it is important to limit the use ofdiscretionary fiscal policyforstabilization

since it weakens the incentive of wage setters to exercise wage restraint and to coordinate

around the required real exchange rate.

Living in the Eurozone with Germany

For Eurozone members that do not have wage—setting institutions that make the real ex-

change rate an effective stabilization mechanism, there are serious problems with achieving

satisfactory macroeconomic performance. For example, a country entering the Eurozone

with a higher growth rate ofunit labour costs than the average will sufferfrom fallingcompet-

itiveness. An attempt to offset the effects of this on aggregate demand by using expansionary

fiscal policy will produce problems of fiscal imbalance; allowing a credit—fuelled housing

boom to sustain growth (reflected in the trends in household debt shown in Fig. 123) brings

the problems of potential instability explained in Chapters 6 and 7. The divergence ofrealex—

change rates that characterized the Eurozone in its first decade (as shown in Fig. 12.2) reflects

both the failure of domestic unit cost growth to adjust to the Eurozone inflation average of

just above 2% and the success of Germany in achieving unit cost growth below 2% pa.

Given the variation in institutional characteristics among members and Germany's export—

oriented growth strategy, this problem is likely to remain a source oftension forthe Eurozone.

12.4.6 Conclusions about stabilization policy in the Eurozone

In response to country-specific shocks, policy makers in a common currency area can choose

not to intervene and rather, to rely on the stabilizing mechanism of the real exchange

rate channel. But this may not produce rapid stabilization because of the countervailing

operation of the destabilizing real interest rate channel and/or because the operationoi

the real exchange rate channel is sluggish. Hence, the government may use fiscal policyto

stabilize. But fiscal policy is not a panacea.
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Our results show that:

. Afiscal policy rule can be used to stabilize output and inflation in a CCA member. However,

although using the same loss function as in the flexible rate economy will return the econ-

omytoa medium-run equilibrium with inflation at the CCA’s inflation target, the economy

will not in general return to an equilibrium in which the government budget is balanced.

2. Ifthe government wishes to ensure budget balance at medium-run equilibrium, then its

stabilization task is more complex.

w . Labour market institutions matter for the ability of member states to adjust without the

use of fiscal policy. The presence of coordinated wage bargaining that increases the

flexibility of wages improves the operation of the real exchange rate channel. These

institutions are typical in Germany and the other Northern European economies, which

is beneficial for their adjustment, but can cause imbalances in real exchange rates and

current accounts at the Eu rozone level.

12.5 Eurozone governance, sovereign risk and the banking

system

In this chapter, we have seen that a CCA member loses access to the nominal exchange rate

as a mechanism for adjustment to shocks and that neither adjustment via domestic wages

and prices (the real exchange rate channel) nor via the use of fiscal policy is problem—free.

On the other hand, the economy is free of the disturbances that can come from the foreign

exchange market itself. Until 2010, this was a reasonable summary of the issues facing a

country deciding whether tojoin the euro.

The new issue that emerged was familiar to observers of emerging economies, but not

to those whose expertise was limited to developed countries like Eurozone members. The

new issue was the possibility of sovereign default—the inability ofthe government to honour

the repayment of bonds it has issued. The first market signal that there was a problem of

sovereign debt in the Eurozone came from the emergence of large interest rate differentials

between bonds issued by Germany (and France) and those issued by the periphery countries

(Greece, Portugal, Spain and Ireland). This was a new development and followed the collapse

of Lehman Brothers in 2008 (see Chapter 7).

During the Eurozone’s first decade, interest rate spreads on government bonds among

Eurozone members shrank dramatically. Prior to the formation of the Eurozone, the interest

rate differentials reflected both the exchange rate risk and the government default risk. Once

insidethe Eurozone, the exchange rate risk (e.g. the risk that the Italian lira would depreciate

against the German D-Mark) vanished because all members used the euro, leaving only

differences in government default risk to account for the variation in interest rates on long-

term (e.g. ten-year) government bonds.

Extendingthe uncovered interest parity condition (UIP) to include the risk ofa government

defaulting on its debt highlights the exchange rate and default risk:

i = i" + (log ef+1 — log 2,) (UIP condition)

i = i" + (log ef+1 — log 3,) + pt , (UIP condition with default risk)

—,__.z V

exchange rate risk default risk
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1. Introduction of the euro, which fixed the exchange rates of 11 countries

(Greecejoined in 2001, the UK did notjoin the Eurozone)

2. Lehman Brothers files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection (i.e. onset offinancial crisis)

3. ECB President Mario Draghi announces "the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve

the euro". Shortly after, the ECB announces Outright Monetary Transactions, a programme

of government bond buying in secondary markets with the ”aim of safeguarding an

appropriate monetary policy transmission and the singleness of monetary policy”.

Figure 12.10 Long term interest rate differentials on 10-year government bonds vis-a-vis Germany between

1990 Q1 and 2013 Q3.

Source: OECD (accessed December 2013).

where pt is the default risk on government debt. The risk—adjusted UIP condition says thata

CCA membefs interest rate will be above the CCA interest rate to the extent that its nominal

exchange rate is expected to depreciate and its risk of default on government debt exceeds

that ofthe benchmark CCA government. In the Eurozone, the benchmark governmentdebtis

that issued by Germany (so-called German Bunds) and exchange rate risk is zero (as exchange

rates are fixed between members). Hence, the difference between German and,forexample.

Greek interest rates on ten—year bonds reflects only the difference in default risk.

Figure 12.10 shows the differential between the interest rate on long-term government

bonds issued by a number of European countries and the German Bund rate.16 The data

include the period before the Eurozone was formed (in 1999). The countries shown include

those caught up in the Eurozone crisis of 2010 in addition to France and the UK. The UKis

not a member of the Eurozone: its interest differential therefore reflects both the exchange

rate risk and the default premium throughout the period. For the countries (i.e. excluding

Greece) who joined the Eurozone when it began, the sharp fall in the interest differential

with Germany when the exchange rate parities with the euro were announced in 1998 is

clear. The same happened with Greece prior to its entry in 2001.

During the Eurozone’s first decade, interest differentials with Germany on long-term gov-

ernment bonds were very small. How can this be explained?

16 See Section 12.52 for a list of sources for the ECB quotes in Fig. 12.10.
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1. The markets viewed the likelihood of a default by a Eurozone government as being very

low. For example, they considered the risk of a systemic banking crisis in a Eurozone

member that would require a government rescue of banks as a very low probability

event.

2. The markets did not connect the divergent performance among Eurozone members with

the possible implications for government solvency.

3. The markets did not believe the Eurozone’s ’no bail—out clause' and took the view that

any problem in one member government's ability to service its debts would be solved by

the ECB and/or by the other Eurozone governments.

When the global financial crisis took hold in 2008 and large banks in small countries (like

Ireland) began to fail, this market perception changed dramatically. Knowing that govern-

ments would rescue solvent but illiquid banks and would bear the burden of restructuring

insolvent ones, the markets suddenly began to differentiate between the bonds issued by

different Eurozone member governments. The emergence of very large interest rate spreads

indicated that the markets were not confident that national governments that got into diffi-

culty as a result of increases in national public debt due to bank failures and recession would

be bailed out by the Eurozone.

12.5.1 Governance arrangements: banks, governments and central bank

At the root of the Eurozone’s vulnerability to a sovereign debt crisis were the relationships

among banks, national governments and the ECB that were put in place when the Eurozone

was created. A coherent set of relationships among these three groups that was robust to a

financial crisis was not established. In the Maastricht policy assignment discussed in Section

12.2.1, banks were not mentioned. This was a key omission. In terms of the relationships

among member governments and between them and the ECB, the central elements were:

1. Government to government: the ’no bail-out’ clause stated that other member govern-

ments could not be called upon to bail out a government in trouble.

2. ECB to government: the 'no monetary financing’ clause stated that the ECB would not

provide credit to governments (i.e. it would not be the lender of last resort to govern—

ments).

3. The fiscal rules: the entry rules for deficits and debt and the Stability and Growth Pact,

which were designed to support (1) and (2).

Prior to 2010, this governance structure was believed to be sufficient. In particular, it was

believed to make a supra—national government redundant. To highlight the problems that

have arisen, it is useful to review the relationships among banks, government and central

bank in a nation state with an independent central bank.

Comparison between the Eurozone and USA

Both for understanding the problems in the Eurozone and for thinking about reforms, it is

helpful to compare the governance arrangements in the USA and the Eurozone before the
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crisis. The US is a federal system, and parallels can be drawn between the US states and the

member countries of the Eurozone. In the USA,

0 the Federal Reserve stabilizes common shocks, is responsible for financial stabil-

ity and is the lender of last resort to the federal government and to the banking

system.

0 The federal budget provides stabilization to the states in the face ofasymmetric shocks (eg.

federal contributions to unemployment benefit and federal taxes). In the US, stabilization

ofstate—specific aggregate demand shocks through federal taxes and transfers lies between

10 and 20%.17

o The states have balanced budget rules.

o The failure of a bank headquartered in a state is not the responsibility of the state but of

the federal regulators and the federal government.

0 The federal government does not bail out delinquent states—they are allowed to default.

In the Eurozone prior to the sovereign debt crisis,

0 The ECB stabilized common shocks and, as was demonstrated by its actions in thefinancial

crisis, was the lender of last resort to the banking system (although this was not explicitly

part of the Maastricht Treaty). However, it was not responsible for financial stability and

was not the lender of last resort to member governments.

0 There was no federal government and no stabilization through the EU budget (it is too

small).

0 Member countries had national fiscal autonomy subject to rules (i.e. the SGP).

o The failure of a bank headquartered in a member country was the responsibility ofthe

country and not of Eurozone federal regulators or a Eurozone government (there is no

Eurozone government).

0 The MaastrichtTreaty included a ’no bail-out clause' that stated that membergovernments

would not be bailed out.

In conjunction with Figs. 12.11 and 12.12, this comparison between the US and the Euro-

zone highlights the incoherence ofthe Eurozone governance structure priortothe sovereign

debt crisis. In addition, the analysis presented in this section so far suggeststhat the problems

brought to the fore by the financial crisis involve three key parties: banks, governments and

the central bank. We will discuss the changes the Eurozone has made to the governance

structure in the wake of the sovereign debt crisis in Section 12.5.2. At this stage, we focuson

the original governance structure of the Eurozone and show why it left the currency union

vulnerable to a sovereign debt crisis.

Figure 12.11 Illustrates the relationships among commercial banks, the government and

the central bank in a nation state. We begin with the commercial banks. In Fig. 12.11,which

was introduced in Chapter 5, the central bank’s role oflender of last resort (LOLR) to the banking

system is represented by the dashed arrows labelled 'quuidity’. As we have seen in Chapter 5,

17 See Melitz and Zumer (2002).
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Figure12.11 Governance arrangements in a nation state.

Source: adapted from Winckler (201 1).

a key role of the central bank is to provide liquidity in a situation where a bad shock to the

economy has raised the possibility that banks may become insolvent (i.e. that their assets

are worth less than their liabilities). Under such circumstances, there can be a run on banks

as depositors do not want to be the last in line to turn their potentially risky deposits into

safe cash.

The institutional response to this source of fragility in the banking system was to cre—

ate a lender of last resort to the banking system in the form of a central bank. The cen-

tral bank’s LOLR role to the banking system rests on its judgement that the panic in

the market is misplaced: i.e. that the problem is in fact not one of solvency, but of liq—

uidity (i.e. a bank has insufficient liquid assets to cover its due liabilities). In the case

where a bank is insolvent, the central bank and government work together. The cen-

tral bank controls the panic by providing liquidity and the government, with its access

to tax revenue (current and future), is responsible for the restructuring, recapitalization

or orderly closure of the bank. This role is captured in Fig. 12.11 by the arrows labelled

solvency.

We turn now to the role of the government as borrower. Households and firms make use

of banks and the bond market to finance long-term investment projects using shorter-term

loans. Governments also borrow shorter-term in the bond market to finance long—term

projects. The service provided by banks and the bond markets that allows this is called

maturity transformation, and whether the borrower can service the debt is called rollover

risk. When the government is the borrower, it is relying on its ability to raise tax revenue

to provide confidence to the bond market that it will service its debts. It is clear that if the

government is being called upon to use tax revenue to support failing banks (or there is a

possibility it will have to do so), its ability to service its debt via tax revenue is reduced. This

highlights the interconnection between the banks, the government and the bond market.

We can see the parallel with the 'last in line’ liquidity problem for banks (Chapter 5): if

fear emerges that the government will not be able to service its debts, holders of bonds

will sell them, prices will fall and, reflecting the rise in the risk premium, interest rates will

rise.

How can this be prevented? If the central bank is the lender of last resort to the government,

it can be relied upon to step in and buy government bonds. How is this possible and why

would the central bank do this? The parallel with the case of banks is again useful. If we
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assume that the flight from government bonds is inconsistent with the underlying ability of

the government to service its debts (i.e. the government is solvent) then the government is

suffering from a liquidity problem. The central bank can step in by printing money (just as

it does in the case of dealing with the liquidity problem of the banking system) and buying

government bonds. The central bank would end up with more government bonds on its

balance sheet and the counterpart on the liability side is an increase in high-powered money.

The mutual support ofthe government and central bank for each other—the taxpayerbaseis

the ultimate guarantee of the solvency of the government and of the central bank's abilityto

buy government bonds in unlimited quantities (LOLR)—is shown by the double-ended arrow

in Fig. 12.11. This means that even when the market has doubts about the solvency ofthe

government, the existence of the LOLR prevents runs on government bonds. Ifthis structure

of mutual confidence completely breaks down, reflected for example in the unwillingness of

citizens to hold home’s money, the economy can plunge into hyperinflation.

Comparison between a country with an independent central bank and a Eurozone

member

We can now compare the situation of a country with an independent central bank with

that of a member of the Eurozone prior to the crisis. Figure 12.12 illustrates the governance

structure of the Eurozone prior to the crisis. We begin with the banks. Once thefinancialcrisis

began, the ECB played the role of lender of last resort to the banks of member countrieslust

like the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve, the ECB made liquidity available to banks
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n unlimited amounts, as highlighted by (then President of the ECB))ean-Claude Trichet in a

.peech in April 2009 (at the nadir of the global financial crisis):18

Our primary concern was to maintain the availability of credit for households and companies

at accessible rates. We significantly adapted our regular operations in the crisis. Since then,

we have followed a new 'fixed rate full allotment’ tender procedure and we have signifi-

cantly expanded the maturity of our operations. This means that banks have been granted

access to essentially unlimited liquidity at our policy interest rate at maturities of up to six

months.

In the Eurozone, responsibility for dealing with insolvent banks rested with member

'ountry governments (see Fig. 12.12). This meant that governments had to use national

iorrowing to pay for the recapitalization of banks headquartered in their country dur—

1g the global financial crisis. The burden on governments increased (just as it did in the

JS and the UK, for example). However, the big difference is that for a Eurozone mem—

uer, it could not rely on a lender of last resort to support its bond sales if required. There

as no central bank that would—in extremis—purchase its bonds. There are two aspects

3 this: first, the member countries were issuing bonds in a currency (the euro) that they

id not control and second, the central bank that issues the euros (the ECB) was pre-

ented by its mandate from acting as lender of last resort to the governments of member

tates.

This created the fear of illiquidity of the government, i.e. that it would not be able to

allover its debts as they became due. As a result, interest rates on government bonds

rcreased. We can see the same element of self-fulfilling prophecy here as arises in the case

fa bank run: even if the bank is solvent, once doubts emerge about the liquidity of an

istitution, panic begins and depositor behaviour can produce insolvency. The circuit can be

iterrupted by the existence of a LOLR which quashes liquidity fears. Similarly, in the bond

iarket, a LOLR to the government can prevent the negative feedback loop from taking

old.

Box 12.1 Spain and the UK: sovereign risk inside and outside the Eurozone

To highlight the difference between the risk of sovereign default between a country inside and

outside the common currency area it is useful to compare Spain and the UK. In this box, we show

that on the basis of the determinants of government solvency, there was little to separate these two

countries. However, interest rates on ten year government bonds in Spain at the end of November

2011 were 6.5% whilst they were 2.3% in the UK.

Table 12.2 compares the two countries and shows that the UK government was more indebted

than that of Spain in 2010. GDP growth forecasts in the two countries were broadly similar at that point in

time, with Spain expected to grow slightly more slowly in 2012 and 2013.

Excerpt taken from. Jean—Claude Trichet, 27th April 2009, The financial crisis and our response so far,

‘ynote address at the Chatham House Global Financial Forum
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Table 12.2 Macroeconomic and government finance indicators for the UK and Spain.

 

Variable Year Spain UK

 

General government underlying primary balances (as a % of potential GDP) 2010 —S.6 —5.5

Maastricht definition of general government gross public debt

(as a % of nominal GDP) 2010 61.0 799

Real GDP growth (%, Dec 2011 forecast) 2012f 0.3 0.5

Real GDP growth (%, Dec 2011 forecast) 2013f 1.3 18

Ten year government bond yields (%, average) 2010 4.3 3,

Ten year government bond yields (%, average, Dec 2011 forecast) 20111 5.4 3.1

 

Source: OECD Economic Outlook, December 2011.

Given these figures, we would expect both countries to have had similar ten year government bond

yields (i.e. default risks), but this was not the case. We can see from Table 12.2 that Spanish bond

yields were higher than the UK’s for 2010. We can also see that the UK's cost of borrowing fell in 2011,

whilst Spain’s continued to rise, culminating in interest rates on Spanish bonds being 2.3 percentage

points higher than those on UK bonds (on average) over 201 1. This apparent inconsistency between

government solvency and perceived sovereign default risk is summed up by Pisani-Ferry (2012):

This comparison is prima facie evidence that the fiscal situation per se fails to explain tension in

the euro-area government bond markets. Or, to put it slightly differently, although their levels of

deficit and public debt are the same, euro—area countries seem to be more vulnerable to fiscal

crises than non—euro area countries.

As we saw in Chapter 10, in the 19905, Spain and the UK both solved their high inflation problem

by adopting a new monetary policy regime: the UK chose to establish a credible monetary policy

through inflation-targeting and an independent central bank and Spain chose to borrow acredible

monetary policy by giving up its exchange rate and joining the Eurozone. Both countries enjoyed

buoyant domestic economies in the 20005, and both suffered bank failures and a subsequent

deterioration of the public finances in the global financial crisis. Yet, Spain faced much higher interest

rates on government borrowing than the UK and was identified in 2011 as one ofthe so~called PIIGS.

PIIGS refers to Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain and became a synonym for the Eurozone

economies threatened by a sovereign debt crisis.

De Grauwe (2011) suggested that this was a consequence of Spain entering the European Monetary

Union and the UK not doing so. The argument is that when Spain adopted the euro, it lost control over

the currency it issued debt in, which meant that the financial markets could force the Spanish sovereign

into default (or at least cause a sovereign liquidity crisis). De Grauwe highlights two important factors

that make the UK less vulnerable to being forced into default by financial markets than a eurozone

country (in a similar fiscal situation). Firstly, the UK has a freely floating exchange rate, which will

depreciate if government bonds are sold off. This should help to raise growth and increase inflation,

both of which are positive for debt dynamics. Secondly, if the UK cannot roll over its debts at a

reasonable interest rate, then it could force the Bank of England (in its role as LOLR) to buy government

securities. In summary, the governance structure of the Eurozone prior to the crisis (and particularly

the lack of a credible LOLR to member governments) helps to explain the reason for seemingly solvent

Eurozone governments (e.g. Spain and Italy) ending up in liquidity crises.
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Bank problems

Given its original mandate, the ECB concentrated on supporting the European banking sys-

tem duringthe global financial crisis (and more recently during the sovereign debt crisis). This

approach is helpful to the extent that the problems of European banks are ones of liquidity

and not solvency. But if it postpones the required cleaning up of insolvent banks, it is only a

holding mechanism. This delicate balancing act reflects the close relationship between the

health of the banks and of governments in the Eurozone.

In the Eurozone, banks are major holders of government bonds. For example, the per-

centage of national government bonds that were held by domestic banks in Spain, Italy and

Germany was 28.3%, 27.3% and 22.9% respectively in mid-2011. The equivalent figure for

the UK was 10.7% and for the US was just 2%. The close ties between the governments and

the banks in the Eurozone adds to the vulnerability of the system. When government bond

prices fall, bank solvency is called into question; in turn, when banks are more likely to be

insolvent, the contingent liabilities of the government (to recapitalize and restructure them)

rise and government solvency comes into question.

The absence of a pan-European or Eurozone bank resolution scheme during the crisis

meant countries were faced with dealing with bank solvency on their own. The fact that

banks were often large relative to the size of the country helped turn the bank solvency issue

into a sovereign debt problem. For example, the Irish commercial bank, Bank of Ireland, had

total assets that were equal to 99% of Irish GDP in 2007. This can be compared to Bank of

America that had total assets that were equal to only 12% of US GDP in the same year. This

meant that the US government could bail out Bank of America (BoA) and other financial

institutions without the government finances becoming unsustainable, this was not the case

in Ireland and would not have been the case had North Carolina (the US state where 30A is

headquartered) been responsible for bailing out BoA—BoA had total assets equal to 431% of

North Carolina's GDP in 2007.19

A second difficulty faced in the Eurozone arose because of the presence of cross—border

banks, where two (or more) national governments are responsible for dealing with solvency

issues. This is illustrated by the inclusion of a cross—border bank in Fig. 12.12. We can see

from the figure, that two member governments arejointly responsible for the restructuring,

recapitalization or orderly closure of the cross-border bank (as indicated by the ’solvency’

arrows).

In the US, the federal government’s responsibility for the solvency of banks meant that

although the liquidity support to the banks from the Fed quelled the panic, the government

moved swiftly to recapitalize the banks through the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)

schemes (see Chapter 7 for discussion ofthe US government’s response to the bank solvency

crisis).

Government problems

Governments of Eurozone countries have high levels of debt compared with states in the

US. This reflects the fact that the US is a federal system. The nation is the major fiscal policy

19 These figures were calculated by the authors in March 2012 using data from the 2007 annual reports of

Bank of Ireland (Bol) and Bank of America (BoA), the IMF World Economic Outlook Database and the US BEA.

The figures for total assets for Bol are as of March 31 st 2007 and for BoA are as of December 31st 2007. GDP

data for all regions are in current prices and for 2007.
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Figure 12.13 Upper panel: gross general government financial liabilities (as a % of nominal GDP) in 2010.

Lower panel: Eurozone government debt (as a % of Eurozone GDP) and US state debts (as a % of US GDP)in

2007.

Source: OECD Economic Outlook, December 2011; Eurostat (data accessed March 2012), US Census Bureau, 2007 Census of

Governments.

player in both cases: the federal government in the US and the member countries in the

Eurozone. The upper panel of Fig. 12.13 compares the debt to GDP ratios of the US and

the Eurozone member countries in 2010. In contrast, the lower panel shows how the debts

of the individual Eurozone countries compare to Eurozone GDP and how the debts ofthe

individual US states compare to US GDPjust before the onset ofthe financial crisis.

From the upper panel of Fig. 12.13, we see that the aggregate public debt burden ofthe

US is comparable to that of the Eurozone. The key difference is that this is federal debt in

the USA and member country debt in the Eurozone. This has major consequences for the

resilience of the governance mechanism. If a state—even a large one like California—inthe

US defaults, this represents a small shock to US GDP. As the lower panel of Fig. 12.13shows.

this is not the case in the Eurozone.

12.5.2 Governance solutions

Creating a coherent governance structure for the Eurozone requires addressing the inter-

connection among banks, governments and the central bank. European policy makers have

been trying to tackle these problems since the onset of the sovereign debt crisis in 2010,
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with varying levels of success. This subsection sets out some of the governance solutions

that have been implemented or are still being negotiated, and relates them to our analyti-

cal framework. We also discuss some of the problems with the proposed solutions and the

challenges still facing the Eurozone if it wishes to be sustainable in the long run.

Government to government: the bail-outs and the Fiscal Compact

The Eurozone governments broke the 'no bail-out' clause that separates member govern—

ments in the governance structure of the Eurozone (see Fig. 12.12). At the height of the

crisis in 2010-11, Greece, Ireland and Portugal were all bailed out and forced into pursuing

austerity policies by the creditor nations.20 We discuss the macroeconomic impact of the

adoption of austerity policies in Chapter 7.

In order to avoid getting into a situation where governments require bail-outs at the

expense of Eurozone taxpayers, European policy makers introduced the Fiscal Compact at

the start of 2013. The Compact provides a timetable for reducing government debt and

brings in a balanced budget rule, similar to those often used at the state level in the United

States.21

The balanced budget rule could have negative consequences for stabilization policy in

Eurozone countries where the real exchange rate channel does not operate well, as it tightly

circumscribes the use of discretionary fiscal policy in economic downturns. In addition, the

credibility ofthe Compact could be threatened from a number of sources, such as the moral

hazard problem created when countries were bailed out, the failure of the Stability and

Growth Pact and the lack of a legitimate enforcement mechanism, and the high levels of

government debt and deficit levels upon entering the Compact.

The ECB to government: establishing a LOLR to member governments

The turning point in the sovereign debt crisis came in the second half of 2012, as shown by

the reduction in peripheral bond yields after point 3 in Fig. 12.10. Two actions by the ECB

prompted the turnaround. First, Mario Draghi, the President of the ECB, publically stated

that the ECB was ’ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro’.22 Second, the ECB

announced the Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) programme, which promised to buy

peripheral country bonds on secondary markets until pressure in the bond markets eased

off (subject to some conditionality clauses i.e. promises for structural reform).23

In 2012 and 2013, the ECB did not actually use OMT, but bond yields fell substantially re-

gardless. This is because the ECB's actions removed the 'separation’ between the central bank

and the member governments in the governance structure of the euro (see Fig. 12.12). By

20 See Lane (2012) for a good summary of the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis.

21 The Fiscal Compact is the fiscal part of the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance

(TSCG), Further information on the Compact can be obtained from the European Commission website:

http://ec.europa.eu/economy.finance/articles/governance/2012—03-14.six_pack_en.htm.

22 Excerpt taken from a speech by Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank, at the Global

Investment Conference in London on 26July 2012.

23 The details of the OMT programme are available from the ECB website: http://www.ecb.

europaeu/press/pr/date/2012/html/pr120906_1.en.html.
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effectively changing the role ofthe ECB to be a lender of last resort to membergovernments,

the ECB lowered the default risk for the PIlGS and their borrowing costs fell accordingly.

The conditionality attached to OMT is one possible cause for concern in the future, as it

could impede the ECB’s role as the lender of last resort to governments. National central

banks, by contrast, are unconditional lenders of last resort.

Banks to governments: the banking union

The dangerous interconnectedness of banks and sovereigns in the Eurozone played a signif-

icant part in the sovereign debt crisis. The solution to this governance problem isto createa

banking union, where Eurozone member countries are jointly responsible for the solvency

of banks located in the Eurozone.

At the end of 201 3, the EU Council agreed on a general approach for the Single Resolution

Mechanism (SRM). The SRM is the EU's banking union, which will raise resolutionfundsfrom

national bank levies and use them to resolve failing banks across the EU.24

The mutualization of resolution funds will be phased in over a ten-year period, how-

ever, which poses a short-term problem for the banking systems in vulnerable peripheral

economies. In the short term, responsibility for national banking systems ultimately resides

with national governments. If they cannot afford to provide solvency to their banking sys-

tems, then they will again have to seek bail-outs from other Eurozone members and endure

the harsh conditionality (i.e. austerity and structural reform) that accompanies the loans.

The phasing in of the SRM may therefore delay the clean up of bad banks in the peripheral

economies and, as a consequence, their economic recovery.

The SRM also stopped short of creating Eurobonds. Eurobonds are politically contentious,

as they would raise borrowing costs in the Northern European creditor nations. However,

making countries jointly responsible for each others' government debt in this way would

have broken the nexus between member states and their banks once and forall.

Impediments to further integration

The Eurozone could go a long way to solving its governance problems if it replicated the

governance structure of a nation state (see Fig. 12.11). The governance structure of the

Eurozone has changed considerably since the onset of the crisis, but it could have gone

further. For example, a fully—fledged political and fiscal union like that in the US could have

been created.

In the Eurozone, however, there is no natural solidarity across member countries compa-

rable to that in a nation state. There is wide variation in political traditions and in the role of

the state among member countries. There is no basis for pan-Eurozone solidarity that would

permit a large federal budget (with transfers stabilizing member country shocks) orthejolnt

issuance of debt through Eurobonds.

The Eurozone requires a different governance solution from that of a federal country,as

there is little appetite or scope for further political or fiscal integration. The Eurozone has

taken important steps towards a closer union in the wake of the sovereign debt crisis, but it

24 For a summary of the Council’s agreed general approach on the Single Resolution Mechanism, see:

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms.data/docs/pressdata/en/ecofin/140190.pdf.
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remains to be seen whether these steps will be enough to secure the long—term sustainability

of the currency union.

12.6 Conclusions

This chapter has focused on the Eurozone economy; the largest common currency area of

nation states in the world. The introduction of the euro had both microeconomic benefits,

such as increased trade and investment, and macroeconomic benefits, such as the provision

ofa credible low inflation monetary regime. However, relinquishing exchange rate flexi-

bility and monetary policy also created problems for stabilization against country—specific

economic shocks and produced increased vulnerability to a sovereign debt crisis.

Thethrust ofthis chapter has been to think about common currency areas, and particularly

the Eurozone, in the framework of the 3-equation model. We can use the 3-equation model

to answer interesting questions about macroeconomic adjustment in a common currency

area (CCA):

1. How does a CCA stabilize against common shocks? The central bank of the CCA (the

ECB in the case of the Eurozone) will stabilize against common shocks through the use of

monetary policy and the associated changes in the nominal exchange rate (against the rest

ofthe world). In other words, adjustment is the same as in a flexible exchange rate economy

(discussed in Chapter 9).

2. How does a CCA member stabilize against country-specific shocks? The model can

be used to compare policy responses when a member country is hit with a country-specific

shock: to do nothing, orto use fiscal policy to stabilize. Ifit decides to do nothing, there are two

channels that operate automatically. The first is the real exchange rate channel, which arises

because inflation differentials between members affect their external competitiveness. The

second is the real interest rate channel, which arises because inflation differentials between

members can affect their real interest rates. The first channel is stabilizing and the second

is destabilizing. If the economy is put on a destabilizing path after a shock, the government

can use fiscal policy to guide it back to equilibrium. The use of fiscal policy can help to

limit deviations from equilibrium output and target inflation, but unlike monetary policy, it

can also leave the government in deficit when back at equilibrium.

3. Why do wage-setting institutions matter in the adjustment to shocks? Wage—setting

institutions, such as the coordinated wage bargaining that takes place in Germany, affect

how well the real exchange rate channel works. The more flexible wage and price setting,

the better the channel works at stabilizing the economy. Members with these institutions

will have to do less active stabilization using fiscal policy, and hence are less likely to build

up government and external deficits.

The euro was adopted at the start of 1999. By a number of measures its first ten years

were successful; average inflation was kept close to the ECB’s 2% target and member states

became more economically and financially integrated. Beneath the surface, however, the

picture was not quite so rosy. Large imbalances arose in real exchange rates and current
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accounts between the northern and southern parts of the currency bloc. The peripheral

economies became very externally indebted; Greece‘s government borrowed excessively

and Spain and Ireland had wild, credit-fuelled construction and consumption booms.

In a nation state, the external imbalances and indebtedness might not have led to a

sovereign debt crisis. However, the unique governance structure that was put in place at the

inception of the euro made it vulnerable to a government debt crisis after a large negative

demand shock. The global financial crisis provided that shock, and the responsibility of

members to stand behind the banks headquartered in their countries combined with the

lack ofa credible lender of last resort to governments proved to be fatal.

The Eurozone sovereign debt crisis did huge damage to the economies of its members,

but the currency union survived. It persevered primarily as a result of the changes made to

the governance structure, particularly the ECB’s decision to act as a lender of last resort to

member governments. Whilst reform has taken place in the Eurozone, its pace and scope has

been held back by political considerations. There is not enough cross-countrysolidarityfor

the level of integration that would ensure the currency union is sustainable in the long-term.

Therefore, only time will tell whether the Eurozone has a long-term future.

12.7 Questions

12.7.1 Checklist questions

1. What are the microeconomic benefits ofa currency union?

2. Germany had a credible central bank before the introduction of the euro. What was their

macroeconomic incentive tojoin the currency union? Was this incentive shared bythe coun-

tries in Southern Europe?

3. Explain the factors that contributed to the difference in inflation rates between Germany

and Spain between 1999 and 2008. What effect did this differential have on the external

competitiveness of these two economies?

4. What are the two pillars of the ECB’s monetary policy? Discuss the pros and cons ofthe ECB’s

strategy.

5. Use your knowledge of common currency areas (CCAs) to assess whether the following

statements (ST and 52) are both true or whether only one of them is true.Justify youranswer:

ST. If country A in a CCA undertakes an expansionary fiscal policy then they can reduce the

unemployment rate.

52. The rate of unemployment in country A will be reduced even more should the other

countries in the union also undertake expansionary fiscal policy.

6. Explain the difference between the real exchange rate channel and the real interest rate

channel. Which of these channels has to dominate for the economy to revertto equilibrium

after a shock without any active policy response?

7. What is the Walters' critique and why was it used as an argument for the UK notjoiningthe

single currency?

8. Use the 3—equation model to show how fiscal policy can be used to stabilize the economy

after a positive demand shock in a country that is a member ofa CCA. What effect does this

have on the budget balance?
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. Use an AD — ERU diagram to show the new medium-run equilibrium of a flexible exchange

rate economy and a member of a CCA following a negative demand shock. Assume that the

CCA member uses fiscal policy as a stabilization tool. What are the differences in y, q and G

between the two economies in the new medium—run equilibrium?

How could the 2-bloc model from Chapter 11 be used to shed light on the economic diver-

gence between the Northern and Southern European countries during the first ten years of

the single currency? Explain in words.

, Describe why the following factors made the Eurozone vulnerable to a sovereign debt crisis:

(a) Member countries issued debt in a currency they did not control

(b) National governments were responsible for the solvency of their banks.

12.7.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. The ECB's success in achieving low and stable inflation during the Eurozone’s first decade

disguised the build-up of dangerous imbalances among the members.’

Provide an explanation and assessment of the claims in this statement.

Use the models presented in Chapters 9—12 to

(a) Discuss reasons why countries that wish to achieve low inflation may join a common

currency area. Discuss how the ECB achieved its inflation objective.

(b) Explain what could be meant by 'dangerous imbalances’ among the members.

(c) Use the AD — BT — ERU model to explain how imbalances could occur consistent with the

ECB achieving its inflation target. Relate this to the performance of specific countries.

. Whenjoining a common currency area each country relinquishes the use of monetary policy.

(a) Explain how fiscal policy can be used as a substitute when undertaking stabilization policy.

Use the 3-equation model to provide an example.

(b) Are there any drawbacks to stabilizing using fiscal policy?

(c) What advantages have euro area economies gained by having an independent monetary

authority? Give an example of a country where this has been particularly important.

. What steps do you think need to be taken for the Eurozone to be sustainable in the long-run?

Are your proposals politically feasible?

. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlin.soskice to show the destabilizing real interest rate channel.

Begin by opening the simulator and selecting the open economy (fixed exchange rates without

endogenous fiscal policy) version. Then reset all shocks by pressing the appropriate button on

the left hand side of the main page. Use the simulator and the content of this chapter to work

through the following:

(a) Apply a 2% inflation shock.

(b) Use the impulse response functions to describe the path of the economy after the shock.

(C) Is the economy self-stabilizing in this scenario?

(d) Use the 3-equation model to explain how the real interest rate channel can lead to this

outcome.
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5. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/u k/orc/carlin_soskice to compare the effects of a negative demand shock

in two economies; one with a fixed exchange rate regime and one with a flexible exchange rate

regime. Begin by opening the simulator and selecting the open economy (flexible exchange

rate) version. Then reset all shocks by pressing the appropriate button on the left hand side

of the main page. Use the simulator and the content of Chapters 9-12 to work through the

following:

(a) Apply a permanent 2% negative demand shock (i.e. —2%), Save your data.

(b) Switch to the open economy (fixed exchange rates without endogenous fiscal policy)

version of the simulator by pressing the relevant button on the left of the main page. Set

the degree of inflation inertia to 0.2. Apply a permanent 2% negative demand shock (i.e.

—2%). Save your data.

(c) How long does it take for the economy to return to medium-run equilibrium in each case?

Why is the speed of adjustment different?

(d) Can fiscal policy be used in the fixed exchange rate (i.e. CCA) case to speed up the adjust-

ment? Are there any disadvantages of doing this? Suggest a real world setting in which you

could you apply this analysis? (Hint: what happens to the adjustment of the economy in

the simulator if public expenditure is permanently increased by 1.5%?)



Monetary policy

 

13.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, we have built up a macroeconomic model with the following

structure:

1. Supply-side institutions and policies pin down the equilibrium level ofoutput and unem-

ployment in the economy.

2. Wages and prices do not adjust flexibly so as to keep the economy at equilibrium output

in the presence of shocks. This implies there is a role for stabilization policy and that

disinflation is costly in terms of higher unemployment.

3. When available, monetary rather than fiscal policy is the preferred stabilization policy.

4. The economy’s nominal anchor (the inflation rate in medium-run equilibrium) is estab-

lished by the adoption of an inflation target by a credible central bank.

In this chapter, we look in more depth at the reasoning and evidence behind the central

role that monetary policy plays in contemporary macroeconomic management.

The chapter begins in Section 13.2 with a briefdiscussion ofthe Quantity Theory of Money.

This theory can be used to argue that money supply targets provide a nominal anchor forthe

economy. Grappling with high inflation, policy makers in the late 19705 and 19805 introduced

money supply targets. The ’Monetarist’ policy of the UK’s Thatcher government provides a

striking example of the failure of monetary targeting.

This experience contributed to the shift toward the modern monetary policy framework,

which combines explicit targets for inflation with the use of the interest rate as the policy

instrument. The 3-equation model is based on this framework.

In Section 13.3, we extend the modelling of the modern monetary policy framework from

Chapter 3. We firstly look at the underlying determinants of the sacrifice ratio, which is

the unemployment cost of reducing inflation. This is followed by a subsection in which we

combine the central bank’s MR equation with the IS equation to derive the interest rate

setting rule of the central bank. This is the best—response interest rate rule and is sometimes

referred to as the optimal Taylor rule.

The practice of central banks that operate within the modern monetary policy framework

is the subject of Section 13.4, which begins with the Bank of England's explanation of the

transmission mechanism of monetary policy. This is followed by a comparison of central

bank mandates and interest rate rules across countries.
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Section 13.5 focuses on monetary policy and the global financial crisis. It beginswith the

debate, which began before the crisis, about whether central banks should interveneto burst

asset price bubbles such as the dot-com bubble ofthe late 19905. The general approach taken

by central bankers before the crisis was to refrain from targeting asset price bubbles, to wait

until they burst and then to ’mop up' after them by providing liquidity. We use this section

to set out both sides of the debate and then discuss whether the central banks’ strategy of

mopping up after bubbles can still bejustified in light of the financial crisis.

The second half ofthis section analyses the use of unorthodox monetary policy duringthe

Great Recession. With interest rates at or close to the zero lower bound, the modern monetary

policy framework was clearly inadequate and central banks across the world reached for

other instruments to keep inflation close to target and to prevent a deflation trap. Central

banks engaged in large—scale asset purchases (known as quantitative easing, or QE) in an

attempt to boost asset prices. The aim of QE is to reduce the cost of long-term borrowing

and to boost wealth, both of which are expected to stimulate spending and close the output

gap. Following on from the modelling of QE in Chapter 7, we assess how QE is supposed to

work, whether there is evidence of its effectiveness, if there are longer term dangers arising

from the expansion of central bank balance sheets (as they acquire assets) and how central

banks will exit from QE.

The chapter ends with Section 13.6, which links the failures of the conventional macro-

economic policy framework that were exposed by the global financial crisis to the debates

about policy reforms aimed at safeguarding the world economy against future financial crises.

This section covers both banking regulation and macro-prudential policy and is closelylinked

to the discussion of banking, financial cycles and crises in Chapters 5 and 6 and the analysis

of the global financial crisis in Chapter 7.

13.2 Monetary policy and the economy’s nominal anchor

13.2.1 The classical dichotomy and the nominal anchor

The classical dichotomy refers to the possibility of identifying different factors that pin down

the real (output, employment) and the nominal sides (price level, inflation rate) ofthe econ-

omy. In a textbook, classical, perfectly competitive economy without imperfections or rigidi-

ties, this separation characterizes the economy at all points in time. Prices and wages always

adjust immediately to keep the economy at equilibrium output. Technology and prefer-

ences (the most basic supply—side building blocks of household and firm behaviour) pin

down output and the money supply pins down the price level. The Quantity Theory of

Money encapsulates the classical dichotomy:

Py = MV, (Quantity Theory of Money)

where P is the price level, y, the level of output, M, the money supply and V is called

the velocity of circulation of money. In the Quantity Theory, y is the outcome of goods

and labour market clearing. To gain policy insights from the Quantity Theory of Money it

is necessary to convert the equation into growth rates. Using discrete time notation, we

have:
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Equation 13.1 shows that the growth rate of prices plus the growth rate of output must

be equal to the growth rate of the money supply plus the growth rate of the velocity of

circulation. To make the maths as simple as possible, we make the assumptions that output

growth is zero and that the velocity ofcirculation is constant. This gives us a simple expression

for inflation:

(13.1)
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Underthese assumptions, the growth rate ofthe money supply chosen by the policy maker

fixes the growth rate of prices and hence, the rate of inflation.

To summarize, since the assumption that wages and prices are perfectly flexible means

the economy is always in the medium—run equilibrium (or steady state, that is, y = ye), the

choice by the policy maker of M, pins down the price level, P; the choice of the growth rate

ofM pins down inflation, 7t.

13.2.2 From theory to practice: monetary policy and inflation in the 19705

and 19805

If the classical dichotomy and the Quantity Theory of Money are taken at face value, they

implythat controlling the growth rate ofthe money supply will allow policy makers to control

the rate of inflation. This idea was influential in the adoption of monetary targeting in 1974 as

the method to secure low inflation in Germany and Switzerland. Monetary policy was back

on the agenda of policy makers in the early 19705 in many countries following the collapse

ofthe fixed exchange rate era of the Bretton Woods system.1

The Bundesbank was successful in using the language of monetary targeting to communi-

cate to the public the orientation of monetary policy toward the long-run stability ofinflation

at a low rate.2 One way of expressing this is to say that by describing its behaviour in terms of

monetary targeting, the Bundesbank succeeded in establishing a value close to one for the

coefficient on the inflation target, X. in the Phillips curve with anchored inflation expectations

introduced in Chapter 4:

m=uH+U—xhad+Mx—nl (BM

As we saw in Chapter 4, a higher level of credibility reduces the costs of disinflation in this

model.

In Chapter 4, we also explained that in a model economy where agents have rational

expectations and there are fully flexible wages and prices, the announcement of a lower

inflation target would lead to an immediate fall in inflation to the new target without cost.

1 See Section 102.3 in Chapter 10 on the determinants of the medium-run inflation rate under fixed and

flexible exchange rates.

2 See Mishkin (1999).
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Applying those assumptions to the use ofthe growth rate ofthe money supply as the nominal

anchor, the announcement of a lower target for money growth would reduce inflation at no

unemployment cost.

Once we abandon fully flexible wages and prices, a policy of tighter money has its effects

through raising the real interest rate, creating a negative output gap and bearing down

on inflation in the usual way via the Phillips curve. Under these conditions, for a policy of

monetary targeting to be successful in its objective of controlling inflation, two conditions

must hold: (1) the central bank must be able to control the chosen monetary aggregate and

(2) the relationship between inflation and the targeted monetary aggregate must be reliable.

Problems can arise at both points. These problems undermined monetary targeting in

the US, Canada and the UK. The UK provides a nice case study because both problemswere

present. Although the central bank can control a narrow money aggregate (such as notes and

coins), the relationship between narrow money and inflation is weak, undermining the role

ofthe target in shaping inflation expectations, which we can model as limitingthe maximum

value of the xterm to below 1 in Equation 13.4.

In the UK, it was argued that whenever the monetary authority attempted to control

a particular monetary aggregate as its target, there would be a response by the financial

system in the form of the emergence of close substitutes or near-moneys that would lie

outside the target and therefore serve to undermine it.3 This phenomenon is referred toas

Goodhart’s law.

In relation to the second condition, shifts in the demand for money (often referred to as

velocity instability) will alter the relationship between the targeted money supply aggregate

and inflation, making monetary targeting an inaccurate way ofcontrollingaggregate demand.

The failed Thatcher experiment with money supply targeting

Economic policy making in the United Kingdom from the end of the Second World Warto

the late 19705 focused on achieving multiple objectives. Governments used all the policy

levers at their disposal to pursue low inflation, high employment, economic growth anda

sustainable external balance.

The Conservative government that came to power under Margaret Thatcher injune 1979

broke from this framework, choosing instead to concentrate its macroeconomic policy on

reducing inflation. At the same time, the government introduced a range of supply-side

policies to reduce equilibrium unemployment, which are discussed in Chapter 15.

The path of inflation and unemployment over the Thatcher years is shown in Fig. 3.3 in

Chapter 3. The year that Thatcher took office, retail price inflation stood at 1 3.4%, which was

very high for the post WWII period.

The Conservatives attempted to achieve their desired disinflation by setting ’intermediate

financial targets’. In practice, this translated into fixed targets forthe growth rate ofthe money

supply and public sector borrowing in each of the next four years, as set out in Thatchefs

Medium-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS).4 As discussed in Chapter 3, the Thatcherdisinflation

entailed large costs in terms of higher unemployment. Table 13.1 shows that inflation in the

3 For details, see Goodhart (1989).

4 The key papers used in this subsection are: Buiter and Miller (1981 and 1983) and Goodhart (1986 and

1989).
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Table 13.1 Money supply targets vs. outturn and UK macroeconomic performance: 1980—1983.

 

 

1980 1981 1982 1983

M3 growth larger range (%) 7411 6—10 8—1 2 7—11

M3 growth ouuurn (%) 19.4 13 11.1 9.5

RPl inflation (%) 18 11.9 8.6 4.6

Unemployment (%) 6.9 9.8 10.9 11.6

Manufacturing output growth (%) —8.7 —6.2 O 2.1

 

Source: Goodhan (1986); UK Office for National Statistics.

Note: Money supply targets and outturn run from February to April—e.g. 1980 refers to the period from February 1980 to

April 1981.

UKfell dramatically from 18% to 4.6% between 1980 and 1983, but unemployment rose from

6.9% to 11.6% over the same period.

The government targeted the growth of broad money, M3, which consists of currency,

central bank reserves, demand deposits, savings deposits and time deposits. It can be argued

that the central bank cannot directly control broad money, but rather only narrow money,

M0, which consists ofjust currency and central bank reserves. This can translate into control

ofM3, but only when the relationship between MO and M3 is stable over time.

What the government had not anticipated was that the early 19805 would see substantial

shifts in the demand for money. This primarily came through two channels. One was the

outcome of regulatory changes which removed restrictions on bank lending behavior and

liberalized the scope for building societies to attract deposits. The second was related to

the government’s own anti-inflation policy. The severity of the recession in the early 19805

and the sharp appreciation of sterling (see Chapter 9 for a discussion of the associated

exchange rate overshooting) had squeezed the non-bank financial sector (particularly in

manufacturing, see Table 13.1). This led to an increase in the demand for loans from these

companies as they fought to stay in business.

The Thatcher government missed its targets for M3 during the early years ofthe MTFS, with

M3 expanding faster than intended (see Table 1 3.1). Changes in economic policy, financial in-

novation and the severe economic downturn had changed the relationship between M0 and

M3, leading to the government losing control of M3. Goodhart’s law (proposed by Charles

Goodhart) takes this concept one stage further, stating that any observed regularity between

a monetary aggregate and inflation will break down once a central bank tries to exploit it.

The outcome was the perverse combination of money supply growth above target (which

would suggest policy was looser than intended) with an overall effect on the economy of a

tighter squeeze than the one targeted by the MTFS.

In Chapter 9, we discussed the over-optimism of the Thatcher experiment in terms of

the anticipated effects of the announced money growth target on inflation expectations:

the unemployment cost of disinflation was much higher than anticipated. Here we have

seen that the use of a money supply target as the anchor for inflation was flawed. Both

problems tarnished the image of Monetarism as a practical policy doctrine. ln debates about

British economy policy, the Thatcher experiment was referred to by its proponents and

opponents as ’Monetarist’. Box 13.1 explores what is meant by Monetarism and how it

affected macroeconomic thinking.
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Box 3.2 Monetarism, inflation and monetary policy

The term 'Monetarism' is defined by The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics as:a

Monetarism is the view that the quantity of money has a major influence on economic activity

and the price level and that the objectives of monetary policy are best achieved by targeting the

rate of growth of the money supply.

This definition echoes Milton Friedman’s famous quote that ’inflation is always and everywhere a

monetary phenomenon’.b A core tenet of Monetarism (following the Quantity Theory of Money) is

that inflation arises when there is a more rapid increase in the quantity of money than in output.

Friedman’s Monetarism proposed that monetary policy be conducted through targeting the

growth of the money supply. This approach is very different to what has become the mainstream view

today—Le. central banks adjusting interest rates to achieve a fixed inflation target. In its heyday in

policy circles in the early 19805, Monetarism was also associated with policies of reducingthe size

of the state and limiting the scope for government intervention in the economy.

Monetarism came to be very closely associated with the policies of the Thatcher government in the

UK, including the willingness of the government to accept a high sacrifice ratio in terms of

unemployment to get inflation down (see Fig. 3.3 in Chapter 3 and Section 13.3.2), supply-side

policies of privatization and labour market reforms (see Table 10.2 in Chapter 10) and the broad objedi

of reducing the size of government. Monetarism also placed stress on the potential of credibility and

expectations to reduce the costs associated with disinflation, as reflected in Thatcher's famous 'the

lady's not for turning’ speech.‘

Monetarist ideas have not all stood the test of time. The experience of the US, the UK and Canada

in the 19805 clearly discredited monetary targeting. In fact, it was discredited to such an extent that

Milton Friedman himself admitted in 2003 that it had ’not been a success’ and that he would no

longer advocate the policy as strongly as he once did.d Monetarism has, however, had an enduring

influence on the evolution of macroeconomics and economic policy. For example, in contrast to other

major central banks the ECB still retains a target for the growth rate of money (see Chapter 12). More

generally, Monetarism played a part in the shift in mainstream economic analysis toward the following

ideas:

1. At least in the closed economy and leaving aside the possibility of hysteresis (see Chapter 15),the

constant inflation rate of unemployment is pinned down by the supply-side of the economy, and

systematic attempts by policy makers to run the economy at lower unemployment would lead to

rising inflation. This was one of the central ideas put forward by Milton Friedman in his influential

1968 presidential address on Monetarism.e

2. When available, monetary rather than fiscal policy is the instrument of choice to stabilize the

economy. This was partly a reflection of the shift at the time from fixed exchange rates underthe

Bretton Woods system to flexible exchange rates, where monetary policy gains effectiveness.

3. It follows that if the central bank is the policy maker and there is a unique equilibrium rate of

unemployment, then achieving low and stable inflation at least cost is the appropriate policy goal.

a See Phillip Cagan’s entry on Monetarism in The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, Second Edition (2008),

” See Friedman (1970).

‘ This refers to Margaret Thatcher's speech at the Conservative Party Conference on 10 October 1980.

d Excerpt taken from an interview with Milton Friedman published in the Financial Times injune 2003.

9 See Friedman (1968).
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13.2.3 The inflation target as the nominal anchor

The failure ofthe British experiment with money supply targeting helps to explain the emer-

gence ofthe modern monetary policy framework, where the nominal anchor is the inflation

target and the central bank uses a monetary rule as modelled by the MR curve in the 3—

equation model to keep the economy close to target. Instead of using the intermediate

target of the money supply, the modern framework uses an announced inflation target to

anchor inflation expectations and chooses the desired degree of tightening by setting the

interest rate directly. This eliminates the problems of velocity instability that can undermine

a money supply target.

13.3 Modelling

13.3.1 Active rule-based policy

At the end of Chapter 2, we saw that a passive monetary policy that keeps the nominal

interest rate fixed in the face of shocks will not stabilize the economy around the constant

inflation equilibrium. This motivated the analysis in Chapter 3 of the 3-equation model and

the MR curve, where the central bank actively intervenes to guide the economy back to

the constant inflation equilibrium. We have now filled in a piece of economic history and

doctrine by looking at the attempt to respond to the problem of rising inflation in the 19705

by adopting money supply targets. The failure of this experiment helped to pave the way for

the widespread adoption of the inflation—targeting framework.

Frequent adjustments are made to the interest rate as the central bank seeks to achieve

its inflation objective at least cost. It is therefore quite consistent to think of the central bank

as following a 'rule-based’ approach to monetary policy yet having to be very active. Figure

13.1 shows central bank interest rates in key developed economies between 1999 and 2011

and provides evidence that central banks regularly make adjustments to interest rates to

keep inflation close to target. This active central bank behaviour was witnessed between

1999—2007, which corresponded to a period of unprecedented macroeconomic stability.

13.3.2 Central bank preferences: sacrifice ratios and costly disinflation

This section looks at the role of central bank preferences, investigating how different pref-

erences affect the slope of the MR curve and what this implies for the trade—off between

inflation and unemployment deviations on the path to the new equilibrium. We will also

set out the two approaches to disinflation, the so-called ’cold-turkey' and the ’gradualist’

approaches, which can be seen as descriptions of how inflation averse the central bank is.

Central bank preferences and the slope of the MR

To begin with, we recall the results from Chapter 3, where we derived the MR curve by

minimizing the central bank’s loss function subject to the Phillips curve constraint. The key

equations are:

l- = (y: — Yelz + film — ”le- (Central bank loss function)
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Figure 13.1 Official central bank interest rates, monthly averages, %: 1999-2011.

Source: Bank of England; Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US); Bank ofJapan; European Central Bank(data

accessed January 2012).

m = 710 + or(y1 — ye). (Phillips curve (PC))

(Y1 _ Ye) = -0430“ _ HT), (monetary rule (MR) curve)

We saw in the Modelling section in Chapter 3 that the central bank’s preferences influences

its chosen adjustment path for the economy after a shock. The degree of inflation aversion of

the central bank is captured by f} in the central bank loss function.5 lffl > 1,the central bank

attaches more importance to being away from the inflation target than from equilibrium

output. This results in a flatter monetary rule, as shown in Fig. 1 3.2a. Given these preferences,

any inflation shock that shifts the Phillips curve upward implies that the optimal position for

the central bank will involve a more significant output reduction and hence a sharpercut in

inflation along that Phillips curve than in the neutral case.

The second factor that determines the slope of the monetary rule is the responsiveness of

inflation to output (i.e. the slope ofthe Phillips curve). lntuitively, the higherthe value ofa,the

steeper the Phillips curves, such that any given cut in output has a greater effect in reducing

inflation. As we can see from Fig. 13.2b, a higher value ofor also makes the MR curve flatter.

Our intuition tells us that steeper Phillips curves make things easier for the central bank,

since a smaller rise in unemployment (fall in output) is required to achieve any desired fall

in inflation. We can show this in a diagram. In Fig. 13.3a we compare two economies, one

with flatter Phillips curves (dashed) and one with steeper ones. As we have already shown,

the MR line is flatter for the economy with steeper Phillips curves: this is MR1. Suppose there

is a rise in inflation in each economy that shifts the Phillips curves up: each economy is at

5 The central bank’s preferences can be presented in this simple way if we assume that the central bank’s

discount rate is infinite. This means that it only considers one period at a time when making its decision. In

a more realistic model, the central bank would minimize its losses over the whole adjustment path.Asimp|e

way to capture this is to use a larger weight for [3 since lower inflation this period, reduces it in the next period

via the Phillips curve.
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Figure 13.3 Comparing the response of the central bank in two cases: steeper Phillips curves and a more

inflation-averse central bank.

point B. We can see that a smaller cut in aggregate demand is best response in the economy

with the steeper Phillips curves (point D). This reflects our intuitive argument above.6

In Fig. 13.3b, we compare two economies with identical supply sides but in which one has

an inflation-averse central bank (the oval—shaped indifference ellipse), and show the central

6 Forthose who are curious, with fl 3 1, the output cut in response to a given inflation shock is always less

1

whena > i as compared with a = 1. For [3 < 1, the output cut is less as long as a > (1 /fl)2.
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ban k’s reaction to inflation at point B. The more inflation-averse central bank always respond

to this shock by cutting aggregate demand (and output) more (point D).

Disinflation strategies

Disinflation is costly whenever a negative output gap has to be created to bring inflation

down. This is captured by the concept of a sacrifice ratio. This ratio represents the percentage

point rise in unemployment experienced for a one percentage point reduction in inflation

during a disinflationary episode.

To get an empirical feel for the costs of disinflation, Lawrence Ball examines 28 episodes of

disinflation in nine OECD countries and finds that with only one exception, disinflation was

contractionary, with sacrifice ratios ranging from 2.9 in Germany (i.e. for a one percentage

point reduction in inflation, the increase in unemployment was 2.9 percentage points fora

year) to 0.8 in the United Kingdom and France.7

A recent study by Carvalho and Goncalves extends the empirical research on disinflation,

showing that amongst the OECD countries, countries with inflation targeting central banks

have suffered smaller output losses during disinflations when compared to non-targetersg.

We have also seen that the immediate response of a more inflation-averse central bank

to an inflation shock is to dampen output by more than would a less inflation-averse one.

It is willing to see a sharper rise in unemployment to get a faster fall in inflation. And this

means that unemployment can consequently return more rapidly to equilibrium. The terms

’cold turkey'9 or ’shock therapy’ are sometimes applied to this strategy and are contrasted

with a more ’gradualist’ approach in which unemployment rises by less, but the process of

disinflation takes longer.

An interesting question is whether cumulative unemployment is higher under the cold

turkey or gradualist approach: in other words, ifwe add up the unemployment rates in every

period after the inflation shock until inflation returns to target and unemployment to equi-

librium, with which strategy will there have been a higher total amount ofunemployment?

If the Phillips curves are linear and parallel, the cumulative amount of unemploymentto

achieve the reduction of inflation to target is the same under both strategies. In otherwords,

in this case, the sacrifice ratio (cumulative unemployment to achieve a given reduction in

inflation) is independent of the degree of inflation aversion of the central bank. But ifthe

Phillips curves are flatter at higher unemployment (i.e. convex), then cumulative unemploy-

ment will be higher under the cold turkey strategy.10

13.3.3 The MR equation and Taylor rules

In the 3-equation model, the MR equation shows the central bank's response to a shock.

The IS curve is used by the central bank in a closed economy to find out what interest rate

to set given its best response output—inflation combination in the Phillips diagram, i.e. once

7 See Ball (1994). 8 See Carvalho and Goncalves (2009).

9 The analogy is to the treatment of alcohol or drug addiction: a cold turkey strategy reduces drug intake

dramatically at the outset whereas a gradualist treatment, reduces it slowly. The choice thus ranges between

severe discomfort for a short time or less pain for a longer period of time.

10 Section 4.2 of Chapter 3 of Carlin and Soskice (2006) provides a simple geometric proof ofthese results.
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it has located the best available position on the MR line. We now show how to derive a

best-response interest rate rule, which directly expresses the interest rate the central bank

should choose to achieve its objectives in terms of the current state of the economy.

The behaviour of central banks is often described by an interest rate rule of this kind.

These rules have come to be known as Taylor rules, because ofJohn Taylor’s original claim

in his landmark 1993 paper that the historical behaviour of the US Federal Reserve was well

described by the following rule:11

r0 — r5 = 0.5(710 — H) + 0.5(yo — ye). (13.5)

where n7 is the central bank’s inflation target, ye is the equilibrium level of output, and r5

is the stabilizing interest rate. The Taylor rule states that if output is 1% above equilibrium

and inflation is at the target, the central bank should raise the interest rate by 0.5 percentage

points relative to stabilizing interest rate. As above we interpret the difference between y

and ye as the percentage gap; this is the equivalent of defining y as the log of output. And

if inflation is one percentage point above the target and output is at equilibrium, then the

Taylor rule says that the real interest rate needs to be 0.5 percentage points higher.

We return to the question of how well a Taylor rule describes real-world central bank

behaviour in the next section. First, we show how the best-response or optimal Taylor rule

forthe interest rate is derived in the 3-equation model.

The best response Taylor rule in the 3-equation model

We can reorganize the 3-equation model to derive a rule for the interest rate the central

bank should set if it is minimizing its loss function. This is called a best—response Taylor rule

because it is derived from a model of optimizing behaviour of the central bank. In contrast,

the original Taylor rule (Equation 13.5) was an empirical relationship inferred from historical

data.

To derive a simple version of the best response Taylor rule, we bring together the three

equations of the model:12

7n = 710 + a(y1 - ye) (Phillips curve)

yi - ye = -a(ro — rs) (IS)

(yi - ye) = —afl(7n — HT). (MR)

From these equations, we can derive a formula for the interest rate, r0 in terms of the period

zero observation of inflation in the economy. If we substitute for 711 using the Phillips curve

in the MR, we get

1

7T0+<¥(Y1—)’e)—7TT = —@(y1 —ye)

no—nT=—(ot+oj—fl)(Y1—Ye)

H See Taylor (1993). Taylor assumed that r5 = 2% but we write the Taylor rule in the more general form,

which allows r; to vary.

‘2 We use the three equations as derived in the Appendix to Chapter 3. We use the deviations form of the

is curve.
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and if we now substitute for (y1 — ye) using the IS, and rearrange, we get the interest-rate

rule:

1

r0 — r5 = —— (no — NT) . (best response Taylor rule)

a (or + al—fl)

We can see that

ro—I's 20.5(710—JTT), (13.6)

ifa = a = ,8 = 1.

All the parameters ofthe 3—equation model matter for the central bank's response toarise

in inflation. If each parameter is equal to one, the coefficient on the inflation deviation isone

half. This says that if inflation is one percentage point above the target, then the real interest

rate needs to be 0.5 percentage points higher. Since inflation is higher by one percentage

point, the nominal interest rate must be raised by 1 + 0.5, i.e. by 1.5 percentage points in

order to secure a rise in the real interest rate of 0.5 percentage points. The requirement—if

the central ban k’s response is to be stabilizing—that the nominal interest rate has to be raised

sufficiently to push up the real interest rate is called the Taylor principle.

The central bank should respond to any deviation of inflation from target as follows:

1. As )8 increases to reflect a more inflation averse central bank, its best-response outputgap

goes up, and from the best response Taylor rule equation, this means the central bank

will respond to an inflation shock with a larger rise in the interest rate.

2. As or increases, i.e. as the Phillips curve gets steeper, the MR gets flatter, and as shown in

Fig. 13.3, the central bank’s desired output gap in response to an inflation shock falls (as

long as )8 3 1). Hence the central bank's interest rate response to an inflation shock will

be smaller.

3. As a increases, i.e. as the IS curve gets flatter, reflecting greater interest-sensitivity of

aggregate demand, the central bank's best response change in the interest rate to an

inflation shock is reduced.

13.4 The modern monetary policy framework—practice

In the modern monetary policy framework, the central bank adjusts the interest rate to

keep inflation at target. Figure 13.4 shows how the Bank of England sees the transmission

mechanism of monetary policy to inflation.13

Domestic inflationary pressure occurs when aggregate expenditure exceeds equilibrium

(or potential) output. In a growing economy, it is when aggregate expenditure grows more

rapidly than potential output. The central bank aims to affect the level of expenditure in

the economy (i.e. aggregate demand) by setting interest rates. There are four main channels

through which interest rates can affect expenditure:

13 This subsection is based on the ’How Monetary Policy Works’ section of the Bank of England website (asoi

June 2012).
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Market rates: Official rates directly influence market interest rates as discussed in Chapter 5.

Lower interest rates will stimulate aggregate demand (i.e. consumption and investment) by

making borrowing more desirable and savings less desirable. The opposite is true ofa rate rise.

Asset prices: Market interest rates can affect asset prices, such as equities and house prices.

Forexample, lower interest rates encourage borrowing that can be spent on assets, pushing

uptheir prices. Higher household wealth viewed as permanent pushes up consumption via

the permanent income hypothesis (see Chapter 1). In some countries, higher house prices

will also allow households to undertake additional borrowing by refinancing their mortgage

(home equity loans). This practice was widespread in the US in the mid—20005 as discussed

in Chapter 7.

Expectations/confidence: Interest rate changes provide information about the central

bank’s future policy stance, which can affect current behaviour. For example, a rate re—

duction could signal a commitment to an accommodative policy stance and help to bring

expenditure plans fonNard.

Exchange rate: As we saw in Chapter 9, in a globally integrated financial market, interest

rates directly affect exchange rates. Exchange rates affect both net external demand and

import prices. The former affect aggregate demand, whilst the latter directly feed into the

calculation of consumer price inflation as discussed in Chapter 10.

The labour market plays a key role in this process. Changes in aggregate demand affect em-

ployment, wage costs and workers' expectations of inflation. This feeds through to producer

prices and eventually to consumer price inflation.
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The magnitude and timing ofthe four channels can vary considerably. The BankofEngland

estimates lags in the transmission of monetary policy, such that:14

o the impact of interest rates on output is estimated to take up to (a maximum of) one year;

and

o the impact of interest rates on inflation is estimated to take up to (a maximum of) two

years.

13.4.1 Taylor rules in practice

Central bank mandates: cross country differences

in the developed world, not all inflation-targeting central banks have the same mandate

What the mandates have in common is that they tend to concentrate on the objectives

of price stability (low and stable inflation) and supporting full employment and economic

growth. Where the central banks differ is on the weight they place on each ofthese objectives.

The primary focus of the Bank ofJapan until its change of course in early 2013 was on

keeping inflation at target:15

The Bank ofJapan Act states that the Bank's monetary policy should be 'aimed at achieving

price stability, thereby contributing to the sound development of the national economy’.

The fact that price stability will help create a favourable environment for economicgrowth

and employment was taken as a given by the Bank ofJapan.

At the other end of the scale are a number of central banks that have objectives to

achieve both price stability and full employment, such as the Sveriges Riksbank (the Swedish

central bank), the Reserve Bank of Australia and the Federal Reserve (the US central bank).

The Federal Reserve is said to have a dual mandate for monetary policy, as set out by the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System:16

The Congress established the statutory objectives for monetary policy—maximum em-

ployment, stable prices and moderate long-term interest rates—in the Federal Reserve

Act.

The dual mandate refers to the Federal Reserve’s goals of achieving stable prices and

maximum employment. The Federal Reserve under Alan Greenspan (1987—2006) did not

have an official inflation target. This set it apart from other modern central banks, which

saw having an explicit target as the cornerstone of a credible inflation-targeting monetary

regime. A target of 2% (in line with other developed economies) was, however, introduced

by Ben Bernanke in January 2012 in order to help keep long—term inflation expectations

firmly anchored.17

14 This excerpt is taken from the 'How Monetary Policy Works’ section of the Bank of England website (as of

June 2012).

15 Excerpt taken from the 'Monetary Policy Outline’ on the Bank ofJapan's website (accessed May 2012).

16 Excerpt taken from the Federal Reserve website's Current FAQs section: What are the Federal Reserve’s

objectives in conducting monetary policy? (accessed May 2012).

17 See Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) statement of Longer-run goals and policy strategy,january

25 2012.
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It is important to clarify that central ban ks that have a dual mandate are not targeting both

output and inflation. Modern inflation-targeting central banks operate underthe assumption

that there is a unique equilibrium rate of unemployment, such that in the medium-run,

targetinga level ofunemployment lower than the equilibrium will only lead to higher inflation

(and no output gain). It can be said however, that central banks that put more focus on output

(a smaller {I in the loss function) experience bigger welfare losses when output deviates

from target than those that focus more on inflation. This means they are less willing to

accept large reductions in output to bring inflation back to target quickly after an economic

shock—Le. they would prefer a 'gradualist’ to a 'cold turkey’ approach to disinflation (see

Section 13.3.2).

Lastly, there are also some central banks that fall somewhere in the middle, such as the

ECB and the Bank of England. These two central banks have a primary objective of price

stability, and a secondary objective of full employment. This is highlighted in the monetary

policy framework of the Bank of England:18

The Bank's monetary policy objective is to deliver price stability—low inflation—and,

subject to that, to support the Government’s economic objectives including those for

growth and employment. Price stability is defined by the Government’s inflation target

of2%.

Taylor rules: cross-country differences

We have seen that central banks have different stated objectives, but how is this reflected in

theiractual behaviour? For example, does the ECB care less about deviations in the output

gap than the Federal Reserve, as would be implied by their mandates? ln this subsection, we

present evidence on empirical Taylor rules for the Federal Reserve, the ECB and the Bank of

England during the inflation—targeting period to try and answer these questions.

A recent paper by Castro (2011) uses econometric techniques to estimate Taylor rules for

the periods through to the onset of the global financial crisis:

Bankof England: 1992-2007 The starting point is when the Bank of England began inflation

targeting.

ECB: 1999-2007 This covers the period since the formation of the ECB (i.e. when they

assumed responsibility for Eurozone monetary policy).

Federal Reserve: 1982-2007 This starts when the so-called Volcker disinflation began.

The basic form of the Taylor rule uses contemporaneous output and inflation gaps to

determine the nominal interest rate the central bank should set in this period:

r, = r5 + 0.5(7r, — HT) + 0.5(y, — ye). (TR for the real interest rate)

This is the rule from Taylor’s landmark 1993 paper in real terms.19 The coefficients were

chosen as they fitted US historic data well. In more general models, the coefficients on the

18 Excerpt taken from the ‘Monetary Policy Framework’ on the Bank of England's website.

‘9 Unlike the optimal Taylor rule derived above, the empirical Taylor rule has a term for the output gap as

well as for inflation. As shown in Carlin and Soskice (2006) pp. 153—7, if in the Phillips curve, inflation responds

to the output gap with a lag, the optimal Taylor rule will also have a term for the output gap.
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Table 13.2 Estimated coefficients for linear Taylor rules.

 

 

Central bank (time period) Inflation gap coefficient Output gap coefficient

Bank of England (1992—2007) 1.87 (4.89) 0.91 (2.8)

ECB (1999—2007) 2.77 (2.85) 1.99 (584)

Federal Reserve (1982—2007) 1.53 (5.18) 1.40 (2,77)

 

Source: Castro (201 1).

Note: T-statistics using robust standard errors are shown in brackets, all coefficients are significant at the 1% level.

output and inflation gaps will vary depending on the preferences of the central bank, and

the rule is often expressed in terms of the nominal interest rate (as this is the interest rate

central banks actually control). A general Taylor rule in nominal terms would be:

it = f + V101: _ ”T) + 1’20: _ ye), (TR for the nominal interestrate)

where i represents the nominal interest rate that prevails when output is at equilibrium and

inflation is at target (it is the nominal counterpart to the stabilizing real rate ofinterest, r5).

The coefficients )4 and yz will vary depending on the relative weight the central bank assigns

to stabilizing deviations of inflation and output from target.

In order for monetary policy to be stabilizing, the Taylor principle states that the co

efficient on the inflation gap, y], has to exceed one, such that an increase in inflation

(above target) leads to an increase in the real interest rate. Monetary policy is said to

be destabilizing if a rise in inflation above target leads to a reduction in the real interest

rate.20

Table 13.2 shows the coefficients on the output and inflation gap for forward-looking

Taylor rules for the Bank of England, the ECB and the Federal Reserve:21

The coefficients show that all three central banks react to deviations in both inflation and

output. In line with the central bank mandates, the ECB and the Bank of England react more

strongly to inflation gaps than output gaps, whereas the US has a more balanced response (as

per the dual mandate). However, perhaps unexpectedly, the results suggest that it isthe ECB

(in the short period of observation) and not the Federal Reserve that reacts most stronglyto

movements in the output gap.22

20 Equivalently, in a general Taylor rule in real terms, the Taylor principle dictates that the coefficient on

inflation has to be greater than zero, such that an increase in inflation (above target) leads to an increase in

the real interest rate.

21 Castro (2011) bases his modelling on forward-looking Taylor rules that take into account expected

output and inflation gaps for 6 to 12 months into the future. This matches how modern central banks

operate.

22 Not all macroeconomic models produce a best response Taylor rule in which the coefficients y] and

y2 vary depending on the central bank’s preferences (as captured by [3. their level of inflation aver-

sion). However, in line with much of the applied and policy literature, we assume this interpretation in

our discussion of the estimates from Table 13.2. For further discussion, see Carlin and Soskice (2006):

pp. 153-7.
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13.5 Monetary policy and the global financial crisis

13.5.1 Asset price bubbles and central bank intervention

An asset price bubble occurs when financial market valuations become unrealistic—Le. when

the market price of an asset far exceeds its fundamental value. It is a source of much con-

tention in macroeconomic and policy circles as to whether central banks should intervene

to burst asset prices bubbles, such as the dot-com boom in the late 19905 or the sub-prime

mortgage boom in the mid—20005.23 In both those cases, central bankers made little attempt

to prick the bubbles and instead chose to ’mop up' after they burst. This involved provid-

ing liquidity to the market through both rapidly lowering interest rates and exploring more

unconventional channels (e.g. quantitative easing).

The first question to ask when considering this debate is whether asset bubbles are inher-

entlya bad thing. The answer is uncontentious. Asset price bubbles are seen as undesirable

because they distort resource allocation, affect the central ban k's target variables (e.g. infla-

tion and output) both now and in the future and can cause financial instability.

The key question is therefore whether the central bank should intervene to burst asset

price bubbles. The argument for doing this relies on the central bank:

1. being able to identify bubbles before the financial markets,

2. refraining from identifying bubbles that do not exist; and

3. bursting bubbles without causing excessive damage to the wider economy.

The former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan believed that central banks were

unable to fulfil these criteria, so he strongly advocated ex post rather than ex ante interven-

tion. This position is known as the 'Greenspan doctrine’. We now discuss the reasons why

central banks may be unable to fulfil the criteria.

The central bank and the financial markets have the same information available to them.

There is little to suggest that central bankers are better placed tojudge a bubble emerging

than the financial markets. In fact, it is likely to be the opposite, as financial asset prices are an

aggregation of the views of a very large number of market participants, whereas the central

bank’s view is likely to be informed by far fewer people. It is also often the case that a bubble

only appears as a bubble in hindsight. This makes bubbles very hard to identify. Moreover,

there is a significant risk that a central bank could intervene to pop a bubble that turned

out not to be a bubble. For example, Alan Greenspan thought a bubble was forming in the

US stock market as early as 1995-1996. In reality, the bubble didn’t emerge until 1998—99. lf

rates had been raised in 1995—96 this could have wiped out the significant economic gains

that accrued to the US economy between 1995—96 and the onset of the dot-com boom.

Let’s assume for a moment that the central bank could correctly identify bubbles. How

would they then go about bursting them? The main tool that central bankers have at their

disposal is the interest rate. This is a very blunt intrument, and would be unable to pop

a bubble without also harming the rest of the economy (by dampening consumption and

investment in sectors not affected by the inflated asset prices). It is also not clear that a

23 This section is based on the discussion and analysis in Blinder and Reis (2005).
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moderate rise in interest rates would be sufficient to burst a bubble. For example, investors

were expecting returns of up to 100% per annum during the height of the dot-com boom.

It seems fanciful that a small rise in interest rates would have had a major effect on the

decisions made by these investors.

The debate on central bank intervention to stop bubbles forming is back on the economic

agenda following the global financial crisis. This is primarily because the 'mop up after

strategy did not work anywhere near as well in the late 20005 as it did in the early 20005.

When the tech bubble burst there was a very mild recession and no major bankfailures. In

contrast, the global financial crisis caused a severe downturn and the near collapse of the

global financial system. It has also been followed by an anaemic recovery in most of the

developed world. Chapter 7 provides a detailed discussion of the causes and consequences

of the global financial crisis.

The bubble in US sub-prime mortgage markets that led to the global financial crisiswasnot

foreseen by the majority of central bankers, investment bankers or economists. lt istherefore

not feasible to argue that the central bank should have intervened to burst the bubble. It is

striking that the most consistent voice among central bankers to argue for leaning againstthe

asset price bubble forming in the 20005 was the Bank for International Settlements in Basel?“

The near meltdown of the global financial system that caused the global financial crisis was

however precipitated by the high level of interlinkages between major banks, meaning that

a problem in one bank could potentially compromise the integrity of the entire system.This

has led central banks to rethink their role as the guardians offinancial stability. Central banks

admit that their pre-recession regulatory frameworks overlooked systemic risk in the banking

system. They have tried to rectify this by focusing more on macro-prudential regulation,

which is aimed at tackling the key sources of systemic risk (see Section 13.6). As we have

seen, central banks might not be in the position to intervene and burst asset price bubbles

that may emerge in the future, but with macro-prudential regulation they are seeking to

mitigate the spillovers that occur when a bubble bursts in one market; and avoid the bad

choices of one bank threatening the system as a whole.

13.5.2 Unorthodox monetary policy in the Great Recession

Taylor rules and the Great Recession

As background to looking at the use of unorthodox monetary policy in the Great Recession,

we showthe nominal interest rate that is implied ifa simple Taylor rule is applied to the output

gaps and inflation deviations for the US, Japan, UK and the Eurozone.25 As we shall see, the

Taylor rule calls for negative nominal interest rates in most cases. The zero lower bound

means that the central bank cannot always choose the interest rate that would produce the

desired output gap (as determined by the MR curve) to stabilize the economy. In extreme

cases, this can lead to a deflation trap, in which the economy becomes stuck in adownward

spiral of deflation and falling output. This highlights the motivation of central banks to adopt

other instruments to stimulate aggregate demand.

24 See for example, Borio and White, 2004.

25 Using the same method as Sheets and Sockin (2012).
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The Taylor rule for the nominal interest rate introduced in equation TR for the nominal

interest rate is:

it =I+ ”(Th — NT) + Y2(Yt — ye)‘

where the following assumptions are made for setting the parameter values:

1. i, to the average policy rate between 1999 and 2011,

2. rm, to core consumer price inflation (i.e. excluding energy and food prices) in period t,26

3. NT, to the core consumer price inflation target for each central bank—assumed to be 2%

for the Fed, the BoE and the ECB and 1% for the Bo),

4. (y, — ye), to the output gap (i.e. the difference between actual and potential GDP) in period

t as a percentage of potential GDP,

5. y1,to1.5and

6. )7, equal to either 0.5 or 1, to show the effect on implied policy rates of two different

levels of unemployment aversion?7

The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 13.5. The solid black lines show the actual

central bank interest rates in the four countries between 1999 and 201 1, the grey lines show

the interest rates implied by the Taylor rule when the coefficient on the output gap is set

to 0.5 (bold line) and 1 (dotted line). The important points to take away from the charts are

explained in the following paragraphs.

InJapan, the Eurozone and the US, the zero lower bound on interest rates was hit during

the global financial crisis, as shown by the fact that the Taylor rule predicts negative nominal

interest rates for this period. This is important for discussions of the optimal level of the

inflation target in Chapter 3 and the deflation trap in Chapters 3 and 7.

In fact, the 80] has kept policy rates at near zero for the entire period, suggesting that

Japan has been at (or very near) the zero lower bound of monetary policy for over 20

years, rendering conventional monetary policy an ineffective tool for stabilizing theJapanese

economy in response to economic shocks. Core inflation has also been negative for almost

the entire period, providing further evidence thatJapan has been victim to a deflation trap.

The UK has experienced CPI inflation above target during the recovery phase ofthe global

financial crisis, which leads the Taylor rule to predict interest rates higher than those that

have prevailed. However, the above target CPI inflation was mainly the result of two factors:

1) increases in Value Added Tax (VAT), and 2) the depreciation of the pound. In both these

cases, the view of the Bank of England was that these were one-off sources of inflation and

given the weakness of the economy over this period, would not translate into persistent

26 Core inflation was used instead of headline inflation, because using headline inflation produced large

variations in the implied policy rate due to the big swings in commodity prices over this period. We did not

see these large movements in the policy rate in reality, suggesting that central banks were more focused on

core inflation when making their monetary policy decisions. The Eurozone measure is for the Harmonized

Index of Consumer Prices (HICP). All the others are for the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The Eurozone and UK

indices of core inflation also exclude alcohol and tobacco on top of energy and food.

27 These rules follow Taylor (1993) and Taylor (1999).
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Figure 13.5 Nominal interest rates implied by Taylor rules vs. observed central bank policy rates:l999
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Source: National statistical offices, national central banks, OECD, Eurostat (data accessed May 2012); Oxford Economichune

2012).

inflation via wage increases. Indeed, wage growth has been modest during the recovery

phase.

In summary, Fig. 13.5 shows that in many developed economies, monetary policy hitthe

zero lower bound during the Great Recession, rendering conventional monetary policy an

ineffective tool for macroeconomic stablization.

Quantitative easing

As shown above, conventional monetary policy reached its limits during the crisis so central

banks had to turn to other policies. The main unconventional policy used was quantitative

easing (QE), which was a largely untested policy (outside ofJapan) and had never before

been used on such a widespread scale.

Quantitative easing can take many forms, but in essence, the central bank uses its ability

to create central bank money to buy financial assets. In the UK, these assets were mainly

government bonds (bought from non—financial companies in secondary markets),whereasin

the US, the Fed bought predominantly mortgage—backed securities fromfinancial institutions,

but also some government bonds and agency debt.

The use of unconventional policies can help central banks to stabilize demand and avoid

undershooting their inflation targets when conventional policies are constrained by thezero
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lower bound. This point is captured by the Federal Reserve’s announcement on the eve of

theirsecond bout of QE at the end of 201 0:28

To promote a stronger pace of economic recovery and to help ensure that inflation, over

time, is at levels consistent with its mandate, the Committee decided today to expand its

holdings of securities.

Quantitative easing: transmission mechanisms

Conventional monetary policy has a clear transmission mechanism (see Fig. 13.4). In a simpli-

fied form, the central bank sets the interest rate, which then influences the level of aggregate

demand (and hence the output gap and inflation) through its effects on interest-sensitive

behaviour in the economy and on the exchange rate in the open economy. Unconventional

monetary policy does not have such a clear transmission mechanism. In theory, it could

potentially affect the economy through a number of channels.

Figure 13.6 is taken from the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin (2011 Q3) and shows the

ways in which the Bank believes that their asset purchases can affect the real economy.29

The majority of the channels work through raising asset prices. This will lead to increases in

total wealth and a reduction in the cost of borrowing (as bond prices are inversely related to

the interest rate), which could potentially raise consumption and investment.

We have seen that QE was introduced as a result of interest rates being limited by the

zero lower bound. How then can QE reduce interest rates when we are already at the ZLB?

Firstly, QE is not aimed at affecting short-term policy rates, which are set by the central bank,

but long-term interest rates, which are set in financial markets as discussed in Chapters 5

and 7. As explained in Chapter 7 (see Section 7.5.2 and Fig. 7.12), QE is aimed at altering

the term structure of interest rates and flattening the yield curve. Secondly, in times of

financial distress, interest rates on assets previously viewed as very safe (e.g. interbank loans)

can diverge from the policy rate, increasing the cost of borrowing. QE can help reduce

the interest rate wedge by boosting market confidence and increasing market liquidity (see

below). A more detailed discussion of yield curves and interest rate premia can be found in

Chapter 7.

In Fig. 13.6, there are five transmission channels, which can be simply explained as follows:

Confidence Quantitative easing might help improve the public’s perception of the eco-

nomic outlook. In addition to this, a higher level of confidence could directly affect asset

prices.

Policy signalling The introduction onE signals the central bank’s commitment to meeting

the inflation target and might help to anchor inflation expectations at target. If inflation

expectations were allowed to fall below the target, this would raise the real interest rate

(via the Fisher equation: r = i — rte) and depress activity. Central banks are also very scared

of falling into the deflation trap and unconventional policies send a strong signal that the

central bank is willing to do whatever is necessary to avoid this situation. The deflation trap

ismodelled using the 3-equation model in Chapters 3 and 7.

28 Excerpt from the FOMC statement on 3 November 2010. 29 SeeJoyce et al. (2011).
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Figure 13.6 Quantitative easingtransmission channels.

Source:Joyce et al (2011).

Portfolio rebalancing The purchases of government bonds by the central bank will directly

push up the price of government bonds, but it will also indirectly increase the price ofother

assets. Firms that sell their bonds to the central bank will be left with money. To the extentthat

money and assets are not perfect substitutes, sellers will rebalance their portfolios, buying

other financial assets and pushing up their prices. This will reduce the interest rates on

financial assets, lowering borrowing costs for households and firms and stimulating demand.

In a situation in which banks are re-building their balance sheets, this channel seeks to

facilitate borrowing by firms through the issue of bonds.

Market liquidity QE can actively encourage trading in times of financial market distress,

which increases liquidity in temporarily dysfunctional markets. This can influence asset prices

by reducing the premia associated with illiquidity. This channel is likely to be mostprominent

when the actual asset purchases are taking place.

Money The sellers of government bonds to the central bank will be left with cash, which

they could choose to deposit in financial institutions. A higher level of liquid assets could

induce the financial institutions to lend more, stimulating activity. This route is less likely to

take place during financial crises when financial institutions are under pressure to reduce the

size of their balance sheets.

Quantitative easing: does it work?

The key difficulty in measuring the impact of quantitative easing on the economy is the lack

of a counterfactual—i.e. we do not know what would have happened in the absence ofthe
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policy. There are, however, some impacts that are easier to measure than others such as

the effect of QE on government bond yields. The empirical evidence for the UK and the US

suggests that QE brought down long-term government bond yields by up to 100 basis points

(i.e.1 percentage point). In addition, the policy had wide—ranging effects on the markets for

housing agency debt and mortgage-backed securities in the US.30

Itis more difficult to predict the effect onE on output and inflation, as there were so many

other factors affecting these variables during the Great Recession. Kapetanios et al. (2012)

attempt to isolate the impact of QE by using advanced modelling techniques to construct

counterfactuals for output and inflation in the UK. They find that QE may have had a peak

effect on the level of real GDP of around 1.5% and a peak effect on annual consumer price

inflation of about 1.25 percentage points.

We can see from Fig. 13.5 that the best response nominal interest rate was negative

in a number of developed economies during the global financial crisis (i.e. conventional

monetary policy was constrained by the ZLB). We can also see that QE expanded central

bank balance sheets rapidly over this period (Fig. 13.7). QE was used as a substitute for

conventional monetary policy during the crisis. The impact of QE can also be quantified by

looking at what the equivalent effect would be on the central bank policy rate. In the UK,

Joyce et al. (2011) summarize several previous studies and find that QE was equivalent to a

150—300 basis points cut in the policy rate. Similarly in the US, Chung et al. (201 2) find that the

Fed’s QE during the crisis was equivalent to a 200 basis points reduction in the federal funds

rate. These studies suggest that QE made some contribution to bridging the gap between

the ZLB and the central banks’ best response interest rate during the crisis.

Quantitative easing: is it dangerous?

Figure 13.7 shows the rapid expansion of central bank balance sheets that accompanied the

onset of the global financial crisis. At the start of the period in mid-2006, the total assets of

the Fed were equal to $847bn, which was equal to 6.3% of US GDP in that year. It was quite

another story after the financial crisis: by mid-2011 the Fed’s total assets had swelled to 2.87

trillion dollars, which amounted to 19% of GDP.31 The two channels that led to the striking

increase in central bank total assets over this period were liquidity support for the financial

system (e.g. short-term loans to financial institutions) and the direct purchasing of financial

assets (e.g. quantitative easing).

Figure 13.7b shows that the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve saw larger increases

in total assets than the ECB over the period. In the case of the Bank of England, their total

assets quadrupled between 2006 and 2012. This highlights the extent to which the role and

scope of central bank policy has been redefined by the global financial crisis.

The unprecedented size of central bank balance sheets does not come without risks—to

both economic stability and to the operation of monetary policy. There are a number of key

dangers of undertaking quantitative easing:

3° SeeJoyce etal. (2011) and Gagnon et al. (2011).

31 Mid-year values for total assets refer to the value of the series in the last week ofJune. GDP data used to

calculate total assets as a percentage of current price GDP are taken from the IMF World Economic Outlook

Database, April 2012.
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Central bank independence and credibility: The movement towards central bank inde-

pendence has been one of the key trends of the inflation-targeting era, but this has been

compromised by the extended role taken on by central banks during the Great Recession.

If the extension of the central bank remit into areas previously deemed off-limits (eg. large

purchases of financial assets by the Fed) and higher levels of political interference (eg. the

political pressure the ECB came under during the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis) lead to

a perceived reduction in credibility, then inflation expectations could become less firmly

anchored to the inflation target and stabilization policy could become more costly (in terms

of unemployment fluctuations).

Inflation expectations: Quantitative easing represents a huge expansion of central bank

balance sheets. Although some observers view this as representing a potential future

danger of higher inflation (along the lines of the Quantity Theory of Money), under

conditions of a deep recession, it was intended to boost inflation expectations. This

was viewed as a necessary step to guard against deflation in the midst of the financial

crisis.
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Financial cycle: Central banks resorted to QE because the collapse of the upswing of the

financial cycle was so serious that it rendered conventional interest rate—based monetary

policy inoperative. There is a danger that, under conditions of prolonged low interest rates

and official asset purchases, the search for yield will reemerge to inflate housing and other

asset price bubbles in the global economy. This points to the importance of financial and

macro-prudential regulation and is discussed in Section 13.6.

Excess reserves: Banks are required to hold reserves at their national (or supranational)

central bank. Over the course of the crisis, some banks built up large excesses of reserves in

their central bank (i.e. reserves over and above the required amount). A high level of excess

reserves means that banks can quickly create large amounts of new loans and deposits

without putting pressure on deposit rates and without any change in central bank policy.

This carries inflationary risks if the central bank does not respond by raising the interest rate

on reserves or is slow to react.32

Exit The policy of quantitative easing is not unwound when the central bank stops pur-

chasing assets, but rather when the assets accumulated on the central bank’s balance sheet

mature or are sold back into the market. This could pose dangers for both inflation (by

putting downward pressure on it) and macroeconomic stability. Exit strategies are discussed

further in the next subsection.

In the years that immediately followed the crisis, none of these dangers materialized;

inflation remained low and stable across the developed world.

Quantitative easing: exit strategies

The sheer scale of asset purchases by central banks has led to concerns over the

exitstrategy-how central banks plan to unwind their positions and reduce the size of their

balance sheets. In theory, the selling of assets by the central bank will have the exact opposite

effects to those mentioned earlier, such that it will depress asset prices and raise long—term

yields. This would be expected to have a contractionary effect on the economy and exert

downward pressure on inflation.

In an effort to reduce the costs associated with exit, the Federal Reserve has already begun

communicating its ’strategies for normalizing the stance and conduct of monetary policy’.

The strategy focuses on a gradual selling of its large portfolio of financial assets (known as

the System Open Market Account, or SOMA) back into the market:33

Sales of agency securities from the SOMA will likely commence sometime after the first

increase in the target for the federal funds rate. The timing and pace of sales will be com-

municated to the public in advance; that pace is anticipated to be relatively gradual and

steady, but it could be adjusted up or down in response to material changes in the economic

outlook or financial conditions. Once sales begin, the pace of sales is expected to be aimed

at eliminating the SOMA's holdings of agency securities over a period of three to five years,

thereby minimizing the extent to which the SOMA portfolio might affect the allocation of

credit across sectors of the economy.

32 See Ennis and Wolman (2010).

33 Excerpt taken from the Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee,]une 21 st-22nd, 2011.
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The statement above highlights the importance oftiming in exiting QE. The Fed is keen not

to reverse its position too rapidly for fear that it might hinder a fragile recovery. The other

side of that coin is that central banks could wait too long to tighten unconventional policy

and cause a build up of inflationary pressure if aggregate demand is higherthan consistent

with equilibrium unemployment.

Central banks have purchased some assets through their QE programmes that the market

considered to be very risky, such as mortgage-backed securities in the US and periphery

country sovereign debt in the Eurozone. There is a chance that central banks could take

losses on the sale of these assets, which are ultimately borne by the taxpayer. This raises

again the interconnectedness of monetary and fiscal policy that has emerged under the

conditions of the Great Recession.

The role of forward guidance in the crisis and post-crisis period

As we have seen, central bank communication stretches far beyond the publishing of cur-

rent interest rate decisions. A key reason that central banks invest so heavily in commu-

nication is to help households and firms to form more accurate expectations about the

future paths of inflation and interest rates. Forward guidance is one method of achieving

this objective and is based on the expectations hypothesis linking the short term policy in-

terest rate and long term rates along the yield curve. The idea is that greater confidence

about the path of the policy rate produces greater confidence about the long term rate,

which is relevant to investment decisions. The term fonNard guidance is used to describe

any communication by a central bank aimed at signalling the likely future path of policy

rates.34

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand pioneered the publication of the interest rate

path it intended implementing in 1997; the central banks of Non/vay and Sweden fol-

lowed in 2005 and 2007. Alan Greenspan (Fed Chairman from 1987—2006) was initially

sceptical of the advantages of transparency, claiming it could add to market instabil-

ity. Monetary policy for the majority of his tenure was characterized by little indica-

tion of the future path of policy rates.35 The Fed has become gradually more transpar-

ent over time, however, and now provides calendar-date guidance—Le. communicating

the amount of time that the current policy stance is expected to be maintained for. The

Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) started taking this approach in 2003, with the

Committee’s assertion that ’policy accommodation can be maintained for a considerable

period'.36

Forward guidance has been particularly important during and after the global financial

crisis, as conventional monetary policy has been constrained by the zero lower bound.

In an environment of near zero interest rates and a weak recovery, it becomes very im-

portant for the central bank to signal its commitment to accommodative policy. The Fed-

eral Reserve provides a good example of post—crisis forward guidance in practice. Inlan-

uary 2012, the FOMC committed to keep rates exceptionally low at least through late

34 See Woodford (2008). 35 See Blinder and Reis (2005).

36 Excerpt taken from the Federal Open Market Committee Statement, August 12 2003.
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2014.37 They took this even further in December 2012, committing not to raise interest

rates until unemployment fell below 6.5% (assuming inflation projections were close to

target).38

The policy offonivard guidance fits into the trend of central banks moving towards greater

levels of transparency and communication. Forecasts of future policy rates will of course

often be wrong, as interest rate decisions are highly dependent on the latest economic

developments. Nevertheless, the forecasts are valuable because they set out explicitly the

policy stance of the central bank, giving a clear indication of the speed with which rates are

expected to be returned to ’normal' levels. The forecasts should therefore benefit household

and firm decision making, aid the anchoring of inflation expectations and help ensure that

policy is as tight or loose as the central bank intends. In principle, this helps to educate the

public about the central bank‘s best response function. As a practical matter however, given

the extentofuncertainty facing policy makers and market participants (see Chapter 4), it may

be difficult for policy makers to achieve a consensus on the interest rate path. This may limit

the feasibility of forward guidance.

13.6 Post-crisis reform of financial regulation and the

macro policy framework

Central banks extended their reach during the global financial crisis by pursuing unconven-

tional monetary policies and rapidly expanding their balance sheets. In the wake of the crisis,

debate turned to how to reform the monetary policy framework and financial regulation

in order to safeguard the world economy against future financial crises. The remit of many

globally important central banks, such as the Bank of England and the ECB, was widened

significantly in the post-crisis period, with central banks taking on more responsibility for

banking regulation and the monitoring of systemic risk and financial stability.

This section discusses post-crisis macroeconomic and regulatory reforms and draws on

the models and analysis of the financial system presented in Chapters 5—7.

13.6.1 The failures of the conventional macroeconomic policy framework

The financial crisis concentrated the attention of economists and policy makers on the

following features of conventional macroeconomic policy:

1. Inflation—targeting monetary policy alone cannot be relied on to safely stabilize the econ-

omy when it is in the upswing phase of a financial cycle.

2. In the upswing ofa financial cycle, there is more than the socially optimal level of borrow-

ing and risk—taking in the financial and non-financial sectors, which make the economy

vulnerable to a financial crisis.

37 See the Federal Open Market Committee Statement, January 25 2012.

33 See the page entitled How does forward guidance about the Federal Reserve‘s target for the federal funds rate

support the economic recovery? in the Current FAQs section of the Federal Reserve website.
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3. In a normal recession, monetary policy relies for its effectiveness on reducing interest

rates to induce more borrowing and risk—taking by households and firms (a move along

the IS curve to the right). It is therefore especially ill—suited to work well in a recession

following a financial crisis because of the zero lower bound, and the excessive levels of

indebtedness and risk-taking that characterized the upswing.

4. The state of government finances is flattened by the upswing of a financial cycle because

the housing and financial sectors provide strong inflows of tax revenue.

5. A financial crisis dramatically worsens the government’s fiscal position forthree reasons:

a) operation ofthe automatic stabilizers; b) discretionary fiscal stimulus in the crisis phase;

c) bailing out banks.

6. The specific features of a crisis that follows a financial cycle upswing lead governments

to use fiscal policy to support aggregate demand and to save banks. This worsens the

government’s fiscal position and leads to a rapid increase in government debt. Early

implementation of fiscal austerity can delay recovery.

The experience of the crisis revealed major shortcomings in the use of monetary and fiscal

policy in the upswings and downswings of financial cycles.39 The spotlight is now on the

need to reform the banking system in order to dampen financial cycles and minimize the

chance of crises happening.40

As we saw in Chapter 6, banks pay insufficient attention to the downside risks of their

activities because they take no account of how their behaviour contributes to the risk ofa

systemic crisis via contagion and moreover, they know that there is a chance of being bailed

out by governments who cannot afford the catastrophic costs that would come with the

collapse of the supply of core retail banking services.

Banks choose higher leverage and lower liquidity than is socially optimal. In addition, as

we have seen in Chapter 6, there are positive feedback processes that produce increases in

leverage and vulnerability to a crisis. We illustrated how in a situation in which perceived risk

is falling, aggregate risk in the financial system can build up through the positive feedback

process that operates in the market for financial assets when systemically important banks

use a Value at Risk business model.

This immediately suggests a policy response: the regulator should force banks to have

higher capital ratios (equivalently, lower leverage) so that they have a big enough private

cushion against losses and do not require a public one provided by taxpayers.

The aim of this section is to connect the question of how to create a safe and re-

silient banking system to the core macro model. Prior to the financial crisis, macro-

economics and finance were separate subjects in the economics curriculum, and macro-

economic policy and financial regulation were separate spheres of policy making. Since

the financial crisis, bank regulation and its connection with macroeconomic policy have

been widely debated in the economics press, research literature and by policy making

bodies.

39 See Borio (2012). 40 See Vickers (2012).
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13.6.2 Post-crisis reforms for a safer financial system

Higher capital ratios (Policy 1)

An important policy proposal is that banks should have substantially higher capital cushions.

This would make them safer and reduce the chance of failure of a systemically important

bank, the threat ofa financial crisis and the need for a state bail—out.

The argument that a higher capital ratio makes a bank safer is straightforward and we

have seen it already: when a bank (or any other entity like a household or a firm) has high

leverage (a low capital cushion), it only takes a small fall in the value of assets for the equity

to be wiped out and the bank to be insolvent. For example, if a bank has a capital cushion

or so-called capital ratio of 3% (Le. equity is 3% of assets), then a loss of 1% in the value of

assets (due for example to a fall in asset prices by 1%) wipes out one-third of the equity of

the bank. By contrast, if equity amounts to 25% of assets, then a 1% fall in the value of assets

wipes out only 4% of equity. In the first case the solvency of the bank is clearly threatened

bya 1% fall in the price of assets; in the latter it is not.

Figure 6.10 in Chapter 6 shows the median leverage of UK banks between 1960 and 2011.

The upswing in the financial cycle is clearly shown by the sharp rise in the series in the years

preceding the crisis. The series peaks in 2008 at leverage of nearly 50. To put this into the

discussion of capital ratios above, a leverage of 50 is equivalent to a capital ratio of 2%. The

high leverage and low capital ratios of the UK banks meant they were vulnerable to solvency

crises once the downswing in the financial cycle took hold.

The models of bank behaviour developed in Chapters 5 and 6 assume the bank is max-

imizing its expected profits. Banks borrow from the money market in order to finance

their lending. Even for banks that take in deposits, decision—making runs from their de-

sired lending to how it is funded. When desired lending is higher than deposits, the bank

borrows from the money market. In these models, we have assumed that the number of

bank shares remains constant. However, like other publically quoted companies, banks

can increase their equity by selling more shares. Equity can also be raised to a higher

level by not paying dividends to their shareholders (or bonuses to their managers) for a

period.

Figure 13.8 contrasts the initial situation (the left hand panel) with two approaches to

comply with a higher capital ratio. Figure 13.8b shows the bank responding to the new

regulation by increasing its equity, leaving the scale of its operation unchanged (total assets).

Itincreases its equity by some combination of the methods mentioned above: selling new

shares, selling assets, reducing dividend pay-outs and bonuses/salaries. In the right—hand of

the figure, panel (c), the adjustment to the capital ratio regulation takes the form of leaving

equity unchanged and shrinking the bank's assets.

There is strong opposition by banks to regulation that would require substantially

higher capital ratios. One reason banks favour debt finance over equity is because tax

systems favour debt. Leaving to one side the tax treatment, we now set out the argu-

ments about whether higher capital ratios would be costly to the economy and/or to

banks.“

41 See Vickers (2012) for a clear discussion of these issues.
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Figure 13.8 Two potential responses to new regulation ofa higher capital ratio.

Does the funding structure between debt and equity matter for companies?

Having a higher capital ratio means that banks would have to finance a higher propor-

tion of their business with equity rather than with debt. We begin by asking whether

for a company, its cost of capital depends on the relationship between debt and equity

in its funding. In an important result in the theory of corporate finance, the Modigliani-

Miller (MM) (1958) theorem showed the conditions under which the overall cost of

finance to a firm does not depend on the balance of financing between debt and

equity.42

The logic of the result is reasonably intuitive and goes as follows. The equity (or share)

holders in a company are the residual owners, which means they get any returns to thefirm’s

activities once the parties with contracts with the firm have been paid (i.e. suppliers, workers,

tax owed to the government, interest owed to banks, interest owed to bondholders). As well

as having the chance of upside returns, equity owners bear more risk than the suppliers of

debt finance. To compensate them for the additional risk, equity owners require a higher

return. At first sight, this makes it sound as if imposing a higher capital ratio would increase

the cost of capital to a company because ofthe need ofthe equity owners fora higher return

than the suppliers of debt. However, this ignores the effect of the change in financing mix

on the riskiness of the firm: a firm with higher equity is less risky because it has a larger

capital cushion to absorb any losses. Hence, a higher share of equity in the firm’s finances

lowers risk, which in turn lowers the required return to the equity holders: the overall cost

of capital to the firm does not change. The cost of capital to the firm depends on the value

of the firm and underlying risks and not on the financing mix: if it did not, it would be

42 See Modigliani and Miller (1958).
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possible to make a profit thrOugh arbitrage by either buying debt and selling equity or vice

versa.

Does the Modigliani-Miller theorem apply to banks?

The direct application of MM to banks would say that the argument that higher capital

ratios would raise the cost of capital to banks ignores the effect of a higher capital ratio

in reducing risk: with lower risk, equity holders would require a lower rate of return and

overall funding costs would be unchanged. But we know that banks differ from ordinary

companies because the government is unlikely to allow a systemically important bank to fail.

The different treatment of the bankruptcy of banks from that of ordinary companies affects

the interpretation of the MM result.

We have already discussed an important reason why from a social cost perspective, the

funding mix of banks is not irrelevant. Acting in their own self-interest, banks will choose a

lower than socially optimal capital ratio. The public suffers if the share of equity is too low

(leverage is too high) because of the greater risk of financial crisis and of state bail-out. If

the capital ratio is raised, this reduces the taxpayer liability (in the event of insolvency) and

increases the private cost of capital. By reducing the potential liability of the government,

the cost of finance to the government goes down but goes up for the private bond and

shareholders of the bank.

John Vickers, who chaired the UK’s Independent Commission on Banking, concludes: ’50

MM might hold taking the public and private sectors together, while it fails for the private

sector in isolation. Again we have a reason why private and social incentives for greater

bank capital may diverge’.43 The results of recent research are presented in the economist

AnatAdmati’s November 2012 Congressional Testimony.44 The conclusion is that there are

few clearly identifiable social costs associated with the imposition of higher capital ratios

on banks to offset the substantial social gains associated with reducing the risk of financial

CTISIS.

is there empirical evidence about the effect of higher capital ratios?

The empirical evidence provided by Miles et al. (2013) suggests that better capitalized banks

would reduce the likelihood of financial distress, would be in a better position to make good

loans because they will avoid very risky ones, and would probably be smaller because of the

reduction in the probability of state support. This points toward substantial net benefits for

the economy. A recent empirical study of German bank lending finds that better capitalized

banks do not lend less.“

43 Excerpt taken from p. 11 of Vickers (201 2).

44The testimony is available online from: http://financialservices.house.gov/uploadfiles/hhrg-112-ba15-

baOA-wstate-aadmati-ZOTZT129.pdf. Also see Admati and Hellwig (2013) for a more thorough overview of

their research on financial regulation.

45 See Buch and Prieto (2012).
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Box 13.2 Leverage and capital ratios before and after the crisis

The Basel II regulatory regime was first introduced in 2004. At its centre was a minimum requirement

that banks should hold at least 4% regulatory (Tier 1) capital against their risk-weighted assets (see

Chapter 7 for a discussion of risk weights). Doubts about the reliability of risk weights are underscored

by a report in 2013 by the global banking regulator, which shows that banks implement risk weighting

in very different waysa Basel II did not include any limit on simple leverage (i.e. total assets/equity).

This is in contrast to the US regulation which did have such rules for non-investment banks.

The differences in regulation before the crisis were reflected in the simple leverage of European

and US banks. For example, in 2007, a leading German bank (Deutsche Bank) had leverage of49 (i.e.

total assets were 49 times larger than equity). Similarly, the leverage ofthe median UK bank in 2008

was 48.b In contrast, the leverage of the big six US banks varied between 12 and 34 in 2007.c Asimple

leverage of 12 is equivalent to a ratio of capital to (non-risk-weighted) assets of 8%, whereas leverage

of 49 is equivalent to a ratio ofjust 2%. Leverage has come down in the post—crisis period but it is still

high by historic standards.

In the wake of the financial crisis, policy makers have recommended raising capital ratios. Basel ||I

states that banks should hold at least 6% regulatory (Tier 1) capital against their risk-weighted assets

and that global systemically important banks should hold 8.5%.d A report by the UK's Independent

Commission on Banking went further, recommending banks hold Tier 1 capital 01‘10‘36.e Policy

makers are also considering the introduction of caps on simple leverage to run alongside the new

risk-weighted capital requirements.

The academic literature is largely supportive of raising capital ratios. Some of the main proponents

believe that the current proposals from policy makers will be insufficient to safeguard the financial

system. For example, Miles et al. (2013) propose Tier 1 capital ratios be raised to between 16% and

20% and Admati and Hellwig (2013), who oppose the use of risk weights altogether, propose a ratio

of capital to (non-risk-weighted) assets of 20-30%.

a See http://www.bis.org/pub|/bcb5256.pdf,

’3 Source: KalemIi—Ozcan et al. (2012); Bank of England, Financial Stability Report,June 2012.

‘ Source: Kalemli—Ozcan et al. (2012). Note that the US big 6 are Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Citigroup, Goldman

Sachs,JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley and Wells Fargo.

d Source: Bank for International Settlements (data accessedJune 2013).

8 See ICB (2011).

Problems with higher capital ratios

Higher capital ratios will not solve the problem entirely for several reasons. Bulow and

Klemperer (201 3) report that in 2008—1 1 , the US federal deposit insurance corporation (FDIC)

lost money on 413 bank failures. Had capital ratios been 20% (more than three times ashigh

as the prevailing regulatory ratio), this would have been insufficient to cover losses in 90% of

the cases.

It is difficult to get banks to raise their equity to safer levels because given the existing

overhang ofdebt, the extra equity would go to reducing the expected losses ofcreditorsofthe

bank (including the government). Because of these initial conditions, existing shareholders

will not see a benefit and raising new equity will be expensive. Hence banks respond to
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higher capital ratios by shrinking their assets as illustrated in Fig. 13.8c. In a post-financial

crisis recession, this effect is pro-cyclical and inhibits banks from financing good investment

projects.

Higher capital ratios will also lead banks to shift their operations geographically or insti-

tutionally to avoid regulation. Geographical arbitrage means banks shift their operations to

jurisdictions with lower regulatory capital ratios. In addition, we discussed the operation of

the shadow banking system in Chapter 7. If higher capital ratios are imposed on banks, they

will have more incentive to shift their activities to unregulated entities.

Given the difficulties with moving toward sufficiently high capital ratios, a number of other

methods of improving the safety of the financial system are under debate.46

Living wills, resolution schemes, bail-ins (Policy 2)

The common feature of a variety of schemes called ’living wills’, 'resolution schemes’ and

’bail-ins' is to replace the situation in which failing banks are rescued by taxpayer funded

bail-outs with a system in which the interests of the taxpayer are placed above those of the

bondholder. This second line of defence aims to create mechanisms that ensure that ifthere

isa threat to the solvency of a systemically important bank, the core banking services can

continue uninterrupted whilst some part of the bank is taken through a partial bankruptcy

or resolution procedure.

With ordinary companies, bankruptcy is commonplace and there is a clear pecking order

through which the remaining assets of the firm are distributed to meet its obligations. The

firm’s resources are distributed in the form of payments to suppliers, wages to workers and

taxes owed to the government. Only when these have been paid can bondholders receive

something for their bonds: the size of the ’haircut’ applied to bonds will depend on the

remaining assets of the firm. Equity holders typically receive nothing; they are completely

wiped out when the firm goes bankrupt.

By contrast, when a bank is in trouble, the value of its equity falls and the bank’s owners

bear this cost directly as a consequence of the operation of the market. But if the bank is

systemically important and on the verge of bankruptcy, what happens is that the state steps

in and bails out the bank by providing capital in exchange for shares. In the case of banks, by

preventing bankruptcy because of the threat to the continuity of core banking services, the

action of the government places costs on the taxpayer and leaves the bank’s bondholders

unscathed. It would only be in a situation in which the bank actually went bankrupt that the

bondholders who had lent to the bank would lose money.

Resolution and bail-in arrangements are not credible—Le. they will not remove the pre-

sumption of rescue by the state, and hence of risky behaviour, unless the loss-absorbers in

the bank are sufficiently high. To this end, reformers recommend that the capital cush-

ion be augmented by other features such as contingent capital, which is debt (bonds)

that is converted into equity (and therefore goes to the bottom of the queue for repay-

ment) in a near-bankruptcy situation. More of the losses are absorbed by the private sec-

tor and state rescue is avoided (or reduced in size). Bail-in refers to compulsory haircuts

46 See, for example, the UK’s Independent Commission on Banking (ICB (2011)) and Vickers (2012).
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applied to bondholders that write down the value of bonds when the bank is on the pointof

failing.

Structural reform—retail versus investment bank activities (Policy 3)

For the private resolution of failing banks to be credible, it is also necessary that there

is a mechanism to ensure that the provision of core banking services can be maintained

whilst the problematic activities of the bank are wound up or restructured. In our simple

modelling framework of two types of bank (retail banks and investment banks) and universal

banks that combine both, the retail banks are responsible for the provision of core banking

services relating to the payments system, deposits and lending (including overdrafts) to

households and small and medium-sized firms. Hence, in addition to Policy 2, governments

could introduce a policy of structural reform to restrict the presumption of government

rescue to those parts of the bank that are essential to core banking services. The UK, EU and

US have moved in broadly similar directions to alter the institutional structure of banking in

pursuit of these aims.

Macro-prudential regulation (Policy 4)

lfwe recall the difference between the financial cycle and the business cycle from Chapteré,

it is clear that relying on the central bank to stabilize the business cycle is not a guarantee of

financial stability. In addition to policies 1—3, this has led to proposals for the introduction of

policies to be implemented by a financial policy committee to stabilize the financial cycle.

Such policies are referred to as macro-prudential policies.

One way of implementing macro—prudential regulation is that in a financial cycle upswing,

loan—to-value ratios for housing would be reduced and bank capital ratios would be raised.

This would help to dampen the boom by interrupting the financial accelerator processes

and asset price bubbles in housing and the financial sector. In a downswing, the opposite

would happen. By raising loan—to-value ratios, macro—prudential intervention would help

the economy to recover from the consequences of the downswing of the financial cycle by

helping to revive the housing sector.

Goodhart (2013) argued that it is likely to be difficult to operate macro-prudential capital

ratios in the symmetric fashion sketched above. This is well-illustrated by the desire of regu-

lators to raise capital ratios in the aftermath of a financial crisis whereas a macro-prudential

remit would wish to loosen them.

The interaction of policies for financial and macroeconomic stability

The distinction between the financial cycle and the business cycle is helpful in considering

the interaction of policies for financial and macroeconomic stability. The task ofa financial

policy committee is to find ways of identifying the build-up of a financial cycle. It would

implement macro-prudential policies as described above, which include sectoral measures

especially in relation to housing. Macro—prudential policies are described as counter-cyclical

but they need to be counter-cyclical in relation to the upswing of the financial cycle.

This distinction helps to highlight why there may be tension between the decisions ofthe

bodies responsible for financial and macroeconomic stability. Note first, by looking at the

financial cycle figures in Chapter 6 (Figs. 6.3 and 6.5), that business cycle recessions coincide
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with many different phases of the financial cycle. Suppose the economy is in a business cycle

recession. Following its policy rule, the monetary policy committee seeks to boost aggregate

demand to getthe economy on to the MR curve, and it does this by reducing the interest rate.

Yet at the same time, the financial policy committee may be worried about the longer-run

build-up of a housing-collateral fuelled financial cycle and it would therefore like to see a

reduction in loan-to-value ratios. Policies in relation to housing credit are therefore pulling

in opposite directions.

In a post-financial crisis recession, there is a tension between the objectives of:

l. stabilizing the business cycle by reviving banks so they can increase their lending and

contribute to a recovery of economic activity, and

2. permanently dampening the financial cycle by making the banking system safer.

The lesson from considering the interaction between the policy maker’s business cycle and

financial stability objectives is that effective management offinancial cycles may be extremely

difficult. Hence, the policy priority is to dampen their magnitude by serious reforms to the

financial sector.

13.7 Conclusions

Building on the foundations of Chapters 3 to 6, this chapter deepened the analysis of mon-

etary policy. We can summarize the main conclusions of the chapter as follows:

1. Monetary policy has evolved dramatically over the last 30 years. Monetary targeting was

used with mixed success in the 19805, but was ultimately replaced by the inflation-targeting

framework with central banks that use Taylor rule-type behaviour to set interest rates. This

sea-change in approach to monetary policy and the movement away from Monetarist ideas

was partly the result of the failure of monetary targeting in the UK and North America in

the 19805. The Monetarist version of inflation targeting was undermined by the inability of

monetary authorities to control their chosen monetary aggregate and the instability of the

relationship between monetary growth and inflation.

2. The modern inflation-targeting central bank has preferences over output and inflation

deviations, as represented in a loss function by the parameter for the degree of inflation

aversion, IS. The level of f3 affects the slope of the MR and consequently the central bank’s

best policy response to shocks. A more inflation-averse central bank will be more aggressive

in raising interest rates in response to an inflation shock. This type of central bank would

prefer an adjustment path that reduced inflation quickly, even if this caused a large rise in

unemployment ('cold turkey'), as opposed to an adjustment path that entailed a smaller initial

reduction in unemployment, but brought inflation back to target more slowly ('gradualist’).

The MR curve is also flatter if inflation is more responsive to changes in output (i.e ifa in the

Phillips curve is higher).

3. The best-response or optimal Taylor rule is derived from the 3-equation model and

showsthe interest rate the central bank should set to minimize its loss function. The size ofthe
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best interest rate response to an economic shock in the closed economy will depend on the

inflation aversion of the central bank (/3), the supply-side structure as reflected in the slope

of the Phillips curve (a) and the interest-sensitivity of aggregate demand (a). Central banks

around the world have different preferences, which are reflected in their mandates. The

nominal interest rates implied by simple Taylor rules in some countries were negative during

the financial crisis, suggesting that conventional monetary policy had reached its limits.

4. We have seen a number of times in the recent past that asset price bubbles arise in

financial markets, such as the tech boom of the late T9905 and the sub-prime mortgage-

backed securities boom in the mid 20005. Should central banks intervene to burst these

bubbles? There are some arguments against doing so. The interest rate is the main policy

tool of modern inflation—targeting central banks and raising it is not guaranteed to cool the

asset market in question, where returns are typically extremely high (whilst the bubble is in-

flating). There is also little evidence that central bankers are better placed to identify bubbles

than financial markets and a significant risk they might make errors. In light ofthis, the central

banks’ preferred approach has been to wait until bubbles burst and then mop up afterthem.

As argued in Chapters 6 and 7, the severe recession following the global financial crisis high-

lighted the dangers of leverage-fuelled bubbles in a highly interdependent banking system.

Central banks have responded to this by focusing more on macro-prudential regulation,

which aims to limit systemic risk. Regulators have been urged to concentrate on structural

reforms to the banking system and caps on leverage to reduce the scale of leverage cycles.

5. The global financial crisis saw a number of countries introduce unconventional mone-

tary policies in response to interest rates being stuck at the zero lower bound. Quantitative

easing—the central bank using newly printed money to buy financial assets—was the most

commonly used of these policies. The early research suggests this policy had some limited

success in increasing asset prices, reducing long term interest rates, boosting GDP and putting

upward pressure on inflation. The policy is not without its dangers, however, such as its im-

pact on central bank credibility and independence, medium-term inflation and the as yet

unknown macroeconomic effects of exiting the policy (i.e. selling the assets purchased back

into the market).

6. In the post-crisis world, central banks have seen their remits widened to include more

responsibility for banking regulation and financial system oversight. The crisis exposed the

inadequacy of the conventional inflation-targeting macroeconomic framework to stabilize

fluctuations in the financial cycle. Options available to policy makers include raising capital

ratios, imposing leverage caps, improving insolvency processes, undertaking structural re-

forms and introducing macro-prudential regulation. When deciding which options to take,

policy makers will also need to consider how pursuing stabilization of the financial cycle

could conflict with their primary objective of stabilizing the business cycle and controlling

inflation.

This chapter sets out one side of macroeconomic stabilization policy—monetary policy. The

modern monetary policy framework ofcentral bank independence saw politicians delegating

this policy lever to central bankers in the majority of developed economies. Governments

do, however, directly control tax and spending decisions through fiscal policy. This is the

subject of the next chapter.
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13.8 Questions

13.8.1 Checklist questions

1. Section 13.2.2 sets out two conditions that must hold if monetarytargeting is goingto succeed

in controlling inflation. Briefly explain these two conditions and why they were violated during

the Thatcher experiment with monetary targeting in the UK.

2. Margaret Thatcher started an aggressive disinflationary policy when she came to office as the

UK's prime minister in 1979. In October 1980, she delivered her famous 'the lady's not for

turning’ speech. What was the aim of this speech and how was it influenced by Monetarist

views on the importance of credibility and managing inflation expectations?

3. Use the central bank's loss ellipses and Phillips curves to derive the MR curve in the following

cases:

(a) Whena =1andfi :1

(b) Whena =1andfi <1

(c) Whena <1andfl :1.

In cases (b) and (c) how can the changes in a and )3 be interpreted? What do they suggest for

the central bank's best response to an inflation shock?

4
;

. Use a PC — MR diagram to show that the cumulative unemployment caused by disinflation is

independent of the degree of inflation aversion ()3) of the central ban k. How does this finding

change if.

(a) The Phillips curves are convex

(b) The Phillips curves are steeper (i.e. T 0!)?

L
n

. Use the IS — PC — MR diagram to show the logic behind the equation

(no — NT) . (best response Taylor rule)

Approach the question as follows:

(a) Use the diagrams to show how the initial interest rate response to an inflation shock varies

with the slope of the MR.

(b) What parameters affect the slope of the MR?

(c) Are your findings consistent with the best response Taylor rule equation?

0
‘

. Assess the following statement: ’asset price bubbles played a major role in the global financial

crisis, so central banks should have stepped in to burst them in their early stages'.

\
I

. Explain how the Taylor rule could find the best response nominal interest rate to be negative.

o
n

. Compare the transmission mechanisms of conventional monetary policy with quantitative

easing. Can the two policies be viewed as substitutes?

\
O

. Assess the following statement: ’du ring the financial crisis, central banks significantly expanded

their balance sheets through quantitative easing and this did not cause inflation expectations

to become less firmly anchored to the inflation target, thus we can say that QE does not pose

a danger to macroeconomic stability’.
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10. Evaluate the following claim: 'higher capital ratios for banks are costly for society as they

increase banks’ cost of capital’.

13.8.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Pick a developed economy (outside of the UK) that experimented with monetary targeting in

the 19805. Use the concepts in this chapter and the available academic literature to answerthe

following questions:

(a) Was the policy successful?

(b) What were the reasons that led to the policy being successful or unsuccessful?

(c) How do these reasons relate to the Quantity Theory of Money?

2. A central bank has the following loss function:

L = —(y: — ye) + 13(m — HT)? (13.7)

Use the information in this chapter to answer the following questions:

(a) What can we interpret about the central bank’s preferences from this loss function (Equa-

tion 13.7)?

(b) Briefly explain how this loss function compares to the standard loss function and a loss

function with yT > ye.

(c) Find the inflation bias for a central bank with this loss function (Equation 13.7). [Hintz see

Section 4.6 in Chapter 4].

3. Pick an economy (outside ofthe US, the Eurozone, the UK andjapan)with an inflation-targeting

central bank. Use their central bank’s website to gather information on interest rates and total

assets for the period from 2006 to 2011. Present the data in a graph (as per Fig. 13.7). Use the

graph to answer the following questions:

(a) Did the central bank hit the zero nominal bound during the Great Recession? If so, did

they employ quantitative easing?

(b) Use your own knowledge and macroeconomic indicators e.g. from the IMF World Eco-

nomic Outlook Database to provide a picture of your chosen economy before and during

the crisis. Does this help to shed light on why it did or did not reach the ZLB during the

global financial crisis? [Hint: think about your chosen economy's strength entering the re

cession, the severity of their recession, other policies used to stimulate demand (e.g. fiscal

policy), their reliance on exports etc.]

4. Use this chapter and your own research to answer the following questions. Why might the

factors listed below have compoundedjapan's macroeconomic problems in its so-called last

decades'? DoJapan’s lost decades provides strong evidence for the impotence of conventional

and unconventional monetary policy at the zero lower bound?

(a) The refusal to adopt an explicit inflation target.

(b) Tightening monetary policy too soon in the 19905.

(c) Banks continuing to lend to firms in severe financial distress in order to avoid recognizing

bad loans on their own books (see Chapter 7, Section 7.5.4).



Fiscal policy

 

14.1 Introduction

Fiscal policy refers to decisions by governments about raising revenue through taxation and

distributing that revenue as public expenditure. In the modern monetary policy framework

reviewed in the previous chapter, monetary policy is the preferred tool for stabilization policy.

Why then, does fiscal policy continue to play such an important role in the macroeconomy?

There are three reasons.

i. Discretionary fiscal policy is still used as a stabilization tool by governments around

the world, as shown, for example, by the coordinated fiscal stimulus programs implemented

duringthe global financial crisis. This policy lever is particularly important when conventional

monetary policy is constrained by the zero lower bound and for countries with fixed exchange

rates, including members of a common currency area.

2. Fiscal policy provides automatic stabilizers, which insulate the economy to some extent

from shocks to aggregate demand, even in the absence of changes in the fiscal policy stance.

Forexample, in a recession, automatic stabilizers will help boost the economy, by increasing

social security spending (e.g. unemployment benefits) and reducing tax burdens.

3. Fiscal policy affects the burden of public debt in the economy. The global financial

crisis has revealed the economic consequences of high levels of government debt. As we

saw in Chapter 7, debt levels rose rapidly as a consequence of bank bail—outs and deep

recessions. In the background, the advanced countries have ageing populations and rising

health costs, which imply rising long-term debt ratios, assuming, for example, that policies

such as pensionable age are not automatically linked to increases in longevity.

In this chapter, we set out some more formal models of fiscal policy and government

finances. We aim to provide the reasoning and evidence behind the use of fiscal policy

in modern macroeconomic management, as well as assessing the necessary conditions for

government debt to be kept on a sustainable path. The rest of the chapter is organized as

follows.

In Section 14.2, we analyse the use of fiscal policy for stabilization in the economy. There

are two key components to fiscal policy—automatic stabilizers and discretionary fiscal policy.

The former refers to the changes in the budget deficit that occur automatically as a response

to the economic cycle (e.g. unemployment benefits), whereas the latter refers to changes in

the fiscal policy stance of the government.
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Section 14.3 focuses on a key downside of using discretionary fiscal policy—the build

up of public deficits and debt. We use a simple model to show how government debt

(as a percentage of GDP) evolves and the factors that can influence its path. The section

ends by discussing debt reduction—what is the impact of high debt on GDP growth? What

methods can governments employ to reduce their debt ratios? Can fiscal consolidation have

expansionary effects on the economy?

Section 14.4 introduces the concept of Ricardian equivalence. This links back to the discus-

sion of the permanent income hypothesis in Chapter 1. We show how the impact offiscal

policy on the economy differs when households are rational and fully forward-looking, and

where they incorporate the government's budget constraints into their own saving decisions.

We also use this framework to look at the difference between tax and bond-based financing

and temporary and permanent changes to fiscal policy.

In Section 14.5, we report a number of explanations for the tendency of governments

to run budget deficits and for debt ratios to rise—the so-called deficit bias. We also look

into why the extent of deficit bias varies across countries. We end the section by dis-

cussing the two approaches commonly used to tackle deficit bias: fiscal rules and fiscal policy

councils.

14.2 Fiscal policy's role in stabilization

14.2.1 The scope of fiscal policy

In addition to its role in stabilization, fiscal policy is used to meet a distinct set ofgovernment

objectives related to income redistribution, resource allocation and the provision of public

goods.

Income redistribution Fiscal policy involves raising revenue through taxation and redis-

tributing that money through government expenditure. This process can be used to redis-

tribute income between different sections of society. Tax and transfer systems in developed

economies are normally designed to redistribute income from those with higher incomes

to those with lower incomes. This can be embedded in the structure of taxes, such as an

income tax where tax rates increase as income increases (Le. a progressive tax). Social secu-

rity transfers, such as unemployment and housing benefits, also redistribute income towards

those with lower income. There are substantial cross-country differences in the extent of

redistribution. For example, redistribution is a much higher political priority in Continental

Europe and Scandinavia than it is in the United States.

Resource reallocation Fiscal policy can be used to intervene and alterthe market allocation

of resources. The government could do this by providing subsidies to a particular industry.

This would encourage more of the economy’s resources to be devoted to that industry than

would otherwise be the case. Taxing undesirable activities is the other side ofthis coin. This

approach has been widely used to discourage the consumption of goods that harm the

environment or public health, such as petrol and cigarettes.

Provision of public goods Governments have an obligation to provide public goods, as

they would not be provided by the market. These goods are said to be non-excludable and
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non-rivalrous, such as lighthouses, clean air and defence.1 The government typically also

provides some quasi-public goods, such as health, education and libraries. These goods are

termed ‘quasi' because individuals could potentially be excluded from consuming them.

Quasi-public goods are often underprovided by the market and the government might want

to ensure no one is denied access to them (for example, on the grounds of price). It is

the quasi-public goods that are politically contested. Left-leaning governments generally

prefer a higher government provision of these goods than right-leaning governments. For

example, the provision of quasi-public goods, particularly universal healthcare, was a driving

force behind the creation of the modern welfare state in the United Kingdom by the Labour

government following the Second World War.

14.2.2 The effects of discretionary fiscal policy

To understand debates about the likely effectiveness of fiscal policy, we need to know (1 ) the

initial state ofthe economy (e.g. recession or equilibrium output), (2) the model that is being

used and (3) the timescale (e.g. short or medium run).

We shall restrict the use of the term discretionary fiscal policy to stabilization—oriented

fiscal policy measures. And in the discussion of discretionary fiscal policy, we are going to

focus on government spending changes that solely affect the demand side of the economy.

We discuss the implications of government policies that affect the supply side in Chapter 15.

Supply-side government policies are those that shift the WS and PS curves, such as changes

in the tax wedge or unemployment benefits.

Multipliers: short and medium run

Agreat deal of discussion about fiscal policy is couched in terms of 'the multiplier’.

This has mushroomed in the last few years in the macroeconomics blogosphere.2 In

Chapter 1,we defined the multiplier in the simple Keynesian model and showed how it can

be modified by introducing more sophisticated forward-looking behaviour of households

and firms. We can use the simple Keynesian case to clarify an important distinction, namely

between the short-run multiplier in the IS curve, which assumes everything else remains

unchanged and the medium-run multiplier, which tells us by how much output increases

once we take into account any monetary policy response and the possibility of crowding

out responses.

The short-run multiplier tells us the partial equilibrium effect of a change in govern-

ment spending: i.e. holding everything else constant, by how much does a change in gov-

ernment spending affect output? We derived the short-run multiplier in Chapter 1 and

1 Non-excludable means that no one can be excluded from using the good once it has been provided.

Non-rivalrous means that consumption of the good by one person does not diminish the availability of that

good to others. For example, if the government cleans up the air in a city, none of the city‘s inhabitants can

be excluded from breathing that air. In addition, if one person breathes the clean air it does not diminish the

amount of air available for others to breathe.

2 See,for example, Paul Krugman's blog post from 10 November 2009 entitled Depression multipliers orJohn

Cochrane’s blog post from 21 March 2012 entitled Austerity, Stimulus, or Growth Now?
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we can use it to calculate how much a change in government spending (AG) will change

output (Ay):

1

= 1 — c1(1 — t)
b—\/_-’

multiplier

Ay A6 = kAG. (14.1)

The short-run or Keynesian multiplier is equal to k or #0” and since c1 and t are bet-

ween zero and one, the multiplier is always greater than one. The change in output (keep-

ing everything else constant) that is associated with a change in government spending is

kAG, which means that the change in output exceeds the initial change in government

spending.

We are generally interested not only in the short—run multiplier—Le. what happens in

period 0 before wages, prices and policy respond to the stimulus—but in the ‘full effect' of

the increase in government spending. As we shall see, the full effect depends on the model

(and what is being assumed e.g. about monetary policy) and on the initial conditions ofthe

economy. This is because the general equilibrium outcome ofa rise in government spending

will be different depending on the way other elements of the economy are assumed to

respond. In the two scenarios below, we shall see that although we assume the short-run

multiplier is the same in each case, i.e. k = #04? the medium—run multiplier showingthe

full effect of the change in government spending on output differs.

Fiscal scenarios

We compare two different scenarios where a fiscal stimulus is used by the government. In the

first case, the economy is affected by a severe negative demand shock. In the normal course

of events, the central bank would respond by cutting interest rates. However, in this case,

monetary policy is disabled because ofthe zero lower bound and stabilization therefore falls

to fiscal policy. In the second scenario, the economy is at equilibrium but the government

wishes to run the economy at lower unemployment. To pursue its objective, it prevents the

central bank from independently targeting inflation. The fiscal policy maker takes charge and

we look at the consequences. In both cases to emphasize the fiscal channel, we model our

assumptions by fixing the interest rate at the stabilizing rate.

Scenario 7: deep recession

The economy is in a deep recession—a negative demand shock has pushed output below

equilibrium (i.e. the IS has shifted leftwards and the economy has moved from pointAto

point B in Fig. 14.1 a). One reason why fiscal policy comes to the fore as a policy instrumentina

deep recession is that monetary policy is limited by the zero lower bound (ZLB)—i.e. nominal

interest rates cannot fall below zero. A more detailed discussion of the ZLB is provided in

Chapters 3 and 7, where the policy rule curve, PR, is introduced.

With output below equilibrium, inflation will have fallen below target and the government

will have to increase government spending to 61 to shift the IS curve to l$(A’, 61) and get

the economy back onto the policy rule curve labelled PR (as shown by the movement from

point B to point C in Fig. 14.1a). From point C on the PR, the policy maker then gradually

eases the fiscal stimulus to guide the economy back to A, with output at equilibrium and

inflation at target. A value of the multiplier greater than one lies behind the strategy of using
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Figure 14.1 Using fiscal policy to:

a, stabilize the economy following a negative demand shock.

b.targeta level of output greater than equilibrium output (i.e. yH > ye).

fiscal policy to shift the IS curve. The increase in government spending will increase output,

as Ay = kAG.

In the new medium-run equilibrium (MRE), the real interest rate remains unchanged at

rs. so interest—sensitive private spending will be at its pre-recession level. The new MRE

is however characterized by higher government spending and lower private spending—

autonomous private spending remains depressed at A’, so government spending must be

higher in the new MRE to make up the shortfall: AG = G’ — G = (ye — yo)/k = Ay/k.

Since we have assumed in this scenario that the policy maker incurs losses whenever

inflation deviates from target or output from equilibrium, it will be very focused on forecasts

of private sector demand. Once the negative demand shock begins to recede, the policy

makerwill reverse the fiscal stimulus to keep the economy at the MRE. One argument for the

use of stabilization policy (whether monetary or fiscal) is that, by making clear its objective

of keeping output close to equilibrium, private sector expectations are stabilized and less

stabilization is required following economic shocks.

Scenario 2: an over-ambitious output target

In this scenario, the economy is initially at equilibrium output (point A in Fig. 14.1 b). The

government decides to introduce an expansionary fiscal policy. This means that the PR

curve goes through yH > ye. Under inflation targeting, the central bank would respond to

the fiscal expansion by pushing up the interest rate and squeezing the inflation caused by

the government's policy out of the system in the usual way. However, to bring out the
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consequences of a government using fiscal policy to target output above equilibrium, we

have to assume it is able to prevent the central bank from responding to its expansionary

policy by tightening monetary policy.

The economy is initially at equilibrium output and target inflation (at pointA in Fig. 14.1b).

The government decides to try and take advantage of the short-run trade-off between output

and inflation by increasing output to yH. This move to target a higher level of output (yH >

ye) shifts the PR curve rightwards to PR’ in Fig. 14.1b. The government undertakes a fiscal

expansion (G1 > G) to increase output and the economy moves to point B, where output is

at yH. We assume the government's new inflation target is at nT’.

Point B is not a medium run equilibrium, however, as workers’ inflation expectations are

not being fulfilled. Inflation expectations are backward looking in the 3—equation model,

which causes the Phillips curve to shift upwards in the next period. Faced with PC(7rE =

7r”), the government will reoptimize (and minimize its loss function) by part reversing the

expansionary policy in order to get the economy on to the PR curve at point C in Fig. 14.1b.

At point C, output is still above equilibrium, so there is positive pressure on inflation and the

Phillips curve shifts up again. This process will continue until the economy arrives at point

D—the new MRE. Under rational inflation expectations, the economy moves directlyto point

D as explained in Chapter 4.

What is the overall outcome of the fiscal expansion? At the new MRE, output is back atye.

but inflation has risen to 7n . The government is worse off at point D than it would have been

by staying at point A. This is the same result as the inflation bias outcome from Chapter4and

highlights the pointlessness of using a fiscal stimulus in Scenario 2—unless the government

is seeking a short—term gain, for example prior to an election. The medium-run multiplier in

this case is zero because once the dynamic adjustment of the economy is complete, there is

no increase in output in the medium run. In addition, ifthe government subsequently wishes

to return to point A without inflation bias, it will have to incur the costs of disinflation as

discussed in Chapter 4.

What do we learn from these examples?

1. For a given size of k = m, the short-run multiplier in the IS curve, the change in

y ultimately associated with the change in G depends on the model, the context and the

behaviour of the central bank.

2. In an economy with spare capacity, the government can boost aggregate demand and

raise output. This is welfare-enhancing.

3. In an economy with output at equilibrium, if the central bank keeps the real interest

rate unchanged in the face ofthe government's expansionary fiscal policy, the economyends

up at the new MRE at point D in Fig. 14.1 b, with inflation bias and higher governmentdebt.

Tax finance and the balanced budget multiplier

In the two scenarios discussed above, we implicitly assumed that the government financed

its expenditure plans by borrowing, i.e. by selling bonds. Later in the chapter, we look in

more detail at the special case in which a bond- and a tax-financed expansion have the

same effects on consumption behaviour (so—called Ricardian equivalence). However, before
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doingso, it is useful to calculate the short-run multiplier in the simple Keynesian model when

government expenditure is tax-financed.

Suppose the government increases taxation by enough to finance its increased govern-

ment spending so that there is no deficit at the new short—run equilibrium. We assume that

the interest rate is fixed throughout. What is the effect on the economy of a fully tax-financed

expenditure programme? Suppose the government increases government spending and tax—

ation revenue by exactly the same amount. The argument is transparent when taxation is

lump-sum—i.e. it does not depend on the level of income. Firstly, we need to restate the ag—

gregate demand equation that underlies the IS equation introduced in Chapter 1, but using

alump-sum tax instead of a proportional tax rate:

yD=co+c1(y—T)+(ao—a‘r)+G. (14.2)

Next, let us consider the impact on output of the change in G:

m=AG+qAG+cfiqAGr+~- U43

and then, the impact on output of the equal and opposite change in T:

Ay = —c1AT — c1(c1 AT) — --- (14.4)

We add the two effects together to get the total effect on output and use AG = AT:

Ay= AG+C1AG+C1<C1AG)+ — C1AT— C1(C1AT)—

=AG. U43

. Ay _ . .
Le. A—G .. 1. (balanced budget multiplier)

The balanced budget multiplier result is interesting: it does not depend on the assumption

that taxes are lump sum. It hinges on the fact that the government spending on goods and

services (AG) generates extra output and income (Equation 14.3), whereas the increase in

taxation redistributes spending power from taxpayers to those who provide the goods and

services (Equation 14.4). lfthese two groups have the same marginal propensity to consume

(as is assumed here, i.e. c1 is the same in Equation 14.3 and Equation 14.4), then the balanced

budget multiplier is equal to one. Why? Because aggregate consumption remains unchanged

asaconsequence ofthe redistribution of spending power. The only impact on output comes

from the first round effect of the government’s purchases of goods and services, AG. All the

other terms cancel out.

The balanced budget multiplier result is important for practical policy purposes: a gov-

ernment that is unable or unwilling to use debt financing can still raise the level of

aggregate demand in the economy by engaging in a balanced budget expenditure pro-

gramme. In the 3-equation model, if the economy is in a deep recession where monetary

policy is ineffective and if the government does not want to increase its deficit, a balanced

budget expansion is a valuable policy option.

Empirical evidence on the size of the multiplier

The debate on the size of the multiplier has raged among economists for decades, but has

recently been in the spotlight again due to the widespread use of stimulus packages during

the global financial crisis and the subsequent adoption of austerity policies. It is important to
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try to pin down the size of the multiplier, because it has serious implications forthe design

of government economic policy. For example, a large multiplier would provide support for

the use of fiscal stimulus during a recession and would caution against a premature switch

from stimulus to austerity.

There is no firm consensus in the empirical literature on the size of the multiplier. Studies

on this topic all face the same problem: it is very difficult to isolate the impact of changes in

fiscal policy on output when other economic variables are changing at the same time (as is

always the case in the real world). There is a specific problem when trying to estimate the

size of the multiplier. The aim is to find the effect of a change in government spending or

taxation on output, but the data will also include episodes where a change in output (such as

a recession) led to a change in government spending or taxation. When looking forthe size

of the causal effect from a change in fiscal policy to output in the data, the estimated size of

the effect will be contaminated by the presence of the reverse causal effect from a weaker

economy to the use of looser fiscal policy. A variety of econometric techniques have been

used to address these problems and to provide an estimate of the size ofthe multiplier. They

have led to a range of estimates.

Ramey (2011) summarizes the empirical literature on the size of the multiplier in the US

for a temporary, deficit-financed increase in government purchases (e.g. a fiscal stimulus).3

Looking at around 30 aggregate level and cross-state studies for the US, she concludes that

the multiplier is probably between 0.8 and 1.5.

The resurgence of interest in the multiplier since the global financial crisis has notjust

focused on estimating its size, but also on investigating whether its size is dependent on

context. The first strand of this literature assesses whether the size of the multiplier is de-

pendent on the economic characteristics of individual countries. llzetzki, Mendoza and

Végh (2013) use data on government expenditures across 44 countries and find that the

multiplier is:

1. larger in developed than developing countries (in developing countries there may be

more waste or diversion of the fiscal stimulus from its intended purpose because of

weaker governance);

2. larger in closed than open economies (due to leakages of aggregate demand to imports

in a more open economy);

3. zero in economies operating under a flexible exchange rate regime, but relatively large

for countries with fixed exchange rates (monetary policy can offset the effects of fiscal

stimulus in flexible but not in fixed exchange rate regimes); and

4. negative in high—debt countries (due to its anticipated effects on macroeconomic stability

such as provoking a sovereign debt or exchange rate crisis).

The second strand of this literature assesses whether the size of the multiplier differs

over the economic cycle. in other words, is the multiplier different during recessions and

expansions?

3 There is also a literature on the multiplier effect of tax cuts. For studies that use narrative information on

policy changes to uncover the causal effect of a tax cut on GDP, see Romer and Romer (2010) forthe USA and

Cloyne (2013) for the UK.
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Anumberofempirical studies have found that the multiplier is larger during recessions. For

example, the IMF (2012a) study analysed data on 28 economies during the Great Recession

and found multipliers for that period in the range of 0.9 to 1.7, which is significantly higher

than the value of 0.5 typically used in growth forecasts.4 There is also some contrasting

evidence that multipliers are not bigger in times of economic slack. For example, Owyang,

Ramey and Zubairy (2013) use a dataset spanning the twentieth century to estimate the size

of multipliers in Canada and the US. They find evidence that multipliers are higher during

recessions in Canada, but find no such evidence for the US.5

The empirical evidence largely supports the idea that the size of the multiplier is de-

pendent on context. This fits nicely with the modelling approach taken in this book. The

two scenarios shown earlier in this section highlighted the importance of the state of the

economy and the behaviour of the central bank for the impact of discretionary govern—

ment spending on output. We showed that in the 3—equation model, fiscal stimulus can

help boost aggregate demand and return the economy to medium—run equilibrium in a

recession. We also discussed how fiscal policy is one of the only tools available to policy

makers to stabilize the economy when monetary policy is constrained by the zero lower

bound (as it was in the global financial crisis). In addition to this, the impact of open-

ness to trade and exchange rate regimes on the fiscal multiplier is covered in detail in

Chapters 9—12.

14.2.3 The automatic stabilizers

From the formula for the short-run multiplier, it is clear that taxes related to the level of

income reduce the size of the multiplier and hence dampen the impact on aggregate de-

mand ofa demand shock. Similarly, because unemployment benefit payments vary with the

numbers unemployed, transfers increase as the level of output falls and this, too, reduces the

size ofthe short—run multiplier. Note that government spending on unemployment benefits

isatransfer payment and shows up in the model in T, which is taxes less transfers, and not

in G, which is government spending on goods and services.

Recall that a smaller multiplier is reflected in a steeper IS curve that shifts less far hor-

izontally in response to a change in exogenous expenditure (see Chapter 1). This inbuilt

dampening of shocks is what is meant by the 'automatic stabilizer’ role of the tax and social

security system. A consequence of this feature ofthe fiscal structure is that the budget deficit

rises (automatically) when activity falls and declines when activity rises.

To interpret the significance of the budget deficit recorded at any particular time, it is

necessaryto know whether output is below, at, or above equilibrium. To assist policy makers,

thecyclically-adjusted budget deficit is calculated. This is the budget deficitthat would prevail

given existing tax and transfer commitments if the economy was operating at equilibrium

output. Assuming we know equilibrium output, the concept of the cyclically—adjusted deficit

indicates whether fiscal policy is expansionary or contractionary. One practical problem with

4 See also Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2013) and Fazzari, Morley and Panovska (2012).

5 See also Crafts and Mills (2012).
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using the cyclically-adjusted deficit as a measure of fiscal stance is in estimating the level of

equilibrium or potential output, as it is often called.6

Let us define the relationship between the different concepts of the fiscal balance as

follows.

cycl. adj. or structural budget deficit E budget deficit—impact of aut. stabilizers

discret. fiscal impulse E budget deficit—impact of aut. stabilizers

60/2) _ T(}’e) E [G( t) _ T(Yt)] _ a(ye _ Yr), (14-6)

where a is a constant and the term a(ye — yt) captures the impact on the budget deficit ofthe

automatic stabilizers. Note that here we are only concerned with the budget deficitexcluding

interest payments on the outstanding government debt. This is known as the primary budget

deficit.

If current output, yt, is below equilibrium output, ye, the economy is in a recession. The

automatic stabilizers will automatically help to stabilize the economy by raising government

expenditure on transfers and depressing tax revenue (a(ye — y,) > 0), thereby pushing upthe

actual deficit [G(yt) — T(yt) > 0]. If these two effects on the right hand side of Equation 14.6

cancel out, then the change in the deficit simply reflects the automatic stabilizers: there is no

discretionary fiscal impact on aggregate demand (and the cyclically-adjusted deficit is zero).

By definition, the impact on the budget deficit ofthe automatic stabilizers is zero when out-

put is at its equilibrium level. A cyclically-adjusted budget deficit ofzero implies a discretionary

fiscal impulse on aggregate demand of zero, whereas a deficit (G(ye) — T(ye) > 0) implies an

expansionary fiscal impulse, and a surplus, implies a contractionary impact on aggregate

demand.

If the economy is in recession with output below the equilibrium and the cyclically-

adjusted deficit or surplus is zero, then the actual deficit simply reflects the automatic sta-

bilizers and will disappear once the economy returns to the equilibrium. In this case, fiscal

policy is providing no additional discretionary stimulus to push the economy backtoward the

equilibrium (i.e. in 3-equation model terminology, there is no rightward shift ofthe lS curve).

Equally, if discretionary fiscal policy is used to stimulate the return of the economy to

equilibrium (a rightward shift of IS), a cyclically-adjusted deficit would be observed. in this

case, when the economy returns to equilibrium output, it will be characterized by a larger

debt stock, i.e. T will return to T(ye) and the deficit will disappear, but debt will be higher

because each year the government runs a deficit, the debt stock increases. The government

has to recognize that it will eventually have to reduce the increase in debt that has built

up as a result of this policy stance. Such an opportunity would arise if, when the economy

is above equilibrium output, the government undertakes discretionary fiscal tightening. We

shall return to this issue when we analyse the medium-run problem offiscal policy and public

sector debt in Section 14.3.

Figure 14.2 provides a picture of UK government finances since the 19705. Recessions

are highlighted by the light grey shaded areas.7 The top panel shows the primary budget

6 The difficulties with measuring potential output and its implications for government policy are discussed

in the Web Appendix to this chapter.

7 We define recessions as periods of two or more consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth. The data on

real GDP used to calculate the series is from the UK Office for National Statistics (accessedJune 2012),
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a Actual government primary budget balance (% of GDP)

at CyclicalIy-adjusted government primary budget balance (% of potential GDP)
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Figure 14.2 UK government debt and primary budget balance as a percentage ofGDP: 1970—201 1.

Source'OECD Economic Outlook,June 2012.

Note: The actual primary balance has been calculated by adding net interest payments back onto the government budget

balance Data for the cyclicallyadjusted primary balance is only available from 1987 onwards.

balance as a percentage of GDP (a negative value implies a primary budget deficit). The black

bars show the actual government primary budget balance, which has been in deficit for the

majority of the four decades shown. The primary budget deficit worsened sharply during

(and after) recessions, such as in the early 19905 and the late 20005. The grey bars show

the cyclically-adjusted government primary budget balance, for which a deficit represents

the use ofdiscretionary fiscal expansion. There were large cyclically-adjusted deficits in the

two most recent recessions, suggesting that the UK government undertook fiscal stimulus on

top of the stabilization provided by automatic stabilizers. However, in the years of growth

directly preceding the global financial crisis, the government also ran an expansionary fiscal

policy, as shown by the cyclically-adjusted deficit being larger than the actual deficit in all

barone of the years between 2002 and 2008. This suggests that the Labour government ran

a potentially destabilizing, pro-cyclical fiscal policy during their second and third terms in

power.

The lower panel of Fig. 14.2 shows the evolution of UK government debt as a percentage

ofGDP between 1970 and 2011. We can see that periods of high budget deficits usually

translate into increases in the government debt burden (e.g. during the Great Recession).

This was not the case however in the 19705, where the government ran persistent deficits,

but the debt ratio followed a downwards trend. This can be explained by the role of inflation

in reducing the real burden of debt, which will be discussed in more detail in the box on

government debt and inflation in Section 14.3 (see Box 14.2 and Fig. 14.6) on p. 523.
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How effective are the automatic stabilizers?

This question was investigated for the USA at the turn of the century. Auerbach and Feenberg

(2000) focus on the stabilization role offederal taxes and unemployment compensation. They

find that the US tax system offsets about 8% and unemployment benefits about 2% of any

initial shock to GDP. This is rather modest, and the effects are greater in Central and Northern

European countries, which typically have highertaxation and more generous unemployment

benefits.8

Recent cross country research highlights the importance of the size of government in

accounting for the role of the automatic stabilizers.9 A mental experiment helps clarify this.

Let us take a simple example where the tax system is proportional, i.e. a 1% fall in income leads

to a 1% fall in tax revenue. Ifconsumption depends on current disposable income, this means

that the tax system provides no stabilization in the face of the shock. The assumption ofa

proportional tax system highlights the role in stabilization played by the size of government.

Underthe assumption that government spending is acyclical, i.e. it does not change with afall

in GDP, then following a fall in income, the budget deficit increases and helps to dampen the

impact ofthe fall in income. The larger is G, the larger is this dampening or counter-cyclical

effect.

From their study of 23 OECD countries over the period 1960—2010,Fatas and Mihov (2012)

report two interesting empirical results:

1. As expected, countries with larger government sectors (i.e. G/y) have larger automatic

stabilizers.

2. Countries with larger governments and hence larger automatic stabilizers undertake less

discretionary fiscal policy.

One interpretation ofthe second result is that even if governments place similarweighton

the benefits of stabilization, their ability to achieve it is affected by the size of government—

hence, discretionary and automatic stabilizers substitute for each other. They contrast the

USA and Germany. In the USA, the share of government in GDP is 37% and in Germany it

is 48%.10 For the USA, they find that counter—cyclical discretionary policy is almost as large

as the automatic stabilizer effect; in Germany, with its much larger government and larger

automatic stabilizers, all the counter—cyclical behaviour comes from the automatic stabilizers.

14.3 Debt dynamics

14.3.1 The government's budget identity

Each period, the government must finance its expenditure plans and also pay interest on

the outstanding government debt. Government debt is the stock of government bonds that

8 See Dolls et al. (2011). This paper also includes a useful summary of the academic literature on automatic

stabilizers.

9 See Fatas and Mihov (2012).

10 The variable used is: total disbursements, general government, as a percentage ofGDP. These values are

an average for the period 1991 —2010. The data is from the OECD Economic Outlook,June 2012.
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have been sold to the private sector in the past. The government can use taxation, the sale of

new bonds or the printing of money to finance its expenditure. The sources of funds are on

the right hand side of the identity and the uses of funds are on the left hand side. In nominal

terms, the government‘s budget identity in each period is:

61 + irBl-] E Tl + AB; + AMt ,

V V v v V

E0“ 919 Interest tax revenue new bonds new money

where G[ isgovernment expenditure on goods and services in nominal terms, it isthe nominal

interest rate, 8.4 is the outstanding stock of bonds and hence the value of the national debt

at the beginning of the period, T, is tax revenues measured net of transfers, AB is the value

ofthe new bonds issued in the current period and AM is the new central bank money issued

bythe government. Note that we use G, and T, to represent nominal values in this section.

This is different from the use of G. and T, elsewhere in the book, where they represent real

values. We do this to make the notation of the debt dynamics model simpler, which will

become apparent as we derive the model. The t subscript denotes that value of the variable

in period t, AB = Br — BH and AM = M, — M,_1.

Atime subscript will only be shown when referring to the variable in a period other than

t. For example, 6, becomes G. but the value of G in period t — 1 would be written as GM.

We use this approach so that the notation is less cluttered and easier to follow.

Box 14.1 Monetary financing

When the central bank finances public expenditure through printing money, this is referred to as

monetary financing. In the government's budget constraint this is represented by the term AM.

Monetary financing is a last resort and a state of extreme political dysfunction that only arises when

the government cannot raise money through taxation or borrowing due to, for example, a small tax

base, high levels of tax evasion or investors being unwilling to lend to the government.

The creation of new money by the central bank produces seignorage revenues for the government,

but it also increases the growth rate of the money supply, which, if maintained, ultimately causes

inflation to rise. The danger of continued monetary financing is that it will lead to hyperinflation,

which is where the inflation rate is in excess of 50% per month. Modern examples of hyperinflations

include some Latin American countries in the 19805 and 19905 (e.g. Nicaragua and Brazil) and some

African countries in the 20005 (e.g. Zimbabwe).

We choose not to focus on the topic further in this chapter, as monetary financing of government

deficits is not part of the modern inflation-targeting macroeconomic regime that is at the heart of the

modelling approach taken in this book. This is not necessarily the case in developing or emerging

economies, however, where political institutions are often weaker and central banks less independent

(as shown by the recent hyperinflations listed above).a

a See Chapter 6 of Carlin and Soskice (2006) for a detailed discussion of monetary financing, seignorage and

hyperinflation.
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14.3.2 Debt dynamics

What determines the path of the government's debt over time? If the debt is rising, will

it continue rising indefinitely? To answer these questions, we need to move beyond the

government’s single period budget identity.

Before we do that, we exclude the possibility that the government can borrow from the

central bank (i.e. that it can use the creation of central bank money to finance its deficit).

As discussed in Box 14.1, monetary financing is not a viable option in an economy with an

independent central bank. The budget identity therefore becomes:

G + iBH E T + AB .

v v V v

govt. exp. interest tax revenue new bonds

We begin by distinguishing between the budget deficit, which is the difference between

total expenditure and revenue (i.e. actual deficit E G + iBH — T) and the primary deficit,

which excludes the interest payments on the debt (i.e. primary deficit E G — T). It is important

to note that the stock of bonds in the economy (held by the public) is equal to the stock of

government debt. By rearranging the budget identity, we can see that the actual deficit is

equal to the change in the stock of government debt:

AB E (G — T) + iBH (14.7)

change in debt 2 primary deficit + interest on outstanding debt

change in debt 2 budget deficit.

It is the government debt relative to national income that is of central concern. We there-

fore define the debt ratio at the start of period t as

Bt—l

Pth ,

where P is the price level and y is real national income, which means that Py is nominal

national income. The next step is to rewrite the budget identity (Equation 14.7) by dividing

through by Py. This gives us the budget deficit to GDP ratio (933):

debt ratio E b, E 

budget deficit _ AB _ G — T iBt_1

GDP _ Py _ Py + Py

Ed+ib, (14.3)

 

where the ratio of the primary deficit to national income is:

primarydeficit —d G—T

GDP _ Py '

In order to pin down the determinants of the growth in the debt to GDP ratio, i.e. Ab, we

begin with the definition of b:

B E be,

use the approximation that

AB 2 PyAb + byAP + bPAy
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and divide each side by Py to give:

AB _ bAPy bAyP Abe

— + +

Py Py Py Py

=bzr+byy + Ab.

whereas usual, we write the growth rate of prices (i.e. the rate of inflation), ATP, as 71' and the

growth rate of output, 3}, as y,. Using the Fisher equation r = i —- n, we get the following

expression for the change in the debt to GDP ratio:

Ab=d+(i—rr— yy)b

= d + (r — yy)b. (14-9)

For an explanation of the role of inflation, see Fig. 14.6 and Box 14.2. Equation 14.9 explains

four key determinants of the growth of the debt to GDP ratio:

(1) the primary deficit ratio, d

(2) the real interest rate, r

(3) the growth of real GDP, yy

(4) the existing ratio of government debt to GDP, b.

It also provides a framework for looking at the fiscal rules that governments have intro-

duced or may consider introducing. To interpret the equation, let us consider two

cases:

Casel The real interest rate is above the growth rate (i.e. r > yy): the arithmetic of Equa-

tion 14.9 says that in this case, the debt to GDP ratio will be rising unless d is negative, i.e.

unless there is a primary budget surplus. The explanation is straightforward: with the real

interest rate above the growth rate, the interest payments on the existing debt are rising

faster than is GDP. Hence servicing the debt interest is pushing up the debt burden. The

only way that this can be offset so that the debt ratio does not rise (i.e. for Ab = 0) is for

the government to run a primary budget surplus.

CaseZThe real interest rate is below the growth rate (i.e. r < yy): this case represents a

benign scenario from the perspective of the government’s finances. Since the growth of

the economy is sufficient to reduce the impact of interest payments on the debt burden,

some level of primary deficit is consistent with a constant ratio of debt to GDP. Indeed if

the government were to run a primary surplus in this scenario, it would eventually end

up with negative public debt. The public sector would own financial assets issued by the

private sector.

Adiagram helps to clarify the relationship between the primary deficit, the real interest

rate, the growth rate and the debt ratio and to highlight the difference between Case 1 and

Case 2. We use a diagram with the existing debt to GDP ratio (b) on the horizontal axis

and the change in the debt to GDP ratio (Ab) on the vertical axis. The primary deficit, d, is

the intercept term and the relationship between the real interest rate and the growth rate

determines the slope of the line showing the growth of the debt ratio. For any economy, in

orderto draw the appropriate ’phase line' (the name for the line showing Ab as a function

of b), we need to know the current primary deficit, the real interest rate and the growth rate.
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a. Primary deficit

Ab Ab=d+(r—yy)b

  
, d f,“ d At A, debt ratio rises without limit.

primary ei I ,

i

K A b

b. Primary surplus

Ab

Ab=d+(r—7))b

 

b

 

primary surplus, SI

At A, debt ratio falls without limit.

At B, debt ratio is constant but not stable.

At C, debt ratio rises without limit.

 
Figure 14.3 The government debt ratio. Case 1: the real interest rate exceeds the growth rate.

The existing level of debt, b, then tells us where we are on the phase line. Of course, unless

the initial position of the economy is on the horizontal axis with Ab = O, the debt ratio will

have changed if we look at the economy at a later time.

Figure 14.3 illustrates Case 1: the real interest rate exceeds the growth rate. Figure 14.3a

shows an economy with a primary deficit. Once we know the existing level of debt, we can

fix the economy’s position on the phase line. But note that the economy will not remain

stationary: it will be moving north-east along the phase line as shown by the arrows. When

next observed, the debt ratio will be higher.

Figure 14.3b shows an economy with exactly the same interest rate and growth rate as in

Fig. 14.3a but with a primary surplus (hence the intercept is below the horizontal axis). Here,

we note the situation with three different initial debt ratios. If an economy happens to have

an initial debt ratio shown by point A, its debt ratio will be falling (as shown by the arrows

in the south-westerly direction). Why is this? This is because it is a situation in which the

primary surplus is sufficiently large to offset the (r > yy) effect so that the debt ratio declines.

if the debt ratio is as at point B, then the debt ratio will remain constant: the primary surplus

(reducing the debt ratio) and the (r > yy) effect (raising it) exactly offset each other. But, note

that point B is not stable: a slight increase in the debt ratio triggers an ever-increasing debt

ratio and a slight fall triggers an ever-falling debt ratio. An appropriate primary surplus can

hold the debt ratio constant, but it cannot mitigate the underlying dynamics of the debt,

which is determined by the relationship between r and yy. An economy with a debt ratio as

at point C is characterized by an ever-increasing debt ratio.

Figure 14.4 illustrates Case 2: the growth rate exceeds the real interest rate. In this case.

the phase line has a negative slope. At point C in Fig. 14.4a, the debt ratio is rising as
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a. Primary deficit

Ab At A, debt ratio rises toward B.

At B, debt ratio is constant and stable.

At C, debt ratio falls towards B.

primarydeficit.dI {:"7y A

C
B
\

bAb=d+(r-yy)b

b. Primary surplus

 

Ab .

At A, debt ratio negative, constant and stable.

At B, debt ratio falls towards A.

\\A B

1 I

primary surplus. sK

Ab = d + (r — 7)) b

Figure 14.4 The government debt ratio. Case 2: the growth rate exceeds the real interest rate.

 
shown by the arrows to the south-east. But what happens when we observe this economy

some time later and the debt ratio has risen to the level shown by point B? As long as the

primary deficit and interest and growth rates remain unchanged, the economy will remain

at point B. Moreover, unlike point B in Fig. 14.3b, this debt ratio is stable: a slight increase

in the debt ratio will put the economy on to the segment with the north-westerly arrows

taking it back to the equilibrium (and vice versa). How can we explain this? Let us compare

pointB in Fig. 14.3b with point B in Fig. 14.4a. In Fig. 14.3b, the fact that r > yy means that

when there is a small increase in the debt ratio, the interest burden of the debt reinforces

the increase in the debt ratio. By contrast in Fig. 14.4a, the fact that r < yy means that the

increase in the debt is dampened because output grows faster than the interest cost of the

debt

The lower panel of Fig. 14.4 shows the case where a primary surplus characterizes an

economy in which the growth rate exceeds the real interest rate. As the diagram shows, such

an economy will converge toward a negative debt ratio. The government will be a net holder

of private sector financial assets.

We can use the debt diagram to explore some interesting examples. In the first example

(Fig. 14.5a), the initial situation is one in which there is a primary deficit, the growth rate

exceeds the real interest rate, and the debt ratio is declining (at time t, the economy is at

pointA); we assume that the economy suddenly experiences a rise in the interest rate and/or

afall in the growth rate so that r > yy. What happens? The new phase line is shown by the

upward-sloping line and the economyjumps from point A to point B. The debt ratio begins

to rise and will rise without limit unless the interest rate, growth rate or the primary deficit

changes.
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At A, debt ratio is falling.

Then r— 7 turns positive

Debt ratio begins to rise (B).

\\|\
bt—i

A Ab=d+(r—y))b

  primary deficit, d
 

 

  

Immediate shift to primary surplus.

Debt ratio constant (but unstable) at C.

  ‘
.
.
-
.
.
.
.

primary deficit, d
 

primary surplus, $11 17,4

A Ab = d + (r — 7)) b

Figure 14.5 Switch from the case where the growth rate exceeds the real interest rate to the case where the

growth rate is less than the real interest rate.

In the second example (Fig. 14.5b), we follow the same economy but this time as soon

as the switch in r — yy occurs, the government immediately tightens fiscal policy so thatthe

primary deficit is replaced by a primary surplus ($1). This would require a dramatic cut in

government spending and/or rise in taxation. If this could be done instantaneously, then

the economy would move from point A to point C and the debt ratio would be constant

(although unstable).

Sovereign default risk

Until the global financial crisis it was customary in discussions of debt dynamics for the

advanced economies to assume that there was essentially no risk that the governmentwould

not honour its bonds, i.e. pay the interest and repay the principal. This is no longerthe case,

as vividly demonstrated by the crisis in the Eurozone.11 A positive default risk alters the debt

dynamics since the risk premium, p, is added to r"5k'f'°e, the risk-free real interest rate. A

non-zero risk of sovereign default affects the path of the debt ratio:

r = rrisk-free + ,0

Ab = d + (r'isk‘free + p — yy)b. (1410)

From Equation 14.10 it is clear that a positive risk premium worsens the debt dynamics.

H See Chapter 12 for an explanation of why the sovereign debt crisis affected member countries of the

Eurozone.
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Figure 14.6 UK government debt to GDP ratios: current vs. constant prices 1830—2010.

Source: Debt data from the IMF Historical Public Debt Database (see Abbas et al. 2010). Consumer prices data from the ONS

(accessedjune 2010).

Note: The constant price data was calculated by multiplying the nominal debt data (from the IMF) by the consumer price

index in the current year relative to that in the base year (for each chart separately).

Box 14.2 Government debt and inflation

The link between inflation and the government debt ratio is given by:

Ab: d + (i — 7r — yy)b. (debt dynamics and inflation)

We can see that inflation contributes to reducing the change in the debt ratio.al This is intuitive,

aswe can think of inflation as reducing the real value of debt. When the debt level is high,

governments may be tempted to allow inflation to rise and erode the real debt burden. This highlights

the fact that the equation showing the relation between inflation and the change in debt does not

express causality. Causality can clearly go in either direction: for a given debt burden, higher inflation

will reduce it; but higher inflation may be a consequence of a policy response to a higher debt burden.

The extent to which inflation can influence government debt ratios can be shown by analysing the

evolution of public debt in the UK over four historical episodes.b Figure 14.6 compares the actual

government debt to GDP ratio to that which would have prevailed had prices been held constant

in four different time periods; 1830-1914, 1918—1939, 1946—1979 and 1980—2010.C We can study
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each period in turn to highlight the importance of inflation to the path of the debt ratio. In each case,

it is interesting to keep in mind the possibility of reverse causality and to think about what lay behind

the very different behaviour of inflation. A high debt ratio was not always followed by high inflation.

1830—1914 The actual debt ratio started the period at 182% due to the large amount of debt the

government built up during the Napoleonic wars. The ratio had fallen to 27% by the end of the

period. The evolution of the constant price debt ratio almost exactly matches the actual debt ratio,

as the price level stayed roughly constant throughout this period (i.e. inflation was zero on average).

in other words, inflation did not contribute to the fall in the debt burden.

1918—1939 In the inten/var period, the actual debt ratio rose sharply, to 196% by 1923, and did not

fall substantially until the years directly preceding World War II. The debt ratio would have fallen

much faster and more consistently had the price level been held constant. The period was, however,

marred by deflation, which made debt reduction more difficult.

1946-1979 The post~World War ll period was one of inflation, prices were over eight times higher in

1979 than they were in 1946. This aided the government in reducing the substantial debt incurred

during W“. The actual debt ratio started the period at 270% and fell to around 50% by 1973, in the

absence of the effects of inflation, debt would have only fallen to 189% by this time. The period from

1974—1979 was one of very high inflation (partly as a result of the OPEC oil shocks discussed in

Chapter 11) and poor economic performance. The debt ratio would have risen sharply to over400%

of GDP in this period without this rapid increase in prices, as it was, the actual debt ratio finished the

period just below the 50% mark.

1980—2010 The three decades from 1980 were also characterized by positive inflation, albeit

typically at much lower levels than those seen in the 19705. In this period, the actual debt ratio

hovered around 50% of GDP before climbing to 75% in the second half of the 20005 as a result of the

global financial crisis. The constant price series shows that the debt ratio would have risen to over

250% had there been no inflation over the post—1980 period.

This analysis highlights two important points. Firstly, high levels of government debt decline slowly.

It can takes years to reduce debt to sustainable levels. Secondly, the path of the debt ratio is

influenced by inflation. High inflation may also be a response to high debt.

3 This box investigates the impact of inflation on the government debt ratio. For a discussion ofthe impact of

inflation on other fiscal policy factors, such as revenue, expenditure and debt interest costs,

see Box 4.3 in the Office for Budget Responsibility’s Economic and Fiscal Outlook, March 2011.

'7 Hall and Sargent (2010) undertake a similar analysis for the United States in the post-WWII period.

The authors ascertain the contributions to changes in the US debt ratio from both inflation and

the other variables in the debt dynamics equation (e.g. the interest rate, economic growth and the primary deficit).

C This section uses the same methodology as the analysis presented in Chapter 4 of Eichengreen et al, (2011),
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Table14.1 Growth rates, real interest rates, and real rates of return.

 

USA Germany

 

19605 81 19705 19805 19905 19605 & 19705 19805 19905

 

Grovnn rate 1% p a.) 3 7 3 2 3.1 3.5 1.4 1.8

Rear interest rate (36) 0 9 5.4 4.5 2.7 4.5 4.2

Rea profit rate (96) 10 O 7.8 8.6 14.1 8.9 10.3

 

Note: Pnor to 1995, Germany is West Germany.

Source: OECD, Historical Statistics (various years); the real profit rate is for the business sector and calculated for the USA

from Bureau of Economic Analysis National Income and Product Accounts and for Germany from the Statistisches

Bundesamt, Volkswirtschaftliche Gesamtrechnungen.

14.3.3 The costs of high and rising government debt

Inthe examples we have discussed, it is clear that the cost of high public debt differs according

to whether the real interest rate (including the risk premium) is higher or lower than the

growth rate. Ifthe growth rate is higher than the interest rate, then the economy is converging

toastable debt ratio—there is no problem with solvency. The problematic situation is one

in which the real interest rate exceeds the growth rate. Although the latter was typical of

the advanced economies in recent decades, the former was characteristic of the 19605 and

19705. Table 14.1 provides data for the USA and Germany for the 19605 to the 19905. It is

interestingto note that in the years when the growth rate exceeded the real interest rate, it was

nevertheless the case that the real rate of return on capital remained above the growth rate.

Forthe evolution ofthe debt ratio, it is the relationship between the real growth rate and real

interest rate on government debt that matters. In the advanced countries, it is typically the

casethat the real interest rate on government bonds is risk free. This means that it is well below

thereal rate of return on fixed investment as illustrated in the data for Germany and the USA.

Aswe have seen, with r > yy, a substantial primary surplus may be required to stop the debt

ratio rising further and an even larger primary surplus is required to reduce the debt burden.

This is likely to create problems for the economy for a number of reasons. Increasing the

primary surplus either requires painful cuts in expenditure or politically unpopular increases

intaxation. Because of their supply-side effects, increases in taxation are also likely to raise

equilibrium unemployment (PS shifts down) and make macroeconomic management more

difficult (see Chapter 15).

A high level of debt that is rising without limit may trigger concerns that the government

may default on its debt. If so, the government will face a higher interest rate on its borrowing

to incorporate the premium for default risk, p. A higher interest rate will in turn feed back to

worsen the debt burden as in Equation 14.10, as well as dampening investment. In addition,

at some point, credit to the government may be cut off. To continue to finance its expenditure

the government may resort to monetizing the debt, as explained in the box on monetary

financing in Section 14.3 on p.517.

In explaining the mechanics of debt dynamics, we have assumed that the interest rate and

the growth rate are exogenous. However, we have now highlighted the potential feedback

from the debt ratio to the interest rate via the risk premium. To see why this matters, let

us consider the case of a government operating in the benign regime in which the growth
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rate exceeds the real interest rate. As we have seen, in this regime, a primary budget deficit

is consistent with a stable debt ratio, and a larger primary deficit is associated with a larger

stable debt ratio. The higher is the debt ratio, the more vulnerable is the government in

the event that the relationship between the growth rate and the real interest rate becomes

adverse: it has to undertake greater fiscal tightening in order to stem the rise in the debt ratio.

This possibility may in turn lead to a rise in the risk premium and trigger such an adverse

shift. This provides an argument for the government to be concerned about the size of the

debt ratio even when there is no immediate threat of an ever-increasing debt ratio because

the growth rate is above the real interest rate.

The government’s intertemporal budget identity can also be interpreted as its solvency

constraint and as the requirement for the absence ofa default risk on its debt. We begin with

Equation 14.9, we assume that there is positive government debt (Le. b > O) and focus on

the conditions necessary for the debt ratio not to increase, i.e. for Ab 5 0:

Since Ab = d + (r — yy)b,

this implies that for Ab 5 0,

 b g _d
r — yy

‘ | GDP

i.e. existing debt/GDP 5w.

(’ — 7y)

In order to interpret the budget constraint in this way, we have to think of each variable in

terms of its ’long-run' or ’permanent’ value. The equation says that for long-run sustainability,

with a given long—run real interest rate in excess of the expected long-run growth rate, there

must be a long-run primary surplus if the debt ratio is to be constant. When interpreted in

this way, as we shall see in Section 14.5.3, this equation provides a method for evaluatingthe

sustainability ofa fiscal policy programme.

The Eurozone sovereign debt crisis

The Eurozone provides a good example of how government (or sovereign) debt can be-

come unsustainable. We can apply the debt dynamics model presented in this section to a

real-world situation. Figure 14.7 shows the government debt ratios for selected Eurozone

members from 1995 to 2011.

The government debt to GDP ratios (Le. b) ofall countries in Fig. 14.7 increased (i.e. Ab > 0)

between 2008 and 2011. This trend was particularly marked in Greece, Ireland and Spain.

We can use the debt dynamics equation, including the risk premium on sovereign debt, to

trace the cause of this increase in debt burdens:

Ab = d-l- (rrisk-free + p _ Yy)b~

For debt to be increasing, the right hand side of the debt dynamics equation needs to be

positive. There were a number offactors that meant this was indeed the case in the peripheral

Eurozone economies between 2008 and 2011. The severity of the recession caused by the

global financial crisis and the need to bail out banking systems meant these countries all ran
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Figure 14.7 Government debt to GDP ratios for selected Eurozone members: 1995-2011.

Source: OECD Economic Outlook. June 2012.

Nate'Vanable used is gross public debt. Maastricht criterion, as a percentage of GDP.

large primary budget deficits between 2008 and 201 1 ,that is, d > O. The collapse in aggregate

demand that accompanied the global financial crisis (and the subsequent debt crisis) neg-

atively affected economic growth in these countries, reducing yy. The risk premium on pe-

ripheral economy sovereign bonds increased substantially upon fears of default, that is, T p.

The experience of these countries shows that even low and stable government debt ratios

areinherently vulnerable to negative economic shocks and a sudden increase in (r'iSk'free + p)

relative to y,. This can put debt on an explosive path—Ireland provides a poignant example

ofthis: their debt ratio was only 25% in 2007, but shot up to 108% by 2011.

Empirical evidence on the relationship between high debt and GDP growth

The rise in government debt levels associated with the global financial crisis and the Eurozone

sovereign debt crisis has led to much research activity on the relationship between high

government debt and GDP growth. The literature has primarily focused on the question of

whether high government debt acts as a drag on economic growth. An influential paper by

Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) ignited this debate. The authors analysed historical episodes of

debt overhang and reported that periods in which government debt to GDP ratios exceeded

90% were associated with roughly 1% lower growth annually.

The Reinhart and Rogoff paper was widely cited by policy makers implementing austerity

policies. It has been criticized on two grounds. Herndon, Ash and Pollin (2013) uncovered a

number of coding errors in the spreadsheet underpinning the Reinhart and Rogoff analysis,

which when corrected reduced the strength of the negative relationship between high debt

and GDP growth in their findings. More substantively, economists have questioned the

direction of causality in the association between high debt and slow growth found in the

data. Reinhart and Rogoffclaim that high debt causes low growth; other economists claim that

it is more likely to be slow growth causing the build up of debt.12 It is important to establish

'2 See for example, irons and Bivens (2010) and Paul Krugman’s blog post from 11 August 2010 entitled

Reinhart and Rogoff Are Confusing Me.
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the true direction of causation, as the two potential explanations imply very different policy

recommendations (for example, on austerity).

The use of advanced statistical techniques can help to overcome the problem of disent-

angling the causal effect of higher debt on growth from the reverse effect of weaker growth

leading to higher debt, which is at the centre of this debate. The academic literature has

taken a number of different approaches to this, such as using instrumental variables and

distributed lag models. The literature has yet to come to a consensus: some of the articles

find statistical support for Reinhart and Rogofl’s assertions, whereas others find evidencethat

the correlation between debt and growth is due to slow growth causing the accumulation of

government debt.13

Policy makers in Europe used Reinhart and Rogoff's paper as evidence tojustify the imple-

mentation of frontloaded fiscal consolidations (i.e. austerity measures) in the wake of the

sovereign debt crisis. However, even a finding that high debt is bad for long-run growth does

not necessarily lead to this policy recommendation. Cottarelli andJaramiIIo (2013) support

the view that high public debt to GDP ratios are bad for long-term growth. However, they

also find that fiscal consolidation is bad for short-term growth and can delay improvements

in fiscal indicators, particularly when frontloaded. In the case where there is no immediate

market pressure, the authors therefore recommend a more gradual pace of consolidation to

balance the short-term costs of consolidation against the long—term gains.

The next subsection looks more closely at the debate surrounding policies aimed at re-

ducing government debt ratios, asking whether there are circumstances under which fiscal

consolidation can be positive for GDP growth in the short run as well as the long run.

14.3.4 Can fiscal consolidation be expansionary?

In the discussion of the costs of fiscal consolidation, it has been assumed so far that an

increase in the primary budget surplus (i.e. a cut in government expenditure on transfers,

consumption or investment and/or a rise in taxation) will have the short-run consequence of

reducing the level of aggregate demand and output (because the IS curve shifts to the left).

Arguments have been developed—partly in response to the experience offiscal consolidation

in the 19805 ofa number of European countries—that a contractionary short-run effect may

not necessarily occur. Denmark (1983—86) and Ireland (1987—89) in the 19805 provide two

examples of periods where fiscal consolidations ran alongside expansions in consumption,

investment and GDP.14

Why might fiscal consolidation directly stimulate aggregate demand? If the economy is

already in a state of so-called fiscal stress (an unsustainable fiscal position), then because

of the risk premium (p) the interest rate will be higher than it othen/vise would be and

the country’s sovereign bond yields (i.e. government borrowing costs) will diverge from the

risk-free rate. In addition, in the expectation of some kind of crisis, households may have

13 For examples of articles that find evidence that high debt causes slow growth, see Kumar and Woo (2010),

Cecchetti, Mohanty and Zampolli (2011) and Baum, Checherita—Westphal and Rother (2013). For examples

of articles that find evidence that slow growth causes high debt, see Bivens and Irons (2010), Basu (2013) and

Dube (2013).

14 See Giavazzi and Pagano (1990).
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lowered their estimates of their wealth. In a situation of fiscal stress, it is also likely that

there is considerable uncertainty about future economic developments, which will typically

depress investment and spending more generally. A fiscal consolidation that was viewed by

the public as credible may boost both investment and consumption by resolving uncertainty

aswell as by reducing the risk premium and restoring optimism about expected wealth.

Less dramatic arguments may also hold weight. If the government announces a fiscal

consolidation plan that is based on cutting government consumption (e.g. the public sector

wage bill) rather than cutting government investment or raising taxation, the public may

believe that this signals a commitment to long term fiscal reform. This may lift households’

expectations of lifetime wealth because they believe that taxes in the future will be lower (see

Section 14.4.1). If wealth goes up, then for households that are not credit constrained and

behave according to the permanent income hypothesis, consumption spending should rise.

The idea that the composition rather than simply the size of the fiscal consolidation pro—

gramme determines its short-run impact is an interesting one. Some empirical support for

this is provided in the studies of European fiscal consolidations in the 19805 and 19905.15 The

arguments centre on the expectational effects of the programmes: cutting government con-

sumption is believed to be more costly in political terms than is either cutting government

investment or raising taxes. Hence a government embarking on a consolidation programme

based on reductions in consumption may more effectively signal its seriousness about fiscal

reform and hence have a stronger effect on expectations in the private sector.

The insights from the macro model highlight the need to take account when analysing the

impactofa fiscal consolidation programme of(1 ) the supply-side impact ofthe consolidation

policy (eg. an increase in tax would shift the PS curve down and prompt monetary policy

tightening whereas a consolidation based on cuts in public sector pay would shift the WS

curve down permitting an easing of monetary policy), (2) the stance of monetary policy, and

(3) other supply-side policies.

An analysis ofthe details of fiscal consolidation programmes that were implemented in the

19805 and 19905 suggests that the impact of the programmes on output in the short run was

influenced by the balance between expenditure cuts and tax increases in the programmes,

the associated stance of monetary policy and by wage accords. In particular, features of

policy in countries observed to have expansionary fiscal consolidations were the following:

expenditure-based consolidations, implementation of a devaluation of the exchange rate

andawage accord at the same time as the consolidation.16

Alesinaand Ardagna (201 0) analyse 107 fiscal consolidations in OECD economies between

1970 and 2007. The authors find that 26 of these episodes (roughly a quarter of the total)

were expansionary and that all episodes were mostly associated with spending cuts rather

than tax increases.

More recent literature is less supportive of the expansionary fiscal consolidation hypoth-

esis. Two influential papers by the MP (IMF, 2010 and Guajardo et al., 2011) criticize the

methodology used in the earlier studies. They adopt a different approach by using policy

15 See, for example, Alesina et al. (1998).

16 See, for example, Alesina and Ardagna (1998 and 2010). For a summary ofthe evidence, see Briotti (2004).For

arecent reevaluation of four cases originally thought to support the idea of expansionary fiscal consolidation

see Perotti (2013).
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documents to identify tax hikes or spending cuts that were explicitly undertaken to improve

the public finances. In this way, the IMF can identify episodes which were based on fiscal

policy actions motivated by deficit reduction, irrespective of their success. In contrast, the

method used by Alesina and co—authors identifies periods of consolidation by looking at

successful budget outcomes, which can can bias the results towards finding expansionary

effects.17

The IMF papers find that:

1. Fiscal consolidation is typically contractionary—a consolidation of 1% of GDP typically

reduces GDP by around 0.5% within two years. It also reduces domestic demand by 1%

and increases unemployment by 0.3 percentage points.

2. The pain of consolidation is eased by accommodative monetary policy, exchange rate

depreciation and an adjustment that relies more heavily on spending cuts than tax rises.

Although the latter is largely a result of monetary policy providing more stimulus in

spending—based consolidations.

3. Consolidations are less contractionary in countries with high perceived default risk but

expansionary effects are still unusual.

4. Fiscal consolidation is likely to be beneficial for GDP in the long term.

Moreover, consolidation will be most painful when undertaken simultaneously in

economies with fixed exchange rates and little scope for monetary stimulus. This provides

a bleak picture for the Eurozone economies undergoing austerity in the wake of the global

financial crisis and the Eurozone debt crisis.

14.4 The government’s budget constraint and Ricardian

equivalence

In the previous section, we used the government’s budget identity to investigate the de-

terminants of the path of the debt to GDP ratio. Here we show the connection between

that discussion and the analysis of household consumption behaviour using the permanent

income hypothesis (PIH) in Chapter 1. In the RE—PIH (Ricardian equivalence—permanent

income hypothesis), the government’s intertemporal optimization problem is set up in the

same way as the household’s, i.e. maximizing utility subject to an intertemporal budget

constraint. Households and government are connected through their budget constraints.

Looked at in this light, and recalling the permanent income hypothesis from Chapter

1, we can see that the household will take into account the consequences for its budget

constraint of how the government finances its expenditure. If the government sells bonds

(to households) to fund its spending, the household will figure out that higher taxes will be

required later on to service the debt and repay the principal. Under some circumstances

therefore, deficit-financed spending will be viewed as identical to tax-financed spending.

The term Ricardian equivalence is used to refer to this case.

17 Alesina's response to the IMF approach can be found in an online article on Vox entitled Fiscal adjustmenb

and the recession, November 2010.
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We address the following questions:

1. Under what conditions is the household indifferent between taxes now and in the future,

ie. when does Ricardian equivalence hold?

2. Is there empirical evidence for this behaviour?

3. Ifthe world is Ricardian in this way, what does it imply for the effectiveness of fiscal policy,

in particular, what are the implications of a tax cut or a rise in government spending for

aggregate demand and output?

14.4.1 Ricardian equivalence and the PIH

The core idea of the RE—PIH, is that households will fully internalize the consequences for

them over an infinite time horizon of government spending and financing decisions. Any

increase in the government deficit will be analysed by households for its consequences

for their permanent income and they will behave accordingly. As we shall see, this may

or may not mean that aggregate demand changes in response to a change in the govern-

ment deficit The answer depends on the implications for household permanent income.

This argument has a pedigree stretching back to the nineteenth-century classical economist

David Ricardo and was revived in the 19705 by Robert Barro and is known as 'Ricardian

equivalence'.18

It is simplest to think about the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis by modelling the econ-

omy over an infinite time horizon as in Chapter 1. We assume that the permanent income

hypothesisdescribes consumption behaviour. As we showed in Chapter 1 , households prefer

asmooth path of consumption independent of current income and since it is assumed that

they can borrow at the interest rate r, they will be able to implement this.

We begin by writing the households’ intertemporal budget constraint (in the absence of

government) as follows:

76 I

-, C +, , .

X y“ , = Z—i, (HH intertemporal budget constraint)

'=0 (1 + f) 1:0 (1 + f)

 

where [:0 fly“, is total lifetime labour income and noting that in this model, consump-

tion is the only type of expenditure. To simplify, we omit the expectation operator, assume

aconstant real rate of interest r, and ignore assets held at the beginning of the period. This

says that the present value of the income of the household sector, which is assumed to live

forever, is equal to the present value of its spending.

Households maximize their utility subject to the intertemporal budget constraint. As dis-

cussed in Chapter 1, the solution to the maximization problem takes the form of the Euler

equation,

1

C, = fi—fcm. (Euler equation)

‘8 Barro (1974).
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which highlights the consumption smoothing result ofthe PIH.19 p is the subjective discount

rate of the households and when p = r, households consume the same in every period. We

will assume p = r.

Step 1: introduce the government with tax-financed spending

We now introduce the government. It is assumed that the government undertakes spending

in each period and that the spending is financed through lump—sum taxation, i.e. there is a

balanced budget in each period (T = G). It is assumed that government spending does not

provide utility to households. How does this affect our results for consumption? We modify

the intertemporal budget constraint for the households by explicitly including the tax that

has to be paid each period to finance the government spending:

00 00

M=Zi. (HH intertemporal budget constraint with government)

i=0 (1 + r)’ i=0 (1 + r)‘

We compare the housholds’ intertemporal budget constraint with and without the govern-

ment, noting the following: the tax is lump—sum, so it cannot affect incentives; and govern»

ment spending does not affect either future income (e.g. via infrastructure spending) or

utility. The latter leaves the household utility function unaffected by government spending.

Given this set-up, when households maximize utility, they will smooth consumption,just

as in the case without government. Their behaviour is captured by the Euler equation and the

only difference is that the level of consumption in the Euler equation will be lower because

taxation reduces permanent income. Consumption will therefore be constant overtime, but

at a lower level than in the case without government.

We have assumed that r = ,0, such that the household's optimal comsumption path is to

consume the same amount in each period. How much do they consume when government

spending is tax financed? When the economy is in equilibrium, they will consume their

permanent disposible income, which is equal to ye — T (or equivalently ye — G).

Step 2: what happens ifthe government switches to financing government spending through

borrowing rather than taxation?

We now assume that the government reduces tax in period 0 to zero and finances govern-

ment spendingthrough borrowing. The government borrows B = G in each period by selling

a bond of value B and must then pay interest of rB in perpetuity on that period's borrowing.

We assume that the government has to raise taxes to pay the interest and that they do this

as the interest comes due (i.e. tax in period 1 is rB, tax in period 2 is ZrB, and so on). The

interest bill (and hence taxation) increases in each period because the government has to

pay interest of rB for every bond of value B it sells and it sells one every period from period

0 onwards.

How much disposible income do households have in each period in this scenario? Again

assuming the economy starts at equilibrium, they will have ye minus the tax in each period.

19 As discussed in the Appendix of Chapter 1 the Euler equation takes this form if and only if we assume a log

utility function of the form: U(Ct+i) = lfngrC/Sji . 
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Hence,disposible income in period 0 is equal to ye. disposible income in period 1 is equal

roy,—rB,disposible income in period 2 is equal to ye — 2rB and so on.

In ourmodel, we have assumed that r = p, so that households want to consume the same

amount in each period. How much would the household need to save in each period in

order to earn interest that would exactly cover the amount they will be required to pay in

taxation in the future? The answer is obvious, they would need to save B in each period,

ineliect buying the bond the government has sold. The stream of income from the bonds

bought by the households will then exactly cover their tax bill and as B is the same in each

period, consumption smoothing is preserved.

What is the permanent disposible income of households in this scenario? It is simply

y,-B= y. - G = y, — T. Hence, the permanent consumption of households is the same

whether government spending is financed by taxes or by borrowing. Under the RE-PIH,

households do not take advantage of the higher disposable income they have in period 0

to increase consumption, because they want to smooth consumption in order to maximize

their utility.

In short, the household takes action in period 0 to completely neutralize the effect of the

shift from tax to bond finance. Once the interdependence between the government and

the household sector is made transparent, the strong result of Ricardian equivalence can be

clearly seen.

The Ricardian equivalence result depends on the following assumptions:

1. theabsence ofcredit constraints on households, i.e. households are able to borrow against

expected future income at the current interest rate (permanent income hypothesis);

2. theinterest rate and time horizon faced by households and the government are the same;

and

3. households have children or heirs and incorporate the utility of their heirs into their

consumption behaviour, i.e. households behave ’as if’ they last forever.

Let us take each of these in turn. If households are credit constrained, then as we saw

in Chapter 1, they are unable to implement consumption smoothing. If this is the case,

Ricardian equivalence will not hold, because being unable to borrow, the household will not

beindifferent to the timing of changes in its income.

Unlike the Ricardian equivalence assumption that the government is just the aggregate

of all the households in the economy, in the real world, governments can often borrow

more cheaply than households. This makes government borrowing more attractive to the

household than higher current taxation. This is also the case if households are more myopic

or short-sighted than governments, or if they care more about their own welfare than that

oftheir children or of other new households, including those who arrive as immigrants and

enterthe economy in the future. In all these cases, households will prefer to defer taxes and

hence will raise consumption by more in the first period in the case of the deficit-financed

Spending programme.

After a clear statement of the nature of the assumptions required to deliver Ricardian

equivalence,John Seater, in a survey in the journal of Economic Literature, concludes:20

20 Seater (1993: 155—6).
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Finite horizons, non-altruistic or inoperative bequest motives, childless couples, credit con-

straints, and uncertainty can all lead to failure of Ricardian equivalence and it seems virtually

certain that some of these sources of non—equivalence are operative. it appears likely that

the world is not Ricardian.

The consensus View is that changes in fiscal policy are only partly offset by changes in

private sector savings: the sources of’non-equivalence’ in the real world mean that Ricardian

equivalence is not a good representation of macroeconomic behaviour.21 Recent literature

has shown that standard macroeconomic models can be made to better fit the empirical

data by allowing for the presence of some rule-of—thumb consumers—Le. a proportion of

consumers act as if they follow a Keynesian consumption function instead of being fully

fonzvard looking.22

In addition, recent research has found that Ricardian effects are stronger the more de-

veloped are financial markets.” This finding not only suggests that credit constraints are a

salient source of’non-equivalence’, but also that the global trend towards financial develop-

ment could see the world economy becoming more Ricardian over time. This could have

important implications for stabilization policy, as we shall see in the next subsection.

14.4.2 Ricardian equivalence and fiscal policy effectiveness

We turn our attention to the implications ofthe RE—PIH for the effectiveness offiscal stimulus

packages, i.e. the use of temporary changes in taxation or government spending to boost

aggregate demand.

Temporary tax cuts

In the RE—PIH framework, a temporary tax cut entails a tax increase later in order that the

intertemporal budget constraint is met. Because the tax cut is saved (as in Step 2 above),

consumption and hence aggregate demand do not change at all. Attempting to stimulate

the economy by increasing aggregate demand via a temporary tax cut like this is completely

ineffective if the economy is characterized by Ricardian equivalence (remember that this is

a lump—sum tax cut so it has no effect on incentives).

Temporary rise in government spending financed by borrowing

The case of a temporary rise in government spending financed by borrowing is different.

if we return to Step 1 above, we can easily see that higher government spending in period

0 reduces permanent income for households. They will therefore re-optimize and reduce

consumption in every period. To calculate the net impact of the increased government

spending on aggregate demand in period 0, we therefore need to add together the extra

21 For a study focusing on OECD countries, see de Mello, Kongsrud, and Price (2004). A summary is provided

in OECD, Economic Outlook, 76 (2004), ch. V. For further evidence on the real world being only partially

Ricardian see Holmes (2006) and Brittle (2010).

22 Gali et al. (2007) shows how adding rule—of—thumb consumers to a New Keynesian DSGE model can

account for existing evidence on 'non—equivalence’. See Chapter 1 for a discussion of the different types of

consumption function. See Chapter 16 for a discussion of New Keynesian DSGE models.

23 See Rohn (2010).
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government spending and the reduced level of consumption. Since the impact of the higher

government spending on the household‘s budget constraint is spread across all periods

(saving goes up in all periods to pay the higher taxes in order to satisfy the intertemporal

budgetconstraint), the fall in consumption must be less than the rise in government spending:

hence there is a positive boost to aggregate demand in period 0. This assumes that the real

interest rate remains unchanged.

To summarize, if Ricardian equivalence (and hence the PIH) holds:

1. Temporary tax cuts have no impact on aggregate demand (and cannot therefore affect

output).

2. Temporary higher government spending financed by borrowing boosts aggregate de—

mand, because the offsetting effect on consumption is spread overfuture periods whereas

all of the government spending affects aggregate demand in period 0. Note that the in—

crease in government spending is partially offset by lower consumption, so the multiplier

must be less than 1.

3. Combining the first and second results, a temporary increase in government spending

financed by higher taxes (i.e. a balanced budget spending boost) will have the same effect

asthe case where the spending is financed by borrowing.

These results contrast with a model with Keynesian consumption behaviour, where holding

theinterest rate constant, the multiplier is greater than 1 in the case ofa temporary rise in gov—

ernment spending financed by borrowing and equal to 1 when it is a balanced budget fiscal

expansion.

14.5 Deficit bias and the political economy of debt

Figure 14.2 for the UK highlights what is called 'deficit bias’. This is the tendency for budget

deficits to rise in recessions, but not to fall in a sufficiently offsetting way in booms. The bias

leads to a preference for financing government spending through borrowing rather than

taxation.

The resultisthe upward trend in debt ratios reported in Section 14.3. Relating these data to

the debt dynamics equation in the form that includes inflation, we can infer that a tendency

toward deficit bias has been mainly interrupted by bursts of inflation (e.g. the UK in the

19705; see Figure 14.6) or especially rapid GDP growth relative to the real interest rate (e.g.

Spain and Ireland in the 20005; see Figure 14.7).

in this section, we set out briefly some of the hypotheses that have been proposed to

explain deficit bias behaviour.”1 Some of the explanations help to account for a general

tendencyfor deficit bias and others are more helpful in explaining why the problem appears

to be more severe in some countries than in others. We end the section by discussing fiscal

rules and fiscal policy councils, two commonly used approaches to tackle deficit bias.

2" Calmfors and Wren-Lewis (2011) provide a very useful summary and relate the different explanations for

deficit bias to the role of a fiscal council.
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14.5.1 Causes of deficit bias

Over-ambitious output target

At the beginning of this chapter, we looked at the case of a government with an over-

ambitious output target (e.g. it seeks to achieve unemployment below the equilibrium rate).

The medium-run impact of this policy stance is that the economy returns to equilibrium

output at constant inflation, but the new medium-run equilibrium is characterized by both

inflation bias and higher government debt.

Uncertainty about growth forecasts

This explanation is related to the previous one. in the previous example, we assumed that the

government knows potential output and chooses to ignore this by opting for a higher output

target—possibly for reasons of electoral gain. The government can implement its favourite

spending plans or provide tax cuts to its target voters prior to an election. However, even if

neither the government nor the voters have these preferences, it is still possible, given the

extent of uncertainty about the future evolution of the economy, that they believe growth

will be higher than it turns out to be. Since more optimistic forecasts for growth will produce

higher estimates for tax revenue, this may encourage the government to adopt tax and

spending plans that raise the debt level if the outturn for growth is lower than expected.

Intergenerational conflict

The current generation of voters may take insufficient account of the future burden that

will arise, for example, if current fiscal policy places too low a weight on the higher future

spending that will be associated with an ageing population. This effect will be exacerbated

to the extent that politicians have shorter time horizons than voters.

14.5.2 Why deficit bias may vary across countries

A number oftheories have been put forward to explain why some countries are more affected

by deficit bias than others.

Different preferences for public goods

Song et al. (2012) propose a theory in which there are differences across countries in the

extent to which public goods are valued relative to private consumption. They point to the

stylized fact that in Scandinavian type countries, where public goods are highly valued and

quality is high, governments run tighter fiscal policies than do those in countries like Greece

and Italy where public goods are provided less efficiently. The idea is that when young

and old members of the current generation vote and when there is no intergenerational

altruism, the current generation are tempted to pass on the cost of public spending to the

next generation (non—voters). This can only be avoided in countries where the currentyoung

voters are sufficiently confident about the quality ofthe public goods supply in the future (Le.

in their lifetime) that they vote to restrict spending and debt accumulation in the short-term

in order to secure the supply of valued public goods later on.

Another application of this idea is the impact on the debt ratio of partisan politics, where

political parties have different preferences for public goods. The following quote from the
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NewYorkTimes about President Reagan’s State of the U nion address inJan uary 1 987 captures

this:25

This deficit is no despised orphan. It's President Reagan's child, and secretly, he loves

it The deficit rigorously discourages any idea of spending another dime for social

welfare.

Since parties of the right are typically associated with small government, at first it seems

paradoxical thatthis preference might contribute to deficit bias. The explanation is as follows:

ifone party, the right, values public goods less than does the left, and if there is uncertainty

aboutwhowill win the next election, it is in the interests of the right party to cut taxes, increase

the deficit and thereby make it harder for a left government if it wins the next election to

spend on public goods. Song et al. (2012) find empirical evidence for this prediction. In a

panel ofOECD countries from 1980 to 2005, the authors find that a political shift from left

to right increases the debt to GDP ratio by 0.7 percentage points per year.

Common pool problems and budgetary processes

These explanations centre on the political process and suggest, for example, that countries

with systems of government based on proportional representation, where coalitions are

common, may face different pressures in budget making from countries with majoritarian

systems. The core idea is that public spending projects or tax cuts may favour particular

groups in the economy and ministers of spending departments may fail to fully internalize

thecosts to the current and future budget. Proportional representation electoral systems are

more likely to lead to the fragmented governments that will exacerbate this overspending

problem.

14.5.3 Approaches to tackle deficit bias

lhis subsection discusses two commonly used approaches to mitigating deficit bias: fiscal

ules and fiscal policy councils. The discussion is limited to introducing the two approaches,

thawing how they can alleviate deficit bias and providing examples of their use in the real

vorld.Amuch more detailed discussion of fiscal rules and fiscal policy councils can be found

nthe Web Appendix for this chapter.“

The discussion of deficit bias and the approaches used to mitigate it can be seen as anal-

igous to the discussion of inflation bias in Chapter 4. In that case, government control over

ionetary policy led to a sub-optimal equilibrium, providing the motivation for the adoption

fmonetary policy rules, independent central banks and the delegation of monetary policy

monetary policy committees.

iscal rules

scal rules set out a guideline for how fiscal policy should be conducted. The central aim of

Ie rules is to keep the public finances sustainable in the medium and long term. In practice

25 New York Times, ZSJanuary 1987, The State of the President’ (accessed onlineJune 2012).

26 Additionally, Chapter 6 of Carlin and Soskice (2006) has a detailed discussion of fiscal policy rules.
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the rules are typically numerical limits for fiscal aggregates such as government debt to GDP

ratios and budget deficit to GDP ratios. Fiscal rules are typically written into government

legislation and viewed as long term (i.e. they are not changed when governments change

hands). The adoption of rules can help limit deficit bias by constraining the government’s

ability to use discretionary fiscal policy and by providing a benchmark against which the

government’s management of the public finances can bejudged.

There are two sides to our discussion of fiscal rules. The first looks at an optimal fiscal

policy rule and the second looks at how fiscal policy rules have been used in practice. This

comparison parallels the discussion of the optimal Taylor rule in monetary policy and the

monetary policy rules that are used in practice.

What is the optimal fiscal policy rule?

In thinking about the optimal fiscal policy rule, we begin with the government's intertemporal

budget constraint and the associated solvency condition that we set out in the Section

14.3.27 We can use the intertemporal budget constraint Ab = d + (r — yy)b, which shows

how government debt evolves over time, to provide the basis of a fiscal policy rule that

ensures that the government debt to GDP ratio does not increase over time. An optimal or

prudent fiscal policy rule (PFPR) is to set the share of tax in GDP at a constant level equal to

the ’permanent' or long-run level required to satisfy the constraint (the rule is derived in the

Web Appendix to this chapter):

(TU—y) = (T/y)P z (G/y)P + (r‘D — y;)b, (prudent fiscal policy rule)

where the superscript P refers to the long-run or permanent value.

The PFPR has a number of key implications for fiscal policy:

1. Any permanent increase in government expenditure, such as a rise in long-run govern-

ment pension obligations, should be financed through a rise in taxation.

2. Any temporary increase in government expenditure, such as rising government transfers

in a recession, should be financed through borrowing.

3. Any major government infrastructure spending that could take government expenditure

above its permanent level for years (or even decades), such as renewingthe transportation

system, should be financed through borrowing.

4. Borrowing should be permitted to rise if the interest rate is confidently known to be

temporarily higher than its permanent value or if growth is depressed relative to its long-

run value.

5. Government expenditure must be reduced below its permanent level in upswings. Aver-

aged over the cycle there is no case for divergence between G/y and (G/y)P.

The PFPR advocates a constant tax share. This is because taxes are distortionary and

the distortions are assumed to increase with the amount of taxation raised. Hence, the

optimal way for the government to behave is to smooth tax revenue collection overtime by

27 This discussion of fiscal rules relies heavily on the work ofWillem Buiter. See for example Buiter (2001) and

Buiter and Grafe (2004).
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borrowing and saving. This is analogous to the household smoothing consumption through

borrowing and saving under the permanent income hypothesis that we saw in Chapter 1.

lhegovemment‘s optimal tax share therefore only changes when there is a permanent

changeto the government‘s intertemporal budget constraint. Temporary and/or unforeseen

fluctuations in expenditure (due to the business cycle, wars, natural disasters etc.) are dealt

with solely by changes in borrowing.

Fiscal policy mles in practice

Wefocus on the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) of the European Union because it applies

acrossso many countries and has important differences from the PFPR discussed in the

previous subsection.”

Asdiscussed in Chapter 12, the original SGP contained two central rules: the budget deficit

toGDP ratio must be less than 3%, and the government debt to GDP ratio must be less

than60%. The main drawback of these rules is that they might not allow adequate room

forstabilization in a deep recession. The PFPR indicates that there is no economic reason

hatthe deficit ratio should be limited to a fixed number. In contrast to the SGP, the PFPR

advocates as much borrowing as is necessary after a temporary shock, even if this exceeds

3%ofGDP.

Another, less formalized, rule within the SGP is that cyclically-adjusted budget balances

mustbeclose to balance or in surplus. The rule aims to stop governments running persistent

deficits that are unsustainable in the medium term. The rule has one large disadvantage,

however, as it limits the extent to which fiscal policy can be used for long-term government

infrastructure investment projects. In contrast, the PFPR would allow the project to be fi-

nanced through borrowing as long as the discounted present value of the expected social

benefits exceeded the expected social costs.

The SGP is widely viewed as a failure. The deficit ceiling was broken by the Eurozone’s

twolargest economies, Germany and France, in the early 20005. The breaches should have

beenrnet with repercussions (e.g. fines) but were not, which undermined the legitimacy of

thePact We also saw in Chapter 12, that the Pact did nothing to discourage destabilizing

pro-cyclical fiscal policy during the first ten years of the single currency. Lastly, the SGP was

shown to be too restrictive for stabilization in a deep recession, with nine out of the 11 core

economies exceeding the deficit ceiling during the global financial crisis.29

Fiscal policy councils

Afiscal policy council (FPC) is an independent (or semi—independent) body whose main role

isto be afiscal watchdog—Le. to make sure government fiscal policy is sustainable over the

longterm.30 It is the FPC's mandate to guard against deficit bias by providing independent

23 The SGP and other fiscal rules are discussed in more detail in the Web Appendix to this chapter.

29 Thecore Eurozone countries are the 11 which joined in 1999, minus Luxembourg plus Greece (whojoined

in 2001). The breaches of the deficit ceiling were calculated using data on net lending (+)/net borrowing (-)

Under the Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP) from Eurostat (data accessed June 2012).

30 For more information on fiscal policy councils (e.g. definitions, international examples and relevant aca-

demic literature) see Simon Wren-Lewis‘ website: http://www.economics.ox.ac.uk/members/simon.wren-

|ewis/fc/fiscal.councils.htm.
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forecasts ofthe evolution ofthe public finances and calling the government to account when

their tax and spending plans are unsustainable.31

FPCs have been in operation in some countries for many years, such as the Central Planning

Bureau (CPB) in The Netherlands (established in 1947) and the Congressional Budget Office

(C80) in the US (established in 1975), but they were not widespread before the global

financial crisis. Sweden, the UK and Slovenia have all set up FPCs since 2007, highlightingthe

renewed interest in fiscal watchdogs in the wake of the Great Recession.

There are three main reasons for the re-emergence of FPCs as an approach to limiting

deficit bias following the global financial crisis:

1. The success of independent inflation-targeting central banks during the 19905 and 20005.

2. The fact that fiscal rules proved insufficient to ensure prudent management ofthe public

finances in the years preceding the crisis.

3. The fact that politically unpopular austerity packages were introduced to repair the dam-

age done to the public finances by Great Recession. FPCs can boost the credibility offiscal

consolidation packages and act as a commitment device for successive governments when

consolidation is spread over a number of years.

The mandates of existing fiscal policy councils

There is currently no consensus 'best-practice' framework for FPCs. The list below shows

some of the features of existing FPCs, starting with those with the narrowest remits.

1. To produce forecasts for growth, the output gap and the public finances on which the

government’s fiscal decisions conforming to their targets must be made (e.g. the UK’s

Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR)).

2. To carry out positive policy analysis—Le. to assess the fiscal cost of different policies, but

to remain objective and non-partisan (e.g. the US CBC and The Netherlands CPB).

3. To make normative recommendations based on the government’s stated economic

objectives—Le. the FPC is actively engaged in the public debate about fiscal policy deci-

sions (e.g. the Swedish Fiscal Policy Council and the Economic Council in Denmark).

It is important to note that even the FPC with the widest remit does not have the power

to set fiscal policy in the same way that an independent central bank sets monetary policy.

Fiscal policy has largely remained in the hands of elected politicians and has tended to be

more discretionary than rules based. This is because fiscal policy is inherently political. It

has more policy levers than monetary policy and different winners and losers are created

depending on which lever is pulled. For example, raising duties on cigarettes and alcohol dis-

proportionately affects the poor, whereas raising capital gains tax disproportionately affects

the rich. Although there are distributional effects of monetary policy—for example, lower

interest rates redistribute income from savers to borrowers—monetary policy is perceived as

more neutral, so in contrast to fiscal policy, the public and politicians are happier to see it

put in the hands of an independent expert.

31 This subsection relies heavily on the work of Lars Calmfors. See for example Calmfors (2010) and Calmfors

and Wren—Lewis (2011).
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The mandates of existing FPCs and the difficulties associated with forecasting the public

finances are addressed in more detail in the Web Appendix to this chapter.

Ihefuture of fiscal policy councils

Anunprecedented fiscal expansion was required to avoid the collapse of banking systems and

economies in the developed world during the financial crisis. The implosion of the world

economy might have been avoided, but the rescue left a mountainous government debt

overhang (see Figure 14.7). Fiscal consolidation and the sustainability of the public finances

arelikely to be central to macroeconomic debate and policy over the medium term. This

is likely to enhance the visibility and influence of existing fiscal councils; and lead to the

establishment of more fiscal councils (as advocated by international organizations, such as

the IMF and the OECD and European policy makers, such as the ECB and the European

Commission (EC)).

14.6 Conclusions

This chapter on fiscal policy is a counterpart to the previous chapter on monetary policy.

In combination with the analysis of the special features of the Eurozone set out in Chapter

l2, they provide an analytical framework for thinking about the role of stabilization policy

lnmodem economies. We can summarize the main findings of this chapter as follows:

1, The predicted effects of discretionary fiscal policy on the economy and the size of

heshon- and medium-run multipliers are highly dependent on the initial conditions in

the economy and the modelling framework being used. In the 3-equation model, fiscal

stimulus can be effective in raising output and welfare if the economy is hit by a negative

demand shock (and monetary policy is unavailable). The other side of fiscal policy is its

role in automatically stabilizing the economy—the presence of the government as a major

source ofinjections and withdrawals of spending power in the economy helps to mitigate

aggregate demand shocks. The stabilization provided by the automatic stabilizers is largely

aby-product of the structure of the tax and social security systems. Although these systems

are typically designed to meet the government‘s income distribution and microeconomic

goals rather than its macroeconomic objectives, they nevertheless play an important role in

stabilization.

2. We set outa model to determine the path of government debt over time. The evolution

ofthe government debt ratio is influenced by the primary budget deficit (d), the differential

between the interest rate and the growth rate (r — yy) and the existing stock of government

debt(b).We use the model to show that public debt ratios can be reduced by shrinking d, (r —

yy)or(b). Aswe can see in the Eurozone, austerity is one method of reducing d, but it is likely

to have detrimental effects on economic growth. In some cases, fiscal consolidation has taken

place alongside economic expansion, but economists are divided whether this was due to the

non-Keynesian (i.e. expectations) effects of consolidation or because of the complementary

policies enacted in parallel (i.e. monetary stimulus, exchange rate depreciation and wage

accords). It is largely agreed, however, that consolidations that rely on spending cuts instead

oftax rises exert less contractionary effects on output.
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3. Under certain conditions, it does not matter whether permanent changes in govern—

ment spending are financed by taxation or by borrowing; the consumption response will

be the same—this is the Ricardian equivalence result. The result relies on households being

rational and fonNard looking so that they internalize the government’s intertemporal budget

constraint when making decisions. This theory also implies that temporary fiscal stimulus

packages will have no effect on consumption and hence on aggregate demand and output

if they are based on tax cuts. In contrast, we show that they will boost output in the current

period although with a multiplier of less than one ifthey are based on governmentspending;

this is the case regardless of whether they are financed by taxation or borrowing.

4. Deficit bias is the tendency for budget deficits to rise in recessions, but not to fall in

a sufficiently offsetting way in booms. The bias leads to a preference for financing gover-

ment spending through borrowing rather than taxation. Common causes of deficit bias are:

governments targeting a level of output above equilibrium, uncertainty around economic

growth forecasts and intergenerational conflict. The extent of deficit bias can also vary across

countries depending on preferences for public goods, political systems and partisan politics.

Fiscal rules and fiscal policy councils are two methods of guarding against deficit bias. The op—

timal fiscal rule is a prudent fiscal policy rule, which is analogous to the optimal Taylor rulefor

monetary policy introduced in the previous chapter. This rule is preferable to existing rules,

such as the Stability and Growth Pact, as it ensures the long-term sustainability ofthe public

finances, whilst allowing for stabilization in downturns and for long—term public investment

projects. Fiscal policy councils (FPCs) have re-emerged as a method to tackle deficit bias in

the wake of the global financial crisis. Although the mandates of existing FPCs vary across

countries, their central role is to be a fiscal watchdog—Le. to make sure the government’s

fiscal policy is sustainable over the long term.

14.7 Questions

14.7.1 Checklist questions

1. What are the automatic stabilizers? How could the method of local income-based or

property-value based government taxation affect the automatic stabilizers?

2. Explain the logic of the balanced budget multiplier result. Investigate whether this result

continues to hold if there is a proportional income tax (rather than a lump sum tax).

3. What is meant by the cyclically-adjusted primary budget deficit? How can it be calculated?

Why is it conceptually equivalent to the discretionary fiscal impulse? ls such a deficit sustain-

able?

4. ls the view that automatic stabilizers are effective consistent with the view that discretionary

fiscal policy is not?

5. Explain in words the intuition behind the debt dynamics equation: Ab = d + (r — yy)b,

6. Discuss how each of the following can help to reduce the debt burden on govern-

ments. What are the problems and potential negative consequences associated with each

method?

(a) reducing the primary deficit, d

(b) increasing the growth rate, yy
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(c) reducing the interest rate, r

(d) reducing the existing stock of debt, b.

7. Explain the concept of an expansionary fiscal consolidation. Why is consolidation less likely

tobe expansionary for a country in a common currency area where all the countries are

simultaneously undertaking austerity measures?

3. Assume an economy with lump-sum taxes is hit by a large negative demand shock (e.g.

financial crisis). In response, the government introduces a large fiscal stimulus package to try

and boost economic activity and help to stabilize the economy. Assess whether the policy

will besuccessful in each of the following cases:

(a) In the 3-equation model, when stimulus is financed through borrowing.

(b) In the 3-equation model, when the stimulus is financed by raising taxes (i.e. a balanced

budget expansion).

(c) In the RE — PlH model, when the stimulus is financed through borrowing.

lnwhich case will output expand the most?Justify your answer.

9. Explain the concept of deficit bias. Use Section 14.5 (and IMF Fiscal monitor and OECD

Economic Survey of UK and Greece) and your own knowledge to identify the different sources

of deficit bias in the UK and Greek economies between 2001 and 2007.

l0. Explain in words what is meant by the prudent fiscal policy rule. What is the main rea-

son for 'tax smoothing’? Under this rule, how should a government react in the following

scenarios:

(a) Defence spending is cut for the foreseeable future due to the end of the Cold War.

(b) The government compensates farmers following a disease outbreak.

(c) The Treasury releases a report forecasting that the cost of the tax—funded health service

will treble within twenty years.

(d) The government decides to contribute troops to a war that it expects to be over in a

matter of weeks.

11. Why has there been a resurgence of interest in fiscal policy councils (FPCs) since the onset of

the global financial crisis? Can FPCs be seen as a substitute for fiscal rules?

14.7.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Use the 3-equation model to discuss whether contractionary fiscal policy should be used in

the following situation—the economy is initially at equilibrium and there is a positive shock to

aggregate demand from improved consumer confidence.

2. Begin with the scenario in Fig. 14.5a. Following the shift to an explosive debt path, and assume

that the debt ratio has risen further before the government reacts. If its objective is to return

thedebt ratio to its initial level, explain using a diagram how it could achieve this by using fiscal

policy.

3. This question uses the UK Office for Budget Responsibility’s (OBR’s) 2011 Fiscal Sustainability

Report (July 2011). The report can be downloaded from the publications section of the OBR

website:

(httpz/lbudgetresponsibility.independent.gov.uk/category/publications/).
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Table 5.1 (on page 112) shows the adjustment to the primary balance needed to ensure the

long-term sustainability of the public finances. How do each of the following factors affect the

extent of adjustment (i.e. tightening) required to reach the target debt to GDP ratio by 2060?

In each case, you must give an explanation of how you think the factor influences the debt

dynamics equation (14.9).

(a

(b

(c

(d

(e) increased health spending

interest rates

productivity

migration

v
v
v
v

age structure

(f) lower morbidity rates.

. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlinsoskice to model the evolution ofthe public finances. Start

by opening the simulator and choosing the closed economy version. Then reset all shocks

by clicking the appropriate button on the left hand side of the main page. Use the simulator

and the content of this chapter to work through the following questions: [Hintz for all these

questions the real interest rate is 3%].

(a) Set long-run economic growth to ’yes’ and the growth rate to 2%. Set the initial public

expenditures/GDP to 21% (giving a primary budget deficit of 1%) and the initial public

debt/GDP to 60%.

(b) Click on the 'public finance figures’ button on the top left of the main page. Is public debt

sustainable?Justify your answer by using the debt dynamics equation (14.9).

(c) Change the long—run growth rate to 4% and then 6%. Is the debt sustainable in these cases?

If so, why?

(d) For each of the three cases, draw a diagram (with the primary deficit on the y-axis and the

debt ratio on the x-axis) showing the evolution of the public debt ratio (see Section 14.3).

(e) Do the result for parts (b) and (c) still hold if the initial public expenditures/GDP is set to

25% (giving a primary budget deficit of 5%)? Why?

. This question uses the Macroeconomic Simulator available from the Carlin and Soskice website

http://www.oup.com/uk/orc/carlin_soskice to model fiscal consolidation. Start by opening the

simulator and choosing the closed economy version. Then reset all shocks by clicking the

appropriate button on the left hand side of the main page. Use the simulator and the content

of this chapter to work through the following questions: [Hintz for all these questions the real

interest rate is 3%].

(a) Set long-run economic growth to 'yes’ and the growth rate to 2%. Set the initial public

expenditures/GDP to 23% (giving a primary budget deficit of 3%) and set the initial public

debt/GDP to 60%.

(b) Click on the 'public finance figures' button on the top left of the main page. Click on the

'change the time span in figures’ button on the left hand side. Change the timespan to run

from 1 to 25 years. Is public debt sustainable in the medium term?
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{5) Adda permanent decrease in public expenditure in period 10 of 3%. This is equivalent to

afiscal consolidation. Is public debt sustainable in the medium run after the consolidation

package is introduced?

1d) Given that the primary budget to GDP ratio is now positive, why does the debt to GDP

ratio not fall over time?

(e) Click on the 'inflation, income and interest rate figures' button on the left hand side. What

is the short-term impact of the consolidation package on GDP growth? Explain why using

the 3-equation model. What does the path of interest rates tell us about the central bank’s

role in supporting fiscal consolidation?
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15.1 Introduction

Understanding the causes of the unemployment patterns shown at the start of Chapter 2 in

Fig. 2.1 for the rich countries of the world is a challenge for economists and policy makers.

The economist Richard Layard emphasizes the research results on the consequences of

unemployment for human well-being:

From the new science of happiness we now know enough ofthe causes ofhuman happiness

to make some quite firm statements. When a person becomes unemployed his welfare falls

for two reasons—first the loss of income, and second the loss of self-respect and sense of

significance (the psychic loss).

Layard, 2004

By looking back at Fig. 2.1, we can see that unemployment was low virtually everywhere in

the 19605. It went up in most countries in the l9705—with an extraordinary dispersion in un—

employment rates emerging among European countries. The Great Recession that followed

the global financial crisis saw the rapid reversal of the downward trends in unemployment

over the previous two decades — the Great Moderation — and pushed concern about unem—

ployment once more toward the top of the policy agenda.

The varied experiences of unemployment led to a major research effort to uncover the

underlying causes of the trends and cross-country patterns, and to identify policies that

governments could implement to reduce unemployment on a lasting basis.

In Chapter 2, we introduced the basic supply—side model of the economy and showed

that supply-side equilibrium is defined by the intersection of the wage- and price-setting

(WS and PS) curves. In this framework, there is a unique rate of unemployment at which

inflation is constant. At equilibrium, there is involuntary unemployment. Factors shifting the

equilibrium rate of unemployment can be divided into wage—push factors that shift the W5

curve and price-push factors that shift the PS curve.

Equilibrium unemployment rises with a downward shift of the price-setting or an upward

shift of the wage-setting curve. From Chapter 2, we write the equation for the price-setting

curve:
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where P, is the consumer price index and z, is a set of price push variables including the

taxwedge. The PS curve shifts down when there is a rise in the tax wedge, a rise in the

mart-up, it, due, for example, to a weakening in the enforcement of competition policy, a

fall in productivity, A, or a rise in the oil price.

Wewrite the WS equation:
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wlierez. isa set ofwage push variables. The zw's include institutional, policy, structural and

shockvariables. The WS curve shifts up when there is a rise in the level of unemployment

benefitsor its duration because this reduces the cost ofjob loss at any given unemployment

riteincreasingthewage-setting real wage required to elicit effort; when unions are stronger;

andwhen they choose not to exercise bargaining restraint in the context, for example, of the

collapseofawage accord between unions and government. Such an accord may be part ofa

broadersettlement in which the government agrees to undertake policy measures supported

bythe unions and/or to give the unions an enhanced role in government economic policy

making.‘

ilieaim of this chapter is to push that analysis further. We begin by extending the set of

models introduced in Chapter 2. We then apply the models to analysing empirical data on

labour markets from the OECD countries, focusing on two time periods:

l960-rnid 20005 We report the results of studies that use cross-country data overthis period

totryand better understand the trends and cross-country differences in the unemployment

experienced in developed economies over the past five decades.

Great Recession: post 2008 We investigate the changes in rates, duration and composition

olunemployment experienced in the aftermath of the global financial crisis.

The data in Fig. 2.1 provide a graphic illustration of the dispersion of unemployment

ratesacross the OECD countries in the last fifty years by showing the five-yearly average

unemployment rates for selected OECD countries. The OECD’s standardized measure of

unemployment is used. It is constructed using comparable labour market survey based

definitions of unemployment, which allows cross-country comparisons to be made. Although

notall countries are shown in the chart, the patterns are as follows:

i. There is a cloud of countries with unemployment rates below the USA up to the early

19805, which moves above the USA thereafter until the global financial crisis in 2008.

1Anexample in Europe is the 1982 Wassenaar Accord in The Netherlands between employers and unions,

whid'iwas later endorsed by the government and which continues to affect wage setting (see Nickell and van

Ours (2006)). Unions offered wage restraint and more local flexibility in wage setting; employers agreed to a

reduction in working hours. The unions agreed that reductions in working hours would not increase labour

:osts. Although the accord was bilateral between the unions and employers, the government agreed to deal

with itsflscal problems (a burgeoning public sector deficit).
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2. Several European countries had spectacular improvements in their unemployment per-

formance in the 19905: the UK, Ireland, The Netherlands and Denmark are said to have

experienced ’employment miracles’ over this decade.

3. Austria, Norway andJapan have very low rates throughout. Sweden and Finland had very

low unemployment until the early 19905.

4. Spanish unemployment has been the highest in the sample in every period since the start

of the 19805. It has also fluctuated substantially, for example, it fell from over 20% in the

late 19905 to under 10% by 2005—08.

5. The heterogeneity in the unemployment experience of European countries, where some

highly unionized countries with high taxation have low unemployment, and where there

were many changes in labour market policy provides a good testing ground for theories

linking unemployment to policy and institutions.

Figure 2.1 also provides data for 2009—2012 to show how unemployment reacted to the

global financial crisis. It shows that:

1. The US unemployment rate rose dramatically during the global financial crisis and was

higher than most OECD economies during 2009—12.

2. Countries with yet higher unemployment were the Eurozone countries that became em»

broiled in the Eurozone debt crisis (see Chapters 12 and 14). For example, Ireland and

Spain saw their employment miracles rapidly unravel during the Great Recession, with

unemployment rates of 14% and 21% respectively between 2009 and 2012. Germany

stands out as a country where the labour market performed very well during the crisis,

with the unemployment rate falling to levels not seen since before German unification in

the early 19905.

As we shall see, the fact that there are:

1. large differences in unemployment across countries; and that

2. performance changes dramatically,

is consistent with the main theme ofthis chapter, namely that policies and institutions matter

for unemployment, and some of these can be changed over relatively short time periods.

Moreover, shocks to demand such as occured as a consequence ofthe global financial crisis

can have persistent effects on unemployment.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 15.2 explains the essence of the

flow approach to the labour market, which centres on search and matching models. This

approach is complementary to the WS-PS framework.Job search theory analyses the flows

of workers into and out of employment and unemployment. In the efficiency wage model

introduced in Chapter 2, a key element is the probability that a worker who enters the pool of

unemployment gets a newjob. The flow approach focuses on this. It assumes that workers and

jobs are heterogeneous and that an important aspect of how well the labour market works

is how well it achieves the matching of unemployed workers with unfilledjob vacancies. We

show how the insights of the flow approach can be integrated with the WS-PS framework.

We then look in more detail at the way unions operate and at the macroeconomic im-

plications of their behaviour for equilibrium unemployment in Section 15.3. We explain the
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‘amousCalmfors-Driffill model, which suggests a hump-shaped relationship between the

degree ofcentralization of wage setting and the equilibrium rate of unemployment.

Section 15.4 extends the discussion of efficiency wages introduced in Chapter 2 by setting

outasimple micro-based model. This is a way of highlighting the key determinants of the

costofjob loss and how changes in technology, the growing role of services in the economy

and policies related to working conditions can affect equilibrium unemployment.

Section 15.5 focuses on long-term unemployment and the permanent damage this can

doto the supp|y~side of the economy. We introduce the concept of hysteresis, in which the

equilibrium ofthe system depends on what has happened in the past. The main result is that

iattual unemployment stays above equilibrium for an extended period, then it could raise

theequilibrium itself. For example, being out of work tends to make people less effective

competitors forjobs because their skills atrophy (i.e. deteriorate). This reduces the cost of

pblossforthose in work and weakens the dampening effect that higher unemployment has

oninllation.

lhelasttwo sections use the models presented in this chapter to analyse unemployment

in the OECD economies from the 19605 to the present. Section 15.6 concentrates on the

longerterm patterns in unemployment, whereas Section 15.7 focuses on the impact of the

recent financial crisis on OECD labour markets. At the turn of the century, it might have

seemedasifhigh and persistent unemployment was a thing of the past. This is evidently not

fliecase. An analysis of changes in unemployment during the global economic downturn

alter2008 raises interesting questions:

1. Did different government policies account for some of the cross-country differences in

unemployment changes during this period?

How was Germany able to keep unemployment on a downward trend during its worst

peacetime recession since the Great Depression?

15.2 Flows. matching and the Beveridge curve

Theflow or matching approach to the labour market belongs to part of labour economics

knownasjob search theory. This theory was recognized by the award of the Nobel Prize in

ZOlOtothree ofits pioneers; Peter Diamond, Dale Mortensen and Christopher Pissarides. Pis-

sandes'l990 book entitled Equilibrium Unemployment Theory sets out the main foundations

of this approach.2

In this section, without getting into the technical details, we explain the essence of this

approach and show how it can be used to enrich the WS — PS model. We start by providing

somedata on flows into and out of unemployment, which will aid our understanding of the

model. Figure 15.1 shows labour market flows in the UK between October and December

20H.Asnapshot of the labour market reveals three key groups: the employed, the unem-

ployed and the economically inactive (i.e. those not in work or looking for work). As we can

seefrom Fig. 15.1, in any given period, thousands of people move between these different

2 See Pissarides (1990).
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Figure 1 5.1 Labour marketflows between employment, unemployment and inactivity(in thousands): October

to December 2011.

Source: Labour Force Survey, UK Office for National Statistics, Feb 2012.

labour market states. For example, 459,000 people moved from inactivity to employment in

the last quarter of 201 1.

In the job search tradition, unemployment is in equilibrium when flows into and out of

unemployment are equal. With a constant labour force, labour market equilibrium in the

flow approach means that hires, H, are equal to separations, S, from employment. The idea

is that workers and jobs are heterogeneous (a factor that has been largely neglected until

now) with the consequence that an important aspect of how the labour market works is how

well it achieves the matching of unemployed workers with unfilled job vacancies.

A simple version of the matching function can be explained as follows. It is assumed that

U is the number of unemployed, V is the number of vacancies and a is the parameterthat

describes the efficiency ofthe matching process in the economy. We can write the matching

function as

H=oz~m(U, V),

where a higher number of new hires is associated with higher matching efficiency (a > 0).

It is important to note that H and S are flows per period and that the period can be of any

length as long as hires and separations are measured consistently. The matching function

describes how the unemployed are matched with the vacancies. Holding the matching

efficiency and the number of vacancies constant, higher unemployment is associated with

more matches since there are more applicants for eachjob. Similarly, holding unemployment

constant, more vacancies are associated with more matches. If we assume that the flow of

workers from employment to unemployment is S = 5N where s is the proportionate exit rate

from employment, then the labour market will be in a flow equilibrium when the flow into

unemployment, 5N is equal to the flow out of unemployment intojobs:

5N = or - m(U, V).

Using the assumption that matching takes place under constant returns to scale and assuming

for simplicity that the separation rate is an exogenous constant (e.g. firms are randomly

affected by shocks that result in separations), we can divide through by N, which gives us:

U V

s=~ —,—.orm(N N)
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Figure 15.2 The Beveridge curve.

lwedrawadiagram with the 'unemployment rate' (u E U/N) on the horizontal axis and the

vacancyrate(v 5 WM on the vertical axis, the labour market equilibrium can be plotted as

shown in Fig. l 5.2.The vacancy/unemployment curve depicting labour market equilibrium in

lieflowmodel is called the Beveridge curve. The curve is downward sloping because at high

unemployment, with a given matching technology, it will be necessary for vacancies to be

lowto deliverthe constant number of matches required to balance the fixed separation rate,

s.Conversely at low unemployment with fewer people looking for work, more vacancies are

required to ensure that the number of those takingjobs is equal to the separation rate. Any

decline in the efficiency of matching, a, will shift the curve to the right, with the implication

lhatllow equilibrium at a given unemployment rate will require a higher rate of vacancies in

theeconomy.

Buthow does this approach to labour market equilibrium relate to the WS-PS model,

which concentrates on the stock of unemployment (see Fig. 15.1)? To this point in the WS-

PSmodel, vacancies have been ignored. However, once heterogeneity between workers

andjobs is introduced, vacancies represent a measure of pressure in the labour market.

Holding all the other determinants of the wage- and price-setting curves constant, for a

given employment (or unemployment) rate, higher vacancies in the economy increase the

wage workers can bargain for, or that employers need to set to attract good workers. The

WSequation written in terms of the unemployment rate is:

g: b(u. v.1”).

where the function is called b rather than B because it is in terms of unemployment. Here,

vis the vacancy rate and u is the unemployment rate. Holding everything else constant,

the WS curve shifts up when the vacancy rate increases since it increases the probability of

exitfrom the unemployment pool. As Fig. 15.3a shows, a higher rate of vacancies implies

almrequilibrium employment rate and hence higher equilibrium unemployment: there

isapositive relationship between vacancies and equilibrium unemployment (at which WS

and P5 are equal). In the Beveridge curve diagram, we now include the positively sloped

line showing the wage- and price-setting equilibrium (Fig. 15.3b). In the Beveridge curve

diagram, full equilibrium in the labour market is shown by the intersection of the Beveridge

curve and the WS = PS line.
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3. W5 — P5 equilibrium and vacancies b. Beveridge curve and W5 — P5 equilibrium
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Figure 15.3 Reconciling the flow approach and the W5 — P5 model:

a. The W5 — PS equilibrium and vacancies

b. The Beveridge curve and the W5 — P5 equilibrium.

It is clear from the diagram that there will be higher unemployment if the ability of the

economy to match workers tojobs worsens (an outward shift ofthe Beveridge curve). In this

case, both unemployment and vacancies will be higher in the new equilibrium (at up vf).

The adjustment of the economy to the new equilibrium can be explained as follows: ifa

deterioration in matching occurs, vacancies rise, thereby pushing the W5 curve upwards and

raising inflationary pressure (as in Fig. 15.3a). Equilibrium unemployment has gone up: an

inflation targeting central bank would tighten policy and guide the economy to the higher

unemployment rate consistent with constant inflation at its target at, i.e. at u; (in Fig. 15.3b).

Alternatively, if there is a rise in wage (or price) push in the economy but the Beveridge

curve remains unchanged, then the W5 = P5 curve shifts to the right and equilibrium

occurs at higher unemployment (at u?) but with a lower vacancy rate M“). The intuition in

the second case is that higher unemployment is associated with a lower vacancy rate (for

matching reasons) and this somewhat offsets the effect of higher wage pressure, leaving

equilibrium unemployment lower than would be the case if the vacancy rate did not fall. If

equilibrium unemployment goes up with little change in the vacancy rate, this suggests that

there has been a shift in both the WS/PS curves and in the Beveridge curve (as in the move

from “3 to u; and v; to vg‘).

By introducing the flow approach to the labour market, we have widened the set offactors

that can accountfor changes in equilibrium unemployment. In addition to thosethatshiftthe

W5 or the PS curves, we now include features of the way the labour market brings workers

and jobs together, for example:

1. Barriers to occupational and geographic mobility imply weaker matching and will shiftthe

Beveridge curve outward; similarly policies to overcome these barriers by improving the

efficiency of employment and training agencies or the operation of the housing market

can have the opposite effect.

2. Forms of employment protection legislation may affect the ability of employers to hire

workers, weakening the matching process.
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Table 15.1 Shifts in the Beveridge curve.
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Source: Nickell et al. (2003).

w . Some factors will in principle shift both curves: for example, an increase in unemployment

benefit duration weakens search intensity and shifts the Beveridge curve to the right

and, as a wage-push factor, also shifts the WS upwards shifting the WS 2 PS curve in

the Beveridge curve diagram to the right. These effects reinforce each other, worsening

equilibrium unemployment.

Nickell et al. (2003) estimate a Beveridge curve equation and an unemployment equation.

Their plots of Beveridge curves in each country show that for every country except Sweden

and Norway there was an outward shift in the Beveridge curve between the 19605 and mid~

19805, indicating a deterioration in the ability ofthe labour market to match the unemployed

to vacancies. Afterthe mid-19805 countries can be divided into three groups (see Table 15.1):

those with a further deterioration in matching, with the Beveridge curve shifting further to

the right; those where it has shifted back to the left; and a group where the situation is unclear.

The Beveridge curve is estimated by regressing the annual unemployment rate on the

vacancy rate, a proxy for the separation rate, and a set of shift factors. The downward—

sloping Beveridge curve is obtained because there is a highly significant negative coefficient

on the vacancy rate. The shift factors that appear to be empirically important in shifting the

Beveridge curve to the right are longer benefit duration, a higher home owner occupation

rate; and higher union density.

Higher employment protection is associated with a leftward shift of the Beveridge curve.

This could indicate its role in increasing the incentive for firms to invest in policies to achieve

better matching (because ofthe higher costs of severance). But a strong conclusion is hard to

draw because other important variables, such as active labour market measures, that may be

correlated with employment protection were omitted from the estimated equation because

ofa lack of data. We return to Beveridge curves in Section 15.7 when we discuss the labour

market response to the global financial crisis and plot the Beveridge curves for the US and

Germany (Fig. 15.12).

It is argued that a higher owner occupation rate reduces worker mobility and therefore

inhibits the matching process. New empirical evidence from a study ofthe US labour market

provides support for an important role of owner occupation in raising equilibrium unem—

ployment (Blanchflower and Oswald, 2013). Blanchflower and Oswald use data on long run

changes over halfa century in home ownership and unemployment rates for US states. Their

results suggest that rises in a state's home ownership rate results in later rises in the unem-

ployment rate in the state. In quantitative terms, the estimated effects are large: a doubling

of home ownership would in the long run see more than a doubling of the unemployment
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rate. The study does not suggest that home owners are more likely to be unemployed than

renters—the opposite is likely to be the case. Instead, the argument rests on the effects of

increased home ownership on the broader functioning of the labour market and new firm

creation. Blanchflower and Oswald suggest that higher home ownership impairs matching

efficiency in the labour market by reducing geographic mobility. Lower mobility in turn re-

duces the positive externalities on everyone’s productivity from the flow of knowledge as

better matching occurs. At a more basic level, higher home ownership increases commuting

times and raises congestion. A third channel is that home owners may be more inclined to

inhibit new business development in their area by blocking new zoning.

15.3 Unions and wage-setting arrangements

A standard argument is that greater union strength measured bythe proportion ofemployees

that belong to a union (union density) or by the proportion of employees whose wages are

covered by union wage agreements (coverage) is a wage push factor that implies a higher

WS curve and therefore higher equilibrium unemployment. However, an influential article

written by Lars Calmfors and John Driffill in the late 19805 argued that there was a hump-

shaped relationship between the degree ofcentralization ofwage setting and the equilibrium

rate of unemployment.3

The Calmfors-Driffill model showed low unemployment is consistent with either very

decentralized wage setting or with very centralized wage setting; the worst institutional

arrangement was a so-called intermediate level of wage setting. This is interesting because

it provides a possible explanation for the persistence of very low unemployment rates in

a number of highly unionized Nordic countries and Austria in the 19705 and 19805, when

unemployment rose elsewhere as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

The insights ofthe Calmfors—Driffill model can be explained intuitively. The model assumes

that all workers are unionized and compares three different contexts for wage setting: at firm

level, at industry level and at the level of the economy as a whole.

1. ’Firm level’ or 'decentralized’ means a situation in which there is a union specific to each

firm that sets the wage in the firm.

2. ’lndustry level’ or ’intermediate’ means there is a union that sets the wage for all workers

in an industry (e.g. the engineering industry union or the banking industry union).

3. ’Economy—wide’ or ’centralized’ means there is a single union that sets the wage for

all workers in the economy. As we shall see, wage setting does not have to be literally

centralized for the economy—wide outcome to prevail: what matters is the extentto which

wage setters take into account the economy—wide implications of their wage-setting

decision. For this reason, the term ’coordinated’ is often preferred to 'centralized’.4

To be able to compare the predictions for unemployment across the different wage-

setting structures, it is important to rule out other possible influences on the outcome. For

3 Calmfors and Driffill (1988).

4 For further discussion about how coordination in wage setting takes place see Soskice (1990).
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this reason, we assume that the union's utility function is the same for each of the cases

we look at. One way of modelling the union’s utility function is that it simply mirrors the

preferences of its members. This will give a utility function where well-being increases with

employment and with the real wage. For simplicity, we also assume that the wage is chosen

by a monopoly union rather than by bargaining between the union and the employer. The

union unilaterally sets the wage and the employer chooses the level of employment.

There are two different forces for wage moderation:

1. How does the union expect employment of its members to respond to a change in the

wage?

2. To what extent does the union take into account the impact of its decisions on the

economy-wide price level and hence, on the macroeconomic equilibrium?

In relation to the first, as wage setting becomes more decentralized, the union becomes

more concerned about the effect on the employment of its members if it increases the wage.

Ifwe think of the case where there is one union per firm, the union will worry that a wage

increase in the firm will make the firm less competitive than others producing similar goods.

As aconsequence, the firm will lose market share and decrease employment, which will have

a negative impact on the utility of union members. This acts to limit the exercise of union

power when wages are set by the union at firm level.

By contrast, when wages are set by an industry union, the union will view the impact of

its wage increase on the demand for industry output and hence on industry employment

as limited. This is because the degree of substitutability between the products of different

industries (e.g. between engineering equipment and textiles) is much less than between the

products ofdifferent firms in the same industry (e.g. between the fork—lift trucks produced by

firm A and firm B). Hence, the industry union will exercise less restraint and choose a higher

wage than the firm-level union.

The second force for wage moderation is ofa quite different kind. It arises from consider-

ation ofthe general equilibrium or economy-wide effects of the wage increase. A union that

is operating at the level of the firm takes as given the economy—wide price level and, when

setting the money wage, assumes that this sets the real consumption wage for the workers

in the firm (i.e. $5 for firm i), which is what its members care about. Its decision on W,- does

not affect PC. Hdwever, if the union is setting the wage for all workers in the economy, the

impact of its decision on the economy-wide consumer price level cannot be ignored. The

union will therefore recognize that any increase in the wage it sets (e.g. a 4% increase) will

generate an increase in the price level in line (i.e. by 4%) as costs in the economy rise by 4%.

Since its decision on W affects PC, the outcome will be that the real consumption wage does

not rise.

The Calmfors—Driffill model in a diagram

To see the above argument graphically, we begin with the union indifference curves (see

Fig. 15.4a). These comprise two components: on the one hand, workers are interested in

maximizing the wage bill and this produces a downward-sloping indifference curve in the

real wage—employment diagram. The second component is that there is a disutility of work

so eventually the indifference curve slopes upward. We assume that the indifference curves
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Figure 15.4 The Calmfors—Driffill model

a. Deriving wage-setting curves under different institutional arrangements

b. Equilibrium employment with no unions (or centralized union), firm-level unions and industry-level unions.

ofthe individual workers form the basis ofthe union’s indifference curves.5 The laboursupply

curve, N5 is derived by taking any real wage and finding the amount of labour supplied so

this goes through the minimum points of the indifference curves. As argued in Chapter 2,

the labour supply curve is very inelastic (i.e. steep). The W5 curves lie to the left ofthe labour

supply curve as discussed in Chapter 2. Equilibrium unemployment in the case where there

are no unions in the economy is shown by the intersection of the W "°”'“"i°" and PS curves.

Centralized (or coordinated) wage setting: a single union

The centralized union takes into account the fact that the economy will end up on the

price-setting curve after wages and prices have been set. The centralized union realizes

that it cannot achieve a real wage higher than that on the PS curve. In the simple case of

a horizontal PS curve, the real wage is constant so when the centralized union picks its

best point along the PS curve, it will choose to maximize employment. This implies that the

centralized union chooses not to exercise its monopoly power in wage negotiations: its utility

is maximized at the employment level where the WS curve determined by efficiency wages

in the absence of unions cuts the PS curve. This curve is labelled ’Non—union'.

Industry level wage setting

If unions are organized at industry level, then as explained above, they believe that their

wage decision will have little impact on employment since the degree of substitutability

between the products of different industries is low. This is reflected in the rather steep

downward sloping industry-level labour demand curves. The industry-level union optimizes

by choosing the highest indifference curve subject to the constraint of the labour demand

curve. Three labour demand curves for different levels of aggregate demand in the economy

are shown. Byjoining up the points of tangency, the wage—setting curve for the case ofwage

setting by industry-level unions is derived, WS’ND (see Fig. 15.4a).

5 See Chapter 15 of Carlin and Soskice (2006) for the derivation of the formal model.
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Firm-level wage setting

As we move to a more decentralized context for wage setting, the union becomes more

concerned about the impact of its wage decision on employment of its members: if it raises

its wage, the firm will raise its price and consumers will switch to other suppliers. The greater

elasticity of demand produces flatter labour demand curves as shown in the diagram, with

the consequence that the wage-setting curve for decentralized wage setting lies below that

for industry-level wage setting, WSF’RM.

Macroeconomic equilibrium

To draw out the implications for equilibrium unemployment, we note that once wages

are set, firms set prices. Returning to the level of the economy as a whole, we therefore have

the PS curve as shown in Fig. 15.4b. Equilibrium employment for the case of industry-level

wage setting is shown by the intersection of the WS'ND and the PS. This is below that for the

case of firm-level wage setting.

As argued above, the centralized case brings in the second element in the Calmfors—

Driffill story: the wage decision affects prices and as the coverage of wage setting increases,

it becomes impossible for the union to ignore the consequences of its wage decision for the

economy-wide price level and hence for the real consumption wage, which enters its utility

function. Given that the centralized union knows it cannot achieve a higher real wage than

determined by the PS curve, it maximizes utility by going for the highest possible level of

employment. This is at the intersection of the PS curve and the non—union WS curve (since

this shows the minimum real wage the employer would set consistent with workers exerting

effort). Hence equilibrium employment in this case is at Ne(C).

These results predict a hump-shaped relationship between the centralization ofwage set-

ting and equilibrium unemployment. Soskice (1990) introduced the looser concept of wage

coordination, and the OECD provides estimates of the structure of wage setting using both

'centralization' and ’coordination’ (OECD, 2006). The Nordic countries and Austria have highly

coordinated wage setting (see Table 15.2 below). Aidt and Tzannatos (2008) review the em-

pirical literature on collective bargaining, coordination and macroeconomic performance.

They find that the hump-shaped relationship receives little empirical support and that high

levels of collective bargaining are generally associated with poor economic performance.

They do, however, find that high levels of coordination in wage setting between unions and

employers, which are found in some—but not all—countries with high union density, are

often associated with lower unemployment. Coordination means that the economy-wide

effects on employment of wage setting are taken into account. In Section 15.6, we look at the

role of different arrangements for wage setting in accounting for cross-country differences

in unemployment patterns.

15.4 Efficiency wage models

Although unions continue to play an important role in wage setting in many countries, they

are not important everywhere. Yet involuntary unemployment is a characteristic of market

economies. What prevents employers who are free to do so from paying the lowest possible

wage? When they do not pay the lowest possible wage, there will be a pool of people who
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are prepared to work at the prevailing wage but who cannot get ajob offer. This means

the labour market does not clear and there is involuntary unemployment. Explanations of

efficiency wages focus on the special characteristics of labour and the problems these pose

for motivation, recruitment and retention of workers.

Shapiro and Stiglitz (1 984) developed the shirking efficiency wage model. Their explanation

was the basis of the discussion in Chapter 2, which we set out in more detail below. It is

based on purely rational behaviour given the incentives faced by the employer and the

worker when the worker’s effort cannot be observed. Because of the information problem,

the employer cannot write a contract for a specific amount and quality of output to be

produced in exchange for the hourly wage or monthly salary. This leads to the—at first sight—

apparently paradoxical feature of efficiency wages, because employers cannot monitor the

worker’s effort perfectly they will choose to pay them a premium in order to get them to

work effectively.

In a separate contribution, Akerlof (l 982) uses a psychological or behavioural rather than

a purely rational explanation for efficiency wages, which he refers to as a gift exchange. This

amounts to the employee saying to herself: this firm treats me well since my wage is above my

fallback wage (alternatively called the reservation wage or the opportunity cost of working)

so I will respond in kind by working hard. This highlights that a worker paid efficiency wages

has something to lose by quitting. Since turnover is costly to the employer this is another

reason for paying efficiency wages as discussed in Chapter 2.

A combination of shirking, fairness and turnover cost considerations provides the firm

with an incentive to pay workers more than the minimum required to attract them to the

job. The firm would like to ensure that the employee has something to gain by getting

the job and something to lose by losing it. The firm thus sets the wage so that taking into

account the likely consequences of being fired for low quality work, the worker will work

hard and well so as to avoid this outcome. To determine how high this wage must be,

the firm puts itself in the shoes of the worker and reasons as follows: how much better is

it for me (as a worker) to keep the job, than to lose it, get by on unemployment benefits

while searching for a newjob and eventually land another (perhaps less attractive) one. The

answer to this "how much better...?" question is called the employment rent, namely the

difference between the value of having the job (and working hard on thejob) on the one

hand and losing thejob (and so for a period not working and living on a reduced income).

For a given wage, the employment rent will be greater the more unemployment there is,

as this will increase the workers’ expected duration of a spell of unemployment, should

this occur. 50 for higher levels of unemployment the firm can pay a lower wage, while still

sustaining an employment rent sufficient to motivate the worker not to shirk. Lower levels

of unemployment have the opposite effect. This is why the wage curve slopes upwards.

15.4.1 A micro model of efficiency wage setting

This section sets out a simple microeconomic efficiency wage model, based on the Shapiro—

Stiglitz shirking model, and integrates it into the macro W5 — PS framework. It also provides

an overview of the empirical evidence to highlight the pervasiveness of efficiency wages in

market economies.

The key features of the efficiency wage model are that:
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.

. Providing effort is costly for workers (i.e. there is a disutility to working as hard as the

employer requires).

N Unemployment is also costly to workers. They get the unemployment benefit if they are

unemployed and they cannot immediately get anotherjob at the prevailing wage.

9
.
;

The level of effort workers exert depends on the wage and other aspects of the work

environment.

_
.
;
>

Firms cannot monitor the effort oftheir workers perfectly, so they must pay a wage higher

than the wage at which a worker would take ajob in order to make losing thejob costly

and thereby induce the worker to provide effort.

At the crux of the efficiency wage model is the idea of ’shirking’, which is where workers

providea lower level ofeffortthan the minimum required by the employer. This hinges on the

reasonable assumption that there is a difference of interest in the employment relationship

between the employer and the worker. We assume that firms will not fire workers as long as

they provide effort at a level higher than g, but that workers will be fired with a probability

of r. where O < r < I. if they provide effort lower than _e_.6

Why would firms not fire all workers who put in too little effort? They would like to, but

the problem is that they cannot perfectly monitor the effort of their workers. The ability of

firms to monitor effort will vary by industry and with technology. In some manufacturing

activities, monitoring effort may be possible as there will often be clearly defined units of

output. Even so, production is often team—based and this will make monitoring the effort of

individual workers challenging. Moreover, in modern service-based industries monitoring

effort and output may be more difficult. Another interpretation of 1: would therefore be the

probability ofa firm detecting a shirking worker. It would then be the case that those workers

who are caught shirking are dismissed. Information technology makes detection of shirking

workers easier in some occupations and industries. For example, truck drivers can be tracked

by in-cab monitoring devices and GPS navigation equipment in a way that was impossible

before such technologies became low cost.

In this framework, and to simplify the analysis, there arejust two discrete levels of effort;

5 = 0 or e = g. As exerting effort incurs a cost, workers will either provide no effort or they

will provide the minimum amount of effort necessary to avoid the risk of beingfired. Workers

who provide g, will receive a utility of V which is equal to their wage, w, minus the disutility

of effort, g. The employer will set the wage, w, as the lowest possible wage such that the

worker does not prefer shirking.

lfthe worker provides inadequate effort (i.e. e = 0) there are three possible outcomes: (a)

with a probability of(1 — r) they will not be fired and will receive awage ofw, with probability

r they will be fired, and then there are two possible outcomes. (b) With probability h the

worker finds anotherjob immediately and receives a payoff of w or (c) they could fail to find

anotherjob (with probability (1 — h)) and receive unemployment benefits ofb for the period.

Figure 15.5 shows this framework in the form ofa one—shot game, which greatly simplifies

the problem because we assume that the sequence of moves occurs simultaneously. In this

6 We assume that g is exogenously determined to make the mathematics as simple as possible. The results

are qualitatively the same ifg is allowed to vary continuously and depends on w (see Bowles, 2006).
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w—e

Figure 15.5 A one-shot game showing the payoffs to shirking in an efficiency wage model.

game, workers pick an effort level (once and for all). If they are fired, they then either get

anotherjob with the pay—offw (remember, they do not exert effort in this branch ofthe tree)

or they go onto unemployment benefits. The payoffs to the worker from each outcome are

shown in the bottom row.

What is the optimal wage for firms to pay their workers in this model? They will pay the

lowest possible wage that will induce workers to provide effort g. Any wage offered below

this and workers will shirk, any wage above this and firms’ costs increase without any benefit

to them. Firms set wages to minimize the costs of acquiring a given amount of effort. In

other words, they minimize the cost of an ’efficiency unit of labour’, which is where the term

’efficiency wages’ comes from. We can infer from Fig. 15.5 that workers will be indifferent

between providing no effort and effort of g when the expected utilities of the two actions

are equal. We can therefore use this equation to find the wage that will be set by firms:

Vnot shirking = Vshirking

w — g = (1 — r)w + r(hw + (1 — h)b). (15.1)

Rearranging, we get the efficiency wage:

* _ e
w _b+—r(1—h) (15.2)

2 b + £7 (15.3)
ru

(optimal wage, efficiency wage model)

where the unemployment rate, u, u = (1 — h).

The optimal wage equation, which is commonly referred to as the No-Shirking Condition,

shows that the optimal wage set by firms will depend (a) positively on the the level of

unemployment benefits, b, and the disutility of work, g; (b) negatively on the probability of

being dismissed if shirking, r; and (c) negatively on the unemployment rate, u = 1 — h.

A higher unemployment rate increases the cost ofshirking and reduces the efficiency wage

that the employer has to pay to deter it. Note that in the general case where there is a positive

chance of dismissal and a positive unemployment rate, (0 < TU < 1), the employee who is

working receives a rent because the wage is greater than opportunity cost of working, which

isjust b + g. Thejobless worker (with utility b) is involuntarily unemployed (she would prefer

to be working at ajob, since she would then get utility w* — g, which is greater than b).
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We now want to scale up this firm-level model to find the macroeconomic equilibrium.

We set out the WS and PS curves, and analyse how changing different parameters affects the

equilibrium rate of unemployment in the economy.

Efficiency wages in the WS-PS model

We have already determined the wage that minimizes the cost of acquiring effort and hence

maximizes firms’ profits:

9
5'WW5 = b + (WS curve, efficiency wage model)

The efficiency wage falls with the unemployment rate; in our macro model, this means the

WS curve is upward sloping in the real wage—employment diagram. Note that there cannot

be full employment (u = O) or labour market clearing in this model because the efficiency

wage goes to infinity as unemployment goes toward zero.

The price-setting curve relies on the fact that all firms in the economy are symmetric, so

allwill set the same profit-maximizing price, such that the price-setting real wage is equal to:

WPS = '1; 1g, (PS curve, efficiency wage model)

where r] is equal to the elasticity of demand and e is equal to effort. In this model, effort is

equal to labour productivity and firms set wages such that workers are induced to supply

effort at the minimum level required by the employer of §.7

We can now use the efficiency wage WS—PS diagram in Fig.15.6 to illustrate the channels

by which the equilibrium rate of unemployment is pushed up.

 

1. An increase in the rate of unemployment benefits (i.e. T b) shifts the W5 curve upwards,

as shown in Fig. 15.6a. Since a higher unemployment benefit reduces the cost of shirking it

increases unemployment because a higher efficiency wage is required to persuade workers

to work diligently. The economy moves from A to B.

2. An increase in the disutility ofwork(i.e.1‘ g) or reduction in the probability ofa shirking

worker being dismissed (i.e. t 1') increases the slope ofthe WS curve as shown in Fig.15.6b. A

higherdisutility ofwork shifts the trade-off between work and leisure and the worker requires

higher compensation to work and exert effort—a higher efficiency wage will be set at any

level of employment and hence, equilibrium unemployment will be higher. This highlights

the benefits for the economy ofchanges in work organization that make work more pleasant

for workers. For a given unemployment benefit and disutility of work, a lower probability

of detection/dismissal means a higher wage has to be paid to induce effort, thereby raising

equilibrium unemployment in the economy.

This analysis shows that there are alternative ways of organizing work in an economy in

order to keep equilibrium unemployment low. The 'sticks’ of lower unemployment bene-

fits and or harsher monitoring of work effort are substitute instruments for the ’carrot’ of

7 Note that this is the same equation as in Chapter 2 for the price—setting wage curve, where instead Of)» for

labour productivity, we have 5.
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a. An increase in unemployment b. An increase in the disutility of work,g,
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Figure 15.6 Supply—side shocks in an efficiency wage model of the labour market:

a. An increase in unemployment benefits, b

b. An increase in the disutility of work, Q, or a reduction in the probability ofjob loss if shirking, r.

improving working conditions in order to reduce the disutility of work. To the extent it be-

comes more difficult to detect shirking in a services based economy, then as economies

move away from producing goods, the benefits of making work less onerous go up.

1 5.4.2 What is the empirical evidence on efficiency wages?

In Chapter 2, we discussed a historical example of the use of efficiency wages: Henry Ford

raised wages in his car factory from $2.34 for a nine-hour shift to $5 for an eight-hour

shift. Raff and Summers (1987) found that this reduced absenteeism and worker turnover

substantially between 1913 and 1915, resulting in higher productivity and profits for Ford.

This is cited as a dramatic illustration ofthe payment ofefficiency wages, but there is afurther

rich empirical literature that documents different mechanisms that drive the relationship

between wages, effort, productivity and profits. This subsection provides a brief overview of

the wider academic literature on efficiency wages:8

1. Agell and Lundborg (1995) undertook interviews with senior wage negotiators and

personnel managers and found that they believed work effort would increase if local unem-

ployment increased. This is consistent with the unemployment rate (closely related to the

probability of the worker finding anotherjob after being dismissed) acting as a disciplining

device to induce workers to provide effort.

2. Fleisher and Wang (2001) provide evidence for the effects of higher wages on worker

effort and the prevalence of shirking. The paper uses data from Chinese urban and rural

nonagricultural firms to investigate efficiency—wage effects for technical, managerial and

production workers. They collected survey data from a large sample of firms and used panel

8 For a more thorough overview of the academic literature see Chapter 8 of Bowles (2006).
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data regression models to investigate how excess wages (i.e. wages above the average wage

fora given level of experience and schooling) affect gross output (and hence productivity).

They report strong evidence of productivity-enhancing wage setting behaviour in both state,

collectively and privately owned companies. The survey also collected data from workers on

how frequently they observe shirking amongst their co-workers. These data were included

in the regression models, and the results show that employees are less liable to shirk if they

are paid higher wages.

3. Evidence to support the existence of efficiency wages comes from econometric studies

that measure the loss of earnings of an employee when they lose theirjob as a result of a

plant closure? Interestingly, the loss of earnings is not restricted to those who fail to find

anotherjob after plant closure. For example, Farber(2005, p. 25)finds that’counting foregone

earnings increases enjoyed by non-losers, full-time job losers who find new full-time jobs

earn up to 17% less on average in their newjobs than they would have had they not been

displaced'.

4. Other evidence comes from studies that compare productivity under different com-

pensation schemes. The evidence shows that workers exert more effort and produce more

output when they are on piece-rates (Le. a payment per unit of output). For example, Foster

and Rosenzweig (1994) use longitudinal data from rural farming households in the Philip-

pines to investigate the relationship between effort and contractual arrangements. They

find that work effort was substantially higher under piece—rates than under time-wage (i.e.

afixed wage per hour) contracts. It is also clear that piece rates are a fairly rare method of

payment—especially in modern service-based economies—highlighting the likely prevalence

of efficiency wages.

5. At the macroeconomic level, a time series study of productivity in the US motivated by

trying to explain the slowdown of productivity growth in the 19705 found that controlling

for the standard determinants, productivity varied positively and strongly with the expected

income loss from job loss (Bowles, Gordon and Weisskopf, 1983). More effort (higher pro-

ductivity) was forthcoming when the threat ofjob loss was higher.

6. In related work, Lazear et al. (2013) use data from 20,000 workers in a large firm to

investigate the cause of the rise in productivity observed in the United States during the

global financial crisis. They find that the productivity increase was mainly driven by workers

putting in more effort during the recession. This fits with the idea of firms 'making do with

less'; workers are laid off, but instead of output falling equivalently, the existing workers

are made to take on the extra workload. What makes the existing workers willing to put in

extra effort for the same wage? An interpretation using the efficiency wage model is that

the recession increased unemployment and lowered the probability of finding anotherjob

if dismissed.

The literature has also provided evidence for the effects of efficiency wages on recruitment

and retention. These effects are outside of the scope of the simple model presented in the

9 See, for example, Farber (2005).
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last subsection, but are further important reasons why firms pay efficiency wages. Campbell

and Kamlani (1997, p. 785), find support for explanations that focus on the effect of wages

on retention:

[F]irm5 fear the loss of firm-specific human capital when experienced workers quit almost as

much as they fear the cost of hiring and training replacements.

There is also evidence that firms are reluctant to cut wages, even in recessions (Bewley,

1999). The managers surveyed by Bewley said that they feared cutting wages, even in difficult

trading conditions, because of the effect it would have on their ability to recruit, retain and

motivate workers.

15.5 Hysteresis and persistence in unemployment

We have seen that the equilibrium rate of unemployment is shifted by a range ofsuppIy-side

factors. The policy implication is twofold:

1. Aggregate demand shocks have a short—run effect on unemployment but no effect in the

medium run.

2. Whilst aggregate demand policies have a role to play in stabilizing the economy around

equilibrium unemployment, they cannot influence its level.

However, it has been argued that if unemployment stays above equilibrium for an ex—

tended period, it could have a damaging effect on the supply side of the economy with the

result that equilibrium unemployment is raised. This is an example of so—called hysteresis, in

which the equilibrium of the system depends on the history of the system. Often the term

'path dependence' is used to describe this phenomenon.

Hysteresis is often referred to in conjunction with European unemployment in the 19705

and 19805, where cyclical increases in unemployment appeared to permanently increasethe

rate of structural unemployment. Figure 15.9 shows the path of European unemployment

between 1960 and 2012. We can see the ratchet pattern in European unemployment from

the start of the 19705 though to the mid—805, where the recessions associated with the oil

shocks seem to have permanently increased unemployment. in the period since the mid-805,

European unemployment has remained between 7 and 10%, more than three times its rate

at the start of the 19705.

The issue of hysteresis was low on the macroeconomic agenda during the years of the

Great Moderation from the 19905 to the eve of the global financial crisis, partly due to

the impressive reductions in unemployment seen in the United States and some European

economies (e.g. Ireland, Netherlands and the UK) over this period. it returned to the spot-

light following the global financial crisis, however, as a large number of OECD economies

experienced high and persistent unemployment.

In this section, we provide examples of unemployment persistence stemmingfrom mech-

anisms that work through the WS curve:
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l. The insider—outsider effect, where wages are set to benefit those in work, i.e. the insiders;10

and

2. The long-term/short-term unemployment effect, where the long-term unemployed (the

outsiders) lose touch with the labour market and cease to influence wage setting.

The insider-outsider effect

We assume the economy is initially at equilibrium employment, Ne in Fig. 15.7 and that there

is a fall in aggregate demand that reduces employment to N1. Our usual assumption is that

the falling inflation at N1 leads the central bank to cut the interest rate and boost aggregate

demand so that the economy returns to N = Ne. lf, however, the central bank is inactive, or

the economy is at the zero lower bound (ZLB) after a balance sheet recession (see Chapter

6), and ifthe impact of falling inflation on aggregate demand is weak, then the economy may

remain for some time at N1.

Two groups of workers may then be identified: (1) the unemployed outsiders; and (2) the

insiders who remain employed at N1.

The insiders are in a strong bargaining position because, for example, their firm-specific

skills mean that the firm cannot simply sack them and replace them with new workers.

Insiders are presumed to be interested in maintaining their own employment and increasing

their real wage; they attach no importance to the creation ofemployment for those currently

unemployed.11

The consequence is that the WS curve becomes vertical at N1 as shown in Fig. 15.7.

Any increase in aggregate demand will simply be reflected in a rise in the real wage until

the WM = w“, after which, higher aggregate demand will produce rising inflation: equi-

librium employment has fallen to N1 = N;. This is a model of pure hysteresis in the sense

that once unemployment has risen and insiders have emerged with wage-setting power,

equilibrium unemployment goes up and remains at the new level. Although the rise in equi-

librium unemployment originated with a fall in aggregate demand (that was not offset),

only a supply-side change, which alters wage-setting arrangements can reduce equilibrium

unemployment.12

Long-term unemployment and unemployment persistence

As an example of the interaction between aggregate demand and equilibrium unemploy-

ment, we look at the phenomenon of long—term unemployment in the labour market.13 The

long-term unemployed are viewed as having in effect withdrawn from participation in the

labour market because of a progressive loss ofskills and erosion of psychological attachment

10 The original articles on the insider—outsider effect were: Lindbeck and Snower (1 986) and Blanchard and

Summers (1986).

ll Note that implicitly in our usual discussions of wage setting, the utility function of workers (and unions) is

based on a representative (or average) worker’s preferences before they know whether they are employed or

unemployed.

12 The microeconomic working of the model is set out in more detail in Chapter 15 of Carlin and Soskice

(2006).

‘3 See Layard and Nickell(1986).
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Figure 15.7 Hysteresis: the insider—outsider model.

to working life. They are therefore only poor substitutes for those in work and exert little

competitive pressure in the labour market. The higher is the proportion of the long-term

unemployed in the overall pool of unemployment, the less impact will any given level of

unemployment have on wage setting.

lfthis is the case, then since a long period ofhigh unemployment is likely to eventually push

up the proportion ofthe long-term unemployed, equilibrium unemployment will rise. In the

WS/PS diagram, the WS curve shifts upwards. This in turn weakens the self-equilibrating pro-

cess through which high unemployment dampens wage inflation. The objective of reducing

the scarring effects of unemployment lies behind 'welfare-to-work' programmes. The aim

of such programmes is to reconnect unemployed workers with the labour market by using

combinations of sticks (e.g. loss of benefits if active search is not undertaken) and carrots

(e.g. grants for travel tojob interviews, training for interviews).

To explain how the emergence of long-term unemployment can lead to a prolonged

period of high unemployment, we take as an example the case of an economy initially in

equilibrium with constant inflation at point A in Fig. 15.8. Let us assume that inflation is

stable but high at point A and a newly elected government wishes to reduce inflation to In

or adopts a policy of austerity aimed at reducing the level of government debt.

This leads it to reduce aggregate demand to N1 and to keep activity low until inflation

has been reduced to m. However, with high unemployment at N1, the share of long-term

unemployment begins to rise: it rises to LTUH, at which point it stabilizes. With a large pool

of long-term unemployed, the WS curve shifts upward as explained above: this is WS(LTUH).

As is clear from the diagram, disinflation is slowed down by the upward shift ofthe WS curve,

If we assume that inflation is brought down to m then the government will want to move

the economy back to N9. However, because of the presence of higher share of long-term

unemployed, equilbrium unemployment is now at N2. But unlike the insider—outsider model,

in this case, the economy will eventually return to equilibrium at A. The reason is that at point

D, the share of long-term unemployed will begin to decline since unemployment is lower

than at N1 and the WS(LTU) curve will shift down.

Gradually, as employment recovers, the share of long-term unemployed will shrink and the

economy will return to A. Ifthe 'scarring' effect of long-term unemployment is very serious,

specific policies targeted at reintegrating the long~term unemployed back intojobs may be
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Figure 15.8 Unemployment persistence: the role of long-term unemployment.

necessary in order forthe equilibrium atA to be attained. Once back atA, the government will

have achieved its objective of reducing inflation but the process will be protracted if workers

become disconnected from the labour force during the phase of high unemployment. The

flatter WS curve (dashed) in the diagram shows the wage-setting curve when the long-term

unemployment share is unchanging. It is the intersection of the dashed WS curve and the

PS curve that fixes the ’long-run' equilibrium rate of unemployment: the shifting WS curve

slows down the return to A and the economy will be observed at ’medium-run’ constant

inflation equilibria such as at point D.

Hysteresis (Ball, 1999 and 2009)

Lawrence Ball set out to test whether there was evidence that macroeconomic policy choices

by governments and central banks influenced equilibrium unemployment by virtue of their

effect on actual unemployment. His first claim in his 1999 paper was that some countries

pursued excessively tight macroeconomic policies in the early 19805, which led to prolonged

recessions and produced more long-term unemployment. As we have seen in the previous

subsection, if the long-term unemployed are ineffective in dampening wage pressure, equi—

librium unemployment is pushed up. 'Over-tight' policies became a self-fulfilling prophecy

because the upward shift in the WS curve then requires tighter macro policy to stabilize

inflation.

His second claim was that countries where unemployment fell substantially in the 19905

were those that undertook expansionary macro policies, i.e. hysteresis operated in reverse

with strong aggregate demand reducing unemployment, which in turn brought down equi-

librium unemployment.

Ball's 2009 paper used data from 20 OECD countries between 1980 and 2007 to investigate

periods of significant change in the equilibrium rate of unemployment (NAIRU)—i.e. periods

where the NAIRU changed by at least three percentage points within a period often years. He

found that large increases in the NAIRU were associated with periods ofdisinflation and large

decreases were associated with run—ups in inflation. He interpreted these facts as providing
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further evidence for hysteresis, arguing they could not be reconciled with the theory that the

equilibrium rate of unemployment is independent of aggregate demand.14

Ball pointed out that the central banks in the USA and Canada cut interest rates much

more vigorously than their European counterparts in the early 19805 recessions. The US

and Canadian central bank reports from this period show the apparently greater concern

to impart a counter—cyclical stimulus. Nevertheless, it is difficult to confirm or refute the

hysteresis hypothesis: how can the hypothesis that central banks pursued tight policy for

longer in Europe because the supply side had deteriorated (i.e. tighter policy was needed to

ensure disinflation) be distinguished from Ball's one that the supply side deteriorated because

the central banks in Europe failed to cut interest rates aggressively to promote recovery?

15.6 Unemployment in OECD countries

15.6.1 Definitions: employment, unemployment and inactivity

As emphasized in the discussion ofthe flow approach, there is not a one—for—one relationship

between changes in employment and in unemployment. The working age population is

divided into three labour market states: employed, unemployed (actively looking for work

and able to begin) and inactive. Thus:

POpEU+N+lELF+I

where Pop is the population of working age, U is the number unemployed, N the number

employed, Ithe inactive, and LF the labourforce. We can use Fig. 15.1 to find the composition

of the UK working age population in 2011 Q4—28.3m individuals in employment (N), 2.6m

unemployed individuals (U) and 9.3m inactive individuals (I).

The unemployment rate, u, is defined in terms of the labour force:

U U

u E — E—

LF N + U

whereas the employment rate, n, is defined in terms of the working age population:

N

n E —.

Pop

The connection between the unemployment and employment rates is provided by the

participation rate, which shows the proportion of the working age population active in the

labour market:

Taking the labour flows data in Fig. 15.1, we can calculate the rates of employment (n),

unemployment (u) and the participation rate (PR) for the UK economy in 2011Q4:

U 2.6

—— =—— =8.4%

N+U 28.3+2.6

LIE

M For further empirical evidence for hysteresis effects see Stanley (2004) and Stockhammer and Stern (2012).
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nE—————=7O.4%

N 28.3

Pop _ 28.3 + 2.6 + 9.3

LF 28.3 + 2.6

PR E — =——

Pop 28.3 + 2.6 + 9.3

= 76.9%.

The definitions shown above imply that:

n

n=PR(1—u)andthatu =1 — fi‘

Thus, a rise in the employment rate will only be reflected in a fall in the unemployment rate

to the extent that it is not offset by a rise in participation as the economically inactive are

brought back into the labour force. The participation rate is not fixed: during a recession,

when unemployment rises, participation rates tend to fall. The opposite happens in upswings.

There are also important long-run trends, as women’s participation has risen over the last

half-century and men’s has tended to fall.

In addition, policies affect participation. From the perspective of interpreting trends in

Europe, the most important have been sickness and disability regulations and retirement

practices, especially the use of early retirement schemes. Attempts to reduce the unem-

ployment rate by lowering participation through early retirement schemes or easy access

to disability benefits are likely to have serious consequences for macroeconomic manage—

ment. Such measures can be counterproductive. They can reduce equilibrium employment

through two channels: first, if these schemes have the effect of raising the tax burden, then

equilibrium employment goes down because the price—setting curve shifts downwards. Sec-

ond, measures to remove people from the labour force may reduce competition forjobs,

which shifts the wage-setting curve upwards.

15.6.2 Overview

In Chapter 2 we showed the evolution of unemployment in 19 OECD countries between

1960 and 2012. This section examines OECD unemployment data to assess what factors

caused the trends and cross-country differences observed over this period. Figure 15.9 helps

shed more light on key global economies, showing the path of unemployment in Japan,

the US and EurOpe between 1960 and 2012. Setting aside for the moment the variation of

unemployment performance within Europe, we can see that:

1. Unemployment in Europe rose dramatically in the 19705 and despite periods of falling

unemployment, it has remained high ever since.

2. From the early 19805 until the onset of the global financial crisis, the US unemployment

rate was below that of Europe and on a downward trend.

3. Japan’s unemployment was belowthat of Europe and the US forthe majority ofthe period,

but has been on a slow upward trend since 1990—the beginning ofJapan’s so-called lost

decades of stagnation and deflation.

4. Unemployment rose in all three regions during the financial crisis, but the increase was

largest in the US.
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Figure 15.9 Unemployment inJapan, the US, Europe and the Eurozone21960—2012.

Note: Data for Japan, the US and the Eurozone is OECD harmonized unemployment rates and data for Europe is OECD

unemployment rates - all persons - total. Europe consists of all European countries in the OECD.

Source: OECD (data accessed December 2013).

5. In the years following the financial crisis, unemployment has continued to worsen in

Europe and the Eurozone, but has fallen slightly in the US andJapan.

The ingredients that are useful in accounting for both the path of average European

unemployment shown in Fig. 15.9, and for the cross-country variation in unemployment

shown in Fig. 2.1 can be divided into the following.

1. The determinants of shifts in unemployment around the equilibrium. These can

be policy—induced, arising, for example, from the use of tighter domestic aggregate demand

policy to push unemployment up in order to reduce inflation. Alternatively, they can be

caused by shocks. Aggregate demand fluctuates in response to domestic IS shocks or because

of international shocks to trade or world commodity prices, as discussed in Chapter 11.

2. The determinants of equilibrium unemployment, as discussed earlier in this chapter

and Chapter 2. These centre on factors shifting the wage—setting and/or price-setting curves

or the unemployment/vacancy (Beveridge) curve:

(a) The WS curve shifts up with a rise in union bargaining power and with a fall in the cost

ofjob loss (e.g. a rise in the unemployment benefit replacement rate). The degree of

coordination of wage setting also affects the W5 curve.

(b) The PS curve shifts down with a rise in the tax wedge; an unanticipated fall in trend

productivity growth; a fall in the pressure of competition in the product market; ora

rise in the oil price.

(c) The unemployment-vacancy (Beveridge) curve shifts to the right in unemployment-

vacancy space when there is a rise in the mismatch betweenjobs available and potential

employees (see Fig. 15.2).

3. Interactions between shocks and institutions: this is where the effect of a shock

on unemployment depends on the supply—side institutions in the country. For example,
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Figure 15.10 Common shock: interaction with flexible and inflexible real wages

a. Inflexible real wages: large fall in N

b. Flexible real wages: small fall in N.

a supply-side shock such as an oil shock or a slowdown in productivity growth shifts the

PS curve down: the impact of this on equilibrium unemployment depends on the slope

of the WS curve, i.e. on how sensitive are real wages (of wage setters) to unemployment.

One way of characterizing a flexible labour market is one in which the WS curve is very

steep—Le. real wages are very responsive to changes in unemployment. If the WS is very

flat, then for a given negative external terms of trade shock, a much larger rise in un-

employment is required to bring about the necessary downward adjustment of real wage

claims (see Fig. 15.10 for an illustration). When wage—setting is highly coordinated as in the

Nordic economies, for example, the wage setting curve is steep as in the flexible wage case

illustrated.

4. Hysteresis and persistence mechanisms: as we have seen, a sustained period of

high unemployment caused by weak aggregate demand can in turn cause a deterioration

in the supply side of the economy so that the equilibrium unemployment rate is pulled up

too.

15.6.3 Empirical studies

Starting from the WS-PS and matching models (Beveridge curve), many attempts have been

made to sort out the role of institutional factors and of shocks (technology; terms of trade;

etc.) in explaining unemployment. The OECD's jobs Study of 1994 is a standard reference,

which was followed in 1999 by its Implementing thejobs Study.15 The framework of analysis

used in the OECD's studies is broadly similar to that used in the academic papers reported

in this section.

Table 15.2 provides summary information about cross-country labour market perfor-

mance and a set of determinants of the WS and PS curves (i.e. the zw and 2,, terms in the W5

and PS equations). The data relates to a year in the early—mid 20005 before the financial crisis.

‘5 See OECD (1994) and OECD (1996).
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Table 15.2 Employment and institutional patterns across country groups.

 

Six liberal Six high unemployment Six low unemployment

economies European countries European countries

 

1. Unemployment rate 2004 (%) 5.2 9.1 5.0

2. Employment rate 2004 (%) 708 62.6 73.7

3. Employment rate—less than high school ed- 594 (27) 56.0 (38) 63.9 (23)

ucation (%) (% of population with less

than high school education)

4. Wage differentials: ratio of median wages 1.9 16 Is

to lowest decile approx. year 2000

5. Employment Protection Legislation 2003 1.2 2.6 2.2

(Index)

6. Unemployment benefits—Net Replacement 52 72 77

Ratio 2002 (%)

7. Trade union membership 2000 26 36 47

(% employees)

8. Collective bargaining coverage 2000 36 83 76

(% of employees)

9. Co—ordination of bargaining 2000 (index) 1.7 3,8 3.9

10 Tax revenue as % GDP 2004 32 41 43

11. Active Labour Market Policies 2004 0.5 1.0 1.2

(% of GDP)

 

Source: Table 2 in Howell et al. (2007); underlying data from the OECD (see paper for full list of sources).

Eighteen advanced economies are divided into three groups: a group of'liberal’ economies,

which comprises Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, UK and USA; a group of high

unemployment European countries (Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain); and a

group of low unemployment European countries (Austria, Denmark, Netherlands, NonNay,

Switzerland, Sweden).

The data reported are the mean values for each country group. The unemployment rate is

similar in 2004 in the liberal economies and in the low unemployment European countries

at around 5%; and higher at 9.1 % in the other group of European economies. The interesting

feature of the data in the table, which is reminiscent of predictions of the Calmfors—Driffill

model presented in Section 15.3, is that there are two groups of countries with low unem-

ployment in which institutions are quite different. As compared with the low unemployment

European countries, the liberal economies have lower tax wedges, lower unemployment

benefits, weaker employment protection, lower union membership and coverage and lower

coordination of bargaining. They also spend much less on active labour market policies.

These variables are among those most commonly included in cross—country unemployment

regressions.

Most of the unemployed in Europe at that time lived in the four large countries of France,

Germany, Italy and Spain (as we shall see below, unemployment in Germany began to fall

from 2004 and continued to do so through the financial crisis and Great Recession). The
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employment rate is higher in the low unemployment European group than in the liberal

group, which in turn is higher than in the high unemployment European group. The same

pattern is repeated for the measure of the employment rate of the population with less

than completed high school education. Overall, the labour market performance of the low

unemployment European group is superior to that of the other two groups; those countries

also have lower wage dispersion (row 4).

Although the results of studies that attempt to confirm the role of the factors in Table 15.2

are disputed, it is useful to explain briefly the three main strategies that have been undertaken

in the empirical work. Policy makers frequently refer to studies of this kind tojustify labour

market reform measures.

1. The simplest kind of study attempts to explain the cross—country variation in unemploy—

ment rates across the OECD countries. Studies ofthis type focus on the relative position ofthe

WS and PS curves in different countries. A widely cited cross—sectional study is that of Nickell

(1997), which uses data for 20 OECD economies for two five year periods to investigate the

impact ofa range of labour market institutions on unemployment.

2. The second type of study, pioneered by Blanchard and Wolfers (2000), tests the hypoth-

esis that it was the interaction between different (stable) institutions and common shocks

to which countries were subjected that accounts for cross-country variation in employment

over time. The idea is that some institutions translated bad shocks (e.g. to productivity)

into more persistent unemployment problems than others. This can be illustated using the

WS— PS model by considering a common shift in the PS curve that interacts with WS

curves ofdiffering slopes, as shown in Fig. 15.10. Testing this hypothesis requires using panel

data—i.e. data that varies across both countries and time—and introducing interaction terms

between time dummies and a set of institutional variables into the regression model.

3. The last type of widely used study design attempts to identify the role of institutional

change in accounting for the time-series variation in unemployment across the OECD coun—

tries: i.e. within country shifts in the WS or PS curve due to institutional changes. This requires

a panel dataset. A prominent example of this type of analysis was published in the OECD

Employment Outlook 2006.16 The analysis took advantage of recent OECD efforts to harmo—

nize (i.e. make comparable) the data on labour market institutions across countries, using

data from 1982—2003 for 20 OECD economies.

Table 15.3 summarizes the results of the three studies. The first thing that is immediately

clear is that for some ofthe labour market institutions (e.g. employment protection and active

labour market policies (ALMP)) there is no robust evidence fortheir effect on unemployment.

In other cases, there seems to be more consensus. For example, the studies find that increases

in the tax wedge and the level of unemployment benefits exert a statistically significant and

positive effect on the unemployment rate (i.e. they increase it). In contrast, they find that

16 See OECD (2006). In this vein, Soskice and Iversen (2000) show that non—accommodating central banks

reinforce coordinated wage bargaining to reduce equilibrium unemployment.

D. Soskice and T. Iversen (2000), 'The Non-neutrality of Monetary Policy with Large Price or Wage Setters’,

QuarterlyJournal of Economics, Vol 115 (1), 265-284.
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Table 15.3 Estimated effects of institutions on unemployment: three studies.

 

Nickell (1997) Blanchard and Wolfers (2000) OECD E0 (2006)

 

Institutions:

Employment protection (+ 1 unit) No effect 024 No effect

Unemp. benefit replacement ratio (+ 10 PP) 0.88 0.70 1.20

Unemp. benefit duration (+ 1 yr) 0.70 1.27 —

ALMP (+10 pp) —1.92 No effect —

Union density (+ 10 pp) 096 0.84 No effect

Union bargaining coverage (+ 10 pp) 3.60 No effect —

Bargaining coordination (+1 unit) (scale 1—3) —3.68 —1.13 —1.42

Taxes (+ 10 pp) 208 0.91 2.80

 

Note: For detailed discussion see Howell et al. (2007). pp means percentage points. 'No effect’ means not statistically

significant. — means variable not included in study.

Source: Howell et al. (2007). Table 3.

bargaining coordination reduces unemployment. Table 15.3 was constructed using Howell

et al. (2007), which provides a wider comparison of ten studies.17 The most notable lesson

from the comparison of cross-country studies is that even for variables where there is more

consensus, the studies do not appear to give precise answers to the question of the likely

magnitude of the effect of institutional and policy differences on unemployment outcomes.

15.7 Labour market behaviour in the crisis

The recent financial crisis came after a prolonged period of economic stability. From the

mid-805, as shown for the US in Fig. 1.3, the OECD economies entered a phase of reduced

macroeconomic volatility, which was accompanied by falling unemployment rates in the

majority of these economies. The so-called Great Moderation came to a sudden end when

the collapse ofAmerican investment bank Lehman Brothers triggered a global financial crisis

(see Chapter 7). The effect this had on global labour markets stretched far beyond the sectors

immediately affected in housing and financial services.

The top line in the right panel of Fig. 15.11 shows that in the OECD, unemployment fell

to below 6% in the years immediately preceding the financial crisis, but leapt to over 8%

in 2009 and remained at this level in both 2010 and 2011. We can also see from Fig. 15.11

that the crisis caused a sharp rise in long-term unemployment (i.e. those unemployed fora

year or longer) in the OECD. These facts highlight the severity and synchronicity ofthe Great

Recession across developed economies, but also the persistence of unemployment, which

remained stubbornly high during the recovery phase.18

I7 The study by Howell et al. (2007) provides a systematic comparison of the cross-country empirical evidence

and provides results for ten studies. Heckman (2007) provides comment on this paper and other literature

investigating the impact of labour market institutions on unemployment.

18 The majority of developed economies returned to positive but weak GDP growth in the second half of

2009. Some European economies experienced economic contractions since that period as a result of the

Eurozone sovereign debt crisis, which is discussed in Chapters 12 and 14.
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Figure 15.11 Unemployment rate by duration—US and OECD total: 2001 -201 1.

Source: OECD (data accessed January 2013).

Note: Data was calculated by multiplying the harmonized rate of unemployment by the percentage shares of total

unemployment by duration.

15.7.1 US unemployment during the crisis

The problem of long-term unemployment was new and particularly acute in the United

States, where as a percentage of total unemployment itjumped from 10% in 2007 to over

31% in 2011. The shaded black area in the left hand panel of Fig. 15.11 shows the striking rise

in long-term unemployment between 2007 and 2011.

Elsby et al. (2010) analyse the impact of the Great Recession on the US labour market

and compare it to previous downturns. The authors find that the labour market response

to the global financial crisis initially bore distinct similarities to other postwar recessions.

The demographic groups that suffered most were young, male, less—educated and ethnic

minority workers. The impact on youth unemployment was particularly acute, with youth

unemployment averaging nearly 18% between 2009 and 2011.19

The flow approach to unemployment introduced in Section 15.2 is used to analyse the

flows into and out of unemployment during the crisis. They find that the composition of

separations from employment shifted from quits toward layoffs; workers laid off typically

moved into unemployment and not straight into anotherjob. This was a major driver of the

rise in unemployment during the crisis.

As the recession progressed, the labour market response diverged from the recessions

of the early 19905 and early 20005. The exit rate of unemployed workers from jobless—

ness dropped to historically low levels. The level of unemployment during the recession

was higher than that implied by the historic Beveridge curve, which signifies a loss of effi-

ciency in matching workers with vacancies (see Section 15.2). This contributes to long—term

unemployment. The authors stop short of predicting hysteresis on the scale of Europe in the

I9 Source: OECD labour market statistics—unemployment rate for all persons aged 15—24 (data accessed

January 2013).
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Source: OECD Employment Outlook 2012.

Note: Rates are expressed as a percentage of the labour force.

19805, as whilst exit rates were at record lows, they were still four times higher than those in

continental Europe in the 19805.

The view presented in Elsby et al. (2010) is in line with the latest Beveridge curve data for

the US. Figure 15.12 plots the US Beveridge curve between the early 20005 and the end of

2011. It shows that the relatively stable Beveridge curve of the 20005 shifted out markedly

during the crisis and remained there as growth resumed.

15.7.2 European unemployment during the crisis

From Fig. 15.9, we see that European unemployment rose by around two percentage points,

on average, during the global financial crisis. This headline figure masks a divergence of

performance across the individual countries however, as shown by Fig. 2.1 in Chapter 2 and

Fig. 15.13. The worst affected Eurozone economies were Ireland and Spain. These countries

had sizeable credit-fuelled consumption and property booms prior to the recession (see

Chapter 12), which collapsed in the crisis. The increase in long-term unemployment in

these economies was particularly marked; long—term unemployment as a percentage of

total unemployment was 42% in Spain and 59% in Ireland in 2011.

In 2006, 34% of workers in Spain were on temporary contracts, compared to an OECD

average of only 12%. The shedding of temporary workers (many of whom were in the con-

struction industry), who had little employment protection, was a major contributor to the

rise in Spanish unemployment seen between 2007 and 2011 (see Fig. 15.13).

Another quirk of the Spanish labour market is the concentration of temporary contracts

among youth workers. This contrasts with older workers, whose extensive employment pro-

tection makes them very expensive to lay off. Spanish youth unemployment rose from 18%

in 2007 to 46% in 2011.20 These levels of youth unemployment led to social unrest reflected,

for example, in the youth protests in Madrid in May 2011.

20 Source: OECD labour market statistics—unemployment rate for all persons aged 15—24 (data accessed

January 2013).
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Figure 15.13 Unemployment rate by duration—selected European economies: 2001 -201 1.

Source: OECD (data accessed January 2013).

Note: Data was calculated by multiplying the harmonized rate of unemployment by the percentage shares of total unem-

ployment by duration The percentages in brackets after the country labels show the scale of each graph.

Figure 15.13 shows that UK unemployment rose by three percentage points between

2007 and 2011, which is just slightly worse than the average of the OECD economies for

this period (see Fig. 15.11). We can see that unemployment rose sharply between 2008 and

2009, but then stabilized, fluctuating around 8% until the end ofthe period. In contrast, GDP

growth was anaemic in the years after the financial crisis and real GDP was still well below

its pre-crisis level in autumn 2012.21

This presents a puzzle; why was UK unemployment so stable during the long recession that

followed the financial crisis? The puzzle can be posed in another way: why was productivity

growth so weak in the UK? Part of the answer is that real earnings for those in work fell

substantially after the crisis.22 One potential hypothesis for the stability of unemployment

following the recession is that UK labour markets are more flexible than they were in previous

recessions, due to the supply—side reforms initiated under Margaret Thatcher and carried on

under Tony Blair.23 The evidence points toward a downward shift in the PS (weakness in pro—

ductivity) accompanied, due to labour market flexibility, by a downward shift in the WS curve

resulting in falling real wages and hence having a limited impact on the unemployment rate.

21 Source: UK Office for National Statistics—GDP (chained volumes measures, $bn, 2009 prices, seasonally

adjusted) (data accessed December 2013).

22 For a detailed analysis see Blundell et al. (2013).

23 UK supply-side reform is discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.
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The German labour market miracle

Germany’s experience of the global financial crisis was very different from other OECD

economies as its headline unemployment rate fell substantially between 2008 and 2011, as

shown in Fig. 1 5.13. This cannot be attributed to a smaller impact ofthe crisis on Germany: its

economy contracted by over 5% in 2009.24 Until the mid 20005, the German labour market

was frequently described as very rigid or sclerotic, which makes its performance in the crisis

yet more remarkable. To understand this, a number of features of the state of the German

economy when the crisis occured along with characteristics of its labour market must be

taken into account.25

The German economy was in a better position to weather the crisis than most of its

European counterparts. In 2007, the public finances were in good shape, household debt

was low and there was no house price bubble (see Chapter 7). This gave the German gov-

ernment greater scope to introduce a sizeable fiscal stimulus (Chapter 7). In addition to this,

a substantial restructuring of the core manufacturing (i.e. export) sector took place during

the 20005. Wage restraint due to weakened unions and decentralized negotiations between

works councils and employers (a downward shift of the WS curve) restored international

competitiveness (Chapter 12).

In the years precedingthe crisis, German GDP growth depended heavily on exports to fast-

growing emerging markets (e.g. China). World trade collapsed as the recession hit, falling by

19% between September 2008 andJanuary 2009.26 To the extent that the contraction in world

trade was due to macroeconomic uncertainty in the wake of Lehman brothers’ collapse, itwas

efficient for firms to retain skilled workers and reduce their hours. World trade rebounded

quickly during the recovery phase, driven by emerging market growth, and German workers

increased their working hours accordingly. In contrast, in Ireland and Spain, the recession

spelled the end of labour intensive contruction booms, which resulted in widespread layoffs

in the construction sector. Demand for labour in those sectors was not expected to return.

The core manufacturing sector in Germany responded to the drop off in global trade by

cutting hours and not workers. This was primarily through voluntary agreements between

employees (or their works councils) and employers, reductions in overtime and the adjust-

ment of working—time accounts, which reflected flexible arrangements that had developed

in the 20005.27 The government also played a role through the longstanding reduced hours

compensation scheme (Kurzarbeitergeld). The OECD suggests that 25% of the reduction in

hours during the crisis was covered by this scheme. Firms could dramatically cut the hours

of their employees, but the employee would still be compensated with up to 60% of their

net salary for up to 24 months by the federal government.

Other OECD economies, such as the US and Spain, saw sharp rises in youth unemployment

during the recession. This was not the case in Germany, where companies maintained ap-

prenticeships in spite of the collapse in demand. This is partly a result of the skills shortages

24 Source: IMF World Economic Outlook database, April 2012

25 For a more detailed discussion of the German labour market and economy prior to and during the global

financial crisis see Carlin and Soskice (2009) and Dustmann et al. (2014).

26 Source: CPB World Trade Monitor,January 2012.

27 See OECD Employment Outlook 2010, Box 1.6.
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experienced prior to the recession and the shrinking size of the cohort of school leavers.

The unions played a role by prioritizing training in their collective bargaining negotiations in

2009 and 2010 (alongsidejob stability). For example in the engineering industry, the union

and employers’ association agreed that trainees would continue to be employed for a year

following the completion of their training.28

The flexibility of the German labour market during the Great Recession is highlighted in

Fig. 15.12, which shows that the German Beveridge curve shifted inwards during this period.

This represents an improvement in labour market matching in the German economy.

15.8 Conclusions

This chapter built on the foundations set out in Chapter 2 to provide a more detailed picture

ofthe supply side of the economy. A key aim of the chapter was to answer the question of

what determines the equilibrium rate of unemployment in the economy. To help answer

this question we extended the modelling from Chapter 2, reviewed the empirical evidence

and looked at the evolution of unemployment in the OECD countries since the 19605.

There are a number of theoretical models of the labour market presented in the chapter.

WS-PS model Any wage—push factors (2.”) that shift the W5 curve can influence the equi-

librium level of unemployment, such as the bargaining power of unions or the benefit

replacement rate. Any price—push factors (2,) that shift the PS curve can influence both the

equilibrium level of unemployment and the real wage, such as productivity, the tax wedge

and the level of product market competition. The famous Calmfors—Driffill model provides

richer insights into the impact of different forms of union wage setting on unemployment.

The matching or flow approach This approach centres on the heterogeneity of workers

and is complementary to the WS-PS model. An important aspect of the labour market

is how well it matches individuals who are out of work with unfilled vacancies. This theory

introduces the concept ofa Beveridge curve, which shows the negative relationship between

the vacancy rate and the unemployment rate in the economy. The curve is shifted by factors

that influence matching efficiency, such as barriers to occupational and geographic mobility

including home ownership, and changes in unemployment benefit duration.

Efficiency wage model By setting out the micro—foundations of the model that lies behind

the WS curve, the role of a number of determinants of the cost of job loss in affecting

equilibrium unemployment was highlighted. Changes in the balance ofjobs toward those

where monitoring of worker effort is more difficult tend to raise unemployment, whereas

policies that raise the cost ofjob loss by, for example, improving working conditions, will

reduce it.

Hysteresis model The central insight of these models is that changes in aggregate demand

that lead to persistently high unemployment can influence equilibrium unemployment.

This is different from the benchmark WS — PS model where only supply-side factors shift

28 Bosch (2011) explains other agreements that were undertaken related to training in the crisis.
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equilibrium unemployment. There are two main theories of hysteresis; the insider—outsider

model and the long-term unemployment model. In the former, insiders (i.e. those in em-

ployment) set wages to benefit only themselves and force up equilibrium unemployment. In

the latter case, the long-term unemployed become detached from the labour market, their

skills atrophy and they cease to influence wage-setting, which also pushes up equilibrium

unemployment.

The economic theories ofthe labour market presented in this chapter can help us to shed

light on cross-country differences in employment outcomes in the last 50 years.

1. Empirical tests of how labour market institutions affect unemployment have typically

used macroeconomic data for OECD countries and implemented cross-sectional or panel

data methods. With the exception of the role of the tax wedge and unemployment benefit

ratio in raising unemployment and ofcoordination among unions in wage setting in lowering

it, the results have not been conclusive. Different regression specifications using similar data

have often led to very different quantitative and in some cases qualititative results.

2. The global financial crisis has put unemployment back at the top of the policy agenda.

The sharp increase and persistence of unemployment in OECD economies following the

crisis has called into question the idea that the supply—side labour market reforms imple—

mented following the OECD’s 1994Jobs Report had spelled the end of high and persistent

unemployment.

3. Germany was one of the only major developed economies to avoid rising unemploy-

ment between 2008 and 2010. Germany‘s employment miracle was due to a combination of

factors, including the state of the economy entering the recession, the temporary nature of

the drop off in world trade and the high level of cooperation between employees (or works

councils) and employers in the core manufacturing sector.

4. Following the growth of long—term unemployment in the Great Recession, concern

about hysteresis due to the scarring effect of elevated unemployment has re—emerged not

only in Europe but also in the USA.

During the Great Recession, countries with more generous welfare states and where labour

markets are flexible but not deregulated, such as the Nordic countries and Germany, per-

formed relatively well.29 The behaviour of labour markets across OECD countries continues

to throw up challenges for economic analysis and policy design.

15.9 Questions

15.9.1 Checklist questions

1. In the W5 — PS model, use diagrams to show what happens following:

(a) A rise in the tax wedge

(b) A reduction in union bargaining power

(c) A tightening in the enforcement of competition policy

29 See the European Commission’s report entitled Employment and Social Developments in Europe 2012.



QUESTIONS

In each case, briefly explain the implications for the real wage and the equilibrium level of

employment.

. Use the Calmfors—Driffill model to determine whether the following statements are true, false

or uncertain. Briefly explain your answer.

(a) Industry level unions face more inelastic product demand than firm-level unions

(b

V

Industry level unions take into account their effect on the economy-wide price level when

negotiating wages

(c) Centralized wage setting secures the lowest level of unemployment because centralized

unions have the most bargaining power

(d) The hump—shaped (inverse U) relationship between centralization of wage setting and

unemployment would be more pronounced in an open economy than in a closed one.

. Why is unemployment referred to as a ’worker discipline device' in the efficiency wage model?

What is meant by the term ’the opportunity cost of working?

. Draw the efficiency wages W5 — PS diagram for the following cases:

(a) A reduction in unemployment benefits

(b) An improvement in working conditions

(c) A new camera system is installed that improves monitoring.

. Use the Beveridge curve and WS — PS model to assess the impact of the introduction of a

wage accord on an economy’s vacancy and unemployment rates.

. How can the insider—outsider model explain persistently high levels of unemployment? Can

this form of hysteresis be mitigated by increasing aggregate demand?

. Use the long-term unemployment model to explain how the OECD economies could have

seen a rise in equilibrium unemployment during the global financial crisis.

. Use Table 3 from Howell et al. (2007) to answer the following questions:

(a) Do the estimated effects of institutions on unemployment match the predictions of the

theories presented in this chapter?

(b) Do the studies present robust evidence for the effect of labour market institutions on

unemployment?

. Use the matching functions and the Beveridge curve shown in Section 15.2 to explain the

assertion in Elsby et al. (2010) that the fall in the exit rate from unemployment contributed to

the build up of long—term unemployment in the US during the global financial crisis.

. Discuss three reasons why the Spanish and German unemploymenttrends were so different in

the aftermath ofthe global financial crisis. Could the Spanish government have done anything

different to mitigate the rise in unemployment?

15.9.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Use the matching functions, Beveridge curve and W5 - PS model from Section 15.2 to discuss

how the following events and policies could affect unemployment:

(a) An extension of unemployment benefit duration during a downturn

(b) Increasing expenditure on active labour market policies
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(c) A cap on skilled immigration

(d) Joining a single currency (e.g. the Eurozone)

(e) A policy to encourage home ownership.

2. Use Section 15.6, the OECD1994JObs Report and other relevant empirical evidence to discuss

the following question: does the use of more refined econometric techniques and the avai|~

ability of better data since the original OECDJObs Report in 1994 provide an evidence-based

consensus for labour market reform in Europe? Explain your answer.30

3. Take the position of either Agell or Heckman and defend your position and what it implies for

labour market reform in Europe following the global financial and Eurozone crises.

0 ’Labour market reforms failing to distinguish between good and bad rigidities will do more

harm than good.’Jonas Agell (2003) CESifo Forum

C ’A substantial portion of European unemployment is a symptom ofthe deeper problem that

incentives to innovate, to acquire skills, and to take risks have been thwarted by the welfare

state and regulation.’James Heckman (2003) CESifO Forum

4. Use Fig. 2.1 in Chapter 2 to pick two economies, one which saw a dramatic fall in unem-

ployment between the mid-805 and the millenium and one that did not (for example, The

Netherlands and Germany). Following that, download data from the OECD on the harmo-

nized rate of unemployment for your two countries between 1985 and 2000. Use the OECD

data on labour market institutions referred to in Table 15.2 to discuss whether the different

paths of unemployment in these two countries are consistent with the changes in labour mar-

ket institutions. What other factors might have influenced the employment outcomes in the

two countries over this period?

30 The OECD 1994Jobs Report is available online from: http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/42/51/1941679.pdf.



Real Business Cycle and

New Keynesian models

 

16.1 Introduction

In this chapter we introduce the New Keynesian (NK) and Real Business Cycle (RBC)

approaches, which dominate contemporary business cycle research, as well as graduate

macroeconomics. Blanchard's review (2009) ofthe ’state of macroeconomics’ is sympathetic

to but also critical of NK, and rather more critical of RBC models.

The 3-equation model used in this book is in some respects a radically simplified version of

the NK model. Both models are based on the same three equations — AD (or IS), PC, and MR,

with the actors being households, wage and price setters and the central bank respectively.

In both, firms have enough monopolistic power to set prices and to respond to increases in

aggregate demand by increasing output, and firms face timing constraints in setting prices.

In these respects they both have ’Keynesian’ elements. The NK approach diverges from the

3-equation model in two main ways: first, it assumes that all the actors are fon/vard-Iooking

and use rational expectations; by contrast, the 3 equation model assumes that it is only

the central bank and foreign exchange markets that use rational expectations. Second, it is

associated with Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) modelling.

While this represents a very active research frontier in modern macroeconomics, there

has been considerable criticism of the approach as a reflection of how the economy

works: the first two equations are patently false The AD equation relies on an in-

tertemporal substitution effect in response to the interest rate which is hard to detect

in the data on consumers. The inflation equation implies a purely forward-looking be-

haviour of inflation which again appears strongly at odds with the data’ (Blanchard, 2009,

p. 216). The notion that households, in response to shocks, behave as if they work out

the expected future path of the output gap from a rational forecast of future central

bank behaviour seems unrealistic. In pedagogic terms working with DSGE models does

not provide the intuitive understanding of macroeconomics, which the 3—equation model

can provide. Unlike RBC and NK models, business cycles in the 3-equation model are

disequilibrium phenomena, where the economy is shifted by a shock away from equilib—

rium and the central bank gets the economy on to the stable path back to equilibrium.

In RBC and NK models since all agents have model-consistent expectations, the econ-

omy is in a rational expectations equilibrium even when it is away from the steady state

equilibrium.
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In Chapter 4, we introduced the New Classical school of macroeconomics and its role in

bringing the rational expectations hypothesis into macroeconomic modelling. If agents form

expectations rationally, they are forward—looking and take into account all available infor-

mation, including how the model works, and they do not make systematic errors. Real Busi-

ness Cycle models stem directly from this tradition. The RBC model proposes that business

cycles are the result of exogenous technology shocks, which are propagated through the

economy because the shocks themselves are assumed to be persistent and because of the

intertemporal (or Frisch) elasticity of labour supply. This means that workers shift both their

hours of work and their consumption between periods to make best use of the changes in

the returns to working and to saving arisingfrom the shock. Fluctuations in employment arise

from this behaviour and not from the hiring and retrenchment behaviour offirms responding

to demand shocks as in the 3-equation model.

The early RBC models were criticized on many grounds, such as the lack of information

about the source and nature ofthe 'technology shocks’ driving the model and the importance

of the unmodelled persistence of the shocks, and of intertemporal optimization, in gener-

ating the dynamics of the model. Nevertheless, the model did refocus macroeconomics

on investigating the supply-side causes of business cycles (such as productivity shocks, oil

shocks). It also provided a new methodology for conducting macroeconomic analysis, which

has had a huge influence, not only in academic research, but also in a range of policy settings

measures over the past two decades. The RBC model is the basis of the New Keynesian DSGE

models, which are to be found in the research departments of most central banks around the

world. However, the many quotes we have used from central bank policy makers suggest

that they use a model closer to the 3-equation framework.

The New Keynesian model is best understood as descending directly from the RBC model,

modified by the introduction of sticky prices, which gives a role for inflation-targeting mon-

etary policy. The first stage of constructing the New Keynesian model, as distinct from the

RBC, is to derive the New Keynesian Phillips curve. This relation states that current inflation

depends on the entire future path of expected output gaps, which leads to substantially differ-

ent implications for inflation than the standard adaptive expectations (i.e. backward-looking)

Phillips curve used in the core 3-equation model.

Using the New Keynesian Phillips curve, it is possible to explain the impact ofa central

bank being able to credibly commit to a given adjustment path after economic shocks and

to compare the commitment strategy to a strategy of discretion. We show that when policy

makers operate under discretion (i.e. they can readjust interest rates in each period) rather

than commitment (where they cannot deviate from a predetermined adjustment path),

output and inflation losses from stabilization policy are larger. This is the 'stabilization bias’

of a policy of discretion.

In the RBC model, business cycles can be viewed as equilibrium phenomena, because cycli-

cal behaviour is the result of agents optimally adjusting their labour—leisure choice in re-

sponse to exogenous and persistent technology shocks. Moreover, given that there are no

imperfections in this model, welfare cannot be improved by the intervention ofa policy

maker. Hence there is no role for stabilization policy in the macro-economy in an RBC

model. We shall see that although cycles in the NK model are also equilibrium cycles, the

presence of imperfections in the economy (namely sticky prices) means that welfare can be

improved by the presence of an inflation—targeting central bank.
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16.2 The real business cycle model

16.2.1 Introduction

Against the background of dissatisfaction with the empirical performance of the dominant

large-scale forecasting models of the economy in the 19705 and the vulnerability of models

with backward-looking expectations to the Lucas critique, a completely new research pro-

gramme in macroeconomics was established (see Chapter 4). The real business cycle model

was developed from New Classical macroeconomics and the early developers were Robert

Lucas, Thomas Sargent, Finn Kydland and Edward Prescott.1 Their objective was to build a

model of business cycles based on the neo—classical growth model, creating a unified model

ofgrowth and cycles with intra- and inter-temporally optimizing agents.

We introduced the standard Solow model in Chapter 8. The RBC model takes the Ramsey

version of the Solow model, i.e. where a constant savings ratio is replaced by optimizing

households who choose their savings rate. To this are added rational expectations and shocks

to technology. The behaviour of all agents is captured by the so-called deep parameters,

which characterize the production and utility functions. The macro model built on these

foundations is invariant to policy. The name real business cycle (RBC) comes from the source

ofthe fluctuations, which is on the supply side. It is shifts in the production function, referred

to as 'technology shocks', which are believed to be the source ofthe fluctuations in economic

activity that are observed in real world economies.

A fundamental feature of this approach is that business cycles arise because of exogenous

technology shocks, and that these shocks result in economic fluctuations because of the

way agents respond to the new opportunities they face as a consequence of the shocks. For

example, following a negative technology shock, which reduces real wages, the economy is

in a business cycle trough and the reduction in aggregate hours worked in the economy is the

outcome ofemployees choosing to supply less labour. Since fluctuations in employment are

due to choices made by workers about their labour supply, the unemployment in a business

cycle trough is voluntary. When cycles are equilibrium phenomena, as they are in the RBC

framework, there is no presumption that policy intervention to ’stabilize' the economy would

improve welfare.

By comparison, in the 3-equation model, business cycles can result from shocks to equilib—

rium output (as in the case of an oil shock or a shift in union bargaining power or in the rate

of productivity growth) or from shocks to aggregate demand, which shift the economy away

from the equilibrium. In both cases, because of the sluggish adjustment of economic agents,

output is shifted away from equilibrium and there is a role for economic policy to minimize

the costs of the shock. Cycles are therefore modelled as disequilibrium phenomena in the

3-equation model, even if the source of the shock is on the supply side, and as equilibrium

phenomena in the RBC model.

As an example, take a negative shift in aggregate demand, which in the context of imperfect

competition in the 3-equation model, leads firms to cut back their production. The reduction

in hours worked in the economy in a recession is interpreted as the consequence of there

being fewerjobs available: weak aggregate demand in the economy leads firms to cut back

1 See Lucas (1972); Sargent and Wallace (1975); Kydland and Prescott (1977).
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employment and hours of work, by reducing overtime, for example. In contrast to the RBC

model, in the 3—equation model, unemployment in a recession is involuntary and above the

equilibrium level (where there is also involuntary unemployment). Welfare can be improved

by policy intervention.

Shocks and their propagation in the RBC model

The major propagation mechanism in the RBC model, which turns random shocks to tech-

nology into business cycle fluctuations, is the way that households react to changes in the

real interest rate and the real wage. Household consumption and labour supply behaviour

are at the core of the model because households care about their utility now and in the

future. To maximize their utility over their planning horizon, households will make decisions

about both savings and consumption, and work and leisure.

In Chapter 1 , we modelled how households conformingto the permanent income hypoth—

esis choose consumption by optimizing subject to their intertemporal budget constraint. They

look ahead and make a calculation about their permanent income in order to choose be-

tween consumption today and consumption in the future. Higher consumption in the future

will require households to undertake additional saving today. The three ingredients in their

decision are their permanent income, the real interest rate and their subjective discount rate.

In the RBC models, we add to the consumption/saving decision the consumption/leisure

choice, in which households decide how many hours to work today (and earn income, which

they then decide to save or consume).Just as with the unconstrained households in Chapter 1,

where they could borrow and lend freely to implement their optimal consumption plan, the

extension to include the work—leisure choice assumes that households freely choose between

leisure and consumption each period. lfthis assumption holds, then households can respond

to economic shocks by raising or lowering their hours ofwork. The labour market is modelled

as perfectly competitive so a worker can always increase or decrease their hours of work at

the prevailing real wage and it is assumed that complete employment contracts exist. The

microeconomic foundations of the labour market are like the hiring hall case explained in

the Appendix to Chapter 1. The intertemporal elasticity of labour supply plays an important

role in propagating shocks.2 The intertemporal elasticity (also known as the Frisch elasticity)

of labour supply is the percentage change in hours that arises as a result ofa given percentage

change in wages (holding constant the marginal utility of wealth).

16.2.2 The RBC model and business cycle facts

In addition to the core ideas about the source of fluctuations and the way they are propa-

gated in the economy to produce cycles, the RBC approach has established a methodology

for characterizing business cycles. The method is to take quarterly GDP data and to use a

statistical procedure called filtering to separate trend growth from business cycle fluctua-

tions. Figure 16.1 shows an example of this using the most commonly used filter, the H-P or

Hodrick—Prescott filter, for the USA for the period from 1952 Q1 until 2012 Q1.3 The H-Pfilter

2 Landmark articles include the following: Kydland and Prescott (1982); Long and Plosser (1983).

3 The business cycle facts shown in this subsection have been compiled based on the methodology used in

King and Rebelo (1999).
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Figure 16.1 Cyclical components of US macroeconomic indicators: 1952 Q1 —

a. Output and consumption

b. Output and investment.

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis; US Census Bureau (data accessed June 2012).

Note: All variables have been detrended using a Hodrick—Prescott filter. Output, consumption and investment are in per capita

terms. Grey shaded areas represent recessions as defined by NBER.

is a more sophisticated method of detrending a logged data series than using a linear trend

as it solves a minimization problem that takes into account both the ’goodness offit’ and the

'smoothness' of the detrended series.4 The RBC literature is concerned with explaining the

cyclical component of macroeconomic time series isolated from long-run trends in this way.

As shown in Fig. 16.1, this method of estimating the cyclical component in the GDP data

shows that output is up to 4% above trend in the peaks and up to 5% below trend in the

troughs. We can also see that the magnitude of fluctuations in output and consumption are

very similar, whereas investment is much more volatile (note the difference in the scale used

to compare output and consumption in panel (a) with that used to compare output and

investment in panel (b)). The shaded bands are the recessions as defined by the National

Bureau of Economic Research (NBER).

Using the filter procedure to remove the trend from the various series, the RBC modellers

begin their analysis by presenting a set of business cycle facts. They focus on the volatility

of the key variables, the extent to which the variables move together over the cycle (this is

called co-movement) and how persistent are the series. The initial aim of RBC modellers was

4 A linear trend would be completely 'smooth’, but it is not likely to provide a very good ’fit’.
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Table 16.1 Business cycle statistics for the US economy.

 

 

 

Volatility Comovement Persistence

Standard Relative standard Contemporaneous First-order

deviation deviation correlation with output autocorrelation

Output 1.61 1 1 0.85

Consumption 1.28 0.80 0.89 0.86

Investment 742 4.61 0.89 0.80

Output per hour 108 0.67 0.44 0.72

Hours per worker 0.53 0.33 0.73 0.82

Real wages 0.90 0.56 0.17 074

Employment 1.38 0.86 0.80 0.92

Unemployment 13.24 8.22 —O.82 0.89

 

Note: All variables are in logarithms and have been detrended using a Hodrick~ Prescott filter. Output, Consumption and

Investment are in per capita terms.

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis; US Bureau of Labor Statistics; US Census Bureau (data accessed June 2012).

to build a model based on microfoundations that was capable of replicating the business

cycle facts seen in the aggregate level data (see Section 16.2.4).

Table 16.1 shows the facts that motivate the modelling. In the first column is the standard

deviation of GDP, consumption, investment, hourly productivity, hours per worker, real

wages, employment and unemployment. The second column shows the standard deviation

of each variable relative to that of GDP. This matches the facts we saw in Chapter 1, namely,

that consumption is less volatile than output and investment is much more volatile. In ad-

dition, we see that the real wage is much less volatile than GDP whereas unemployment is

much more volatile.

Lastly, we see that hours per worker are much less responsive to changes in output than

employment (see also Fig. 16.2). This business cycle fact is not supportive of a key propaga-

tion mechanism of RBC models—that workers adjust their hours in response to exogenous

technology shocks (which affect real wages).

The third column shows the co—movement (or correlation) of each series with GDP.

Consumption, investment, employment and hours of work are pro—cyclical (positive co-

movement with output), whereas unemployment is counter-cyclical. Productivity is also

pro-cyclical, but real wages are only weakly (positively) correlated with GDP. The final col-

umn reports the persistence of each series. In all series, there is a strong correlation between

the variable in period t and in period t— 1. Growth above trend in one year is typically

followed by growth above trend the following year: the economy does notjump from boom

to bust year by year.

16.2.3 The model and its properties

It is important to keep in mind that the RBC modellers did not work backwards from the facts

or from apparently important features of the real world to make their modelling decisions.

Instead of such an inductive approach, they deliberately began with a very simple (and

manifestly unrealistic) model and wanted to see how well such a model was able to match
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the business cycle facts described above. Viewing the RBC approach as one of explicitly

adopting a deductive method makes it easier to understand (a) the rationale for the very

unrealistic assumptions and (b) the focus on whether an economy with these features can

generate fluctuations that match those in a real economy. It contrasts with the inductive

approach in the 3-equation model where the microfoundations are based on incomplete

contracts and imperfect competition to reflect the presence of involuntary unemployment

in equilibrium and the response of output and employment to shocks to aggregate demand.

At its simplest, a RBC model makes the following assumptions (see Web Appendix).

1. The economy is made up of a large number of identical agents who are assumed to live

forever. Each agent is referred to as a 'representative agent’.

2. When saving goes up, it is invested and this therefore results in a larger capital stock the

following period.

3. There is perfect competition and perfect information.

4. Expectations are formed rationally.

5. There is full flexibility of nominal wages and prices. We shall therefore work entirely in

real terms.
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Figure 16.3 Steady state growth in the Ramsey model.

6. The economy is disturbed by so-called technology shocks that temporarily and randomly

shift the production function. These technology shocks have inbuilt persistence, which

means that they die out slowly.

Long-run properties

It is useful to begin by briefly describing how the economy evolves over the long run in the

RBC world. At the heart of the model is the famous Solow growth model (from Chapter 8),

modified to include optimizing households. In Solow’s model, the economy is characterized

by a production function, a constant saving rate and a constant growth rate ofthe population.

In the simplest case, the economy grows along a steady state growth path with a constant real

wage and real interest rate. Solow then introduced a special form of technological progress

into the model. This exogenous technological progress appears like manna from heaven to

raise output per worker hour every period. In the Solow model with technological progress,

the output per head and real wage in the economy therefore grow in steady state ata constant

rate fixed by the rate of exogenous technological progress. When optimizing households are

introduced to the Solow model, it is called the Ramsey model: instead of a constant saving

ratio, the saving rate is decided by households in the same way as in the permanent income

model of Chapter 1 and depends on the real interest rate and the subjective discount rate.

Figure 16.3 summarizes steady state growth in the Ramsey model: in the steady state, with

a constant rate of population growth, the employment rate (i.e. hours worked per head of

the population) is also constant. This is shown by the vertical labour supply curve in Fig. 16.3.

The labour demand curve shifts upward each period at the rate of exogenous technological

progress. Labour productivity and real wages rise at this constant rate. The predictions of the

long-run growth model accord with the fact that productivity has grown at approximately

2—2.5% per annum in the advanced countries over the long run and there has been no long-

run tendency for the employment rate to rise. In the RBC model, the fact that a rising real

wage over long periods has not been accompanied by a rising employment rate is interpreted

as an inelastic labour supply curve. We follow that interpretation, which is consistent with

the vertical labour supply curve used in Chapter 2. This allows all attention in the model
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to be on the household's response to the change in intertemporal opportunities caused by

technology shocks.5

Short-run properties

The RBC model can be thought of as providing an account of cycles based on introducing

shocks to the process of exogenous technological change in the Ramsey model. A

technology shock produces an equilibrium business cycle for two main reasons:

i. The shock itself is assumed to hit the economy and then to die out gradually over time.

This in-built persistence is important in making the shock last. This helps generate cycles

rather than simply causing the economy tojump around the long-run growth trend.

2. Forward-looking households take action to maximize their utility by responding to the

effect ofthe technology shock on the interest rate and the wage rate. They are motivated

to respond because they prefer a smooth path of consumption. This behaviour helps to

sustain the effects of the technology shock on output, employment and the capital stock.

The economy begins in equilibrium and is disturbed by a random positive shock to the

economy's production function. This shifts the production function in a way that increases

both the marginal product of labour and the marginal product of capital. In the competitive

model, this means a higher real wage and a higher real interest rate (which in this model is

the same as the rate of return on capital).

The representative household makes its choices in response to the change in the rate of

interest and the real wage, taking into account the way the shock affects its future choices.

The agent makes decisions based on the fact that there is an infinite future. As we emphasized

in Chapter 1, households value a smooth consumption path. This means the agent will want

to optimize on two margins. The agent will ensure that the last unit of consumption today

provides the same utility as the last unit of consumption tomorrow is expected to provide,

by responding to the higher interest rate (adjusting savings) and to the higher real wage

(adjusting hours).

First, the agent will want to ensure that the subjective marginal rate of substitution (MRS)

between consumption today and consumption tomorrow is equal to the objective marginal

rate oftransformation (M RT) between consumption today and consumption tomorrow. The

subjective MRS reflects how much consumption tomorrowwould be required to compensate

households for giving up one unit of consumption today if utility is to be held constant. And

the objective MRT reflects how much consumption can be increased tomorrow by sacrificing

one unitofconsumption today (and saving it). The reason the MRS and the MRT have changed

is that the technology shock increased the rate of interest, making the (objective) returns from

saving now go up (i.e. the MRT increases)—the agent rationally expects the interest rate to go

down later. This makes saving in this period more attractive, which will boost consumption

tomorrow at the expense of consumption today (i.e. because of the household’s response,

the MRS increases in line with the increase in the MRT).

Second, the agent will want to ensure that the subjective MRS between consumption

today and consumption tomorrow is equal to the objective MRT between the return from

5 For further discussion, see for example, Chapter 4 of Romer (201 T).
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Figure 16.4 The real business cycle model: an exogenous positive technology shock (see the summary below

for the interpretation of the numbers).

working today and the return from working tomorrow. In this case, the MRS is the same as

above, but the interpretation of the MRT changes. It now reflects how much consumption

can be increased tomorrow by sacrificing one unit of leisure today, i.e. working one unit

more and saving that income. The reason that the MR5 and the MRT have changed is that

the technology shock increased the wage, making working relatively more attractive in this

period (i.e. the MRT increases). Again, this will boost consumption tomorrow, at the expense

of consumption today (i.e. because of the household’s response, the MRS increases in line

with the increase in the MRT).

The changes in consumption have resulted in an increase in savings in the current period.

In the RBC model, savings are entirely transformed into investment—this is easiest to imagine

if households are also the firms in the model. Although this is not necessary in the model it

helps highlight how different it is from the important feature of the 3-equation model that

decisions about savings are made by different agents in fundamentally different ways from

decisions about investment (see Chapter 1). In a Keynesian model, an important problem for

the macro-economy is that there is no automatic mechanism that transforms savings into

investment. In an RBC model, an increase in savings as a result of the shock to technology

also increases investment, leading to an expansion of the capital stock. The higher capital

stock further boosts labour demand.

Summary

The shock has the following effects. In each case the effect is measured relative to the steady

state equilibrium of the economy.

1. Output goes up because of the technology shock (with the same inputs, there is higher

output).

2. The wage and interest rate go up (because of the technology shock).

3. Consumption goes up but not by as much as output (households smooth the temporary

shock over all future periods). Saving and therefore investment go up (the rise in saving is

the other side of the coin of consumption smoothing).
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4. Hours of work go up (which reflects the shift in labour supply due to intertemporal

substitution).

5. The savings are automatically invested in new capital stock, which shifts the labour de—

mand curve the following period helping to amplify the initial shock.

6. As the technology shock peters out, the economy gradually returns to the steady state

growth path.

Steps 1—3 and 5 and their unwinding over time generate a cycle for output, consump—

tion and investment as a result of the technology shock. Step 4 is necessary in order to

get fluctuations in employment (hours). In Fig. 16.4, we show a stylized picture of how

the positive shock to the underlying process of technical change shifts the economy away

from the long-run equilibrium growth path and produces an equilibrium real business

cycle.

16.2.4 Results

To test how well the RBC model ’fits the data’, the output of the model is used to create a

set of business cycle statistics. This table can then be compared to the actual US business

cycle data from Table 16.1 to ascertain the extent to which fluctuations in the US economy

are consistent with those predicted by the model. The process of calibrating and solving the

model to build a table of business cycle statistics entails a number of steps:6

1. Choose functional forms for the equations that underpin the basic neoclassical model

(such as the production function and the utility function of households). These choices fix

the important parameters in the model that need to be estimated.

2. Calibrate the model by assigning values to these parameters (e.g. as we shall see below,

capital's share, a, in the Cobb Douglas production function) based on their long—run values

from actual data or estimates from studies using, for example, microeconomic data in the

economy being studied.

3. Use historical data to find the Solow residual, which is a proxy for the technology shocks

(see below).

4. Use the Solow residual to shock the calibrated model and produce simulations of the

path of the model economy over time.

5. Detrend the simulations from the model economy using the HP filter. This splits out

each macroeconomic variable into a cyclical and a trend component.

6. Use the cyclical components of the simulations from the model economy to create

a table of business cycle statistics. Compare the moments (e.g. standard deviations and

correlations) produced by the simulated model economy with those calculated from the

actual economy (see Table 16.1).

6 This set of steps follows the methodology used in King and Rebelo (1999).
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The basic business cycle model produces outcomes that are viewed as matching many

aspects of the data, as stated in the conclusion to King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988):7

When driven by highly persistent technology shocks, the basic neoclassical model is capa-

ble of replicating some stylized facts of economic fluctuations. First, the model generates

procyclical employment, consumption and investment. Second, the model generates the

observed rankings of relative volatility in investment, output and consumption.

The ability ofthis very simple model to fit the fluctuations observed in the macroeconomy

has been part of its lasting appeal among an influential group of macroeconomists. It seemed

to provide a new way of doing macroeconomics that was immune to the Lucas critique. It

was also welcomed as offeringthe possibility of rigorous analysis ofgovernment intervention

because the building blocks ofthe model reflect the optimizing decisions ofthe micro-agents

not empirical correlations that could be policy dependent. After setting out the model we

discuss its shortcomings in Section 16.2.5.

Calculating the Solow residual

The key impulse mechanism for business cycles in RBC models is technology shocks. The

Solow residual is the most commonly used proxy for technology shocks in the RBC tradition.

We introduced the concept of the Solow residual when we discussed growth accounting in

Chapter 8.

This subsection will elaborate on step 3 ofthe process described above and show howthe

Solow residual can be calculated from historical macroeconomic data.8 This will also allow

us to see how the US Solow residual has evolved over the past 60 years. The calculation

of the Solow residual begins with the production function. For the RBC, a Cobb-Douglas

production function is typically used:

y, = Bth‘NJT“, (production function)

where y, equals output, K, is the capital input, N, is the labour input and B, is total factor

productivity or the Solow residual. The a in the production function is a constant between

zero and one. We can rearrange the production function to find an expression forthe Solow

residual:

B, = —y‘,fia.

KE’N:

The Solow residual is a measure of output per weighted factor input; a measure of produc-

tivity. The change in the Solow residual is the portion of economic growth that cannot be

accounted for by changes in measurable factor inputs (e.g. labour and capital), hence it is

often referred to as total factor productivity growth.

The next stage is to find macroeconomic data corresponding to the variables and to the

parameter a on the right hand side of the equation. In a competitive equilibrium (which the

RBC model assumes), a is the share of national income that goes to the capital input and

1 — a is the share that goes to the labour input. In the postwar US data, laboufs share of

(Solow residual)

7 See p.231 of King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988).

8 This calculation of the Solow residual follows the methodology used in Chapter 8 of Williamson (2011).
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Figure 16.5 Natural log of the US Solow residual (total factor productivity): 1950—201 1.

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis; US Bureau of Labor Statistics (data accessed August 2012).

national income is on average around two—thirds. We therefore set 1 — a at 64% (Le. 0.64),

which is the value used by Prescott (1986). This means or is set at 0.36 and that the equation

becomes:

3, y‘
= KP'36N9-64'

(Solow residual)

We can use macroeconomic data to find the Solow residual in any given year in the past.

We use real GDP as a measure of y,, the real net stock of private fixed assets as a measure of

K, and total employment as a measure of M. Figure 16.5 shows the path of the natural log

ofthe Solow residual between 1950 and 2011. We can see from the figure that:

1. total factor productivity has trended upwards over time (a long-run trend rate of TFP

growth of 0.94% p.a.)9;

2. recessions are typically associated with falls in TFP (as shown by the shaded grey bars in

Fig. 16.5)“); and

3. from the late 19605 through the early 1 9805, there was a period of substantial productivity

slowdown.

Many economists, including Solow himself, disagree with using the Solow residual to proxy

for short-run technology shocks. We discuss their criticisms in Section 16.2.5.

A fundamentally different approach to macroeconomic analysis

The RBC modellers championed a fundamentally new approach to macroeconomic analysis.

One ofthe fathers of the RBC movement, Edward Prescott, states that ’business cycle theory

uses deductive or quantitative theoretic inference’.11 In this approach, the model is not the out-

come ofthe research, but it is a tool that is used to deduce the implications oftheory. The RBC

modellers marked a distinct departure from the existing macroeconomic literature, which

9 The long—run trend rate of TFP growth is calculated as the compound annual growth rate of TFP between

1950 and 2011.

10 The shaded grey bars are recessions as defined by the National Bureau of Economic Research (N BER).

‘1 See p. 1 of Prescott (1998).
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was seen as being more inductive. In inductive research, the model or law is the outcome

of the research. Prescott saw using empirical estimation or induction as the tool for deriving

models, which were then used to make deductive inferences, as bad scientific practice.12

The cornerstone of RBC modelling is that it uses a model based on micro-foundations to

answer quantitative questions about the macro—economy. For example, RBC models could

be used to answer questions such as; what is the quantitative effect of a rise in income tax

on hours worked and output? Or, what are the size and persistence of aggregate fluctuations

following a positive technology shock?

The general process for these deductive studies is as follows. Firstly, pose a quantitative

question. Then, use theories that have been subject to rigorous empirical testing, such as

neoclassical growth theory, to construct a model economy. Thirdly, calibrate that model using

long—run real-world data. And lastly, use the model economy to answer your quantitative

question. Prescott and Kydland also referred to this research procedure as 'the computational

experiment’ and practitioners are often said to be 'building quantitative laboratories’.13

There are many examples in the literature of the quantitative laboratory tradition, which

has become increasingly sophisticated over time:

1. Kydland and Prescott's landmark paper used a competitive equilibrium model to explain

aggregate fluctuations in the US economy. The authors state that the ’preference technology

environment was the simplest one that explained the quantitative co-movements and the

serial correlation properties of output’.M

2. Krusell and Smith altered the original RBC framework to test the quantitative implica-

tions of removing the representative agent assumption and replacing it with a more realistic

model of consumer behaviour, which allowed for heterogeneity in income and wealth.15

3. More recent literature has sought to use RBC—type modelling to gather practical insights

for public policy. For example, Heathcote et al. (2010) use a dynamic macroeconomic model

to study the quantitative and welfare implications of prominent US labour market trends,

such as the increase in the returns to college education and a closing of the gender pay gap.

16.2.5 Criticisms of the RBC model

The impulse and propagation mechanisms

In the RBC model, it is exogenous shocks to technology that are the principle impulses

driving business cycles, but what are these technology shocks? Little evidence is provided in

the literature on the source or nature of these shocks. As we have seen, for lack ofa better

alternative, the ’Solow residual' is often used by RBC proponents to proxy fortechnology.The

Solow residual is the portion of economic growth that cannot be accounted for by changes

in measurable factor inputs (e.g. labour and capital).

12 See Prescott (1998).

13 See Pavoni (2008) for a more thorough discussion of the history of RBC modelling.

‘4 See Kydland and Prescott (1988). 15 See Krusell and Smith (1998).
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The Solow residual had its origins in the growth accounting literature. These economists are

sceptical of the RBC theorists' use of the Solow residual as a measure of short-run technology

shocks, as perfectly summed up by King and Rebelo (1999):16

The stated goal of that [grth accounting] literature was to measure the long—run evolution

of disembodied technical progress, not the short-run behavior of productivity. Its hidden

agenda was to make the Solow residual negligible, that is, to measure production inputs

well enough that all growth in output could be accounted for by movements in factors of

production. For this reason the residual was often referred to as a 'measure of our ignorance'.

Growth accountants were horrified when they saw the measure of their ignorance recast as

the main impulse to the business cycle.

Another important criticism of using this proxy is that movements in the Solow residual

might not just reflect technological change, but also market imperfections, such as labour

hoarding and monopoly power.17 These imperfections produce problems of measurement

error, where the Solow residual implies a change in total factor productivity when in fact none

has taken place. Labour hoarding, for example, is the name given to the phenomenon when

labour is underutilized during a recession. Labour hoarding occurs when firms expect a reces-

sion to be temporary and are reluctant to lay off expensively trained staff. Ifthe Solow residual

is calculated using employment (as we have in Fig. 16.5), then underutilization of labour dur—

ing a recession will imply that TFP has fallen, when in fact the reduction in output is simply the

result of employees working less hard (or less hours) than they did before the downturn.18

Another key criticism of the model is that it requires there to be periods of technological

regress to produce business cycles. It is hard to imagine periods since WWII where technology

went backwards. To address this, RBC modellers widened the scope ofwhat they consider to

be technology shocks. Hansen and Prescott (1 993) argue that changes in regulatory and legal

systems within a country can be considered as technology shocks and could be negative. The

plausibility of this interpretation of technology shocks as a good fit is disputed by Calomiris

and Hanes (1995), who believe it is incompatible with the long-run macroeconomic data.

They cite the fact that regulatory and legal interventions in the US economy were much

smaller before the First World War but business cycles were much larger.19 If regulatory and

legal shocks were in fact causing business cycles, you would expect business cycles to be

larger after the First World War.

An alternative approach to make the model more realistic is to adjust the model itself. King

and Rebelo (1999) formulate an RBC model with varying capital utilization, which can pro-

duce realistic business cycles (judged by the behaviour of the moments from the simulated

model economy as discussed above) from small, nonnegative changes in technology.

Lastly, and very importantly, the propagation of the technology shock through the econ—

omy requires the initial impulse to be very persistent. The ’memory’ coefficient on the pro-

ductivity shock must be very high (typically around 0.9) to produce the business cycles we

see in the data. There is no economicjustification or micro—foundation for this assumption.

Without a persistent shock the model produces very weak dynamics and does not fit the

data well.

16 See pp. 962—3 of King and Rebelo (1999). ‘7 See Summers (1986).

18 See Chapter 12 of Williamson (2011). 19 See Hartley et al. (1997).
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The labour market

The original form of the RBC model relies on the intertemporal substitution between labour

and leisure to help drive business cycles. To match the model in this regard, we would expect

the actual data to show that aggregate hours and productivity vary closely with output, which

would imply that hours per worker vary closely with output and that the real wage would

be strongly procyclical, as this is one of the mechanisms that induces agents to substitute

between labour and leisure.

In the data for the US economy presented in Kydland and Prescott (1982), aggregate

hours worked are much more variable than productivity, which is not supportive of the

model. What is driving the observed variability in aggregate hours if it is not movements in

hours per worker? Figure 16.4 shows that employment varies more with output than does

hours per worker, suggesting that changes in employment are the key factor driving changes

in aggregate hours.

Again, the RBC model can be modified to better fit the data in this regard. As an example,

Hansen (1985) uses a model of indivisible labour (where workers can either work a set amount

of hours or not at all) and Christiano and Eichenbaum (i 992) allow government consumption

shocks to influence labour market dynamics. The output of these models is capable of

replicating the actual US labour market data much more closely than the original RBC model.

The second labour market prediction of the model is for a strongly procyclical real wage.

The real wage is shown to be acyclical or mildly procyclical in the data. An acyclical or mildly

procyclical real wage is consistent with the imperfect labour market model introduced in

Chapter 2. In such a model, shocks are mainly demand shocks and the economy moves

around the equilibrium rate with the real wage lying in between the upward—sloping wage-

setting and the fairly flat price-setting curve. The inconsistency between the RBC model and

the data could be rectified by modifying the model, by using indivisible labour (see above)

or by allowing labour supply shocks to coincide with productivity shocks.20

The key labour market propagation mechanism in the model isthe intertemporal (or Frisch)

elasticity oflabour supply, which indicates how readily workers are willing to substitute labour

and leisure over time. Microeconomic studies have shown little evidence that workers carry

out enough intertemporal substitution tojustify the fluctuations in aggregate hours shown in

the data.21 This point is emphasized in Chetty et al. (2011), who conduct a review of existing

studies and find that:22

micro estimates of intertemporal substitution (Frisch) elasticities are an order of magnitude

smaller than the values needed to explain business cycle fluctuations in aggregate hours by

preferences.

Modelling approach

Real business cycle models have become more sophisticated in recent years. The early

models were builton microfoundations, but these model economies were composed entirely

20 See Holland and Scott (1 998). 21 See Ashenfelter(1984). 22 See p. 471 ofChetty etal. (2011).
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of identical representative agents solving dynamic optimization problems. They did not

undertake a serious analysis of heterogeneity or aggregation, which limited the extent to

which they could provide accurate quantitative conclusions.23 Hartley at al. (1997) provide

a detailed critique of this phase of RBC modelling. They found that alternative models (e.g.

those based on Keynesian assumptions) do as good ajob of mimicking the data, on the usual

aesthetic standards, as does the RBC model. Over the past 15 years there has been a major

research effort in constructing heterogeneous agent RBC models.

The Hodrick-Prescott detrending method is at the heart of the original RBC models. This

filtering technique strips out the steady state trend from macroeconomic data series and

leaves only the cyclical fluctuations. The use of the H—P filter as a method ofdetrending data

has been criticized on many grounds. Common criticisms are that it induces spurious cycles

and that it makes the implicit assumption that the extracted trend is a good approximation

of the steady state, for which no evidence is offered.24

Canova (1998) analyses the effects on the ’business cycle facts’ of using different filtering

techniques. He finds that the detrending method used can substantially alter the business

cycle facts produced from a real-world dataset. His findings warn against building theoretical

models to mimic the fluctuations in data detrended using a particular filter because the data

the models are trying to mimic changes drastically if, for example, an alternative filtering

technique to the H-P one is used.

16.2.6 The impact of RBC modelling

RBC modelling has had a huge impact since its introduction in the early 19805, which was

reflected in Kydland and Prescott winning the Nobel Prize for Economics in 2004. The ap-

proach has both supporters and detractors and is the subject of much debate. Agreement

may be possible on the following contributions RBC modelling has made to the development

of academic macroeconomics:

1. The models focus on micro-foundations. in other words, they attempt to pin down

how the reaction of individual agents to shocks generates aggregate fluctuations. This was

influenced by the desire of macroeconomists to build models that were more robust to the

Lucas critique. However, the choice of microfoundations remains open to dispute.

2. Since they are micro-founded structural models, RBC models are better able to analyse

the causal effects of policy—assuming the behaviour incorporated in the structural equations

is a good representation of the economy under study—than are ad hoc empirical models.

Recent econometric developments where RBC models are estimated have allowed for proper

shock decompositions to be carried out to determine what has driven changes in the data.

3. It refocused macroeconomics on real causes of business cycles.

4. The device of building a model economy is a potentially valuable methodology. More

realistic microeconomic foundations can be introduced, which is what the widely used New

Keynesian DSGE models have done (see Section 16.3). Dynamic macroeconomic models

23 See Hartley et al. (1997). 24 See Hartley et al. (1997).
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(i.e. quantitative laboratories) can be useful tools for quantifying the welfare implications

of economic policy or changes in society such as ageing (as shown by the Heathcote et al.

(2010) paper discussed in Section 16.2.4).

16.3 The New Keynesian model and stabilization policy

16.3.1 The New Keynesian Phillips curve

The New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC) is the result of deriving a model of inflation by

combining price stickiness with long-sighted decision—making. Price stickiness is modelled

via the assumption introduced by Calvo (1983) that firms can change their price if they get

the 'green light’, which occurs randomly for each firm. Hence only a fraction of firms are able

to adjust their price in each period. Interestingly, this way of modelling price rigidities has

the consequence that when a firm gets the green light, it will take a fon/vard-looking view

and adjust its price taking into account the expected future sequence of output gaps. This

will produce ajump in the prices set by the firms who are able to adjust: only being able to

adjust price infrequently producesjumps in the price when adjustment is allowed. Hence

inflation in the economy as a wholejumps in response to shocks. We shall see that the NKPC

has some strange features, which have led Robert Solow to comment that although it might

be new, it is neither Keynesian, nor a Phillips curve.25

The NKPC is derived from first principles in the Web Appendix to this chapter. This deriva-

tion produces the equation for the New Keynesian Phillips curve:

8(1 - (1 - 3N!)

1 — 8

When prices are set on the Calvo basis, inflation in period t can be expressed as a function of

two terms: (a) the rate of inflation that is expected to prevail next period, i.e. Em“ multiplied

by the discount rate, 11/, and (b) the output gap term, axt, multiplied by a constant that

depends on the share of firms that are able to change their price, 8, and the discount rate. In

this case, we express the output gap as x, 5 log y, — log ye.

7n = wEflIHJ + (1X1. (NKPC)

Comparing the NKPC and the adaptive expectations Phillips curve

Before discussing the NKPC further, we write the adaptive expectations (i.e. backward-

looking) Phillips curve using the same notation to make the comparison easier:

Tit = Etflt + (XX: (16.1)

= m_1 + 01X: (adaptive expectations Phillips curve)

where, Etrr. = m4.

Unlike the standard Phillips curve discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the expected inflation

term in the NKPC relates not to the expected value of current inflation, but to next period's

inflation. Second in the standard Phillips curve, the coefficient on the output gap is a. In the

NKPC it is Wu.As the proportion offirms that can adjust their price increases towards

25 See Carlin et al. (2012)
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one (i.e. 8 —> 1), the final term in the NKPC equation tends to infinity (i.e.Wa —> 00).

This implies that for 6 = 1, the output gap must be zero for inflation to be non-infinite. This

says that with fully flexible prices, the Phillips curve is vertical.

An interesting feature of the NKPC is that unlike the adaptive expectations case, there is

a long-run trade-off between output and inflation. With sticky prices, this is the case unless

the discount factor, :11, is equal to one. For 1,1/ < 1, i.e. where the future has less weight than

the present period, then in long-run equilibrium where m = Eta-n+1, we have

5(1 - (1 - 5W)
n, = wan,“ + T‘s—ax:

mll - ill) =Wan

. =W“= constant x axt. (NKPC, long-run equilibrium)

This means that a higher output gap is associated with a higher inflation rate in the long

run—i.e. the 'long—run Phillips curve’ is not vertical. The reason for this result is that because

sluggishness is built into pricing via the Calvo process, with a discount factor less than one,

a positive output gap forever is consistent with constant inflation. The lower is the discount

factor, the bigger is the trade-off. Only with 11/ = 1 does the trade-off disappear.

How does the term in inflation expected next period affect the NKPC? Because the NKPC

includes expected future inflation and the adaptive expectations PC includes last period’s

inflation, very different predictions arise. There are three important ones. We compare the

response of inflation to a temporary positive output gap using the standard adaptive expec-

tations Phillips curve and the NKPC in Fig. 16.6.

Note that these differences are solely between the adaptive expectations Phillips curve

and the NKPC. We are not comparing the differences between the 3-equation model and

the New Keynesian (DSGE) model, to which we turn in the next subsection. This means that

there is no policy maker in the example shown in Fig. 16.6—i.e. the figure shows the effects

on inflation of an expected positive output gap, in the absence of any policy intervention.

1. First, a positive output gap is associated with rising inflation with the standard adaptive

expectations Phillips curve and with falling inflation with the NKPC. Figure 16.6 sketches the

time path of inflation and the output gap for the the two types of Phillips curve. The details of

these results are set out in the Web Appendix to this chapter. The impulse response functions

provide a number of interesting insights:

(a) Adaptive expectations PC: as shown in Fig. 16.6a inflation begins to rise when the

output gap occurs; it continues to rise until the positive output gap disappears. A

positive output gap is associated with rising inflation.

(b) NKPC: as shown in Fig. 16.6b, a positive output gap, which is anticipated by agents, is

accompanied by ajump up in inflation as the firms that get the green light to adjust

their price do so. Since this price adjustment happens instantly in the NKPC model,
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Figure 16.6 The response of inflation to a temporary output gap

a. Adaptive expectations Phillips curve

b. New Keynesian Phillips curve.

over the period of the positive output gap, inflation is falling. At any point during the

period when there is a positive output gap, firms are optimizing—egjust before the

output gap disappears, inflation isjust above the equilibrium level.

Comparison between the NKPC model of price setting and arbitrage behaviour in

the foreign exchange market: the behaviour of inflation and the output gap in the

NKPC model is analogous to the uncovered interest parity (UIP) condition discussed

in Chapter 9. In that case, when agents take the view that there will be an interest

rate differential vis-a-vis the rest of the world for a period of time, home's nominal

exchange ratejumps. If there is a positive interest differential, home's exchange rate

appreciates and then depreciates over the period the interest differential prevails. This

reflects arbitrage behaviour in a market (for foreign exchange) where pricesjump to

ensure that the expected return from holding home and foreign bonds (where the

default risk is assumed to be identical) is the same. In the NKPC model, firms are

fon/vard—Iooking and predict that the output gap will only last for a set amount of

time. The model only makes sense when they assume the output gap disappears at

some future date, T. Given this, their optimal pricing strategy is to increase prices

faster than normal (i.e. 7r > H) whilst there is a positive output gap and to return to

their original pace of price increases (i.e. n = TIT) when the output gap disappears.

Put another way, it is optimal for the firm’s initial price rise to be more aggressive, the

longer the output gap is expected to persist. This gives rise to the downward-sloping
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section of the inflation impulse response function in Fig. 16.6b, which coincides with

the period when there is a positive output gap.

(d) In the NKPC model, a positive output gap is associated with falling inflation, which is

the opposite pattern to the one observed under adaptive expectations. Inflation only

falls in the adaptive expectations model when the output gap is negative.

2. Second, inflation is inertial in the standard Phillips curve: inflation this period is equal

to its level last period modified by the output gap. By contrast, in the NKPC, inflation jumps

whenever there is new information about the output gap. An interesting case that highlights

why these different predictions may matter for policy makers is the global financial crisis

(or the ongoingJapanese experience of negative output gaps and deflation). It was widely

expected that the global financial crisis would be followed by a lengthy period of negative

output gaps because ofthe impact ofthe banking crisis on the ability offirms and households

to borrow and spend (see Chapters 6 and 7) and the limited ability of central banks to offset

the shock because of the zero lower bound problem. For the purpose of this argument,

we assume monetary policy is completely ineffective because the nominal interest rate is

zero and we therefore compare the implications of the two different Phillips curves in the

absence ofa policy maker. The adaptive expectations Phillips curve predicts gradually falling

inflation along with the negative output gaps. The NKPC predicts ajump drop in inflation in

anticipation of the expected phase of output below equilibrium, followed by rising inflation

during the period with output below equilibrium (i.e. the exact opposite of the path shown

in Fig. 16.6b). The implications of the two models are different: from the Fisher equation,

we know that r = i — HE. and that aggregate demand depends on the real interest rate.

If behaviour is captured by the NKPC, the rising expected inflation over the period with

negative output gaps would reduce the real interest rate and help stimulate demand. In

contrast to the NKPC, if behaviour is best characterized by adaptive expectations, then

falling inflation over the period of negative output gaps pushes up the real interest rate and

weakens aggregate demand further, highlightingthe need for policy intervention to stimulate

demand.

3. Third, with the adaptive expectations Phillips curve, disinflation is costly, because for

inflation to be falling, there has to be a negative output gap. By contrast, if agents believe

that expected future inflation will be lower, i.e. Etnm goes down, then according to the

NKPC, this will feed directly into current inflation via the term Etm+1 and does not re-

quire a negative output gap. We return to this below where we introduce the policy maker

explicitly.

The contrast between the way the two types of Phillips curve work can be highlighted

by writing the NKPC in an alternative way, which brings out the fact that inflation de-

pends on the entire future sequence of expected output gaps.26 Since the NKPC relates

current inflation to expected future inflation and the current output gap, it is possible to use

26 See Rudd and Whelan (2007). This paper also provides a useful critical assessment of the NK model and

tests its ability to fit the inflation data.
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the method of repeated substitution explained in the footnote27 to re-write the equation

NKPC as

00

m = Au2 WEtxm, where we write (NKPC, alternative form)

8 1 — 1 — 8

Was A to simplify the notation. (16.2)

This expression makes it very clear that inflation in period t will jump in response to any

news about future output gaps and that there is no role here for costly disinflation. It also

highlights the role ofcredibility: the key to achieving low inflation now is for the central bank

to commit to a sequence of future output gaps of zero, i.e. to forego targeting an output level

above equilibrium.

16.3.2 Stabilization bias

The New Keynesian Phillips curve allows us to investigate the impact ofthe central bank being

able to commit to a given adjustment path following economic shocks. In the cases we have

looked at so far in this book, the policy maker has been characterized by discretion. Monetary

policy makers in contemporary central banks practice discretion: they are able to re-optimize

their policy stance (i.e. readjust interest rates) in each period.

We shall see that, even when the policy maker targets equilibrium output, a sub-optimal

outcome occurs under discretion. Time inconsistency means that ifitwere possible to impose

commitment, adjustment to shocks would be less costly. More costly adjustment to shocks

under discretion is called 'stabilization bias’.

When considering the operation of stabilization policy under discretion and commitment

in a macro model with a NKPC, two related results arise:

1. Both the rise in inflation and the size of the negative output gap required to counteract

an inflation shock are smaller under commitment than under discretion. This is called the

stabilization bias of a policy of discretion. The response of the policy maker is ‘too harsh’

because it is unable to commit not to change the policy once the private sector sets prices.

27 The first step is to take the original NKPC:

7n = WEtflt+1 + Aaxt.

We can then use this relation to move the equation fon/vard by one period and find an expression for n+1:

”H1 = iVEt+17Tt+2 + A0’"t+1-

This is then substituted back into the original NKPC, such that:

”t = IIIEtlilIEt+1JTt+2 + Aaxt+1) + AOIXt-

The process then carries on, hence the term ’repeated substitution’. The next stage is to get an expression

for nt+2 (using the original NKPC) and to substitute that into the equation above. This process is repeated

an infinite number of times. We can then use a summation to get an expression for ”t in terms of the entire

future sequence of output gaps:

”t = A0! 22:0 il/lEtXHi-

Note that this derivation is based on the rule of iterated expectations, which implies that EtEt+1 = Et etc.
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2. The optimal policy rule under discretion is one that targets inflation (and produces

stabilization bias), whereas the optimal rule with commitment targets the price level. This

suggests that one reason we do not observe price-level targeting is that in the real world of

policy making, achieving commitment is difficult. As a result, we see the time-consistent but

sub-optimal policy of inflation-targeting.

The full dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model that lies behind these results

is set out in Gali (2008) Chapter 5 and Walsh (2010) Chapter 11. We sketch the intuition,

emphasizing the two results above.

The simplest way to see both the welfare benefits of commitment (price-level targeting)

and the difficulty of achieving it is to consider a temporary (i.e. one period) inflation shock.

We assume throughout this model that the central bank has an inflation target of zero. This

implies a constant price level in equilibrium and is used for convenience.

We take first the situation of discretion, where the central bank re-optimizes each period.

This looks similar to the familiar case of the 3-equation model: there is a downward-sloping

MR curve in the inflation-output diagram (Fig. 16.7). The central bank responds to the infla—

tion shock by 'leaning into the wind' and choosing its optimal response, which will entail a

negative output gap. Since the shock lasts for only one period and price setters are fon/vard

looking (but cannot all adjust immediately to the shock), the one period with output below

equilibrium induces firms who can adjust to re—set their prices downwards. This produces

pointA in Fig. 16.7a. In the following period, the economy is once more at Z, with output at

equilibrium and inflation at target.

lfthe policy maker could announce its plan of minimizing its losses over a lengthy period of

adjustment to the shock and could commit to sticking to it, it is able to respond to the shock

with a smaller deviation ofinflation from target and a smaller negative output gap. We can see

this in Fig. 16.7, by comparing pointsA and A’ and notingthat 7T1 > 71; > HT and y1 < y; < ye.

What such a policy maker would do is to take advantage of its commitment to the least

cost policy plan in order to influence private sector expectations. The plan would be to return

more gradually to equilibrium: a smaller initial negative output gap would be followed by

a further sequence of negative output gaps on the path to equilibrium. As shown in Fig.

16.7b the optimal plan under commitment sees inflation falling below target and gradually

returning to target as the output gap is reduced.

Figure 16.8 highlights the differences in the outcomes under discretion and commitment.

We can see that:

1. The ’footprint’ (size of the deviations) of the adjustment path in the inflation-output di-

agram is smaller under commitment (see Fig. 16.7). The more muted response under

commitment highlights the stabilization bias that arises under discretion. Welfare is lower

in the case of discretion because the higher costs in the first period outweigh the dis-

counted value of the deviations in output and inflation over the adjustment period under

commitment.

2. The price level is permanently higher in the case of discretion, whereas it returns to its

initial level in the case ofcommitment (Fig. 16.8b). Only by having some time with inflation

below target, which is possible with commitment but not discretion, can the price level

return to its starting point (shown by P = 100 in Fig. 16.8b).
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Figure 16.7 Stabilization bias: commitment vs discretion—the adjustment path in the inflation-output diagram

after an inflation shock.

3. The comparison between the two policies illustrates how time inconsistency works: since

there is no persistence in the inflation shock itself, once inflation falls, the central bank

will be tempted to abandon its plan and return to an output gap of zero. From that point

fonNard, this would boost its welfare relative to sticking to the plan set out under commit-

ment, since the squared deviations of inflation from target and output from equilibrium

would be zero and hence less than the corresponding positions and welfare loss on the

commitment plan. It is because the central bank would not stick to its announced plan

when it has discretion that it is forced to tighten more than it would under the 'no choice

to change' commitment policy: this produces the bias toward too much stabilization, i.e.

stabilization bias.

16.3.3 NK DSGE modelling

The New Keynesian Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (NK DSGE) model is the

workhorse model for much of modern macroeconomics and it was adopted by research

departments in central banks around the world in the years leading up to the global financial

crisis.28 it is derived from a RBC model and combines rational expectations of all agents

with price stickiness. The model is expressed in terms of three equations: the New Keyne-

sian Phillips curve equation (NKPC) introduced in the last subsection, the IS equation, which

28 This section is not intended as standard teaching material at intermediate level but is a guide to the

connection between the modelling in this book and widely used New Keynesian models.
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Figure 16.8 Stabilization bias: commitment vs. Set out under commitment, discretion—impulse response

functions for inflation, the price level and output after an inflation shock.

reflects the permanent income hypothesis, and a monetary rule equation that captures the

behaviour of an inflation-targeting central bank (MR). Figure 16.9 shows the evolution of the

NK DSGE model from its origins in the real business cycle model.

The structure of the NK model provides the basis for describing the policy regime often

referred to as Taylor rule macroeconomics. The central bank in the NK model effectively

picks both output and inflation using a Taylor rule consistent with the Taylor principle.29 This

contrasts with the example in Fig. 16.6 of the working of the NKPC in which the opening up

of an output gap caused a response from forward—looking price setters. When a forward-

looking central bank is added to the IS and the NKPC to create the NK model, output and

inflation arejointly determined by equilibrium decisions at each point in time. We highlight

the difference between this interpretation of Taylor rule macroeconomics and how it is

interpreted in the 3-equation model below.

The NK model is different from the 3-equation model (but similar to the RBC model),

because rational expectations and intertemporal optimization behaviour are assumed in

both the IS and the PC relations (as well as in the MR). It is similar to the 3-equation model

(but different from the RBC model), because it has real (imperfect competition) and nominal

(sticky prices) rigidities. This means a policy rule incorporating the Taylor principle is required

to ensure the economy stabilizes after a shock.

It is useful to clarify a number of important concepts that help when comparing the models

as we have described them in this chapter. These are shown in Fig. 16.10.

1. Acrucial concept in all three models is the flexible price equilibrium. When the economy

is undisturbed by a shock, it is said to be in steady state equilibrium defined by the flexible

price equilibrium. The flexible price equilibrium is the equilibrium level of output when

prices and wages are flexible. It is often referred to as the natural rate in the NK model; in

the 3-equation model, we use the term equilibrium rate or medium-run equilibrium.

29 See Chapter 13 for a discussion of Taylor rules and the Taylor principle.
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Figure 16.10 Concepts of equilibrium in macroeconomic models as discussed in this chapter.

 
2. In the RBC model, the flexible price equilibrium is also the first best equilibrium. It is

not possible to achieve higher welfare than at this equilibrium. However in the NK model,

the flexible price equilibrium is not efficient (first best) because of the presence of imperfect
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competition in the goods market. In principle, welfare could be improved ifthis imperfection

could be removed. In the 3—equation model, there are imperfections in both labour and

product markets. Because of the imperfections in the labour market, there is involuntary

unemployment in the flexible price equilibrium.

3. When the economy is disturbed by shocks, the cycles that arise in the RBC model are

equilibrium cycles. They are also efficient cycles because they represent first best outcomes:

the labour market always clears. There is no role for a policy maker to improve welfare. In

the NK model, a second kind of imperfection in addition to monopoly power in the goods

market, namely price rigidity, keeps the economy away from the flexible price equilibrium

in a way that could be improved on by the intervention of a policy maker. This explains

the welfare-enhancing role of the central bank in this model and the rationale for a Taylor

rule. Nevertheless, these cycles are still equilibrium cycles as they result from fonNard-looking

best-response decision making by all parties. In the 3-equation model on the other hand, the

deviations from the flexible price equilibrium are disequilibrium cycles. It is disequilibrium

in the labour market that feeds back into price setting. Using a Taylor rule, the fon/vard-

looking central bank can improve welfare by steering the economy back to the flexible price

equilibrium at least welfare cost.

Focusing just on the NK model and the 3-equation model, there are three important

differences in the mechanisms at work. The first difference is that because all the private

sector agents in the NK model are fon/vard-looking with rational expectations, they ’solve

the model’ and inflation jumps immediately to the level required to ensure that the cycle is

Stabilized.30 This requires the presence of a credible inflation-targeting central bank that is

committed to zero output gaps in the future. By contrast, in the 3-equation model, given the

absence of a NK Phillips curve, the economy is stabilized by the behaviour of the fon/vard-

looking central bank that uses the monetary rule to choose the output gap and in that way

to get the economy on to the stable path to equilibrium.

The second difference is the behaviour of employment. There is no unemployment

in the NK model and the response of employment to a shock is explained by the RBC

mechanism of intertemporal substitution in response to changes in the real wage. There is

underemployment because fewer hours are worked than in the RBC flexible price equilib-

rium. As highlighted in the discussion of the RBC model earlier in the chapter, the welfare

implications of employment fluctuations are quite different when business cycles entail in-

voluntary unemployment as is the case in the 3—equation model.

The third difference is that in the NK model there is no chain ofcausation from what is hap—

pening in the labour market to inflation. Output and inflation are determined simultaneously

in the NK model: inflation is caused by firms changing their prices in orderto maximize profits

given their expectations about future costs represented by the expected path of the output

gap. In the 3-equation model, by contrast, in response to inflation above target, it is the

3° Cochrane (2011a) provides a critique of the New Keynesian model from a neo-classical (RBC) perspective

by highlighting the strength of the assumption that inflation mustjump to one particular value in order that

the economy stabilizes. Section VI of Cochrane's paper provides a useful comparison between what he refers

to as Old and New Keynesian models.
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loosening of the labour market caused by the central bank’s decision to raise the interest

rate that pushes wage inflation down; price inflation falls as a consequence ofthe fall in cost

inflation.

Sources of persistence in state-of—the-art NK models

In the NK DSGE models found in central banks, many adjustments are made to the model

to allow it to capture the persistence in inflation and in the output response to shocks

that characterize real economic data. The model which many central banks have used is a

version of the Smets—Wouters (2003; 2007) model. This model incorporates features which

are introduced to better match the sluggish adjustment of the economy such as:

1. partial indexation of prices and wages, which introduces lagged inflation into the Phillips

curve;

2. habit formation in consumption and investment adjustment costs, which introduces a

role for lagged output in the IS curve;

3. lags in the Taylor rule, which introduces the lagged interest rate in the Taylor rule.

The hybrid Phillips curve is an example of how models used in the policy arena seek to

overcome unsatisfactory features of both the adaptive expectations Phillips curve (it is em-

pirically successful, but is subject to the Lucas critique; lacks micro-foundations and rational

expectations; and lacks a channel for credibility to affect inflation) and the NKPC (which is

fonNard looking and therefore not subject to the Lucas critique; has micro-foundations and

rational expectations with a role for credibility, but counterfactual empirical predictions).

The hybrid includes forward-looking inflation expectations but acknowledges that inflation

appears to be persistent or inertial, i.e. that it depends on lagged values of itself.

”I = Aflt_‘] + (1 ’— A)Etfl't+‘| + Aux). (hybrld PC)

The hybrid Phillips curve can be rationalized by the assumption that some proportion,

A, of firms use a backward—looking rule of thumb to set their inflation expectations while

the remainder use fon/vard-looking expectations. This parallels the consumption function

discussed at the end of Chapter 1, where a proportion of households are assumed to

use rule of thumb behaviour and base their consumption decisions on current income,

whilst the rest are modelled as using the fon/vard—looking permanent income hypothesis.

Anotherfrequently used rationalization is the idea of habit formation in consumption, which

produces slow adjustment to income shocks. These sources of persistence are necessary

for NK DSGE models to fit the data. They considerably complicate the models and make it

difficult to uncover the role played by the micro-foundations that stem from the origins of

the model in the RBC modelling tradition.

16.4 Conclusions

The work of Lucas and his contemporaries fed directly into the real business cycle (RBC)

models of the 19805, which form the basis of the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium

(DSGE) models that dominate modern academic macroeconomics today. RBC models use
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microfoundations, such as representative dynamically optimizing agents and perfect com-

petition, to build a model of the economy that seeks to match the economic fluctuations

observed in the data. The key features of these models are that business cycles are caused by

exogenous technology shocks and are propagated through the economy by agents smooth—

ing consumption and optimizing between leisure and consumption over time. Proponents

emphasize how well such stripped down models fit the data; critics point to the way tech—

nology shocks are modelled, the filtering method used and the discrepancy between the

predictions and the labour market data.

The New Keynesian (N K) model includes elements from both the 3—equation model (e.g.

sticky prices) and the RBC model (e.g. rational expectations of all agents). At the heart of

the NK model is the NK Phillips curve, which states that current inflation depends on the

entire future path of expected output gaps. The introduction of the NK Phillips curve allows

us to set out the stabilization bias problem that arises when monetary policy makers operate

with discretion (i.e. they can readjust interest rates in each period). Only when a central

bank can credibly commit to a given adjustment path following shocks to the economy

can stabilization be achieved at least cost (in terms of deviations from target inflation and

equilibrium output). In the absence of commitment, the central bank cannot follow the least

cost adjustment path because it is time inconsistent.

The NK DSGE model was widely adopted as the workhorse model of the research depart-

ments of central banks before the financial crisis. It is a common misconception that the NK

DSGE model is simply a more complicated version of the basic 3-equation model. There are

significantdifferences between the two models. The NK DSGE model is grounded in the RBC

model, so the intertemporal substitution of labour is the mechanism driving business cycles

and there is no involuntary unemployment. In addition, all the agents are forward—looking

and 'solve the model’, which leads tojumps in inflation. In contrast, in the 3-equation model

there are incomplete contracts and involuntary unemployment at equilibrium, and cycles

are driven by the response of price-settingfirms and to demand and supply shocks; wage and

price inflation respond to the output gaps that arise. In this model, the central bank is forward

looking and has to adjust interest rates to set the economy on a stable path to equilibrium.

Introducing some forward-looking behaviour of private sector agents to the 3—equation

model dampens cyclical fluctuations, but does not change the nature of the propagation

mechanisms or of the role ofthe central bank. The sharp differences between the NK model

and the 3-equation model highlighted in this chapter are somewhat blurred in the NK DSGE

models used in central banks where a large number of sources of persistence are introduced.

16.5 Questions

16.5.1 Checklist questions

1. List the key assumptions behind the RBC model. Are these assumptions realistic? To justify

your answer, provide some real-world examples where these conditions do not hold. Is this

an objection to the modelling strategy adopted?

2. Explain in words how exogenous technology shocks produce business cycles in the RBC

model. Why are business cycles considered to be equilibrium phenomena in this model?
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. Use a diagram (as per Fig. 16.4) to explain the movements of the labour supply and de-

mand curves after a negative technology shock. What might constitute a negative technology

shock?

. Explain in words what the Solow residual is. Use the production function to derive an equation

for the Solow residual. Are there any problems with using the Solow residual as a proxy for

technology shocks in the RBC model?

. What are some common criticisms of the RBC model? Suggest how the model could be

modified to deal with these problems.

. Is the following statement true or false? Justify your answer. 'The RBC and New Keynesian

models both view agents as rational and optimizing, hence they both view business cycles as

equilibrium rather than disequilibrium phenomena.’

. Write out the equations for the adaptive expectations and New Keynesian Phillips curves.

What are the main differences between the two? Use the equations to explain the costs

associated with disinflations.

. This question requires using the 3-equation and New Keynesian models to analyse the ad-

justment of the economy after a negative demand shock. Assume the economy is initially in

equilibrium and the negative output gap lasts for a set amount of time.

(a) Draw the impulse response functions for inflation and the output gap for each model (as

per Fig. 16.6).

(b) Explain why the paths of inflation are different in each model.

(c) How would the adjustment path change for the 3-equation model if a proportion of

households exhibit permanent income behaviour and have rational expectations?

. Assess the following statements S1 and 52. Are they both true, both false or is only one true?

Justify your answer.

S1. A monetary policy maker will achieve stabilization at least cost by committing to a price-

level target.

52. When a monetary policy maker has discretion to choose the interest rate in each period,

they will follow the same adjustment path as under commitment because this minimizes

the cost of adjustment to shocks.

Discuss the following statement: 'the 3-equation model is just a simple version of the NK

model'. When comparing the two different models make sure you discuss:

(a) How different agents interact to 'solve the model'.

(b) The propagation mechanism driving business cycles.

c The implications for inflation of economic shocks.( )

(d) The link between the labour market and inflation.

)(e The impact of business cycles on unemployment.

16.5.2 Problems and questions for discussion

1. Choose a large developed European economy (e.g. Germany, UK, France etc.). Use the OECD.

Stat website to gather a quarterly economic time series of macroeconomic indicators (see

the list of variables used in Table 16.1). Take the natural logarithm of each series and then
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pass it through a H-P filter (an Excel add-in can be downloaded from: http://www.web

reg.de/hp.addin.htm|). The difference between the actual and detrended log series is equiva-

lent to the cyclical component of each series. Create graphs comparing the cyclical component

ofeach variable to the cyclical component ofGDP (as per Figs. 16.1 and 16.2). Use the STDEV.P

and the CORREL functions in excel to compute the volatility and co-movements with GDP of

each of your series (as per Table 16.1 ). Answer the following questions:

(a) How far does the business cycle data of your chosen country match the predictions of the

original RBC model (as shown in Kydland and Prescott (1982))?

(b) What do your findings suggest about the success of the original RBC model at mimicking

business cycles outside of the United States?

. Use Section 16.2 and other relevant academic literature to assess the following statement: 'real

business cycle models are preferable to traditional Keynesian macroeconomic models as they

are not based on ad hoc assumptions, but rather solid microfoundations, such as dynamic

optimizing individuals and perfectly competitive markets'.

. This question focuses on the predictions of the 3-equation and NK models and how they

compare to the real-world data. Use Section 16.3 and your own analysis to answer the following

questions:

(a) What do the two models predict should have happened to inflation during the global

financial crisis (i.e. a large negative output gap that is expected to persist for a number of

periods)?

(b) Choose two OECD economies and use the OECD.Stat website to download inflation data

from 2006 to the end of 201 1. Plot this data on a graph. Describe the path of inflation for

each of these economies over the period.

(c) Does the data more closely match the predictions of the 3—equation model or the NK

model? Are there significant differences across the two countries?

(d) What other factors might have influenced the path of inflation in these countries over this

penod?

. Macroeconomic policy is about controlling the economy in the sense of keeping it close to the

constant inflation equilibrium. Read the following statement and answer the accompanying

questions: ’when thinking of controlling a classroom full of children, one would probably think

it wise to base classroom rules on the actual behaviour of children rather than on how they

would behave if they solved a forward-looking problem'.

(a) Does the line of reasoning in the statement have any implications for the RBC and NK

DSGE models? [Hint: think about the assumptions behind the models].

(b) Are there any insights from the microeconomic literature on behavioural economics that

would suggest that the RBC and NK DSGE models place too much weight on agents solving

complicated problems fonNard over distant time horizons? [Hint: a useful starting point is

the work of Nobel Prize winners Daniel Kahnemann and Amos Tversky].
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